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FOREWORD

As a Carmelite Prior Provincial I am grateful to have been asked to write a foreword to this volume
on the Carmelite friaries at Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth. Actually we should commence with
the last mentioned foundation first, for the Carmelite historian, Father Joachim Smet, writes in
his A History of the Brothers of Our Lady of Mount Carmel(Vo\ 1, 32; Carmelite Spiritual Center,
Darien, Illinois, USA 1975): 'The Carmelite Order probably spread to Scotland and Ireland from
England. Tullilum (Perth) is the earliest Scottish foundation, followed by Berwick (1270) and Aberdeen
(c 1273)'. I am writing from The Friars, Aylesford (Kent), which together with Hulne was the first
foundation (1242) of the Carmelites in Britain. Aylesford must have been an influence on one or
more of the three friaries described in this volume.

This volume is mainly based on excavations undertaken since 1980. On behalf of the Carmelites,
I would like to thank all connected with the digs for all they have done to unearth an important
part of our history and for keeping us informed throughout. In 1982 Miss Judith Stones, one of
the archaeologists much involved with the project, wrote to my predecessor, Father Alphonsus
Brennan: 'Carmelite friaries present an intriguing problem to the archaeologist', because up to now
very few have been extensively excavated. This present volume will go a long way in rectifying that
situation.

Piet H. Wijngaard, O. Carm
Prior Provincial
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1 INTRODUCTION JA STONES

This volume presents the results of the three excavations which have taken place at the sites of
Carmelite friaries in Scotland. It is interesting that of the half dozen or so Scottish friaries which
at the time of writing have been the subject of archaeological excavation, three should have been
houses of the Carmelite order, which in so many other ways is so little understood.

It was quite fortuitous that after initial exploration at Aberdeen in 1980-1, the site at Perth
should have become so quickly available for excavation, and that finally the open nature of the
Linlithgow site should have allowed the ground plan of most of the church and claustral area to
be examined. However, it should be remembered that all these excavations took place under 'rescue'
conditions, often during atrocious weather, and this is inevitably reflected in the extent of the
operations undertaken.

Although all were wholly or partially supported by the Scottish Development Department
(Historic Buildings and Monuments), the three sites were excavated under the auspices of three
different organisations. Aberdeen was undertaken by Aberdeen Art Gallery and Museums Depart-
ment, Perth was excavated by the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust Ltd, while Linlithgow was
a freelance project. Until all excavations were completed, there was no intention of publishing the
sites in one volume. Hence the recording and the initial post-excavation work was tackled in different
ways and only standardised after a definite decision had been taken to publish jointly. This has led
to some degree of, mainly minor, inconsistencies in the way in which the material has been presented.
For example, Perth has prepared an animal bone report (in fiche), where Aberdeen and Linlithgow
have not, indicating simply a different approach by different organisations and individuals. It may
be noticed, also, that where Linlithgow and Perth use the word 'context', Aberdeen prefers 'feature'
and 'layer': such differences do not, it is felt, detract from the underlying unity of the volume, and
they are pointed out where relevant.

It is hoped that the research presented in this volume will throw light on the activities of this
little-known order, whose members must once have been a familiar sight in the streets and lanes
of one of their most far-flung northern provinces: an order which despite its pragmatic decision
in the 13th century to take on the nature of the other, more well-known, mendicant brethren, the
Franciscans and Dominicans, perhaps never quite forgot its origins in the hermit cells of Mount
Carmel. But it is very erroneous for the historian to write in the past tense of an order which is
so obviously alive today, and whose interest in the uncovering of its Scottish background, illustrated
by the foreword in this volume, has been one of the most striking and encouraging features of this
piece of research.
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ILL 1 : Carmelite friaries in Scotland, with Hulne in Northumberland
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2 THE CARMELITE FRIARS IB COWAN

The origin of the Carmelite friars, who were a contemplative and eremital order founded in the 12th
century, is still imperfectly known, but it seems certain that groups of hermits from Mount Carmel,
of European nationality, were brought back by Crusaders in the mid-13th century and confirmed
as mendicants by Pope Honorius III (Cowan and Easson 1976, 134-9). They settled in England c 1242
and three years later their rule, which had previously specified rural settlement, was mitigated to
allow foundations in urban centres.

It is uncertain when the Carmelites came to Scotland but the assertion that William of Sandwich
brought them in 1244 is certainly without foundation. Their first appearance in Scotland may have
been at Tullilum near Perth in 1262 (111 1), it being reputed that Richard, bishop of Dunkeld, provided
the friars, who had arrived in Scotland two years previously, with their first chapel at that spot.
No documentary proof is, however, forthcoming until the early 14th century and it may be that
the house at Berwick-upon-Tweed reputedly founded by Sir John Gray in 1270, was the first
foundation in Scotland. Aberdeen, too, vies for this honour as in 1273 Reginald le Chen made a
grant to the Carmelites there 'till their buildings be ready' (Cowan and Easson 1976, 135). Others
followed at Irvine (-1293), founded by one of the Fullertons of Fullerton with whose ancestors the
patronage remained in 1412 and at Luffness (-1293). At Banff (1321-4), the lady chapel near the
burgh was bestowed on the Carmelites on 21 April 1321 by Robert I, who confirmed the grant to
them on 1 August 1323, along with land for the erection of a church and monastery. Other houses
were erected at Linlithgow by Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith (1401), and at Queensferry in 1440/1
when a charter of James Dundas of Dundas granted a piece of ground there 'for the church of St
Mary the Virgin and for the construction of certain buildings there in the form of a monastery'
(Cowan and Easson 1976, 137). Inverbervie was founded before 1443, followed by Kingussie erected
by George, earl of Huntly before 1501. Their final foundation at Edinburgh stemmed from the
generosity of the town council who granted a site at the Greenside to the friars of Queensferry on
5 December 1520, although possession of the site was not obtained for another five years.

The Carmelites were also known as the 'White Friars' and their priories were dedicated to the
Blessed Virgin Mary. It is traditionally believed that their establishments were small, while from
documentary evidence of the 16th century it would appear that their communities numbered only
a few friars (McRoberts 1962, 234, 238). Archaeological evidence from the three sites excavated at
Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth indicates, however, that these three principal friaries, at least, were
on a larger scale than has hitherto been believed. While these friaries may be exceptional within
the Scottish province, the evidence does strongly suggest that originally the number of friars was
greater and the order better endowed than previously suspected. This may also reflect wide-ranging
use of these particular establishments prior to the 16th century, when it is possible that a number
of lay people were attached to the friaries either as servants or organised in confraternities.

Until 1291 x 1294 the Scottish houses appear to have been accounted with those pertaining to
the English province of the order, but a division of the province appears to have taken place between
these dates (Cowan and Easson 1976, 134). With the exception of the years between 1460 and 1482,
Berwick was effectively lost to the Scottish province after 1296 and was eventually dissolved in 1539.
The remaining houses apparently held regular provincial chapters, such a meeting taking place at
Luffness in 1480.

The early history of the order and its activities in Scotland are obscure, but it can be assumed
that the principal responsibility of the Carmelites was to preach and they seem also to have been
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actively involved in teaching. William Elphinstone bishop of Aberdeen endowed the Carmelites of
Aberdeen and one of their number, William Shewan, in turn acted as scribe to William Hay, sub-
principal of King's College (Macfarlane 1985, 255, 359). He copied out his lectures on Extreme
Unction, Holy Orders and Matrimony for the use of students of theology in 1535 and also transcribed
some of the Aberdeen cathedral registers (Macfarlane 1985, 255). Friars were also employed as special
preachers by other bishops. In 1512 Friars Musch and Pareis of Tullilum were subsidised at Aberdeen
University by George Browne, bishop of Dunkeld, who also helped the friars build the nave of their
church and improved the conventual accommodation (McRoberts 1962, 209). Men of learning were
not uncommon among members of the order, amongst the most prominent being David Balbirny
who acted in turn as prior at Greenside (Edinburgh), Tullilum and Queensferry and who had earlier
taught at Dunkeld (McRoberts 1962, 210). A community library which contained a volume of Duns
Scotus was in existence at Aberdeen in the early 16th century and although the Carmelite claim to
learning is modest, reform of the order which was requested of the prior general by James V in
1530 was accorded high priority by many of its members and led in 1541 to controversy over the
office of provincial between John Malcolmson and William Stob who appears to have wished to
institute a stricter regimen. Such changes appear to have been initially resisted at the Scottish court,
but the acceptance of Stob as provincial by a papal commission presided over by Cardinal Beaton
in February 1540/1 appears to have opened the way to reform (McRoberts 1962, 210-11). As with
other orders of friars, fear of their influence as orthodox teachers and preachers may have led to
the onslaught upon their houses at the Reformation of 1559/60. Little documentary information
is available about their actual destruction. The reforming barons of the Mearns apparently destroyed
the friary at Aberdeen, in other burghs such as Linlithgow and Perth the 'rascal multitude' were
invited to take direct action but at Banff the buildings were set on fire 'under sylens of nicht' and
on 15 August 1559 the prior with the consent of one of the friars leased 'all and haill our place
besyde Banff . . . in quhait stait yat ewer yai be for ye tyme be resounn of this present contrawersie'
(Cowan and Easson 1976, 136). The hope no doubt remained that the change of faith would only
be temporary, but it was not to be.
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3 THE BUILDINGS OF THE FRIARS IN SCOTLAND
JA STONES

The position of many of the houses of all three orders of friars (and of the Trinitarians, so often
included among them, although not a mendicant order) near to the heart of modern towns has meant
that very little has survived above ground. The combination of damage or looting at the Reformation,
albeit not as extensive as once was imagined, with later systematic removal of re-useable building
materials and finally redevelopment, has robbed Scotland of almost all evidence of mendicant
architecture. Of some forty-five houses of the Franciscan, Dominican and Carmelite orders, not
to mention eight Trinitarian houses, only fragments of three houses, Franciscan at Inverkeithing,
Dominican at St Andrews and Carmelite at South Queensferry (111 2), are still extant, along with
part of the central area of the church at the Trinitarian house at Dunbar. At Elgin, the Franciscan
church remains, although much restored, while the Franciscan church at Aberdeen stood until the
early years of this century, when it was demolished to make way for Marischal College; fortunately
a few photographs (held at Local Studies Department, Aberdeen City Libraries) and measured
drawings were completed before its removal (Cooper 1903-4). Out of the considerable number of
friaries which flourished N of the border between the 13th and 16th centuries, the standing remains
are extremely few.

In recent years, excavation has extended our knowledge of the layout of the Franciscan house
at Jedburgh (Todd 1985), the Dominican friary at Perth (Hall 1984) and the Trinitarian house at
Dunbar (Wordsworth 1983), in addition to the excavations of the Carmelite houses at present under
discussion.

ILL 2 : The former church of the Carmelite friars at South Queensferry
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REMAINS OF CARMELITE FRIARIES

Of the twelve medieval friaries of the Carmelite order in Scotland only the choir and crossing of
the church at South Queensferry now remain upstanding, although part of the nave stood until the
mid-19th century. Also surviving above ground are a few foundations of the church at Luffness
(RCAHMS East Lothian, 1-2). Although some investigations were undertaken at South Queensferry
in the 1970's (Wallace 1971), they were unproductive, and it can be said that the three excavations
at Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth were exploring unknown territory, as virtually nothing was known
of the establishments of the Carmelites in Scotland.

FRIARY CHURCH

The present state of our knowledge of the layout of the Scottish Whitefriars convents is shown in
111 3. It is clear that the one common factor which defines Scottish Carmelite friaries is the simple
church building, aligned E-W, tending to be long and narrow and aisleless. Only at South Queensferry
is there a transept, which on a much smaller scale recalls the S preaching transepts added to some
Irish friaries in the 14th and 15th centuries, for example at the Dominican house at Kilkenny (Craig
1982, 82).

The long narrow church seems to follow the pattern established in England by the Carmelite
order at Hulne in Northumberland (Hope 1890). This friary is thought to have been founded shortly
after the introduction of the order to England around 1240 (Egan 1972, 90), although it cannot
certainly be said that the church or other buildings of Hulne pre-dated all the Scottish friaries at
present under discussion. However, the Scottish churches seem to fit much more closely into the
pattern of Hulne than they do into that of some of the other Carmelite houses, for example the
large preaching nave constructed at Coventry in the 14th century (Woodfield 1967, 278-9). Broadly,
Scottish parish church architecture also tended to be on a simpler scale than comparative English
examples—very many rural churches in Scotland were built from the 13th to the 17th century in
the form of a plain aisleless rectangle.

At Linlithgow we have some evidence for the internal arrangements of the church, which seems
to have started life as a chapel in the 13th century, and was expanded to the E by a chancel after
the friars took it over in the early 15th century. The position of the high altar in the presbytery has
been clearly defined, along with the fact that it had a retable above it, while two altars, perhaps
dedicated to St John the Baptist and St Thomas the Martyr, have been identified to the N and S
of the entrance from the nave into the chancel (Chapter 5.2).

The most striking feature associated with friary churches as opposed to monastic and secular
churches of the middle ages is the so-called walking-place—a passageway between the nave and chancel
often connecting the cloister on one side of the church with the graveyard and the "outside world"
on the other. There seems to be some evidence that this existed at Linlithgow, flanked to the W
by a rood screen and to the E by a choir screen, the rood screen (probably of wood) being founded
on the partially demolished E wall of the original chapel (see Chapter 5.2; 111 41). Sometimes these
walking places were surmounted by a tower, as may be the case at the Trinitarian house at Dunbar
(MacGibbon and Ross 1896-7, 3, 462). There is no evidence for or against a tower at Linlithgow.
At Luffness it is conceivable that the foundations visible at the E end of the nave may be evidence
of a tower (111 3), but it seems more likely that at Luffness, as at Linlithgow and Hulne (Hope 1890,
115), an altar stood on either side of the entrance from the nave into the chancel. However, we
should not forget the possibility of a wooden tower or steeple as suggested by Clapham at the Carmelite
friary of Denbigh (Clapham 1927, 101-4).
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ILL 3 : Plans of Scottish Carmelite friaries and of the friary at Hulne, Northumberland. South Queensferry is based on
MacGibbon and Ross 1896-7, 3, fig 1214; Luffness is based on a survey by RCAHMS (Crown copyright); Hulne
is after Hope 1890, 105
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CONVENTUAL BUILDINGS

The accepted arrangement of the domestic and administrative buildings of the friary was a series
of structures situated around one or more courtyards or cloisters, most commonly S of the church.
This plan has its origin in the layout of the Cistercian abbey, but in the case of the friaries tended
to be on a much less elaborate scale, owing to lack of finance, fewer personnel and essential differences
between the cloistered existence of the monk and the closer relationship of the friar with the outside
world. The plan of Hulne indicates a typical Carmelite layout (111 3), although on a larger scale than
any of the Scottish houses.

At Linlithgow and Perth some evidence has been obtained about the location and function of
some of the conventual buildings. At Linlithgow (111 41), individual rooms within the E range have
been identified as a sacristy (where sacred vessels were kept and washed), a chapter house (where
friary business was discussed), a parlour (where the friars were permitted a degree of relaxation),
while the dormitory may have been located upstairs in this range. The S range was the usual position
for the refectory, and one of the rooms in that range seems to have served that function. At some
houses, for example Hulne, the W range may have been reserved for accommodation for the prior
or for guests (Hope 1890, 122). Only at Linlithgow is there any evidence of a W range. This evidence
is very slight, and it is possible either that the major portion of the W range was beyond the limit
of the excavated area, or that the W range was never built. Certainly the Linlithgow cloister yard
was never finished. In the case of Linlithgow, founded only in the early 15th century, it may well
be that the Reformation intervened before building work was completed. Indeed, in many Scottish
friaries, where money was often short, it is possible that once sufficient basic accommodation was
available, no effort was made to expand. In Ireland, certainly, not only are there friaries which were
built over an extended period as patronage became available (for example the Franciscan house at
Adare, Limerick (Leask 1960, 97-8)) but also examples where claustral buildings may never have
been completed (Leask 1960, 95). It has been suggested, further, that in mendicant architecture the
cloister never had the importance it held in the monastic lifestyle, as a place of study, and that in
many friaries it was little more than a means of circulating between buildings (Mellor and Pearce
1981, 23).

ADDITIONAL FRIARY BUILDINGS

Examination of friaries and other religious houses has in the past tended to concentrate on the religious
function of the houses, their churches and the immediate friary or monastic buildings. It is clear
from the documentary evidence that all these friaries had close links with their local communities.
Indeed at Linlithgow the prior was a burgess of the burgh of Linlithgow in the years leading up
to the Reformation (see Chapter 5.1), and all the friaries were administrators of considerable estates.
We must not forget the various ancillary buildings associated with such activities, some of which
may have been in the immediate vicinity of the friary buildings (as for example at Hulne) and some
further afield. In 1571 James VI transferred a number of lands of the Aberdeen friars to Captain
Andrew Chisholme. These included "the dwelling place formerly pertaining to the Whitefriars, lying
within the said burgh, with gardens, barns, malt-house, kiln, cobill and other buildings lying together
in the friars' Green". In 1661 Parson Gordon mentions the friars' kiln as being the only standing
building remaining of the Carmelite friary (Parson Gordon, 16).

Finally, it is clear that from the 13th century the Perth friary had a close association with the
bishops of Dunkeld, and that the friary was the site of an important episcopal residence, refurbished
in the early 16th century (see Chapter 6.1). Unfortunately, no trace of such a building was recorded
during the excavation, although its existence may well have been reflected in the substance and
organisation of the friary complex.
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BURIAL AREAS AND GARDENS

At Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth there is evidence of burials within churches, within the cloister
(at Linlithgow) and in an external cemetery to the N and E of the church at Linlithgow. Other areas
of the friary precinct, neither occupied by buildings nor cemetery, would have been utilised as open
land, possibly cultivated, or as gardens or orchards. At Aberdeen, excavations at 45-59 Green and
67-71 Green (111 6) identified some areas which may have been so utilised, while the 'Friars' garden'
is specifically mentioned as late as 1794, when Carmelite Street was laid over its site (Abdn Recs
Marischal Col, 238). From Perth we seem to have a charming insight into the problems of friary
horticulture and the need to extend orchards and gardens to provide more produce (Brockie, 1536-7),
but sadly the reference may be spurious (see Chapter 6.1).
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4 ABERDEEN CARMELITE FRIARY
4.1 THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE RM SPEARMAN

INTRODUCTION

The surviving documentary evidence of the Carmelite friars of Aberdeen (111 1) is considerable. Over
300 separate documents or book entries have been preserved. These are almost all calendared along
with documents for the other Aberdeen friars in Anderson's Aberdeen Friars. The survival of such
a large body of evidence is mainly the result of George fifth Earl Marischal's endowment of his
college with all the possessions of the Carmelites and Dominicans of Aberdeen (Aberdeen Friars,
112); many of the original documents are in the Aberdeen University Archives. There are, in addition,
a significant number of references to the Carmelites in the Aberdeen Council Registers and the
Registers of Sasines held in the City of Aberdeen Charter Room. A further small number of important
references occur in the public records, the majority of which are in print. The documentation is
almost wholly concerned with the financial and property holdings of the friars.

The work of two early 18th-century historians, John Spottiswoode (1666-1728) and Marianus
Brockie (1687-1755) also provides evidence about Aberdeen and other Carmelite houses. The former
wrote an Account of the Religious Houses in Scotland at the Time of the Reformation which was
reprinted in Keith's Catalogue of Scottish Bishops (Keith, Bishops 1824). Brockie was a Benedictine
monk who worked on many documents relating to the Scottish monasteries with the intention of
producing a 'Monasticon Scoticon' but died before this was complete. There are many problems
in assessing Brockie's work: some of his manuscripts are thought to be genuine transcriptions of
documents which have since been lost, while others are patent forgeries (Docherty 1965).

Despite the large number of references to both rents and land holdings of the friars the surviving
documentation is not a complete record of the friars' property interests. Evidence for the 13th and
14th centuries, in particular, is scarce and must be regarded as patchy. The records improve
considerably during the course of the 15th century.

Preservation of the records must have suffered considerably as a result of the two 'destructions'
of the friary. It is difficult to judge what effect Edward Ill's raid on Aberdeen in 1336 had on the
friars' cartulary. So few documents survive for that period that there are no identifiable gaps.
However, the numerous confirmations of now missing charters given by David II in the 1360's attest
to an attempt by the friars to reorganise their charters once peace had been re-established. The
destruction of the friars' deeds as a result of the Reformation is more easily reconstructed. Many
papers were lost and lands alienated between 1559 and 1593 when the various remaining charters
came to rest with Marischal College. At times title deeds would have been transferred with their
relevant land. On other occasions lands were illegally alienated and writs conveniently or otherwise
lost. In general, loss of documentation is more easily detected for lands in and around Aberdeen.
For these, the evidence is more abundant and cross references with the burgh records and later
Marischal College rentals are sometimes possible. Further away from Aberdeen, land holdings of
the friars tended to stand in isolation from one another so that no references in any other documents
exist to indicate lost lands or rents. Where evidence has survived the lands in question have usually
been legally or illegally alienated in the years following the Reformation. If any other such lands
were alienated with loss of their charters then nothing would now be known of them.
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In addition to the charter evidence a rental of the friars' property compiled for Prior John
Christesoun in 1542 is also extant (MCC, i, 9) (Table 1 mf, 1: A4). The number of 'lands' involved
in this rental is very much as the charters indicated although the rental shows no income from
Netherkirkgate where at the end of the 15th century there had been two 'lands' owned by the friars.
The major difference between the charters and Christesoun's rental is that the latter also indicates
an income from fourteen houses located in various parts of the town. It would seem that these were
also owned by the friars but that they were not substantial enough to merit separate charters.

SITE LOCATION

The earliest references locate the Carmelites in Aberdeen in
the Green (111 4). However there was some ambiguity in the
definition of the Green during the medieval period. In
particular the boundary between the Green and Denburn
areas varied as certain borderline properties often changed
from one district to the other (Milne 1911, 33). No specific
descriptions of the friary's location in the Green have
survived, but some information can be gathered when the
friary was used as a landmark in the descriptions of other
properties. It is, therefore, not until such site descriptions
become more common at the beginning of the 15th century
that the site of the friary can be identified, on the S side and

near the W end of the Green. The friary gate opened into
a vennel which extended between the Green and an inch by
the river (MCC, xi, 53): this vennel may have approximated
to the modern line of Rennie's Wynd (111 6). Other references
show that the friary was E of this vennel (MCC, xii, 30, 38,
39). The lack of earlier references to the friary location make
it uncertain whether it had moved between the late 13th and
early 15th century. The friary is known to have acquired
several parcels of adjacent land and some changes in layout
may have taken place but it seems unlikely that once
established the friary was ever transferred to a completely
different site on the Green.

ILL 4 : Aberdeen. Location of lands in or near the burgh owned by the Carmelites or providing income through rent, and
mentioned in Chapter 4.1
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DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF LAND HOLDINGS AND ANNUAL RENTS

The Carmelites received cash income from the land in two
basic forms. The most common source was money gifted to
the friars in perpetuity and paid as annual rents out of
specified properties. The land involved remained the property
of the benefactor and his or her heirs. Less commonly the
friars acquired full title to lands. These they made use of
themselves or leased out for further rents. Such lands came
to the friars in a variety of ways. Occasionally non-payment
of gifted rents meant that a benefactor's heirs parted with
the land in question, or a portion of it, rather than the
accumulated rents. This was the case in 1399 when Alice
Pynchast parted with certain lands in the area of the Denburn
which were unable to pay annual rents gifted from them by
her father Mathew (MCC, xii). Gifts of land from benefactors
were often extensions of earlier gifts of rents. The principal
reason for gifts of both rents and land was to ensure that
the friars would pray for the souls of the benefactors and
their families. Many such gifts may also have been in
recognition of religious services and educational assistance.
Frequently, therefore, these grants indicate the districts of
the town where the friars were most active. Where the rentals
of land were at some distance from the town some of the
connections between the town and its hinterland can also be
recognised. The record is very much one of money. Through-

out the period there are no extant records of payments in
kind to the friars, although such gifts might be expected at
least from the farm land and crofts. Either the money
economy had become firmly established in and around
Aberdeen or there is a specific gap in the record. The wide
range of surviving documents makes it unlikely that a whole
type of income could be missing. Moreover there are very
few references in Aberdeen Friars to any other friary receiving
rents in kind.

Management of such a large estate led not only to rentals
such as that of 1542 but also to the appointment of friars
as rent collectors and procurators. From the second half of
the 15th century pursuit of rent arrears became an ever
increasing feature of the friars' public dealings. Where
necessary, cases were brought by the friars before the burgh
court and at times they even went on to recover rents forcibly
or seize land. Many of these disputes were concerned with
land or rents from within the burgh, but there are also records
from a forty-seven year long dispute between the friars and
the Leslie family over their occupation of lands in Ardune
(? Ardoyne, c 25 miles NW of Aberdeen) and Stainbrig
(location not known) (MCC, xiii, 7; Aberdeen Sasines, viii,
28 July 1553).

STRUCTURAL HISTORY

The earliest evidence for the Aberdeen Carmelite friary
survives only in a confirmation charter of 1336 in which David
II, King of Scots, re-affirmed a number of earlier grants to
the friars (RRS, vi, nos 260, 262). Both of the reconfirmed
charters originally date to 1273, but one was itself a
confirmation of an earlier charter.

This first confirmation had been given by Friar Laurence
de Dalery with the Trinitarian friars of Aberdeen and
elsewhere after a meeting at Fontem Scocie (Scotlandwell by
Loch Leven in Kinross-shire). In this early confirmation the
Aberdeen Trinitarians stated that they had been witnesses
to the granting of land called the 'madderyard in the Green'
to the Carmelite friars in Aberdeen by Thomas le Bouer, a
burgess of that town. Le Bouer's gift must have been made
between the establishment of the Trinitarians in Aberdeen
and the meeting at Scotlandwell in 1273. This is the first firm
reference to the Trinitarians in Aberdeen. The popular belief
is that they were sent to the town by William I, c 1211 (Milne
1911, 75), but the origin of the story is Hector Boece and
not reliable (Bellenden, Chronicles, 218). There are no
references to a church or any other buildings in le Bouer's
grant and this would seem to have been the Carmelites' first
land holding in Aberdeen.

The second charter of 1273 refers to a gift by Reginald
le Cheyne the elder (pater) of eight marks (£5 6s 8d) annual
rent specifically for the friary buildings namely its church,
cloister, refectory, dormitory, infirmary and kitchen. The
charter makes no provision for land on which the convent
was to be built. Clearly the Carmelites must already have had
some in their possession and it would seem that a gift of land,
such as the 'madderyard' must have pre-dated le Cheyne's
own 'foundation'.

Involvement of other burgesses soon followed, providing
rents of a mark or even just a few pence from other lands
in the Green (RRS, vi, no 260) and in 1277/8 the friars were
able to purchase land immediately to the E of their own
property (RRS, vi, no 260). This expansion must almost

certainly mean trial at this stage the friars had begun the
building programme initially funded by Reginald le Cheyne.
However le Cheyne's part in the War of Independence and
the war itself must have made it difficult for the friars to
progress very far with the building. In 1324 Robert I endowed
the friars with an annual of ten marks (£6 13s 4d) from the
burgh ferm to help pay for the construction of their church.
These payments continued until the end of Robert's reign
in 1329. In 1327 there was also an additional gift from the
king of 40s (ER, i, 60, 61, 90, 155, 308). It is possible that
Robert was funding an extension to the Carmelites' church
but given the problems of the preceding twenty five years
of war it seems more probable that his grant was to help in
its completion. With Robert's death in 1329 relations between
Scotland and England deteriorated and renewed warfare led
to the substantial destruction of Aberdeen by Edward III in
1336. Any buildings that the friars had been able to erect
by that time may well have been destroyed during the battle
for the town which according to Andrew of Wyntoun, writing
in 1420-4, actually took place in the Green (Chron Wyntoun
(Laing), ii, 422-3). Fordun's chronicle, written prior to 1384,
also records that Aberdeen was sacked by Edward III
although he does not provide details of the battle site (Chron
Fordun, i, 360). The Exchequer Rolls record that only the
adherents of Edward III were left in the town and that the
burgh ferm for Martinmas 1336, a set tax to the crown, had
to be abandoned (£7?, i, 472).

The Exchequer Rolls also provide some suggestion that
the friary, and in particular the friary church roof, had been
damaged. In 1340 the ten marks from Aberdeen's burgh ferm
previously provided from 1324-9 were again being made
available to the friars. This money was now to be used not
only on the church fabric but also on its roof. Indeed in 1341,
1342 and 1343 the money was solely for the church roof (ER,
i, 455, 456, 471, 480, 528). It was not until 1349/50 that new
rents were again gifted to the Carmelites. Moreover these new
rents were not normally from land in the Green. When
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ILL 5 : Part of Parson James Gordon's map of Aberdeen (1661) showing positions of Dominican, Franciscan and Carmelite
friaries, and of the Trinitarian house. The Franciscan (Greyfriars) church is marked top right, the Trinitarian church
appears below the letter q (bottom right). One small building is still standing at the Dominican (Blackfriars) site
(top !"ft'; The site of the Carmelite friary lies below the letter p, which marks the Green. The 'freer killne', men-
tion. ' Parson G- ' n (16) as the last vestige of the Carmelite friary, has not been identified on the map
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Mathew Pynsach did include a rental for the Green in his
larger gift of 1350 the portion from the Green had to be
spread amongst a number of plots. His principal tenement
there had been burnt and laid waste while others were vacant
(RRS, vi, no 260; MCC, viii, 2).

In 1350, burgesses such as John Crab, Mathew Pynsach
and Alexander Constable provided substantial annual rents
from elsewhere in the burgh (RRS, vi, nos 260, 344). In 1360
David II gave a gift of ten pounds to the friars and in the
following year agreed to continue the payments from the
burgh ferm granted by Robert I. The proviso that the money
was to be spent on the church fabric was, however,
withdrawn. Presumably the Carmelites' church was finally
fully repaired (RRS, vi, no 261; ER, ii, 103ff).

Amongst the benefactors of the friary in the mid-14th
century was Philip Arbuthnot whom both Spottiswoode and
Brockie, writing in the 18th century, acclaimed as the actual
founder of the convent (Spottiswoode 1824, 455; Brockie,
1549). While this was obviously not the case it would seem
that he was involved in the rebuilding of the friary after
Edward Ill's sack of the town. The only extant charter of
Philip Arbuthnot relating to the friars gives an annual of one
mark towards the refurbishment of their church from his
lands at Arbuthnot in the Mearns. There is some difficulty
over the date of this charter. In the Register of the Great Seal
it is dated 25 April 1355, but in an inspection charter of 1366
from David II the same document is dated 15 April 1304
(RMS, \, no 259; RRS, vi, no 358). The 1304 date seems
unlikely. The Arbuthnot family history is not precise for this
period but there was only one Philip to hold the title. Philip
was married for the second time in the 1370's to Margaret
Douglas, daughter of Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith and
subsequent founder of the Carmelite friary at Linlithgow,
Philip's heir from this marriage, Hugh, had succeeded by
1404 when he appeared as a witness to a charter (Scots
Peerage, i, 276-7). It would seem unlikely therefore that Philip
held the title or was even alive in 1304 and the 1355 date is
preferred here.

Philip Arbuthnot's gift of one mark annually would not
have been enough to lead Spottiswoode and Brockie to believe
that he was the friary's founder. The problems over the dating
of Arbuthnot's charter may, however, have been part of an
attempt by the friars to increase his standing and cast him
as the convent's patron. Such a date change involving both
day and year is unlikely to have been simply a scribal error
and the friars would seem to have deliberately changed the
date. In 1366 it may have been felt that it was unwise to be
too closely associated with the Cheyne family who had sided
with the English during the earlier wars. For whatever reason,
the story of Philip Arbuthnot's patronage of the convent
became established. It may well be, though, that Arbuthnot
gave other gifts to the friars which are unknown and this was
the explanation adopted by Brockie. To support his belief
that Arbuthnot was the convent's founder, Brockie produced
a further 'charter' from Philip dated 1354 (Brockie, 1548-51).
Brockie is the only source for this charter which is almost
certainly spurious. Its phraseology is comparable to Brockie's
own passages and unlike genuine foundation charters of the
14th century. The charter purports to be an agreement by
Philip Arbuthnot to fund the construction of a new convent
as previous pious work had been destroyed by war and fire.
The charter names a number of individuals whose existence
is otherwise unknown. Friar Elias Bizzet is supposed to have
supervised the new building work and Friar Elias Collison
is described as provincial of the order in Scotland. We do
not know who held these posts in 1354. Philip Arbuthnot
is described as constable of Aberdeen. This is likewise
unconfirmed but would appear to be a contrivance of
Brockie's to connect an earlier benefactor of the friars,
Alexander Constable, with Philip. Alexander Constable, son
of Roger Constable, burgess of Aberdeen, provided the friars
with a rental of four marks from his lands in Castlegate in

1350. Brockie was aware of David II's confirmation of this
gift but changed the date of the original gift to c 1364 and
the name of the grantor to Alexander Arbuthnot son of Philip
(RRS, vi, no 344; Brockie, 1551). Brockie clearly believed
that the friary had in effect been refounded in the 1350's and
was providing a spurious history of those events. There may
however have been other gifts by Philip Arbuthnot.

The fortunes of the friary continued to improve over
the next hundred years with a steady flow of new annuals
and occasional gifts of land. In the second half of the 15th
century the friars began to acquire land adjacent to their
convent. In 1451/2 Andrew Sprinct 'gifted' to the friars his
land on the S side of the Green bounded to E and W by the
friars' land (MCC, xii, 48). No new building work is recorded
and it seems likely that the friars were simply consolidating
their extensive land holdings in the Green. In 1467 they had
also acquired five particates of land on the opposite side of
the Green (a particate is a strip of land approximately eighteen
to twenty feet wide).

During this period the friars also profited from James
IV's many gifts to religious houses. From 1497/8 they
regularly received alms from the king along with the other
friars in Aberdeen. They were normally given the same
amount as the Blackfriars, usually about thirteen shillings
(TA, i, 373-4, ii, 75, 255, 265, 266, iii, 66).

No evidence for any structural changes is known of
during the 16th century until the Reformation. On 29
December 1559 Thomas Menzies, provost of the council
announced that: 'The Mearns men and Angouss men conuenit
in congregatioune ar to be in this toune this present day to
destroy and cast doun the kirkis and religiows places thairof,
under colour and pretence of godlie reformatioune'
(Aberdeen Counc, 325-6). The burgh council was far from
pleased with the actions of the men of Mearns and Angus
but they were powerless to stop the following day's events.
On 4 January 1559/60 (note: in the Spalding Club publication
cited above, pagination and date wrongly imply that the year
was 1558/9) the burgh registers continue: 'sum nichtbours
and induellaris of the burght, hes enterit to the blak freirs
and quhyt freirs of this toune and spulzeit their places, and
takin away the gere and gudis of the same, witht the
tymmarwark and insicht, togidder with the leid of the kirkis
and ar enterit upoun the ruiffs of the kirkis and biggins and
takand away the sklayttis, tymmir and stanis thairof
(Aberdeen Counc, 315). Obviously not all the townsfolk
shared Provost Menzies' scruples. Considerable damage was
being done to the fabric of the friaries. The plate had
presumably been removed and the friars evicted by the men
of Mearns and Angus. The burgh council, recognising that
they could do little to prevent the robbing of building
material, claimed it for the common good and proceeded to
repossess it from the townfolk and organise a more systematic
gutting of the buildings (Aberdeen Counc, xxiii, 256).

In the confused years after the Reformation the lands
and convent of the Carmelites in Aberdeen were granted to
a number of individuals and organisations. In many cases
this was in conjunction with the property of other Aberdeen
friars—in particular the Dominicans. In 1561 Queen Mary
gave the lands of the Dominicans, Carmelites and Franciscans
under licence to Duncan Forbes of Monymusk. In the
following year Forbes endeavoured to sell the lands of the
Dominicans and Carmelites to the town but was refused
(Aberdeen Friars, 98-9). Very little activity by any of the friars
is recorded after the Reformation and the friary church was
clearly not in use. We know of only four friars receiving
'wages', or a stipend, from the collectors of Thirds of
Benefices in 1563 (Donaldson 1979, 219). One of these was
Friar John Crystesoun, who, as provincial of the order in
Scotland, gave Friar John Fulford, the last prior of the
Carmelites in Aberdeen, permission to grant the friars' lands
in Easter Glensaught (in the Mearns, c 40 miles SW of
Aberdeen) to James Keith of Drumtocher (MCC, vii, 8). This
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charter was given in 1565 and was the last known act of the
Carmelites in Aberdeen. Friar John Fulford was not one of
those listed as being in receipt of money from the collectors
of Thirds of Benefices.

Jn 1565/6 Queen Mary transferred the lands of the
Dominicans and Carmelites to Captain Hew Lauder. Included
in the grant was 'the ground quhair the places (that is the
actual friary sites of the Dominicans and Carmelites) stude,
housis, yairdis and biggins thairof togidder with all and
sundrie utheris housis . . .' (RSS, v, pt ii, no 2638). The burgh
tried unsuccessfully to resist this grant believing that these
lands should have been for the common good (Aberdeen
Friars, 99-100). In 1571 James VI transferred a number of
lands to Captain Andrew Chisholme including: 'the dwelling
place formerly pertaining to the White friars, lying within
the said burgh, with gardens, barn, malt-house, kiln, cobill
and other buildings lying together in the friars' Green' (RSS,
vi, no 1322). On Chisholme's death the following year these
lands passed to his daughter, Janet (RMS, iv, no 2088). In
the next few years the lands of the friars were broken up,
passing variously to Janet's second (?) husband James Rattrie
and to the son of her first (?) marriage, Walter Ogilvie
(Aberdeen Friars, 102). The lands of the friars were then held
by various parties but it is not until 1585 that the history of
the site of the friary itself is again located. It was then that
the magistrates of the town, who had gained control of the
friars' land in 1583, granted the place of the Carmelites to
William Menzies the elder, a burgess of Aberdeen (Aberdeen
Friars, 196).

Finally, in 1587, the lands of both the Carmelites and
Dominicans came to rest with George fifth Earl Marischal
(RMS, v, no 1309). After assessing the lands remaining the
Earl Marischal used them in 1593 to endow Marischal College
(MCC, iii, 56). The endowment makes no specific mention
of the place of the Carmelites as it deals generally with: 'all
and sundrie the lands, crofts, roods, rigs, orchards, barns,

dovecots, tenements, houses, buildings, yards, acres, annual
rents, feu duties, kilns, officers, . . . belonging to the
Preaching and the Carmelite Friars of Aberdeen' (Abdn Recs
Marischal Col, 62). That at least part of the Carmelites' site
was included in this grant is indicated in the rentals of
Marischal College where there are also limited details as to
what was remaining.

Principal Robert Howie's rental of the College, drawn
up between 1593-8, would suggest that little of rentable value
remained. The only mention is of certain ancillary buildings
'in' or 'at' the Whitefriars. These included a smithy, barn
and kiln (Abdn Recs Marischal Col, 93). It is not clear which
if any of these buildings were formerly part of the domestic
and industrial ranges of the friary. Of the same period there
is an entry in the rental books dated 2 September 1595,
recording the lawful warning of Robert Menzies and William
Logic for non-payment of rents. The property involved was
bound on the W by the 'Quhyt freirs kirkyard' (MC 56, fol
32v). That the churchyard did not appear in any of the rentals
on its own account would strongly suggest that no income
was forthcoming for it and that it had ceased to be used for
official burials. An indication that something of the church
itself may still have been visible comes from an entry in
another rental in which William Mitchell's land is described
as 'lying contigue to the old Carmelite church' (Abdn Recs
Marischal Col, 240). Although this entry appears in the 1640
rental, it was extracted from an earlier rental of unknown
date.

By 1661 when Parson Gordon produced his plan of
Aberdeen there was no sign of the Carmelites' church or
kirkyard (111 5) and Gordon claimed that only a single vault
called the 'Freer Killne" remained (Parson Gordon, 16).
Finally in 1794 the area known only as the 'Friars' garden'
was feued out by Marischal College for the construction of
Carmelite Street (Abdn Recs Marischal Col, 238).
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4.2 ABERDEEN : THE EXCAVATIONS JA STONES

INTRODUCTION

The excavation at 12 Martin's Lane, Aberdeen (NGR NJ941060) was completed in two periods
between June 1980 and April 1981. In the autumn of 1986, the demolition of 19-25 Hadden Street
(NGR NJ941061), a group of buildings which were considered dangerous at the junction of Hadden
Street and Carmelite Lane, gave an opportunity to explore another area thought to be within the
confines of the Carmelite friary. The excavation archives and the finds from both sites are in the
care of Aberdeen Art Gallery and Museums Department, Schoolhill, Aberdeen.

Both sites (111 6) lie within the part of the city which is known as the Green. This area has
sometimes been thought of as the earliest nucleus of the medieval burgh, although two excavations
at 45-59 and 67-71 Green (Murray 1982, 85-95) produced little to support such a theory. The main
approach road to Aberdeen from the S ran through the Green right up until the construction of
Union Street to the NW in the early 19th century. By the late 13th century, the Green had become
the focus of two major religious orders. The Trinitarians (111 4, 5) are thought to have occupied
approximately the area bounded to the N by Trinity Street (111 6) and Trinity Lane and to the S
by Trinity Quay. Although the site of the Whitefriars' convent had long been known to be somewhere
in the area of Carmelite Street and Carmelite Lane, the exact location had never been ascertained.
The excavation at 12 Martin's Lane was undertaken firstly in the hope of adding to the rather enigmatic
evidence retrieved from the two previous excavations in the Green, and secondly in the slight
expectation of finding some trace of the Carmelite friary.

12 MARTIN'S LANE

The total area of the site was 600 sq m. Because of a delay in the start of demolition, and because
previous excavations in the area had produced unpromising results, two trial trenches were excavated
through the concrete and cobbled floor of the existing removal firm's premises. Trench 1, at the
S end of the site, covered an area of c 10 sq m, while Trench 2, at the N end of the site (111 8), was
only 1.10 m square. Both these exploratory trenches, and in particular Trench 1, produced enough
medieval deposits to make further excavation seem worthwhile.

After the completion of demolition work, attention was first paid to the area at the S end of
the site where Trench 1 had produced positive results. Trench 3 was thus an extension to the N,
W and S of Trench 1. When workmen excavating by machine at the N end of the site (in the area
between Trenches 4 and 5: 111 14) discovered a quantity of human remains it was clear that further
excavation would also have to take place in that area. Thereafter excavation was concentrated at
the N end of the site, and time ran out before the total available area of the site could be excavated.
At the time of writing the site is still being used as a car park, and it is hoped that future developments
in the area may allow an opportunity to investigate it further.

The excavation was considerably hampered by the prevailing weather conditions, taking place
as it did during one of the most severe winters in recent memory. A scaffolding and polythene
superstructure was erected over Trenches 4 and 5 to allow excavation to continue during the worst
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of the frost, but this tended to restrict the area available for excavation, and made general photography
difficult.

Preservation of material on the site was rather mixed. Much of the human bone was in a
remarkably good state of preservation, and partly for this reason an excellent series of children's
and immature skeletons was found. Coffins were apparent in a few graves, but only in the form
of dark outlines and the remains of nails. Metals did not survive well, as is generally the case on
sites in Aberdeen city. The quantities of pottery and small finds recovered were relatively small,
reflecting the fact that no domestic areas were encountered.

The stratigraphy of the site was not particularly deep. The average depth of deposit was c 1.50 m.
Natural estuarine clay was reached at a level of OD + 3-3.50 m.

The site can be divided into four main periods. The links between trenches were not always
clear, with the result that some sub-divisions have been made in the periods but in general the first
two cover pre-friary and friary activity on the site, while the latter two reflect the demolition of
the friary buildings and utilisation of the site into modern times. Because of their proximity and
close stratigraphic relationship, Trenches 4, 4A and 5 will be described as one unit, while Trenches
1 and 3 will similarly be jointly discussed. The position of Trench 2 is marked on 111 8 but no other
plans of it are presented, as it cannot be separated from Trench 4.

EXCAVATION: TRENCHES 4, 4A AND 5

Note: Layers marked * are not numbered on the published illustrations, but their location is indicated
in the text. A key to all plans and sections is available as a fold out opposite p 106.

ILL 7 : The site at 12 Martin's Lane during excavation
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ILL 8 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 4, 4A and 5. Plan of Period 1
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PERIOD 1 (111 8)

This is the period of medieval activity prior to the construction
of the stone building (Building 1) (111 9), which may be the
church of the Carmelite friary. However, it is probable that
some, if not all, of the features may belong to the actual
construction period of this building.

Pits and hearth
A number of pits (DO, DQ and DW) formed a particularly
uniform group among these pre-friary features. All three were
carefully cut and straight-sided, and in the case of DO,
vertically sided. DW and DO were each 0.23 m deep, while
DQ was 0.44 m deep. Both DW and DO had a smaller,
shallower hole in their upper levels. DP was approximately
half the depth of DO while DU was also 0.12 m deep. DO
and DW both had similar fills (268*, 284*), generally a
redeposited natural sand mixed with clayey organic earth,
although DO also had a lower fill (269*) which was much
more organic. DQ was only partially excavated because of
its proximity to the N baulk of Trench 5, but it showed similar
characteristics and had a similar fill to DO and DW. The
status of these features is difficult to assess except to say that
they predate Building 1. DW and DO must have held wooden
posts now seen only in shadow as DU and DP.

DS was the remains of a wooden post c 0.10 m square.
There was little sign of a pit, but the post (c 0.06 m remained
in depth) was sitting on layer 285 which was probably the
old soil surface prior to the construction of Building 1. DE
was a shallow post-hole cut into layer 257. DV was a post-
hole 0.15 m deep and cut into the natural sand. A few stones
lay in the bottom of it, but there were no wood remains.
However, above the stones lay a small patch of burnt orange
clay and one of charcoal. These layers were identical to layers
254 and 274 associated with feature DT. Possibly the post
which had occupied DV had been removed before the fire
was lit at DT. DT had severely reddened the natural sand
and the remains of the soil surface above it while some of

the lower layers occupied by burials included traces of burnt
material. A few stones lay scattered on the natural in the burnt
area, but not really sufficient to suggest that a formalised
hearth had been in use. The removal of layer 272*—a hard
burnt red sand—left a distinct hollow up to 0.10 m deep, but
this effect was probably created merely by the fact that this
was the most intensively burnt area.

A pit, DH, at the extreme E side of Trench 5, could not
be fully excavated, but was obviously very substantial.

DISCUSSION
The post-pits DO, DQ and DW, the post-holes DE and DV
and the post DS may belong to structures pre-dating the friary
Building 1, but it is perhaps more likely that they are
associated with its construction, as supports for the
scaffolding which must have been necessary.

The burnt deposit DT may represent no more than a fire
lit to keep workmen warm during the construction of Building
1. At some other ecclesiastical sites, for example the friary
at Hartlepool (Daniels 1983), ovens have been found within
the area of the church where lead for roofs and windows was
prepared. There is no evidence for such activity at the present
site. However, the finding within the burial soils inside
Building 1 of a few lumps of fired glazed clay, often
associated with the tilemaking process, along with the fact
that a number of very crudely made floor tiles were recovered
from destruction levels (see Chapter 9.3 mf, 12: C11-D7),
might indicate that DT was the remains of a very primitive
tile kiln.

This period is dated to the 13th century by the presence
of two pieces of highly decorated Scarborough ware jugs
(I, 2).

Associated pottery: 1-4
Associated finds: Lead waste piece 103, iron swivel hook 148.
Catalogue of features: Table 2mf (1: A5-B9).

PERIOD 2 (111 9)

Building 1
In this period Building 1 was constructed. Two walls of the
building (CA) were encountered in Trenches 4 and 5. Where
the walls joined at the SW corner of the building were the
foundations of two buttresses. The lower courses of the wall
foundations were bonded with pink clay, the upper with
whiteish lime mortar. The wall foundations were extremely
substantial; the maximum depth was 1 m and they were
composed almost entirely of granite boulders with a few
pieces of sandstone.

A few dressed and moulded stones had been re-used in
the construction, but as some of these have been stylistically
dated to the 15th-17th century (see Chaper 9.3 mf, 12:
C7-C11), their presence may suggest that parts of the
foundations were repaired or rebuilt during the Period 4 use
of the building. At the extreme E end of the excavated area,
at EF, it was apparent that CA had begun to collapse because
of the presence of the Period 1 pit DH below it, and had
been repaired, using smaller boulders and a more crumbly
mortar than in the original structure. This repair, however,
may have taken place at any point between Period 2 and
Period 4.

The width of CA was c 1.30 m, but towards the base
of the foundations it was stepped out to a width of c 2 m.
This stepping occurred both internally and externally,
although it was at its widest on the outside of the N-S portion
of CA.

Water pipe
One notable feature associated with Building 1 was a lead
water pipe. This first became visible as a line of yellow clay,
DD, which ran approximately N-S across the E portion of
Building 1, lying very near the natural sand (111 11). Upon
further excavation, it became clear that this had once
supported a lead pipe. The portion of the pipe which crossed
the interior of Building 1 had been removed before any burials
had been placed in that area. However a length of pipe c 2 m
long survived where it ran through C A in a specially prepared
culvert and continued below the wall ED (see Chapter 9.3
mf, 12: D7-8). It is not clear from the limited area excavated
whether ED was the wall of another building, a boundary
wall or simply a structure built to contain and protect the
lead pipe.
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ILL 9 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 4, 4A and 5. Plan of Period 2
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ILL 10 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 4. Mason's mark on a stone used in construction of Building 1

Building 2
A small portion of wall, DX, may have formed the NW
corner of another structure, Building 2, which stood 1.35 tn
S of Building 1. The layers to E of DX were so disturbed,
and the area so small, that it was impossible to judge their
nature. DX was of a similar construction to CA, although
narrower and slighter.

Feature EC
Adjacent to DX and obviously constructed at the same time
was feature EC (111 12). This was a linear construction,
associated with a pit EK at its S end. The walls of EC were
composed of mixed large and small rough boulders and they
stood on the natural sand. The N end of EC was bonded with
pink clay. The W side included some pink clay, but was
mainly bonded with a grey clay similar to the layer
immediately above the natural sand.

DISCUSSION

Some characteristics of Building 1—its E-W orientation, its
substantial construction, the presence of burials within it and
the fragments of window glass found in its destruction levels
(Period 3)—tend to lead towards an identification as a church.
As such a small proportion of it was excavated, it is difficult
to make a definite statement about its function. However,
two pieces of evidence hint that the position may be more
complicated than it at first seemed.

Feature EO (111 13), the internal stepping within Building
1, had something of the appearance of a scarcement for

supporting a wooden floor, but it is difficult to reconcile that
with some other aspects of the building, for example its use
as a place of burial. Some of the burials were placed partially
or completely over this scarcement, so clearly if itjiid
represent a floor level, then the floor had gone out of use
before those burials were made. Similarly, the water pipe
which had run through Building 1 had been removed before
burials were made within the building.

The function of feature EC is uncertain. The layers which
filled it, dumped organic material (314*), a small patch of
burnt material including animal bones (320*) and a layer of
gravel (323*), did not belong to the period of its original use,
which perhaps may have been for storage, possibly of fuel,
with a turf roof. The location of such a feature so close to
the friary church, does, however, seem unlikely.

The small group of pottery from this period includes
some 13th-century Scarborough type ware. However the
presence of some later wares, including a body snerd of a
15th-century Siegburg pedestal drinking vessel, suggests that
the construction of the friary buildings may have been an
extended process.

Associated pottery: 5-7
Associated finds: Window glass 6, 13, architectural frag-

ments 19, 20, floor tile 47, peg tiles 56-58,
ridge tile 87, lead piping 99, lead waste
piece 104.

Catalogue of features: Table 2mf (1: A5-B9).



Errata
ILL 11: Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 4A. Feature EC
ILL 12: Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 4. Interior of Bui ld ing 1 at
close of excavation, showing feature EO
ILL 13: Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 5. Clay base for water pipe
with opening to culvert through wall CA
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ILL 11 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 5. Clay base for water pipe with opening to culvert through wall CA

PERIOD 2c (111 14)

This represents the period during which the interior of
Building 1 was being used for burials. As will be seen, the
earliest burials may date from the late 14th century, but the
area seems to have been used for burials after the
Reformation as well, despite the fact that the friary itself
would no longer have been in existence.
Burials
Within Building 1, the most striking feature was the number
of burials. A total of 122 were recorded, but this does not
closely reflect the actual number of individuals, as a large
number of disarticulated bones was also present, among the
considerable degree of overcrowding and disturbance of
earlier burials by later ones. The minimum number of
individuals present is 93 (see Chapter 7.5), but it is likely that
the true number is nearer 200.

Radiocarbon sampling of four burials, two (SK 119,
SK 120) thought to be among the earliest, and the other two
(SK 40, SK 43) towards the end of the burial sequence, has
provided the following data:

SK 119 (GU—1850)
SK 120 (GU—1848)
SK 40 (GU—1849)
SK 43 (GU—1847)

1395 ± 50ad
1460 ± 50ad
1560 ± 50ad
1610 ± 50ad
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ILL 12 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 4A. Feature EC

ILL 13 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trench 4. Interior
of Building 1 at close of excavation, showing feature EO

DISCUSSION

The results of the radiocarbon sampling tend to suggest a
date range of later 14th to mid 17th century for the burials
within Building 1. This is probably a more reliable indication
of date than the pottery and coins found in the burial soils,
which cover c 13th-16th century range. Although it would
be foolish to place too much stress on the fact that two of
the radiocarbon dates (SK 40, SK 43) may spread into the
period following the Reformation of 1560, the severe
overcrowding of the burials'perhaps indicates that a number
of them were placed there after the Reformation brought the
Carmelite house to an end.

There is no independent evidence to suggest how late
burial may have continued at the friary, as there are no
documentary references to post-Reformation burial at the
site. In 1794, Carmelite Street was laid out in the area known
as the 'friars garden", so we can assume that by that date
all traces of the friary had disappeared or been removed (see
Chapter 4.1). Parson Gordon's map of 1661 shows empty
space at the friary site and his commentary states that all that
remained above ground was a single vault known as the friars'
kiln (Parson Gordon, 16). An entry in a Marischal College
rental book of 1595 refers to a property bounded on the W
by the 'Quhyt friers kirkyard' (MC 56, fol 32v), while the
1640 rental describes a property 'lying contigue to the old
Carmelite church' (Aberdeen Recs Marischal Col, 240),
although this entry is extracted from an earlier rental of
unknown date. As R M Spearman states (see Chapter 4:1),
the fact that the churchyard does not appear in any of the
rentals in its own account would strongly suggest that no
income was forthcoming from it and that it had ceased to
be used for official burials. However, it is possible that as
a place with sacred associations it continued to be used as
an official burial place after the Reformation, perhaps for
certain sections of the community, or in cases where large
numbers of deaths occurred over a very short period. In 1647,
Aberdeen was struck by a serious outbreak of plague, while
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ILL 14 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 4, 4A and 5. Plan of Period 2c
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in the years 1695-99 a severe famine caused many deaths in
Aberdeen and the surrounding countryside. Both these events
would have created the need for additional burial space. It
seems unlikely that plague victims would have been buried
so near to the centre of population as the Carmelite friary.
In fact it is known that a number of them were interred on
the links, where some remains of a few of them were recently
discovered (Stones and Cross 1987, 17-18). However, a
famine was a different matter and it is possible that the site
of the Carmelite friary, being at that time relatively open land,
was commandeered as an emergency burial area at that time.
During the famine years there are entries in the Aberdeen
Kirk and Bridge Work Accounts covering burials in
St Nicholas Churchyard only, but it is clear that fairly
substantial numbers of dead were being buried elsewhere
(Tyson 1986, 40). At Old Machar, also, some dead were
buried in places other than the parish churchyard, and as
Tyson points out (1986, 41) at the height of the crisis the
Commissioners of Supply for Aberdeenshire ordered that the
poor should be buried where they fell. Clearly it was a period
when every available burial site would have been utilised.

It is apparent that among the burials which are strati-
graphically the latest there is a high proportion of children.
It is conceivable that some of these may have been unofficially
interred after the Reformation in an area with particular
family associations. Notable among these is SK 18, a 3-5 year
old child, buried in such a shallow grave that its head lay
only c 0.15 m below the uppermost level of the foundation
of Building 1 (111 15).

Burials: SK 1-SK 126
Associated pottery: 11-22
Associated finds: Window glass 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, roof slates

22,24-29, 32, stone spindle whorl 36, stone
weight 37, floor tiles 50, 53, 54, peg tiles
59-61, pan tile 95, window came 98, lead
piece 101, lead waste pieces 105, 107,
copper alloy book fittings 110-112, copper
alloy lace-ends 113-120, copper alloy pins
122, 128-131, copper alloy clasps 132, 133,
copper alloy bracelet 134, copper alloy ring
135, copper alloy sheet 144, copper alloy
buckle 146, copper alloy staple 147, copper
alloy objects 150-152, bone whistle? 155,
bone point 156, coins 158-160.

Catalogue of features: Table 2 mf (1 : A5-B9).

ILL 15 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. The post-Reformation burial of a young child, SK18, and disturbed bones reburied
during Period 4
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ILL 16 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 4, 4A and 5. Plan of Period 3
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PERIOD 3 (111 16)

During this period, Building 1 ceased to exist as part of the
friary. In Trench 5, layer 308* contained a number of
fragments of broken roof slates, while layer 316, the layer
immediately below, included pieces of plain window glass.
At EJ was a considerable number of broken ceramic roof
tiles. The slates and roof tiles may not have come from
Building 1, although their location may imply that they did.

Above a thin (c 0.02 m thick) layer of mortar (153),
perhaps all that remained of a mortar floor (see Period 2),
lay a cluster of fragments of window glass, some of them
painted (5, 11, 12).

DISCUSSION
Documentary sources tend to suggest that although the friary
buildings were looted at the Reformation in 1560, and timber
and slate removed, the immediate destruction was not
wholesale (see Chapter 4.1). Excavation has produced
indications of the end of the friary's activities, but it is not
possible to distinguish between destruction and decay.

Whether the broken roof slates are the result of active
demolition of the roof of Building 1 or any other building,
or had simply fallen off during a period of post-Reformation
decay cannot be ascertained from archaeological evidence.

However, the fact that slates and roof tiles were not found
in any great quantity would tend to confirm the fairly definite
statements in the Town Council Records that slates were
systematically removed and put to other purposes (Aberdeen
Counc, 315).

The group of window glass fragments lying above layer
153 had the appearance of lying where it fell after a window
(perhaps a large W window) was smashed and the bulk of
the glass removed for re-use as cullet. Fragments of window
glass were also found at random in the burial layers. This
tends to give weight to the suggestion (discussed more fully
elsewhere) that burial continued within Building 1 after the
Reformation brought friary activity to an end, and that glass
scattered from broken windows was distributed downwards
during grave digging.

Associated pottery: 23
Associated finds: Window glass 5, 11, 12, roof slates 23, 35,

floor tiles 39-42, 44-46, peg tiles 62-82, 88,
89, pan tile 96, window came 97, lead
rectangle 100, lead strip 106, lead waste
piece 108, copper alloy pin 123, copper
alloy needle 140, bone peg 153.

Catalogue of features: Table 2 mf (1: A5-B9).

PERIOD 4 (111 17)

Cobbled courtyard
During this period Building 1 seems to have been re-used for
some purpose although no longer related to the friary. A well-
constructed cobbled courtyard was placed around the building
and some repairs may have been made to the walls of the
building. As there was a distinct slope N-S on the surface
of this courtyard, drains were constructed to channel rain
water through a duct CJ in the surrounding wall CF, which
along with CG, was built at this time. CF covered over and
included in its length the N end of feature EC, which had
been filled in during Period 3. It is not certain whether the
interior of Building 1 was being used for burials at this point,
but at some time during this period the construction of a

N-S wall CU brought this activity to an end. During the
construction of CU a number of burials were disturbed and
the limb bones re-buried with some care in layer 168* (111 15).

The pottery associated with Period 4 tends to indicate
that the period did not last beyond the 17th century.

Associated finds: Window glass 8, floor tiles 48, 49, 52, 55,
peg tiles 83-86, ridge tile 90, chimney pots
93, 94, copper alloy vessels 136, 137,
copper alloy dividers 138, copper alloy
wire 143.

Catalogue of features: Table 2mf (1: A5-B9)

PERIOD 5

In this period the later use of Building 1 and its cobbled
courtyard came to an end. The courtyard was filled with a
closely packed layer of mortar and stone rubble presumably
from the demolition of Building 1. The walls CF and CG
were slighted and covered over with this same rubble.

Associated finds: Window glass 1, vessel glass 14, 16,
architectural fragments 17, 18, 21, roof
slates 30, 31, 33, 34, floor tiles 43, 51, peg
tile 91, copper alloy pins 121, 124-127.

Catalogue of features: Table 2 mf (1: A5-B9).
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ILL 17 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 4, 4A and 5. Plan of Period 4
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EXCAVATION: TRENCHES 1 AND 3

Trench 1 was the first area to be explored on this site, and was a small trial trench excavated through
the floor of the premises of the removal firm which stood there until 1980. This area was extended
when the whole part of the site became available in 1981. However, when human burials and associated
buildings were discovered at the N end of the site the area of Trench 3 was completed but not extended
further, to allow the limited time available to be devoted to Trenches 4 and 5. As a result, although
a portion of a building, defined by walls AB and BA, was discovered, no attempt was made to discern
its full extent.

TR3

104

ILL 18 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 1 and 3. Plan of Period 2a

PERIOD 2a (111 18)

Building 3
The walls AB and BA seemed to form the SW corner of
Building 3. AB and BA were of very similar construction to
walls CA and DX in Trenches 4, 4A and 5. They were bonded
with a similar lime mortar and each had the same
characteristic wider foundation. Building 3 was the only
structure on the site to show any indication of a floor surface,
in the form of a mortar spread (92) which may have been
preparation for a tiled floor. Much of the surface had
disappeared, although a further patch of it remained in layer
15. The line of AB was continued W by ER, which although
bonded in with BA was of a different character, equally
substantial but totally devoid of bonding either of clay or
mortar.

This period is thought to correspond broadly with
Period 2 in Trenches 4, 4A and 5, and is dated to the
13th-14th centuries.

Associated pottery: 8-10
Associated finds: Vessel glass 15, peg tile 92, lead waste piece

702, copper alloy book fitting 109, copper
alloy spring 139, copper alloy disc 142,
copper alloy sheet fragments 145, lead
curved sheet 149, coin 757.

Catalogue of features: Table 2 mf (1: A5-B9).
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This is the period in which the primary use of Building 3 came
to an end, and seems broadly to coincide with Periods 3 and
4 in Trenches 4 and 5, although unlike Period 4 it seems to
have continued into the 18th century. It is probable that
portions of AB and BA may still have been standing during
this period as some layers and features (96, 12 and BD)
seemed to respect their lines.

Associated pottery: 24, 25
Associated finds: Copper alloy disc 141, bone peg 154.
Catalogue of features: Table 2 mf (1: A5-B9).

TR3

XCAVATED

. . . . . TR1 . 83 //

ILL 19 : Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Trenches 1 and 3. Plan of Periods 3a/4a

19-25 HADDEN STREET

Note: Detailed plans of this excavation are available in archive.
Three areas, A, B and C (111 6), were examined, although only one of these produced any

archaeological information. It was thought from observation of the buildings standing on the site,
before and during demolition, that all of them had been at least partially cellared. A possible exception
was the former Zena's Fish Cafe at 19-21 Hadden Street. By the time demolition took place here,
much of the interior of the building had collapsed, so it was difficult to see how extensive the cellarage
had been. However, the excavation of Area C, on the site of Zena's, indicated cellar backfill consisting
of quarry dust and rubble, which extended down c 2.45 m and lay directly upon natural gravel subsoil.
Area B was excavated to check the cellarage in another area, but was abandoned after 2 m of quarry
dust had been removed.
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AREA A

Area A was placed to cover the site of a small courtyard,
measuring c 8 x 6 m, which had lain at the rear of the
buildings. The position of this courtyard was identified on
the ground and then excavated. Below c 1.10 m of concrete,
rubble and mortar associated with the courtyard was 1.25 m
of garden soil (layers 7, 8, 9, 13, 14,18, 19, 22, 23, 24). This
was very similar to the friable stone-free garden soil found
elsewhere in excavations in the Green area at 45-59 Green
and 67-71 Green (111 6). The lowest garden soil layers, the
last 0.70 m overlying the natural, were interspersed with lenses
of pure dark brown organic material (17, 19a, 20a, 20b).
These layers lay over the natural subsoil, which was pure
yellow-grey sand at the E end of the trench, and sloped
upwards to a layer of gravel at the W end. The garden soil
layers contained a small number of very decayed human
bones (see Chapter 7.8). Portion of four individuals were
identified, each extremely fragmentary, and three out of the
four were children. The only adult was represented by a single
cranial fragment.

DISCUSSION
The garden soil layers produced pottery and other finds
ranging in date from post-medieval (16th-18th century) to

13th century. Layers 13, 14, 18 and 19 produced exclusively
medieval (13th-15th century) pottery. Layers 20-24 contained
no finds except a few flints (not included in this publication).
Layers 7, 8 and 9 contained a mixture of medieval, post-
medieval and modern material extending at least into the 18th
century. This evidence would suggest that this area was
undeveloped from the 13th century until the 18th, which
would tend to fit in with what is known of the history of
the area from other sources. It seems reasonable to suppose
that we are here dealing with an area which from the 13th-16th
centuries was within the confines of the Carmelite friary, but
was neither occupied by buildings nor was part of the area
set aside for burials. The depth of garden soil and the organic
layers 19a, 20a and 20b (possibly the result of dung-spreading)
would suggest that this area was under cultivation during the
period of the Carmelite settlement.

Burials: Hadden Street SK 1-5
Associated pottery: 27-31
Catalogue of features: Table 3 mf (1: BIO)

CONCLUSIONS

The two sites at 12 Martin's Lane and 19-25 Hadden Street have begun to make sense of the enigmatic
Green area of the city. They must be regarded in the light of all previous excavations and discoveries
in that area over the last 100 or more years (111 6, 20). Since at least the late 19th century, notice
has been taken of the discovery of evidence of the Carmelite friary during building work in the
Carmelite Street/Carmelite Lane area. Unfortunately, in most cases the exact location of these finds
cannot be pin-pointed. However, the following summary can be made.

In 1891 the 'lower stage of ... a buttress of the church . . . of Morayshire sandstone' was
uncovered while rebuilding a house adjacent to 12 Carmelite Lane. To the SE of this a large number
of human burials were found at the same time (Aberdeen Ecclesiol Soc, 65; Aberdeen Journal, 20
June 1891, 5). In 1908, five or six skeletons appeared during alterations to a house in Carmelite
Street (Aberdeen Free Press, 12 Nov 1908, 4; Fraser, Notes, 30A, pi 13). Neither of these find spots
can be precisely located. Around 1904 during the reconstruction of a cellar at Cruickshank and
Mclntyre's warehouse between Carmelite Street and Carmelite Lane further skeletons were recovered
(D M Mclntyre, pers comm), while a human leg bone was discovered far below the pavement outside
10 Carmelite Street in 1924 (Fraser, Notes, 53, p28).

These 19th and early 20th-century findings, however vague, seem to tie in broadly with the results
from the archaeological excavations. If Building 1 really is the church, as has been supposed, then
we would seem to have an E-W orientated church, centrally situated in the precinct of the friary
(if we can see that as the area bounded approximately by Rennie's Wynd, Green and Carmelite Lane)
(111 20). Some burials took place within the church, but the main burial area may have lain to the
E of the church. The cloister, or whatever domestic buildings the friary had, probably lay S of the
church and may in some way be represented by Building 3 in Trenches 1 and 3. It is even possible
that the wall ER is all that remains of a precinct wall around the friary. We know that the friary
gate opened into a vennel which is possibly equivalent to the modern Rennie's Wynd (111 20). The
rather negative results showing merely garden soil and little or no medieval occupation at 45-59 Green
and 67-71 Green (Murray 1982, 85-95) indicate that these areas were within the friary precincts but
probably used as orchards or gardens, while at 19-25 Hadden Street a similar situation prevailed,
except the comparative closeness to the cemetery meant that a few scattered human remains were
found within the garden soil layers.
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A cautionary note must be added to the interpretation just given. Only a small portion of
Building 1 was excavated, and its identification as a church is based on four factors: its E-W alignment,
its substantial nature with buttressing at the corners, the presence of burials within it, and the finding
of a group of glass fragments, including painted glass, apparently where they collapsed from a window.
None of these features need imply a church (some painted glass was also found in Trench 3) and
the possible existence of a wooden floor in Building 1 at its earliest stage may imply that Building 1
was not the church but was simply used for burial after its primary use was ended. A change in
the use of friary buildings may also be inferred from the fact that the lead water pipe (111 9) ran
through Building 1 but had been removed before some of the earlier burials were made within the
building.

In considering whether Building 1 is the church, it is also important to recall the buttress of
Morayshire sandstone uncovered in 1891. It is difficult to see how that could conceivably be the
same building as Building 1 (111 20), and if not, could this be another candidate for a church building?

The dating evidence for Building 1 and the two or possibly three other buildings is ambigious.
Within the wall AB in Trench 1 was found a cut halfpenny of Henry III (157), which could have
been lost as late as the 1280's, but is more likely to represent a loss in the 1250's or 1260's. This
could dovetail quite closely with the earliest grants to the friary of 1273, although there is no indication
from documentary evidence that any buildings were in existence as early as that.

The pottery evidence for Building 1 and the documentary evidence suggest that the construction
of friary buildings at Aberdeen took place over an extended period. Pottery associated with the
construction and use of Building 1 (Period 2) covers a date range from the 13th-15th centuries, while
documentary sources give the impression that construction of the church was still underway in 1324,
fifty-one years after the original grant of the land, and the first documentary reference to buildings
(see Chapter 4.1). Twelve years after that, the burgh was attacked by the army of Edward III, and
it has been suggested that it was nearly thirty years before the Green area of the town recovered
(see Chapter 4.1). Evidence in the Exchequer Rolls tends to indicate that the church roof at least
was damaged, and it is possible that the friary buildings suffered quite severely at that time (see
Chapter 4.1). In 1343 the friars were still engaged in repairs to the church roof (see Chapter 4.1)
but by 1361 this work seems finally to have been completed. Clearly there cannot have been much
time in the first 100 years of the friary's existence when building and reconstruction work was not
underway.

The pottery and coin evidence associated with the burials within Building 1 cover a 13th-16th
century date range, but in the poor stratigraphic conditions of burial the radio-carbon dating evidence,
which suggests an earliest date of c 1385 (GU-1850 (SK 119)) is perhaps more reliable. It is possible,
therefore, that there was a hiatus between the completion of the church, perhaps as late as 1360,
and the use of the excavated portion of it for burials. This would fit in with the slight archaeological
evidence of changes during the lifetime of Building 1, indicated for example by the removal of the
lead water pipe before the building was utilised for burial.

At the Reformation of 1560 both archaeological and historical evidence confirm that some
destruction of windows and internal fittings took place and that re-usable commodities such as timber
and slates were removed. Thereafter the friary buildings (or at least the church) seem to have stood
empty for a while, long enough to have figured as a landmark in a post-Reformation rental, and
used for burials perhaps until the mid-17th century. But by 1661, when Parson Gordon's map was
produced, little trace remained of friary buildings as such (111 5). Indeed the area seems to have been
little developed until the 18th century and was still known as the Carmelite friars' garden when it
was feued out for the construction of Carmelite Street in 1794 (see Chapter 4.1). The evidence from
other sites in the Green, and particularly from 19-25 Hadden Street, would suggest that much of
the area remained as open (even cultivated) land right through from the medieval period until the
late 18th century. However some of the friary buildings, and even Building 1, seem to have been
partially exploited for various secular uses.
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ILL 20 : Aberdeen Carmelite friary. Summary of evidence from excavations and stray finds in the Green area. The dotted
outline of Building 1 (see 111 9) is purely conjectural, based on its possible dimensions as a church. The land at
2-12 Rennie's Wynd was observed during redevelopment in 1977: waterlaid deposits indicated that this area was
estuarine during the medieval period, to the extent that it may have been the site of an earlier bed of the Denburn,
now culverted c 100m SW (Murray 1982, 108). Opposite at 67-71 Green, garden soil over similar waterlogged deposits
suggested that the N margin of the estuary was being reclaimed by c 13th century
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5 LINLITHGOW CARMELITE FRIARY____________
5.1 THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE RM SPEARMAN

INTRODUCTION

By comparison with the sources available for both the Aberdeen and Perth houses there are very
few surviving documentary references to the Carmelite friars of Linlithgow (111 1). Of the
approximately sixty references which do survive the vast majority are the result of the post-
Reformation re-distribution of the friars' lands. From these it has at least been possible to gain some
idea of the extent of the friars' landed interest. Moreover by a pleasing chance survival the foundation
charter of the convent has survived amongst the Earls of Morton Papers. Other charters relating
to these friars survive amongst the Laing Charters and there are references to the friars' activities
in the Linlithgow burgh records. A number of cash grants to the friars were made by the Scottish
crown and these are recorded in the printed records of the royal accounts. Information on the friars'
former property occurs in the Beverage Papers and Henderson Papers and of course in the Register
of the Great Seal of Scotland. In addition some information on the early chapels of Linlithgow parish,
of which this site may be one, occurs in the Register of the Priory of St Andrews. Finally there are
a number of spurious references providing an alternative history among the records of the 18th century
historians Brockie and Spottiswoode.

STRUCTURAL HISTORY

The first acceptable documentary evidence for a Carmelite
friary beside the burgh of Linlithgow comes in the form of
an indenture between James Douglas of Dalkeith and William
Cockar prior provincial of the Carmelite order in Scotland,
dated 18 May 1401. This was followed six days later by a
charter from James in favour of the Chapel of the Blessed
Virgin and the Carmelite order celebrating Divine Service
there (Morton Registrum, ii, nos 210, 211). The two
documents are very similar in content and make it clear that
there was already a chapel on the site which the Carmelites
were to use, and may indeed have already begun to do so.
The charter is the more specific of the two documents,
locating as it does the Blessed Virgin's Chapel 'near
Linlithgow on its south side'. The convent was not, however,
in existence and four acres of land around the site of the
chapel together with the chapel were gifted to the order on
which to lay out their convent. In particular an acre of land
'known as the hermitage acre' immediately on the S side of
the Blessed Virgin's Chapel was gifted for the purpose of
building the 'frater, dorter, cloister, kitchen and other
necessary buildings and for a garden'.

Clearly this was intended to be a substantial convent
although the details of its financing by the Douglases of
Dalkeith are left obscure. The family was a powerful and
ascending branch of the Douglases. James's divers estates
were assessed in 1377-8 as providing an annual rent of about

£1000, a very considerable sum for that period (Morton
Registrum, i, p Ixi). The estates recorded only include the
main holdings of the Douglas family and do not mention any
lands adjacent to Linlithgow. However, it is known that this
branch of the Douglas family did hold a number of lands
in Linlithgowshire including Blackness during the 13th and
14th centuries (Scots Peerage, vi, 337-8). Whatever the family
connection with Linlithgow, James of Dalkeith's personal
reasons for endowing such a convent were primarily to secure
votive masses for his predecessors, himself and his heirs.
There can be little doubt that the foundation of the convent
is securely dated to 1401. What remains less clear is the date
and use of the Blessed Virgin's Chapel which was apparently
present on the site by that time. Place name evidence would
imply that the area had been associated with the church for
some time. The 'hermitage acre' is referred to in the original
grant by James, while an adjacent toun was known as
Prestoun or Preost Tun by the 14th century (MacDonald
1941, 63). The existence of various chapels around Linlithgow
which were subordinate to St Michael's, the parish church
of Linlithgow, was repeatedly attested to in the confirmations
of St Michael's to the priory of St Andrews. These
confirmations survive from the mid-12th century but the
paroc|iia of Linlithgow, to which they belonged, is believed
to be of considerably greater antiquity (S( Andrews Liber,
51, 54, 57). A brief note on some of these chapels is given
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by Ferguson in his Ecclesia Antigua. They include Binning
(13th century), Auldcathie (1198), Ochiltree (1285), Tartraven
(1246), Torphichen (1168), some of which became separate
parishes at a later date (Ferguson 1905, 130-9; Cowan 1967).
A number of other minor chapels are also known to have
existed, but these are less well documented and dated. It is
clear from the foundation charter of the friary that one such
chapel existed at the site of the friary by 1401. Given the
dedication of that chapel to the Blessed Virgin and the place
name evidence, it seems likely that the actual foundation date
of the chapel may be expected some time in the 12th or 13th
centuries.

Before the construction of the Carmelites' convent there
in 1401 the chapel of the Blessed Virgin was most probably
under the control of a lay patron. There is, however, a
tradition that the Carmelites were established on the site as
early as 1280 by the citizens of Linlithgow. The only traceable
evidence for this belief comes from a supposed letter from
the provost, baillies and the community of the burgh to Henry
Hann of Brunham described as provincial of the Carmelite
order in England and vicar provincial in Scotland
'transcribed' by Brockie (Brockie, 1540). This is a spurious
document (Docherty 1965). Not only is it most unusual for
any such foundation to be made by a king's burgh at this
time, but the wording is also peculiar and even suggests that
Brockie had read the documents of James Douglas's
foundation of the friary. Moreover there are inexplicable
changes in Brockie's 'transcription' of the burgesses' letter
to the Carmelite provincial in England. The provincial was
first named as Cyrel Blunt and this is scored out and replaced
with the name Henry Hann of Brunham. Neither of these
individuals are known, and the prior general in England at
the time was a Pierre de Millaud (Knowles 1948, 199).
Spottiswoode (1824, 455) also states that the friary was
established by the burgesses of Linlithgow, giving the date
as 1290. He does not however give any source for this
statement. The existence of a tradition of burgh involvement
in the friary seems clear, and Brockie may simply have been
'substantiating' that tradition. There is however no real
evidence for an early convent on the site, although it might
be wrong to rule out the possibility of friars—Carmelite or
otherwise—operating from the chapel before 1401. Proven
burgh involvement with the convent dates to the 16th century.
The numbers of friars and their financial affairs during the
15th century are unfortunately obscure. Royal interest in the
convent was restricted to small gifts of alms. The Queen
Dowager, Mary of Guelders, made an initial gift of 8s in 1461,
followed in the same year by a further gift of 16s. However
in 1464, it is made clear that the latter gift of 16s, which
appears in the Exchequer Rolls, represents a waiving of rents
from lands occupied by the friars. This gift continued until
at least 1468 (ER, vii, 49, 66, 254, 534). From 1488 to at least
1507 regular payments 'to the friars of Linlithgow' were made
through the Lord High Treasurer by the King. It seems likely
that these were payments to the Carmelite friars, as occasional
payments to other orders temporarily at Linlithgow were
detailed in the same series of entries as 'to the black friars'
or 'to the Augustin friars' (TA, i-iv). By the end, the payments
average 14s per year and their regularity may suggest that
the order was again holding land in the area against rents.

The 16th-century picture of the friary's affairs is more
detailed, but the situation is complicated by the effects of
a general monastic decline and the Reformation. The convent
is thought to have had a minimum income in 1561 of £33
(Cowan and Easson 1976, 135). However the sources for the
convent only really pick up in the 1530s and it may be that
even by then some of the friary's lands had been feued out.
The friary had certainly retained lands immediately adjacent
to the convent which extended down the hill to the rear of
the burgage plots (Prot Bk Johnsoun, no 372 dated 1555).
The relationship between the friary and the burgh of
Linlithgow in the years leading up to the Reformation seems

to have been a very close one, extending to far more than
just religious matters. In 1531 the prior was made a burgess
of the town without the need to pay the usual fees (Ferguson
1905, 333; SRO, B48/7/1,20 October 1531). The commercial
implications of this privilege are further underlined by
references to the friars' burgage plot at the SE end of the
burgh (Prot Bk Foulis, nos 60, 62, dated 1561, 1562). Shortly
after the prior becoming a burgess we find the convent being
used by the burgh court to hold disputations (SRO, B48/7/1
23 February 1540), and for judical oaths (Prot Bk Johnsoun,
no 253, dated 1541). Involvement of the burgh in the convent
lands is attested in 1542 when Henry Forrest, provost of
Linlithgow, acquired two acres of the Carmelites' lands at
the rear of his own burgage plots in feu for nineteen years
(Laing Chrs, no 490). Thus the burgh seems to have had
considerable interest in and use of the convent. This
involvement of the burgh should also be seen in the light of
what was happening to the church of St Michael. By the
mid-16th century the burgh court also exercised very
considerable control over the activities of the vicar and
chaplains there (Ferguson 1905, 38-55). Burgh control of the
friary may have been equally strong, and it is probably from
this period that the tradition of the convent being founded
by the burgh derives.

The convent is normally thought to have been destroyed
(Lesley, History, 274) at the Reformation. Lesley, Bishop
of Ross, in his History of Scotland, 1436-1561 notes that
Huntly, Bothwell and-Crawford paused at Linlithgow in 1559
'quhair they caused pull doun the frearis'. Lesley could not,
however, be described as an impartial witness and while some
destruction and certainly disruption probably took place, total
demolition seems unlikely. If the convent was regarded by
the burgesses as part of their own holdings, they would have
been unlikely to have provided the sort of rampaging mob
which destroyed the religious houses at Perth. The influence
of the old order was not entirely destroyed by the actions
of the Reformers. In October 1559 we find Friar Hopper
witnessing a sasine of Alexander Livingston (Laing Chrs, no
707). The following year Henry Forrest's two acres were
confirmed to his son by Prior Hopper and witnessed by one
of the friars recorded in the original lease of 1545-John Blyth
(Laing Chrs, no 715). Then in 1563 it is clear that another
two acres had been feued some time previously to the
Gibbons, but that the land was still regarded as belonging
to the friars (SRO, GD76/116/1). It is not until 1567 that
any significant changes took place. In April of that year the
lands surrounding the convent were leased to James
Wetherspoun of Brighous. They included lands known as
Laverokmure which lay around the convent, bounded on the
S by the lands of Prestoun, and on the W by the said lands
of Prestoun and those of Littlekettlestoun known as the
Poldrait. On the E lay the road to Riccarton (the friary road)
and on the N lay the lands of Lord Donypate in Kettlestoun.
In addition there was an acre in Mountjoy and an acre in
Lord Donypate's land (SRO, E14/1/269). The grounds of
the convent itself were not, however, leased to the
Wetherspouns until February 1569/70, at which time they
were described as 'the church, burial ground, houses,
buildings, greens, orchards and crofts, within the walls and
ditches of the same (Prot Bk Johnsoun, no 563). Significantly,
unlike the previous lease of 1567 which was made by Prior
Hopper with the consent of the provincial general of the
Carmelites in Scotland, the second lease to the Wetherspouns
was confirmed, 'on the ground by William Estoun, burgess
of Linlithgow'. James Hopper does not appear in any later
documents, and it may be that the last prior of the convent
had died. Some ten years after the Reformation therefore
the substantially intact buildings and grounds of the convent
passed into lay hands. The church may have been out of use
for some years and the incumbents had been left to live out
their years in the domestic ranges of the convent. The crown
made several attempts to ensure that religious houses such
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as the friaries continued to serve their local communities as
hospitals and schools (RSS, i, no 2: RMS, v, no 1304).
However, this does not appear to have been the case at this
convent. Instead the lands of Laverokmure were confirmed
to John Bruce, grandson of Alexander Bruce of Airth in a
royal charter of 1597. John Bruce may have been related to
the Wetherspouns by marriage (Scots Peerage, v, 429, 437;
vi, 448).

Sir John Bruce did not keep the lands of Laverokmure
intact, and in 1609 sold 2| acres of 'land called the Carmelite

friars' to Nicholas Bell, baker burgess of Linlithgow (SRO,
GD76/116/1). Then in 1624 Bruce sold the remaining lands
of Laverokmure, along with much of his inheritance, to
Alexander Earl of Linlithgow. These included the 'place of
the Carmelite friars' which was separately valued at 6s 8d
(RMS, viii, no 1022). At such a price it is very unlikely that
much if anything of the building remained and it may well
be that Bruce had already sold the stone for building material.
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ILL 21 : Location of Linlithgow friary site
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5.2 LINLITHGOW: THE EXCAVATIONS
WJ LINDSAY

INTRODUCTION

In the autumn of 1983 and the spring of 1984, excavations were undertaken by the author and a
team of c 12 excavators in advance of proposed development. The excavation records are to be
deposited in the National Monuments Record of Scotland, Melville Street, Edinburgh.

The site (NGR NT003765) (111 21) lies c 370 m S of the medieval burgh of Linlithgow on a plateau
overlooking the town. It now forms part of the garden of Nether Parkley House, which was built
in the late 19th century. In the early years of this century J Henderson, the then owner of the property,
located and planned walling associated with the church and E range of the Carmelite friary (Ferguson
1905, 332-4). D Hunter carried out limited excavations in 1953, which provided more detailed evidence
and which proved that significant archaeological remains were present in some areas (Hunter 1953, 18).

It was thought that comparatively small-scale excavation of a key area would quickly indicate
whether or not there were sufficiently deep and meaningful archaeological horizons worthy of more
extensive investigation. Fortunately, it was possible to identify the positions of some of the trenches
dug by Miss Hunter in 1953 because the type of vegetation in these areas was quite different from
that growing elsewhere on site. It was therefore relatively easy to lay out a c 20 x 15m trench to include
the E end of the church and the N part of the E range. When significant archaeological remains
were encountered at a depth of c 1.10 m it was decided that, because so few excavations of Scottish
friaries had been undertaken, as much of the complex as possible should be investigated in the time
available. The initial trench was extended S and W to the limits shown on 111 21 and 23.

At an early stage trenches associated with the two known earlier excavations were located. These
have been included in 111 23 and those dug by Miss Hunter have been given their original site numbers.
With a few notable exceptions, the c 1900 investigations had caused much less damage than had
been feared because, for the most part, only the surviving tops of walls or their edges had been
exposed. Miss Hunter's trenches had been cut to greater depths, sometimes into natural, but many
structural features of interest had been left undisturbed and had been carefully reburied.

Major disturbances had been caused by the cutting of several relatively modern field drains
and a sewer which ran E-W down the centre of the church (111 23). As the sewer was still in use
it could not be removed. Tree roots, animal burrows and ploughing mostly towards the S and W
sides of the excavated area had also damaged archaeological deposits.

For the purposes of this report archaeological contexts have been divided into four periods:

1 Prehistoric occupation, much of which is likely to relate to the neolithic period.
2 Medieval use of the site from the 13th century until the construction of the Carmelite friary

church in the first half of the 15th century.
3 The construction and occupation of the friary complex in the 15th and 16th centuries.
4 The destruction of the friary in the second half of the 16th century and subsequent use of the site.

It was impossible to phase prehistoric features satisfactorily but fourteen phases of medieval
activity were identified. Many of these deal with the construction, rather than the use, of buildings
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It was impossible to phase prehistoric features satisfactorily but fourteen phases of medieval
activity were identified. Many of these deal with the construction, rather than the use, of buildings
because uncontaminated flooring and occupational deposits were seldom found. Although evidence
of pre-friary use of the site was extensive, it was decided that the wall lines of the friary church
and the E range were of sufficient interest and were substantial enough to be left in the hope that
they might not be totally destroyed by the development or could be incorporated into it.

From contexts ranging in date from the 13th-17th centuries and associated with Periods 2-4,
a large number of burials were recovered. In the present chapter these are mentioned in the relevant
period or phase, but because of problems of scale they do not appear on any of the site plans.
Archaeological aspects of their deposition are discussed in Chapters 7.1 and 7.2 mf, (1:B12-D5),
while they are fully included in the analysis of the skeletal remains from all three excavations (Chapters
7.5, 7.6 mf, 1: E5-G3; 7.10 mf, 5:F1-10:F12).

EXCAVATION

Note: Contexts marked* are not numbered on the published illustrations, but their location is indicated
in the text.

Natural consisted of flaky basalt which was overlain in some areas by brown to grey clay and
gravel. This deposit contained doleritic boulders, many small rounded pebbles and unidentified black
particles. The nature of this layer made the identification of early features such as post-pits difficult
and was responsible for some of these being overcut.

ILL 22 : Architectural fragment probably from Linlithgow friary, built into wall of Nether Parkley House, Linlithgow, above
a window lintel 0.84m long. Decorated head or canopy of an aumbry or sedile wrought from a single block of
sandstone. Probably of late 15th or early 16th century date
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ILL 23 : Linlithgow. Excavations and intrusions prior to 1983
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ILL 24 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 1. Prehistoric pits and gullies
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The clearest evidence of Period 1 use of the site consisted
of two concentrations of cut features and several areas of
apparently associated cobbles which lay on a gentle incline
up to the SE corner of the excavation (111 24, 26). Ground
further S, where natural rock lay at a higher level, did not
appear to have been utilised to any great extent at this time,
probably because it would have been easier to dig features
into the clay and gravel deposits which overlay basalt on the
lower slope. The location may therefore have been chosen
with some care.

There were c 100 cut features in the E group and others
may have been destroyed by instrusive medieval cuts or have
underlain Period 3 friary stone walling which was not
removed (111 25). On excavation, twenty-five of the
Period 1 features, those illustrated without hachures (111 24),
proved to be of doubtful origin but the remainder, mostly
small pits and stake-holes, seemed to have been made by man.
The pits had average diameters of c 0.35 m and depths of
c 0.30 m. They are probably best regarded as having been
dug to extract posts rather than as post-pits because no post-
pipe evidence was identified in the amorphous brown to grey
brown sandy or clayey fills. However, a few rounded pebbles
present in the fills may once have secured posts. As well as
the single examples there were two pairs of pits, 6243 and
6244, and, 6270 and 6272, which were connected by short
shallow U-shaped slots. There was little differentiation of
fills within the associated features except that there were more
stones in the slot joining pits 6243 and 6244 than in the pits
themselves. No pits were found in association with a third
short shallow slot, 6336, the E end of which had been cut
away by a Period 3 intrusive feature.

In spite of the large number of features located it could
not be established conclusively whether they were
contemporary or had been dug over a period of time. Perhaps
the former possibility is more likely because practically none
of the features intercut. Even when feature sizes and fill types
were considered no totally satisfactory structural alignments
were suggested.

The possible pits 6212 and 6218 and pit 6242 were larger
than the others and may not have been robbed post-pits
although no alternative interpretations of their functions were
indicated by their forms or fills. At the W side of the E group
of cut features there were two shallow gullies, 6347 and 6349,
which seemed to be aligned NE-SW. They were c 0.16 m deep
at their NE ends but became progressively shallower to the
SW until they disappeared, so it is likely that they had once
been longer and had been truncated by later activities. It was
not possible to deduce what function the features might have
served from their shapes and silty clay fills.

Apparently related to the main E concentration of cut
features were overlying patches of rounded cobbles which
were set in a c 0.10m deep brown soil, 6238, 6251 and 6252
(111 26). Parts of some underlying pits were first identified
at this level although their full extents were not ascertainable
until the stoney deposits were removed. It is therefore likely
that the cobbled spreads had been laid as Period 1 surfaces
and that stones from them had been disturbed and pulled
over the cut features when the area was cultivated at a later
date, probably during Period 2. The stoney spreads may
originally have been more extensive but been stripped when
the area was scarped in Period 3.

ILL 25 : Linlithgow. Some of the Period 1 cut features present within the chapter house, which was constructed during
Period 3, Phase 10. Looking W
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ILL 26 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 1. Neolithic stone spreads
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The second spread of early pits and gullies lay SW of
the first group. Because medieval and, in some places, later
use of the site had disturbed and truncated deposits in this
area some pits were to all intents and purposes unstratified.
Therefore it is possible that some of the features included
in this section have been wrongly attributed to Period 1. Little
helpful dating evidence was provided by the few finds
recovered. Particles of shell and mortar, present in a few
apparently Period 1 stratified features, are likely to have been
brought down by worms and roots from overlying medieval
horizons which contained large quantities of these materials.

Eight of the possible pits, those without hachures on
111 24, must be regarded as being of undetermined origin
because either they were so shallow that they may have been
no more than irregular dips in the surface of natural or their
edges could not be defined satisfactorily. The others were
similar to those in the E group and, with one exception,
seemed to have been dug to extract timber posts. They varied
in size and depth considerably and had sandy silt and clay
or silty clay fills. Grey ash and burnt stones were also present
in four, 8182, 8185, 8192 and 8194. Evidence of the sizes of
posts was restricted to the composite post-pit feature 8212
which was c 1.50x0.40 m in plan and up to 0.28 m deep.
The positions of three posts were indicated by circular to
subcircular inner fills of charcoal and soil, 8213*, 8214* and
8219*. These had diameters of c 0.25, 0.18 and 0.22m
respectively and, although truncated by a cut, 8220*, which
had presumably been dug to remove charred posts, fills
survived to an average depth of 0.08 m. The relationship of
fill 8213* in which a sherd of beaker was found had been
destroyed by the intrusive feature but 8219* clearly pre-dated
8214*. Charcoal from fill 8219*, identified as being mainly
Quercus with c 5% Corylus, has provided a radiocarbon date
of 3315±55bc (GU-1875).

Of the more credible alignments suggested by robbed
post-pits, three are worthy of some comment. The first
consisted of pits 8198, 8195, 8309, 8303 and 8197, which were
all small subcircular features with diameters of up to 0.20 m
and depths of 0.06-0.13 m. Two, 8195 and 8303, were not
wholly convincing, the former because it was only 0.06 m
deep and the latter because it was of irregular shape. The
second possible alignment was suggested by pits 8194, 8185,
8311, 8196 and 8178, three of which lay partially outwith the
excavated area. The features were of various sizes with
diameters between c 0.20 and 1 m and depths between 0.10
and 0.30 m but two, 8185 and 8194, were similar in that there
were heat shattered stones and lenses of ash in their fills. The
third possible line is the most striking but the least secure.
Pits 8077, 8083, 8182, 8222, 8080, 8160 and possibly 8140
formed an apparent E-W alignment with the centres of the
first four lying 2 m apart. Unfortunately, this area was much
truncated and disturbed so several of the features could be
of later date. Pits 8077, 8080, 8083 and 8160 were identified
at higher levels than the others and should possibly be better
regarded as being medieval features. In addition 8077, 8080
and 8083 possessed stone packing which was not present in
the others but was found in some Period 3 post-pits (see Phase
11). It is therefore possible that much of the apparent line
had been created fortuitously and that only pits 8140, 8182
and 8222 are of Period 1 date.

There were two linear features, represented by six
separate gully lengths, in this area. The first, 8149 and 8187,
had been cut by medieval features, notably foundation
trenches associated with a Period 3 building, and by Trench
C3 which had been excavated in 1953. The feature measured
c 10x0.40m to 0.80x0.13-m and was roughly aligned
N-S. The N length, 8187, had a V-shaped profile, while the
S end of 8149, had a more rounded and bifurcated base
suggesting that this length may have been recut. Nevertheless,
only a single sandy silt fill was identified. Its silty nature
suggests that the feature was probably a drain and the slope
indicates that it had run N. However, it is possible that it

may have housed a timber sill which had been removed and
that the resulting void had then silted up.

The second linear feature was approximately aligned NE-
SW and was slightly S-shaped in plan. It was composed of
three discrete gully lengths 8169, 8171 and 8177, which were
separated by a Period 3 cut and by an outcrop of rock. The
feature was traced for c 11 m and was up to 0.60 m wide
and 0.15 m deep. The sandy silt fill showed that the feature
is likely to have been the basal remains of a ditch. Period
2 ploughing may well have been responsible for destroying
upper ditch fills. As it lay S of the main concentration of
cut features, in a position which more or less mirrored that
of the interface between natural clay and rock, the feature
is probably best regarded as having served as a S boundary
ditch.

Quite an extensive area of cobbles, 8022, 8151, 8221 and
8226, similar to the E spreads, overlay many of the W cut
features (111 26). However, as in the E area, parts of
underlying cut features were first identified at this level
although they could not satisfactorily be excavated until the
stoney layers had been removed. The stones lay within a
c 0.10 m deep brown soil but were not as firmly embedded
as were the E cobbles. It is thought that they had once formed
Period 1 laid surfaces but had been dislodged and spread over
the fills of cut features when an overlying medieval soil,
8157*, 8164* and 8180*, was cultivated in Period 2.

The only feature apparently associated with the cobbles
was a circular, c 1 m diameter, and slightly concave setting
of doleritic stones, 8017. It had been constructed within a
shallow hollow which cut into the N end of gulley 8187. The
stone feature is unlikely to have been used as a hearth because
there was no evidence of burning, even in the form of charcoal
fragments in the interstices between stones. The setting is
therefore more likely to have been a large post-pad. But for
it apparently being a Period 1 feature, the position and
construction of setting 8017 might be suggestive of its being
the base of a Period 3 lavatory at which the friars would have
washed their hands before entering the refectory in the S range
for meals (111 41).

Not all the site was excavated to natural levels so
Period 1 deposits may have existed elsewhere. Although only
sampled in a small sondage trench at a late stage in the
excavation (not illustrated), there was some indication that
the NW corner of the area may have been used during this
period. Here a c 0.25 m deep ploughsoil, 7229*, overlay
natural clay. Within it there was a c 0.05 m layer of dark
brown soil, 7228*, which contained many charcoal fragments
and a flint flake (161). Regrettably, it was not possible to
interpret the deposit from the small area investigated.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the horizon related to early use
of the site as do pieces of flint recovered from disturbed
overlying levels within the small exploratory trench and in
the NW corner of the excavation generally.

DISCUSSION
Few of the features included as Period 1 could be dated
adequately but the radiocarbon date of 3315±55 be
(GU-1875), obtained from the charcoal sample from the fill
of 8219*, together with the few sherds of pottery from other
Period 1 features indicate that much of the occupation is likely
to be of neolithic date (see Chapter 8.3 mf, 11 : G9-10).
Unfortunately, there were insufficient stratigraphical
relationships to determine if more than one neolithic
occupation was represented. What is clear is that some of
the features included as Period 1 are likely to be of late
neolithic/early bronze age date, judging by the beaker sherd
that was recovered from feature 8213 (41) and part of a flint
petit tranche! derivative arrowhead (163) found in a
Period 4 context (see Chapter 9.4mf, 12: E7-10). The picture
of pre-medieval use of the site is augmented by the recovery
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of part of a bronze ring (168) datable to the 9th or 8th
centuries be and a few pieces of jet (164-167), which indicate
that a basic jet ornament industry was operational nearby
during the later prehistoric period. Even a sherd of Roman
pottery was found (42).

It is worthy of note that a late neolithic 'thumb' scraper
or a flint for a 'flint-and-steeF was found beside a skeleton
during D Hunter's excavation in 1953 (D Hunter, pers
comm). A bronze socketed spearhead of the bronze age from
a modern feature was also recovered, but at that time the
excavator believed that it could well have been brought on
to the site in the early 20th century (D Hunter, pers comm).
The only known casual find is a quern stone found prior to

1983. The stone has been identified as being chloritic
schistose-grit, almost certainly of Dalradian age. It can be
matched with specimens from Loch Lomond-side, just N of
Balmaha (further details in archive).

From the evidence of various finds it is clear that the
elevated site overlooking Linlithgow Loch and the Forth
Valley was much used at various times during the prehistoric
period. In many ways it is regrettable that medieval and more
recent use of the area had so destroyed and truncated earlier
deposits, especially as at least some of the neolithic occupation
appears to be among the earliest so far identified in Scotland.
Associated pottery: 32-41
Associated finds: Flint 161, chert 162

PERIOD 2

PHASE 1 (111 27)

Gullies
The earliest evidence of medieval use of the site consisted
of a number of approximately parallel gullies which seemed
to have been dug through a truncated soil horizon. The cut
features, which were aligned N-S, have been interpreted as
being field boundaries and drainage channels.

Overlying natural and sealing Period 1 features in some
areas was a layer of orange silty loam variously numbered
6188*, 6210*, 6234*, 6298*, 8157*, 8164* and 8180*. The
horizon was c 0.10 m deep and is likely to have been the basal
remnants of a truncated cultivated soil. Apparently cutting
this deposit were several shallow gullies which could only be
adequately excavated after most of the soil had been removed.
Ft is therefore likely that the soil had been pulled over the
gullies by cultivation activities of a later date; a process which
may have contaminated extant deposits and had clearly
removed upper feature fills. The gullies, which were between
0.60 and 1.05 m wide, survived to varying lengths and
penetrated natural clay and, in some places bedrock, to a
maximum depth of 0.20 m. The orange silty fills were of
similar appearance to the soil horizon through which the
features had been dug.

The most easterly gulley indentifiably of this phase was
6284 but only part of it, c 7.50 m, lay within the excavated
area. Near the S limit of the excavation the feature appeared
to have been recut but the digging sequence could not be
ascertained because of the similarity of fills in the two
channels. At the N end there was a 0.15 m high vertical face
which extended c 2.80 m along the E side of the feature. Four
stakeholes lay against this edge and nine others continued
the alignment within the S part of the gulley. The stakeholes
probably indicate the position of a wattle revetment set in
the feature to slow down the rate of silting. Although
disturbed and not excavated, a N-S linear spread of stones,
6103 to the N may well have been an upper fill of gulley 6284.
Approximately 1.60 m of another gulley, 6147, was excavated
to the W of the stoney fill. It may have been part of gulley
6292 which lay to the SW. A Period 3 foundation trench cut
across the N end of the excavated length of gulley 6147 and
no trace of the latter was found in the disturbed area N of
the intrusive feature.

Some 4 m W of gulley 6284 a series of three gullies had
been dug. The earliest appeared to be gulley 6292, c 4 m of
which lay within the excavated area. The feature is likely to
have once extended much further S but this section of it
seemed to have been cut away when gulley 6287 was dug.
Some 10.40 m of this presumably replacement feature were
excavated. The most recent of the succession of gullies in this
area appeared to be 6191/5150, c 25 m of which was located.

Like 6147 to the E, its N end had been cut by the Period
3 foundation trench, but unlike 6147, part of it, 5150, was
identified, albeit slightly offset from the main alignment,
within a building constructed during Period 3. An associated
E-W length, 6199, which ran c 1.10 m W from gulley 6191,
appeared to have been cut in this direction merely to avoid
an outcrop of bedrock.

Parts of yet another gulley, 6659 and 7076, lay c 10 m
to the W of gulley 6191. The two lengths of this feature
extended c 10.30 m and the S section, 6659, was readily
identifiable as it had been cut into bedrock to a depth of
c 0.20 m rather than into clay as the others had been. Almost
certainly, the feature had once extended much further S, but
had been destroyed by later activities, in particular those
associated with Period 3, Phase 12 levelling to form the friary
cloister. The surviving N part of gulley 6659/7076 was
definitely cut by Period 2, Phase 2 and later features.

The gullies can only have been ditches which had been
truncated by later use of the site. The lengths and relative
positions of the three main alignments indicate that the
features had been dug to define the limits of fields or
properties. The natural slope to the N, the silty nature of
the basal fills and the probable presence of wattle revetting
along the side of one of the gullies, 6284, show that they had
also acted as drainage channels.

DISCUSSION
To judge by the pottery recovered, the three main alignments
appear to have been adhered to during the 13th century.
However, as one gulley, 6659/7076, was clearly overlain by
a Phase 2 feature, they were probably in use during the first
half of the century supposing that Phase 2 is of mid 13th-
century date. Because only basal feature fills survived there
were few signs that the alignments had been renewed apart
from the series of cuts associated with the central demarca-
tion. Nevertheless, this evidence alone is probably sound
enough to suggest that the boundary alignments may have
been respected for some time, possibly from the 12th century.
It is possible that the central and E field or property
boundaries continued to be used during the remainder of
Period 2.

As the ground lies just S of Linlithgow (111 21) the fields
may have been burgh property or been owned by burgesses,
although it is equally possible that they could have been part
of a country estate.

PHASE 2 (111 28)

During this phase a major stone building, which has been
interpreted as being a chapel, was constructed. To the W were
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a few features believed to have been associated with
constructional activities and some way to the S an E-W ditch
may have been dug in this phase as a S boundary to the chapel
property.

Construction of chapel
The earliest stone building was aligned E-W and lay in the
N part of the excavated area, where the ground sloped
naturally down towards the W. As the building overlay 7076,
part of a Phase 1 property demarcation, it would appear that
the location could have been specifically chosen because of
the slight incline. No attempt had been made to level the
ground prior to construction and it did not seem that the
enclosed area had been levelled up after the building had been
erected. It may have been a conscious decision to have the
E and more important end at a higher level than the W one
creating a more imposing interior than otherwise.

The building measured c 20.80x8.40 m externally but
only the basal courses of c 1.40 m wide walling and slightly
wider foundations survived. The foundations were
substantial, consisting of often massive doleritic boulders
which had been packed into trenches cut into natural clay
to depths between 0.20 and 0.30 m. The stones could have
been obtained locally, some even during the digging of the
trenches. The external faces of the end foundations were
slightly but distinctively concave along their lengths. This
'flared' appearance must have been deliberately created
although it can have served no obvious purpose. Indeed, the
SE extremities of the corner were of quite slight construction
and would not have directly borne any significant weight.
However, elsewhere the foundations were sufficently strong
to have supported a vaulted superstructure but nowhere did
walling survive above basal courses. Short lengths, notably
7002, to the W of a 6.50 m long robbing cut of the S wall,
showed that the inner and outer faces had been constructed
using roughly squared yellow sandstone blocks of local origin.
Wall cores were composed of small pieces of angular stones,
mostly sandstones, bound together with large quantities of
grey mortar. To judge by otherwise unexplainable linear
disturbances and a foundation cut associated with the central
section of the W wall 7013, it is likely that major rebuilding
of this wall was carried out, probably in Period 3, Phase 6.

This possibility appears to be borne out by the ground
plan which apparently shows that the end wall, 7013, could
have been inserted between the ends of the N and S walls,
7001 and 7002. However, this may be illusory as the W wall
did not survive to the same height as its neighbours. The water
table is believed to have risen dramatically in this area during
Phase 4, possibly causing structural damage to wall 7013,
when an underground spring was tapped and a well
constructed. The high water level certainly made excavation
difficult in 1983 and 1984.

Within the building the only Phase 2 feature found was
a roughly rectangular setting of large doleritic boulders, 7025,
which measured c 1.25x0.90 m. It had been built against
the inside face of the N wall, 7001, towards its W end in a
foundation pit, 7109*, which survived to a depth of 0.25 m.
Because of its solidity, the feature would have supported a
considerable weight such as that of a stair to an upper level.
Alternatively, as the building is believed to have been a chapel,
it may have served as the base of an unusually positioned
side altar although a less substantial build would probably
have sufficed for such a purpose. As the W end of the
building almost certainly lay at a lower level than the E one,
the feature may merely have been a foundation for steps
leading down to the floor from a doorway in the N wall.
Unfortunately, the area N of the wall was not excavated to
this level so it is not known whether or not there were external
features such as pebbled or trampled deposits which would
have provided further indications of there having been an
entrance at this point. Though much disturbed, just such a

compacted and pebbled surface, 6618, existed outside the S
wall but it cannot be confidently assigned to this phase.
Within the building a spread of sand, 7094, extended into
the core of the W wall. Athough the layer is likely to have
been pulled across the foundation during later reconstruction
activities, it is possible that its presence could indicate the
position of an entrance to a stair at the SW corner.

The presence of a considerable number of burials and
the recovery of finds such as decorated window glass from
overlying deposits were the two main indications that the
building had been constructed as a chapel or church. Because
of a modern sewer it did not prove possible to adequately
investigate the central area at the E end where the main altar
is likely to have been sited. Indeed, apart from the stone
setting 7025 described above, there was no other evidence
of constructed features such as partitions or floors within
the building.

Features W of chapel
Immediately W of the chapel a number of Phase 2 features
either directly overlay or were cut into otherwise undisturbed
prehistoric levels. The exposed surface of the Period 1 soil
had been compacted and contained charcoal fragments
together with lenses of incinerated orange gravel soils. A
scatter of thirteen features, consisting of five post-pits, two
short slots and two stakeholes together with four similar
features of uncertain origin, were found in association with
the surface. The only other feature assignable to this phase
was a burnt bowl-shaped hollow or pit, 7201, which had been
partially destroyed by 7211 and 7202, two of the man-made
features mentioned above. The feature (7201) appeared to
have been roughly oval in plan, c 1 x 0.60 m, and survived
to a depth of 0.15 m. The steeply angled sides had been
scorched orange in colour but the mixed charcoal and burnt
bone fill appeared to have been dumped into the feature
rather than having been associated with its use. The hollow
is likely to have been a hearth but no finds indicative of any
special function were obtained from it.

The cluster of features is likely to represent a small part
of either an open work area or, perhaps even, a temporary
building of timber construction used by workmen while the
chapel to the E was being erected.

Property boundary
Some 8.50 m S of the chapel an E-W gulley, 6670, lay along
the S limit of the excavation. Although c 16 m of the feature
was excavated, its full length was not determined as it
continued W beyond the investigated area. Because it lay
against the S section it is not possible to be certain, but it
appeared to be c 1 m wide and c 0.15 m deep. The feature
had been cut through a silty loam and natural clay and rock.
Its orange silt fill was similar to those of the Phase 1 gullies
but it contained a larger number of broken doleritic stones
because more of the featureTTacTbeen dug into bedrock.

Gulley 6670 is probably best regarded as being a
truncated ditch which had been dug to define the S limit of
the chapel grounds. The main reason for considering that
the gulley, or some earlier form of it, had originated in Phase
2 is that all the Period 2 and 3 graves in this area had been
dug to the N of it as if respecting its presence. Nevertheless,
it cannot be confidently attributed to this phase on strati-
graphical grounds and most of the pottery finds from it would
seem to argue that it was of considerably later date. Although
no recuts were identified, it is thought that the feature may
have been first cut in Phase 2 but had continued in use till
the beginning of Phase 12 in Period 3 when the ground was
levelled and a building constructed above it.

Although perhaps unlikely considering the pottery
recovered, it is possible that the N part of the latest in the
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ILL 28 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 2, Phase 2. Pre-friary chapel
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succession of central property boundaries 5150 and 6191 (111
27), discussed as a Phase 1 feature, could have continued to
be used in this phase as an E boundary to the chapel land.

Period 2, Phase 2. The misconception may merely have arisen
in the post-medieval period because a 13th-century chapel,
dedicated to the Virgin, had been gifted to the order in 1401.

DISCUSSION
The few pottery sherds recovered indicate that the chapel was
built sometime during the 13th century, and to judge by
pottery finds from subsequent phases, this is likely to have
occurred in the middle part of the century. Several chapels
were established in and around Linlithgow during the 13th
century, some as foundations subordinate to the church of
St Michael in the burgh. The excavated chapel is perhaps
unlikely to have been one of these and, as R M Spearman
suggests (Chapter 5.1), is more likely to have been founded
by a local laird. At any rate documentary evidence shows
that by the early 15th century it was in the possession of a
private individual, James Douglas of Dalkeith, to dispose
of as he wished. As has been seen in Chapter 5.1, there is
an apparently unfounded belief that the Carmelites arrived
in Linlithgow as early as the late 13th century. However, there
was no indication of conventual occupation of the site during

PHASE 3 (111 29)

Included in this section are the primary group of burials
within and outwith the chapel, the construction and early
occupation of a timber building to the W of the chapel, the
digging of a well to the S of it and the construction of a latrine
even further to the W. It was not possible to relate all these
diverse activities one to another but because of general site
stratigraphy they are likely to be more or less contemporary.
The similarity among the small groups of pottery finds
recovered from the four areas would appear to corroborate
such a conclusion.

Burials
The Phase 3 chapel inhumations are discussed in Chapter
7.2 mf (1: B12-D5).

7527 7520 7194a. I
7532\ I 7509 7194b

ILL 29 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 2, Phase 3. Building 1
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Building 1

W of the chapel, Phase 3 horizons directly overlay Phase 2
features. A series of five firm iron-panned orange or grey
fine clayey sand deposits, 7197*, 7198*, 7195*, 7193* and
7187, were separated by thin layers of charcoal and ash.
Because of their nature and the finds recovered, these deposits
can only be regarded as being flooring and occupational
horizons associated with a building (Building 1). Related to
floor surface 7187 was a burnt area, 7185, which measured
0.76x0.70m. It formed a slight, c 0.03 m deep, hollow
which had yellow and grey clay at its base. The fill was made
up of red and yellow ash. A thin associated spread of
charcoal, 7188*, extended W to occupy an area 1.30x 0.70 m.
The cut feature can only have been a hearth but no finds
indicative of any specific use were recovered. The' flooring
layers did not occupy an extensive area, onlyc 3.40x2.10 m
maximum, being cut away to the N, S and W by foundation
trenches of a later stone building (Building 2).

These foundation trenches are likely to have mirrored
and, as a result, destroyed the earlier wall lines of Building
1 because two post-pits, 7194a and b, were seen to have been
cut by the W one and because other Phase 3 deposits and
features lay further W and to the S of the S wall line. The
Phase 3 floors did not extend as far as the W wall of the
chapel. Instead, the lower ones terminated at an ill-defined
c 0.10 m deep linear cut, 7192*, which was aligned N-S. The
surface of the clay fill, 7186*, was subsequently used as
flooring. Feature 7192* could be considered to have been a
robbed out timbered E wall and three other post-pits, 7207a,
b and c which formed part of a more obliquely angled
alignment may have fulfilled the same function at a later time.
However, it is strongly suspected that these and 7190, a post-
pit at the W end of the building, were temporary internal
features and that the probably timbered building had once
extended further E, and been supported by the W wall of
the chapel. Activities, believed to have been associated with
the rebuilding of the W wall of the chapel in Phase 6, are
likely to have destroyed Phase 3 flooring deposits in the area
immediately W of the wall.

Well
Evidence of a well immediately S of Building 1 consisted of
the foundation shaft which could only be partly investigated
because of the lack of time, the amount of water present and
the danger involved in its excavation. The shaft, 7224,
appeared to be roughly circular in plan at the top, c ,3.80 m,
tapering to a diameter of c 0.90 m at the bottom. It had been
cut through natural clay and volcanic bedrock to a depth of
0.58 m where it had broached an underground stream. This
natural feature was still active and a small pump had to be
used throughout the day to control the flood of water entering
the well from the E. The well had been almost competely
rebuilt during Phase 8 which had destroyed all evidence of
early deposits within it together with the original Phase 3
lining although some of the original clay and stone rubble
backfill, 7225*, did survive. The amount of water entering
the feature makes it certain that excess water must have been
run off to the W but by what means is not known because
the area involved was heavily wooded and was not excavated.
However, the water may well have cleansed a latrine.

Latrine
A small extension trench was excavated in the wood W of
Building 1, its position, size and shape being dictated by
nearby trees. Natural sloped gently to the W and consisted
of grey clay which was heavily iron-panned, doubtless because
of the prevalent waterlogged conditions. This deposit was
overlain by layers of sandstone fragments and clay, 7523*,

7522* and 7518 which appeared to have been laid to create
a flat and stable surface which may have been inside or
outside a building. Because of the narrow width of the
excavated trench either alternative must remain equally
possible. Set into natural and associated with these horizontal
layers was a huge flat-faced volcanic boulder, 0.97 x up to
0.33 m, which lay at an angle of c 22° to the horizontal,
sloping towards the W. Although only the S part of the stone
lay within the excavated area it obviously formed some of
the base of a small tank-shaped stone structure, 7520, as it
was bounded to the S, E and W by clay bonded walling, 7509,
7510 and 7527 which survived in places to a height of 0.25 m.
The feature can only have been a latrine, with the walls having
supported a platform or seat over the tank. Water, probably
excess from the well, would have washed waste down through
an exit in the SW corner into another sloping compartment,
7532, which was probably a chute. This in turn led into a
N-S linear feature, 7530, only part of which lay within the
confines of the excavation. However, as its E side was edged
with boulders, it is likely to have acted as a drain leading
off to the N. No internal deposits relating to primary or later
use of the latrine were recovered no doubt because of the
efficiency of the system.

ILL 30 : Linlithgow. Detail of decorated wooden handle of
knife (247) found in occupation layer within
Building 1

DISCUSSION

Phase 3 must have started with the completion of the chapel
construction in Phase 2, probably during the middle of the
13th century, and some indication of its length is provided
by pottery finds. Sherds of Scarborough ware were present
in Phase 4 and later features but not in earlier ones suggesting
that Phase 3 ended prior to the late 13th or early 14th century.
Unfortunately, such a conclusion is based on only a small
number of sherds. Should the evidence be reliable then Phase
3 is unlikely to have lasted as long as eighty years.
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Because of its close proximity to the chapel, Building
1, which continued to exist in Phase 4, is probably best
regarded as having served as accommodation for some
ecclesiastic, probably a priest. Documentary and later
excavation evidence shows that the Carmelites did not
construct their friary buildings on the site till the 15th century
but the presence of the somewhat sophisticated water-cleansed
latrine structure could be argued as having been part of just
such a complex. Although only a little of what was probably
a much more extensive Phase 3 layout was excavated the
writer believes that the investigated features relate to a manor
rather than a friary. It is suspected that only the E end of
this hypothetical complex was excavated and that the main
part of it lay in the wooded area to the W. Only further
excavation would clarify this matter.

PHASE 4 (111 31)

Occupation of Building 1 continued with a drain or piped
water supply being laid. New approach surfaces were
deposited to the E of the latrine which showed slight evidence
of having been repaired. A second group of chapel burials

was found to have been deposited during this time. These
are described in Chapter 7.2 mf (1: B12-D5). It is notable
that only babies and children had been interred within the
building during this time.

Building 1
A c 0.03 m layer of grey silt, 7184*, directly overlay the Phase
3 flooring and occupational deposits within Building 1. The
compact horizon measured c 3 x 2.10 m and contained small
patches of charcoal fragments and some orange and yellow
flecks, probably of ash. These inclusions may have been
disturbed from the Phase 3 hearth, 7185, which lay below.
Rather than having been a deliberately laid layer, 7184*
appeared to have slowly accumulated as if the building had
been little used for a time. This possibility seems to be
substantiated by the total lack of finds from the horizon.
However, the building must have still been in a useable
condition because new flooring, 7183 and 7173, had been
laid over the grey silt. These deposits were made up of layers
of sand, clay and sandstone fragments which occupied areas
up to 4x2.60 m.

ILL 31 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 2, Phase 4. Building 1
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The only internal feature associated with the uppermost
floor was a c 0.20 m wide cut which ran diagonally across
the W end of the building. The feature, 7177, had a c 0.08 m
deep grey sandy fill and appeared to have been a drain or
a robbed out pipe-line for a water supply. The simplest and
most probable explanation of the feature is that the floor
of Building 1 was now sufficiently waterlogged, because of
the nearby well, to warrant the cutting of a drain. However,
as the N and S ends of the linear feature had been cut away
by the same intrusive foundation trenches which are believed
to have destroyed most of the wall-lines of the building it
is not known what relationships may have existed between
the N and S walls, the well-head and feature 7177. Therefore
it is possible that water from the well-head could have been
brought into the building in a pipe or drain. The feature may
even have had no direct association with the use of the
building, have simply been cut through it on its way to some
other destination. This possibility was not proved because
the area to the N of the N intrusive foundation trench was
not excavated.

a date in the late 13th or early 14th century. Overlying some
of the Phase 4 graves, but included in the phase, was a red
brown clay soil, 7054, from which a silver penny of Edward
III, 13517-2 (257), was recovered. In addition, a silver penny
of Edward II, 1307-11 (256), was obtained from a probably
equivalent soil horizon 7032. As the earlier coin is quite worn
but the other much less so, it is likely that both had been
lost by c 1375. It would therefore seem likely that Phase 4
lasted between 50 and 100 years ending roughly with the
deposition of the coins.

The wet ground conditions, doubtlessly created by the
cutting of the well into bedrock in Phase 3, appears to have
been responsible for many of the remedial activities
undertaken in the NW area of the site during this phase. It
was probably because of dampness that Building 1 had been
so little used compared with the previous phase. Now quite
unsuitable for habitation it is likely to have lain empty and
neglected for lengthy periods. When used, it would probably
have been only suitable for the storage of non-perishable
goods.

Latrine
Although there were no internal deposits associated with the
use of the latrine some repair work and maintenance appears
to have been necessary during this phase. Two stones, 7526,
were added to the end of the S wall of the latrine tank, 7510
(111 29), possibly to prevent erosion of the wall-end or to better
direct the flow of water. To the E of the feature several clay,
gravel and clay and gravel layers, 7517*, 7516* and 7515*,
had been deposited above the Phase 3 trampled horizon 7518
(111 29). These deposits raised the approach to the latrine by
c 0.30 m which was no doubt necessary because of the high
water-table already noted with regard to Building 1. The
topmost layer in the series was 7506. It was c 0.06 m thick,
compacted and was composed of red sandstone fragments.
Although obviously yet another trampled surface similar to
those of the previous phase, it is not known whether the
deposit lay within a building or not. The only indication of
surface wear was a small hollow, 7511*, associated with 7506.

Burials
By far the most interesting aspect of the phase is that only
youngsters had been buried within the chapel during this time.
This phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 7.2 mf (1: B12-D5)
but no totally satisfactory explanation for the presence of
only babies and children can be provided.

DISCUSSION

The clearest dating evidence for the phase was obtained from
the grave fills and soil horizons within the chapel. Pottery
finds include a few sherds of Scarborough ware suggesting

PHASE 5

Some of the activities associated with Building 1 and the
latrine included in Phase 4 may have been undertaken during
this phase. However, this possibility could not be proved
archaeologically. Although no evidence in the form of
destructional debris was found, the timber building must have
been demolished either towards the end of Phase 5 or more
probably at the beginning of Phase 6.

The clearest evidence of Phase 5 was a small group of
burials in the SE of the chapel although three Period 2 graves
to the E of the building may also have been dug at this time.

DISCUSSION

As the inhumations are considered in Chapter 7.2 mf (1:
B12-D5), discussion in this section is restricted to dating
evidence. Of this little can be said because, apart from a few
sherds of Scarborough ware which are likely to have been
redeposited from Phase 4 deposits, no other indication of
date was provided by finds. Nevertheless, as Phase 4 is likely
to have ended c 1375 and as the work associated with Phase
6 in Period 3 can only have been undertaken in the early 15th
century, Phase 5 can only have lasted a maximum of fifty
years.
Associated pottery: 43-46
Associated finds: Jet fragment 767, bronze ring 168, silver

brooch pin 186, copper alloy book fittings
194, 196-198, 200, 201, 203-205, copper
alloy ring 232, copper alloy buckle 244,
iron knife 247, horseshoe 253, coins
254-257.

PERIOD 3

Period 3, Phases 6-14, deals with the construction and
occupation of the Carmelite friary in the 15th and 16th
centuries. Although most of the structural activities could
be phased relatively easily, it did not prove possible to assign
many of the occupational deposits, especially those within
buildings, to particular phases. For this reason evidence of
related occupational horizons has been included in the various
sections dealing with constructional activities.

PHASE 6 (111 32)

During this phase the original chapel structure was adapted
and extended to form the Carmel^e friary church. In this
section some reference has had to be made to features of later
date because of their relevance to Phase 6 contexts (see 111 41).
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Friary church
The original chapel was retained as the nave and an extension,
measuring c 15.70 x 8m, was added to its E end to form the
chancel of the now c 36.50m long friary church.

Chancel
The chancel foundation walling, which had been constructed
within trenches, was between 1.10 and 1.30m wide. It had
been built to a height of c 0.45m with large doleritic boulders
bonded with mortar. Because the E c 4.70m of the surviving
length of the S wall 5010 was of less massive construction
than elsewhere, it was suspected during the excavation that
the chancel had originally been shorter and extended at a later
date. However, there was no evidence, such as a robbed out
E end wall, to substantiate such a possibility. Only short
lengths of basal walling survived. These were faced with
roughly squared yellow sandstone blocks and had stone
rubble and mortar cores. The lower edge of internal mortar
wall facing associated with the E length of the S wall 5010
respected the level of flooring N of it.

An external semi-circular stone feature, 5007, butted
against the NE corner of the chancel. It measured
c 2.50 x 1.30m and only its basal course survived. It had been
previously exposed during the c 1900 and 1953 investigations
of the site when it was interpreted as being a base to support
a stair (D Hunter, pers comm). Little can be added, except
that it is likely to have been a primary feature because the
N wall of the chancel, 5005, appeared to have been
deliberately built beyond the end of the E wall, 5006, to
accommodate it. There was considerable evidence that a
thorough search had been made in 1900 for a similar feature
at the SE corner of the building. Whether or not this
investigation had been responsible for the removal of walling
in this area can only be guessed, but it may be significant
that the plan produced after this excavation (Ferguson 1905,
332-4), does show a complete squared corner which was not
present in 1983.

Buttresses
The rectangular foundations of two opposed external stone
buttresses, 5129 and 5050, lay against the N and S walls
towards their W ends. The S one measured c 1.20x 1.50m
and was clay bonded but, as it had been examined in 1900,
most stratigraphical relationships had been destroyed.
However, the N one, which was c 1.50x 1.20m and mortar
bonded, was overlain by burials considered to be of friary
date. It would therefore seem that the feature became
redundant and had been removed to foundation level at some
time later during Period 3, probably during Phase 10 when
much reorganisation of the chancel was undertaken. The S
one, 5050, is likely to have been slighted at the same time.

Walking place
The space between the two possible screens must have served
as a narrow N-S walking space similar to those associated
with the English Carmelite churches at Aylesford and Hulne
(111 3, 41: Braun 1951, 50-6). It is likely that there were
entrances at both the N and S ends of the passage although
only slight evidence of the S one survived. Small stones,
7057*, had been packed with clay in this area to provide
support at an entrance and external projecting stones, 6324,
bonded to the wall may have been associated with a door
sill. A few features S of the church may be associated with
the proposed S entrance but these have been included in Phase
8 (111 35) because of the lack of definitive stratigraphical
evidence.

Flooring
Evidence of flooring within the chancel consisted of
rectangular yellow sandstone slabs, up to 0.80 x 0.45 x 0.15m
but often considerably smaller, which were set in a c 0.08m
thick layer of sand. The stone used is a known local type.
Considerable doubt exists as to how much, if any, of this
flooring is contemporary with the construction of the friary
because several Period 3 burials were apparently sealed by
the bedding sand horizon. The presence of a coin (266), later
in date than might be expected for the construction of the
church, in a layer under flooring levels but not disturbed by
burials, would appear to confirm the hypothesis that if the
slab floor was original then much or all of it had been relaid.
This was probably carried out in Phase 10 when the E range
of buildings was added (111 36).

Presbytery
Surviving flooring within the chancel lay at two levels, with
the E end being c 0.30m higher than the remainder. This
difference can only represent the areas of the presbytery and
the choir. The elevated area of the presbytery extended
c 3.90m W from the E wall and was indicated by flooring
slabs 5033 (111 33, 36), set in sand 5034*, and the impressions
of robbed slabs. To judge by the scarping of constructional
and underlying deposits, it would seem that the presbytery
had originally been longer, occupying approximately half of
the chancel. A distinctive N-S break in the pattern of flooring
slabs within the choir provides additional credibility for this
alteration having occurred. Although the evidence is slight,
it is believed that this shortening of the presbytery was
undertaken in Phase 10 so that the W edge of the presbytery
would align better with an entrance into the E range.

Rood screen and choir screen
The central portion of the E wall of the old chapel had been
breached during Phase 6, to provide access into what had
now become the nave of the friary church. Too little survived
to indicate to what extent the wall on either side of the c 2m
wide entrance had been removed but it could have been
considerably lowered and a rood screen constructed in its
place.

Part of the foundation course of a slight, c 0.80 to 0.90m
wide cross-wall, 5045, survived c 1.20m E of the line of the
proposed rood screen. It was the only internal division within
the chancel and its N-S alignment and position indicates that
it probably supported a choir screen.

High altar
The only constructed feature within the presbytery lay c 1m
from the E wall. It was aligned N-S, measured c 2.30 by
0.80m and was built with stones bonded with clay. The
feature, 5003, which had been set into natural clay and
survived to a height of c 0.40m, can only be regarded as being
the base of the high altar. Socketed stones at the NE and
SE basal corners were not part of the primary build but they
may not have been added significantly later. The sockets can
only have held supports for a retable above the altar.
Unfortunately, it was not determined whether the altar was
a Phase 6 or a later feature although there was no evidence
to suggest that there had been an earlier one.



ILL 32 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 3, Phase 6. Friary church
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Choir
Evidence of flooring within the choir, 5016 and 5061 (111 36)
was identical to that in the presbytery but had been more
disturbed by the insertion of Period 3 burials. In its final form
the chancel was c 10.50m long but, as discussed above with
regard to the presbytery it is believed to have originally
extended only c 5.80m E of the line of the choir screen.

Nave
As has already been mentioned in earlier phases it is believed
that the cutting of the well had raised the water-table at the
W end of the site causing substantial structural damage to
the W wall, 7013, of the pre-friary chapel. Because of later
robbing activities which had been more devastating with
regard to the end wall than its neighbours it is not absolutely
clear whether or not it had been totally or partially rebuilt
when the chapel was converted into the nave of the friary
church. Nevertheless, there were several indications that this
had taken place after Building 1 of Period 2 had been
demolished. The surviving foundation cut, 7142*, for the
central section of wall 7013 seemed to have been dug from
a higher level than those abutting it suggesting that most of
it had been rebuilt. In addition, the foundation did not appear
to have been as carefully aligned or laid as the other three
and looked as if it had been inserted between the N and S
walls. Yet, as has already been discussed, this impression may
have been exaggerated by the wall having been more exces-
sively robbed than the others. Near the SW corner a layer
of Period 2 sand, 7094 (111 28), extended from inside the
building into the wall-core as if it had fallen or been pulled
over the wall during renovative work which had removed
upper courses. It has already been remarked in Phase 2 that
the sand could indicate the position of a stair, but its irregular
shape is more suggestive that it had been accidentally

deposited when the wall was being rebuilt. The absence of
flooring deposits associated with Building 1 of Period 2,
which lay immediately W of wall 7013, may well have been
caused by a stepped trench having been dug for renovative
work on the wall.

There was some indication that pre-friary deposits in the
W three-quarters of the nave had been truncated during Phase
6 modification of the interior. The Period 2, Phase 4, child
and baby burials were generally very shallow in relation to
the level of 7036*, an overlying thin spread of construction
mortar which is believed to have been deposited during Phase
6. Graves would have been unlikely to have been dug to only
c 0.20m below the original Period 2 surface and it would seem
probable that some overlying material had been removed.
Traces of sand and a few disturbed sandstone slabs indicate
that flooring the same as in the chancel is likely to have been
present.

Altar bases
The E c 3.50m of the nave had been raised by dumping 7044*,
a c 0.20m mixed deposit of soil, decayed mortar and stones.
Some of these materials could have derived from the deposits
believed to have been truncated immediately to the W. Built
upon the elevated area were 7018 and 7017, two stone edged
features situated on either side of the entrance into the
chancel. The rectangular features had been constructed in
the NE and SE corners against the E wall over a bedding of
orange sandstone fragments. They measured c 1.80 x 0.60m
and, although they only survived to a height of c 0.17m, they
can only be regarded as being altar bases. Associated with
them were layers of yellow brown sand, 7027 and 7028,
c 1.40m wide and c 0.10m thick, which extended c 1m W
from the altars. The S one, 7028, was better preserved than
the other and the impressions of what have been interpreted

ILL 33 : Linlithgow. E end of friary church, constructed in Period 3, Phase 6, with most intrusive features removed. In
the foreground is the high altar with socketed stones at NE and SE corners to support a retable. Looking W
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elsewhere as being flooring slabs were identified. The other
area is likely to have been similarly floored although the
evidence did not survive. It is possible that the two raised
surfaces represent the areas occupied by small chapels, which
may have been enclosed in some way, because Period 4
demolition roofing debris did not overlie them as it did
elsewhere in the nave, suggesting that they had been protected
by some kind of superstructures. Sand, 7034, 7035 and 7039
had been laid to the W of the two raised areas and in the
hollow between them to level 7044* and to bed flooring slabs
although none of the latter survived in situ.

DISCUSSION
Documentary evidence shows that the chapel was given to
the Carmelite order in 1401 (see Chapter 5.1) but it is less
clear when the building was converted into the friary church.
It is possible that the friars could have utilised the old chapel
for some time before embarking upon the major building
programme involved in adapting and extending the building
in Phase 6. Few finds were recovered from constructional
features and most of these were pottery sherds which are likely
to be residual. However some indication of date is given by
the relationship of the church with later conventual buildings
immediately to the S and W. Coin evidence indicates that,

S of the building, the S range was occupied in the third quarter
of the 15th century. Perhaps a more precise indication is
provided by a single coin find (259) from a constructional
feature associated with a Phase 8 building to the W of the
church. It would appear that this building may have been
erected by 1430 so there may have been little delay in starting
work on the friary church if it had been completed by this
date. Nevertheless, dating based on a single coin find cannot
be regarded as being conclusive however conservatively the
evidence is believed to have been treated.

The conversion of the existing chapel into the friary
church at Linlithgow does not appear to be an isolated
example because the Carmelites at Tullilum near Perth also
appear to have been gifted an earlier chapel or church (see
Chapter 6.1). In addition, the Franciscans may have utilised
an old chapel in Ayr during the 15th century (Lindsay 1985,
201-2). The final size of the friary church at Linlithgow,
c 36.50x up to 8.40m, was, to a major extent, pre-
determined by the dimensions of the pre-friary chapel, so
direct comparison with the plans of the two most complete
Scottish Carmelite churches at Luffness and South
Queensferry is likely to be unwise. Even the relative
proportions of chancel to nave differ considerably (111 3).
However, the plan of the Linlithgow church does bear
comparison with the English ones at Hulne and Aylesford
(111 3: Braun 1951, 50-6). Although smaller than these, the

ILL 34 : Linlithgow. Plan of Period 3, Phase 8. Building 2
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church is similar in layout in that the choir and nave are
separated by a throughway or walking space bounded to the
E and W by what are likely to have been the choir and rood
screens. Whether or not a small and narrow bell-tower
surmounted the area is open to debate. At Hulne the positions
of nave altars on either side of the E entrance closely
correspond with those at Linlithgow (Hope 1890, 115). At
Aylesford there are three 15th-century altars in this area, with
the third lying in a central position. As there seems to be
considerable continuity in the internal planning of the
Carmelite churches, the N and S Linlithgow altars may have
been dedicated to St John the Baptist and St Thomas the
Martyr respectively as were the ones at Aylesford (Braun
1951, 53, fig 4). Be that as it may, the main altar in the
presbytery can only have been dedicated to the Virgin in
accordance with Carmelite custom.

The size and internal design of the church is such that
it would appear that the chancel alone would have been large
enough for the religious services of the friars. This would
seem to conform to Carmelite custom with the nave, set out
as a church within a church, being used by the laity. The right
to use the nave does not seem to have extended as far as burial
within it because none of the graves in this area can be
considered to be of Period 3 date. It is open to debate whether
the decision to forbid burial within the nave had been taken
because of religious reasons or because the interior was
believed to be already overcrowded.

Although smaller than the major English churches at
Hulne and Aylesford, the Linlithgow one is perhaps larger
than might have been expected, being longer than those at
Luffness and South Queensferry. The apparent intention to
build a friary complex on quite an ambitious and grand scale
was to continue into later phases when the E, S and possibly
W ranges were added.

PHASE 7

Burials
The only features of this phase are a few burials S of the
church. Others within the chancel as well as some N and E
of the church may also be of this date although the probability
could not be proved definitively. These are discussed in
Chapter 7.2 mf (1: B12-D5). As has already been remarked
with regard to Phase 6, the lack of graves dug within the nave
during Period 3 is noteworthy. For stratigraphical reasons
the Phase 7 inhumations are likely to have been dug prior
to the second half of the 15th century and probably by the
end of the first twenty-five years.

PHASE 8 (111 34, 35)

Building 2 was added to the W end of the friary church during
this phase. It did not prove possible to adequately phase
flooring and occupational deposits within the building so
these have been included in this section although they
probably represent Phases 8 to 14 of Period 3. Shortly after
the building had been completed a small cobbled area,
bounded by a wall, had been laid immediately N of it. The
well structure is likely to have been re-built and its N side
keyed into the S wall of Building 2 at this time. The latrine
is likely to have continued in use although no structural work
can be assigned to this phase.

It is possible that a group of features, interpreted as being
evidence of a screen or part of a porch on the S side of the
church, may be of this phase although, being divorced
stratigraphically from Phase 8 features in the NW corner of
the site, they may be of earlier date. Several features in the
SE area of the site have also been included in this section

although they too cannot be confidently assigned to the phase.
Some appear to be associated with roads or paths.

Building 2
Building 2 had been constructed against the W wall, 7013
(111 32), of the church. It was rectangular in plan and enclosed
an area c 6.50 x 3.20m. The basal remnants of c 0.90m wide
walling lay in 0.16 to 0.50m deep foundation trenches. The
walls had been constructed using doleritic and roughly faced
sandstones which held cores of rubble and earth in place.
The N wall, 7088, had been built first because its foundation
trench was cut by the L-shaped one in which the S and W
walls, 7124 and 7147, had been constructed. The W part of
the cut, 7167*, had also been dug through the Phase 4 laid
and trampled horizon 7506 (111 31), associated with the latrine.
Robbing for stone, which had totally destroyed any facing
that the wall may have possessed in this or earlier phases,
had also removed any relationship which may have existed
between it and the S wall of the building. However, the
positions of the two features and the shape of the Period 4
robbing cut strongly suggest that the well had been re-built
and keyed into the S face of the wall during Phase 8. Traces
of mortar on the inside face of the S wall and lumps of the
same from overlying Period 4 horizons show that the walls
of the building are likely to have been lined with this material.

There were few indications of the positions of entrances
into Building 2, although the Phase 4 surface, 7506, just W
of it appears to have continued to be used in this and later
phases. The presence of a large flat doleritic boulder, possibly
a sill, and an irregularly aligned inner face towards the S end
of the W wall may be suggestive of there having been a
doorway in this area leading to the latrine. A build-up of
atypical deposits in the NE corner of the building is perhaps
indicative that a doorway, giving access to a small cobbled
area to the N, may have existed at the E end of the N wall.

Within the building were a number of layers and spreads
of coal, 7181*; compact silty loam, 7170*; sand and clay,
7169* and small fragments of sandstone, 7154*. Many of
these are likely to have been laid during the construction of
the building although some may represent truncated early
flooring deposits. The only internal cut feature, 7172, had
been partly destroyed by an intrusive feature. Nevertheless,
it was c 0.30m wide and survived to a length of c 1.20m. Its
brown sandy fill was c 0.15m deep and the feature is probably
best regarded as having housed a timber or timbers used as
temporary supports while the building was in the process of
being erected.

Overlying these features and horizons were a number
of flooring and occupational deposits which, apart from the
uppermost, could not be related satisfactorily to other Period
3 features elsewhere on the site. As a result the deposits
represent occupation of the building from Phase 8 to Phase
14. The earliest layer, 7156*, which was c 0.05m deep,
consisted of a compacted brown soil containing charcoal
flecks and a few small stones. The material may have been
deposited merely to raise the level within the building although
its trampled appearance suggests that it had been used as a
floor. Over this lay a spread of charcoal fragments, 7155*,
which occupied the central area of the building. Sand floor
7144* had then been added and subsequently patched with
sand, 7160*, together with sandstone fragments and gravel,
7161*. The topmost floor was a c 0.10m layer of red brown
silt, 7137*, which was sealed by Period 4 deposits. Its surface
was very silty and some of its depth may have accumulated
through exposure to the elements at the beginning of Period
4. None of the flooring deposits extended as far as the W
wall of the church and it is thought that intrusive features
of Period 4 date had been dug in this area to remove Period
3 structural features worthy of robbing.
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Courtyard 1: Burials
Although not fully excavated, all the area N of the church
and Building 2 appeared to contain graves. Those immediately
N of the building are likely to pre-date Phase 8 because they
seemed to be sealed by cobbles and sandstone fragments,
7149, 7150 and 7151. It has been assumed that the area had
been surfaced soon after Building 2 was completed, mainly
because the postulated doorway in the N wall would have
led on to it. It can only have been a small roughly triangular
shaped courtyard because the area was bounded to the N by
the c 0.40m wide foundation course of a wall 7086 which had
been constructed in a shallow foundation trench. The wall
survived to a length of c 5.60m but is believed to have
continued further W although evidence of it in this area had
been destroyed. However, the c 1.60m gap between its E end
and the NW corner of the church is likely to have been an
entrance, as it was cobbled. The wall did not seem to be strong
enough to have been associated with a building and probably
only separated the courtyard from the graveyard.

Latrine
There was no evidence that any structural alterations had been
carried out to the latrine during this phase. However, it is
likely to have continued in use because the associated laid
and trampled horizon of Phase 4, 7506, seems to have been
utilized during Phase 8. In addition, an overlying stoney silt
layer, 7504, is likely to have been deposited during this phase
and been used throughout the remainder of Period 3 and even
perhaps during the early part of Period 4.

Cloister area (111 35)
Immediately S of the friary church were several features which
may be of this phase, although, because they were isolated
from other Phase 8 features, they could be considered to be
of Phase 6 date. Nevertheless they had been cut through some
graves attributed to Phase 7 into bedrock and natural clay
and were overlain by burials which have been attributed to
Phase 9. Both constructional and destructional activities may
have been involved but there appeared to have been two post-
pits, 6328 and 6330, and a double one, 6332, which bounded
a c 2.70 x 0.38 x 0.20m linear slot, 6320. Near the N end of
the N-S slot were the stones, 6324, which have already been
mentioned in Phase 6 as a sill support at a possible S entrance
to the church. The four cut features probably indicate the
position of a length of timber screening at the W side of the
postulated doorway into the church. Such a barrier would
have provided a small area sheltered from the prevailing and
often strong W wind and may even have been part of some
type of porch. Should the features be of earlier date, possibly
Phase 6, then the directly underlying graves included in Phase
7 must relate to chapel rather than friary use of the site.

Features in SE area
There were several features in the SE area of the excavation
which could not be assigned to a specific phase with any
degree of confidence. Although comparison of pottery finds
with groups from elsewhere on site suggests that the features
are unlikely to have originated earlier than Phase 8, it is
equally feasible that they are of later Period 3 date.

A thin, c 0.03m, spread of compacted small sandstone
fragments, 6280*, occupied an area c 2.50 by 0.90m adjacent
to the E section. Although only part of it lay within the
investigated area, the deposit appeared to be a laid and
consolidated surface. It was overlain by a c 3.60x 1.00m area
of closely packed rubble, 6220, which seemed to have been
damaged by ploughing of more recent date.

The stone spreads were bounded to the N and S by gullies
6283 and 6265 respectively, of which 6265 extended beyond

the limits of the excavation. Some 4m of the N feature and
4.25m of the S one were investigated. Gulley 6283 lay partly
under the N section and was in excess of c 0.75m wide and
c 0.33m deep, although it was considerably shallower to the
E. The S one, 6265, was c 1m wide and c 0.38m deep. Both
features possessed orange silt fills in which were some stones
doubtlessly disturbed from the stoney spreads.

Because only parts of what may have been quite extensive
features were excavated in the SE corner of the site, inter-
pretation must remain tentative. However, stone spreads
6280* and 6220 are probably best regarded as being yard or
road surfaces. A road going Ejrom this location would have
joined the main thoroughfare leading S from Linlithgow (see
Chapter 5.1 and 111 21). The two gullies, 6283 and 6265,
appeared to have been cut through these layers but this
impression is likely to have resulted from the gullies having
been recut. Evidence of this having happened was more
obvious with respect to gully 6265 where several cuts were
identified. The silty nature of the fills indicates that the
features may have acted as drains.

Further W there were several other stoney features. Two
spreads of doleritic stone rubble, 6247 and 6248, measuring
c 1.18 x 0.80m and c 2.83 x 2.20m respectively seemed to have
been somewhat randomly deposited on the ground surface.
They are likely to have been associated with a similar but
unexcavated scatter of stones, 6011 to the N and with a line
of doleritic stones, 6173, which lay c 0.90m to the W. The
latter feature appeared to have been carefully laid and,
although separated from the stone spreads, may once have
formed a western edge to them. Compatible and
contemporary deposits between it and the stoney horizons
are likely to have been destroyed by ploughing of post-Period
4 date.

The group of features probably represent the slighted
remains of a path or road which, on the evidence of pottery
finds appears to have been constructed in Phase 8 or sometime
later in Period 3.

DISCUSSION

It is not known exactly how soon after the completion of
the friary church Building 2 was constructed but some
indication is provided by a coin from the fill of the foundation
trench dug to take the N wall 7088. The coin (259) is a Robert
II groat (1371-90) and, even allowing for it having been made
towards the end of the reign, it would seem to have been lost
by 1430. Although the coin may merely have been redeposited
during Phase 8 constructional activities, it is equally possible
that it had been lost while Building 2 was being erected. A
construction date of c 1430 or perhaps a little earlier would
seem to be acceptable because a billon penny of James I or
II (1424-60) was recovered from 7137*, the uppermost of the
series of flooring deposits within the building.

The recovery of a number of copper lace-ends, wire
twists and pins from internal occupational horizons may
indicate that Building 2 was used as a mortuary should bodies
have been sewn into shrouds. However, these common
objects could equally have served more everyday purposes.
As it appears to have been constructed before the S, E and
W conventual buildings it may have housed the friars till
Phase 10 and then the prior alone. Alternatively it may have
served as visitors' accommodation for a time, although the
poor quality of flooring and the absence of a fireplace would
seem to argue against such a possibility.

Whatever the function of the building it continued in
use along with the well and the latrine till Period 4 when the
friary was destroyed. The features in the SE corner of the
site, which may have been associated with a courtyard or
road, are also likely to have been utilised and renewed
throughout the remainder of the friary period. However, the
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two stoney spreads, 6247 and 6248, which may have been
lengths of paths, and the screen or porch feature S of the
church are likely to have been used for a short time only.

PHASE 9

Burials
The only features which can be assigned to this phase are
a group of burials which lay S of the church. They are
discussed in Chapter 7.2mf (1: B12-D5).

DISCUSSION

From general site stratigraphy it would seem likely that the
Phase 9 graves had been dug prior to the construction of the
E and W ranges of buildings in the third quarter of the 15th
century. The likely time involved in the burial cycle depends
on whether the screen S of the church is a Phase 6 or 8 feature.
If the former, then the inhumations were probably carried
out in the first half of the 15th century but, if the latter, they
are likely to date to the second quarter of the century.

PHASE 10 (111 36)

During this major phase, the E range was constructed. As
elsewhere Period 3 occupational and flooring deposits could
not be satisfactorily phased so they have been included in
this section although they represent Phase 10 to 14 activities.
It is believed that some reorganisation of flooring levels within
the chancel was undertaken during Phase 10 so that they
would relate better to the new ones of the E range. It is also
believed that the Phase 6 rood screen was replaced at this
time.

East range
Overlying Phase 7 graves but underlying some activities
associated with the construction of the E range were patches
of sand and a firm spread of mortar, 6185* and 6197*. The
horizons appeared to have resulted from the area having been
used as a mixing floor. It is believed that the layers had been
deposited after the ground had been scarped in preparation
for the construction of the E range. The mortar spread could
conceivably be of earlier date and relate to the building of
the chancel in Phase 6. However, it would seem more likely
that the scarping and terracing was carried out in Phase 10
so that the most northerly flooring level in the new building
would better correspond to that of the chancel. The only
located cut which may have been associated with such an
activity was 6142*, the edge of which was identified on the
S side of the range. Unfortunately, it is possible that the S
wall may have been rebuilt later in Period 3 and that feature
6142* was the foundation trench associated with the original
wall. Should the scarping have occurred in Phase 10 then it
would appear that the area of the proposed building had been
cut to too great a depth immediately S of the church, because
the mortar surface was overlain by a c 0.07m layer of brown
sandy loam, 6174*, which appeared to have been deposited
to raise and level flooring. The foundation trenches for the
new building had been cut through this deposit. Because of
the scarping the trench for the E wall was c 0.60m deep
externally but only c 0.10m internally.

The E range consisted of a single building,
c 17.50x7.20m, which had been constructed against the S
wall of the chancel. In the main, doleritic boulders formed
the basal courses of walls, while roughly faced sandstones
had been used at higher levels. Wall cores had been packed
with earth and small angular pieces of sandstone rubble.

The construction sequence seems to have started with
the building of the E and W walls, 6005 and 6004, because
their foundation trenches had been cut by those of cross-walls.
Although the N end of the W wall had been destroyed, the
remainder of it and all of the E one survived. They were
between 0.80 and 0.90m wide and the better preserved E one,
6005, was up to three courses high, c 0.80m.

The walling was of similar size and construction to that
of Building 2 in Phase 8. Both walls of the new building had
included part of the S wall, 6056, in their construction because
the corners had been completed before the central length was
added. Nevertheless, this appearance may be misleading
because, as already mentioned, it is possible that most of wall
6056 could have been subsequently rebuilt. Inwardly
projecting stones had been included in an upper build of the
E wall 6005 so that the E-W internal dividing walls, 6009 and
6038, could be keyed into it at a later stage. Robbing to a
greater depth is likely to have been responsible for the absence
of stones projecting from the W wall 6004 and of keying-in
evidence for the third dividing wall 6045. Immediately E of
the building a shallow gulley, 6131, had been cut into the
foundation fill along the outside face of the E wall to a
maximum depth of 0.26m. The feature is likely to have been
dug as a drain to remove water that had seeped into the
building while it was being constructed. It appeared to have
been backfilled within a short time.

The dividing walls 6009, 6038 and 6045 were much less
substantial than the others, being only roughly half their
width, c 0.45m. All had been built in foundation trenches
but only the S sides of these survived showing that some
secondary terracing and levelling for flooring had been
undertaken once the cross-walls had been constructed. The
walls divided the building into four discrete areas which have
been notated Rooms 1-4 in this report.

Room 1 (111 36, 41): Room 1 lay immediately S of the
chancel and measured c 1.70 x 5.20m internally. One of the
two associated doorways, 5051, had been cut through the
S wall of the chancel in the NE corner of the room while
the other, 6024, lay opposite it at the E end of the S wall,
6009. The sill foundations for doorway 6024 had been built
and slabs, 6027, laid within a cut prior to the construction
of the S wall. Significantly, only the area between the two
doorways was compacted. A Period 4 E-W robbing cut, 6028,
which measured c 4.20x0.75 xO. 13m, lay to the W
occupying much of the remaining area.

The feature appeared to have been dug to extract a
substantial Period 3 horizontal timber which could have
helped support a staircase. The enclosed nature of a stairway
would explain why deposits N and S of the cut showed no
evidence of having been consolidated or trampled and why
no layers associated with friary occupation, other than those
between the doorways, were found in the narrow area. A stair
in this position would have led up to above the chancel or
more probably to an upper floor in the E range where the
dormitory may have been located, as it was in many friaries.
It may therefore have been the night stair which would have
given friars access to the church for nocturnal services without
having to go outdoors. The room cannot be regarded as
having been a passage from the cloister, a slype, because there
was no indication of there having been a doorway in the E
wall at this time and because only the area between the N
and S doorways showed evidence of being compacted.

Room 2—Sacristy (111 36, 41): Room 2 lay immediately
S of Room 1 and measured c 3.50-3.90x 5.20m internally.
The difference in length is probably best explained as having
been caused by keying-in stones in the main walls 6004 and
6005 not having been accurately aligned to each other prior
to the construction of the S wall 6038. However, as already
mentioned, only a stone projecting from the E wall survived.
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Access to the room from Room 1 was provided by doorway
6024.

A c 0.07m deep internal spread of construction debris,
6093*, was overlain by a brown sandy loam of similar depth,
6067*, which is probably a Period 3 occupational deposit
although it may have been contaminated by Phase 4 activities.
Cut into these deposits and sealed by Phase 4 layers were
four possible post-pits and a stake-hole which are likely to
have been associated with internal fittings, such as benches,
erected after the walls had been constructed. Other features
within Room 2 are more probably of Period 4 date although
they were overlain by deposits of this later period.

As 6093* is the only deposit which can be totally regarded
as having been contemporary with friary use it is perhaps
likely that more substantial and possibly better quality
flooring had overlain the horizon but had been removed in
Period 4. Room 2 must have been associated with church
rather than domestic activities because the single doorway
gave access to the choir via the area notated Room 1. For
this reason and because of its position in the E building the
room was probably used as the sacristy.

Room 3—Chapter house (111 36, 41): The third room
in the E building measured c 3.50x5.20m. It was much the
same size as Room 2 but was slightly parallelogrammic rather
than rectangular in plan because the cross-walls, 6038 and
6045, had not been built at right angles to the main ones.
The S wall, 6045, had been more comprehensively robbed
at the W than at the E but sufficient survived to show that
a c 1m wide doorway, 6224, had existed at this end. Another
doorway, 6039, in the W wall, appeared to be an integral
part of the wall's construction. The area immediately inside
this entrance had been levelled by dumping a deposit of
sandstone fragments, 6096*.

Cut into two other constructional debris spreads, 6097*
and 6193*, were six parallel slots, 6081-6, which ran N-S at
intervals across the room. They were c 0.15m wide and
c 0.10m deep and, judging by the large number of iron nails
present in their earthy fills, they can only have been dug to
take flooring joists which seem to have ultimately rotted in
situ. Another short feature of the same type, 6233, lay at
right angles to the others immediately N of doorway 6224
in an area where a joist would have provided additional and
probably necessary support for flooring. Much of the inside
faces of walls 6005, 6038 and 6045 were covered with a c 0.05
to 0.10m layer of shelly mortar, the bottom edges of which
appeared to respect the level of the timber floor indicated
by the joist slots. The mortared surfaces had been painted
with what is likely to have been a single application of
whitewash (111 37).

At the junction of walls 6005 and 6045 there was a small
recess, 6116 (111 37), which measured c 0.60x0.27m and
survived to a height of c 0.24m. However, it was not clear
whether it was a constructional or destructional feature. The
mortar facing on wall 6005 had been cut through during its
creation so, should it be of Period 3 date, then it must have
been a post Phase 10 addition. Alternatively it may have been
a Period 4 robbing cut. Should it be of this later date it can
only be speculated whether a solid feature or facings of an
existing recess had been removed.

Evidence of Period 3 occupation of Room 3 was slight.
As has already been discussed the earthfast joists are believed
to have decomposed in situ and the associated flooring may
have similarly decayed rather than having been removed
although no evidence of it was identified. A number of finds,
including four coins (264, 268, 270, 271) were recovered from
joist fills and from the interface between Period 3 and 4
deposits. Many of these may have fallen through gaps
between the floor boards during the friary period.

ILL 37 : Linlithgow. Detail of SE corner of chapter house constructed during Period 3, Phase 10. The S ends of two joist
slots, mortar facing on the inner surfaces of the walls and a possible recess (6616) in the E wall are visible. Looking W
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From its position in the E building and its better quality
finish, Room 3 would seem to have been the chapter house.
The coin finds are suggestive that it may also have acted as
the treasury although the presence of a wooden floor is merely
likely to have caused a greater number of coins to be lost
here than elsewhere.

Room 4—Parlour (111 36, 41): Room 4 was the most
southerly and largest in the E building. It measured
c 5.80-6.00mxc 5.20m. The only entrance into it was from
Room 3 via doorway 6224. However, there was a small,
c 1 x 0.45m, external recess, 6055, towards the S end of the
W wall, 6004. Although its basal fill of mortar fragments
is likely to have been deposited during Phase 12, the feature
may have been constructed in Phase 10. The niche is unlikely
to have been a doorway but it could be indicative of the
position of a window feature such as a seat. Perhaps it is
more likely to have been associated with a drain or garderobe
chute from an upper storey but no deposits consistent with
either of these functions were present.

Before the central length of the main S wall had been
constructed, sandstone slabs had been laid to form the base
of a fireplace, 6057. However, as has already been discussed,
there is a possibility that much of the surviving part of this
wall may have been rebuilt so it is not known whether or not
only Phase 10 features are involved in the relationship. The
bed of the fireplace measured c 1.75 x 0.68m and projected
c 0.20m from the face of the wall. The feature was edged
by a simple rounded moulding which formed a low kerb. The
faces of the c 1.60x0.48m recess and the walls themselves
were covered with a 0.02m layer of mortar which was similar
to that used in Room 3. The inner back face of the chimney,
which survived to a height of c 0.50m, was vertical for only
c 0.25m before sloping dramatically backwards as if to create
a strong updraught.

The low level at which the face of the fireplace recess
was angled back is perhaps indicative that the chimney stack
was not of sufficient height to prevent smoke blowing back
down it but is equally suggestive of there having been another
fireplace using the chimney at first floor level. In spite of
the lower internal chimney surfaces having been lined with
mortar (parge), heat had caused the faces of the sandstones
used in the construction to decompose to a considerable
extent. The effect of heat on sandstone and the slimness of
the wall behind the fireplace may have been why the S wall
and the chimney may have had to be rebuilt.

The surface of natural appeared to have been used as
a floor although a better quality one of stone may have existed
in Period 3 and been removed early in Period 4. It is therefore
possible that the floor and occupational levels found relate
to early post-Reformation rather than to friary use, although
the nature of some of the finds is perhaps suggestive that
the deposits are of friary date. In front of the fireplace there
was a shallow depression, 6160*, which appeared to be a worn
area of natural clay flooring. A trampled area, 6157* was
overlain by similarly compacted deposits, 6154* and 6128*,
on the E and W sides of the room respectively. Both the latter
horizons contained occupational debris in the form of
charcoal fragments, fish remains, animal bone and shells.
The only cut features were two shallow scoops, 6168 and
6169, and a post-pit, 6158.

The position and size of the room together with the
presence of the fireplace indicates that Room 4 was probably
the friars' warming room or parlour. The food debris in
deposits 6128* and 6154* is perhaps suggestive that it may
have been used as a cooking and eating area towards the end
of Period 3. Should these horizons be of Period 4 date they
could still conceivably relate to use of the building by friars
because it is possible that one or two may have continued
to live in part of the friary into Period 4. It is perhaps

significant that Prior Hopper was still in a position to lease
lands surrounding the convent in 1567 and it was not till
1569/70 that the friary itself was leased to a layman (see
Chapter 5.1).

Alterations within chancel
As has already been indicated in Phase 6, it is believed that
some reorganisation of flooring levels within the chancel was
carried out when the E range was built in Phase 10. It is
thought that the original presbytery had once extended
c 2.50m further W and that it had been cut back in Phase
10 so that its W edge would align with the inner face of the
E wall, 6005, associated with the new building (111 32, 36).
One of the main indications that this may have occurred was
the absence of Phase 6 constructional debris deposits im-
mediately W of the step up to the presbytery as if the area
had been lowered, removing deposits of Phase 6 date. An
apparent N-S break in the layout of surviving flooring slabs,
5016, which roughly coincided with the proposed W limit
of the original presbytery, appears to give some added support
for the alteration having been undertaken.

It is likely that it was at this time that the Phase 6 rood
screen, represented by cross-wall foundation 5045 (111 32),
was replaced and buttresses 5050 and 5129 demolished.
Although any evidence of when the S buttress had been
removed had been destroyed during the c 1900 investigation
of the site, the other two features had clearly become
redundant during Period 3 as they were overlain by features
and horizons of this date. The most likely time for this having
occurred would have been when the chancel was being
reorganised to accommodate the E range during Phase 10.
A Phase 4 robbing cut, 5059, which was aligned N-S across
the chancel, lay some 1.50m E of the Phase 6 wall-line 5045.
It is thought that the c 0.15m wide and c 0.08m deep feature
probably represents a robbed out timber sill-beam which
would have supported a Phase 10 replacement rood screen
although any such feature must have been of relatively slight
construction.

DISCUSSION
The only dateable find from constructional features
associated with the E range was a James III coin of 1465-6
(265). It is therefore likely that the building was constructed
in the third quarter of the 15th century because seven other
coins of James III and IV (263, 264, 267-271) with a
maximum production date range of 1465-1510, were
recovered from flooring deposits within Rooms 2, 3 and 4.
The range appears to have been used throughout the
remainder of Period 3, Phases 10-14, and much of it
continued to be occupied during the early post-Reformation
period.

The building seems to have been similar to many other
E ranges of friaries in that it appears to have been used for
church, administrative and domestic activities. The outer walls
would have been strong enough to have supported an upper
floor but whether or not there was one has not been
satisfactorily resolved. Its existence relies almost completely
on the interpretation of Period 3 and 4 features and deposits
as being indicative of there having been a stair rather than
a slype in the area called Room 1. Possible interpretations
of two other features, the external recess 6055 and the angled
chimney walling at the back of fireplace 6057, could also be
regarded as being suggestive of there having been an upper
storey. However, should the recess have been associated with
a chute of some description, and this is only one possible
explanation of the feature, then it is more likely to have
carried rain water from the roof as opposed to waste from
a dormitory garderobe on an upper floor because no related
organic deposits were found. The low level at which the rear
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face of the chimney started to be angled back could indicate
that a fireplace on an upper floor had used the same chimney
or merely that a strong updraught was required to prevent
smoke blowing back into the room.

The only significant find deposited during the reorganisa-
tion of flooring levels within the chancel was a "black"
farthing of James III (1465-6) (266) which was recovered from
apparently undisturbed sand bedding for sandstone flooring.
It would therefore appear that the chancel alterations are
likely to have been carried out when the E range was built
in Phase 10 and that the construction of the latter had not
been fully considered when the chancel was added to the
original chapel to form the friary church in Phase 6.
Assuming that the chancel was built within the first thirty
years of the 15th century, as seems likely, there would have
been a significant lapse of time between its completion and
that of the E range in the third quarter of the century. This
considerable break in the building sequence may account for
the apparent lack of forward planning.

PHASE 11

The S range was built during this phase. However, because
it had been more thoroughly robbed than the N and E ranges
and because deposits had been considerably damaged by
modern ploughing, few undisturbed constructional features
were located. Little evidence of flooring or occupational

deposits survived and the best of these probably relates to
Period 4 rather than to friary use of the building. A number
of medieval features, which are likely to pre-date the
construction of the range in Phase 11, have been included
in this section because they could not be assigned to any site
phases.

Pre-Phase 11 medieval features (111 38)
Features, which can be considered to pre-date the Phase 11
building include a scatter of fifteen post-pit and stake-hole
like features, many of which were only between 0.02 and
0.05m deep. The origins of these must therefore be regarded
with some suspicion. Nevertheless, four had been dug into
the Period 2 and probably early Period 3 soil which existed
in this area but the others were not identified until this layer
had been removed. These may also have been dug from the
same level as the others but had been truncated by Phase 11
scarping and, in some cases, by modern ploughing. A few,
such as 8160, which was c 0.30m in diameter and c 0.12m
deep and was seemingly aligned with three stone packed post-
pits associated with the S range, may even have been truncated
by Phase 11 features. No adequate interpretation of the other
features can be provided.

Other pre-Phase 11 features include robbing cuts 8127
and 8136 which had been dug to a maximum depth of 0.29m
into Period 1 stoney deposits in an area where Period 2
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ILL 38 : Linlithgow. Plan of pre-Phase 11 medieval features. S range
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horizons had not survived, probably because they had been
scarped away. The two linear features had been dug to remove
the contents of a slightly bow-shaped feature and had totally
destroyed it. The N cut (8136) which measured c 2 x u p to
0.29m, had been dug and then in-filled with a mixed deposit
of grey sand, gravel and mortar fragments, immediately prior
to the construction of the N wall of the S range in Phase 11
and was overlain by it. The S cut (8127), which measured
c 1.75 x up to 0.30m, had not been dug and back-filled until
at least the foundation course of a Phase 11 cross-wall had
been laid. Within the robbing cut, at its N end, there was
a post-hole, the mixed mortar and stone rubble fill of which
could not be differentiated from that of the main feature.
Another cut (8142), which survived to a length of c 1.40m,
was c 0.22m wide and c 0.11m deep. It appeared to continue
the slightly curved alignment of 8127 and 8136 and may have
been associated with them. It also seemed to be a robbing
cut and had been back-filled with stones and mortar flecked
grey sandy silt prior to the construction of S range walling,
as had a c 0.25m deep pit (8146), which appeared to be a
robbed post-pit. The stone fill (8068*), of this feature
extended over that of 8142 forming part of the foundation
make-up for a Phase 11 wall. To the S lay another pit (8144)
which had been cut to a depth of c 0.20m, no doubt to extract
another post. The similarity of the fill with those of 8142
and 8146 and its position under a Phase 11 wall indicates
that it had been in-filled at much the same time as the other
features in this group.

The function of the original features, the positions of
which were shown by the robbing cuts and pits, remains
obscure. There were no other features or horizons, such as
flooring levels or occupational spreads, in this vicinity which
could be regarded as being contemporary with them.
Nevertheless, they had obviously once housed a slightly
curved line of timbers which had been dismantled just prior
to and during the construction of the S range. The posts are
likely to have been too substantial to have been simply a fence
line, although no other interpretation can be suggested. It
is even possible that some, notably those robbed by cut 8127,
could have been retained and used as scaffolding supports
while the S range was being erected.

South range (111 39)
The Phase 11 S building was aligned E-W and had been
constructed against the SW corner of the Phase 10 E building.
It was c 5.80m wide externally but its full length was not
determined because it extended beyond the W limit of the
excavation. Nevertheless, c 16m of its length was located.

Prior to the construction of the range, roughly horizontal
terraces had been cut into the SE-NW slope in much the same
fashion as had been done for the E building. Layers of cobbles
had then been laid over many of the earlier medieval features
such as 8136, 8142 and 8146, to level the area. Foundation
trenches for the N, S and E walls had then been cut into the
slight incline which continued to exist in spite of the levelling
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activities that had been undertaken. In some places the
trenches were virtually non-existent with their bases lying at
much the same height as flooring levels within the building
although their S and E up-hill faces survived to depths of
c 0.20m. The walls had been comprehensively robbed during
Period 4 and only slight traces of foundations (8094, 8092,
and 8095), were found. The scant remains consisted of mainly
small doleritic stones and sandstones bonded and faced, both
internally and externally, with mortar. As only short lengths
of c 0.15m high foundation walling survived, it is open to
question whether the above-ground outer faces of walls had
been clad with this material or whether only basal walling
within foundation trenches had been treated in this way.

Distinctive spreads of fragmented stone and mortar,
which were present within the building, must have been
deposited while it was being constructed. At the E end, two
of these layers extended into the foundation trench of the
E wall indicating that it had lain open during some of the
early construction work. In contrast, part of the S trench and
much of the lengths of trenches associated with two N-S
dividing walls (8096 and 8204) had been cut through building
debris deposits. It would therefore seem, as might have been
expected, that construction of the building had commenced
at the E end so that new walling could be related to that of
the Phase 10 E building.

Although the internal walls (8096 and 8204) had been
as thoroughly destroyed as the others and although most of
the W one (8204) had been removed by modern ploughing,
enough evidence survived to indicate that these can have been
little narrower than the main ones. They divided the building
into three rooms which have been notated 5-7 for the purposes
of this report (111 41).

Room 5 (111 39, 41): Because of robbing activities it is
not possible to be absolutely accurate but the E Room 5, must
have measured c 3.10x4.50m internally. A doorway, whose
presence was indicated by a large sandstone sill at the N end
of the W wall (8096) provided access into Room 6. There
were no internal or external deposits to suggest that there
may have been other entrances into the end room.

Evidence of occupation within Room 5 was minimal
consisting of a compacted, no doubt trampled, layer of sandy
silt, which extended through the doorway from Room 6 into
the NW of the room. However, it is believed that this deposit
post-dates friary use of the range. The original function of
the small room during Period 3 is uncertain although its
situation is perhaps suggestive that it could have been used
as a store or pantry.

Room 6—Refectory (111 39, 41): Although only a short
length of the base of the W wall (8204) survived, Room 6
appeared to have been roughly 9.70x4.50m. The only
definite doorway was the one that linked it with Room 5 but
an otherwise inexplicable c 1.50m gap in an external drain
(8111) which ran along the outer face of the S wall, is
indicative that another may have existed in the SW corner
of the room. A doorway at this point would have led on to
the surface of natural rock which lay at a high level in this
area and may have been used in conjunction with cobbles
8075, 8141 and 8158 to the SE which had been laid as a path,
road or yard in Phase 11. It is likely that such a major room
would have had an entrance in the N wall to allow access
from the cloister area but no evidence of one was found in
this disturbed area.

The basal remnants of a fireplace (8091) extended
c 0.40m from the S wall. The feature was c 0.75m long and
part of its burnt base, which had been built with rounded
doleritic cobbles, survived. However, to the N only the
impressions of kerb stones and hearth slabs were located but
these were sufficient to suggest that the fireplace is likely to
have been of similar construction and design to that of the
fireplace (6057) in the parlour in the E range.

Within the room there were several substantial post-pits
(8077, 8080, 8083, 8086, 8123 and 8173). Unfortunately, only
the last three can be confidently assigned to Phase 11. These
were between 0.22 and 0.55m deep and posts within them
had been packed with stones. The others (8077, 8080 and
8083) had been similarly packed but had been destratified
by modern ploughing. However, allowing for some truncation
of upper fills their depths were comparable with those of the
other features. Therefore they are probably of Phase 11 date
although, just conceivably, they may be of pre-Phase 11
medieval date or even be part of a Period 1 alignment.
Timbers within the six post-pits appear to have been between
0.13 and 0.22m wide at their bases and may have been of
squared construction. This impression of size and shape was
given by the flat inner faces of some of the packings.
However, these may have been fortuitously created by the
shapes and sizes of stones used rather than by the posts they
had supported. No traces of wood were found in the robbed
inner fills.

Should all the post-pits have been of Phase 11 date then
the timbers within them can only have helped support roofing
or been associated with internal furniture. The latter
possibility appears more likely with regard to post-pits 8123
and 8173 which related to a raised flooring area at the E end
of the room.

This slightly elevated feature may not have been a
primary one because much of it was made up of mortar and
gravel (8002), which had been dumped to a depth of c 0.10m
over compacted occupational or constructional spreads (8122*
and 8125*). The materials had been deposited around the
posts contained by post-pits 8123 and 8173 and the upper
post packing of 8123 had been made level with that of a small
paved area of sandstones, (8009). These slabs had further
raised the level by c 0.10m and although few had survived
robbing they appeared to form part of the edge and W side
of what is likely to have been a c 1.80m wide paved platform
which extended across the room at least as far as the S side
of the entrance in the E wall (8096).

An area of cobbling (8202), at the W end of the room
and a clay spread, (8108) in front of the fireplace may
originally have been flooring or constructional deposits but
these, more obviously 8202, had been devastated by modern
ploughing. Slab flooring, similar to that associated with the
E raised platform is unlikely to have been laid above these
horizons because no evidence of bedding materials was found.
Nevertheless, it is possible that they had once existed but had
been destroyed by the ploughing which had so disturbed
deposits 8108 and 8202.

It would appear that occupational layers 8062* and
8121*, which overlay the make-up for the stone flooring
associated with the raised area at the E end of the room, could
only have been deposited during Period 4 after the slabs had
been removed.

The position and large size of the room indicate that it
had been used as the refectory. No doubt much of the elevated
platform at the E end would have been occupied by the high
table and it would have been surmounted by a canopy. The
latter feature may well have been supported by the posts
contained in post-pits 8123 and 8173 and by beams that would
probably have projected from the wall behind. There was
no evidence for there having been a pulpit associated with
the S wall, as in many friary refectories, although some of
the other post-pits within the room may have been associated
with a wooden one from which religious texts would have
been read during meals.

Room 7 (111 39, 41): Onlyc 1.50m of the E end of Room
7 was investigated. The associated length of the N wall and
most of the E one had been totally robbed in Period 4 and
cobbling, (8202) within the room had been disturbed and
pulled over wall-lines by modern ploughing. As has been
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discussed above, this contaminated deposit is believed to have
been laid during the construction of the building or as flooring
in Rooms 6 and 7.

There was no archaeological indication of the function
of Room 7, although its location is perhaps suggestive that
it may have been a kitchen.

External features (111 39, 41)
The ground level S of the building appears to have been
lowered at much the same time as the terraces had been cut
for the building itself. In some places the comparatively
smooth surface of rock had been exposed. In others the
truncated remains of the Period 2 soil had been revealed and
a series of cobbled horizons (8041, 8054, 8075, 8141 and 8158)
laid. Some of the mostly doleritic stones were firmly
embedded in a brown clayey matrix suggesting that they had
been deposited to form a path, road or yard. Unfortunately,
certain areas, notably 8054, had been severely damaged by
the ploughing which had so disturbed deposits in the S part
of the excavation generally. Because of this contamination
it is impossible to be certain but most of the laid horizons
and possibly the exposed rock surfaces may have been utilised
from Phase 11 in Period 3 till early in Period 4. A similar
stoney layer, found in a small exploratory trench c 11.80m
to the E, may also have been deposited at this time although
it could not be related stratigraphically to the other spreads.

The S drain (8111) which ran along the outside face of
the S wall, had been cut through cobbles (8141) and, towards
its W end into bedrock. As has been mentioned in connection
with Room 6 a break in the feature may show the position
of an entrance. There was an equivalent drain (8105) along
the N face of the N wall but only c 6.70m of its length
survived. As the W part of the feature appeared to have been
cut into a cobbled cloister surface of Phase 12 or later date
it cannot be regarded as being a primary S range feature.
The basal fills of the two drains consisted of silts and gravels
but the upper ones were made up of destruction debris
showing that the drains had remained operational until Period
4.

DISCUSSION
No definitive dating evidence was recovered from
constructional or occupational levels but the stratigraphical
relationship of the S range with the Phase 10 E range and
apparently with some claustral features, which are thought
to be of Phase 12 and later date, indicates that the S range
is likely to have been built in the late 15th century. Un-
fortunately, the association of the building with most claustral
features is tenuous because of Phase 12 scarping that had
been undertaken immediately to the N.

There was no indication from the excavated length that
more than one building was involved or that it had been
significantly altered structurally after Phase 11. To judge by
the shallowness of the foundation cuts and the c 0.70m widths
of Period 4 wall robbing trenches, the investigated part of
the building must have been constructed on a less massive
scale than the E one. It is therefore possible that it may have
been of partially timbered construction although the presence
of pieces of stone window mouldings, no less substantial than
those from other areas of the site, in overlying Period 4
destruction levels would at first sight appear to argue against
such a possibility. However, it should be borne in mind that
the stone rubble found above the S range need not necessarily
have derived from that particular building. It could have been
brought to this area as levelling material from other parts
of the site during Period 4. It is doubtful whether or not there
would have been a need for an upper storey or if the slight
walls constructed in shallow to non-existent foundation
trenches would have supported one.

The layout and size of Room 6 appears to be sufficiently
diagnostic to show that it had been the refectory and as a
result that the building as a whole is likely to have been used
for the storage, preparation and consumption of food, like
so many S friary ranges.

PHASE 12 (111 40)

During this phase the cloister was made roughly level by
lowering deposits along the S length of the E range and the
N side of the excavated part of the S range and by raising
the low lying NW area to a comparative height. It was upon
some of these dumped deposits that the postulated W range
may have been built in Phase 13. Little further organisation
of the claustral area, apart from the laying out of walks,
appears to have been undertaken either during or after Phase
12.

Claustral area
Throughout the excavation difficulty was experienced in
stratigraphically relating features and deposits within the
claustral area to the surrounding buildings because of the
removal and truncation of horizons that had occurred from
time to time and because of the number of graves present
S of the church. It could not be ascertained whether or not
the N claustral area had been utilised to any great extent
earlier in Period 3, other than as a graveyard. Some small
intermittent, seemingly trampled, patches of pebbles may
have been the remnants of Period 2 or pre-Phase 12 Period
3 surfaces although the possibility could not be proved. To
judge by the heights of comparable deposits within the E
range and immediately W of it some truncation of the ground
level in this area of the cloister had been undertaken when
the range was constructed in Phase 10.

Further scarping during Phase 12 had truncated the S
part of the outer foundation fill of the W wall associated
with the E range and had lowered the ground surface so that
it lay nearly level with the basal wall course. N of the S range,
Phase 12 scarping had removed deposits to such an extent
that the base of the foundation course associated with the
N wall lay c 0.10m higher than the new surface in the cloister.

In conjunction with the Phase 12 lowering of the ground
level elsewhere within the cloister a number of clayey silt and
fine sandstone rubble layers had been deposited in the lower
lying W c 6.50m of the excavated area. These horizons
overlay the fill of the S boundary ditch (6670) (111 34) which
had been infilled just prior to or at the beginning of Phase
12. The dumped layers were deepest, c 0.50m, at the W limit
of the excavation and their deposition had produced a
relatively level surface which extended as far as the E range.
Much of the tipped stoney materials seemed to be waste from
constructional activities but a coin of Edward I (258) and
some of the pottery finds indicate that considerable
redeposition of earlier archaeological deposits had also
occurred.

It was upon the W part of these dumped deposits that
the postulated W range may have been built in Phase 13 but
little further work, apart from the laying out of walks,
appears to have been undertaken within the c 20 x 16.30m
area of the cloister.

PHASE 12-14 CLAUSTRAL FEATURES (111 40)

The earliest claustral features include a number of stake-holes
and associated spreads of sand, charcoal and marine shells
which lay in the SE corner of the area. These were overlain
by a c 0.25m deep mortar surface (8020) which appeared to
have been created by mortar having been mixed there rather
than by fragments of the material having been deposited
there. Piercing this surface were seven other stake-holes and
on it there were four large concretions of incompletely mixed



shell mortar (6079, 8023, 8024 and 8025). These lumps varied
in size and possessed roughly bowl-shaped 'inner' faces. One
of the clearest examples (8023) was c 0.35m high and its
'internal' diameter was c 2m. In spite of their concave faces,
the features seemed to be the unused parts of mortar heaps
as opposed to being the remains of mechanised mixers.

It would therefore appear that the SE corner of the
cloister had been used after Phase 12 but during the friary
period as a builders' work area. The stake-holes may have
formed small compartmentalised areas against the N wall of
the S range where raw materials such as sand and shell were
stored prior to being converted into mortar.

To the N there was a contemporary c 0.07m deep
compacted mortar spread (6263) which extended c 5.50m
along the W side of the E range. The deposit appeared to
be a trampled horizon and may simply have been created by
accidental spillage of mortar while it was being transported
from the mixing area to the S. Alternatively, its location is
suggestive that it may have been deposited while the W wall
of the E range was being repointed or even clad with mortar.

The former of these two possibilities would seem to be more
credible because, apart from slight indications associated with
the scant remains of S range walling, there was no evidence
elsewhere that external wall surfaces had been coated with
this material. It is even possible that mortar 6263 may have
been intended for internal use in the E range and some of
the finds, including a coin (260), could have been swept or
shovelled out of Rooms 3 and/or 4, along with surplus
mortar, via doorway 6039 (111 36).

A N walk may have existed at some time during Period
3 because the area just S of the church was very stoney and
there were a few isolated, c 0.50x0.50m, patches of
apparently laid cobbles. Much of the general stoneyness had
clearly derived from constructional activities and the cutting
of graves into natural rock and whether or not the resultant
deposits of fragmented basalt had ever formed laid surfaces
could not be ascertained. However, there was one definite
feature in this area. It consisted of a shallow depression (6310)
which measured c 1.90 x 1.68 x 0.14m. As it lay immediately
S of the doorway into the church, the feature is likely to have
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been a worn hollow and its stoney fill had probably been
deposited in order to provide a more substantial and lasting
surface at the entrance. The only possible indications of a
walk in the NE corner were a few apparently cobbled areas
(for example 6624 and 6625). Evidence of there having been
a S walk was restricted to an area of compacted doleritic
cobbles and sandstone fragments (8209 and 8210) which lay
W of a 1953 excavation trench. Only part of the horizon,
c 1 x 4.50m, was investigated as it extended N and W beyond
the excavation. The stones had been laid on the base of the
terracing cut which had truncated pre-Phase 12 deposits along
the N side of the S range and as a result the surface was at
a lower level than the basal course of the N wall. A larger
area, c 2.70x 10m, of what has been interpreted tentatively
as being a W walk was excavated. It consisted of c 0.06m
deep firm stoney clay deposits (6636 and 6637) which overlay
the dumped levelling horizons of Phase 12. To the W, layer
6636 butted against a short length of what is considered to
have been possibly a Period 4 trench dug to rob the Phase
13 E wall of the W range. The exact date and deposition of
the stoney deposits was therefore not determinable although
they must have been laid sometime between Phase 12 and 14.

DISCUSSION

It is likely that the cloister was levelled towards the end of
the 15th century, a date which does not conflict with that
suggested by a very worn billon penny of James I (1424-51)
(260) which was recovered from the Phase 12-14 mortar
spread 6263 at the E side of the area. Other coins of James
I to IV including a forgery (262, 278, 280) together with a
jetton of the 16th century or later (292) are likely to have
been deposited within the claustral area during Period 3.
However, most of these were recovered from mixed deposits
of Periods 3,4 and later date which also contained four coins
of the 17th century (281,282, 286, 289).

From the excavation evidence it is clear that the cloister
could only have existed in the simplest of forms; an approxi-
mately flat area bounded by buildings. The cobbled areas
of Phases 12-14 at the S and W had the appearance of having
been laid as interim surfaces rather than as permanent walks.
Were slabbed walks to be laid, for example along the S and
W sides of the cloister, then these would have raised the height
of these areas to be more compatible with flooring levels in
adjacent buildings. However, the most obvious indications
of the unfinished nature of the cloister were the waste deposits
associated with mortar mixing in the SE corner and the mortar
spread (6263) to the N. The small number of graves believed
to have been dug in the cloister between Phase 12 and 14 may
suggest that the area was considered to be less suitable for
burial at this time, perhaps because further constructional
operations were planned. Nevertheless, no refinements, such
as enclosed walks or an inner court, were to be built. As the
cloister would have been one of the last areas of the friary
complex to be finalised, the Reformation may have occurred
before work within it could be completed. Although not
proven by excavation it is perhaps possible that much of the
sheltered area may have been used as a garden during the
latter part of the friary period.

PHASE 13 (111 40)

Evidence of the W side of the cloister having been enclosed
by walling or a building was slight. Considerable destruction
had been caused by post Period 4 ploughing, which had not
only truncated Phase 3 horizons but had mixed them with
those of later date. In addition, disturbances by tree roots
and burrowing animals had contaminated archaeological
layers of interest.

West range
The most convincing Period 3 horizon was a c 0.04m layer
of sand (6602) which lay S of a 1953 excavation trench, C2
(111 23). The deposit measured c 5 x 4m, and although clearly
disturbed by more recent activities, could have once served
as flooring or as bedding for stone flooring. Some of the
materials contained in an overlying but ploughed spread of
small stones, sand and fragments of what appeared to be
roofing slabs (6608*) may also have been associated with
flooring although the possibility could not be proved.
Flooring further N may have been represented by a
c 1.50x 0.60 xc 0.02m area of clay and stones (6610). The
deposit may originally have been more extensive but been
destroyed and mixed with overlying deposits.

The S deposits were bounded to the E by a N-S linear
cut 6619, which survived to a length of c 2.20m and depth
of c 0.10m. It was c 0.74m wide and appeared to have been
dug during Period 4 in order to rob what may have been the
E wall of the building. Only a c 0.05m wide part of what
could have been a Phase 13 foundation trench (6647) was
located along the W side of the robbing cut. The line of trench
6619 was continued to the N as far as the church by a negative
feature 6682, the existence of which was only shown by the
limits of claustral cobbles (6636) to the E and by the possible
flooring deposit 6610 to the W. Evidence of a wall was
therefore minimal.

It is to be regretted that the above features were so
disturbed and were neither diagnostic nor substantial enough
to be absolutely certain whether or not they were associated
with a W building. Indeed, it is possible that they relate to
a simple claustral boundary wall and a walk, with the W
range, should one have existed, being located further W
beyond the limit of excavation.

Finds obtained from deposits associated with the possible
construction and occupation of the W range are certain to
have been contaminated by intrusive features and activities.

DISCUSSION
Although two coins were recovered from the disturbed
deposits associated with the possible W building, one, a half-
groat of Edward III (1356-61) (277) is likely to be a
redeposited find while the other, a turner of Charles II (1663)
(287) can only be regarded as being intrusive. However,
general site stratigraphy indicates that, should it have existed,
the range had been constructed in the late 15th or early 16th
century and that it had been used till Period 4 when all the
friary complex was destroyed.

Should the putative wall, whether it was a claustral
boundary feature or part of the W range, have extended as
far as the church, some provision for access to the well from
the cloister must have been made either as a doorway or a
passage although no evidence of these was found. Similarly
no traces of a N wall or of cross-walls were located in the
area which may have been occupied by a W range and none
were identified by D Hunter in Trench C2 during her
excavations of 1953 (D Hunter, pers comm).

In spite of being disturbed, the possible sand flooring
or bedding for flooring in the SW corner of the excavation
was more reminiscent of that on which the stone slabs had
been laid within the church than of deposits in other buildings.
It is therefore possible that a building in this position would
have been an important one. Its location suggests that it could
have been used either as accommodation for guests or as
storage. Should it have originally possessed flooring similar
to that of the church then the former use would seem more
probable and it may not be fortuitous that the associated W
walk (6636 and 6637) which led towards the church was better
defined and of slightly better quality than in other claustral
areas.-A building set aside for lay purposes would have been
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ideally suited to house meetings at which secular disputes are
known to have been resolved at the friary in the mid 16th
century (see Chapter 5.1).

PHASE 14
This phase represents the occupation of the friary complex
from the completion of the possible W range in the late 15th
or early 16th century till its destruction at the Reformation
in the later 16th century. Unfortunately, although the friary
clearly continued in use during this time, no evidence
specifically assignable to Phase 14 was found. Some of the
occupational deposits within Building 2 and the E and S
ranges together with some of the burials are likely to be of
this last friary phase but there was no good dating evidence
to confirm such a possibility. It is worthy of note that of the
forty coins found during the excavation eight could be
considered to be of 16th-century date but only one from
Room 3 in the E range, a James IV billion penny (probably

c 1500-10) (270), was recovered from a sealed Period 3
context. Admittedly, some of the others lay in contaminated
Period 3 deposits and others may have been disturbed from
horizons of this date but the general lack of securely stratified
coins is suggestive that the 16th century was a time of
deterioration in the fortunes of the friary. Just such a decline
would explain why the claustral area, levelled in Phase 12,
had not been laid out and finished in the manner of other
friary cloisters.

Associated pottery: 47-53
Associated finds: Architectural fragment 182, silver book

fitting 185, window came 188, copper
alloy book fittings 202, 206, 207, copper
alloy lace-ends 213,215,216, copper alloy
pins 277, 218, copper alloy twisted wire
rings 220-222, copper alloy ring 231,
copper alloy vessel 235, copper alloy
ferrule 241, iron knife 250, coins 258-266,
268, 270, painted plaster 296.

PERIOD 4

During this period, which can only be of early post-
Reformation date, the friary gradually fell into decay and
was then systematically and comprehensively demolished.
Burials undertaken at various stages during the period are
discussed in Chapter 7.2. Although similar sequences of
deposits were identified within the friary buildings, apart from
the putative W range, where Period 4 horizons were scant
and much disturbed, these have not been phased because of
the lack of continuous stratigraphy across the site. Site
numbers have not been used because the period has not been
illustrated. However, use of the general site plan (111 41)
should enable the reader to identify areas of interest.

Friary buildings
Reference has already been made in appropriate Period 3
sections to some possible Period 4 horizons and to the
compacted trampling and likely contamination of friary
occupational deposits within Building 2 and the S and E
ranges at the beginning of Period 4. With the removal of most
of the church flooring at an early stage in Period 4 similar
firm surfaces were also produced there. Only one sizeable
area of stone slab flooring in the chancel had been left in
situ just N of the entrance into the E range (111 41). However,
no interesting overlying deposits survived because the area
had been exposed during the c 1900 investigation of the site
(111 23). The surviving slabs appear to have been retained
undisturbed in front of the doorway because the E range
continued in use. With the early Period 4 demise of the
stairway in Room 1 the N end of the W wall of the range
is likely to have been broached because compacted layers of
coal fragments seem to have extended from Room 2, through
Room 1 into the NE corner of the cloister. Unfortunately,
intrusive features at the N end of this wall had removed any
stratigraphical relationship between the horizons so it is
impossible to be absolutely certain whether or not a single
coal deposit was involved. However, the layers were suf-
ficiently deep in Room 2, formerly probably the friary
sacristy, to show that it had been used as a coal store near
the beginning of Period 4. Within the room, sealed by the
coal layers, there was a c 0.88x0.50x0.15m hollow against
the E wall. Associated stake-holes and the ash-lensed fill of
the feature indicate that it is likely to have been an ash rakeout
pit below a brazier. Signs of burning on the wall face but
none on the ground seem to support such an interpretation.
A similar feature was found near the N wall of the room.

There was no indication that a doorway had been cut between
Rooms 2 and 3 during this period so Rooms 3 and 4 must
have remained separate from the rest of the range as they
had been during the friary period. To judge by occupational
deposits within Rooms 3 and 4, especially the latter, they
appear to have continued to be inhabited during this time.
Evidence of similar on-going use of Rooms 5 and 6 in the
S range consisted of some repairs to the fireplace and a burnt
area of flooring within Room 6.

Whether it was friars or others who continued to live
within Rooms 3-6 can only be speculated, but it is interesting
to note that Friar Hopper signed legal documents after 1559
and that at least some of the land was still seen to belong
to the friars as late as 1563 (see Chapter 5.1).

The probably brief Period 4 occupation of some of the
friary complex was followed by a time of abandonment,
decay and vandalism, represented by single c 0.05m layers
of silt present in parts of all the buildings except the W range
where Period 4 deposits were much disturbed. The main finds
from the silts were substantial quantities of broken window
glass and, from some areas, iron nails. The next layer,
common to the three ranges, was made up mostly of broken
roofing slabs and some fragmented mortar. Although
occasional small pieces of roofing had been present in earlier
Period 4 deposits it would seem that it was only at this stage
that the roofs were removed. This activity seems to have been
carried out with some care, with whole slabs being taken away
because only one or two relatively complete examples were
recovered during the excavation .-Clearly owls now had ready
access to the church because owl pellets were recovered from
the roofing deposit in the chancel (see Chapter 10.2 mf, 13:
Fl). A spread of iron nails in the NE corner of the cloister
suggests that rafters and other major timbers were stripped
and stored here prior to being removed from the site. It was
from the roofing slab level that the walls of the S range had
been so completely robbed. This contrasts with the N and
E ranges, where the slabs were overlain by single c 0.10m
deep deposits of fragmented mortar. Much of it was faced
and often painted so had certainly derived from the surfaces
of walls and perhaps ceilings. The effects of frost, wind and
rain together with the extraction of internal fittings are likely
to have created these deposits. The topmost destruction level
in the N and E ranges varied in depth between c 0.10 and
c 0.45m. It was made up of general rubble, doleritic stones,
sandstones, mortar and a few pieces of roofing materials.
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Much of it had certainly derived from the demolition of
walling because parts of window mullions and other shaped
stones of architectural interest were found in the deposits (see
Chapter 9.5 mf, 12:F1-13:B6). A similar layer was present
above the S range where it overlay the earlier Period 4 wall
robbing cuts. The absence of large pieces of rubble and
squared stones in all these deposits shows that anything
worthy of reuse had been removed, like the sandstone
flooring, the roofing slabs and timbers earlier in Period 4.
It was from this level that the walls of the N and E ranges
had been robbed in a final effort to recover even more stone
for use elsewhere.

DISCUSSION
A coin, a Francis & Mary billon lion/hardhead (275), was
recovered from a S range destruction horizon. It is dated to
1559 but can hardly be regarded as having been deposited
during that year, the first year of the Reformation, because
it shows slight signs of wear. Period 4 could well cover the
sixty-five years between 1559 and 1624 when the 'place of
the Carmelite friars' was sold for 6s 8d (see Chapter 5.1).
The price paid shows that anything worthy of recovery is
likely to have been taken away from the site by this date.
It is of considerable interest that there was no evidence to
support the commonly held belief that the friary had been
wantonly destroyed by rampaging fanatics in the early days
of the Reformation (see Chapter 5.1). Instead the demolition
activities that followed the Period 4 occupation of the site
appear to have been undertaken in a planned, controlled and
systematic fashion so as to recover as much of the reusable
building materials as possible in the same way that demolition
contractors would approach the task today.

Some insight into the appearance of friary buildings and,
to a much lesser extent, the original chapel, is provided by
various materials present in the Period 4 demolition deposits.
The faced mortar fragments confirmed that the inner surfaces
of walls in the N, S and E ranges had been clad with this
material and that the friary church and most of the rooms
had been painted white or off-white. Traces of colour on some
mortar fragments from the nave indicate that the pre-friary
chapel had probably been much more decorative in earlier
times (see Chapter 9.5, 295, 296, 297 mf 13:Bl-6). Some
evidence of wall painting in the S range might readily have
been expected in Room 6, believed to have been the refectory,
but no evidence of this was found. A painted canopy above
the high table may have sufficed. In spite of the apparent
lack of wall colour during the friary period it should be
remembered that oyster shells and pieces of pottery containing

traces of pigments were recovered from Period 2, Period 3
and Period 4 levels. Therefore some wall painting somewhere
within the buildings may have been done although obviously
the colourants may have been used for many other purposes.
Glass finds from the chancel show that colourful windows
would have contrasted well against the austerity of the white
walls and would probably have complemented a highly
decorated retable above the altar. A coating of what has been
interpreted as being whitewash on a few painted glass
fragments from the nave indicates that at least some of the
original chapel windows were not reglazed when the building
was converted into the friary church. These early windows
may have been blanked out either because their content was
not regarded as being suitable for the nave of a friary church
or because Period 3 reorganisation of the area, mostly the
E end, may have rendered the positions of some windows
redundant. Light in certain parts of the redesigned building
may not have been required or even been desirable. Painted
and ordinary white glass quarry fragments show that plain
windows with geometric borders of 15th-century style existed
in the E range. In contrast, glass from Room 6 suggests that
the windows of the S range had not been decorated in any
manner. The small numbers of worked stones found above
the N, S and E ranges came from more mixed deposits than
did the mortar and glass finds so it is less certain whether
they derived from their immediate surroundings or had been
transported some distance from their original locations. The
general impression provided by the stone finds is that the
decorative architecture of the complex does not appear to
have been ostentatious but relatively simple and well suited
to the proportions of buildings and rooms.

Associated pottery: 54-57
Associated finds: Flint 163, jet armlet 165, window glass

169-180, architectural fragments 181, 183,
184, window came 187, copper alloy
binding strip 210, copper alloy casket
fitting 211, copper alloy lace-end 214,
copper alloy pin 219, copper alloy buckle
223, copper alloy fitting 229, copper alloy
bead 234, copper alloy rivets 237, 238,
iron key 243, iron buckles 245, 246, iron
knives 248, 251, coins 267, 269, 271-275,
painted plaster 295, 297, 298, shell
pigment containers 299-301, pottery
pigment containers 302, 303, pigments
304, 305.

POST-PERIOD 4

Little can be said of post-Period 4 activities because most
of the relevant deposits were removed by machine. However,
it is noteworthy, that the Period 4 layers of destruction did
not extent beyond the limits of friary buildings as if the site
had been made tidy either at the end of Period 4 or shortly
afterwards. Small parts of post-Period 4 horizons excavated
by hand, the interpretation of main sections and plough
damage done to Period 4 and earlier deposits show that, after
the deposition of soil, the site had been used for agricultural
purposes from the 17th century until late Victorian times
when it was planted out as an orchard.

Associated finds: Lead saddle bar or stanchion support 190,
lead cast plug 191, copper alloy book
fittings /93, 209, copper alloy casket
fitting 212, copper alloy buckle 223,
copper alloy strap end 228, copper alloy
pendant 230, copper alloy vessel 236,
copper alloy rivet 238, 239, copper alloy
thimble 240, iron candleholder 242, iron
knife 249, coins 276-278, 280-282, 286,
289, 291, 292, 294.
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5.3 LINLITHGOW RADIOCARBON DETERMINATION
In microfiche 1: Bll
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6 PERTH CARMELITE FRIARY
6.1 THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE RM SPEARMAN

INTRODUCTION

The surviving documentary evidence for the Carmelite friary at Tullilum, near Perth (111 1), consists
of a very mixed collection of some 150 references. The majority of these references are from crown,
episcopal and burgh records. The royal records are mainly concerned with payments of alms to the
friars and are printed in the various accounts of the exchequer and treasurer. A major source of
structural information about the friary and episcopal residence at Tullilum are the early 16th-century
rentals and accounts of the diocese of Dunkeld kept by Alexander Myln (Dunk Rent). There are
also a number of entries in the Burgh Court Book and Burgh Register of Deeds recording some
of the property and rental arrangements of the friars both before and after the Reformation. These
burgh records are held in the Perth and Kinross District Archive (SRO, B59).

Very few of the friary's own records survive; those that do were transferred to the King
James VI Hospital which was established on the site of the Carthusian monastery at Perth in 1569.
The Hospital was funded from the ancient income of the religious houses of Perth, but by the time
of its foundation much of the revenue and lands of these houses had been subverted and their
associated charters conveniently lost. Those Carmelite documents that do remain have been listed
along with the Hospital's other records by the Scottish Record Office where the majority of them
are kept (SRO, GD79). A number of friary records which are now lost were read by Fittis who records
their substance in his Ecclesiastical Annals of Perth (Fittis 1885). The Rental Books of the King
James VI Hospital survive and are in print (Milne 1891). They record something of the struggle to
recover control of the various rents which had theoretically passed from the religious houses to the
Hospital. They, therefore, record several rents from lands within and around Perth which were known
to have belonged to the Carmelites but for which all other records were lost.

SITE LOCATION

The first surviving reference to the place of Tullilum is in
a charter of Malcolm IV, dated 1157x60, granting to
Dunfermline abbey the church of Perth with its various lands
including "Tullilum, aliud Tullilum"—which Barrow takes
to mean Meikle and Little Tullielum (RRS i, no 157). Such
lands may have had attached chapels which were part of the
early church within the shire of Perth which was later centred
on the parish church of the town. The second element in the

place name Tulli-lum may support this suggestion. The
"Tulli.." element of the place name is derived from the Gaelic
tulach, a hillock or ridge (Nicholaisen 1976, 147). The
"..lum" element is, however, poorly understood. Suggestions
include, G. leum, a leap (Edwards 1910, 75), G. luim, bare
surface (Johnston 1976, 245). In this particular context a more
likely derivation may be G. and Welsh lann meaning church
lands (Mackinlay 1904, 61-4).

STRUCTURAL HISTORY

There are no surviving contemporary documents which relate
the transfer of this chapel to the Carmelite friars. The usual
explanation of the convent's foundation is that the Carmelites

came to Scotland in 1260 and that two years later they were
provided by Richard, bishop of Dunkeld with their first
chapel in the country, at Tullilum near Perth, and that the
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bishop decorated it for them with rich work. The earliest
known source of this explanation is Walter Bower's
Scoticronicon which is an extended version of John of
Fordun's Chronica Gentis Scotorum. Fordun's original
chronicle was completed shortly after 1385. It comprised five
books of consecutive annals covering the period from the
start of the history down to the death of David I in 1153.
Bower's expansion of Fordun's history was written between
1441 and 1447 (Chron Fordun, xi-xiv; Webster 1975, 49-57).
The passage concerning the Carmelite friars of Tullilum was,
therefore, written by Bower in the 1440s, and although
conceivably based on sources now lost or information
gathered by Fordun years previously, nevertheless represents
an historical interpretation of the mid-15th century. By that
time the Carmelite friars were indeed well established at
Tullilum, but the first firm evidence of this connection is not
in fact until 1365 when Thomas of Inchyreth, prior of the
Carmelites of Tolylom, appears as a witness in a charter of
the abbey of Inchaffray (Inchaffray Chrs, 130, no cxxv).
Although there are no surviving records it is possible that
an early chapel at Tullilum was transferred, at some date
between c 1160 and 1260/2, from the possession of the abbey
of Dunfermline to that of the bishop of Dunkeld who in turn
gave it to the Carmelite friars. However, the few fragments
of information we do have about these Carmelites before 1365
associates them simply with Perth, not Tullilum. The first
firm documentation for the presence of the Carmelite friars
at Perth is not until 1327 and 1328 when the Exchequer Rolls
record their receipt of the sum of five merks (£3 6s 8d)
annually from the crown out of the ferm of Perth ( ER, i,
66, 88). How long the friars had been in receipt of this annual
is not known but it is noteworthy that the established practice
of entry was simply to the "friars of Mount Carmel" with
no mention of their location at Tullilum until 1384 in the
third volume of the Exchequer Rolls ( ER , iii, 131). These
two forms of entry may reflect no more than a change in

accountant's shorthand, but it may also suggest that either
the association of the friars with Tullilum was a new one or,
perhaps through building and land ownership, that the friars
had gradually come to be associated with Tullilum.

Further evidence that the picture is not as tidy as that
which Bower has passed on to us was collected by the
Carmelite historian McCaffrey (McCaffrey 1926, 464-5). He
provides two enigmatic references which may suggest
alternative founders but which unfortunately involve listing
of documents which are now lost or of unknown source. Sir
Thomas Duffus Hardy's Descriptive Catalogue of Materials
Relating to the History of Great Britain and Ireland contains
an unreferenced entry for one Thomas Leicht who is described
as a writer about whom little is known other than that he
introduced the Carmelite order into Scotland and founded
a monastery near Perth. He wrote a tract Pro Rege Alexandra
ad Papam and another De Immunitate Ecclesiastica. Leicht
is said to have died in 1231 (Hardy 1871, 76, no 145). The
other reference uncovered by McCaffrey is to an "English
Knecht Hollat of St Johnstoun" who he says appears in a
charter catalogued in the Register of the Great Seal (RMS,
i, no 1381). This is from the lists of "lost" charters in
Appendix 2 Index B (no 32) of the register and would seem
to be one of several such charters issued in 1361. This charter
is recorded as being a confirmation by David II of past grants
to the Whitefriars of St Johnstoun and to the Whitefriars
of Luffness but no mention is made in the register about
Hollat of St Johnstoun (RMS, i, no 1381).

Whatever the full explanation of the friary's foundation
it was Bower's description of events which was followed by
Myln in his Vilae Dunkeldensis Ecclesiae Episcoporum and
John Major in his History of Greater Britain, both written
at the start of the 16th century (Myln, Vitae, 46; Major,
History, 188). These two sources give the date of the
establishment of the Carmelites in their chapel as 1262. It
is this latter date which became the accepted line of the two

ILL 42 : Perth. Location of lands in or near the burgh owned by the Carmelites or providing income through rent, and
mentioned in Chapter 6.1
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early 18th century church historians, John Spottiswoode and
Marianus Brockie (Spottiswoode 1824, 278; Brockie, 1536).

Other than Fordun's claim that the chapel of Tullilum
was decorated with rich work by Bishop Richard there is no
other indication of the early convent's appearance. There is
however, an intriguing reference to the gardens and orchards
of the convent recorded by Brockie and supposedly dated
to 1335. Brockie's referenced source for this information is
a list compiled by Alexander Baillie, abbot of Ratisbon in
1646. Baillie is known to have taken an interest in his own
abbey's history but in effect Brockie was referencing a
completely unverifiable source (Dilworth 1974, 239-41). Given
Brockie's penchant for constructing history (Docherty 1965),
this may have been a deliberate smoke-screen, but the claims
of the reference are so minor that there seems little point in
fabricating them and they may well have had a basis in truth.
It may be that one Guiliem Galgathy, burgess of Perth, gifted
the friars two roods of land by a leat and adjoining the friar's
garden to augment their orchard. His is also supposed to have
provided a ditch and stone wall around the orchard and
garden. The friars' gardens had not apparently been
producing enough vegetables and these measures were
intended to help the growing of fruit and herbs, as well as
timber and other useful wood (Brockie, 1536-7). From the
end of the 14th century firmer information survives
concerning both the actual convent at Tullilum and the use
of the friars' church by the bishop of Dunkeld. In 1392-3
the abbey of Cambuskenneth was in a serious dispute with
the bishop of Dunkeld, which eventually led to the
excommunication of the bishop. The act was undertaken by
the bishop of Glasgow in the church of the Carmelite friars
of Tullilum in the diocese of Dunkeld. That the convent was
an important centre of the diocese by this date is confirmed
during the litigation that took place before the excommunica-
tion. In this the bishop was instructed to submit wherever
he was with specific mention of his accustomed place of
residence and the church of the friars of Tullilum
(Cambuskenneth Registrum, 97-8, 104, 106). A further
glimpse of the bishop of Dunkeld's use of the friary comes
fromMyln's VitaeDunkeldensisEcclesiaeEpiscoporum. In
this Myln described how in 1457 Bishop Thomas Lauder had
brought the land to such peace that he was able to hold his
synod in the church of Dunkeld instead of Tullilum, where
it had long been wont to meet owing to the violence of the
"caterans" or highland robber bands. Moreover Bishop
Thomas founded a daily mass for the repose of souls at the
convent (Myln, Vitae). The practicalities of such an episcopal
connection must have meant that the bishops of Dunkeld kept
a residence and store houses at Tullilum. The details of this
residence become clear from Myln's accounts which cover
the period 1505-15. In addition to town houses in Perth,
Edinburgh and Dundee, the bishop of Dunkeld had rural
residences at Dunkeld, Cluny, Kinwaid and Tullilum. By the
time of these accounts Dunkeld was once again the centre
of episcopal activity, but Tullilum remained the bishop's main
centre of business with more accounts being rendered there
than at Dunkeld. In terms of financial upkeep the Tullilum
residence matched and at times exceeded the cost of the
bishop's main fortified residence at Cluny (Dunk Rent, 60-9).

It is not wholly clear to what extent the bishop's residence
at Tullilum was integrated with the convent. The relationship
between the friars and the bishop of Dunkeld was clearly one
of two separate institutions. The friars received from the
bishop various material gifts such as meal, candles and a horse
for the prior (Dunk Rent, 195-9, 201-2, 206, 245-70). Even
the friars dining at the bishop's table were costed over and
above the bishop's household (Dunk Rent, 203-5). There must
at the very least have been separate kitchens and larders. At
the same time, however, the bishop clearly regarded the
establishment as under his control with for instance a member
of the Balbirnie family, which provided the bishop with both
a subchamer and sarjeant of Dunkeld, also being placed as

prior of Tullilum (Dunk Rent, 27; Watt, Fasti, 118). The
bishop also paid for two Carmelites to go to Aberdeen to
study (Dunk Rent, 222-7).

The many constructional works undertaken by Bishop
George Brown included improvements to both the bishop's
residence at Tullilum and the convent. Major refurbishment
of the residence in Perth began in 1507 with numerous
purchases of materials. The Tullilum residence profited from
this work, with the roof there being repaired by the same
slaters as were engaged for the town house (Dunk Rent,
203-5). Work at Tullilum began in earnest in 1509 with further
repairs to the roof of the residence and the bishop's stone-
mason Thomas Fotheringhame "hewing" stone provided by
the bishop for the church of Tullilum. Quantities of coal and
lime were also transported to Tullilum for the building work
as well as "hardin", or coarse linen made from waste flax,
for the bishop's chamber there (Dunk Rent, 211-2). Repairs
to the place of Tullilum in 1510 cost a further 12s 6d and
in 1511 masonry, iron and timber were purchased for a
turnpike stair and window which were added to the bishop's
chamber (Dunk Rent, 222-7). Work continued at Tullilum
through 1512 with £64 1 Is 1 Id being spent on masons, slaters,
carpenters and sawyers as well as their materials, lime, clay,
sand, timber and nails (Dunk Rent, 229-32).

In 1513 Patrick Mason was paid £4 5s for stone and
wood work for the greater window in the hall at Tullilum
while smiths were paid £1 1 Is for iron work for the window
and the granary above the larder at Tullilum. Glass work for
the window cost £1 17s 8d while sawing wood for the granary
cost a further 2s 43 (Dunk Rent, 227-8). In this year the
building work explicity extended to the convent church, with
wood being cut at Rannoch for the church (Dunk Rent,
129-30). The cost of conveying this timber appears in the
following January's accounts where it is described as for the
nave, W gable of the church and the gallery on the S of the
church above the cloister. In the same accounts some 14,000
"Cathness slates" were purchased for the church at a cost
of £49 and carried there in "the Bontay"—which is perhaps
the name of the ship involved. Nor were internal fittings
neglected for an altar of the Holy Blood was constructed with
a painted reredos. However, this work was not completed
before Bishop George's death. It is stated, though, that the
accounts kept by "Sir" John Davidson, a friar of Tullilum,
prove that the Bishop's executors did complete this work.
It is not clear what role Davidson had within the friary, but
he would seem to have been retained by the bishop to oversee
the work there (Dunk Rent, 233-9). Building work at Tullilum
continued then for at least a further year. In 1514 John Wiys,
stone cutter, and Bodock, slater, were paid for work on the
kitchen at Tullilum, while saws were purchased for the pantry,
iron bars and nails for the W and E windows of the hall,
as well as four spars for the stair (Dunk Rent, 232-3). The
accounts rendered in 1515 also record work during the
previous year on the church roof costing 40s and a further
payment to Friar John Davidson of 26s 8d, presumably for
supervising the remaining work at Tullilum (Dunk Rent,
265-6). It is possible that building repairs and extensions
continued after this date but this detailed source ends at this
date.

The final reference to the fabric of the convent before
the Reformation comes in 1551 when Prior Alexander
Thompson pledged annually five bolls of the friars' income
of produce, half beir and half meal, to John Gray in return
for the sum of £30 which was needed apparently to the friars'
"great necessity and the furnishing of the said place of
Tullilum" (SRO, GD79/3/22). Fittis says that the debt was
paid off in full in 1555 but his source is unknown (Fittis 1885,
207). The realities of their needs remain unknown as repair
to buildings was being used as a common pretext for the
raising of cash which then went on the 'friars' great necessity'
rather than their deteriorating building fabric (Donaldson
1979, 21).
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The Catholic Bishop Lesley in his History of Scotland
describes the action of the Perth burgesses against their
religious houses in 1559 with considerable melodrama:
"... and without any forder stay [they] past to the gray and
black freirs, and to the Carmelites' place callit Tullielum and
thair pulled thame all three downe to the erd with sic rage
and furie of the people, that scarslie was thair left ane stone
standing apone another; and all the freris put furth of thame
and spulyeit of all they had; . . ." (Lesley, History, 272).
Bishop Lesley, writing in exile, was in any case hardly an
impartial historian. An alternative account is provided by
Lindsay of Pitscottie who describes the Reformers going:
". . . to the greyfreiris and blakfreiris and to the freirs of
Tullielum and cast thame all done except the freis of Tullielum
quhilk the Lord Ruthven saiffit be his moyane [intervention],
but abolischit the freirs thairof . . ." (Pitscottie, Historie,
ii, 146). Pitscottie, writing in the 1570's, was a supporter of
the Reformers and not without his own bias; however, from
1542 he was often a witness to the events he described and
his account is generally thought to be reliable. The suggestion
of Ruthven's intervention to save the convent is indeed highly
plausible, for his family had connections not only with the
see of Dunkeld, where his son George was precentor in the

years before 1571, but also with the Murrays of Tibbermuir
who were related through marriage (Scots Peerage, iv, 259,
261-2). It was the Murrays of Tibbermuir who benefited most
directly from Ruthven's intervention. In 1560 Prior Robert
Richie placed the friary lands of Unthank, Dawghach and
Crawhill in feu at favourable terms to Patrick Murray (SRO,
GD79/6/24). Eight years later Patrick Murray had gained
feu of Upper and Nether Tullilum and the convent precincts
(Fittis 1885, 208-9).

The state of the convent in the years following the
Reformation is unknown, although the Carmelite friars'
"place" was still providing the King James VI Hospital with
a recognised feu-ferm in 1619 (Milne 1891, 181). There is no
indication of the fate of the bishop of Dunkeld's residence
and it does not seem to have been distinguished from the
convent in these later feu-ferms. The lands and site of the
friary subsequently underwent several changes of ownership
and were acquired in 1692 by the Glover Incorporation.
About 1740 the grounds of the friary were converted into
a garden by Robert Comb, and in the process of levelling,
several images and coins are said to have been dug out of
the rubbish (Fittis 1885, 211).

FRIARY PROPERTY, RENTS AND INCOME

So few of the friars' charters have survived that it is
impossible to gain more than a crude picture of the friars'
material possessions and rights. The evidence that does
remain, or that can be pieced together from post-Reformation
rentals, is biased through preferential survival towards
properties and rents in and around Perth (111 42). That the
friars had connections with lands at some distance from Perth
is indicated by two charters from the Campbells of Loch Awe.
These date to 1430/1 and 1432 and provide the friars with
annuals of 6s 8d and 13s 4d respectively. The later annual
was specifically to be derived from the Campbell's lands at
Wester Dowlell and Monedie at Port of Mentieth west of
Stirling (SRO, GD79/3/3&4). There are no other surviving
grants from land away from Perth, but as the more complete
records of the Aberdeen friars show, such far flung
connections were not ususual. Nevertheless the friars' main
sources of income were almost certainly Perth and its
surrounds. As noted above, the first surviving record of the
Carmelites in Perth was of an annual payment to them of
5 merks (£3 6s 8d) in 1327/28 (ER, i, 66, 88). This payment
was to continue with considerable regularlity through to the
Reformation after which £3 6s 8d of former Carmelite income
was paid to the King James VI Hospital by the provost and
baillies of Perth out of the ferm of the town mills (ER, i-xx
passim; Milne 1891, 12-13, 184). In addition the friars
received various gifts of alms from the king of which we have
records between 1381-6 and 1496-1505 (ER, iii, 83, 661, 668,
684: TA \, 323; TA ii, 252, 264-6; TA iii, 65-9). The king
also supported the friars in 1427 by issuing a royal precept
instructing his officers in Perth to ensure that all those in
their jurisdiction paid their dues to the Carmelite friars at
Tullilum (SRO, GD79/3/2). What these dues were we have
unfortunately no means of knowing for in fact this is also
our first surviving reference to Carmelite holdings in Perth.

A reasonable picture of Carmelite rents and properties
in and around Perth at the end of the medieval period can,
however, be built up from later 15th and 16th-century grants
and rentals. The main holdings of the friars were undoubtably
the farm lands around their convent. These included the land
of Upper and Nether Tull i lum, Unthank, Dawghach and
Crawhill (SRO, GD79/6/24). In addition the friars also held
lands in Fordy or Fordale [Fordell, Fife?] which the friars

let to the bishops of Dunkeld (Dunk Rent, 49-51). The friars
enjoyed approximately thirty rentals from the burgesses of
Perth from lands which were also to the W of the town above
the Turret Bridge port and along New Row, Mill Wynd and
the Long Causeway (III 42). The majority of these plots and
crofts had been committed to pay a few shillings each year
in return for prayers for the souls of their former owners.
In a few instances the friars had come to wholly own the
properties and these they let to burgesses for substantially
higher rents. Within the burgh proper the friars had similar
rentals from: certain yards in the Speygate, a tenement in
the Watergate, two tenements on High Street (one of which
they owned), a tenement they owned in South Street and
between two to four tenements in Meal Vennel.

The overwhelming wealth of the friars was, then, in their
farmland around Tullilum which, as we have seen, Patrick
Murray of Tibbermuir acquired after the Reformation in
return for a paltry feu-ferm. This makes it doubly difficult
to assess the wealth of the Carmelites in comparison with
the Dominicans, Carthusians, and Franciscans. It is
misleading to take the comparative Hospital rental of 1619
at face value, for although it provides a complete picture of
the Hospital's post-Reformation income it is as much a
reflection of the number of rents that had been lost as of
the house's original income (Milne 1891, 181-91). The
Carthusian income of £200 6s 6d was the largest and also
the least subject to alienation of property. The Dominicans
were contributing £131 19s but their titles had in fact suffered
less than the Carmelites who were only contributing
£57 17s 8d. The Franciscans provided no income to the
Hospital. They appear to have survived through begging and
occasional larger gifts of alms but their records, if any, are
lost. Without taking any of these figures as complete, it is
probably fair to place the Carmelites as a poor third to
Blackfriars and the Charterhouse both of which enjoyed
considerably greater royal funding than did the Whitefriars
of Tullilum. The use of Tullilum as a major residence by the
bishops of Dunkeld must, however, have considerably
reduced this apparent distinction with, as has been observed,
major building work being funded by the bishop, not just
the friars.
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6.2 PERTH: THE EXCAVATIONS DW HALL

INTRODUCTION

The excavation at Whitefriars Street, Perth, took place between April and August 1982 in advance
of a factory units development by the Scottish Development Agency. The site archive is held by
the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust Ltd at Perth and the finds deposited at Perth Museum and
Art Gallery.

The site (NCR N0107238) (111 43) lies !/2 mile W of the medieval burgh of Perth and is bounded
by Whitefriars Street to the S, and to the N by Long Causeway, the former main road into Perth
from the W. The excavation was undertaken to determine whether the Carmelite friary of Tullilum
lay in the development area. The location of Tullilum had always been placed as somewhere in the
area of the development known formerly as 'The Doucatland' (Dovecot Land). However the exact
position of the friary complex had always been uncertain due to the lack of accurate documentary
and cartographic evidence.

A total area of 3600 sq m was under threat. As the resources were not available to excavate
such a large area fully a series of machine trenches was cut in a grid pattern across the site in an
attempt to locate structural remains. Evidence of stone buildings was found at the W end of the
site and an area of 40 x 20m was opened up. This main trench was designated Area A.

The site can be conveniently divided into four periods. The first two periods relate to the
construction and occupation of the buildings excavated. Periods 3 and 4 describe the demolition
of the buildings and subsequent post-friary activity.

Preservation on site was generally very good with wooden coffins preserved in the waterlogged
estuarine clay.

The major problems encountered during the excavation of the site included the tendency of
the natural clay to bake hard and crack when exposed to long periods of sunshine. This made the
location and excavation of any soil marks well nigh impossible. The limitations on the depth of
excavation imposed by the site developers meant that none of the walls exposed could be excavated.
In the subsequent development parts of the friary buildings which lay below the developers' limit
were destroyed. The natural yellow estuarine clay was reached at OD + 9.70m.

EXCAVATION
Note: Contexts marked * are not numbered on the published illustrations, but their location is
indicated in the text.

PERIOD 1 (111 44)______________________________________________

The E end of a stone building containing eleven burials and Building 1
bedding layers for floor surfaces was located. Fragmentary The E end of a stone building (Building 1) was found at the
remains of a cobbled surface were found to the S of this N end of Area A. This building was formed by walls 4, 81
structure. and 134. Its W wall lay outside the excavated area. The walls
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ILL 43 : Location of Perth friary site



ILL 46 : Perth. Plan of Period 2
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were bonded with yellow clay and each had a rubble core
contained by facing stones. The walls were c 1m wide, stood
to a maximum surviving height of 0.20m, and were cut into
natural yellow estuarine clay. Wall 134 had a shallow linear
feature (208) running against its S face. This appears to have
been the foundation trench for the wall, and was the only
foundation trench located. Building 1 was 6m wide N-S
and extended 6m E from the main W section. Within
Building 1 a 0.02m thick layer of iron-panned mortar (7)
was found laid on top of the natural clay, and probably
represented the remains of bedding for an internal floor
surface. To the E of Building 1 the remains of a layer of mixed
ash and charcoal (130*) were excavated, but this layer was
so badly truncated by later features that no relationship could
be established between it and Building 1. To the S of Building
1 the remains of a laid stone surface (20) were excavated.
This feature was composed of rounded stones c 0.25m in size
pressed into the top of the natural clay. Similar surfaces, 148,
173 and 182, were located to the W of 20 under Period 2
Building 3 and to the S of Building 1. All these surfaces may
be the badly damaged remains of a cobbled courtyard
associated with Building 1. A linear slot, 192, running E-W,
was located to N of 148. This slot was filled with mixed brown
silt 125* which also overlay 208 and 182, and it may have
been a boundary to the cobbled surfaces.

Burials
Eleven burials were discovered within Building 1. All the
graves had been cut through mortar layer 7. The complete
inhumations lay with their heads to the W and were buried
in two rows running N-S. Three of these burials, SK 10,

SK 11 and SK 20, were buried in plank-lined graves. All the
graves respected the presence of the walls of Building 1. Three
other burials, SK 21, SK 22 and SK 24, were located to the
E of the building. All were cut into the natural clay and did
not contain coffins.

Grave furniture
Three of the Period 1 internal burials, SK 10, SK 11 and
SK 20 (coffin 207, 111 52) were buried in graves lined with
wooden planks. The plank lining appeared to have been
inserted across the bottom of the grave, followed by the side
and end boards. The body was then laid in the grave and
a plank lid placed on top (see Chapters 7.3,7.4 mf, 1 :D6-E4).

DISCUSSION

The nature and function of Building 1 is uncertain because
such a small part of it was recovered. However, it may have
been the end of a much larger building, possibly the friary
church, or it may have been part of the chapter house. Its
identification as part of the church would seem more likely
as fewer internal burials would be expected in a chapter house.
The decorated finial (385 111 45) may have been a feature of
this building. The cobbled areas to the S were not directly
related to Building 1 and may have been pre-friary features.
Dating of the Period 1 building and associated features is
difficult because of the few finds from the occupation layers.
No pottery was recovered from the internal layers of Building
1. Pottery was present in ash dump 130* and included sherds

ILL 45 : Perth. Reconstruction drawing of the ridge finial base 385 found during the watching brief E of Building 1
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of Perth local and S Scottish White Gritty wares of a 13th-
century date.

The internal area of Building 1 was used as a burial area
and the burials seem to have been laid out in two lines running
N-S. There was a 2m gap between the last row of burials and
the W face of wall 4. It is possible that this may indicate the
position of the altar which was subsequently removed. The
internal human burials represented an equal mixture of adult
males and females. The mix of sexes may suggest that these
represent the burials of important members of the friary
community or its benefactors. The selective use of a plank
lining for three of the burials may indicate the graves of

especially important people. No jewellery or grave goods were
found associated with the internal burials.

Burials: SK 4, SK 6, SK 10-12, SK 14, SK 15, SK 17-22,
SK24.

Associated finds: Window glass 372, copper alloy tweezers
418, copper alloy sheet fragment 421, iron
strip 429, iron knife 435.

PERIOD 2 (111 46)

The E ends of two stone buildings added on to the S side
of Building 1 were located. The larger of the two buildings,
Building 3, contained stratified occupation layers and floor
surfaces. Three external graves and two ditches associated
with these structures were also excavated.

Buildings
A small rectangular building (Building 2), formed by walls
135, 163 and 229, was added on to the S side of Period 1
Building 1. The internal dimensions of this building were
3.25m N-S and 7.50m E-W. The S corners of 135/163 and
229/163 were strengthened by buttresses measuring 1 xO.SOm.
Building 2 was butt-jointed on to the S wall of Building 1
(134) and its E wall 135 ran at a slightly different N-S angle
to the E wall of Building 1 (4). The walls of Building 2 were
1m wide and survived to a maximum height of 0.20m.
Building 2 contained no internal burials. Inside Building 2
mortar and gravel spreads 171, 185 and 202*, at the N end
of the structure, were the remnants of bedding for floor
surfaces; at the S end of the building was a layer of compacted
brown sandy silt (215). Mortar and gravel layers 185 and 202*
overlay 208, the Period 1 foundation trench for the S wall
of Building 1. Both 185 and 215 were overlain by 121*, a
layer of brown silt. At the same time that Building 2 was
constructed, Building 3 was keyed into the S side of 163. This
building was 21m long and was delineated by internal floor
levels and the almost completely robbed out lines of its E
and S walls. Its W limit lay outside the excavated area. A
4m length of the E wall of this building (193) was preserved
to a height of 1.20m. This surviving length of wall was built
of clay bonded sandstone blocks with a rough stone face on
its W side (internal face). Building 3 contained seven stratified
occupation layers. The earliest of these, 225*, comprised
several patches of burnt clay and mortar c 1.50m in size on
the natural clay at the S end of the structure. Overlying 225*
was a layer of grey brown clay silt 224*. This in turn was
sealed by 147, a 0.05m thick layer of crushed green sandstone.
Layer 147 was sealed by trampled black silty clay 168*. A
0.10m thick layer of yellow clay, 146, overlay 168* and was
sealed by a layer of grey silt 177*, and a layer of yellow sand,
176*. Layer 176* was sealed by crushed greenstone layer 143.

Three pestholes (156, 161 and 174) and two slots (154
and 159) were cut into the top of clay dump 146 (see insert
to 111 46). These features and greenstone layer 143 were sealed
by 48*, a layer of grey to black sand and silt.

Burials
Three burials were found associated with Buildings 2 and 3.
SK 8 lay on the S side of wall 163; SK 9 lay to the E of

Building 2; and SK 16 lay to the E of the N end of Building
2. None of these external burials had been buried in wooden
coffins or plank-lined graves.

Ditches
To the E of Building 2 a large flat bottomed ditch, 141, was
located. This ditch ran on an E-W alignment and its W end
terminated against wall 135. Ditch 141 was 0.80m deep and
2.40m wide and a 3.50m length was excavated. Another ditch,
218, lay to the E of Building 1. This ditch ran in a curve SE
from the main N section of the excavated area, and may have
been part of a drainage ditch running into 141. To the E of
this ditch a shallow feature 227 and a small mortar-bonded
group of stones 226 were located.

DISCUSSION
The function of Building 2 is very difficult to define. From
its location it may have served as a chapel or sacristy on the
S side of the putative church (Building 1). The wall founda-
tions recovered did not survive high enough to preserve
former doorways so no information about access to Buildings
1 and 2 was available. Another possibility is that Building
2 was the friary reredorter, as the large ditch (141) was
probably contemporary with the occupation of the building.
However, this hypothesis has certain flaws. If ditch 141 was
the reredorter drain some remains of human faecal material
would have been expected in its fill. Soil analysis failed to
detect the presence of any such material in the ditch fill.

However, 141 seems to have been filled in at the time
of the friary's demolition and if during its period of use it
had been kept clean by a flow of water then no human faecal
material would remain. As no natural water source was
located, any flow of water into 141 would have had to come
from a piped supply and no sign of any such supply was
found. If Building 1 was the friary church then it would be
unusual for the reredorter to be sited so close to it. However
its position may have been determined by the topography
of the site. Neither of the two hypotheses for Building 2 can
be proved without further excavation of the site. As the W
part of the friary lies adjacent to Riggs Road under a joiner's
shop the opportunity for further excavation exists depending
on any development proposals.

The function of Building 3 is more certain. From its
position and size it seems likely that it represents the E side
of the E range dormitory block of the friary. The internal
layers of Building 3 suggest that it was in constant use, while
a room division may be represented by postholes 156, 161
and 174 and slots 154 and 159 at its S end. Layers 224* and
225* may represent the initial construction surfaces for the
building. Greenstone floor 147 was laid over these surfaces
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and a layer of occupation material 168* built up on its
surface. To the N another greenstone floor, 143, lay 0.25m
above 147 and there may have been a step down from 143
to 147. Floor surface 147 seems to have gone out of use and
the whole area was levelled up by clay dump 146. This
brought the whole floor surface of this building up to the
same level as 143. The three buildings excavated make up
a substantial part of the E side of the friary. The pottery
recovered from Buildings 2 and 3 indicates that they were
all standing by the late 13th or early 14th century. The lack

of later occupation material in the buildings may suggest that
it had been removed by later levelling of the site in the 18th
century.

Burials: SK 8, SK 9, SK 16.
Associated pottery: 58, 59
Associated finds: Window glass 382, peg tile 397, window

came 413, iron candlestick 423, iron spoon
bit 426.

PERIOD 3 (111 47)

The demolition of Buildings 1, 2 and 3 took place during
this period. Ditches 141 and 218 were both backfilled and
a skeleton was deposited in the terminal of 141.

Demolition of buildings
Demolition rubble was confined to the area of Buildings 1
and 2. The E wall of Building 1 was overlain by a layer of

mortar and rubble (3*). The internal area of Building 1 was
sealed by silt layers 30* and 31*. To the E of Building 1 lay
a layer of large sandstone blocks mixed with clay loam and
mortar lumps (39*). The E wall of Building 2 was overlain
by rubble (136). Its interior was filled with brown clay loam
and sandstones (122*). Building 3 was filled with orange
brown clay and stones (49*). The internal burials in Building
1 were sealed by green grey silty clay (139*).

2m

ILL 47 : Perth. Plan of Period 3, showing SK 13
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Burial
The skeleton of an adult male (SK 13) was found lying face
down N-S across the terminal of ditch 141. It was not in a
coffin and no grave cut was discernible.

Backfilling of ditches
Ditch 218 was backfilled with 219*, a blue grey silty clay.
Ditch 141 was backfilled with a layer of blue grey silty clay
with a high wood content (142*).

DISCUSSION

The date for the demolition of the Carmelite friary of Perth
is given as May 1559 (Finis 1885, 208). The small amount
of primary demolition rubble associated with the three
buildings excavated makes the absolute dating of this event
difficult. The dearth of demolition rubble may be due to the
later levelling of the site, particularly the landscaping carried
out by Robert Comb in 1740 (Fittis 1885, 211).

The backfilling of ditches 141 and 218 seems to have
taken place very quickly as they both had homogeneous fills.
The material used to fill in ditch 141 contained pottery of
a wide date range, 14th-16th centuries. This may be explained
if the material used to backfill the ditch included waste from
the kitchens. Soil analysis of the lower ditch fill identified
the presence of several plant species known for their supposed
medicinal powers. These included hemlock, burdock and
parsley piert, while elderberry seeds were also present in the
ditch fill (see environmental report in archive). All these plants

would have thrived on the habitat provided by the ditch and
may have been harvested by the friars for medicinal purposes.
The ditch fills also contained a large amount of animal bone
and a whetstone (394).

The presence of the skeleton in the top filling of ditch
141 may be interpreted in two ways. It is possible that during
the demolition of the site a fresh burial was exhumed and
then thrown into the ditch or that the skeleton is that of a
murder victim who was thrown into the top of the ditch and
then covered over. In the former suggestion it may have been
a burial from a wall grave recess such as those at Luffness
Carmelite friary (see Chapter 7.1) and the Dominican friary,
Newcastle (see Chapter 7.1). SK 35 from the Linlithgow friary
may represent a similar action (see Chapter 7.2 mf, 1:
B12-D5).

The small amount of demolition rubble recovered during
the excavation may suggest that the destruction of the friary
was not as complete as historical references suggest. It is
possible that only the roof was removed from the friary at
the Reformation leaving the standing buildings to be gradually
robbed for building stone. The surviving archaeological
horizons in this period were not stratigraphically secure
enough to date the demolition of the friary.

Burial: SK 13
Associated pottery: 60, 61, 62
Associated finds: Window glass 315-324, 347-371, 376-381,

window mullion 388, whetstone 394, floor
tile 396, peg tiles 398-403, ridge tiles 408,
409. window came 412, lead disc 414.

PERIOD 4 (111 48)

The walls of Buildings 1, 2 and 3 were robbed for building
stone. Fourteen graves were dug into the demolition levels
at the N end of the site.

Robbing of buildings
The S edge of a linear feature (70*), was found following
the line of the N wall of Building 1, (81) (111 45). This feature
was 0.35m deep and was filled with crushed green sandstone
and brown silty clay (68*). A linear trench (106) was located
following the line of 163, the S wall of Building 2 (111 46).
The SE junction of walls 4 and 134 in Building 1 was
completely removed by trench 183, presumably to extract the
larger corner stones; the rest of walls 4 and 134 remained
relatively untouched. The E wall of Building 3, apart from
a 4m length, was removed by trench 107 (111 46). The S wall
of Building 3 had been completely removed by trench 188
(111 46).

The fragmentary remains of a stone wall (113), were
located running E-W across the site. It was 1m wide and was
clay bonded with facing stones and a rubble core. 113 cut
through the N edge of Period 1 wall (134) (111 44) and the
line of 113 was traced as a robber trench (149), running across
the site. A layer of clay (6*) overlay mortar and rubble (3*)
which overlay Building 1.

Pits
Feature 115 was cut into the top of backfilled ditch 141. This
pit was stone-lined and included a re-used architectural stone

on its W face (387) and a large flat stone resting at an angle
into the pit on its N face. This pit did not relate to any of
the other features found on site and its purpose is unknown.
Six small pits (66*, 110*, 112*, 117*. 126* and 132*) were
dug into the demolition levels over Building 1 (30*, 31* and
104*) and were probably rubbish pits.

Burials
Fourteen graves were located at the N end of the site cut into
the top of demolition layers 8* and 80. Only five of the graves
contained articulated skeletons; these were SK 1, SK 2,
SK 3, SK 5, SK 7. Two of the skeletons (SK 5,- SK 7), were
in coffins. The remaining nine graves were either empty or
contained disarticulated human bone.

Grave furniture
Burials SK 5 and SK 7 lay in nailed plank-lined graves (see
Chapters 7.3, 7.4 mf, 1:D6-E4).

DISCUSSION

Finds recovered from the fillings of the robber trenches
suggest a date in the late 17th or the first half of the 18th
century for the robbing of the friary walls. The derelict friary
buildings would have provided an ideal quarry for building
stone. This robbing may explain the small amount of
demolition rubble on site, other than the moulded stones
which would not have been reusable.
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The presence of the fourteen graves dug through the
primary demolition levels of Building 1 is hard to explain.
The pottery associated with the later graves suggests a late
17th to early 18th-century date for their deposition. There
are historical references to the Perth Blackfriars site being
used as a burial ground for plague victims in the 17th century
(Peacock 1849, 480) but it might be considered unusual for
plague burials to be laid out in such an orderly fashion. Stone
wall 113 may represent a S boundary to these post-friary
burials, which may suggest that they were part of a graveyard.
The present cemetery of Wellshill which lies to the N of the
site is of Victorian origin but there may have been an earlier
version, which included part of the former friary site. The
empty graves may be a result of the levelling work carried
out by Comb in 1740 (Fittis 1885, 211) or the digging of the
gardens behind the tenements which used to stand on the
Long Causeway frontage. There are reports of human bones
being dug up by occupants of these buildings (Perth.OS
record card no 12, SW7).

Robber trench 183 contained the friary seal matrix (417)
in its fill. This important find must have been disturbed from
its original location which may have been in the flooring
deposits of Building 1. Unfortunately this find cannot be
dated by association with the finds from the robber trench.

Burials: SK 1-3, SK 5, SK 7
Associated pottery: 63-67
Associated finds: Window glass 326-346, 373-375, glass bead

384, rybat 387, stone counters or lids 389,
390, stone mortar? 392, stone bowl 393,
floor tile 395, peg tiles 404-407, pan tile
410, window came 411, lead sheet 415,
copper alloy seal matrix 417, iron key 424,
iron buckle 425, iron file 428, iron
socketted point 430, iron knife 434,
horseshoe 436, horseshoe nail 438, iron bar
439, iron strip 440.

MACHINE TRENCHING

The initial machine trenching of the site to the E of the main
excavation area revealed very little archaeological evidence.
The only possible feature associated with the friary was a
layer of mortar and rubble, 19*, which lay 45m E of Building
1.19* ran at a NE-SW angle to the line of Long Causeway

and contained a small lead spoon, possibly of medieval date.
As this feature lay below the level to which the proposed
development would reach it was not fully excavated.
Associated finds: Lead spoon 416.

WATCHING BRIEF

During the development work a watching brief was carried
out mainly in the unexcavated areas to the W and N of Area
A. The removal of a 5m strip to the W of Buildings 1, 2 and
3 revealed the stone wall, 229, belonging to Building 2 (see
Period 2, 111 46). As this wall lay against the machined section

it was not possible to establish whether it was an internal or
external wall. The decorated stone ridge finial base (385 111
45) was discovered during the cutting of foundation trenches
c 6m E of Building 1.
Associated finds: Ridge finial base 335.

CONCLUSIONS

The excavation at Whitefriars Street, Perth, located the site of the Carmelite friary of Tullilum.
Prior to the excavation the exact position and size of the friary complex was not known.

Building 1 was almost certainly the E end of the friary church. It appears from the archaeo-
logical evidence that this was the first building constructed on the site followed by the addition of
the two conventual buildings. It is possible that this first building on the site may represent a chapel,
which passed to the Carmelites and became the friary church (see Chapter 6.1). Such a hypothesis
can only be proven by further excavation of the site.

The artefacts found in association with Building 1 seem to support the interpretation that it
was the friary church. The major concentration of painted window glass fragments was in the
demolition material over the E end of the building. This building also contained eleven burials inserted
through its floor surface.

Building 2 was added on to the S side of Building 1 and both of its S corners were strengthened
by buttresses. The function of this building is not clear but ditch 141 to the E appeared to be
contemporary with its occupation. The apparent relationship between the "ditch and the building
may suggest a possible function. Building 2 may have been the reredorter block of the friary with
141 its associated drain. The base of ditch 141 had a depression in its W terminal end adjacent to
wall 135. This depression may have been caused by water flowing out of Building 2, falling into
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the ditch and flowing away E. During its period of use 141 was kept clean; there was no silting,
and analysis of the ditch fills failed to detect the presence of digested grain indicating human faecal
material. Normally the reredorter was kept well away from the main friary buildings although the
topography of the site may have influenced its position. If Building 2 was not the reredorter then
it may have been part of the friary church, possibly a chapel or the sacristy.

Building 3 was built at the same time as Building 2 and was the only building excavated for
which a function can be suggested with any degree of certainty. From its position and size it must
have been the E range of the friary. This structure was the only one which contained stratified
occupation levels and surviving floor levels. These surfaces were composed of well-laid crushed green
sandstone. Two floor levels were located within this structure. The full E-W width of this building
could not be established and if it was the E range then the cloister garth and other conventual buildings
must be to the W under the present standing buildings.

From the location of the buildings in the excavated area it appears that the friary complex was
built on the highest available part of the site, in the area to the E of the junction of Long Causeway
and Riggs Road. The area to the E of this seems to have been marginal, marshy land at the time
of the construction and occupation of the friary. The complex seems to have fronted on to the Long
Causeway, which entered the town at the Turret Brig port (111 42) (NO 115236). Tullilum was situated
approximately half a mile to the W of the medieval burgh and was the only one of the Perth friaries
not built close to the town walls.

Some idea of the nature of the buildings can be gained from the building materials recovered
from the site. All three buildings were constructed from the local green sandstone and were bonded
with a lime mortar. Historical references suggest that at least part of the friary was roofed with
stone roofing slabs from Caithness (see Chapter 6.1). However the roofing slabs recovered during
the excavation have a more local origin (see Chapter 9.6). Building 1 and possibly Building 2 had
glazed leaded windows containing painted and coloured window glass. Tile fragments from the backfill
of ditch 141 and the demolition levels suggest that parts of the roofs may have been tiled. The
architectural stones found in the demolition levels give some impression of the architecture of the
buildings. As these fragments were found in demolition rubble outside the buildings it is difficult
to link them to one particular structure. However it is very likely that the elaborately carved ridge
finial base (385) (111 45) sat on the E gable end of the church.

The demolition of Tullilum is supposed to have taken place in 1559 shortly after John Knox
had preached on the evils of the papacy in St John's Church, Perth. Although later historical
descriptions survive of the demolition and vandalism carried out at the Dominican, Franciscan and
Carthusian houses at this time, references to the fate of Tullilum are ambigious (see Chapter 6.1).
The relatively small amount of demolition rubble recovered during the excavation would seem to
suggest that the stone of the demolished buildings had been removed from the site. Alternatively,
only slight damage was done to the friary buildings at the Reformation, which were left standing
and were gradually robbed over a period of time. This period of the friary's demise is a very uncertain
one due to the lack of surviving documentary evidence.

The post-friary activity on the site was represented by the insertion of fourteen graves into the
demolition levels over Building 1. These graves were all dug on an E-W alignment and seem to have
been contained by a stone boundary wall (113) to the S. Reasons for the presence of these late burials
are uncertain. It is possible that the former friary site was used as a burial ground for plague victims:
however, the formal laying out of the graves and inhumations makes this interpretation unlikely.
The graves and boundary wall may relate to an earlier version of Wellshill cemetery, which is of
Victorian origin and lies to the N of the site.

The pottery from the excavation was predominantly in the local Perth fabric. Those imported
wares that were recovered came from the occupation levels within Building 3. The imported wares
represented included Scarborough ware, Low Countries Grey ware and a sherd of Valencian lustreware
(see Chapter 8.6 mf, 12: A11-B12).

The excavation at Whitefriars Street was the first investigation of an ecclesiastical site associated
with the medieval burgh of Perth. A clearer picture of the position and layout of the friary complex
has been gained but further excavation is needed to answer some of the unresolved questions posed
by this excavation.
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THE BURIALS
7.1 THE BURIALS AT ABERDEEN, LINLITHGOW AND
PERTH FRIARIES JA STONES

INTRODUCTION

The excavations at the Carmelite friaries of Aberdeen, Linlithgow and Perth provided an opportunity
to study the health status, stature and pathology of a sample of the population of Scotland from
the 13th-17th centuries, and also explore the rituals and customs according to which they were interred.

The first four sections of this chapter (7.1-7.4) discuss the burials from the viewpoint of the
archaeologist. Their dating, their possible identity within the population of medieval and post-medieval
Scotland, as well as the manner in which they were interred are discussed in this initial portion of
the chapter. In microfiche (1:B12-D5), Chapter 7.2 attempts to examine in detail the complex inter-
relationships of the burials at Linlithgow. As has been explained in the relevant site discussion (Chapter
4.2) no such attempt has been made at Aberdeen because in the absence of a tenable stratigraphic
sequence it was not felt worthwhile. At Perth, where only a small number of burials were excavated,
all necessary detail is incorporated in Chapter 6.2. Perth was notable, however, in producing remains
of wooden coffins; one, which seems to have constituted a grave lining rather than a portable box,
was sufficiently well preserved to allow a reconstruction drawing to be done (111 52). A summary
of these Perth finds appears in print (7.3) and a more detailed discussion in microfiche (7.4; 1 :D6-E4).

The latter portion of this chapter examines the human remains themselves. In 7.5 the skeletal
data from all three sites is assessed in what it is hoped are terms intelligible to the layman, as well
as to the specialist, and illustrated, while the detailed skeletal analysis appears in microfiche. Chapter
7.6 is set at the beginning of the microfiche skeletal material (1:E5-G3) and explains its layout.

DATING__________________________________________

At all three sites the date range of the burials is a complicated issue. At Aberdeen, the friary was
a late 13th-century foundation. Perth was also established in the 13th century, while the Linlithgow
friary seems to have originated early in the 15th century. All three came effectively to an end at
the Reformation in 1559. However, at all the sites burials took place not only during the friary period,
but after, and in the case of Linlithgow, before the establishment of the friary.

At Linlithgow some burials date from the 13th century and were associated with the chapel
which was later to become part of the friary church (see Chapter 5.2). At all three sites burial seems
to have continued after the Reformation. At Aberdeen and Linlithgow, burials continued to be made
at least into the 17th century, while at Perth some burials may have been made beyond even this
date (see Chapters 4.2, 5.2, 6.2). At Aberdeen, some post-Reformation interments may be those
of victims of plague or famine, while at Linlithgow some may be associated with use of friary buildings
in the years after 1559, while others may have resulted from continued veneration of the site even
after the friary had been demolished. At all three sites it is clear that, for various reasons, burial
continued after the Reformation and was not actively discouraged.
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ILL 49 : Burials at Aberdeen friary

FRIARS OR LOCAL POPULATION?

In the post-Reformation period, it was a sectjon of the local population rather than the friars (except
perhaps at Linlithgow where some of them may have lingered after 1559 to die and be buried on
site) which was being interred in the friary buildings and precincts. But during the friary period at
all the sites females as well as males were being interred, and at Linlithgow and Aberdeen, children
also. At Aberdeen there were considerable problems in distinguishing between burials made before
and after the Reformation, but it is likely that some of the twenty-two females and children identified
among the skeletal remains belong to the friary period. At Perth, within Building 1, thought to be
the church, were eleven burials, of which about half were of females, while external graves of the
friary period also included at least one female. At Linlithgow, female and child burials occurred
in the chancel and the claustral area as well as in the graveyard.
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During the medieval period, the right to bury lay people was often guarded by the parish church,
as it provided a useful source of finance in the form of burial dues. It was the cause of a long
controversy between the Franciscan order and the secular church which culminated in a Papal decree
of 1312 to the effect that laymen could be buried within the friary cemetery subject to the condition
that the friars handed over a proportion of the amount received by them in respect of the burial
(Bryce 1909, 430). We do not fully know how the Carmelites fared in their relationships with parish
churches, nor what local conditions were like at the three Scottish sites concerned, but clearly at
the time that burials were taking place there under the auspices of the friars, from the 14th century
onwards, conditions must have been fairly relaxed. At Linlithgow, we have evidence of a good working
relationship between the friary and the town, at least, in the appointment of Prior Hopper as a burgess
in the 16th century, while at Perth a special situation may have existed because of the deep involvement
of the Bishop of Dunkeld in the friary.

BENEFACTORS

From documentary sources (Bryce 1909, 317) there is some evidence that both male and female
benefactors of religious houses were buried in a prominent position, in front of an altar which they
had particulary supported.

At Perth there may be some evidence for this practice in the group of 13th-century burials (an
equal mixture of males and females) before what may have been the high altar of the church,
particularly as three of them were in plank-lined graves. At Linlithgow, only about twenty people
seem to have been interred in the chancel of the friary church during Period 3, a span of some 140
years in the 15th and 16th centuries. This in itself might suggest, as one might expect, that burial
in this place might be reserved for highly esteemed or beneficent individuals. Males and females
were included in this group and most striking is the only burial in the presbytery, that of a young
female laid to rest N of the altar, surely a person of some distinction.

At Aberdeen the wide date range makes it impossible to detect whether the burials might have
been those of benefactors. If Building 1 is the church, then we might expect burial of benefactors
nearer the E end, in the area which was not excavated. None of the present sites have produced
burials as prestigious as those recorded in the early 19th century on the site of the Aberdeen Dominican
friary, where 'an ancient grave . . . roughly built of large hewn stones, cemented with
lime . . . contained the remains of three bodies, one of them, from the appearance of the skull,
apparently very young' (Aberdeen Journal, 24th April 1833, 3). It has been suggested that this might
be the burial place of the Earls Marischal of Scotland, who were by some accounts buried among
the Dominicans (Milne 1911, 78).

Another attested method of burying important people within friaries was in mural tombs. There
are many fine surviving Irish examples, for example a Connacht tomb at the Dominican friary at
Strade, Mayo (Leask 1960, 168, pi XXVIa) and a tomb associated with the O Dalys at Kilconnell
(Leask 1960, 167, pi XXIVa). At Blackfriars, Newcastle, there are a number of grave recesses in
the N and S walls of the nave (Harbottle and Fraser 1984). At Luffness, there is an effigy (possibly
of a founder) set into the wall of the N side of the presbytery (MacGibbon and Ross 1896-7, 2, 289).
At Perth and Linlithgow, disturbance of bones from mural tombs has been suggested as a means
of interpreting the finding of two skeletons in a wall-robbing trench and a ditch respectively (see
Chapter 6.2, p 100; 5.2, p 57).

FRIARS

Another group whose remains we might hope to identify are the Carmelites themselves. From evidence
elsewhere, we might expect some of them, for example the priors, to have been interred in the chapter
house, or the claustral area, and the remainder in a specially designated part of the friary cemetery.
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Only at Linlithgow have a chapter house and claustral area been positively identified. Although there
were burials of friary date within this area, they included females and children and it is difficult
to identify any particular group as the friars. Apart from burial in a designated location, we might
expect that friars would have been interred in their habit rather than a shroud. At the Austin Friary,
Leicester, friars were identifiable by the remains of buckles near their pelves (Mellor and Pearce
1981, 22). Their rule required them to wear leather belts rather than the knotted cord associated
for example with the Franciscans. At Aberdeen a number of skeletons had green marks on individual
bones associated with decayed copper objects. Two of these stains appeared on the pelvic bone of
male skeletons and could conceivably be the result of a decayed belt buckle, as could an extensive
stain on the radius and ulna around the elbow joint of another. However, the majority of these
stains appeared elsewhere on the skeleton. At Linlithgow a number of belt buckles were recovered
during the excavation, but none of these was directly associated with a burial.

A number of the friars would also have been in holy orders, and according to some traditions
would therefore have been buried the opposite way round to their layfolk, with their feet to the
W. However, Rahtz (1978, 4) suggests that this practice was not widespread before the Reformation
and there is no evidence for it at these three sites. At Linlithgow a few burials were made in this
position, but they were not all men and it seems more likely that their position resulted from mistake,
or heavy shrouding rather than from reversed burial of priests.

CONFRATERNITY___________________________________

The problem posed by the extensive site and relatively large building complex at Linlithgow in relation
to the small number of friars thought to have been active in Scotland has already been mentioned
(see Chapter 2). We do not know the position in Scotland, but it seems that from at least the later
15th century the concept of confraternities composed of family groups living according to the rule
was accepted by the Carmelite order (Baudrillart 1949, 1087) and that the entry of boys from eight
years old as oblates was also regarded as desirable. These factors ought to be borne in mind when
considering the identity of the people buried within the friary buildings and precincts, particularly
in the case of females and immature individuals.

SHROUD OR COFFIN?_______________________________

It is clear that in most medieval contexts coffin burial was by no means universal and that a large
number of burials were uncoffined. In some cases this form of burial may have been at the direct
request of the deceased, as in the case of a 15th-century Rector of St Helen-on-the-Walls, Aldwark,
York, who specifically forbade 'my executors to prepare for my body a wooden coffin or any other
covering except a sheet in which to wrap my body' (Magilton 1980, 9).

At Aberdeen, of the fifty individuals sufficiently undisturbed to allow judgement to be made
on the subject of coffins, only fifteen could be said to have positive evidence of having been interred
in a coffin, either in the form of a dark outline or in presence of nails surrounding an individual
skeleton. These fifteen probably coffined burials included only one infant, one child and one young
juvenile.

However, there were in addition a large number of nails recovered from general layers associated
with the burials but not with any particular skeleton. In the absence of any real stratigraphic
relationship between burials it is difficult to judge whether there is any correlation between date
of the burial and presence/absence of a coffin. However, the two skeletons which produced
radiocarbon dates in the ranges 1395 ± 50 ad and 1460 ± 50 ad (see Chapter 7.9 mf, 5:E4) both
had surrounding groups of nails, whereas skeletons with apparently later dates (1560 ± 50 ad; 1610.
± 50 ad) showed no evidence of coffins. In the case of Aberdeen therefore, it is possible that coffins
were used more during the friary period than in the post-Reformation period. They seem to have
been used less for children than for adults.
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In post-Reformation Aberdeen it was cheaper to bury a child without a coffin. In 1603 Aberdeen
Burgh Council laid down burial charges for St Nicholas Church: for a child under 14 years, with
a coffin, £3 was due, but for a young child with no coffin only 207- was charged (Gordon 1984,
166). This may well have continued a pre-Reformation practice. At Perth there were only three
coffined burials in the friary period, and they were in plank-lined graves before what may have been
the high altar. Here coffins would perhaps have been used for reasons of prestige; although it is
interesting that two plank-lined coffins were also encountered in post-Reformation contexts on the
same site. At Linlithgow there is no evidence of coffins having been used during the friary period,
not even in the case of the young female buried in the presbytery in what was clearly a prestigious
position. However, there was some evidence for coffined burials during the pre-friary period.

The plank-lined graves at Perth perhaps indicate that the choice was not necessarily between
a coffin in the modern sense and no coffin. At Hereford (Shoesmith 1980, 30) it has been suggested
that burial was made on a flat wooden bier, or that some coffins may have been held together by
wooden dowels, neither of which arrangements would necessarily leave archaeological evidence. In
immediately post-Reformation Scotland the concept of a re-usable coffin or bier was certainly known,
and may have continued an earlier tradition. In 1563, the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland
passed an Act ordaining that a bier should be made in every country parish to carry the dead prior
to burial (Gordon 1984, 32). This may have implied a flat bier or 'stretcher' or a more elaborate
common coffin, a box of wood or iron whose top, side or bottom opened to allow the body to be
placed in the grave (Gordon 1984, 32). A closed common coffin could, if deposition of the body
went slightly wrong, account for some of the prone burials at Linlithgow. By coincidence, one of
the last common coffins in Scotland survived until about fifteen years ago at Linlithgow (Gordon
1984, 33).

SHROUD FASTENINGS

Where individual coffins were not used, burial was probably made in a shroud, whether of leather,
linen, or other material, a habit (in the case of a religious) or in ordinary clothes. A number of small
objects, such as copper alloy lace-ends and pins, were found in burial contexts at all three sites,
and are in these cases probably related to burial clothing. Whether the lace-ends suggest burial in,
for example, a laced doublet, or burial in a shroud fastened with laces, is very difficult to say. At
Linlithgow a group of twisted wire rings may have been used for shroud fastening. However, it should
be added that the evidence for fastening or clothing corpses is very minimal, considering the number
of burials excavated at all the three locations, and even considering the speed with which small copper
objects might deteriorate in the ground.

Many pages have been covered elsewhere with discussion of the significance of the position of
arms and hands, whether at the sides, across the chest, or across the pelvis. At these three sites the
usual variety was encountered, but no particular relationship was detected between position of limbs
and status, or age, sex or indeed presence or absence of a coffin. All the burials were supine with
the feet to E, the few exceptions at Linlithgow being probably the result of heavy shrouding of the
corpse, perhaps in leather, or a temporary coffin, resulting in interment the wrong way round.

GRAVE MARKER

Relatively few external burials were excavated at Linlithgow and Perth and no grave markers were
identified. However, at Aberdeen a small stone was found upright at the head of the burial place
of two small children (SK 32 and SK 37). As it is thought that burial may have been carried out
at Aberdeen in the empty shell of Building 1 after the Reformation, and as SK 32 and SK 37 seem
to be amongst the latest burials, it seems fair to suggest that this stone is indeed an ad hoc attempt
at a grave marker.
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ILL 50 : Aberdeen. Bracelet (134) on left wrist of SK 84 ILL 51 : Aberdeen. Possible grave marker adjacent to SK
32 and SK 37.

7.2 LINLITHGOW: THE BURIALS WJ LINDSAY
In microfiche 1:B12-D5
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7.3 PERTH: THE WOODEN COFFINS WE BOYD

SUMMARY

At the Perth friary site five of the skeletons had been interred in coffins. SK 10, SK 11 and SK 20
(111 44) were buried within Building 1, the probable church, during Period 1 (13th century). SK 5
and SK 7 were cut through demolition layers at the N end of the site in Period 4 and may be as
late as the 18th century (see Chapter 6.2). Wood samples examined included remains of the coffins
of SK 7 (context 90), SK 10 (context 169) and SK 20 (context 207). Only sufficient remained from
coffin 207 for it to be reconstructed, the other two being fragmented, but all three may have been
of a similar type.

COFFIN 207 (111 52, 53mf)

The c 1.30m length excavated revealed a roughly trapezoidal
coffin which is estimated to have been c 1.70m (c 5'6") in
total length. The excavated narrow end was c 0.28m wide
with the wider 'head' end being an estimated c 0.41m wide.
It was c 0.16-0.17m in depth.

It was constructed with a slatted base of probably eight
separate boards of which six have been recovered (e, d, c,
f, I, and m). These became progressively wider towards the
'head' end and the distance between them narrowed. Over
the base boards were placed two side boards (a and b) which
were wedged apart at the narrow end by a single end board
(k). Fragments of a lid were found. All the wood is of radially
split planks of Quercus (oak) being typically wider along one
edge.

Each of the base boards has a peg-hole in either end,
except for d and m where they may have been lost through
damage at one end. The peg-holes are typically round and
tapered in section (c 10 and 15mm in diameter) although the
peg-hole in d may have been made by a large headed square-
shanked nail. These peg-holes do not appear to have been
constructional as they lie outside the sideboards apart from
m where sideboard a lies over the hole. Sideboard b also has
a peg-hole at the narrow end of the coffin but there is no
corresponding hole in end-board k. No traces of any pegs
were found.

Four of the base-boards (d, c, f and /) have nail holes
in them; one on board / does not penetrate the wood and
is on the underside. Both sideboards had traces of at least
one nail hole apiece on the underside. None of these nail holes

appear to have had any constructional purpose and no traces
of nails were found.

Base board c also has a notch cut out of one side. A
number of faint roughly parallel compression marks can be
seen on the base boards running the length of the coffin. They
are similar to those caused by the weight of the side boards
and are found on the upperside of the boards except on /
where they are on the underside.

These various features suggest that the wood had already
been used for something else, perhaps another coffin, given
the shape of the base boards and the occurrence of parallel
compression marks. The lack of pegs and nails, and the fact
that virtually all of the peg and nail holes do not line up
suggest that this was not a portable coffin as such, but more
of a grave lining: first the base boards would have been placed
in the bottom of the pit and the side boards would then have
been placed over them and wedged apart by the end boards.
Some backfilling or similar would have been necessary to
prevent the side boards from falling outwards. Given the
nature of the clay into which the grave had been dug it is
unlikely that this wooden lining was required for structural
reasons but probably served a 'social' function, perhaps to
make the grave look more impressive.

The lid was constructed of probably more than one
board running the length of the coffin (up to 9mm in thickness
cf up to 20mm for the rest of the coffin). It had also been
partially carbonised perhaps to harden the wood for durability
or for the same aesthetic/social reason already suggested.

COFFIN 169

The wood of this coffin constituted radial slivers of a
dicotyledonous wood, probably Quercus and of Pinus
sylvestris (Scotch pine), much distorted and carbonised. The

surface of some of the Pinus fragments appears to be a veneer
or the result of treatment by some process such as heat-
hardening, tarring or by a chemical process.
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ILL 52 : Perth. Reconstruction drawing of coffin 207

Peg hole
Nail hole
Nail hoje on
underside
Limit of
excavation

COFFIN 90

The bottom slats of this coffin and its sides were of radial
slivers of probably Quercus, which was partially carbonised.
The lid was made from Pinus sylvestris.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARALLELS

The use of wooden coffins and wood linings in graves has
a long tradition in Britain. By the medieval period nailed
coffins were the common form, although sometimes too few
nails appear to have been used. Rodwell comments that a
nailed coffin cannot be made with less then a dozen nails
(1981, 152), but there is always the difficulty of differential
loss of metallic objects or the use of nails for only part of
the construction eg for fastening the lid down. The only
example of an entirely pegged coffin has come from Bordesley
Abbey, Redditch (Hirst 1976, 213, fig 41). Coffins with open
slatted bases of probable 15th-century date have been
recovered from St Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh (N Holmes,
pers comm). Here usually ten base boards were overlain by

longitudinal side boards wedged apart by an end board
composed of several upright boards. Although similar in style
to the Perth coffin 207 they were fully nailed and would have
functioned as portable coffins. Other comparable but nailed
coffins with five or six base boards have been found in the
church graveyard at S0ndre Gate, Trondheim, Norway
(Long 1975, 16).

There do not appear to be any other examples of an
unjointed nail-less wooden grave-lining from post-conquest
Britain.

Oak was commonly used for coffins during this time
and earlier, but other wood is known, eg Picea abies (silver
fir), Pinus (pine), Tilia (lime) and Ulmus (elm).

OTHER WOOD SAMPLES

Eight other contexts yielded wood samples. Of interest is the
possible coffin wood from Period 3 context 41. This
comprises three large fragments of Quercus tangentially cut
and probably sawn. One fragment has two almost circular
and tapered peg-holes. A large quantity of possible wood-
working off-cuts came from the backfill of a drainage ditch,
context 142, from which a small sub-sample yielded Pinus
sylvestris, Quercus and Fraxinus (ash). The floor fragments

from the clay dump between floors in Building 3 were all
of Pinus including Pinus sylvestris. One fragment of Taxus
baccata (yew) may have been from a yew tree planted in the
friary grounds (cf at Hulne (Hope 1890, 117) and Muckross,
Kerry (Leask 1960, fig 38)) and two small branch fragments
of Crataegus (hawthorn) probably came from a nearby hedge.
A piece of a small stake or peg of Prunus avium (wild cherry)
was found in context 77, associated with SK 7.

7.4 PERTH: THE COFFINS AND OTHER WOOD
SAMPLES WE BOYD
In microfiche 1:D6-E4
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7.5 THE SKELETAL REMAINS JF CROSS & MF BRUCE

INTRODUCTION

The burials from Aberdeen were excavated from a small area within the walls of Building 1. Although
many of the articulated skeletons were recovered intact, there were also substantial numbers of
conmingled disarticulated bones (111 49). This was no doubt due to the close layering and to previous
disturbance of the burials. During the excavation, 126 burials in a good state of preservation were
recorded on site and numbered with the prefix SK. Details of these, together with the metric and
non-metric data, are found in the microfiche (Chapter 7.7mf, 2: A3-5: D6). A further five SK burials
were excavated in 1986 from a site at 19-25 Hadden Street which would have been within the precincts
of the Carmelite friary. Unfortunately, this material was so fragmentary that little information could
be obtained (Chapter 7.8mf, 5: D7-E3).

A considerable number of the burials at the Linlithgow site were recovered from well-defined
though truncated grave cuts. A large proportion of the burials within the confines of the friary
buildings was recovered, together with a number of the external burials lying near the N and E walls
of the friary church. Burials were also recovered from within the pre-friary chapel. The skeletons
were generally only moderately well preserved, thereby reducing the amount of information that
could be recorded. At Linlithgow 207 SK burials were excavated (Chapter 7.10mf, 5: Fl-10: F12).

In Perth, single burials were excavated from within and outwith the friary buildings. Twenty-
four SK burials were recovered but relatively few data could be obtained as the condition of the
bones was poor (Chapter 7.11mf, 10: Gl-11: F6).

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS
Post-excavation analysis of the skeletons showed some discrepancy between the number of SK burials
reported in the field and the number studied in the laboratory. An SK number is the original skeleton
number assigned to the skeletal material as it was uncovered during the course of the excavation.
On two occasions, there was sufficient evidence to show that two SK burials in fact represented only
one individual, e.g. SK 4 and SK 81 in Aberdeen and SK 30 and SK 31 in Linlithgow. Where this
occurred, the higher SK burial number was eliminated. There was also a small number of cases (six
in Aberdeen and in Linlithgow, three in Perth) in which the SK burial was not recovered for subsequent
analysis, although it had been included on the site plans.

An SK burial number need not refer to a complete skeleton—it may have been assigned to a
partially complete articulated skeleton, to a disarticulated skull or to an assemblage of disarticulated
bones. In Aberdeen and in Linlithgow, where a series of disarticulated skulls was found, each skull
in the series was assigned an SK burial number. It is of course likely that these skulls were from
some of the 'skull-less' SK burials in the vicinity. Unfortunately it was not possible to match them
using the rigorous criteria employed in this study (Chapter 7.6mf, 1: E5-G3).

Since an SK burial did not always represent one individual, it was necessary to determine a
minimum element count to estimate the minimum number of individuals represented in each of the
three collections. This count was based on the number of non-replicated skeletal elements and included
all disarticulated bones as well as the material from the SK burials. Thus in the Aberdeen collection,
there were at least 93 individuals present, of whom 39 were immature and 54 were adult (Table 7).
The actual number is likely to have been somewhat greater, given the nature of the material.
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The minimum number estimate in the Linlithgow series was 227 individuals (144 immatures,
83 adults). This is probably a good estimate of the numbers represented as a large proportion of
the burials were recovered from clearly defined grave cuts. Similarly, the estimate of 24 (2 immatures,
22 adults) is likely to be a fair estimate of the numbers of individuals present in the Perth collection.
Table 7 Minimum element count of individual bones, combining the SK burials and the disarticulated bones, to give an

estimate of the minimum number of individuals represented in each collection.

IMMATURE
Right innominate
Right temporal
Right proximal femur

n
39

144
2

ADULT
Left innominate
Left temporal
Left proximal tibia

n TOTAL
54 93
83 227
22 24

ABERDEEN
LINLITHGOW
PERTH

TIME SPAN
In many studies of archaeologically derived human skeletal material, all the burials from one site
are often treated as if they represent a cross-section of the population. Comparison of the three
sites was made on this premise. However, the excavated material more accurately represents a lineage
sample of the population, which spans the length of time the site was used as a burial ground. In
Aberdeen, the burials span a period from the late 14th to the early 17th century, while the Perth
collection covers a period beginning in the 14th century and continuing at least into the 17th century.
At Linlithgow the burials range in date from the 13th century until the early 17th century.

The earliest evidence of burials at Linlithgow occurs during Phase 3 of the pre-friary Period
2, while the latest burials appear to be of Period 4 date. Attempts were made to compare the earlier
and later burials which spanned some 300-400 years. Similarly, comparisons were made between
the friary and the post-friary burials at Perth. Unfortunately, the disturbed stratification of the burials
in Aberdeen made it difficult to separate them into different periods with any certainty.

SAMPLING BIAS
The extent of the excavation, together with the degree of disturbance and the condition of the skeletal
material differed in each site. These, and other factors, influence the extent and nature of the
information that may be obtained from each collection, consequently introducing sampling biases.
These biases must be borne in mind when comparisons within and between the three sites are made.

DATA PRESENTATION
Age and sex profiles for each site were based on the information from the SK burials only. The
metric and non-metric data detailed below and in the microfiche were obtained from all available
skeletal material, including both the SK burials and the disarticulated material.

Illustrations 54, 55 and 56 have been placed on a fold-out for use as reference throughout the
skeletal section.

AGE AND SEX PROFILES

AGE-AT-DEATH DISTRIBUTION

Standard criteria were used to determine age-at-death for each
SK burial. In the immature material, the degree of dental
and skeletal maturation was assessed following Brothwell
(1981), Williams and Warwick (1980) and Ubelaker (1978).
The material was then assigned to one of seven age categories
ranging from Foetal to Subadult (Table 8).

No attempt was made to determine chronological age-
at-death in the adult material. Generally, ageing techniques
are not sufficiently discriminatory to provide accurate age-
at-death estimates, particularly in fragmentary remains. Age
assessment in this study was based on the degree of
degenerative change, or wear and tear, shown by the skeletons
(111 57).

Adult SK burials were assigned to one of three broad
age categories: Young, Middle-aged, Old. In some cases, it
was possible only to assign an SK burial to one or other of
the broader categories of Immature or Adult (Table 9).

The age distribution of the SK burials from each site,
excluding the two broad categories of Immature and Adult,
is shown in 111 58. No foetal or perinatal SK burials were
present in the Aberdeen collection, although some foetal
material was found amongst the disarticulated bones. Over
one third (36%) of the entire sample of SK burials was
probably less than 18 years of age at death. Both foetal and
perinatal skeletons were present in the Linlithgow series where
over a half (58%) of the SK burials had failed to survive
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ILL 57 : Series of thoracic vertebrae showing increasing lipping (left to right) around margins of the vertebral bodies, illustrating
age-related degenerative changes of the vertebral column

beyond 18 years of age. In Perth, no SK specimens under
18 years of age were found, although the disarticulated
remains of at least two immature individuals were represented
in the collection (Table 7).

From Table 10 it can be seen that over half of the
individuals under 18 years in fact died before the age of six
(53% in Aberdeen, 63% in Linlithgow), and about a quarter
or more of these died before the end of their second year
(23% Aberdeen, 40% Linlithgow).

These figures are comparable with British Anglo-
Saxon/medieval sites (McWhirr et al 1982). In the pre-
antibiotic era, respiratory infections and gastroenteritis were
probably the chief causes of high childhood mortality
(Manchester 1983).

The large proportion of foetal and perinatal burials in
the pre-friary chapel at Linlithgow is particularly interesting
(see Chapters 5.2, 7.2mf, 1: B12-D5). Some of these
individuals were as young as five to seven months (intra-
uterine). It is possible that they were born alive, but they
probably did not survive long. Unfortunately it was not

possible to ascertain whether the perinatal individuals (seven
months intra-uterine to two months after birth) represent live
or stillbirths.

Subadult SK burials (18-25 years) were included with the
adult age groups since skeletal and dental development is
virtually completed by this time. In the adult sample,
therefore, over half of the SK specimens (50% Aberdeen;
58% Linlithgow; 53% Perth) died while they were relatively
young (Table 10). Less than a quarter of the adults reached
middle age and beyond. Few survived to old age.

It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from these figures
since about one quarter of the entire adult sample had to be
assigned to the general category of Adult because of
insufficient skeletal evidence on which to base more specific
estimates. The high mortality rate in young adults may reflect
deaths in childbirth in young women and occupational and
lifestyle factors in young men. Adults reaching middle or old
age probably represent those individuals who developed
immunity to epidemic diseases such as cholera or typhoid.

Table 8 Age categories, showing the age range and the abbreviations (in parenthesis) used in the figures.

AGE CATEGORY
Foetal
Perinatal
Infant
Child
Young Juvenile
Old Juvenile
Subadult
Young Adult

Middle-aged Adult
Old Adult

Immature
Adult

ABBR.
(FO)
(PE)
(IN)
(CH)
(YJ)
(OJ)
(SA)
(YA)

(MA)
(OA)

(IM)
(AD)

AGE RANGE
0-7 months intra-uterine
Birth + / - 2 months
2 months-2 years
2-6 years
6-12 years
12-18 years
18-25 years
Skeletal and dental maturity reached.
No degenerative change.
Minor to moderate degenerative change.
Severe degenerative change.

Skeletal or dental development not completed.
Skeletal or dental development completed.
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Table 9 Distribution of SK burials assigned to the two broad age categories of Immature or Adult.

ABERDEEN
(n=120)

LINLITHGOW
(n = 201)

PERTH
(n = 21)

AGE
CATEGORY

Immature

Adult

n

1

15

1

13

n

10

14

n

0 0

38

Table 10 Age distribution of the immature and of the adult SK burials respectively. Subadult specimens have been
included with the adult SK burials.

IMMATURE
Foetal
Perinatal
Infant
Child
Young Juvenile
Old Juvenile
Immature

Total

ABERDEEN
n %
0
0

10
13
13
6
1

0
0

23
30
30
14
2

43

LINLITHGOW
n %
5
13
30
27
14
20
10

119

4
11
25
23
12
17

PERTH

ADULT
Subadult
Young Adult
Middle-aged Adult
Old Adult
Adult

Total

11
28
18
5

15

77

14
36
23
4

20

14
34
13
7

14

82

17
41
16
9

17

1
10

1
1

21

5
48

5
5

38

SEX DISTRIBUTION

Sexually dimorphic features in the skeleton are not fully
developed till puberty. For this reason sex determination from
immature skeletons is not considered reliable and was not
attempted in this study. Standard non-metric criteria were
used to estimate sex from the pelvis and skull of adult
skeletons (Brothwell 1981; Krogman 1978; Stewart 1979;
Williams and Warwick 1980). The female pelvis is adapted
for childbearing and is thus proportionally more capacious
than in the male (111 59). However males are generally larger
in overall body size and this is reflected in the skull which
characteristically is larger and more robust with more
pronounced muscle markings and bony ridges and processes
(111 60). When there was a discrepancy between pelvic-based
and cranial-based sex estimates, the pelvic estimate was used.

Where pelvic evidence (or cranial evidence in the absence of
pelvic evidence) was equivocal, sex was not assigned. Sex
could not be reliably determined for a substantial number
of adult SK burials (27% Aberdeen, 40% Linlithgow, 38%
Perth).

The sex ratio in the Aberdeen series (34 males to 22
females) was strikingly different from that in Linlithgow (18
males to 31 females). In Perth the ratio was 7 males to 6
females. The differences are most probably accounted for
by the sampling bias introduced by the incomplete excavation
of the Aberdeen site and the disproportionately large number
of female burials from the pre-friary chapel in Linlithgow
(see Chapters 5.2, 7.2mf, 1: B12-D5).

AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION

The age by sex distribution of the SK burials for each site
is shown in 111 61. Those individuals in the general category
of Adult have not been included. Some two-thirds of
Aberdeen females did not live beyond young adulthood while
male deaths were more evenly spread through the young and
middle-aged categories. Deaths for both males and females
peaked in young adulthood.in the Linlithgow sample although
a reasonable number survived to old age in the Perth series.

Most of the individuals for whom it was possible to estimate
sex died young.

These results suggest that generally, most of the women
died while still relatively young and that more men survived
to reach an advanced age. The difference between the sexes
may be related in part at least to the risks of pregnancy and
related obstetric problems.
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ILL 58 : Age distribution of SK burials from each site, excluding the two broad age categories of Immature and Adult

ILL 59 : Adult male and female pelves. The female pelvis (right) although smaller in size, is proportionally broader than the male

NON-METRIC TRAITS

CRANIAL NON-METRIC TRAITS

The biological significance of variation in the incidence of
cranial non-metric traits is not clearly understood although
some relationship between the incidence of the non-metric

traits and race, age and sex has been demonstrated (Brothwell
1959; Carpenter 1976; Corruccini 1974).

The incidence of selected cranial non-metric traits for
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each site has been listed in the microfiche (Tables 34mf, 5:
Dl-4; 46mf, 10: F7-10; 57mf, 11: F3-5). All available
material, from both SK burials and disarticulated bones, was
used. Immature and adult (18 + years) data have been listed
separately. Meaningful statistical comparison of the incidence

of the recorded non-metric traits was not possible due to the
small sample size in each site.

The incidence of metopism and wormian ossicles may
be indicators of childhood stress and as such is discussed
below in the section concerned with health status.

ILL 60 : Adult male and female skulls. The male skull (left) is more robust than the female, with prominent brow-ridges
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ILL 61 : Age by sex distribution of SK burials from each
site, excluding the broad age category of Adult
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POST-CRANIAL NON-METRIC TRAITS

The occurrence of post-cranial traits was noted and recorded
on the individual SK skeleton sheets (Chapters 7.7mf,
2: A3-5:D6; 7.10mf, 5: Fl-10: F12; 7.11mf, 10: Gl-11: F6).

BODY BUILD

STATURE

Stature estimates were derived using standard regression
equations based on the length of the long bones from the
upper and lower limbs (Trotter 1970). Where more than one
long bone was available, the regression equation with the
lowest standard error of estimate was used.

The distribution of stature of males and females from
Aberdeen and Linlithgow respectively is shown in 111 62. In
the Perth collection, it was possible to estimate the stature
of only one individual, an adult male some 170 cm (5ft 7in)
tall. In Aberdeen, the average height was 168 cm (5ft 6in)
in males and 160 cm (5ft Sin) in females, while in Linlithgow,
the figures were 170 cm (5ft 7 in) and 156 cm (5ft lin)
respectively. These estimates are slightly below modern values
(176 cm in males, 163 cm in females), but are similar to many
contemporary and earlier British populations (Table 11).

Stature is generally considered to be influenced by
environmental and/or genetic factors. The genetic component
sets the limits of the potential growth of an individual, but
its contribution to stature is difficult to assess. Growth may
be retarded under adverse environmental conditions, such
as chronic malnutrition or frequent episodes of disease. As
a result, an individual may not achieve his full potential
stature. The influence of environmental conditions can be
shown by the drastic increase in stature over the last 40 years.
According to a recent government report (Knight 1984), the
stature of men and women in their sixties and seventies today
is comparable with that of the historic collections. The
younger generations, in their twenties and thirties, are on
average 2-5 inches taller, most probably as a result of
improved nutrition and health care.

ABERDEEN LINLITHGOW

179
177.

175
173
171.
169.
167
165

STATURE 163
(CM)

161.
159
157
155
153
151.
149
147
145

5 ' 4 ' 3 ' 2 ' 1 ' 1 2 3 4 5
NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS

5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 ' 4 5
NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS

ILL 62 : Distribution of stature of SK burials (males on left) from Aberdeen and Linlithgow
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Table 11 Mean stature (cm) of males and females in a series of British skeletal collections. Stature in feet and inches
in parenthesis.

Date
Bronze Age

Romano-
British
Anglo-Saxon
Medieval

Modern

Region
Britain
Scotland
Cirencester
York
London
Aberdeen
Britain
Guildford
Linlithgow
Perth
Britain

MALE
cm
176 (5'9")
171 (5'7")
169 (5'6")
169 (5'6")
164 (5'4")
168 (5'6")
172 (5'7'')
173 (5'8")
170 (5'6")
170 (5'6")
177 (5'9")

FEMALE
cm

160 (5'3")
158 (5'2")
157 (5'1")
156 (5'1")
160 (5'3")

161 (5'3")
156 (5'1")

163 (5'4")

Source
Manchester 1983
Bruce 1986
McWhirr et al 1982
Dawes and Magilton 1980
Zivanovich 1986
This study
Manchester 1983
Poulton and Woods 1984
This study
This study
Knight 1984

It is interesting to note that there was considerably more
overlap in stature between the sexes in Aberdeen than in
Linlithgow (111 63). While Linlithgow females were shorter
than their Aberdeen contemporaries, Linlithgow males were
taller than Aberdeen males. Marked male/female differences
in stature have been interpreted as indicating differential
access to food resources and general care, with boys being
favoured over girls. It would be unwise, however, to draw
such conclusions in this study because of the confounding
effect of the sampling biases referred to earlier.

RANGE 19°1
OF

STATURE

(CM) 180-

170-

160-

150-

140.

ABERDEEN LINLITHGOW

—— Mean stature

ILL 63 : Range of stature of SK burials (males on left) from
Aberdeen and Linlithgow

HEAD SHAPE

Indices derived from a number of skull dimensions can
provide an overall impression of the shape of the skull. A
summary of head and face shape is given in Table 12. All
available adult material in each collection was used. The
quantitative data are listed in microfiche (Tables 33mf, 5:
C13-14; 45mf, 10: F5-6; 56mf, 11: Fl-2).

Skulls in Aberdeen tended to be lower but more rounded
compared to Linlithgow. The face and its various components
was also broader and lower. The small sample size in the Perth
collection did not allow for a realistic comparison of head
shape with the other two sites.

A more detailed comparison of head shape was made,
using skulls of known sex, based on two of the more
informative skull indices (Tables 13, 14). The cranial index
is a measure of the relative proportions of skull length and
skull breadth. It is conventionally divided into three classes:
doliochocranic (long and narrow) mesocranic (medium) and
brachycranic (round). Generally, female skulls are more
brachycranic than male skulls, although some spread across
the three classes is to be expected. This appears to be the case
in Linlithgow (Table 13). In Aberdeen, two out of fourteen
skulls fell in the doliochocranic class while, interestingly, the
pattern of distribution showed less variation in the male
skulls. They all tended to be somewhat round-headed.

The cranial height index is a measure of the relative
proportions of skull height and breadth. A skull may be
tapeinocranial (low), metriocranial (medium) or akrocranial
(high). Aberdeen skulls, both male and female, were found
to be low while Linlithgow skulls tended to be somewhat
higher (Table 14).

These results are broadly within the ranges of other
British populations both historical (Dawes and Magilton 1980;
McWhirr et al 1982) and modern (Goose 1981; Tocher 1921).

A trend from doliochocrany towards increasing brachy-
crany has been reported in European populations (Bielicki
1975; Goose 1981) over a time span from the Neolithic to
the Medieval period. There is some suggestion of a reversal
of this trend from around the 17th century onward in
Scotland (Cross and Bruce 1983) but the significance of such
small fluctuations during the course of history has yet to be
established.

Skull shape may be affected by genetic and/or
environmental factors and is of course related to a number
of different functional complexes including the brain, jaws
and teeth and overall body size (Moss 1958; Moss and Young
1960). It is therefore difficult to interpret the significance of
relatively minor differences between populations.
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Table 12 Description of skull and face shape, using all available adult material, for each site.

Skull shape
Skull height
Forehead breadth
Face breadth
Orbit shape
Nose shape
Palate shape

ABERDEEN
Round
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Narrow
Broad

LINLITHGOW
Medium
Medium
Medium
Narrow, high
High
Narrow
Broad

PERTH
Medium
Medium
Medium

Low

Table 13 Cranial index (lOOxBiparietal Breadth/Skull Length) of males and females from Aberdeen and Linlithgow.

CLASS
Doliochocranic
Mesocranic
Brachycranic

Total

ABERDEEN
MALE

n %
0 0

11 46
13 54

24

FEMALE
n
2
7
5

14
50
36

LINLITHGOW
MALE

22
44
33

14

FEMALE
n %
0 0
9 69
4 31

13

Table 14 Cranial height index (100 x Skull Height/Biparietal Breadth) of males and females from Aberdeen and Linlithgow.

CLASS
Tapeinocranial
Metriocranial
Akrocranial

Total

ABERDEEN
MALE

n
19
2
0

21

91
10
0

FEMALE
n %
9 100
0 0
0 0

LINLITHGOW
MALE

25
25
50

FEMALE
n %
5 71
0 0
2 29

LOWER LIMB SHAPE

Two indices, meric and cnemic, are conventionally used to
describe the shape of the upper part of the shaft of the femur
and of the tibia respectively. The meric index is a measure
of the degree of antero-posterior (front to back) flattening
of the femoral shaft, while the cnemic index expresses the
degree of medio-lateral (side to side) flattening of the tibia.
The two conditions are not necessarily related.

Table 15 Distribution of meric index (lOOxAntero-
Posterior Diameter/Medio-Lateral Diameter) of
all available adult femora from Aberdeen and
Linlithgow.

ABERDEEN
CLASS

Platymeric
Eurymeric

Total

n
46
26

72

64
36

LINLITHGOW
n %

68 69
30 31

98

Table 16 Distribution of cnemic index (lOOxMedio-
Lateral Diameter/Antero-Posterior Diameter) of
all available adult tibiae from Aberdeen and
Linlithgow.

ABERDEEN
CLASS

Platycnemic
Mesocnemic
Eurycnemic

Total

n
8

25
50

83

10
30
60

LINLITHGOW
n %
6 6

32 33
60 61

98

All available adult (18 + years) material from Aberdeen
and from Linlithgow was used (Tables 15, 16). There was
no significant difference between left and right sides so the
material was combined. The Perth lower limb indices have
not been included due to the small sample sizes (Tables 33mf,
5:C13-14; 45mf, 10:F5-6; 56mf, ll:Fl-2).

Ill 64 shows a cross section of a eurymeric and of a
platymeric femur, in the form of a CAT scan (Computed
Axial Tomography, a form of X-ray). The greatest proportion
of Aberdeen and of Linlithgow femoral shafts was found
to be platymeric, ie they showed a marked degree of flattening
from front to back (Table 15).

In the course of this study, it was observed that in the
Aberdeen femora, the antero-posterior flattening was largely
due to the presence of a projection, or flange, of bone on
the lateral (outer) side of the shaft, giving rise to the oval
shaped shaft. Absence of a distinct flange and of a marked
degree of flattening results in the more cylindrical shape of
a eurymeric femur.

The oval shape of a platycnemic tibia is shown in 111 65.
On this occasion, the shaft is flattened from side to side. Most
tibiae in Aberdeen and in Linlithgow were found to be
eurycnemic (Table 16).

Both platymeria and platycnemia are said to occur more
frequently in prehistoric, historic and pre-industrialised
groups of man (Brothwell 1981; Lovejoy et al 1976; Ruff and
Hayes 1983). Various suggestions have been proposed to
explain the biological significance of the variation in lower
limb shape. These include: the presence of a pathological
condition (Bass 1987), a physiological response to nutritional
deficiency (Buxton 1938), or a biomechanical adaptation in
response to particular patterns of loading on the bony shaft
(Lovejoy et al 1976).
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ILL 64 : CAT scans of adult left femora. Platymeric (right) shows marked flattening from front (top) to back; a distinct
flange is also visible on the right-hand side of the shaft

ILL 65 : CAT scans of adult tibiae. Platycnemic tibia (right) shows marked degree of flattening from side to side
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It has been suggested that in cases of mineral deficiency,
an oval shaped shaft required less bone building material than
a cylindrical one (Buxton 1938). However, in a comparison
of platycnemic and eurycnemic tibiae, Lovejoy et al (1976)
found that there was no significant difference in the amount
of bone present, although there was a significant difference
in the distribution of cortical bone around the medullary
(marrow) cavity. In platycnemic tibiae, more bone is
differentially deposited at the front and back of the shaft,
giving rise to thickened areas. Bone is more evenly distributed
in eurycnemic tibiae (111 65).

Selective deposition of bone may occur as a bio-
mechanical response to applied external stress, eg muscle pull
or body weight, in order to provide the maximum resistance
against bone failure (Chamay and Tschantz 1972). In recent

work on the biomechanical properties of tibial shaft shape
(Lovejoy et al 1976; Ruff and Hayes 1983) it was concluded
that an oval (platycnemic) tibia is adapted to withstand a
significant amount of antero-posterior bending stress, which
may arise while walking over rough terrain or from habitually
squatting. If the tibia is not subjected to a significant degree
of antero-posterior bending stress, it does not develop the
platycnemic condition, remaining eurycnemic.

Further investigation of the Aberdeen femora, using
computerised mathematical models (finite element analysis),
suggested the lateral flange acts as a form of buttressing. This
strengthens the femoral shaft in the area where maximum
stress, due to body weight and muscle pull, is applied in
normal walking (Lee 1984).

HEALTH STATUS

State of health and the ability to cope with disease and injury are significant factors in determining
life-style. Skeletal evidence offers probably the most direct and the most reliable evidence of the
health status and the disease burden borne by past populations.

The implications of the high infant and child mortality and of relatively short stature in the
populations sampled have already been discussed. Before describing the pathology observed (here
interpreted as any process, disease, anomaly or abnormality which affected bones or teeth during
the lifetime of an individual) the limitations and constraints of the evidence available should be
considered. The personal identity (name, occupation, year of birth, year of death, place of birth,
place of death, life-history or cause of death) was not known for any of the individuals represented.
The difficulties of reconstructing biological identities (sex, age-at-death, stature, body build) have
been referred to earlier. Only the mineralised tissues of the body were available for study. Many
skeletons were incomplete and many bones disarticulated and/or fragmentary. Very many diseases
and injuries leave no trace on the skeleton. Most acute infections will either be resolved or will result
in death before the skeletal tissues are affected. In the case of infections it is the inflammatory response
of the bone tissue which causes changes in bone structure which can then be identified. It is frequently
not possible to specify the micro-organisms (bacteria or viruses) responsible and the pathological
changes are generally attributed to non-specific infections and the terms osteitis and/or periostitis
applied to the bone lesion(s). In the case of some infections such as leprosy, tuberculosis and syphilis,
the type and the pattern of distribution of the lesions is fairly characteristic and diagnoses of these
diseases can often be made with some degree of confidence. However absence of evidence of leprosy
for example need not imply that the disease was not prevalent in the general population. Lepers
were often isolated in life—indeed there is evidence of a leper hospital in Aberdeen in the 14th century
(Stones 1987, 22)—and may well have been buried outwith the general burial grounds. Moreover
the facial skeleton and the small bones of the hands and feet where the disease typically manifests
itself are often poorly preserved, as was the case in all three Carmelite skeletal series. Tuberculosis
affects the skeleton in only some seven per cent of afflicted individuals (Steinbock 1976). Thus,
although very few cases were identified in the three sites, the prevalence of the disease was probably
considerably higher in the population at large.

Some diseases show sex, age or occupation predilection so that comparisons among sites must
take account of the sex and age profiles of the samples being compared. This is particularly so when
comparisons are made with present day populations. Such comparisons may highlight interesting
differences in age or site predilection as for instance is described below for dental caries.

The pathology observed in the three skeletal series is described below and the SK burials exhibiting
particular pathological conditions are listed in microfiche (Tables 35mf, 5:D5-6; 47mf, 10:F11-12;
58mf, 11:F6).
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FRACTURES

ILL 66 : Evidence of healed fracture on the left side of an
adult skull SK 111 from Aberdeen

Of the SK burials, at least 11 individuals in the Aberdeen
series, 13 in the Linlithgow and 2 in the Perth series had
sustained fractures some time before death. In addition
several disarticulated bones from each of the sites showed
evidence of having been fractured. Most bones had healed
well with good bony union and generally good alignment.
There was little evidence of infection at the fracture sites,
suggesting that most fractures were of the closed type (where
the overlying skin remains intact). Fractures were more
common in males (five males, one female in Aberdeen; four
males, one female in Linlithgow; one male in Perth).
Fractures of the left side of the skull were seen in three adult
males from Aberdeen (SK 41,76, 111) and one adult male from
Linlithgow (SK 26) (111 66). In an adult of unknown sex from
Linlithgow (SK 158) the skull injury was nearer the midline.
The left side of the skull is the most common site for blows
to the head from a right-handed assailant. Several cases of
fractured ribs were seen in Aberdeen (SK 38,84,112, and three
disarticulated ribs) and Linlithgow (SK 35,183). In SK 38,
a middle-aged male, four ribs were involved, two of which
had been broken both at the front and back, suggesting a
crush type of injury (111 67). The fibula was the most
commonly fractured bone in both the Aberdeen and the
Linlithgow series. This is hardly surprising in view of its
exposed position on the outer border of the leg. The left fibula

ILL 67 : Multiple healed rib fractures in Aberdeen SK 38

of SK 115 from Linlithgow had healed with poor alignment
of the two fragments. In SK 83 and SK 98 from Linlithgow
the fractures were at the upper end of the bone and were
probably the result of a direct blow or force. Most fibular
fractures at the lower or ankle end are caused by falls or by
tripping over objects. In the Aberdeen male SK 38 the injury
had involved the tibia as well as the fibula and led to
subsequent bony ankylosis (fusion) of the two bones of the
ankle. Less than perfect alignment following union of the
broken shaft segments was evident in a disarticulated femur
(Aberdeen) (111 68). This type of injury is commonly caused
by falling from a height. This may also have been the cause
of the only fractured, but well-healed, tibia seen in the
Aberdeen series (disarticulated specimen). Interestingly, at
least two tibial fractures were seen in the small Perth series.
In SK 8, an external burial, the right tibial midshaft break
had united soundly but with marked lateral bowing of the
shaft. This individual had also fractured the lower end of
his right ulna, possibly in the same accident. The tibial
fracture in SK 12, an internal burial, was at the lower level
and had healed well. There may be a third case of tibial
fracture from Perth where the sound but "swollen"
appearance of the left tibia of SK 4 may have been the result
of an earlier fracture. Associated with SK 4 was a
disarticulated fibula which also shows evidence of a healed
fracture. There is however some difficulty in interpreting the
injuries in SK 4 since there was also a third tibia found in
association with this specimen. This fragment of the lower
third of the shaft was grossly enlarged with bone deposition
suggestive of osteomyelitis. In SK 17, another internal burial,
the protruberance on the outer border of the upper shaft of
the left femur may also have resulted from a fracture. Thus
as many as four individuals (SK 4,12,17, disarticulated fibula)
in the Perth "internal" burial group of eleven may have
sustained lower limb fractures. Other lower limb fractures
included a possible case of a healed greenstick fracture of
the tibial shaft in the Linlithgow female SK 150; a healed
midshaft fracture of the fifth metatarsal (SK 112, Linlithgow)
and a fractured but malaligned fibula with involvement of
the tibia (SK 173, Linlithgow). Two possible cases of fractures
involving the pelvis were noted. In SK 3 (Aberdeen) the bone
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ILL 68 : The femur on the right shows a well-healed fracture
of the upper shaft (normal femur on the left)

at the pelvic attachment of the powerful kicking muscle,
rectus femoris, has been avulsed but subsequently reunited.
In SK 72 (Linlithgow) there may have been a fracture
dislocation of the left side of the pelvis with subsequent
therapeutic reduction followed by good union.

Fractures of the upper limb were somewhat less common
than in the lower limb at all three sites. In Aberdeen three
examples of forearm fractures were noted—in SK 16 (right
ulna), SK 112 (left ulna) and in a disarticulated radius. SK
112 had also a fractured right rib and it may have been that
the ulna was injured when the forearm was raised to protect
the head, thus diverting the blow to the chest wall. SK 122
had sustained a fracture to the surgical neck of the humerus
while a disarticulated matched right scapula and humerus
showed very extensive degenerative change and deformity
which may have been secondary to a fracture of the humerus,
although differential diagnosis must include septic arthritis.
The left ulna of SK 115 (Linlithgow) had been fractured in
the upper shaft with good union but poor alignment. The
elbow region of a matched but disarticulated radius and
humerus showed marked deformities of both bones suggestive
of earlier fracture. Unfortunately the corresponding ulna was
not present. SK 8 (Perth) had fractured the lower end of the
right ulna as well as of the right tibia. No case of fractured
clavicles was observed from any site. Two individuals from
Linlithgow had fractured bones in the hand. In the case of
SK 162 the site of injury was the thumb metacarpal while
in SK 182, the bone involved was the fifth left metacarpal.
This latter fracture may have been the result of a misdirected
punch.

At least five individuals had sustained more than one
fracture—Aberdeen: SK 38, ribs, tibia and fibula; SK 112,
rib and ulna. Linlithgow: SK 26, skull and ulna, SK 158, skull
and fibula. Perth: SK 8, ulna and tibia. It is likely that SK
158 had suffered a dislocated left shoulder in addition to his
skull and leg injuries.

It should be noted that fractures occurring just before
or at the time of death are very difficult to differentiate from
the effects of post-mortem damage to bones.

OTHER EVIDENCE OF TRAUMA

While fractures are commonly the result of a single traumatic
incident, degenerative joint disease (DJD) can be considered
to be more of a "wear and tear" phenomenon, often resulting
from repeated episodes of micro-traumata or as a long-term
consequence of an earlier incident. Not surprisingly the
pattern and extent of DJD is usually strongly correlated with
age and with life-style.

In all three skeletal series, the spine was the region of
the skeleton most affected by DJD. Two quite different types
of joint occur in the spine. In the first type the main weight-
bearing sections of adjacent individual vertebrae are united
by a strong fibrous disc, which is turgid in the young as a
result of its gelatinous internal consistency. The second type
of joint (facet joint) is found between the arches of adjacent
vertebrae and is similar in structure to the joints found in
the limbs, where the surfaces of the bones are covered with
low friction cartilage, separated by a viscous film of lubricant
and enclosed in a fibrous capsule. The pattern and onset of
DJD may differ in the two types of joint. DJD was more
widespread in the disc joints than in the facet joints in all
three sites and was evident to some degree in virtually all adult
spines and even those of some subadults. This confirms
Jeffreys' comment (1980, 14) that 'the body begins to
degenerate as soon as it stops growing. Nowhere is this
process more apparent than in the spine; as though Nature
were exacting retribution for our presumption in standing

on our feet'. Disc joint DJD was particularly evident in the
middle cervical, middle thoracic and lower lumbar regions.
The most frequently affected site was the disc space between
the fifth and sixth cervical vertebrae. In the majority of cases
the degeneration was relatively minor in degree and only
isolated examples severe enough to involve fusion of adjacent
vertebrae were seen (eg in SK 112, Aberdeen). DJD of the
disc joints is often considered to be a consequence of disc
degeneration.

DJD of the facet joints occurred most frequently in the
upper thoracic and lumbar regions. The sites most affected
were the upper facets of the fifth thoracic vertebra and the
lower facets of the second lumbar vertebra. Facet joint DJD
was also evident in some subadult spines.

Both forms of DJD were somewhat more common on
the right-hand side of the spine. The pattern of degeneration
on the spine was broadly similar in all three sites.

The early onset of both forms of DJD, its frequency and
the pattern of its distribution suggest that the majority of
the individuals represented in these three series were used to
fairly strenuous physical labour.

DJD was also seen in the joints of the limbs with the
Linlithgow series showing more widespread DJD than the
Aberdeen series. Overall, the bones most frequently affected
were those of the wrist joint and base of the thumb which
suggests occupational factors. (Aberdeen SK 10,38,47,59,
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ILL 69 : Shoulder joint (scapula and humerus) showing severe destruction of the joint surfaces with virtual loss of the humeral
head and eburnation on both joint surfaces

106,122: Linlithgow SK 98,108,175,181). DJD also tended
to be more severe in the wrist, leading to complete destruction
of the protective cartilage and eburnation (polishing) of the
exposed bone surfaces in most of the specimens noted above.

There was little evidence of significant DJD in the hip,
shoulder or knee joints in the Aberdeen skeletons (with the
exception of the matched disarticulated scapula and humerus
noted above) (111 69). Hip, shoulder and knee joint
involvement was more apparent at Linlithgow (SK 83,108,
150,158,164,181). Some individuals showed DJD at several
joints (eg SK 38 from Aberdeen with both wrists, finger and
ankle joints affected and SK 108 from Linlithgow with
degenerative change in shoulder, wrist, finger, hip, knee and
sacro-iliac joints). In the Perth series severe DJD with
eburnation was seen in a disarticulated left femur and to a
lesser degree on the bases of three metatarsals in SK 6, and
on the lower (elbow) joint surface of the humerus in SK 16.

The extent of degenerative change in one or several joints
is the basis of many methods used to determine age-at-death
in adult skeletal remains. Unless adequate information is
available about life-style factors, great care must be exercised
in interpreting and comparing age profiles derived from such
estimates, which are nevertheless often the only ones available
or even possible.

A number of other conditions may also be trauma-
related. These include SchmorFs nodes, lesions of the spine
generally considered to result from herniation or escape of
material from an intervertebral disc into the bone surface
above and/or below the disc, resulting in a pit or depression
on the dried bone surface. They occur characteristically
towards the back of the central area of the vertebral body
surface. Developmental factors and/or heavy compressive
loading of the spine in adolescence have been implicated.
SchmorFs nodes were common in all three sites. In Aberdeen,
females showed an unusually high incidence (67%)
comparable to that seen in males (70%) in whom the
condition is generally more common as was the case in
Linlithgow where only two identifiable females (SK 32 and
SK 185) were affected of the seventeen SK burials with these
lesions. Evidence of these disc herniations was also seen in

at least two individuals (SK 8, SK 16) from the small Perth
series. The nodes were frequently multiple, involving several
disc spaces and were particularly common in the lower
thoracic and upper lumbar regions. In most cases nodes were
found on at least 25% of vertebral body surfaces below the
eighth thoracic vertebrae. In Aberdeen males the thoracic
spine was more affected than the lumbar spine while in
females the nodes were fairly evenly distributed (Saluja et
al 1986). This difference in distribution between the sexes
may have resulted from anatomical/developmental
differences or from different patterns of stress and loading
of the spine and requires further investigation.

The high incidence and severity rates reinforce the
argument that many of the population were used to hard
physical tasks from an early age.

ILL 70 : Fifth lumbar vertebra showing detached rear
portion of the neural arch—spondylolysis
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Spondylolysis is another type of spinal lesion which has
been associated with trauma although it probably has a
developmental or genetic basis. In this condition the posterior
(rear) arch of a vertebra is separated from the body of the
vertebra on one or both sides (111 70). It most commonly
involves the fifth lumbar vertebra. In the Aberdeen sample,
some 8% of fifth lumbar vertebrae were affected, bilaterally
in each case. This incidence is a little higher than in recent
European populations and a little higher than at Linlithgow
where two cases of fifth lumbar spondylolysis were seen (SK
27,176), both lesions were unilateral. Interestingly, two
individuals in Linlithgow had separated vertebral arches at
the more unusual sites of the second thoracic vertebra (SK
58) and the atlas vertebra (SK 32). Spondylolysis may remain
symptom-less throughout life but in some cases the detached
vertebral body.portion may slip forward and, in some
females, can cause obstetric problems. It is difficult to detect
evidence of this forward slipping in skeletal remains. However
in the female SK 12 (Aberdeen) the spondylolysis was
associated with severe degenerative change on the lower
surface of the fifth lumbar vertebra and upper surface of the
sacrum suggesting that forward slipping may have occurred
in this case.

ILL 71 Irregular raised island of bone on the knee joint
surface of the femur—osteochondritis dissecans

The presence of defects or, in some cases, of irregular
protruberances on the articular (joint) surfaces of limb bones
may be the result of osteochondritis dissecans. This is thought
to result from interruption of blood supply with the
subsequent degeneration and resorption of a small area of
cartilage and/or underlying bone leading to a defect on the
dried bone surface. In the example illustrated (111 71), the
raised area of bone may have resulted from an overgrowth
of bone filling in the defect on the distal (knee joint) surface
of the femur. This particular specimen (SK 101) was the only
likely example of the condition identified in the Aberdeen

series. By contrast, at least nine cases were seen in Linlithgow
(SK 27,35,84,98,134,148,174,185,188). The condition was
bilateral in at least four individuals, affecting the humerus
at the elbow joint, the femur at the knee joint and the base
of the first metatarsal in two individuals. Other sites included
the talus at the subtalar joint, the tibia at the knee joint, the
ulna at the elbow joint and the base of the second metacarpal.

Trauma has been invoked as a factor in this lesion which
generally starts between the ages of 12 and 18 years.

The flattening of the head of the femur seen in two
Aberdeen specimens (SK 91 and a disarticulated bone) and
in a disarticulated specimen from Perth may have resulted
from avascular necrosis (death of bone tissue as a result of
interruption of its blood supply). Trauma may also be
implicated in this condition.

Evidence of injury to muscle, tendon or ligaments may
be found at the sites of their attachment to bones. Disturbance
of the contour and texture of the bone was relatively common
at the site of attachment on the clavicle of the ligament
binding the clavicle to the first rib. This ligament is made
taut when the arm is raised above the head and when it is
brought forward as in powerful pushing movements. Similar
lesions were relatively common at the attachment sites of the
ligament binding the tibia and fibula just above the ankle
joint. Walking over uneven surfaces would put particular
stress on this ligament. Disturbance of the contour and texture

•'

ILL 72 : Signs of inflammatory change—periostitis—on the
tibial shaft
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of the bone at the humeral site of attachment of the muscle
pectoralis major (a powerful muscle used in chopping and
in climbing actions) were relatively common in Aberdeen,
Linlithgow and Perth, especially in males. Other similar
lesions were seen at the site of attachment of the biceps muscle
on the radius, at the humeral attachment of the deltoid and
at the tibial attachment of the powerful inverter of the foot
(tibialis posterior), at the tibial attachment of the extensor
of the knee joint (quadriceps femoris), at the patellar
attachment of the part of that muscle which prevents medial
displacement of the patella, at the tibial attachment of the
calf muscle, soleus, and on the femoral attachment of the

adductor muscles, which help to control gait and posture at
the hip joint.

Some localised patches of surface inflammatory change
on bone (osteitis/periostitis) may have initially involved injury
to the overlying soft tissues. Such patches were frequently
seen on the tibiae and fibulae of children and adults in all
three series (111 72). Trauma, however, is unlikely to have
accounted for all such cases. Wells (1982) has pointed out
that osteitis/periostitis in the tibia and fibula appears to have
been relatively common in earlier populations but appears
to have no parallel in modern clinical practice and its cause(s)
is as yet unexplained.

CHILDHOOD MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY

A number of skeletal features have been regarded as "markers
of metabolic insult"—that is they provide evidence of periods
of stress during the period of growth of the skeleton and teeth.
Childhood illness or nutritional, psychological or metabolic
stress may interrupt or disturb the normal rate and pattern
of growth leaving permanent or at least reasonably long-term
evidence of this disruption.

On the teeth, disturbance in the development of the
enamel of the crowns of the teeth can result in macroscopic
defects, known as enamel hypoplasia. Since enamel is not
remodelled after it forms, these defects can be detected in
adult teeth. Furthermore since the formation of enamel
follows a well-recognised timetable it is possible to estimate
when the defect occurred. Defects in tooth enamel were
common in Aberdeen and Linlithgow with just over half of
the individuals studied showing moderate to severe hypoplasia
(Kerr 1987). The Perth sample was too small to allow reliable
comparisons. Defects had occurred from the second through
the fourth year of life with rather fewer growth defects
occurring in the first year. In modern populations the peak
period of enamel disruption is the first year of life. However
the pattern observed in this study is in line with that reported
by Swardsted (1966) in a mediaeval Swedish sample and with
Wells (1968) in a 17th to 18th-century English sample. Wells
considered that diseases likely to produce enamel defects were
also likely to have been fatal during the first year and so no
record was left in the form of a defect. The majority of defects
occurred after the age of about eighteen months. This is
probably linked to two main factors—the loss of protection
afforded by maternal antibodies in milk on weaning and the
increased exposure to health hazards as the child became more
independently mobile. There was some evidence of a trend
for those individuals with most hypoplasia to die before
young adulthood was reached. Dental attrition was quite
marked in both series and so it is likely that the amount of
enamel hypoplasia was underestimated since some of the
evidence would quite literally have been worn away as the
teeth were worn down.

Disturbance of the growth of long bones can be linked
to the presence of dense transverse plates of bone (Harris
lines or lines of arrested growth) visible radiographically or
when a bone has been damaged, so exposing the fine
trabecular bone of the interior (111 73). Harris lines were
common as can be seen from the incidence in the tibiae of
at least 16 children in Aberdeen as well as in adults (18 of
23 SK individuals). Males and females were about equally
affected.

The frequency of enamel hypoplasia and Harris lines
suggests that childhood was punctuated by periods of stress
sufficient to interfere with normal growth. The nature of the
stress cannot be specified, however, since a number of
different factors produce the same type of growth
disturbance.

ILL 73 : Radiograph of an adult tibia to show Harris
lines—fine white lines passing horizontally across
the shaft
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ILL 74 : Frontal bone of a child's skull showing fine pitting—cribra orbitalia—on the roof of the eye-sockets

ILL 75 Adult skull showing persistent metopic suture
between the two halves of the frontal bone

Cribra orbitalia is a lesion which is considered to be
indicative of a more specific condition. It is manifested by
pitting of the bone on the roof of the orbits (eye-sockets)
and may be part of a more generalised lesion (porotic
hyperostosis) (111 74). It is most usually associated with iron-
deficiency anaemia. Until recently it was considered that
cribra orbitalia was caused by anaemia present shortly before
death or current at the time of death. Stuart-Macadam (1985)
has challenged this view, suggesting that cribra orbitalia in
adult skeletons is related to childhood anaemia, probably
incurred before the age of 5 years. Severe anaemia in
childhood was probably incompatible with life. Parasitic
infection, unhygienic living conditions, weaning problems,
prolonged lactation as well as diets deficient in iron are
contributory factors in the aetiology of iron-deficiency
anaemia.

In the Aberdeen series mild cribra orbitalia was seen in
at least eight children and adolescents but no adult cases were
identified. More than twenty cases were noted in Linlithgow.
These included at least ten adults of whom seven were female.
Eight of the ten children who were affected were aged about
five years or less. Interestingly, no cribra orbitalia was
observed in the large Linlithgow Period 2 Phase 4 group of
infants and children. No evidence of cribra orbitalia was
found in the Perth series.

Metopism (the persistence of the suture between the two
halves of the frontal bone of the skull) has been said to be
associated with iron-deficiency anaemia (Riemann 1978)
although genetic and other factors have also been invoked
(111 75). About 10% of European populations can be expected
to show this trait. The incidence at Linlithgow—21 cases of
95 frontal bones present—was markedly higher. Of these 21
individuals, 18 were buried in the cloister, the chancel or the
nave; of the eight skulls where sex could be identified seven
were female. All four of the disarticulated skulls found in
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Period 2 Phase 5 had metopic sutures. Some previous workers
have suggested familial relationships where clusters of the
trait occur (Zivanovic 1986, 253). However the factors
underlying the delayed or non-closure of this suture have not
yet been clearly established. Until they are, it would be unwise
to infer relationships, either familial or through common
pathology among these individuals. The incidence of metopic
sutures was lower in Aberdeen (8 individuals; 3 females, 5
males) and Perth (2 individuals).

Other anomalies of skull suture closure commonly seen
in skulls from all three sites were wormian ossicles, individual
small islands of bone found along the lambdoid suture at
the back of the skull (111 76). Inca bones, separate ossicles
in the normally single occipital bone, were noted in no fewer
than five specimens in Aberdeen, one in Linlithgow and none
in Perth. Interestingly, another type of anomaly in skull
growth was relatively frequent in Aberdeen. In these cases
the part of the skull corresponding approximately to the
region of an Inca bone, projected to give a 'bun' or 'chignon'
appearance in profile (111 77). This has been linked to a period
of rapid catch-up growth of this part of the skull and of the
underlying occipital region of the brain (Trinkhaus and Le
May 1982). 'Buns' were more common in Aberdeen (n = 25)
than in Linlithgow (n = 5) or Perth (n= 1).

There were relatively few other indications of develop-
mental anomalies. Most of those observed occurred in the
vertebral column, particularly in the lumbo-sacral region.
Sacralisation of the last lumbar vertebra, lumbarisation of
the first sacral segment and sacra with an additional segment
were the most common vertebral anomalies. Their pattern
and incidence were broadly similar in the larger samples,
Aberdeen and Linlithgow, and similar to that reported in
present day European populations. Additional vertebrae were
identified in three individuals (Aberdeen SK 84 with thirteen
thoracic vertebra; Linlithgow SK 70 with six lumbar
vertebrae, Linlithgow SK 181 with apparently thirteen
thoracic and six lumbar vertebrae). Anomalies of vertebral
shape were seen in the slight twisting or scoliosis of the sacrum
in SK 3 and in the forward convexity of the sacrum of SK
5, both from Aberdeen as well as in sharp forward angulation

of the sacrum in SK 70 from Linlithgow. The lower thoracic
region in Linlithgow SK 40 showed a slight scoliosis with
reduced vertebral body height on the left side. The fusion
of cervical vertebrae 5-7 in Aberdeen SK 76 may have been
congenital. No instance of reduction in vertebral number was
found but partial fusion between adjacent vertebrae was seen
between the arches of the first and second lumbar vertebrae
and of the fifth lumbar and first sacral vertebrae in Aberdeen
SK 26. These fused elements do not appear to be part of the
pathological process involving other regions of this spine.

Examples of developmental anomalies in the rest of the
skeleton included non-fusion of the hook of the hamate (a
small bone of the hand) in Aberdeen SK 12, of the tip of
the acromion process of the scapula in Aberdeen SK 71 and
Linlithgow SK 53, of the tuberosity of the fifth metatarsal
of the foot in Linlithgow SK 39 and of additional ossicles
in the acetabulum of the innominate bone in two Linlithgow
specimens and one case of bilateral cervical ribs (SK 3_5,
Linlithgow). It is possible that the non-union of bones in SK
12,71,53,39 was traumatic in origin.

The incidence of non-fusion of the rear elements of the
sacrum across the midline (sacral spina bifida occulta) was
low in all three collections as it is still today in the East of
Scotland. This could tentatively be interpreted to suggest the
long-term operation of factors associated with low
susceptibility to this condition which in the mild form
observed in skeletal remains may be asymptomatic but which
in the more severe form may be fatal. Only one case of spina
bifida above the level of the sacrum was found—in the atlas
vertebra of Aberdeen SK 93.

Generally neither the incidence nor the severity of
congenital or developmental anomalies of the skeleton was
particularly remarkable in any of the three series.

Relatively small sample sizes, fragmentary remains and
conmingling or dissociation of skeletal elements combined
with biological factors such as differences in the severity and
timing of onset and completion and/or degree of permanence
of childhood stress indicators and congenital anomalies
preclude drawing firm conclusions about the association
between these features and age-at-death or adult stature.

ILL 76 : View of the skull from behind to show small islands
of bone known as wormian ossicles along the
lambdoid suture

ILL 77 : A projection or 'bun' at the rear of the skull
interrupts its otherwise continuous smooth curve
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A number of metabolic diseases leave evidence on the
skeleton. No unequivocal evidence of rickets was seen in any
of the three sites. One child from Aberdeen (SK 28) did show
some bowing of the limbs but this was not marked. The
presence of scurvy could not be inferred with any confidence
although some of the periostitis/osteitis of the limb bones
referred to earlier may be associated with scurvy. Scurvy has
also been implicated in cribra orbitalia (see above).
Osteoporosis (a reduction in the amount of mineralised bone
tissue per unit of bone volume) particularly affects the
vertebral column where it may lead to weakened vertebrae

which become compressed or wedged. Several cases of
collapsed or wedged vertebrae were seen in Aberdeen,
Linlithgow and Perth but there was not sufficient evidence
to link these with clinical osteoporosis, which has a strongly
age-dependent incidence.

Iron-deficiency anaemia of childhood, as evidenced by
cribra orbitalia, appears to have been relatively common,
particularly in Linlithgow. Given the multiplicity of factors
which are linked to iron-deficiency anaemia (see above) it
is difficult to isolate the factors responsible for the site
difference.

NEOPLASMS (TUMOURS)

There was little evidence of any form of neoplasm in any
site and no unequivocal evidence of malignant disease. In
Aberdeen one adult male (SK 40) had two small button-like
growths or osteomata on his skull. Two cases may be
tentatively diagnosed as osteochondroma (bony excrescence
capped by cartilage) in a matched disarticulated tibia and
fibula from Aberdeen and on the midshaft of the radius of

Linlithgow SK 199. A small bony mass was present in the
frontal sinus of Linlithgow SK 2 and a similar mass was seen
in the depression on the humerus above the elbow joint (the
olecranon fossa) in a disarticulated specimen. An area of bone
erosion on a disarticulated mandible from Aberdeen may have
been associated with a neoplasm.

INFECTIOUS DISEASE

The inflammatory lesions of periostitis/osteitis seen on many
tibiae or fibulae have been referred to earlier. However
inflammatory change was noted in a number of other bones.
The area round the external ear opening was affected in three
individuals from Aberdeen (SK 46,64 and 79) and in one (SK
17) from Perth. Other affected areas on the skull included
the inner surface of the temporal bone (Linlithgow SK 180),
the sphenoid (Linlithgow SK 192), the base of the skull
(Aberdeen SK 36), the floor of the maxillary sinus in Perth
SK 13, the palate and sinuses of the child Linlithgow SK 62,
around the margins of the nasal cavity in Linlithgow SK 26.
Similar lesions were widespread in several individuals, for
example in the elderly adult Aberdeen SK 92 where almost
all the long bones and the pelvis were affected, in the subadult
Linlithgow SK 184 where most of the limb bones were
involved and the Linlithgow teenager SK 177 where the right
humerus, clavicle and scapula and the supra-orbital ridges
of the skull showed areas of inflammatory reaction. Other
locations affected included the area round the joint between
the first and second segments of the sternum (Perth SK 16),
on the shaft of a disarticulated radius from Aberdeen, on
the mandibles of Linlithgow SK 91,149,183 and 188 and on
the sixth to tenth thoracic vertebrae in Aberdeen SK 100.

The more extensive lesion of osteomyelitis which involves
the interior as well as the surface of a bone, was seen in the

lower left fibula of the middle-aged adult Linlithgow SK 66
(111 78), the right clavicle of Linlithgow SK 189 and the
disarticulated tibia found associated with Perth SK 4.

The grossly pathological spine of the Aberdeen child SK
26 is very suggestive of tuberculosis (111 79). Lesions in the
spines of SK 100 and SK 122 may also be tuberculous. There
was less convincing evidence from Linlithgow and none from
Perth. The appearance of the inner surfaces of the ribs of
the young adult SK 150 and the vertebrae of SK 70 and SK
94 from Linlithgow may possibly also be the result of
tuberculosis.

No clear evidence of leprous involvement was found in
any of the skeletal material from any site. The nasal lesions
in Linlithgow SK 26 cannot be positively identified as leprous.

Organisms known as treponemes are responsible for
venereal and non-venereal forms of syphilis. In Scotland the
latter was known as sibbens (Steinbock 1976). No unequivocal
evidence of treponemal infection was found in any of the
three sites although the diffuse expansion and inflammatory
pitting of the right tibia and fibula in SK 112 from Linlithgow
and the tibia found in association with SK 4 from Perth may
have been due to some form of treponemal infection. It may
be that sibbens did not become widespread until more
crowded and more unhygienic conditions prevailed in these
burghs.

MISCELLANEOUS LESIONS

In many instances it was not possible to determine the
underlying cause(s) of skeletal lesions.

In a child from Aberdeen (SK 86) there was evidence
of a generalised growth disorder in which there was a failure

in the process of remodelling the shafts of the long bones
(metaphysial dysplasia) as well as a series of punched out
lesions on the vertebral bodies. Differential diagnoses include
an inherited dysplasia, Gaucher's disease or even chronic lead
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ILL 78 : Osteomyelitis in a fibula: normal bone is seen in
the upper part of the section

poisoning. A disarticulated mandible from Aberdeen shows
marked asymmetry of both dental wear and periodontal
disease which may have been the result of a long-standing
facial palsy. In Aberdeen SK 72, marked pathological change
on the opposing surfaces of the disc space below the last
lumbar vertebra suggests a large cystic lesion which was
probably not malignant in view of the well-formed bone
surfaces. A condition known as hypercementosis affected the
teeth of Aberdeen SK 100, in which there was also gross
inflammatory destruction, possibly tuberculous, of several
thoracic vertebral bodies. In Aberdeen SK 47, the left
humerus and ulna were markedly shorter than the bones of
the right side. An interesting complex of lesions was seen in
the hand of the Linlithgow adult SK 33, in which there were
destructive lesions on the bones of the thumb (metacarpal
and phalanges) accompanied by bony fusion across its
terminal joint. The differential diagnosis includes chronic
infection of the finger tip, trauma followed by infection,
possibly in a thumb rendered insensitive due to nerve injury
or disease or to untreated infection of the nail area.
Thickening of the diploe (the marrow spaces in the bones
of the vault of the skull) was seen in Aberdeen SK 68 and
in Linlithgow SK 32 (a young adult) and SK 164 (a middle-
aged female). Notching of the incisors was seen in Aberdeen
SK 51, Linlithgow SK 6 (1 young female) and in SK 70 (a
young adult). This condition is sometimes seen in cases of

ILL 79 : Radiograph of the spine of Aberdeen SK 26
showing destruction and collapse of the vertebral
bodies

congenital syphilis but the evidence is too slight to invoke
this diagnosis. In Linlithgow SK 66 a defect in the bone of
the mandible may have been the result of an odontogenic
cyst or fibrous dysplasia. Premature closure of the joint
(synchondrosis) between bones of the base of the skull (the
basi-sphenoid and basi-occipital) appears to have occurred
in the Linlithgow juvenile SK 69. Closure normally occurs
between 18-25 years of age but the appearance of the rest
of the skeleton suggests a considerably younger age. The
bones of both lower limbs, including the innominate bone,
were distorted (with antero-posterior bowing and medio-
lateral flattening) in the Linlithgow juvenile SK 86.
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A detailed study based on the most intact jaws and teeth
available in the two larger series of skeletons revealed some
intriguing differences between the Aberdeen (Kerr 1986; Kerr
et al, forthcoming) and Linlithgow (Kerr, pers comm) study
groups in the extent and pattern of dental decay (caries).
While just over half (56%) of the individuals in the Linlithgow
sample had caries, less than one third (29%) of individuals
in Aberdeen were affected (111 80). In both groups caries were
more common in adults than in juveniles, in marked contrast
to the present day caries prevalence rates in Scotland (Todd
and Whitworth 1972). The number of carious teeth, expressed
as a percentage of teeth present, was some 5% in Aberdeen
and almost 8% in Linlithgow. In Aberdeen the teeth most
frequently affected were the second and third molar teeth.
Some 12% of all second and third molars present were carious
and about 7% of all first molars and second premolars and
only 2% of first premolars were affected. No caries were
detected in incisor (front) or canine (eye) teeth in Aberdeen
dentitions. In Linlithgow the teeth most often attacked by
caries were the first molars (18%) followed by the second
and third molars (12%), the second premolars (9%), first
premolars (6%), canines (3%), central incisors (2%) and
second incisors (1%).

Caries prevalence, age distribution and location of attack
in the Aberdeen study was broadly similar to the results
obtained by Lunt (1972,1974,1986) in the only other studies
of Scottish material of approximately comparable date. The
number of individuals with carious teeth in Linlithgow was
similar to that reported (50%) by Olsson and Sagne (1976)
in a Swedish medieval population. The percentage of carious
teeth in both Aberdeen (5%) and Linlithgow (8%) was lower
than that reported by Tattersall (1968) in an English medieval
sample (11 %). However the pattern of tooth involvement in
Linlithgow and in Tattersall's group was similar in that the
tooth most frequently affected was the first molar.

In both sites the number of cavities was greater than the
number of teeth observed, that is, many teeth had multiple
lesions. Many of the individuals with caries had more than
one carious cavity eg in Linlithgow some 60% of caries was
found in 27% of affected individuals. Differences in caries
prevalence between, and within, groups may result from a
number of factors. Some individuals have a genetically based
increased susceptibility to caries. Some individuals may have
had preferential access to high sugar—and cariogenic—diets.
Coarse diets may offer some protection from caries attack
by removing stagnant plaque especially from the areas
between the teeth. Differences in milling practice may
therefore influence caries prevalence rates. Cultural
differences in oral hygiene practices may similarly either offer
some protection from or conversely increase the likelihood
of caries attack.

Dental attrition was markedly more severe than seen
today, no doubt reflecting the much coarser diets in historic
times. Attrition was seen even in deciduous teeth and by the
late twenties the teeth of many individuals were so worn that
the internal sensitive pulp chamber was exposed to the
environment of the mouth and apical abscesses frequently
followed (111 81). Teeth appeared to have continued to erupt
in adulthood in an attempt to maintain facial height to
compensate for the loss of tooth height by surface attrition
(Kerr 1987). This resulted in exposure of the roots of the teeth.
In some of the cases where this was observed the condition
of the crest of bone between the teeth was relatively healthy,
which suggests that periodontal disease was not the only
factor leading to increased root exposure.

Few adults in any of the sites were free from some degree
of periodontal (gum) disease which was most common and
most severe in the molar region of the mouth. Calculus
deposits, heavy at times, were seen in many teeth (111 81).

ILL 80 : Mandible showing large carious cavities on the molar teeth
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ILL 81 : Adult skull showing evidence of an abscess around the roots of the upper left first molar. The teeth show heavy
uneven wear on their biting surfaces and moderately heavy calculus deposits

This suggests that cleaning of the teeth was not part of a
regular oral hygiene routine for many people.

Tooth loss was marked by the fourth decade. Some 4%
of all teeth had been lost during life in the Aberdeen study
group, with the greatest loss in the older age groups (9%).
In Linlithgow ante-mortem tooth loss was more than twice
as great (9%), due in part at least to the higher caries
prevalence in Linlithgow.

No cases of impacted wisdom teeth were identified in
Aberdeen but these third molars were absent in some 20%
of individuals. It appears that the amount of attrition of the
tooth surfaces was sufficient to allow those wisdom teeth
which were present to erupt and to become functional. Two
cases of impacted upper canine teeth and one case of
congenital absence of both lower second molars were noted
in Aberdeen. A supernumerary tooth was present in the palate
(in the incisive fossa) in an Aberdeen skull. No congenital
defects such as cleft palate or other facial anomalies and no
fractured jaws were identified in the Aberdeen series.
Degenerative joint disease of the jaw, albeit relatively minor,
was observed in five specimens. A possible case of a cyst on
the palate (nasopalatine) was noted. The uneven wear on some
teeth suggests they may have been used for purposes other
than chewing. Enamel hypoplasia was common (see above).
There was no evidence of therapeutic dental intervention in
any of the Aberdeen jaws although no doubt tooth extraction
at least was practised.

The dental analysis of the Linlithgow group is con-
tinuing. Jaws and teeth are unfortunately relatively poorly
represented in the Perth series.

ILL 82 : SK 19 from Linlithgow, a young woman who
may have died in a fire
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In no case was it possible to establish the direct cause of death.
Doubtless many deaths were due to acute infections, bacterial
or viral, and to organic disease which left no evidence on
the skeleton.

The prone burial position associated with flexed upper
limbs and spine seen in SK 19 from Linlithgow (111 82) merits
further comment. In death resulting from fire, muscle protein
coagulates and the muscles assume a contracted position,

pulling limbs and spine into a flexed position. Unlike rigor
mortis, this contraction does not pass. It would be difficult
to inter such a body in the normal position—indeed it could
probably only be laid down in a prone position. Thus it is
possible that this young woman from Linlithgow met her
death in a fire. Other less likely explanations include hasty
burial while the body was still in rigor mortis or following
death from hypothermia.

7.6 THE SKELETAL REMAINS; DESCRIPTION OF
MICROFICHE CONTENTS JF CROSS

In microfiche 1 : E5 - G3

7.7 ABERDEEN 12 MARTINS LANE;_____
SKELETON RECORD SHEETS AND TABLES
JF CROSS

In microfiche 2 : A3 - 5 : D6

7.8 ABERDEEN HAPPEN STREET:______
SKELETON RECORD SHEETS AND TABLES
JF CROSS

In microfiche 5 : D7 - E3

7.9 ABERDEEN RADIOCARBON DETERMINATIONS

In microfiche 5 : E4
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7.10 LINLITHGOW:
SKELETON RECORD SHEETS AND TABLES
JF CROSS

In microfiche 5 : Fl - 10 : F12

7.11 PERTH;_______________________
SKELETON RECORD SHEETS AND TABLES
JF CROSS

In microfiche 10 : Gl - 11 : F6
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8 THE POTTERY JC MURRAY
WITH T COWIE, WJ LINDSAY AND NL MACASKILL
8.1 SUMMARY REPORT JC MURRAY_____________

LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC POTTERY

A small quantity of prehistoric pottery, characteristic of W neolithic pottery found in Scotland, was
recovered during the excavations at Linlithgow friary. Several sherds derive from a post pit which
produced charcoal samples radiocarbon dated to 3315 ± 55bc, possibly making this one of the earliest
groups of neolithic pottery from Scotland. A full report is contained in Chapter 8.3mf (11:G9-10).

MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL POTTERY______________

Medieval and post-medieval ceramic was recovered from all three Carmelite friaries excavated, but
quantities were small, frequently abraded with much of the earlier medieval ceramic occurring in
residual deposits.

With regard to the Perth and Aberdeen sites, the pottery recorded is typical of the range found
on a wide variety of domestic sites excavated over the last decade or so (Murray 1982; Holdsworth
1987), and due to the small quantity and fragmentary nature of the material, does not allow for
any useful comparative studies. The friary at Linlithgow, although having produced the largest
quantity of ceramic recorded from the three sites, has still not produced sufficient for a study of
the vessel types and forms in use prior to and during the development of the friary. It does, however,
extend our knowledge of the range of wares, both local and imported, in use in central Scotland
in an area where previous archaeological investigation has been limited (see Chapter 8.5mf, 12:A3-10).

A limited range of non-Scottish ceramic was recovered from all three friaries (see Table 59)
but it must be stressed that with the exception of the Scarborough ware, other imports are frequently
represented by as little as one, or at most, a handful of sherds. Table 59 therefore merely indicates
the presence of these imports at each friary and due to the small quantity and condition of the ceramic
recovered is not expressed in percentage terms. Also, while it has been possible to identify the source
of the pottery from the body sherds present, in many cases the exact form of the vessel remains
unknown.

Of the Scarborough ware from Aberdeen, one example is a zoomorphic jug spout (111 86mf,
1, 11:G8) similar to one found some years ago at 42, St Paul Street (Murray 1982, ill 95, no 742),
while two other sherds (111 86mf, 2, 31, 11:G8) bear portions of the animal decoration commonly
found on knight jugs (111 85).

Although many of the imported wares were probably in use in all three friaries, the presence
of some (especially those earlier and much abraded wares) must be due to the manuring of the friary
areas prior to their construction or the movement of 'night soil' from other sites, especially in the
burghs of Perth and Aberdeen. The occurrence of the 16th-century Surrey White ware (a rare find
in Scotland) at Linlithgow may, as Lindsay points out (see Chapter 8.5mf, 12:A3-10) be due to contact
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ILL 85 : Main types of pottery vessels associated with
medieval and post-medieval activity at Aberdeen,
Linlithgow and Perth Carmelite friary sites. 1) Jug,
locally produced, Linlithgow (15/16th century). 2)
Jug, locally produced, Aberdeen (13/14th century).
3) Zoomorphic jug, Scarborough ware, Aberdeen
(13/14th century). 4) Knight jug, Scarborough
ware, Aberdeen (13/14th century). 5) Cooking jar,
S Scottish, Aberdeen (13/14th century). 6) Bowl,
locally produced, Linlithgow (15/16th century). 7)
Dripping pan, locally produced, Linlithgow
(15/16th century). 8) Jug, locally produced copy
of imported stoneware, Linlithgow (15/16th
century). 9) Bowl, locally produced, Linlithgow
(15th century). 10) Drinking vessel, Raeren
stoneware, Perth (16th century). 11) Dish, locally
produced, Perth (15/16th century). 12) Cup or
mug, locally produced, Aberdeen (17/18th
century). 13) Ladle, Rhenish, blue-grey, Aberdeen
(13/14th century). 14) Beaker, locally produced,
Aberdeen (13/14th century).

between the friary there and the founding Carmelite house at Aylesford, Kent, just prior to the
Dissolution.

The study of ceramic industries in medieval and post-medieval Scotland on a regional basis is
seriously impaired by the paucity of kiln evidence for the main production centres. Regardless of
this, a range of fabrics and vessel types found at each friary, because they predominate or are not
exactly paralleled elsewhere, are described as being of 'local' origin. These are, of course, regarded
as being local to each specific area and we have little knowledge as yet of where precisely they were
produced or how far their distribution extended. The predominant local vessel forms from all three
sites are jugs and jars in the earliest periods with the addition of bowls (cf 111 86mf, 50, 51, 11 :G8;
111 85) and a dripping pan (111 87mf, 56, 12:A10; 111 85) found at Linlithgow. At Perth and Aberdeen
the range of forms show little variation from the range of forms found on other domestic sites,
with the exception of a small dish (111 88mf, 58, 12:A13) from the Perth friary which, as has been
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stated (Chapter 8.6mf, 12:A1 1-13) has not been found elsewhere in Perth and may, therefore, have
served a specific ecclesiastical function.

At Kirkstall Abbey, Moorhouse (1987, 102-7) has demonstrated how a study of the spatial
distribution of pottery on the site can be used to interpret stratigraphic relationships, and the uses
of specific areas of buildings on the site. Regrettably no such study was possible at any of the three
Scottish friaries published here. In the case of Aberdeen and Perth this is due to the very small portion
of each friary excavated, while at Linlithgow, where considerable portions of the friary complex
were excavated, the bulk of the pottery came from insecure contexts in the claustral area.

Each site report has been divided into periods and given date ranges based almost entirely on
the pottery. The exception to this is Period 3 at Linlithgow which contained a number of coins (see
Chapter 9.5.7mf, 13:A3-14). Accepting that a silver penny of Edward I (258) and some of the pottery
is clearly residual in this context, a billon penny of James I (260) provides an extremely useful and
important mid 15th-century date for the introduction and use of the locally-produced bowl 51 (111
87mf, 12:A10; 111 85) in the post-medieval range of vessel types.

In general the pottery recovered from all three friaries dates between the 13th and 18th centuries,
but because of the disturbed nature of most of the contexts and the problems of residuality, caution
must be exercised when using the dates given to each period. A breakdown of period and date is
given in each individual site pottery report (Chapters 8.2mf, ll:Gl-8; 8.5mf, 12:A3-10; 8.6mf,

Table 59 Aberdeen, Linlithgow, Perth. Non-Scottish medieval and post-medieval pottery.

ABERDEEN LINLITHGOW PERTH
SCARBOROUGH WARE (13/14th century) X X X

(cat no 1,2,30,31)
YORK WHITE WARE (13/14th century) X — —
SURREY WHITE WARE (16th century) — X —
AARDENBURG-TYPE WARE (14th century) X — X
LOW COUNTRIES RED WARE (14/15th century) X — —
LOW COUNTRIES GREY WARE (14th century) — — X
BLUE-GREY WARE (RHENISH) (13/14th century) X — —
ROUEN WARE (13th century) X — —
SAINTONGE GREEN-GLAZE WARE (14th century) — X —
VALENCIAN LUSTRE WARE (15/16th century) — — X
BEAUVAIS SGRAFFITO WARE (16th century) — X —

(cat no 53)
SIEGBURG STONEWARE (14th century) X X —
LANGERWEHE STONEWARE (147 15th century) X X —
RAEREN STONEWARE (15/16th century) X X X
WESTERWALD STONEWARE (17/18th century) — X —

8.2 ABERDEEN POTTERY JC MURRAY

In microfiche 11 : Gl-8

8.3 LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC POTTERY T COWIE

In microfiche 11 : G9-10
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8.4 LINLITHGOW ROMAN POTTERY WJ LINDSAY

In microfiche 11 : Gil

8.5 LINLITHGOW MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL
POTTERY WJ LINDSAY

In microfiche 12 : A3-10

8.6 PERTH POTTERY NL MACASKILL

In microfiche 12 : All-13
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9 THE SMALL FINDS JA STONES WITH D BATESON,
J CHERRY, B FORD, AR GOODALL, IH GOODALL,
DW HALL, J HIGG1TT, N HOLMES, H HOWARD,_____
D LEHANE, WJ LINDSAY, R ODDY, IAG SHEPHERD,
G STELL___________________________________
9.1 SUMMARY REPORT JA STONES

The small finds from all three excavations are fully described and catalogued in the microfiche section
(Chapters 9.3-9.6mf, 12:C2-13:E8). The present chapter seeks to review the general range of the
finds from the sites under broad headings of function rather than the materials from which they
were manufactured.

Apart from examining objects which appear in assemblages from more than one of the sites,
a few objects or groups of objects from individual sites are discussed because they are of particular
interest in their own right—for example the Carmelite prior's seal from Perth.

A selection of objects from all the sites is illustrated within the present chapter. In these
illustrations, the letters A, L or P after the catalogue number indicates that the object came from
the Aberdeen, Linlithgow or Perth site. Other objects are illustrated in microfiche (Aberdeen, 111
107mf, 12:C2; Linlithgow, 111 108mf, 12:F1; Perth, 111 109mf, 13:B7) where the full catalogues are
also to be found.

By far the majority of objects described or illustrated in this publication are of medieval date,
contemporary with the occupation of the Carmelite friaries, or in the case of Linlithgow, with the
pre-friary chapel. A few, however, apparently relate to the post-Reformation activities at the three
sites, when they either lay derelict, were used as stone quarries, or in the case of Aberdeen and
Linlithgow, were subject to some degree of continued or renewed use.

From Linlithgow, in addition to the very early neolithic pottery (see Chapter 8.3mf, 11 :G9-10),
came a small group of objects which, although mostly recovered from friary and later deposits, relate
to activity of prehistoric date on the site. These are further described and catalogued in Chapter
9.4mf (12:E6-12).

A limited range of objects is not published in this volume. Aberdeen produced a number of
flints, for example, while at both Aberdeen and Linlithgow clay pipes were found. These will be
published elsewhere at a later date, as they are not considered directly relevant to the main burden
of this volume. The Perth clay pipes have already been published (Davey 1987).

LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC SMALL FINDS___________________

Most interesting among this small group of objects are the few objects of jet (161, 165 (111 89), 166
and 167). A crudely-shaped armlet (765) shows some evidence of polish on the inner face, probably
indicating that it had been worn in an unfinished state.. The presence also of a disc (166), which
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is clearly a waster from the manufacture of a jet armlet or other circular ornament, and a triangular
fragment of jet (167) possibly representing general debris from bead manufacture or other jet-working,
suggest that a basic jet ornament industry was carried out in the area during the later prehistoric
period. The proximity of Linlithgow to the W Lothian shales (Shepherd 1979, fig 1) and the relatively
unsophisticated nature of the items in the collection probably reflect an industry of only local
significance. Nevertheless, such evidence, which may be compared to that found at the bronze-age
settlement site at Swine Sty, Derbyshire, where an object similar to 755 was found (Machin 1971,
13, fig 5), is a significant addition to our knowledge of the prehistory of central Scotland.

Another object of prehistoric date is the fragment of a bronze oval-sectioned ring (168), which
may date from the 9th or 8th centuries be.

These objects were all recovered from medieval or later contexts: none was directly associated
with the prehistoric features found during the excavation, some of which from radiocarbon evidence
would seem to belong to the 4th millenium be. Among the small finds only a flint flake and a chert
flake (161, 162) found in early ploughsoils, would appear to be contemporary with the prehistoric
activity recorded on site.

165 L

ILL 89 : Linlithgow. Jet armlet. Scale 1:2

MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL SMALL FINDS___________

ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS (111 90)
At all three sites there is evidence that many of the building materials were removed for re-use at
the Reformation. However, a few architectural stones have survived among the demolition deposits
to give an indication of the appearance of some of the friary buildings. Linlithgow provided by far
the greatest number, about seventy, of which the most important are catalogued in this publication
and the remainder in archive. A small group is illustrated here, including a fragment of window
tracery (182), a window mullion (183), and part of a corbelled capital (184). Worthy of particular
attention is part of an eight-sided stone basin (181). On the whole, the stone fragments from all
three sites, with a few exceptions, suggest buildings of a relatively plain character, as seems in keeping
with the order which erected them.

BASE OF RIDGE FINIAL (111 91)
This striking piece of roof furniture, carved from a large block of red sandstone, was found during
the development some 6m E of Building 1, at the Perth friary. It has been dated stylistically to the
late 13th or 14th century and has been designed to accommodate the ridge of a roof with a 50° pitch.
Given its size, its uniqueness and its elaborate character it is likely that it occupied a position at
the E end of the roof of the church and may have surmounted a carved niche.

ROOF SLATES (111 92)
All the excavations produced roof slates, all of which were derived from medium grained micaceous
sandstone of the Lower Old Red Sandstone. It has been suggested that the most likely source may
be a quarry in the Aberlemno area. In the Angus area, the use of this type of slate was current until
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ILL 90 : Linlithgow. Stone basin (181), window tracery (182), window mullion (183), ?corbelled capital (184)

at least the 18th and 19th centuries, and examples can still be seen on buildings of that date and
earlier, for example Claypotts Castle, near Dundee and an outbuilding at Braehead Cottage, Finavon
Castle (G Stell, pers comm).

At Aberdeen, the slates were recovered from layers associated with the possible church. The
surviving fragments show that several different sizes of slate were in use. This is a standard practice
to allow slates to be graded over the roof surface (Mellor and Pearce 1981, 67-70). These slates were
hung directly over the rafters and supported either by wooden or iron pegs. Examples from Linlithgow
and Aberdeen have traces of iron staining around the fastening holes. Each course of slate was sealed
to the underlying one by means of a strip of mortar, which also provided a waterproof finish.

At Perth, slates manufactured of the same rock have been identified at two other sites, Canal
Street II and Kirk Close (Ford 1987b, 150). Paradoxically, we have a documentary reference to the
purchase of the slates for the Carmelite church at Perth in 1513, but the slates are referred to as
coming from Caithness (see Chapter 6.1).
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view showing suggested position

ILL 91 : Perth. Base of ridge finial 385P

ROOF TILES (111 109mf)
At Aberdeen and Perth other forms of roof covering were represented by large quantities of ceramic
tile, both peg tile and ridge tile. At least one piece of ridge tile from Perth (406) is glazed and has
a slight strip decoration.

WINDOW GLASS (111 93)
Well over 700 fragments of window glass were recovered during the excavations, representing a stylistic
range from the 13th-16th centuries. Most of the glass from Perth and Aberdeen seems to date from
the 13th-14th centuries. However, at Perth there is a possibility of some extra work having been
done in the late 14th or 15th centuries and some pieces may be as late as the 16th century. At Aberdeen
some plain glass pieces appear to be fragments of diamond-shaped quarries and may be 16th century.
At Linlithgow two very decayed fragments seem to date from the pre-friary chapel and may be
13th-14th century, but the bulk of the glass is 15th century.

Most of the glass is now black, friable and opaque, but originally was a plain clear glass with
green (or in the case of Linlithgow, sometimes orange) tint, the result of impurities in the
manufacturing process.
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ILL 92 : Aberdeen. Roof slates. Scale 1:4

At all three sites a few pieces seemed to have been coloured. At Perth one fragment may be
amber, at Aberdeen one piece is flashed ruby and another aquamarine; at Linlithgow emerald green,
blue and flashed ruby have been identified, while red and yellow were represented among the finds
from the 1953 excavation at that site. However, at each excavation a number of glass fragments
have traces of painted decoration, generally in reddish-brown pigment on the inner side of the glass.
Most of the pieces which have been dated to the 13th and 14th centuries bear designs consistent
with the 'grisaille' decoration popular at that date—linear, curvilinear and ring-and-dot motifs with
some areas of cross-hatching. Earlier examples of 'grisaille' favoured trefoils and cross-hatching,
but as the style progressed, cross-hatching became less popular and the decoration grew more
naturalistic in flavour. The Perth collection contains pieces mainly from the early 'grisaille' tradition,
and it is possible that the Aberdeen glass may be slightly later, although still within the 14th century.

Notable amongst the 15th-century glass from Linlithgow are the joining fragments of a geometric
border bearing parts of a diamond-shaped motif (777, 772, 77? and 174); a similar piece is present
in the Perth collection (321).

At all the sites we have some impression of which buildings were being glazed, and in some
cases, which windows. At all three locations, as one might expect, the bulk of the glass was associated
with the church buildings. However, each site also produced glass from destruction horizons of other
buildings. At Perth, twenty-five fragments were recovered from contexts associated with Building
2, and a few from contexts associated with the E range. However, only one fragment from Building
2 was decorated. At Aberdeen a few fragments of glass came from the layers within Building 3,
but only one was decorated. At Linlithgow, glass was recovered from within Building 2, within the
rooms of the E and S ranges, and in layers associated with the possible W range. One painted and
one blue coloured piece were among the collection found within the chapter house and the parlour,
probably glazed in the third quarter of the 15th century. In general, painted and coloured glass was
reserved for the church at all three sites, and the windows of other buildings, where they were glazed,
appear to have contained almost entirely plain glass.

Some of the glass from Linlithgow can be attributed to the windows of the chancel of the church.
Some windows in this area are likely to have been glazed mainly with clear glass, although painted
borders and panels in a geometric style would have added interest. Coloured glass was probably
used sparingly here and there in the overall designs of the windows. However, it is likely that the
main E window was much more colourful, judging by the glass found below it during the 1953
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ILL 93 : Window glass. A suggested reconstruction of 171-174 appears below the fragments themselves. Scale 1:2

excavation. At Perth, a large amount of glass may have come from the E window of the church.
This window, from the evidence we have, was decorated in 'grisaille', probably with plain and
geometric borders. At Aberdeen, the evidence is very slight, but it is possible that three fragments,
one ruby flashed and two painted, came from the W window of the church.

An interesting feature of the Linlithgow glass is the white-washing of some of the windows,
which seems to have taken place at the time when the pre-friary chapel was converted to the nave
of the friary church. Some fragments of glass from this site, including decorated pieces (169, 170)
have traces of a lime wash on their inner surfaces, except the edges, which would have been covered
by the lead cames, or strips which supported the glass in the window. Perhaps this particular window
or windows was found to be in an awkward place after the conversion, or perhaps for some reason
its subject matter was thought unsuitable for the nave of the friary church.

The source of the glass used in the windows of these friaries is not known. There was a glass
industry in Britain from at least the 14th century, centred on Suffolk and Staffordshire (Frank 1982,
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104), but little is known about the Scottish situation. The painting and cutting may well have been
done on site, by local craftsmen, members of a confraternity, or possibly the friars themselves. We
have no evidence for the Carmelite order, but one Friar Strang appears in 1517 in the obituary calendar
of the Aberdeen Franciscans as 'priest and glassworker, a faithful workman in his craft, who did
much of the work of his craft in many convents throughout the Province and in particular, in those
of Perth, Ayr, Elgin and Aberdeen' (Bryce 1909, 330). However, the tradition of manual work was
strong among the Franciscans—the calendar also includes carpenters and other tradesman—and from
the little evidence we do have it seems that the Carmelites were inclined towards intellectual rather
than practical pursuits.

413 P 190 L

187L

188 L

ILL 94 : Window lead. Scale 1:2

WINDOW LEAD (111 94)
From each site is a small group of lead cames which joined and supported the glass pieces in the
windows, probably a triangular piece in the case of 413 from Perth. Usually relatively few of these
cames are found, because they were valuable as scrap lead. All the cames have a distinctive 'H'-
shaped profile. At Linlithgow, two types have been identified, one (type 1) (187) very similar to
Perth and Aberdeen examples, the other (type 2) (188) more substantial, with distinctive heavier
flanges. This latter type may have been used prior to the 15th century to lead windows of the friary
chapel. One piece of lead from Linlithgow (189) possesses only a single flange of type 1. It may
have resulted from breakage when the window was removed or, more likely, is waste from the casting
of cames, which may well have been undertaken on the site.

An unusual find from Linlithgow (190) seems to have been formed by pouring molten lead into
a small rebate in a stone window surround to secure the end of either an iron stanchion or saddle
bar. These were used to support the glass in larger windows.

WALL PLASTER, PIGMENT CONTAINERS AND PIGMENTS (see frontispiece)
Without doubt the interior of the churches and other buildings at all three friaries would have been
lightened with plaster, in some areas with coloured decoration. Only the Linlithgow excavation
produced evidence of this practice. Large quantities of painted lime mortar from internal wall surfaces
were recovered. Most of these have areas of a white lime wash only and are evident in both friary
and pre-friary contexts. However four examples (295,296, 297 and 298) have traces of red or in one
case (295) red and yellow ochre. All these fragments came from the pre-friary chapel area, although
from Period 3 or 4 horizons. It is therefore possible that they may have been of 13th-14th century
date associated with the chapel rather than the friary church. Only traces of colour are visible, but
on at least one piece (296), evidence of a masonry pattern seems to be apparent.

In addition to the painted wall plaster, Linlithgow produced three shells and fragments of two
pottery vessels with traces of pigments on their interior surfaces (see frontispiece). The pottery vessels
(302 and 303) and two of the shells (299 and 307) may have been used for mixing or containing
paint. One other shell (300) seems to have been used to try out a brush stroke in red lead. In the
containers, traces of vermilion, azurite and synthetic copper green have been identified. The vermilion
appears to be of quite high quality and one shell contained large particles of the mineral pigment.
All these containers were recovered from Period 4 demolition layers, mostly within the area of the
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E range where they may have been stored until disturbed when the friary ceased to exist. Also in
Period 4 levels were found lumps of red ochre (307 and 308) and a single lump of indigo or woad (306).

Some of the pigments and their containers may have been associated with wall painting, and
we do have evidence for the use of red ochre at least for this purpose. However, pigments would
presumably have been necessary for a number of activities, where products would not have survived,
including wooden panel painting and manuscript painting. It is of interest that vermilion would not
normally be used in wall painting because its bright red colour darkens when subjected to light
(Thompson 1936, 107-8).

417P

ILL 95 : Perth. Copper alloy matrix of prior's seal. Scale 2:1

SEAL MATRIX (111 95)
Among the finds of small portable objects from these excavations, perhaps the most striking is the
matrix of the prior's seal of Perth, found in the robbing trench at the SE corner of Building 1. This
is a rare object: only five such seals survive either in matrix or impression from English Carmelite
houses, and none of the other seal impressions recorded for the Carmelites in Scotland (including
Aberdeen and Linlithgow: Table 64mf, 12:E6) are specifically indicated by their inscription to be
that of the prior of the house. The legend that identifies the seal starts with a star and reads
S' PRIORIS:FRATRUM:CARMEL:DEPERT. The central scene shows a friar kneeling to the left
under a pointed arch above which is the Virgin feeding the child. On either side of the arch is a
framework probably representing a screen at which there stands to left a candle and to right a fleur-
de-lis. Both the identification and the date of the seal depend on the inscription, features of which
point to a date in the second half of the 13th century or the early years of the 14th century.

BOOK FITTINGS (111 96)
Aberdeen and Linlithgow excavations produced a number of objects which may have decorated and
fastened volumes within the friary libraries, or at Linlithgow were in some cases associated with
the pre-friary chapel. All are of copper alloy, with the exception of a tiny silver floriate mount (185).
From Linlithgow we have part of a 'fishtail' clasp (192) and a book cover catch (193), both from
different unstratified contexts, but consistent in style with use during the friary period. The catch
contains the remains of the leather lace which would have fastened it to the rear cover of the book.
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ILL 96 : Copper alloy tweezers (418), copper alloy and silver (185) book fittings. Scale 1:1
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ILL 97 : Binding of Duns Scotus' Super sententiarum, attributed by an inscription to the Aberdeen Carmelites
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ILL 98 : Copper alloy casket fittings (210, 211), iron candlestick (423), iron keys (243, 424). Scale 1:1 (copper alloy) 1:2 (iron)

Interestingly a clasp not dissimilar to this is still extant on a volume of Duns Scotus' Super
sententiarum, now in Aberdeen University Library but attributed by an inscription dated 1507 to
the Aberdeen Carmelites (111 97). It has also been suggested that in the binding of this volume we
see the work of members of the friary community (Mitchell 1955, 13-14). Other small copper alloy
objects may also have been parts of book fittings—112, 204 and 205, for example, may have held
leather straps in place as in the case of a French binding of 1510 illustrated by Mitchell (1955, pi
16). 109, 110 and 111 and the little silver mount 185 can be interpreted as features in the decorative
scheme of book covers. However in the case of these objects and 200, 207 and 208 it is not altogether
easy to justify them as book rather than casket or even belt fittings, and one can quote the example
of the Dominican friary at Guildford where book fittings seem to have been re-used as belt ends
by the friars (Poulton and Woods 1984, 79).

A pair of tweezers from Perth, 418, is similar to an example from London which it has been
suggested had a function as a parchment or page clip (Alexander and Binski 1987, 384, no 426).
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ILL 99 : Linlithgow. Copper alloy (223, 224, 225, 226) and iron (244, 245, 246) buckles, copper alloy strap-end (228), silver
brooch pin (186). Scale 1:1
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DRESS OBJECTS (111 100)
All the sites produced a number of objects which can be associated with clothing or personal
adornment. A number of these also frequently appear in burial contexts, for example the lace-ends
(214-216). A number of these were found in association with skeletons where they may indicate burial
in laced day-to-day clothing or that laces were used to fasten shrouds or 'body bags'. Some of the
pins were also retrieved from graves and it is possible that such a multi-purpose object might have
served its turn in fastening burial garments.

Twisted wire rings such as 227 and 222 have been found at a number of other sites, where they
are usually associated with the fastening of clothing. Only Linlithgow produced these objects and
here the majority were associated with graveyard soils. One example (222) had been stitched on to
leather, and a small staple on the reverse side of the leather fragment is thought to have provided
some additional strength to the fastening. These rings may have been attached to a form of leather
shroud as eyelets and coupled up with wooden toggles or pegs. The support offered by wooden objects
might explain why so many of the rings were recovered in such good condition.

Two pieces of jewellery, a bracelet from Aberdeen (134) and a ring from Linlithgow (232) were
indisputably connected with burial, having been found on the wrist of an Aberdeen skeleton and
on a disarticulated finger at Linlithgow. The ring had an inscription on it which is now illegible.

232 L
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ILL 100 : Copper alloy bracelet (134), ring (232), fitting (132), twisted wire rings (220, 222), pins (121 217 219) lace-ends
(214, 215, 216). Scale 1:1
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235 L

ILL 101 : Linlithgow. Copper alloy vessels. Scale 1:1

VESSELS (111 101, 102, 103)
From the Linlithgow site came a group of copper alloy vessels, one of them a heavily patched bowl
(236). Pieces of copper alloy cast or sheet vessels are relatively uncommon from medieval sites in
Scotland, perhaps because of the ease with which the material can be recycled, as well as the initial cost.

Fragments of glass vessels came from the Aberdeen and Perth excavations, although in the case
of Aberdeen the fragments are probably from a Venetian tazza of 17th-century date and belong
to post-friary activity at the site.

Unlike the copper alloy and glass vessels, the little stone bowl (393), of which a portion was
found at Perth, may have served an ecclesiastical function.

14/i 383 P

ILL 102 : Glass vessels. Scale 1:2
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393 P

ILL 103 : Perth. Stone bowl. Scale 1:2
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ILL 104 : Iron knives (247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 434), whetstone (394), iron spoon bit (426), strip (429). Scale 1:2
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KNIVES AND TOOLS (111 104)
A group of knives and blades from Linlithgow includes a scale-tang knife (247) which has part of
a decorated wooden handle surviving. The decorative scheme includes in the upper panel one of
the fanciful hybrids that appear frequently in Gothic sculpture and in the margins of Gothic
manuscripts. The beast is wearing a hood that comes down over its neck and shoulders. The hood
may have the beginnings of a liripipe, a long thin extension, at the back. If so, the creature was
probably thought of as a male. The upper part of the creature is a hooded human head in profile,
while the lower part is probably to be read as the hindquarters of a tailed beast with two rather
thick sinewy legs. Hybrids of this sort appear frequently in the margins of manuscripts during the
second half of the 13th and first half of the 14th centuries, in England and also in Flanders and
N France. There are a number of examples of armless hybrids and hooded human heads and animal
hindquarters in English manuscripts of the period (Morgan 1988, ill 291, 293, 295-7, 313; Sandier
1986, ill 116). Similar beasts appeared in other media, for example in stone sculpture and woodwork
(Alexander and Binski, 101, pi 94, 95).

The surviving lines of the fragmentary design in the lower panel probably formed part of an
animal head. The long ears and snout might belong to a fox, or to a dragon.

The decoration of the handle is not clearly datable. Comparisons between the hooded hybrid
and creatures in the margins of English manuscripts would support a dating some time in the second
half of the 13th century or the first half of the 14th, a date range entirely in keeping with the Period
2 context in which the knife was found.

Although no Scottish manuscripts with this sort of decoration now seem to survive, there is
no reason why the knife handle should not have been made in Scotland. It is, however, a highly
portable object and could equally easily have been brought in from England or even Flanders or
the N of France.

The Perth site produced an unusual group of tools which may have been used in woodworking,
including a spoon bit (426), a reamer (427) (111 109mf, 13:B7) and file (428) (111 109mf, 13:B7), probably
of medieval date. It is tempting to attribute these to the known period of refurbishment of the bishop's
residence at the Perth friary in the early 16th century, but as none of these objects came from securely
dated contexts, this is little more than speculation.

PENDANT (111 105)
A decorative copper alloy object from Linlithgow (230) may be a broken pendant from the breast
of a horse harness.

230 L

ILL 105 : Linlithgow. Copper alloy pendant. Scale 1:1
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COINS
In contrast to almost every other site in the medieval burgh of Aberdeen, the Carmelite friary site
produced a group of medieval coins. Many thousand silver pennies have been found in the city,
but almost exclusively in hoards (Evans and Thain, forthcoming). The three coins from the friary
site were cut silver halfpennies. Two from short cross pennies of Henry III (158 and 159) were found
in burial soils within Building 1, while one from a long cross penny of Henry III (157) was probably
associated with the construction of Building 3.

The Linlithgow excavation is rare among Scottish medieval excavations in that forty coins were
recovered, a good percentage of them from well-stratified contexts. Not only have they allowed the
numismatic evidence to be used to a greater than usual extent in dating the site, but they have allowed
some conclusions to be drawn about the kind of financial transactions which took place in the friary.
Some early finds, for example silver pennies of Edward II and Edward III, were probably lost within
the chapel before its conversion to the nave of the friary church. Fourteen stratified coins were
associated with construction and occupation of the friary buildings. All but two of these are minor
denominations of the reigns of the first four Jameses. These are of interest for the insight which
they give us into the sort of coinage which must have been in regular use at the friary. The absence
of silver coins and more especially of billon placks and bawbees, usually frequent site finds, among
so many lower-value base metal coins is perhaps an indication that only the smallest financial
transactions were customary within the friary confines. There is no evidence certainly, for the existence
of a 'treasury' whose contents would have been kept for the most part in the form of good silver
coinage.

160-4

ILL 106 : Aberdeen. Copper alloy coin weight. Scale 1:1

COIN WEIGHT (111 106)
A small rectangular object from Aberdeen (160) with a low-relief design of a three-towered castle
on the upper surface appears to be a coin weight, and if so it may be a very rare specimen of such
an item manufactured in Scotland for use with Scottish coinage. The three-towered castle would
represent Edinburgh. The device belongs to the coat of arms of that city and has been utilised since
1485 as a gold and silver hallmark of the Edinburgh assay office. The Aberdeen weight is unusual
in a number of respects, bearing no indication of the appearance or value of the coin it was intended
to weigh, nor any design on the reverse, where early coin weights often bore accessory marks, to
indicate official acceptance of their mass. These factors, and its mediocre workmanship, may indicate
that it was not produced at the official mint. Independent manufacturers are known to have produced
unofficial or counterfeit weights in other countries, and these often incorporated mistakes in both
mass and design. Attempts to identify an issue of coinage in respect of which this weight could have
been made produce only one type of gold or silver coins of the appropriate date. The gold 'hat pieces'
of James VI's 6th coinage (1591-3) had a theoretical mass of 69.8 grains. The coin weight is marginally
lighter at 68.7 grains, but a variation such as this could be accounted for by effects of wear and
corrosion.

Grierson (1988) has suggested that this coin weight may not be of Scottish origin at all, but
could have been made in the Low Countries for use in connection with a gold coin, known as a
castellano d'oro, issued by Henry IV of Castile and Leon (1454-74). This theory is considered at
greater length in Chapter 9.3.8 (12:D14-E5) where a full description and discussion of this item
appears.
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9.2 THE SMALL FINDS INTRODUCTION TO SITE
REPORTS AND CATALOGUES JA STONES

In microfiche: 12 : Cl

9.3 ABERDEEN SMALL FINDS

In microfiche: 12 : C2-E5

9.3.1 Glass objects JA Stones, R Oddy
9.3.2 Stone objects JA Stones with a contribution by G Stell
9.3.3 Ceramic objects DW Hall
9.3.4 Lead objects JA Stones
9.3.5 Copper alloy objects JA Stones
9.3.6 Iron objects JA Stones
9.3.7 Bone objects JA Stones
9.3.8 Coins and coin weight D Bateson, N Holmes

9.4 LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC SMALL FINDS

In microfiche: 12 : E6-12

9.4.1 Lithic objects D Lehane
9.4.2 Jet objects IAG Shepherd
9.4.3 Bronze object IAG Shepherd

9.5 LINLITHGOW MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL
SMALL FINDS

In microfiche 12 : Fl-13 : B6
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9.5.1 Glass objects WJ Lindsay
9.5.2 Stone objects G Stell with a contribution by WJ Lindsay
9.5.3 Silver objects WJ Lindsay
9.5.4 Lead objects WJ Lindsay
9.5.5 Copper alloy objects WJ Lindsay with contributions by J Cherry, AR Goodall
9.5.6 Iron objects WJ Lindsay with contributions by IH Goodall, J Higgitt
9.5.7 Coins and jetton N Holmes
9.5.8 Wall plaster, pigment containers and pigments WJ Lindsay with a contribution by

H Howard

9.6 PERTH SMALL FINDS

In microfiche 13: B7-E8

9.6.1 Glass objects B Ford
9.6.2 Stone objects B Ford with a contribution by G Stell
9.6.3 Ceramic objects DW Hall
9.6.4 Lead objects B Ford
9.6.5 Copper alloy objects B Ford with a contribution by J Cherry
9.6.6 Iron objects B Ford with a contribution by A Walsh
9.6.7 Bone objects B Ford
9.6.8 Coin B Ford
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10 THE ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE

10.1 INTRODUCTION JA STONES

The approach to environmental sampling differed between the three sites, in part reflecting the
different approaches of the organisations involved. Aberdeen and Linlithgow did not prepare animal
bone reports as it was felt that the contexts yielding animal bone were generally too disturbed for
the assemblages to be confidently ascribed to particular periods in the history of either site.

An animal bone report was prepared for Perth by C Smith, and this appears in full in microfiche.
The results show very little difference from the broadly contemporary animal bone assemblages from
domestic sites published from Aberdeen (Hodgson and Jones 1982) and Perth (Smith and Hodgson
1987). In all cases there was a dominance of cattle bone, with sheep/goat being the second most
common grouping. There appeared to be less use of pork on the Carmelite site than on the domestic
sites; this is conceivably due to religious avoidance, but a number of alternative explanations are
suggested.

A short report by R Ralph identifies two owl pellets from Linlithgow Period 4 context 5025,
supporting the impression that at this stage the roof of the church had been dismantled.

10.2 LINLITHGOW THE OWL PELLETS R RALPH

In microfiche 13 : Fl

10.3 PERTH THE ANIMAL REMAINS C SMITH

In microfiche 13 : F2-13
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Table 1mf Correspondence between 1542 rental and charter evidence of lands
(HCC» i, 9 and Aberdeen Friars).

LOCATION
Oreen

Siii prow

CiBtl«gate

1542 RENTAL
5 houses
1 garden tenement
5 lands
2 houses

4 houses
1 tenement
1 land

CHARTERS AT

lands

1 land

1 land

Gallougate

Futy
Crofts around town
Netherkirkgata

2 houses
1 tenement
1 garden

1 house
5 crofts

1 land
1 land
6 crofts
2 lands

1 t A4



Table 2mf. Aberdeen, 12 Marten'3 Lane. Catalogue of features.

In this catalogue the features are listed in alphabetical order within
period and trench. The trenches are handled in the same groupings as In
the main textt le Trenches 1/3, Trenches A, 4A and 5. The entry for an
individual feature indicates in which trench it was recorded. No specific
features were recorded in Trench 2. Illustration numbers are quoted where
features appear on published plans. Where measurements are given, N-S
precedes E-W. Trench nurabers are given in brackets after the feature
codes. D = depth H = height W = width T i thickness

Catalogue of

NO TYPE
Trench 1/3
Period 2a
AB(1) Wall

DESCRIPTION

Substantial wall
foundation, running E-W,
composed of large stones
and mortar bending. S
wall of Building 3. Hi c 1m.
Surviving Hi c 0.60m. Aasoc
layer* 60. (Ill 18, 19).

ASSOC POTTERY

FINDS

coin 157

A F ( 1 ) Poat-hol* Sub-circular . 2 stonet. overlying
feature , another (on edge) in
f i l l . Diani c 0.25ra.
Aaioc layeri 31,

A Q ( 1 ) H«artn? Sub-circular. Diwni c 0.46re.
Aaaoc layerai burnt clay and
charcoal A3, 44, 45, 46.
( I l l 18) .

A H I 1 ) Httr th? Arta of charcoal and red city,
NW cornar of arta, 0,65 x
0.40B, Aaaoc layerst 40, A 1 ,

AS



Table 2mf (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION
ASSCC POTTERY

AKD FLNDS

Aid) Cobbling Disturbed area of cobbling
N of wall AB. 0.60 x 1 .40m
Assoc layen 49

AJ(1) Wall base Babe of wall AB, Clay bonded
Width c 1.3Cm. Surviving Hi

c 0.60D. Assoc layers! 60,
61 .

coin 157

AK(D Cobbles Small cobbles, closely packed,
below AI. 0.60 K 1.10m. Aasoc
layeri 50.

AL(1) Stone Group of atones assoc with
feature hearth AG. Flat stone (0.12 x

0.22ra) with 2 uprights. Set
in layer 58.

AM(1) Post? Fragmentary remaini of possible
post, 0.10 x O.QScu

BA(3) Wall Substantial wall foundation,
running N-S. Upper portion
(0.76m) composed of large
3tone» with mortar bonding.
Lowtr portion (0.25m) similar
but without bonding* PoMiblw
floor levfl (aortar bedding-
Itytr 92) coincided with lov.'tr
extrtmity of nortar bonding,

at right angles with

glass 15
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Table 2m£ (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FIKDS

EH (3

walls AB and ER at S end. BA

formed W wall of Building 3.
Kax Wi c 1.25ra. Di 1ra. Assoc
layer: 60. (Ill 18, 19).

Post-hole? DIam c 0.2&n. Circular. Similar
to AF in Trench 1. Asaoc layert
116.

Bit 3) Stones Group of stones S of AB.

0.65 x 1«2Sa. Assoc layeri
126.

DJ(3) CoDbles Group of stones and clay S
of ER. 0.50 x 1.05ra.
Aasoc layeri 134. (Ill 18).

copper alloy book
fitting 109

Period 3a
AA(1) Cobbles

AC(1) Stone*

Small rounded cobbles within
Building 3, larger atones at
S edge. See BD in Trench 3,
Assoc layeri 5 (IU 19).

Disturbed group of stones N
of AB. ABBOC layeri 9.

bone peg

AD(1) hearth? Area of black charcoally
earth and reddish burnt clay at
N edge of trench. Ajgoc layerat
6, 7.

1 i A7



Table 2mf (coat)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

AE( > ; Post? Decayed remains of wooden post
0.05 x 0.10m.

BB(3) Gobbles Snail patch of cobbles S
of BA, partially ovcrJying
junction of BA and AB.
Overlying part of BC. 2 y 1.203.
ABGOC layeri 84. (Ill 19).

BCC3) Cobbles Similar1 to BB, but partially
overlying BB. Also overlying
W end of wall AB at junction
with wall BA. 2.10 x 1m.
Assoc layert 65. (Ill 19)•

BD(3) Cobblgs Small group of cobbleo within
Building 3. Part of same
feature aa AA in Trench 1.
0.50 x 0.60m. Asooc layeri 86.
(Ill 19).

BE(3) Stones Area of random stones at 3 edge
of trench. 0.74 x 3.40ai. Asaoc
layeri 87. (Ill 19).

BF(3) Ston« duap Dump of stones W of PA.
2 x 0.90m. Aoaoc layeri 90.

E0(3) Stont
surface

Arei of orange clay and cloitly
picked stones at N edge of
trsnch, Brotdly respects line

1 I Afi



Table 2m£ (cont)

KO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

of wall BA at W end. Same as
layer 12 in Trench 1 , 0.70 x
3.20m. Assoc layert 96.

Trenches 4, 4A, 5
Period 1
CMU) Cut Finger-like cut into natural.

Di 0.22m at E ond, 0.20m at

W end, 0.06m in central area.
Probably caused by tree root,
Assoc layert 168. (Ill 8).

GNU Cut Sub-circular cut into natural.
Diafflt c 0.20m. Di 0.17m. Probably
not man-made. (Ill 8).

pottery 6, 7

CO {4 Cut Similar to CN but straiyht-
sided and oblong in shape.
0,20 x 0.10. Dt 0.12m. (Ill 8),

DE(4) Post-hole? Very shallow post-hole, cut
into layer 250. Sub-circular.
Diam c 0.1 An. Di c O.OSa.
(Ill 6),

DH(5 Pit Deep pit cut into natural, Full
extent not fixcavated. Extended
S under Period 2 wall CA, E
under E flection of trench. Wall
CA partially collapsed into pit,
•vidtnce of r«pair to upper

pottery j_, 2_

A9



Tablo 2m£ (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

portion of wall at £F (111 9).
Coffin DA (SK 110, 111 1M also
subsided into upper part of DH.
Di at least 1.10m, ASGOC layers:

259, 315, 344, 345. (Ill 6).

D0(5) Pit Rectangular pit cut into natural
Vertical sides. DP, cut into
upper levels, may be shadow of
wooden post within DO. Upper fill
(268) re-deposited natural, lower
fill (269) thick brown organic
material. Cut at E side by DR
(grave of SK 123). 0.76 x 0.50m.
Di 0.23ra, AGSOC layersi 268,
269. (Ill 3).

DP(5) Po.it
shadow?

Rectangular area within DO.
Possible ohadow of wooden post.
Diarai c 0.12m Di c 0.12m, AMOC
layen 269. (Ill 6).

D0(5) Pit Pit cut into natural. Only S
portion within excavated area.
Straight-sided, similar to
DO and DW. Di 0.44m A*§oc
Uyert 270, (111 8),

pottery 3_

DS(5) Pott Placed on general layer 238.
Little sign of pit. Pott
heavily decayed, Dlaa 0.1 Go,

pottery 2, q
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Table 2mf (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

D i 0.06m Assoc laycn 233,

(111 8).

DT(5 Burnt
area

Arei of burning on natural.
Composed of clay (275),
charcoal (274) and reddened
natural sand (272). Small
group of stones overlain by
hard black charcoal (274).
Possibly remains of tile Uiln?
Lumps of glazed clay in
burial soils above DT, also
crudely-made floor tiles (39,
43) in destruction deposits.
0.50 x 1.1Cro. Assoc layerai
272, 274, 275, 276, 277.
(Ill B).

lead wast* piece 103

DU(4) Post Rectangular cut within larger
•hadow? pit DW. Similar to BP within

DO. 0,24 x 0.20ffl. Dt 0.12m.
Asaoc layerst 279. (Ill 6),

D V ( 5 ) Poat-hola Shadow post-hole cut Into
natural sand, A few atonea
at bottOB, no wood rwnaina,
Patch of orange clay (280)
and charcoal ( 2 5 1 ) ibove
fltonti apparently d«riv«d
from DT. 0,24 x 0,26o,
Di 0 » 1 5 m » Aaaoc I tyerat

1 ( A l l



Table 2ml (cout)

"iPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

280, 281. (Ill 8).

DW(A) Pit Rectangular pit cut into natural,
Smaller cut DU may be post
shadow within it. Similar fill
to DO, but leas organic. 0,60
x 0.60m. Di 0,23m. Aasoc layori
284. (Ill 8).

Period 2
CA(4/5) Wall Substantial stone wall, S and W

wall of Building 1. Upper 0.65m
mortar bonded, lower 0.35m
bonded with pink clay. Similar
to AB in Trench 1/BA in Trench
3. Wi (inc 'scarcement1 EO)
2m. Di {inc EO) 1m. (Ill 9, 14,
16, 17).

CK(4) Ditch Irregular shallow ditch cut
into natural running E-W.
Cuts pink clay layer 184.
Possibly drain aiioc with
original surface outside
Building 1 , Filled in with
•tones prior to Period 4,
Up to 0,75 x 3,40a, Di 0,15m,
Aiioc layert 183, (111 9, 14),

peg tilo 85_» 66
copper alloy vessel

136

C R ( 4 ) Ston«
f««tur«

N end of featun EC, Souldtri
uull itonti bonded with

peg tils 8k_ chimney
pot

A 1 2



Tabl* 2mf (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION
ASSOC POTTERY

AMD FINDS

pink clay. Overlain by vmll
CF in Period A, Assoc layersi
177, 193, 194, 196.

CS(4) Stone
feature

Anomalous group of stones
bonded with pink clay noticed
in wall CF, thought initially
to be a feature similar to
EC but In fact portion of wall
DX. Aflsoc layen 195.

DD(5) Clay base Yellow clay 'stripe1 running
K-S across trench. Base for
lead water pipe, removed
pricr to Period 2c. Frags of
decayed lead survived over
clay base. 2,40 x 0,22m.
Dt up to 0.05ffl. A**oc Ityen
249, (111 9).

DK4/5) Clay Strip of clean thick pink clay,
running N-S. Similar to Uytr
164 and to pink clay uitd for
bonding in CA, CF and CO,
?D«poiited during conitruction
or repair of CA* 2.90 K up to
0,36ffl, Ti up to 0,06ra in ctntrt
(conviK), (IU 9),

D X ( 4 A ) Portion of N and W walli of
Building 3, SiniUr to A0,

A13



Tablo 2a£ (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY
AND FINDS

DA, CA. Wt 0.78mt Inc
foundations El and EM, c 1.65m.
Depth 0.65mi inc foundations
1.40a. EM cut c 0.40m deeper
at W eide of DX than El at E
side. (Ill 9, 14, 16, 17).

ECUA) Stone
feature

ED (5J Stone
fatturt

Linear construction, composed
of mixed largo and small rough
boulders on natural sand, Pink
clay bonding at N end. W side
oorae pink clay, also grey clay
as above natural. CR represents
N end of this feature. Aasoc
with pit EK at S end. No fill
assoc with original use* 2.50 x
1.20n (max). Di O.TOp (max),
Assoc laynrst 307, 309, 310,
3U, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323,
324, 329, (111 9, 14, 16),

Mortar bonded atructr of CA,
Contained lead water pipe in
stono-lintd culvert (EH). 1 x 1n,
Aaaoc layeri 351. (Ill 9).

peg tile 63, 67_f
copper alloy pin 127

bone peg 153

EF(5) Will Part of CA adjactnt to E itction
whtrt CA nay hivt collapiid Into
DH and hava ba»n rap»ir«dt uiin|
aoft yallow/brown landy mortar
and aoaU atonal, Wf 1c, Di

AU



Tabl* 2mf (coat}

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION
ASSOC POTTER'/

AND FINDS

Aesoc layer* 327. (Ill 9).

E£(4A) Wall? ? Wall fragment W of EC.
Stones and pink clay. 0..
0.90m, A.330C layeri 329.
(Ill 9, 14, 16).

EH(5) Culvert Culvert containing lead water
pipe within CA and below ED.
Towards 3 end of ED diverged
E off line of ED. Below ED
capping stones bonded with
green/yellow sandy clay. Pipe
lay in c 0.05m of soft yellow
clay (cf DD) with bottom layer
of smaller, irregular atones.
Within CA capping of very large
irregular itonea over pipe. Sidea
of culvert bonded with pink clay,
At N end, large lintel at part
wher« EH left CA, bonding of pink
clay abov«, below.and around
lintel. Within CA bottom of
culvert fortwd by 3-4 flat slaba
(c 0,20n square) with pink clay
atil. Lt 2.03B. Wi (inc sidea)
0,34n, AJIOC layers! 3.?0, 337,
346,

aichitectural
fragment 20

IK4A) Wall Foundation count of DX on E »idt,
foundation At 5 tnd lying on naturali at N
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Table 2af (cant)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AMD FINDS

end on clayey soil not further
excavated. Wi 0.37m. Di 0.21n.

EK(4A) Pit Pit cut into natural at S end of
EC. Fill clay with lumps of
natural, similar to fill of DO,
DO. Di 0.65m, Assoc layeri
336. (Ill 9, 14).

KL(5) Wall Foundation course of wall
foundation CA at E end below EF.

Di 0.42m. Aaaoc layeri 338,

window glass _6t _1_3, peg
tile 5£, architectural

fragment 19.

E M ( 4 A Wall Foundation course of DX on
foundation W side. Cut c 0,15m into

natural. Wi 0,40m. Di 0.70m,
Aasoc layer t 347,

Wall Stepped-out foundat ion course
foundation of CA on exterior side of wall,

Uppermost courae bcndod in
places with mortar, lower with
pink clay. W i O.OBo ( w i n ) ,
W t 0,6fi« (m*x), D i

peg tiles 58, 82.

EO ( 4 / 5 ) Will Foundation or t«carc«cwnt l insid»
foundttion wall C A 4 Flat atorno bonded wi th

oortar and overlain by land ( 2 1 4 ) .
Wt 0 ,44u ( B U X ) « D i 1,20a. Aaaoc
layeri 216, (111 9, H I ,
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Table 2a£ Icont)

TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

Period 2c
CH(4) Grave Oi'ave of SK 18. Cut layer

214 (sand overlying

"scarcement' EG), Assoc
layeri 167.

copper alloy sheet

144.

C L ( 4 ) Grave Grave of SK 20. Assoc layeri
187.

CT(4) Stones Group of 6 stones N of CA.
0.48 x 0,66m. Assoc layeri
211.

CV(5) Hortar L-sbaped patch of mortar.
0.50 x 1.02m, hssoc layeri
C15.

CW(M Coffin?
• DC

Group of 4 nalla ?coffln of
SK 62. S*ft also DC,

CX(4) Coffin? Thin dark line around S
edge of pit DM assoc with
SK 51 or SK 125. ? coffin
Wt 0*01n. AJIEOC layeri 222,

lac«-ends 114, 115,
116, 118, iron
cylinder 151.

CY.(4) Roof

alttti
Group of cotnplete roof slntea,
?uicd to cover pit DJ» Sea
Chapttr 9.3,2}, SK 51 partially
lying on alatta, Aaaoc laytrt
223,

roof alatea 22» 24,
25, 26, 27.
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Table 2mf (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

CZ(4) Grave
marker

Approximately triangular-shaped
upright stone, ? headstone
assoc with SK 32, 37. Hi 0.27m.

Wi 0,09-0.19m. Ti O.OSa.

DA(5) Coffin Coffin of SK 110. Some wood
(possibly charred) remaining.
W (head) end appeared to
be square-ended. Wi 0.56m
Li 0.20m (max). Assoc layers:
252, 255.

pottery 1 1 , 13
lead waste 104

DC(5) Coffin Dark outline to N of SK 62.
« CW Coffin remains? Only c 0.76m

survived with 5 nails, Assoc
layerst 233, 239.

DF(5) Coffin Rectangular square-ended dark
outline enclosing lower legs
and feet of SK 124. (Remainder
of SK 124 beyond W edge of
trench). Cut into layer 238.
0.36 x 0.60o, A*»oc layer:
271.

DG(5) Grave/
coffin

Qrava enclosing SK 112 and
?SK 109 which had 11 nail*
•urrounding it, Wt 0.44n.
Li 2.58o, Di 0.10a. Wi (coffin
of SK 109) 0.36m. Asioc
Uyen 253, (111 14),



Table 2mf (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

A3SOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

DJ(4 Pit Rectangular, shallow pit,
sealed by slate feature CY.
0.78 x 0.80m. Di 0.36m, Assoc
layorsj 260, 276. (Ill 14).

coin weight 160

D K ( 5 urave Rectangular aroa fil led wi th

soft earth and mortar . Grave
of SK 118 and SK 120. Cut by
W section of t rench, Fill
contained 21 nails. 0.80 x

0.66m. AJJSOC layeri 261 .

DL(4 Pit Dip or pit cut into natural at
N edge of trench, Containod
frags of SK 121, 0.28 x 0.54m.
Di O.OSro, Assoc layert
(Ill 14).

DH(4) Pit/ Cul into natural, probable
grave? grave of SK 125, See CX.

SK 51 lay ianediately over
feature DM. Cut DJ, Di c
0.65m. A33oc layersi 222,
263, 273. (Ill 14),

roof Blatee 29, 32,
copper alloy fitting

1 1 1 ,

DN15 Grave Grave of SK 119. Contained
17 naila around ikeleton.
0,54 K 1,B4m, Di O.OBffl,
AJIOC layert 265*

DHI5 Gr»v« R*m*ins of ̂ rave of SK 123.
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Table 2mf (cont)

NO TYPE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY
AND FINDS

Cut DO. Assoc layer: 267.

Period 3
EJ(5) Tiles Area of broken tiles S of AC,

bolow cobbles EE. 0.56 x
0.74m. Assoc layers* 334,
340. (Ill 16).

floor tiles _4£f 4J_,
45>, peg tiles J76-81_
ridge tile 89, lead

rectangle 100.

Period 4
CE(4) Cobbled

surface

Finely constru cod cobbled

surface, covering entire centre
area of Trench 4 outside
Building 1. Includes drains (EP,
EG) running to duct CJ in wall
CF. Aasoc layeri 164. (Ill 17).

CF(4 Wall Roughly constructed wall, bonded
with pink clay. Overlay CR (EC)
at E end, where building changed
to mortar over the clay bonding
of EC, 3 boundary of cobbled
surface CE. Duct CJ at S end
where drain paassd through wall*
Li 6n. Wi 0.64m. Dt 0.73m.
jUsoc layeri 165. (Ill 17).

CQ(4 Wall Siailar construction to CF,
At right-angles to CF,
Joining beycnd W extremity
of trtnch, Posaible opening
c IB frotD S «ndi Lt 5.96o,
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Table 2af (cont)

Ti'PE DESCRIPTION

ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

Di 0.56m. Aasoc layer* 166.
(Ill 17).

CJ(4 Drain Drain running through CF at
W end . Aasoc layen 173.

(I l l 1 7 ) .

Wall Heavily mortared wall, running
N-S at right angles to and
joining CA. Li 2.94m. Wi 0.56m.

D: c 0.45m. Assoc layen 355.

(Ill 17).

D¥(4A) Stones Group of stones adjacent to
EQ. 0.52 x 0.50m, Assoc layen
291.

D2(4A) Stone
feature

Stone
f«tur«

Portion of etcne feature within
Building 3 adjacent to S section
of Trench 4A, Mortared stones
and two roof slates incorporated
into structure. Partially
excavated only, Overlay EA. Aasoc
layeri 350.

Lying be.low D2 at S edge of
Trench 4A. ?Part of saw* feature,
but atinly outside excuvattd
ar«a, Aflioc layert 349.
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Table 2mf (cont)

TYPE DESCRIPTION

AS50C POTTERY

AND FINDS

EE(5) robbled Continuation of cobbled
surface surface CE into Trench 5.

3 of CA. 0.66 x 1.74m.

Arnoc layort 325. (Ill 17).

floor tile 48

EP(4 Drain Drain in cobbled surface CE,
sloping down H-S towards duct
CJ. Composed of selected

stones larger than those of
CE set in 2 parallel rows,

c 1.70m N of wall CF turned
c 140° to muet EO at CJ.

Li 5,SCr. Wi 0.30ffl.

EQ(4 Drain Similar to EP, but running E-W
across CE. Joined EP
immediately N of duct CJ.
Li 2.90n. Wi c 0.34m.

Period 5
C3(4) Rubble Stones and mortar, covering

cobbled area CE outside

Building 1. Demolition
material fron Building 1.
A*»oc layerii 151, 162, 163.

architectural
fragments 17_, 16,

21, roof slats 35,

copper alloy pin 121 *

CC(<t) Post-hole? Circular, Cut into natural
below disturbed layer 155.
Diaci c 0.10m. Modern,

CD 14 Post-hole? CC.

ee



Table 2m£ (cont)

NC T Y P E DESCRIPTION
ASSOC POTTERY

AND FINDS

Pit Modern pit cut into interior
of Building 3.

Wall Modern wall. (Ill 8, 9, H,
16, 17).
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Table 3mf. Aberdeen, Kadden Street. Catalogue of features.

Because of the simple stratigraphy of the site, it is not illustrated
in this voluce. Plans and sections are available in archive. Where
measurements *tre given N-S precedes E-W. D = depth.

Catalogue of feature*
NO TIT'E DESCRIPTION

Area A
Period 1
AB Pit? 3 octangular shallow

depression, cut into
natural, SE corner of
area.
0.40 x 0.90m.
Assoc layen 21

AD Pit Small pit cut into natural.
Up to 0.60 x 0.700 Di c
0.60m.
Aasoc layeri 23

AE Pit? Cut into layer 20, identified
only in section. O.^Om E-W
Di 0,20m.
Aaaoc layeri 20A

Poriod 2
AC Poit-bale? Against N section. Contained

2 large atones.
0.44 x 0,36ff Di O.OSa.

P«rlod 3
AA Pit? Oblong, against N section,

Dt c 0 .2Qff l . A**oc layeri
I 10, 11, 12,
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5.3 LINLITHGOW RADIOCARBON DETERMINATION

A charcoal sample (mainly Quercus, c 5% Gory1us) from context 8219,
the fill or a Period 1 post-pit 8212, from the site of the Carmelite
friary at Linlithgow, W Lothian, was collected 29 April 1984 by S
Boyle arid submitted by W Lindsay. Species Identification by D
Robinson, Dept of Botany, University of Glasgow.

GU-1875 (Saaplo 8012 5265 + 55
S" Ci -

NB The above C-14 date is quoted in conventional years bp (before 1950
AD) and is uncalibrated with respect to dondrochronological age. The
error is expressed at the + one sigma level of confidence.
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7.2 LINLITHGOW. THE BURIALS W J LINDSAY
INTRODUCTION
Because of the pressure of time the investigation of graves could not
be made a prime excavation objective but, even so, 207 definite burial
contexts were identified. Excavation was restricted to areas where it
was hoped that sufficient stratigraphical relationships would exist
between interments and constructional features or occupational
deposits to show to which phase or period they belonged. Because of
this approach only a small percentage of the total number of burials
likely to have been present was excavated.

Burials were located within the pre-friary chapel and the friary
church 0*3 well as to the N, S, E and W of these buildings (111 41).
Some disturbance of interments io known to have occurred during the
two known earlier investigations of the site (D Hunter, pers ccmm) but
little evidence of this having happened was found, Qrave-cuts, often
truncated, were found within the church buildings and to the S of them
but were seldom identified to the N and E because of the large number
of burials present and the homogeneous nature of surrounding soils in
these areas, Although the on-going process of burial can hardly be
regarded as being a phased activity it did prove possible to rilata
many of the Linlithgow inhumations to site stratigraphy and as a
result to the periods and sometimes phoaes used in the archaeological
section of thio publication. Unfortunately, those N and E of the
friary church could not be e.3 specifically assigned to phases or
periods as many of thi others,

With only a few exceptions, graves were orientated E-W,
apparently respecting the alignments of thi pre-friary chapel and thi
friary church.

3iti numbers were given to readily identifiable skeletons and to
disturbed but discrete bone groups. A few bones may therefore have
biin mistakenly included with other groups during excavation (see
Chapter 7,5). At thi timfl of excavation thi condition of akeletal
retaains vtriid iccording to thi nature of deposits into which the
graves had been cut rather than when thi burials had btsn inserted.
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7.2 LIMLITBGO*. TTC BURIALS (cont)

In general, adult bones in graves dug into natural clay were softer
ar>d lees wall preserved than those found in graves dug into soil or
rock.

Usually skeletons lay supine with skulls at the W either facing E
or upwards, although there were some notable exceptions. Where the
evidence survived, arm bones lay in several positions - at the a.ldes,
over lower chests, over pelves or with left ants over or at pelves and
right arras along sides.

Of necessity the burial evidence has had to be discussed by area
rather than by date because it was not possible to assign graves in
different locations to phases or periods with the same degrees of
certainty.

CJRAVE3 LOCATED WITHIN PRE-FRlAR* CHAPEL AID FRIARY NAVE
INTRODUCTION
Graves h**l been cut into nearly all the uaeable area within the
pre-friary chapel/nave of the friary church, c 21 x 6.40m, but because
of modern intrusive features und restricted excavation time, it was
only possible to excavate half of the total area completely, Hsre as
eloawhsrs on the site, it wai difficult to identify ths upper cuts of
graves in the mlxsd honogensous soil deposits so a series of tpits
wers rsmoved sjid burisls sxcavated when isolated. In this way
rslationships bstwssn inhumations ware sstablishsd with four general
phasss or cycles of interment being identified, Unfortunately, not
all the burials could be assigntd to thass phases with the aame degree
of csrtainty.

For otratigrsphical rsisons thrts phssss of burial, 3, 4 anu 5,
ars liksly to rtlats to tht prs-friary Psriod 2, whlls the othsr can
only hivs occurrsd in ths post-friary Period 4, when ths frisry church
Uy in dscay, A Psriod 3» Phase 6, sprsad of mortar fragm«nts (7036),
which can only h*vt bssn dsposittd within the chapsl whil« it was
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7.2 LIHLITHGOW. THJE BUHIALfl (oont)

being converted into the friary church in the first half of the 15th
century, extended, albeit incompletely, through the building sealing
many of the Phase 3 - 5 graves, Most of the Period 4 graves had
distinctive loosely packed fills having been cut through the Phase 6
mortar horizon aa wall as some Period 4 destruction deposits.

PERIOD 2, PHASE 3 BURIALS WITHIN CHAPEL

These burials had been cut into sandy soils and/or into natural clay.
They were orientated in the normal E-W direction and most weru c 0,25m
deep although many had been truncated by Period 3 and later
activities. Burial sequences within the phase, such as one in the SW
corner of the building were established, but further division into
meaningful sub-phases did not prove possible,

Burials SK 121, 124, 127, 129 and 134 lay in the SE corner of the
chapel, At the W end of the building it was less easy to divide
burials into discrete phases but the raoro complete exumplaa SK 146,
148, 150-152, 15S 156, 158, 159, 162-164 and 170 are likely to be of this
phase. It li probable that SK 138 and SK IG6 are also of this primary
grouping although there were insufficient stratigraphical associations
to be absolutely certain. Nine disarticulated skulls were found in
Phase 3 burials, only one of which (SK 143) may hav* derived frora a
'skiill'less1 skeleton (163), However, four out of five disturbed
skulls (SK 77-80, 102) present in t Phase 5 feature (7048), are UUely
to hsve belonged to Individualo buried during Phase 3, As two of
thcje skulls may have been associated with Phase 3 skeletons, SK 121
and SK 127» it would appear that approximately thirty persons had been
interred within the axcavated part of the chapel during Phase j.

Assuming thst the density of burial wao simtlsr in the
unexcavated arau of the building( it would seen thst approximately
sixty people could have been buried within the chapel during thin
phase. As it is believed thst Phase 3 could have lasted up to a
cua*inuffl of eighty years in the 13th century, an average of less than
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7.2 LIHLITHGOW. THE BOIUALS (coat)

one inhumation per annum seems to have been involved.

The age range represented by the Phase 3 grouping varies between
an infant (SK 15Mt represented by a skull and vertebrae, and two old
adults, (SK 158, 165), represented by a skeleton and a skull
respectively. Of the eleven sexabio skeletons and skulls it is
notable that only one skull (SK 144) has been positively identified as
being that of a male. Assuming that the burial of males was not
concentrated in unexcavated parts of tho chapel, it would appear that
the 1 0 t 1 proportion of female and ?femalei male skeletal remains is
considerably more unequal than might have been expected. One possible
explanation of this apparent anomaly may be concerned with the
dedication of the chapel. As it is likely to have been dedicated to
the Virgin Mary in the 13th century, as it clearly was in 1401 when it
was gifted to the Carmelites, tho burial of females and young persons,
with whom Mary is closely associated, may have been given a higher
priority than that of men. Further evidence of preferential burial
within the confines of the chapel waa found in Phase 4 when only
youngsters were interred in the area.

It is also worthy of note that burial near one's spouse in a
family grouping does not appear to have been the cuatoa within the chapel
at this time.

The only definite evidence of a coffin having been employed for
burial within the chapel consisted of a square-ended grave associated
with an adult skeleton (SK 121) and nails that were recovered frcnn the
grave-fill, The location of the interment, in the presumably
prestigious 3E corner of the chapel, together with the use of a coffin
probably signifies that the person involved had been wealthier and of
grekter standing than the othera buried at thia tim«, There waa no
evidence of ahrouda having been used during this phaae, Where am
bones survived their poaitiona varied considerably but with no
apparent regard for age, MX or religious standing. There waa even a
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7.2 LIHLITHGOW. TEE BORIALfi (cont)

suggestion hat some of the arm alignments may have resulted
accldently. Should bodies have been put into graves from the N, this
could have thrown left arms over pelves and right arrns to the side,
which was one of the taore common positions.
Burial*! SK 77-30, SK 102, SK 121, SL 124, SK 127, SK 129, SK 134, SK

138, SK 143, SK 144, SK 146, SK 148, SK 150-152, SK 154, SK
155, SK 156, SK 158, SK 159, SK 162-166, SK 170.

Associated findst Copper alloy ring 231.

PERIOD 2, PHASE 4 BUHIALS WITHIN CHAPEL
The most obvious difference between the Phase 3 and Phase 4
inhumations is that only youngsters appear to have been buried within
the chapel during the later phase. The interments were aligned E-W as
before but where identifiable only parts of thirteen, c 0.15m deep,
grave-cuts arid a grave-like feature (7056) were isolated.

fr

Although some stratigraphical relationships existed among graves
and skeletons it was not possible to $ub-categorise the Phase 4
burials. Of the thirteen inhumations (SK 73, 82, 104, 105, 107, 109,
110, 122, 123, 125, 126, 130, 133) present in the SE area of the
chapel all but two (SK 104, 105) were seen to overlie or cut Phase 3
interments SK 124 and 3K 134. Similarly eleven of the twelve (SK
135-137, 140-142, 145, 147, 149, 157, 168, 207), at the W end of the
building definitely overlay or had been dug into burials of the
previous phase. There waa some doubt whethtr or not SK 73, 3K 135 and
SK 207, which lay alongside the N fact of tht 3 wall, were of this
phase or had b*en inserted during Period 4, However, as associated
soils and, with regard to SK 73, tht grave-fill, were more akin to th«
fills of Period 2, Phast 4 grav« than thoie of Period 4, the thrt*
inhumations have betn included in this notion, A grave-ahaped
feature (7056) which tu«asur*d 1 x 0,60 x 0.20m did not contain an
articulated aktltton* It may have b«n a grave which, for some
unknown roion, had not be«n used or alternatively it nay have bt«n
dug to recover human remains for burial elaewtorei either explanation
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7.2 LIMLITHGOW. THE BOHIALS (cont)

seems to be equally likely.

From Phase 4 contexts, twenty-five skeletons were recovered and,
had the whole area witnin the chapel been excavated, then
approximately double this number might have been expected to be
present, should t'ne density of burial have been the same throughout
the building. As Phase 4 is believed to have been between fifty and
100 years long, ending at the start of the fourth quarter of the 14th
century, the hypothetical total number of burials does not appear
excessive should the interments have been inserted at regular
intervals throughout the phase rather than during a short time-span
within the phase. The intercutting sequence of Interments Identified
in the SE area of the chapel would appear to argue against the latter
possibility so it Is therefore somewhat unlikely that the Phase 4
graves had to be dug following a major disaster such as an epidemic.

The estimated number of Phase 4 inhumations may not be too
surprising but the age range of individuals interred during this time
is unusual. Only youngsters varying in age between a foetus of 6 - 8
months (SK 104) and a child of 4 - 6 years (SK 133) are represented.
It has already been suggested that, as only a single male was
identified in the Phase 3 grouping, there will have been some
preference for the burial of females and young persons at that time,
probably because of the chapel's dedication to the Virgin. The burial
of only youngster* during Phase k would seen to be an even clearer
indication of the chapel's association with Mary and possibly of the
respect in which she was held. Whtther this regard txtendtd as far as
cult worship similar to that of tht Mother of Marcy or Mother of
Succour can only be speculated*

Had prtmaturt births and young Dibits alont bttn inttrrtd within
the building during Phut 4, a cast could havt bttn nadt for tht
chapel having bacons rtdundant and its inttrior having bttn ustd for
tht burial of unbaptited youngsters. Howevtr, the presence of a
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7.2 LIMLITHGOW. THE BURIALS (cont)

nuabcr of individuals within the 2 - 1 2 years age range who
presumably would have been christened, appears to argue strongly
against such a possibility. Yet, it is possible that baptism was not
regarded as being essential for burial within the chapel because it is
questionable whether or not all the younger examples would have been
born alive.

It is believed that there may have been as many as sixty
inhumations within the chapel prior to Phase 4 and it is possible that
they may have began to cause considerable subsidence to flooring. It
may therefore have been decided that because of this and because of
the limited useable space within the buildingi the burial of adulta
should be banned and that only youngsters be allowed the privilege of
burial in this area during Phase 4 because of their special
association with Mary.

There was no evidence of coffins having been used during this
phase but the dominant burial position of lower arms being slightly
inclined towards or over pelves could be regarded as being indicative
that many bodies may have been firmly wrapped in shrouds. Some
additional suggestion for such a mode of burial is perhaps provided by
SK 82 and SK 122, who had been burled with the head at the E end of
the grave and face-down respectively.
Burialflt SK 73, SK &>, SK 104, SK 105, SK 107, SK 109, SK 110, SK 122,

SK 123, SK 125, SK 126, SK 130, SK 133, SK 135-137, SK

140-142, SK 145r SK 147, SK 149, SK 157.

PERIOD 2, PHASE 5 BURIALS WITHIN CHAPEL
The only evidence of a third burial sequence within the chapel lay in
the SE corner. Initially skeletal remains appeared to bt confined to
a single roughly rectangular cut featur* (7048} which wasured c 2 x
1,50 x 0,50a. It had be«n cut through tht Phase 4 aoil (7054) and had
a distinctive gray brown sandy clay fill containing gravel and mortar
inclusion*. In spite of the apparent uniformity of fill, irregular
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7.2 LINLITHGOW. THE BURIALS (cont)

cuts at a low level along the W end of the feature and the positions
of four articulated skeletons one to another showed that a series of
intercutting burials was involved in tho complex.

The remains consisted of four skeletons (SK 75, 76, 106, 108)
which were aligned E-W in the normal fashion, together with disturbed
bones and five skulls (SK 77-80, 102). One of the disarticulated
skulls (SK 80) might be that of SK 106 and two otners (SK 78, 102)
those of Phase 3 SK 121 and SK 127. A possible total of six burials
nay therefore have been involved which, at the time of excavation,
seemed to accord with the total number of bones present. The probable
interment sequence appeared to be as- follows! two burials, represented
by soae of the redeposited bones and SK 77 and SK 79 (skulls only),
which were overlain by SK 106 and SK 108, which In turn were overlain
by SK 76 and SK 75 respectively. Obviously the earliest two may have
been disturbed Phase 3 inhumations but the other four can only have
been Interred during Phase 5.

Because of their burial in the prestigious SE corner of the
chapel, SK 106, SK 103, SK 75 and SK 76 are probably those of
influential people. More specifically, they could even be those of a
family that patronised the chapel. The intensity of burial within the
small area and tho ages of the individuals involved (all were adults)
would appear to givo some additional substantiation for such a
possibility. For stratigraphical reasons the burial group is likely
to date to the later 14th century and as the chapel lay within the
gift of James Douglas of Dalkeith in 1401 it is tempting to suggetit
that the Phase 5 graves were those of his or his wife's ancestors.
However, as it ia not known whether James inherited or bought the
property, the burlala could be of an unrelated family* At the time of
excavation it wa« considered that the remain* may have been those of
CarmallteB who had been allowed use of the chapel prior to it being
officially given to the order in the early 15th century. However, as
SK 75 and the disarticulated akull SK 79 are believed to be of feiulei
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7.2 LIHLITHGOW. THS BURIALS (cont)

this would not now seem to be possible.

Although nails were recovered from the feature (7048) it is
believed that they had been disturbed from the underlying Phase 3
burial SK 121 and perhaps others, rather than being directly
associated with any of the Phase 5 ones. The presence of three
lace-'^nds in the fill (see Chapter 9.1, 9.5) suggests that at least
one of the bodies may have been bound or sewn into son>e type of burial
covering or shroud. This is the earliest occurrence of finds of this
type in a grave-fill and it could be argued that they could have been
deposited by accident. Nevertheless, as many others were found In
grave-soils and Period 3 graves, it is possible that their presence in
the Period 2, Phase 5 feature is indicative of some kind of an
shrouded burial. The slightly slumped attitude of SK 76 and the
positions of the arms across the chest are perhaps suggestive that it
is the most likely of the four relatively conplete skeletons to have
been buried within a shroud.

The Phase 5 graves are the last indications of pre-friary use of
the chapel. Although the building was to become the nave of the
friary church in Period 3, Phase 6 and as such is believed to have
been used as a church, probably by a confraternity, during the friary
period it is noteable that no burialo assignable to this later period
were found within its confines. The reason for this is not known
although the area may merely have been regarded aa being too crowded
to take more graves. There may even have been some verbal
understanding with the Carmelites that the Period 2 inhumation* within
the old chapel should not be disturbed.
Burialsi OK 75. SK 76, SK 77-80, SK 102, SK 106, SK 108.

^ERIOD A BURIALS WITHIN HAVE OF FRIARV CHURCH
Although the pre-fritry chiptl, which became tht nave of the friary
church, was not used for buriel during tht friary period, a few
inhumation* were inserted duriog Period k when the building Ity in
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7.2 LIMLITHGOW. THE BURIALS (cont)

decay and In the case of 3K 35 while part of the S wall foundation was
being robbed of atone.

As has already been discussed it is possible though unlikely that
inhumations SK 73, SK 135 and SK 207 are of Foriod A rather than of
Period 2, Phase A date. However there was no doubt that SK 74, SK 81,

SK 101 and SK 103 aro of Period 4 date because either they were seen
to have been cut through decay and primary destruction levels or were
located during the removal of these deposits. The c 0.11 - 0.25ra deep
graves were orientated in the usual E-W direction and one (SK 81) had
been roughly covered by a few broken flooring slabs which had boon
gathered together from the Period 4 rubble.

The four skeletons are of youngsters and the oldest appears to
nave been only aged 16 months at the most. Their burials and others
of this period shows that the fricry site is likely to have continued
to be regarded as a holy place during the later 16th and early 17th
centuries.

There waa no indication from finds or the positions of skeletons
and arms that the four youngsters had been buried in coffins or
shrouds,

SK 35, that of a young adult cale, lay E-W in a Period A robbing
cut of tho 3 foundation walling of the navo, The skeleton was
articulated and complete apart from moat of tha skull although a few
cheek bone fragments were recovered. There was no sign that force had
been used to remove the skull and its absence cannot bo satisfactorily
explained. Even tha presence of a skeleton in a feature of this kind
cannot be accounted for adequately. Just conceivably, it could b«
argued that the ekeleton may have been found in a tomb or a grave
built into the S wall while the building waa being demolished although
no evidence of ftatures of this type wtre located during the
excavation, Tho tkull tuy liavi fallen off, been smashed and loit
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7.2 LIHLITHGOW. THB BURIALS (cont)

before the other1 remains were identified, which would explain its
absence in the robbing trench but not the articulated condition and
position of the skeleton unless the body was still relatively sound
arid was still securely wrapped within a shroud when it was reburied.
Unfortunately, there was no clear evidence that the skeleton had been
shrouded and its presence in the robbing cut remains unresolved. This
find may be compared with the discovery of SK 13 in the backfill of a
ditch at Perth (see Chapter 6.2).
Burialst SK 35, SK 73, SK 74, SK 81, SK 101, SK 103, SK 105, SK £07.

GRAVES WITHIN CHAHCEL OF FBIiflY CHURCiJ
INTRODUCTION

Graves, mostly cut into natural clay to depths between c 0.20 and
0.49m, were located throughout the area enclosed by the chancel of the
friary church. However, excavation was not complete because some of
the stone flooring slabs were left undisturbed arid because weather
conditions together with the pressure of time dictated that two
skeletons could not be fully investigated or removed.

PERIOD 2 BURIALS WITHIN CHANCEL OF FRIARY CHURCH

In this area only a line of three burials (SK 53, 100, 131) an adult,
an old Juvenile and a young adul ?male respectively, can be
attributed to Period 2 with some confidence. These were either
overlain by or, in the case of SK 100, lay under the line of a Period
3, Phase 6 N-3 cross-wall (5045) hear the W end of the chancel. The
clearly squared ends of the three E-W graves and the presence of iron
nails in two fills (SK 100, 131} indicate that they, like the Period
2, Phase 3 one (SK 121) within the chapel are likely to have been
coffined inhumations. Port of a copper pin, from the fill of the
grave of SK 53, is probably best regarded as being a fortuitous find
rather than as bting evidence of a shroud having bon employed,

DISCUSSION
These burial* &tkc up three of the total four inhumations outwith th*
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7.2 LIWLITHGOW. THE BURIALS (cont)

chapel detncnstrably of Period 2 date. It is perhaps unlikely that the
ground E of the pre-friary chapel was rr.uch used for burial during this
time because no other graves were overlain by or had been cut by
Period 3, Phase 6 constructional activities. In addition, few
redepositcd bones, compared with other areas, were recovered from
Period 3 burials within the chancel. From general site stratigraphy it
would appear that the three interments were undertaken sometlce
between the mid 13tn century and the end of the 14th century.
Burialsi SK 53, 100, 131.

PERIOD 3 BURIALS WITHIN CHANCEL OF FRIARY CHURCH

Fourteen chancel graves {SK 1, 41, 42, 54, 58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 83, 84,
91, 113, 115) are believed to be of Period 3 dute. Although the grave
of SK 64 was seen to have been cut through the grave of SK 91 both
appear, along with SK 113, because of other stratigraphical reasons,
to bo early Period 3 interments. They could even be of Period 2 date
but the lack of sufficient relationships between them and the chapel
precludes their inclusion in that grouping. Other early inhumations
are SK 59 arid SK 64 which had been cut by later Period 3 graves.
3urial SK 54 is likely to have been dug prior to Period 3, Phase 10
because it appeared to have been overlain by a N-S wooden partition of
this phoso, although the presence of the latter was only Indicated by
a Period 4 robbing cut (5059)* All the graves were aligned E-W
respecting the orientation of the building and the positions of the
nine later Period 3 burials (SK 1 , <*1 , 42, 54, 58, 62, 65, 83, 115)
which seemed to form part of an organised and planned pattern of
burial consistent with what night be expected within the clianc«l of a
frjary church.

It would appear that only approximately twenty persons are likely
to have been buried within the chancel during Period 3, The total is
relatively snail considering that the p«riod ig likely to have spanned
c 140 years during the 15th and 16th cflnturics, It ifl thtrefore
probable that inhumation within the ctuwctl of th* friary church uai
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7.2 LIULITHCOW. THE BURIALS (uont)

reserved for those who were highly esteemed or who patronised the
friary in sone manner (see Chapter 7.11. Burial SK 1, that of a young
adult female, was located N of the altar and was the only interment
present within the presbytery. She must have been especially regarded
to be buried in such a prestigious position.

The Period 3 chancel inhumations vary in ago between a foetus of
5-9 months (SK 42) and two young adults (SK 41, 65) and a middle aged
adult (SK 83). Seven out of eight adult skeletons were sexablei there
were five males, fSK 41, 54, 65, 83, 84) and two females (SK 1, 58).
Only a child (SK 62) had been laid out with its arms at its sides. Of
the eight others, where the positions of arms were readily
discernible, seven (SK 1, 54, 58, 59t 64, 65, 115) had at least one
arm laid over the pelvis and one had both of his positioned over the
lower chest. There was no evidence suggestive of coffined or shrouded
burial, A grave-like, though elongated, E-W feature (5161) was found
not to contain a skeleto... Either one had been removed for burial
elsewhere or the grave had never been used.

DISCUSSION
The main impression given by most of the Period 3 chancel burials is
that they had been positioned with some care, which contrasts markedly
with inhumations In other areas of the site. However, this planned
organisation does not appear to have extended to the burial of
husbands and wives close to one another. The proportion of five male
to two female inhumations in this area does not appear to be
significant because of the snail total involvtd,
Burialei SK 1, SK 41, SK 42, SK 54, SK 58, SK 59, SK 62, SK 64, SK 65,

SK 63, SK 84, SK 91, SK 113, SK 115.

PERIOD 4 BURIALS WITHIN CHANCEL OF FRIARY CHURCH
Only three graves within tht chanctl area (SK 34, 39* 40) can bt
asfligned to tht pott-friary Period 4, Broken roofing slabs and pitcti
of mortar In tfc« gr»ve-fill3 of 2K 39 tnd SK 40 and the location of SK
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7.2 LINLITHGOW. THB BURIALS (cont)

34, above the S wall rercnants (5030), together with the level at which
it was identified, show that the throe graves had been dug after the
friary had been much destroyed. Nevertheless, sufficient of tho
building is likely to have existed at this time to allow the graves to
be properly orientated. It ie therefore likely that they date to
between 1559 and 1624.

The three burials consist of a baby (S'< 34), a sub-adult male (SK
39) and a young adult female (SK 40h SK 40 had been interred with
her arms at her sides in the normal L'-W fashion but the sub-adult male
had been buried supine with his arms over his pelvis and with his head
at tho E end of the grave, the reverse of the normal position.

DISCUSSION
At the time of excavation it was thought possible that burials with
heads at the E ends of graves might signify that ecclesiastics, such
as friars, could be involved) the idea being that they would sit up to
face the laity on tho day of judgement. However, this theory no
longer seems credible because two skeletons laid out in this direction
have been identified as female. The only other apparently feasible
explanation for the unusual burial position of 3X 39 is based on the
presence of five lace-ends in the grava-fill, Ujould these have been
used in the binding of the body in a shroud and it was then
transported some distance for burial then the positions of head and
feet may have been difficult to determine, Thia could have resulted
in such an abnormal burial position. It may therefore not be
fortuitous that lace-ends and wire twists were also found in
association with two of the other rev«ra«d burials,
Burialfli SK 34, GK 39, SK 40.

QFAVE3 N OF FRIARY CHURCH
Although it wai obvious that all tht machintd ana N of the friary
church had batn intinsivtly used as a graveyard, only a uoill part c
11 x 1.BOB could t* investigated in the time availably, At •Mcavaticn
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7.2 LINLITHCOH. THK BUHIALS (cont)

an identifiable total of thirty-two skeletal groupings (SK 36, 37, 63,
66-72, 85-90, 92-99, 1 1 1 , 112, 114, 117-120, 132} were found but only
thirteen of these were relatively complete with a baby, two children
and ten adults being represented, Only two grave-cuts were Identified
in the well mixed cemetery soils and both contained adult skeletons
(SK 66, 70). The age range varied between infants and adults with a
high proportion of immature individuals being present. Only nine of
the total could be sexed with some degree of certainty, Three males
(SK 70, 112, 117), one ?male (SK 98), two females (SK 37, 66) and one
?female (SK 66) were identified. Two articulated skeletons of a sub
adult ferr.ale (SK 37) and an old Juvenile (SK 65) had been laid with
their heads at the E ends of graves similar to SK 39. Where
discernible, the positions of arms were ctoitly over pelvee,

DISCUSSION
The intpncity of burial outwith th^ friary church compared with Inside
it indicates that the K chancel wall '<as being respected BO it is
therefore likely that most of the gravis in this area are of Period 3
date, early 15th to mid 16th century, Because of the general lack of
stratigraphy some could evon post-dato the friary period should the
graveyard have continued in u»e after the Reformation,

A number of lace-ends and wire twists wert found during the
removal of one of the soil spits (5125) and their locations suggest
that they could relate to SK 36, SK 37, SK 66 and SK 99. As hat been
diacurmod above in the section dueling with Period k chancel graves,
it is thought that th*s« types of objects may have been u««d to bind
bodies into shrouds,
Burialit SK 36, SK 37, SK 63, SK 65-72, SK 85-90, SK 92-99, SK 1 1 1 , SK

112, SK 114, EK 117-120, SK 132,
Associated flndii TwiiUd Wir« rings 21_9, 221,

GRAVES E or mm CHURCH
Tht llmittd art* invtiti^atod to the E of tht church WM without doubt
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7.2 LIMLITHGOW. THE BOfllALfl (cont)

part of the same graveyard sampled to the N of the building. The
burial area clearly extended further N and E beyond the excavation but
seemed to end roughly In line with the S wall of the church,
Forty-seven skeletal groupings, (SK 2-33, 43-52, 55-57, 60, 61) wire
identified during the removal of c 0.35m of basal soils. The
intensity of burial was such in the c 5 x 2.40m area that only the
remains of thirteen Individuals, a baby, two children and ten adulte
were reasonably complete. Just part of a single grave-cut (5121)
associated with burial SK 61 waa located. The age range represented
was similar to that of the N area, with most examples falling within
the foetus to young adult range. Only three (SK 7f 15, 26) definitely
survived into middle age. Of the twelve sexable individuals, nine
females (SK 4-7, 10, 17, 19, 32, 60), one ?female (SK 15) and two
males (SK 26, 27) have been identified, Some preference may therefore
have been given to the burial of women and youngsters in this part of
the cemetery, although the area excavattd was too small to be certain
of tho possibility, The skeletal remains were too disturbed to
ascertain whether or not there waa a dooinajit arm position,

DISCUSSION
tost of the graves E of the friary church are likely to be of Period 3
date for the same reaaona given for thoie located N of tht building*
Here too the abaence of aignificant atratigraphy meana that a f«w may
be of Period 4 date (aee alao above Diacuaalon of Qravea N of friary
church),

Although no reverae buriali were locattd in tht E arta, thrtt (3K
4, 7f 19)t ail fecnalea, had bean interred in prona poaitiona, Ont, 3K
19, may hava diad in a fira (aaa Chapter 7»5, 111 02), Thaaa unusual
burial poaitiona nay again hava resulted from the use of ahrouda( I*>
may not ba coincidental that again nuwbera of laca-anda and wire
twljta warp recovered fron the graveyard aoil and that aeven of theaa
objecta were believed, at the UM of eMcavatlon, to be aaaociatad
with SK 7 ajid on* with 3£ 3.
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7.2 LIHLITHGOK. THE BURIALS (cant)

Burlalot SK 2-33, SK 43-52, SK 55-57, SK 60, SK 61.
Associated flndsi TwioUd wire ring 220.

GRAVES ASSOCIATED WITH E RANGE
PHE-PHASE 10 BURIALS ASSOCIATED WITH E RANGE
S of the chancel four c 0,30ra deep grave-like features were excavated,
All pro-dated the construction of the E range of buildings in Phase 10
and three underlay the range itaelf, Part of a child skeleton (SK
116) lay within a rock-cut grave. A similar feature (6250) was mostly
overlain by a Phase 10 wall which was not removed. Aa a result it is
not known whether or not 6250 contained a skeleton, although its oize
and E-W alignment are suggestive that it may have. Another grave-like
feature (6189) had been dug until bed-rock had been reached at an
average depth of c 0.31m. No skeletal remains were present and it is
possible that the digging of the feature may have been abandoned
because of the difficulty of continuing further into rock or
alternatively because the leg bones of SK 116 had been encountered,
Only the legs and feet of the other E-W burial (SK 173), an adult,
O'jrvived, aa its W end had bttn distroyed during the conitruction of
the E wall of the Phac* 10 building, No significant finda were
recovered from th« four ftaturtii

DISCUSSION
Little can be said of thes« burials txctpt that thty art liktly to be
medieval rather than tarlitr in dati ar.d that they hud bton dug prior
to the third quarter of th« 15th ctntury whtn the.building was
constructed.
Burialai SK 116, SK 173,

PERIOD k BURIAL ASSOCIATED WITH E RANGE
Th« gravt of SK 36 had b«en cut into Ptriod A E rwigt dstnolition
deposits in ths SE corn«r of Boon 2, tht sacristy, to a depth of c
0,20m, so it clearly post-datia th» destruction of thi building,

tn« walls art likily to havi itUl stood to soai hiight Tor
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7.2 LIWI*ITHCOW. THE BUKXALS (cont)

the g^ave to have been positioned so accurately, the burial is likely
to date lo between 1559 and 1624, like soma others of Period 4 date
located within the church (see above).

The E-W inhumation was of a foetus or very young infant who had
been buried with the head at the E end of the grav?. Whether it had
been wrroped at burial or whether 5t was foil that-the S and E walla
would ai'ford some kind of protection to the head positioned in thiu
direction cart only be speculated.
Burialsi SK 33,

GRAVES WITHIN CLAUSTR4L AHEA
INTRODUCTION
Burials excavated within the clauDtral area lay between the church and
the line of Galley 6670. Tnny became visible as apits, mainly of
clayey subsoils, were removed. Many grave-cuts were quite shallow and
may have been dug from higher levels than identified. Seme had "bean
cut into natural clay and sone into bedrock, Ac the fills of the
latter contained considerably quantities of broken doleritic atone
theso may have been recognised earlier in the excavation than those
with lese distinctive fills, The total number excavated can only be
regarded as being u aaaple because other unexcavated graves were
identified towards tho W aid's of the claubtral area. It la impossible
to bo certain but four main buritl cycles appear to be involved,

PRE-PHASE 8 QRAVE3 WITHIN CLAUSTRAL AREA
Many of the earliest grouping of twelve inhumations (SK 185-139, 192,
19^-197, 202, 204) were overlain or cut by claustral features
considered to b* poasibly of Phase 8 date. Some doubt exists as f-o
whether these intrusive features are of Phase 8 or esrlier date so
thin burial cycle cannot be tccuntely dated (see Chapter 0.2). Some
individuals nay even hsve been buried during the chapel Period 2.

The firms, which wsrs aligned in -he uaual E-W direction,



7.2 LIHLITHGOW. THE BURIALS (cont)

survived to depths between c 0.10 and 0.54Q, Mostly Juveniles and
young adults were found but an infant of 1 - 2 years (3K 187) and a
middle aged adult (SK 204) have al^c been identified. All three
aexable Individuals are female (SK 185, 192, 197). One young adult
female {SK 192) bad been interred with her head at the E end of the
grave (see Period 4 burials within chancel for discussion of this
type of Inhumation). All the skeletons were supine and clearly six
had been laid out with arms over pelves, similar to many Period 3
examples elsewhere, No finds of significance were recovered from
grave-fills.
3urialst SK 185-139, SK 19?, SK 194-197, SK 202, GK 204.

PERIOD 3, PHASE 9 - 1 2 GRAVES WITHIN CLAUSTRAL AHEA
Ten burials (SK 179, 180-184, 190, 193, 199, 201) can be assigned to
Phases 9 - 1 2 . They have not been more specifically phased because
such small numbers are involved. All clearly pre-date the
construction of the W range and associated walk in Phase 13 so the
graves are therefore likely to date to the later 15th century.

Like the pre-Pbase 8 examples, these burials had been cut into
natural clay and rock. They too were approximately aligned E-W
although two of them (SK 190, 201) were much less accurately
orientated than normally. The unusual alignments of these rock-dug
graves probably reaulted from the cut* following the natural
break-lines within the baaalt.

The age range involved varied between an infant of 6-12 month*
(SK 179) and an old adult {SK 182). Of the four aexable examples, two
have been identified aa male (SK 182, 199) and two feaale (SK 181,
183). Whore the evidence waa clear, four (SK 182-164, 199) had their
arma by their aides and two (SK 161, 201) had their aroe laid acroae
their cheats, Wo eignificant finds ware recovered fro* grave filla,
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DISCUSSION
Although burial within the claustral area was much lesa intense than
in the main graveyard N arid E of the church, there was no evidence of
preferential or selective interment on grounds of sex or age in the
former location during this or other Period 3 phases. Inhumation
within the claustral area may have been more desirable than in the
cemetery, but rcay have been more dependent on wealth or social
standing rather than other factors.
BurlalQi SK 179, SK 180-164, SK 190, SK 193, SK 199, SK 201.

LATER PERIOD 3 AND PERIOD 4 GRAVES WITHIN CUUSTRAL AREA
This small group of burials could not be precisely phased. The main
difference between the five graves included in this section (SK 171,
174-177) arid the Phase 9 - 1 2 examples was that their grave-cuts were
isolated at a higher level than those previously discussed. The more
readily distinguishable grave-fills of some nay huve assisted their
earlier Identification than elsewhere so it is feasible that these
could be more or lesa contemporary with the Phaae 9 - 1 2 ones.
Because of the lack of securely sealed stratlgraphical deposits it is
even possible that some may post-date the friary occupation of the
site and be of Period 4 data. Therefore, it would appear that the
inhumations could date from the later 15th to the early 17th centuries,

Like the earlier interments in this area the five graves were
orientated E-W and had been dug into natural clay and rock, They have
been identified as tht buriali of two young juveniles (SK 171, 174),
an old Juvenile (SK 177), a middle-aged adult malt (SK 175) and a
young adult female (SK 176). Three (SK 174, 175, 177) appeared to
have been interred with arm* over pelves while one (SK 176) had here
placed over the lower cheat, No fin4a of interest were recovered,
BuriaJ.it SK 171, SK 174-177*

MODERN SKELETAL GROUPS WITHIN CLAUSTHAL AREA
Within the clauatral area only two ikelttal grouping In pUa appe»r«d

03



7.2 LIMLITHGOW. THK BURIALS (cont)

to have resulted from the reburial of human remains disturbed in
relatively aodern times. One (SK 178) contained the skull of an old
Juvenile and the other (SK 203) a group of skulls and assorted limb
bones. The second grouping is likely to represent parts of skeletons
found during the digging of a field drain which lay just N of the pit.
No finds of interest were recovered from the two features.
Burialflt SK 178, SK 203.

BURIALS W OF CHURCH
Only two burials W of the church were excavated, although others
existed N of Building 2. The earlier (SK 205) is likely to be of
pre-Phaae 3 Period 2 date because it was sealed by later Period 2 and
Period 3 flooring horizons. The grave, which was roughly aligned E-W,
was c 0.25 ra deep, contained the skeletal remains of a child aged 3 -
5 years. The skeleton lay supine with the anna laid at its sides. The
only find of any interest was a lace-end.

The other burial (SK 206) ia likely to be of post-friary date,
Period 4, because it had been inserted over the foundation of the
N wall of Building 2, No definite grave-cut was found trt the supine
skeleton was orientated in the usual E-W direction, The remains have
been identified as being those of a 4 - 8 year old child. No
significant finds were recovered.

DISCUSSION
The major aboence of burials directly W of the church is not
surpriaJng b«cauat for much of Periods 2 and 3 th« area WM occupied
by Buildings 1 and 2.
Burialoi SK 205, CK 206,

COHCLUSIOiS
There cm bs no doubt that most of tht Linlithflow burials are of
individual! who had liv«d locally, Howtvcr, too* considerable doubt

as to wtuthjr tht numin raaains ir« a truly rtpras*nUtiv«
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7.2 LIKLITHGOW. THE BURIALS (cont)

cross-section of the inhabitants of the burgh and its immediate
surrounding, especially with regard to Period 2,

As has already been discussed, the presence of such a large
proportion of female and youngster burials within the pre-friary
chapel during Phases 3 and A strongly suggests that the chapel catered
for the religious needs of a particular group of the local population.
In an age when infant mortality would have been high a religious
establishment associated with the Virgin Mary would have held a
special attraction for younger females desirous of children,
especially if they had already suffered the loss of offspring. Many
such Individuals are likely to have belonged to the poorer and less
well nourished section of the local conounity. The major lack of
grave goods during Period 2, apart from a copper alloy ring on a
disarticulated finger bone (233), together with the use of only four
coffins appears to provide sorne substantiation for these burials
belonging to such a group of people. However, it must be remembered
that no succeeding Period 3 friary burials were found to be coffined.

It is not known whether or not the same section of the local
populace would have been allowed continued uae of the chapel when it
was given to the Carmelites in the early 15th century. However, it
is probable that when tho building waa extended and converted into the
friary church the friars would have had ample apace for their
religious ceremonies in th« chancel leaving the nave free for the use
of such a group of laity. With the church continuing to be dedicated
to the Virgin, on-going use may have indeed been poroitUd to laymen.

t I DO



7.4 PERTH. THE COFFINS AND OTHER WOOD
SAMPLES W E BOYD

SUMMARY OF SAMPLES

Samples were submitted frexa the following ton contexts.
15 - top timber, possibly modern
41 - demolition material froa outside Building 1, possibly coffin,

Porloci 3
77 - associated with SK 7. Period 4
90 - coffin. SK 7. Period 4
103 - backfill of 107 robber trench of E wall of Building 3. Period 4
136 - demolition material overlying Building 1. Period 3
142 - backfill of drainage ditch 141. Period 3
146 - dump layer of clay between floor layers. Building 3. Period 2
169 - coffin. SK 10. Period 1
207 - coffin Building 1. SK £0. Pariod 1

METHODS
The identification of wood species was undertaken by examination of
the internal anatomy of the wood sampled, viewed under low-to
medium-power binocular microscopes (x16 to x250 magnification) and,
if possible and/or necessary, in thin section under ordinary light at
x!30 to x300 magnification. Identification IB by reference to keys
and illustrative material in Phillipa (1948), Qreguss (1959) and
Schweingruber (1982), and to a collection of reference material held
in the Dapartroent of Botany, University of Glasgow,

THE COFFIN SAMPLES
90. This consists of three eubsanplea of wood fragments.
Coffin slats. There are over 100 small fragment! and around twenty
larger ones, the largest measuring 45 x 20 x 3mm. These are thin
radial alivera which are generally In a poor itatt of preservation,
and hence identification is difficult, although all are probably
Quercun (oak). The wood tends to t>e distorted and, in some cases,
partially carbonised,
Coffin sides. These are similar fragments, the largest being 45 x 10
x 2nffl in size. Again they art radial slivers of a dicotyledonous
wood, probably Quercus. and the wood is distorted and partially
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7.4 PERTH, THE COFFIkfi AMD OTHfifi WOOD SAMPLES (cont)

carbonised.

Coffin lid. This subsample is quite different to those above. There
are around twenty small fragments and four large ones, the largest
being 130 x 35 x 5mm in size. The outer parts of the wood ore
darkened to a medium brown, but there appears to bo no distortion of
the wood structure. The inner parts have retained the original light
colour and a freah 'woody' smell. These are tangential slices of
Pinus aylvcstria group wood (includes Scots pinej for discussion of
wood species identification, see below),

169. The wood from this coffin caused some difficulties in
identification. Many of the fragments are partially carbonised, dry
and distorted radial silvers, identified either as dicotyledonous
wood or of. QuercuG. There are three larger fragments which are
quite different. These measure 450 x 50 x 12mm, 215 x 125 x 22rr.ni and
i95 x 145 x 19mm. The latter two resemble the ends of thin planks.
They are al.l tangential slices of wood, identified as Pinus
sylvestrls group. The wood is in a very fresh and undistorted state,
although occasionally with slight darkening in the outer parts. They
all have, however, an outer layer of quite different material, which
in places entirely surrounds the fresh wood. This material has a
woody structure, but is carbonised, possibly In places mineralised,
and severely distorted. It haa all the appearance of metamorphosed
(in the geological oenee) wood, Further Identification is not
possible, The radial components of this wood run at right angles to
those of the internal freah wood, and the material entirely envelops
(or did) the freah wood. This may explain the obvious freshness of
the PlnuB wood. It is not possible to determine whether the outer
material is some form of treated Pinus wood (heat hardened?,
chemically treated?, tarred?..,) or IB a separata substance, perhaps
being treated bark or veneer wood, This problem recurs below
(flBJBplaa 142 and H6) where similar material la identified as Pinua
sp, and P. aylveatria group. It may, therefort, be suggested that tht
material in aamplt 169 repreaenta tht outer parta of Pinus wood
boarda which havt t*»n aubjected to aou form of treatwnt sufficient
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7.4 PKRTH. THE COFFINS AMD OTHER MOOD SAMPLES (cont)

to alter the fabric of the wood.

207- ThJs coffin fill 52, 53mf) was recovered almost entirely
intact, and most of the najor constructional components can be
identified (six bottom boards, two sideboards and one endboard) as
Quercus wood. The boards are radially-split, being typically wider
along cne edge than the other. The numerous fragments of the lid
differ from the rest in that they are considerably thinner, and also
by being partially carbonised. They are also radially-split boards of

Possible coffin wood
41. This ser^ple comprises three large board fragments, of maximum
dimensions 410 x 155 x 21ran, 480 x 160 x 25nm and 560 x 205 x 27mm
(length x width x thickness). These are all identified as Quercus,
and are tangential boards, showing radiating rays in cross section.
They are probably sawn rather than split boards. They also have
bevellud edges, with the slopes at either edge lying toward opposite
surfaces. One fragment has two almost circular peg holes which taper
slightly and have sloping margins on one oirfacs. Those fragments
are thicker than most of the 207 coffin boards, although of similar
size to the 169 coffin wood. They are defined as fragments of board
or thin board (Crone and Barber 1931, fig 2) and following Crone and
Barber's functional classification of timber (1981, fig 3) are likely
to have been used as sheeting, wall panels, Joinery etc, rather than
as structural planking, flooring etc.

MISCELLANEOUS SAMPLES
15 - top timber powlbly nodern. This sample la composed of one
large fragment plus sixteen medium-sized fragm»nta, all being,
probably, parts of one original fragment, The main fragn«nt Is a
tangential alic* of Plnuu sylvestrla group, atcurely identified aa P_._
sylvestrie (Scota pin«( »•• b«low). Th« Itrgeit fragment li 3Q2mn
long, being 70 x 30mo In croaa section. Following Cront and Barber
(1981) thia ia defined aa a atrip, uaad ti a amall, general purpoa*
timber. It ia clear that thla baa b«*n ua«d, there being six nail
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7.4 PERTH. THE COPFIUS AMD OTHER WOOD SAMPLES (cont)

holes, all containing the regains of nails and, except one, having
been driven through from one side. The nail shanks are rectangular
in section. The nails were all originally longer than the thickness
of the wood (oayimuQ 32mm), On* small fragment has a nail inserted
into its end.

Three of the medium-sized fragments, sampled separately at the
excavation frcro the rest, were also identified. These are hard
fragments, preserved due to iron oxide (rust) contamination of the
wood, with all three having nails emplaced through the wood in a
radial direction. One may also have a second nail emplaced
horizontally. The fragment sizes are 43 x 41 x 25nm, 47 x c 45 x 15nm
and 70 x 30 x 22ma. The wood was difficult to identify, but it Pinus
sp,, probably P. sylvestris group.

77 - associated with SI 7- One straight branch fragment was
recovered, This is 320cm long, with a maximum diameter of 40mm, but
generally being c 35rrjn in diameter. One end may be sharpened, with
two long (160 and 165mm) high-angle cuts on opposite sides defining a
moderately sharp edge (rather than point) at this end. The other end
may also bo worked, with two squared incisions c SDOC wide by 14mm deep
being cut into the outer wood. The inner wood has decayed away, thus
not allowing it to be seen whether the two incisions originally
forned a squared cleft across the top of the fragment. The wood ifl
identified as Prunus avium (wild cherry), end this branch fragment
may have formed eooe type of small stake or peg.

108 - backfill or robber trench of E wall of Building 3, This sample
consists of two small branch fragments which display the
characteristics of growth within a hedge, The fragments are twisted
and distorted, and there are compression indentations caused by the
nearby growth of other branches (Boyd 1984}. The fragment dimensions
are 110 x 19mm diameter, and 100 x 13mrc diameter, and there is no
evidence for cut twtrks, Bark is present, ahd there may be three
growth ringflj although this is unclear. The wood is identified as
that of Crataegus (hawthorn), and is probably derived from a nearby
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7.4 PERTH. THE COFFINS AMD OTUfitt WOOD SAMPLES (cont)

hawthorn hedge,

136 - layer of demolition material overlying Building 1. ThJs is one
fragment of wood, 69 x 23 x 12run in size, which survives since it is
knotwood. Identification is Taxus baccata (yew). This is
interesting, since Taxus has a strong tendency to be associated with
religious sites, and was certainly planted during medieval times
{Godwin 1975, 117). However, as a fossil whether or not associated
with archaeological sites, it is recorded by neither Godwin (1975)
nor Coles et al (1978) in Scotland. Ferring and Walters' (1976)
distribution raap of its natural occurence indicates its relative
scarcity in Scotland, and it is therefore probable that the fossil
recorded in this sample represents a planted yew tree in the church
grounds (cf Kulne (Hope 1890, 117) and Muckrcss, Kerry ILeask 1960,
fig 38)).

142 - backfill of drainage ditch 141. This sample consists of a
large quantity of medium-sized wood fragments, some of which may be
wood-working off-cuts. A small lub-sample of these was examined, and
are best discussed under epeclee heading.

Flnua. Three fragments are identified as Finns. One fragment, 140 x
40 x 15ram, is wood of P. sylvestris group, whereas for a eacond,
identification is less certain, being Finns cf. sylvestris group.
Neither of those fragments ha* any indication of working, although
the latter, 90mm long by 46 x 16mm in section, may represent lath or
slatings, being small general-purpose titabtr (Crone and Barber 1981).
This fragment is a semi-tangential slice. Thtre ara at leaat a«ven
rings, and the curvature of these indicates £ minimum value of the
original wood radiua of around 80 - 10Cnoit and at lea*t twenty rings
be-infi present in tht original wood.

The third fragment li quite dlffertnt, and could only bt
identifitd as Plnus ap, Thia fragmtnt, 215aa long by 55 x 13am in
aectlon, in partially carboniatd, tha outtr parta bting almoat
entirely carboniatd and the inntr parts with fina-textured tiaaue
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7.4 PERTH. THE COFFINS AMD OTHKR WOOD SAMPLES (cont)

also being carbonised. In contrast the other two fragments are
uncarboniscd. The wood structure i3 distorted, and appears to have
been sheared. This bears a strong resemblance to the Pinus wood in
sample 169 (see above) although in this case (142) it is possible to
see that all the wood is Pinus and is clearly one original fragment.
Examination of this fragment raised the possibility that the shearing
which causes the severely distorted wood may be related in the manner
in which tho original fragimnt was cut, although it ie not fslt that
an adequate explanation has been found yet.

Quorcus. Two fragments are identified as Quercus. One, 35 x 25 x
iQora in size, has no indication of wood-working, whereas the other,
50ma long by 75 x 12 - 25nun in section is a radial slice with one
possible cut end and a cut running across one face, inserted to about
half the width of the fragment.

?raxinu3. Three fragments are identiried aa Fraxlnua (ash)* One ia
a tangential slice, 90mm long by 38 x 15mm in section, with a
possible cut surface sharpening off one end. Eleven rings ara
present, and the curvature of these indicates a minimum value for the
original branch radius of around 50mm, with at least thirty-five
rings being present. The second fragment, U7mra long by 35 x 8mm in
section, also has a probable cut and, and the third fragment, a
radial slice 74mm long by 56 x 8mm in section, has a cut indeed into
about half the fragment thlckntsi, which rune diagonally acroea on«
face,

The Quercufl and Fraxinua fragments probaoly represent wood-working
off-cuts, and given the pretence of Pinug wood in this simple which 1*
in a yimiltr fitate to some of the coffin wood, the Pinua wood in this
sample tray also represent wood-working waste,

Prunua. Ont very diiborttd fragment wan difficult to identify, but
is probably Prunus padus or aplnoaa (bird cherry or blackthorn).
Thii fragment may come fron the baae of a branch on the original tree
and exhibit! no indication of wood-working*
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7.4 PUTTS. THE COFFINS AM) OTHER WOOD fiAHPL£S (cont)

146 - dump layer of clay between floor liyera. Building 3. This
sample comprises tha remains of four original fragments, all of which
are of Pinua wood. One fragment, 61 x 27 x 7rra in size, exhibits
many of the features of the 'sheared' Plnus wood described above for
samples 169 and U2. In this case, as well aa distortion of the
original structures of the wood clusters of shear tears are present,
these resembling the echelon-shaped crac^'d which develop in certain
materials subjected to shear stress. Consequently, identification is
difficult. The wood is certainly a c^ifer, strongly resembling £̂
sylvestria group wood, The remaining three fragments ere not
distorted in thlc way, and in shape bear a resemblance to each other.
They are all elongate fragments, slightly elliptical or
serai-elliptical in section. Although one fragment io readily
identifiable as P. aylvestria group, the anatomical characters of the
others are legs clear, and identification to Pinus cf. sylveatriu
group only is possible.

SUMMARY AND NOTES ON WOOD IDENTIFICATIONS

The identification! arc summarised in Table 4mf.

Wood of the two nat'.ve Britiah Crataegua apaciee cannot be
differentiated, However, on the bsjia of tha phytcgeographlcal
distributions of the two apeciee, it !• highly probable that
Crataegua monofayna Jacq, (hedgerow hawthorn) ii represented in aample
108 (Rackhao 1980) Clapham et al 1QB1),

Fraxinus excelaicr L. (aah) hai distinctive wood anatomy
charactert, and is the only apeclo* of Fraxinua in Britain.

The wood of the conifer ipecieg Pinua can cauae gone difficultiee
in identification, There are liven groupe of Plnus wood typen, which
include the wood of Pinua epeclea worldwide (Phillipa 19^8), The
Pinu.i aylveatria group includea eeveral apeciee, the wood of which
may bo differentiated on the baaie of cirtain fine anatomical detail
(Qregusa 1959). although in practice, thia ii not alwaya poaaible, Of
intereit h*re it ttw preawce, within thie group, of P. nylvcstria Li
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7.4 PERTH. THE COFFIMB AMD OTiitfi MOOD SAMPLES (cont)

(Scots pine), P. reginosa Ait. (the North American Canadian red pine)
rmd P. nigra Arnold (the southern European Corsican pine). Of thosef
?. sylvestris is the only native British pine, and it is highly
probable that this ie represented in the samples from the Perth friary
site. Indeed, the wood in sample 15 is sufficiently well preserved to
allow a firm identification to P. sylveotria. North American wood
can be drifted acroao the Atlantic, and has been ohown to be uaed in
the past in British prehistoric sites, especially coastal ones.
However, consideration of the North Sou current* indicates that auch
wood is unlikely to occur alonj; the central and 3 parts of the E
seaboard of Scotland (Graham 1952). Wood of P. nigra and, for that
natter, of the many other European pines, la unlikely to be drafted
to Britain. However, trading imports muat be considered. The most
likely wood in the F. nylvestria group to be imported into E Scotland
ia P. oylveatrls itsolf, which grows abundantly in Scandinavia and
around the Baltic shored (more abundantly than in Scotland), but is
absent along moat of the S shores of the North Sea (Jalai & Suorainen
1973), Unless trade with the Mediterranean countries occurred, the
import, on the other hand, of wood of P. nlgra ia unliktly,

The wood of Prunua ipnclea is often difficult to differentiate,
and although in this case Prunua avium L, (wild cherry) has been
identified with a high degree of certainty in sample 77, thi sample
142 wood Identification must rsmain slightly uncertain, sines it was
not possible to exaaln* the fibre tissut components adsquttely
(Schweingruber 1982, 135). This latter wood ia either of P. padua U
(bird charry) or P. spinoaa L, (blsckthorn). All thres Prunuii

arc nativt to Scotlindi

The wood of Quarcus robur L, (penduncultte oiU) snd Q_. petraga
(MsttuschUs) tisbli (ssssilt oik), ths two nstlvt) oak specivu in
Pritaln, cannot be sspsritsly idsntifiid, and ths wood of one or both
species B*y be rcprsisntsd hsrs,

The wood of ths conlfst1 Tsxua baccata Li (yaw) Is highly
distinctive, and providn no uncertainty of identificstion, J
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7.4 PERTH. THE COFFIWS AMD OTHER HOOD flAMPLKB (cont)

baccata is one of three native British conifer species, and is the
only species in its genus (Phillips 1948). It grows throughout H and
central Europe, as well as, to a limited extent, in Scotland. Its
wood may have been imported, and its archaeological record in Britain
indicates its use for non-constructional artifacts (Godwin 1975,
116-117( Hall 1982). However, Taxus has a strong tendency to be
aaaaociated with religious places, and given the context of the
Perth friary camples, the Taxus wood recorded here is highly probably
to have bean from a tr«9 or treea growing in the friary grounds.
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I•"raxlnus excelsior

Table 4mf. Suncary of wood identifications (+ indicates presence).

POSSIBLE
COFFIN WOOD MISCELLANEOUS

41 15 103 136 142 146

P. sylvesbrls group

_P. cf. sylvcatris group

Prunus avium

F. padus/splnosa

V -f

Ouercus

cf. Quorcus

Toxua baccata



Table 5mf. Coffin 207. Maximum dimensions of boards. The base boards
are in order of relative position. All measurements are In cm.

Base Boards LENGTH

47.6

WIDTH
(Max)

8*8

WIDTH OF
QAP

9.5

THICKNESS
min max

0.4 1.5

e
to end

45.0

43.4

40.2

35.7

36.8

128.5
131 .0

7.4

6.9

7.8

7.8

9.1

16.0
17.0

10,0

13.5

13.0

16.5

17.5

0.8

0.8

0.6

C.5

0 .4

0.8
0.5

1.9

0.9

1.3

0.5

1.2

2.0
1.3

28.0 15.0 0.5 1.2
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Table 6rnf. Coffin 207. Data used and results of calculations of dimension
of the original tree trunks from which boards were split. Measurements are
in cc. See 111 53mf for basis of calculations.

BOARD DIMENSIONS
ORIGINAL TREE TRUNK

DIMENSIONS
thickness
(max) (min)
fii §2

side boards

a

b

base boards

Dl

1

f

c

d

e

end board

k

2.0

1.3

1.5

1.9

0.7

1.3

0.65

1.2

1.2

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.8

0.35

0.6

0.35

0.4

0.5

width
(max)
r2

16.0

15.6

6.8

7.4

6.9

7.8

7.8

7.9

12,8

no. of
rings
per cm

4,8

6.3

3.8

3.3

5.2

6.1

4.4

5.9

4.1

radius
(min)
r2

26.7

29.3

12.0

12.8

13.8

14.5

16,9

11.9

21.9

appro
of rln,

(min

127

183

46

45

71

89

74

70

90
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63mf Perth. Wooden coff ins, Coff in 207. Calculation parameters
for establishing minimum values of original tree trunk
dimensions: fa) position of board section In relation to the
original trunk or branch (b) measured parameters r2 ,B1ana
S2. r t Is calculated from the equation r, •8 1 r 2 / (s 1 -B 2 ) .
Results of the calculations are given In Table 6mf.



7.6 THE SKELETAL REMAINS J F CROSS

DCSCtlPTIQM 01 eUOLOFIOU CQetTOfTS

The catalogues of the huaan ilteletel reaeine fro> tht three Caraelite f r i a ry

sites are found on the following pagee, together with the aatric and non-

aetric deta resulting f rom the akeletal analyeca.

Each cite hat been presented aeparately in the following order!

Aberdeen, Linlithgow, Perth. The informat ion for aach eite hae been divided

into six aectione neaelyt (1) the catalogue, (2) tht Binlaum «loa«nc count,

(3) age and sex prof i l ta , (4) the natric, (5) tht aoo-»«tric data and (6)

pathological conditions.

SECTION l i CATAUWUtt

catalogue coniitta oft

i . i A record ibaac for tach 'fit' apeciicn

U2 A list of aatchtd boata

U3 A lilt of di i t r t iculat td nuillu aud aaadiblaa

&BCTIOM l . l i Record ih«*t« for th* SiC •ptciiani

A record aliacc ha§ bata coi.platad for tht ipaciaani dt i ignatad by an SIC

nuabar during tht court* of thv •xoavatiom AB BK nu«bar a«y ba givan Co a

coiplat* or partiilly-coaplita art iculated tkela ton, to a di iar t iculatad

akull, or to an aataabla^f of conilo|l«4 baut which jay npniint lore

oaa individual.

An e*a«pla of * blank IK record aneet depicting the «ain parci of the

ikeieton U etwwo la ;U
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Section 1.1,it Record sheet diagram

111 83af ghowa a blank SK, record ihaat depicting tha aain parti of tha

skeleton. The apptadicular elementa are ahown la the standard anatomical

position, that is* the right-hand side of the ekeleton ia on the left-hand

side of tha diagrna aa oae looka at it.

The parta of tha SK ipeciaen which hava baen identified and §idad ara

represented by tha white areaii There waa no attempt to diatinguiah between

brokan or intact bonaa. If tha bona or partn of bone wera precont, they ware

flllad in* Hiaaiug parti of a daaaged bona wara laft blank* Where akalatal

aleaants are in a fragaentary condition (eg cranial vault, vartabral

bodiea, blada of tha acapula or innominata), only raadily idaatifiable

features, such aa tha vartabral arch or acapular apine, hava baan fillad in*

It ahould ba notad that othar fragaanta »ay occaaionally ba preaant.

Tha orbita and taath hava baea left blank on all tha SK record iheata.

The dantal formula baa baan daootad in tha racord ahaat taxt (aaa Saction

1.1.3).

Imaatura SIC apacimanj hava baan illuetratad in a aiailar mannar. Tha

whita araaa on tha SkC racord ihaat In 111 84af rapraaant tha apiphyiaa of

the iaaatura 6K. apaciaani. If tha apiphyaoa ara praaant and hava baan idant-

ifiad, thay hava baan fillad in. If not, only tha dlaphyiat hava baan

coaplatad. The a«allar apiphyiaa, auch as thoia of th* oplnoua procaia of

tha varcabraa aod tha acala apiphyiai of tha phalan^ai, have not baan

included.

In thoia liaaturt SK ipaclmani whara it was not ponibla to dacar«ina

tha aaquanca of vartabraa, lacacarpali or latatiriali, no racord wan mada on

th* racord shaft diajraa but a lilt of thaia alaaanti i« givan in tha "Also

prosnt' part of th* record ih««t Cant (iia lection 1.14)*
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111 83mf . Sp«cim«n s k e l e t o n record sheet used for a d u l t

and ir . t fnature 3K bur ia ls
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111 84mf. Specimen ikeleton record sheet showing
epiphyiet of immature SK burialt
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Section 1.1.2i Racord sheet haadin^ :

Dataila of tho site, 5K speciaan nuabar *od tha upnciaan's astiaated

eex and age ara given la the haading of each ..'ecorj thaat. £«x u«a

determined froa standard cranial aod palvic critaria (Ban 1987j Brothvall

1981( Krogmen, 1962[ Stevart , 1979), Whara thara WAI * d iacrapancy be twafa

the astiaaced iax f roa tha crsnial aod tha pelvic ra»ain§, graatar waight

uae glvan to the palvic avidancf t* Whara thg av idanca vaa •ab iguuua , no fax

way ggaigned although « nota of probabla &ax vac madu in tha record aUuat

no to i (saa Sectioa l.i.3). Sax dBBa i iman t vac at taaptad only for tha sub-

adult (IB-25 yeara) and adult (25+ yaarn) apeclHan** ' •

Age aatiaatloa v*a baaad on akalotal «ad dantal davelopmant ,in tha

lumatura uatar ial , and or> tha dagrau of daganarat iva chanja ahoyn by tha

skeleton in tha adult •peci'ieng (Uilliaa* aod War t f i ck 1980( UbaUktr 1978).

W h a r a ponibla, SK apacivani wara aialgnad to oua of taa aga catagorlai,

ahawn in Xubla i / n f , .' , ' . •

In ciifl t tfhera tht avidanct w«a in iu f f i c i an t tu plioa tho aatori*! in

one of thaia catagoriti, tha SK apaclaan wa» illocttrj to QQM ot two

categorlei - laaatura or Adult*

Sactioa U1.3i taxt

Tnii aaotion «ay coailst of up to tight p»rt§, «• ducribad balow.

A* DfiNIAL FORMUI*A '

Tha dental f a r»uU hiw bain «odlM^4 «f ta r irothw«U (1581), Dif la i t ion at

thfl lyttboli ami abbravi i t ioa* ui«d 4ra liitad ia 7«bla l l«f ,

B. XL60 PUI8KNT

UiuJar thii h«a4ia| ara l i i tad thoia ivall bonn of th« BK ipacUaD wl i i ch

luva aot baaa ir.cludid in tha racord aha it diagra* for tha aak* of olatityt

hyoid bom, oiaiMad thyroid tartilt|«, oii if iad trachaa cartil4|a,

' • • ' ' • 1 1 fe l l ;' ^



coccygeAl v«rc«br»i, l « f t f i r s t rib and nuabar of l«ft rib heAd», right

f i r s c rib And umber of right rib haudi, numbar o£ proxicAl *nd

and distil phAlingaa of thA ••tACArptl*, n u m b t r of proxioAl and

•ad distal phulAaga* of tha atUtircil i , nufcbar of iantoid bon«§,

In tha iaaatura 6K •ptcia«ni wh«r* it W A D not posaibl* to d« tAf« in t thA

eaquence of v«rt«br*u ( or Iden t i fy tha ••ttcarpAli or a«c«t«r§«l i r no record

wan BAdfi oa the record sh«tt d iAgrAU, Ingt«td, A Hit of thtia •l«B«nts it

gt .vcn in thii part of tlw record ihtau tixt.

G. / MATCHED WITH

Thii pArt livti which twa«e( if Any, h A V A bitn A u c c A g A f u l l y »AtchAd wi th thi

£K f lpBC**«n , giving thai r ci tAloguu n u » b « r a And A d«Acr ip t ion of vnAt ««ch
/

bona i§. Hatching of bon«i *u* oaly Att tapt id oac« All thi r « m A i n A in thA

collection ii*d biwr, «XA»ia»d.

£Arl i«r d i i t u rbADCA of thA « K a A V A t i o n § l tA ( •• will •• cloii lAyt r ing

of c>idAVAri , r«^ultAd la conaiagling Ami icAtttriag of thA rAiAin i , It W A A

t h * f A f a r « n A C f t i A r y to ident i fy And UbAl All thA d i iArc icu l i t id i iAttrUl

uAlajt^hA foUowiag two a i thod i ,
, • ' ' . • /1 i : • t

Htthod 1

bonAA which wir* pArt ot An AiiiAbUgi of coniinglid or

r««iini UITA iibilUd in thA following lAantr, ThA bonA, onci

iduntifi«d Aad iid»d, VAA giVAu A pr«fiK which WAA An tbbrAviittoa of thA

can A fit tUA bono, follovAd by A naibir fron ona through to infinUy, ror

A M A B p i A , t l iA f i r i t d l A A f t l C u l A t A d h u H A T U I CO b« IdAn t l fUd WAS UbAllAd HUH

1, tU *ACoad HUM 2* ThA nutbirinj of Mah typi of bo&A aonc iauAd •Aquint-

UUy AA the boaAl WAra Amiiaid, I r r g g p i o t i v A of ildi or •!• cACigory , i%

i ««Alur« or *dult» ThA AbbrAv i«c ioa i uiAd AA A pr i f ix far A A c h boat t/pi

APA ihawa ia Tftblt 19it»



Method 2

With rggerd to ti;§ diaerticulated bonea found with, but not belonging

to, an SK epeciaen, thoee which could be identified end aided wart given the

prgfix AS (for aaeociated) followed by the SK epiciien nuaber end e letter

froa e through to i. Where more then twenty six disarticulated bonaa were

aseociatad with the SK epaciien, the letter following the BK apeciien number

woa replaced by e nuaber fro* one through to infinity* For exaapla, the

firut twenty aix bonea eaaociated with, but not belonging to, apeciaen SK 19

would ba labelled A3 19a - A3 19a. The twenty seventh bone would be coded

AS 19(*).

Where the diaarticulatad or aaaociated boaea could not be aided, they

ware not included in the cetelogue but were grouped with other unidentifi-

able fragnente and reteined with the SK apaciaen,

Once ell thu dieai ;icnlited Materiel had been exaainad, and

appropriately labelled, attaapta were lade to aatch the disarticulated or

aiaociatad bonea with the BK apeoiaene> The criteria for e auooeaaful Batch

wera rigoroua and ware a« followat

1, Two partc of a bone fitted convincingly together e | along the line of

the break in the caaa of a broken bonaj in the caia of the akull, along

the autura ^arginit in the caae of aa epiphyeia and a diaphyiia, at the

diaphyaao-apiphyaeal aurfaoa.

£• The dentitiona of a laxilla aod a landibli foried a aatahini ocoluiel

relationyhipi

3( Two oloialy artioulatini bcnai, a| a aaquaaca of vertebrae articul-

ated poatariorly at the vertebral aroht articulation of the auricular

aurfaoea of the aaorua and innoiinata) two or *ore adjaoaot carpal

ao4/ar •motrpil bonn, two or «ure adjacent tarial an4/or utitarail

4( A pitholofioil ooaditlon or aavara daganarattve chan«a affectlog two
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adjleant bone*.

D, ASSOCIATED WITH

Thi§ pare sunmariitt tht ditarticulattd bout* found with, buC not belonging

to, the SK ipicimtn. Th«y were given the prefix A3 (for Atiociated)

followed by tht SK tpecintn nuibtr and a letttr £roa a through to K. Whart

nore than twenty eix diiarticulated bonet *tr« attociated with «a SK

ipaciasn, tht litt«r following tht BK iptciatn numbur -n rtpltctd by *

number from oni through to infinity. Kor tximplt, tht fint twtnty «ix

bonai ttiocitttd with, but not btlongina to, 6K 41 woul^ bt labelled AS 41a

through to Afi 41ii Tht twtnty itvtnth bone would be codt;d AS 41(1).i
Tht nuobtr o£ dinrticulattd bonti attociattd uith ar>\ gK Bptciatn givti

an Indication of tha dtgret ot conaingling of tht runini, Although thii

procaiv vat tiit-coniuiing, it rtiulttd in tvary identifiable bont btinj

included in the catalogue.

In ciiti whtre the fiK iptoimen ooniiited of an antuiblagt of coamingltd

rataint, priority, for aaiigning the SK nuabtr (in duicendin^ order), wai

given toi a ooaplete akull) a partially coipleta ikulli Baxillat landiblei

cranial bonet crtnial frajiantii tooth) tht largtit find aoit oonplttt boat,

The rtaeinlnj dUarticulatu tuaea were ootalogutd ai anociattd boat«,

S, AQX UU,'GI

Thi§ part in included in t'n rtcord ihtet text of the luaatura BK ipeciieni

onlyi It givti the eutimatid age ranfe of tLt tpicimtn, butd on the dafrea

of dtattl aud aktletal devalopient (Ubtlaker 197I| Willitu end Warwick

1990), Thi imatura NK ipiciieai wtrt aiiigaad to one of eight *gt

aateioriei outlined above die Itotioo 1,1,1, Table 17if)- la uetet whtre

tlie cited a|e rao|e overlapped two aft oattgoriei, tllooacion to the younfir

or older category wo dtpiadeac upon the availability of tha relevant dintil



F. STATURE ESTIMATE

Statura astiautte wary nada only in thoaa caaea vhara it was poasibla to

aeaign sax (aaa Saction 1.1.1). Statura waa calculated uiing tha ragraaaion

aquation with tha aaalloi^ etaodard arrgr of latiaata fro» Trottar (1970).

0. NOTES

Thia part conaiata of tha probabla aax of an individual, wharu tha avidanca

waa not unaqulvocal, togethar with pointa of intareat aot iacludad in any

other part*

H. PATHOLOGY

Thia part includai conganital or davalopmantal anoaaliaa, indicatora of

•traai, pathology uf trauaatic or daganarative origin and avidanca of

infactioni

SECTION 1.2) Liit of rjtahad bonai

Thia aaction containi a liat of tha diaarticulatad or aaaoolatad bonaa which

hava baan auccaaafully oahchad togathar but hava not baan aatohad with an BK

apaciaam Tha rigoroua oriCaria for a auccaiaful Batch hava baan datailad

in faction U1.3,

guooaaaful vatohaa of two or Bora adjaoant bonaa wora givan tha prafitt

HI (for Hatchad loaa) foliowad by a nuibar froH ona through to infinity.

Tha ••tchad bunaa ara Hittd in tha followini ordari iiiatura akull»

vartibral coluin, laft hand, right haivd, laft foot, right foot and adult

akull, vartabral aoluin, lift hand, right hand, laft foot, right foot*

DaCaili of tha alaiinti coapriiing tha HI ipiciaia ara giv«n in tha lUti

It mat b« borav in Bind that thua HH upiciiani do not aaoaivariiy
ripraiint a laparata iodividuili tha/ "«/ bi part of art IK apaoiHan or
baloog to aoia of tha diiartioulatad Hatarial, Thay hava baaa kapt aa

aaparata Ml apaoivana aa tha eritarU far a auacmful aiatch with an IK
or athar dliarticulttad vatarial ceuU iwt ba "at (aaa Motion
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1.1.3).

Thli wict ion haa baao Included In th« catalogue «• eaqutncta of

vertabraa or matching maxilla and maadiblaa can o f t a n provida aora intorn-

ation than th* a«parata ale«ant«.

Thia •action liiti tha diaart iculatad aaxillaa and aaridiblti which hava not

boan aatchad with an SK apaciaaa or wi th «ich othar which would raault in an

MB ipf jc inan.

Thia lilt includaa apaciiana which ciy ba dano tad by tha pra f icaa A3,

HX or HD (in Buction l.i.3 abova)* Tha dantal fo rmulua hava baan includad

whora appropr ia ta i Tha inatura naxillan aod aaodiblaa hava baan liitad

bafora th4 adult aptcimeni*

SECTION 2l H I N I H U H EUCHENT COUNT

In ordar to aiti*ata tha Minitua nuibar of individuala pra iant in aach of

tha tliraa collictioni, a count waa «ada of non-raplicatad akalatal a laaantr t*

Tha Minima alaaant count includaa all tin aatarial f ro« tha SkC burit l i , tha

aatchad bona apaciiani and tha diaar t iculatad bonaii

Tha top f iva oounti for tha iiaatura and adult boaaa r aapac t iva lx hava

baan Ucludad la tha »iniiui aia»aat tabUi

BKonon 3i AQI AMD UK

tha aga-a t -daa th atul «a* d i s t r ibu t ion* ar« ahown f o r tha IK ipiciaar.i only*

Tiia «Uti4 i|i oit«|oriii ira da icr tbad id Tabla i ? K f *



3ECTION 3.1i Age-at-daath profile

This show* tha distributioa of tha SK apecimena acrosa the age categories.

SECTION 3.2i Aga-at-daath by sax profile

Thio ahova the age-at-death distribution of tht mala and famala SK »pecimena

raapectivaly*

SECTION 4t IHKATUES AND ADULT METRIC DATA

SECTION 4.1i Crtnial 4 ad poiCcranUl mttric d*t*

Tha a«tric d»ct htv« bicn fuaB«riitd in tha £or« of b*»ic daicriptiva

• titi»tic§, !• maan, it«rul«rd deviation, ainlaun valuat aaxiaua valua. Tha

abbraviationi uiad for tha racordad aaa«uraaanta» togathar with a brlaf

dafinition and a aourca rafaranca, ara Uatad la Tablai 20af, 21aft 22afi

Tha ••eric data for tha iiaatura ipaoiaanu which fall into tha follow-

ing aga aataforiav hava bain datailadi foatal, parinatal, infant, child,

young juvauila, old juvaaila.

Tha aubadult (16-23 yair») and adult (25+ yaara) data hava baan

oonbiaad •* thara wa§ no itatiatically lignificant dlffaranct batw*an tha

two ag« o«ti|oriai la any of tha thfaa nollaationi.

faviU *od iala data hiv§ baan Hatad laparataly. Data for all tha

availabla adult •atarial, which inoludai tha pravioualy U«ta4 faaiala and

••!• data aa wall aa data troi tha a4ult apacinna of unknown iax, »ri alio
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SECTION 4,2i Adult indices

Indicea calculatad for adult spflciaena (18+ yeere) have btan eumaarized ia

the form of basic descriptive data; mean, standard deviation, minimum value,

aaximua value.

The foraulae (Baee 1987f Brothwell 1981) u§ad to calculate tha various

indices are listed in Table 23mf together with tha abbreviations used la the

data tablae.

Fanala and aale data hava bean listed •eparately. Data for all avail-

able adult material, which includes the previously listed feaala And aale

datu, together with data froa tho adult speciaens of unknown sex, are also

ghown.

SECTION 5l IHHATURK AMD ADULT CJUiJIAL NON-METRIC DATA

The incidence of non-aetric traiti wai calcu^ted for iaaature and adult

(16+ yaars) specimens reipectively and the rsiulti are lilted in this

• •ction, The table ihowi the claim of each traiti (eg 0 • abeent, 1 •

pruient) aod the percentage figure of ipeolaeni felling within thet cli§«,

The nuabir la bracket! ii the totel nuaber of ipeoiaani observed,

Teble 2Aaf lilts the recorded aon-aitrio creiti, together with • briaf

deicriptioa (Berry aod Mrry 1967i Brothwell 10S1).

61 TUi EK

Thie nation liiti than BK spiciuni in which e pitholo|ic«l coaditioa or

•keletil enonly hii bna die|noied, A full deioriptlon of the ooadicion Bty

be found oq the IK ipeciaeo'i record shetc (leoCioa Iiii3, pirt H),
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Tho pathological or anoaaloua conditions havu bean classified under tha

following haadingij fractursi, degenarativa Joint disease, Schmorl'i nodai,

gpoiidylolysie, o«toochoodritii di>§ecan«, cribra orbital!*, Harria linsa,

aetopic.euturga, "buna", inca bonas, enaiutl hypoplaaia, non-specific infact-

iona, specific infections, tumours, aacral apina bifida occulta*



Table 17afi Age categories »ad age ranges.

Age Category

Foetal

Parlnatal

Infant

Child

Young Juvenilt

Old Juvenile

Bubadult

Young adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Age Range

O7 aonthi intra-utarine

birth +/- 2 aonths

2 coontha - 2 yearu

2 - 6 yeara

6 - 1 2 yeare

12 - 18 yeara

16 - 25 yeara

Skeletal and dentil aaturity
reached. No degenerative change.

Soae d«gen«TAtive change

Sev«n
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Table 18oft Definitions of the symbols and abbreviations
usod to daicribe the dental formula.

Right half aaxilla

Right half aandible

Left half maxilla

L*ft half mandibla

[lj

dtciduous udial incisor

deciduous lateral incisor

daciduoua canine

deciduous first aolar

deciduoua second molar

perunent aedial incisor

parmanant latarel incisor

permanent canine

permanent firat pre-aolar

parmanant »econd pre-molar

pimanant f i r u t aol*r

permanant Bacond aolar

parnanant third aoltr

tooth praiant but not yet aruptad

tooth erupting but not in occluiion

tooth liiiiog but aockat praiaat

tooth preiant but sockat alasiog

tooth has a cariaa cavity

tooth has an apical abcm

tooth loat aata-»orc««

arta
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Table 19afi Abbrevintione ueed as a prefix for each bone type
when labelling the disarticulated bonea.

Bone Type

Maxilla

Mandible

All other cranial bonea
(including hyoid)

Cervical vertebra

Thoracic vertebra

Luabar vertebra

Sacral vertebra

Coccygeal vertebra

Rib

Sternua

3capula

Clavicle

Humarue

Ulna

Radiua

Lunata

Scaphoid

TrapaaiuB

Trapiioid

Capitata

Hamat.

Triquttral

PUiform

Hatacarpil

FrotiMJ plialanx of MC

Prafix

MX

MD

CR

cv
rv
LV

3V

cov
R

ST

SCAP

CLAV

HUH

ULN

RAD

LUK

BC

TM

TD

CA

HA

TQ

PIS

rtC

PQ

i Fa



Tabla 19af (coatiauad)

lataraediat* phalanx of HC

Diital phalanx of MC

Innoainata

Ftt«ur

Patella

Tibia

Fibula

Talua

Calcaneue

Nivicular

Hadial cunaifora

Intaroadlflta cunaifora

Latar/il cuaaiforo

Cuboid

Matataraal

Pronlmtl phalanx of HT

Intarow^iata phalanx of HT

Dittal phalaox of HT

1C

DC

INN

FSH

PAT

TIB

FIB

TAL

CALC

NAV

MCU

ICU

LCU

CUB

HT

PT

IT

DT



Table 20cfi Imaature and adult cranial aeaauremanta.

Abbreviation

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

\J \ V QnJiA o

M I H B

BI-EC

BI-ZYQ

BI-MAX

BI-DA

OH

OB

NH

N B

PB

FL

FB

HAND I

BI-COHQ

BI-GON

COR

Rfl

Definition

Length from glabella to moat
posterior part of occipital

Height froa baaion to naaion

Height from bacion to alvaolara

Height froa baelon to bregiaa

Height from alvaolura to nation

Bi-pariatal breadth

Hiniaua frontal breadth

Bi-actocondylar breadth

Bi-iygomatic braadth

Bi-aaxillary braadth

Bi-dacryon braadth

Orbital haight

Orbital braadth

Na§al haight from nasion to
laft niriala. Right nariala
uaad if othar aida daiagadt

Naaal braadth

Extarnal palata length

External palata braadth

Foraun mafinu« length

?ora»an magnui braadth

Kaodlbla leogth

lloondylar braadth

•igoniil braadth

Coranoid procaai height

I raoua braadth
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Brothwtfll (1961)

Brothwell (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Brothwell (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Ban (1937)

Baua (1987)

Brothwall (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Baaa (1987)

Brothvell (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Brothvall (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Erothwall (1981)

Irothwall U9«l)

irothwall (1931)

Brochw«ll (1911)

Irothwall (1081)

Brothwall (19B1)

Irothwall (1981)

Irothwall (1981)



Table 20af (continued)

INF-GNA Height fro» infridantala to gntthion Brothwall (19BA),

BI-Mf Breadth batwatn tha two nent«l Brothwall (1931)



21mft Immature poatcranial meneurementai

Abbreviation Definition

Maxinua diaphyaaal length

Maximum diaphyeeal length

Maximum diaphyieal length

Maximum diaphyteal length

Maximum height of iliac blade
froa the taoit inferior point
the acetabular iurfece to the
aoat auperior point on the iliac
creat.

Haxinun breadth of iliac blade

Maxiaua diaphyieal length

HiHiaun diaphyaeai length

Kaniaum diephyical length



Abbreviation

CLAV L

HUH L

HUM HHD

ULN L

HAD L

SYM-ACET L

ACET B

FEH L

KEH HHD

FtH HAP

FEH AP(SUB)

PEH HL(SUB)

FEH AP(HAX)

FEH HL(HAX)

FEH BMW

TIB t

TIB

Tabla 22aft Adult poatcranial aaaauracunta.

Dafiaition

langth

Haximua length

Maxiaua haad dluoatar

Maxlnun lanjth

Haxiaua langth

Langth batwaan pubic iyaphyiaal
•urfuca and furtharmoat point on
tha oargia of tha acatabulua

Maximum braadth of acatabulua, froia
furtharooit point on acatabulum, a«
definad abova, to aoit Badial point
of lunata margin

Haximua l«jagth

HaxiauD haad diaoatar

Haxiftu* anctro-poitarior diautar

Hixlcua antaro-poitarior dianatar
takan bilow tha laaaar trochantar

Madio-lataral dianatar takan at
right anglaa to riH Af(SUl)

Antaro-poatarior diaaatar takaa at
right aagUa to PKH KL(HAX)

Haxinui nadio-lataral diaiatar, takan
along tha abaft balow tha laaaar tro-
chantar and abova tha point at which
the linaa aipara dividai into tha
lataral and oadial iupraaoodylar linaa

Bi-apiooudylar width

lanjth, mmlifiad by taking it
with tha tibia lyinj on iti antarior
•urfaoi

Hutriant foriain langth, takan with
tibi» in (h« IIM puiitiua is Til I

Rafaranca

BAia (1987)

Trottar (1970)

Baia (1987)

Trottar (1931)

Trottar (1970)

HacLaughlin &
Bruca (1985)

HacLaughlin 4
Bruca (1983)

Trottar (1970)

Brothwall (1931)

HacLaughlin 4
Bruaa (1983)

Irothwall 11981)

Brothwall (1951)

HacLaughlin &
»ruca (1983)

HacLauihlin t
Bruca (19S3)

Irothwall (1911)

Trottar (1970)

Cron & Bruca

(=13



Tabla 22nf (continued)

TIB KHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIC ML(NF)

TIB APU/3)

TIB KL(i/3)

FIB L

head ditiuttr, taken froa th«
pogttrior aip«ct

Htxiaua
of nutritnt for*m«a

di*m«t«r tiktn
to TIB AP(NF)right

Antsro-po«t*rior di«a«tar talun ut
th« proxim*! ong third l«vtl
l*ojth of

H«dio-l«t«r«l di*n*ttr t tkan «C
right tnglM to TIB AP(l/3)

f ibul f t length

Brothw«ll (1981)

Brothwall (1981)

Bruct
(1985)

Cron i Bruct
(1985)

TrotUr (1970)

1 I F14



Tibli 23o/i Abbrtvi i t iooj «nd fomul« of iktl«tc.l
for tti* *dult

AbbriviMtion

CRAWIAL Brtidth xlOO
Length

Hii lh t x l O O

Hinii»u« frontal .Braidch xlOU

-iyfotitic

Orbit.a.lJiiiiht x i O O
urbitil

£iUt> Brndth
f«l«t« Liruch

A c i t « b u l i rIhhoMUAU

iuitir (1/3

Jibiil LinMth



Tabla 24afj Cranial non-aatrio traita

Unilateral Traita

Hatopic Butura

Mragtu C • ,«

Bagittal Oiilcla

Unbdoid 0§utcl4

Pariiitant Butura batvaan tha tvo frontal bonaa.
Racordad «• bain| promt In individu*la over six
yaara of aga<

Oaaicla it Junction of thu ttiittal and coronal
• uturo,

Nuabir of oiilclti praiint along tin lafittol
nutur« wan r«cord«d,

Oiiicii at junction of aagittal ami laiibdoid
auturaa*

Bi la t a ra l Trai t*

i ipi[ i tar ic Oaviola

far iat t f l Oaaiola

Wuriiau Oaatola

yupn-urb i ta l

I n f r i - u r b i t a i lu tura

Infra-orbital

Oialcla at p t i r i on*

Oiilcli at junct ion uf parlatal taaporal ami
occipi tal bun«ii

Nuib«r of oiiirlaa primit aloni tlia Iaib4old
• u t u f « (•Mdudioj tha laaUoid oia ic la)*

Hotchti want t-auurdid aa abaant,

l u tu r t i laadin i Croi f loor nf tha orbit to th«
•uparior MrgLn of tKa iuf ra-urbitai furawn,

ul foruirui wta

Nuibur uf furaaitta on tha aygu«a va«

autura
ott parigtai butua n*ar tK* aa^ittal

Hhapa df th» artlculition uf frontal, parietal,
acU laftporaL botuii at ptirioa,

lurana ott or war •aitgia! Mart of t»«paral

ai 01
•uiura or

«H interior aipait of t^Mnlo Mft ul
borUt t««grd«J ai pruant l



Table 24af (continued)

Anterior Condylir Cintl

Posterior Condyltr Cinil

For«un

Recorded «e being iinglt, double or triple*

Recorded e» being preeent if patent,

dumber of foruiio*

I i 03
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A B E R D E E N SK 1

2 t A3-4-



ABERDEEN SK 2 OLD JUVENILE

ABBOciated with: AS 2a

Age range: 1 4 - 1 7 years

Pathologyi

1. Sub-perioBteal new bone development on right femur in

middle third of the posterior border} also on medial right

calcaneuB and shaft of right MT 4,

2 t A5-6



ABERDEEN SK 3 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Also presenti phalanges of MC

Matched with; LV 25, LV 1 - LV 4.

Pathology:

1. Sacrum shows flcoliotic twist to the loft, the right ala is

higher than the left. The first noccygeal vertebra is

sacralized, so the sacrum has five pairs of foramina.

Schmorl'0 node present on superior surface of LV 5,

2. Anterior inferior iliac spins of the left innominate shows

avulsion and subsequent bony reunion. The injury may have

been caused by a sudden,resisted movement.

A7-6



ABERDEEN SK 4 FEMALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Also present; four left rib heads; seven right rib heads)

phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT.

Matched with: TV 57, TV 1 - TV 3j CV 45, CV 6 - CV 7j SK 81.

Associated with: AS 4a - AS 4e

Stature: 147.86 +/- 3.55 cm

Pathologyi

1. Schmorl's nodes on the following surfaces superior TV 9,

inferior TV 10, inferior and superior TV 11 - LV 3,

superior LV 4.

A9-IO



ABERDEEN SK 5 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Matched with: HUM 36, left humarue.

Pathology:

1. Sacrum does not show usual concavity/ instead there are two

convex projection* at levels of 3V 1 - SV 2 and SV 2 - 3V

3, causing the v*ntral surface to curve outward* rather

than inwards. The curvature is normal from SV 3 onwards.

The ala are lower than usual and there is some lipping on

the body of SV 1.

i. i A1 '-12



ABERDEEN SK 6 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 \ X 3 4

Associated with: AS 6a - AS 6h

2 » A13-U



A B E R D E E N SK 7 YOUNG JUVENILE

\ 6 5 4 3 2 \

Associated withi A3 7a

Age range: 6 - 9 years

2 i Q1-2



ABERDEEN SK 8 SUBADULT

Alto present: six left rib headcj first right rib and four

heads; phalanges of HC,

Matched with: CAP 5, left capitate; AS 26b, left trapezoidj MC

56, left MC 3.

Associated withl A3 8a - AS 8b

Note

1. Left ulna shows expansion of distal quarter of shaft . Th*

shaft shows no evidence of a healed fracture.

Pathologyt

1. Sch^orl's nodes on the following surfaces inferior TV 9,

•uperior and inferior TV 9, inferior TV 10, superior TV 12

and LV 2 - LV 4,

TV1

TV12

2 \ B3-4



ABERDEEN SK 9 ADULT

Matched witht ICU 7, right intermediate cuneiform.

Pathology!

1. Left fibula ahowa a well healed oblique fracture of the

distal third. Associated bony exostosis ie evident.

2 i B5-6



ABERDEEN SK 10 FEMALE SUBADULT

Also present: first left rib and ten heads; first right rib;

phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 10a - AS 10u

Staturet 157,31 +/-4.24 cm

Pathologyi

1. Sub-periosteal new bone development on internal surface of

four ribs/ also on the proximal end of the left ulna.

2. Left pisiform shows eburnation of the articular facet.

t*

2 i B7-S



ABERDEEN SK 11 YOUNG ADULT

Also present: eix left rib heads; right first rib and ten

heads.

Associated with: AS 11a

Pathology:

1, Schmorl's nodes on the following surfaces inferior TV 9 and

superior TV 10.

2 \ B9-IO



ABERDEEN SK 12 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

Also present: three left rib headcj seven right rib heads;

phalanx of MC.

Matched with: MC 45, left MC 3.

Associated with: AS 12a - AS 1 2o

Staturei 172.20 +/- 4,30 cm

Note

1. Right hamate has an unfused hook, which is missing.

Pathology I

1. Sacral spina bifid*. Spondylolysis in LV 5 with decreased

height of body and lipping. Also degeneration and possible

osteoporosis of LV 5, Schmorl'g nodes on superior and

inferior surface! of TV 8 - TV 12.

2 i 811- 012



ABERDEEN SK 13 CHILD

6) e d

d e

a b c d e (6

Also present: two CV bodies} throe TV bodies; one LV body;

three left rib haads; seven right rib heads.

Age range: 2 - 4 years

2 i B13-14



ABERDEEN SK 14 YOUNG ADULT

R L

T V 1

TV12



ABERDEEN SK 15 YuJNG ADULT

Associated withi AS 15a - AS 15v

Note

1. Left femur shows a well-developed third trochanter.



ABERDEEN SK 16 SUBADULT

Also present: five left rib heada; right first rib and one

head.

Note:

1. Right ulna curves laterally at distal end. There ie

evidence of a healed fracture.

2 i C5-4



A B E R D E E N SK 17

2 i C7-Q



ABERDEEN SK 18 CHILD

\ (6 ; e d c b a a b c d o (6) \

7J(6J e d & b a d e 6 7

Associated with; AS 1 oa

Notes:

i . Supernumerary tooth in incisive foeea.

Age range: 3 - 5 years

Pathology;

1. Cribra orbitalia in both orbite.

2. Sub-perioateal new bone development over the medial left

tibia and middle third of the left fibula.

2 t C9-10



ABERDEEN SK 19 CHILD

a b c d e |_6_| (?)

e range: 4 - 6 yearc



ABERDEEN SK 20 YOUNG JUVENILE

e d c b h i

Associated with: AS 20a - AS 20k

Age range: 5 - 8 years

Pathologyi

1. Sub-periosteil new bona development on the posterior middle

third of the left femur.



ABERDEEN SK 21 OLD JUVENILE

Associated withi AS 21a - AS 21n

Age range: 1 4 - 1 6 years

Pathologyi

1. Cribra orbitalia in left orbit.

R L



ABERDEEN SK 22 INFANT

X ©©©©lal

Also present: tan half CV arches; nine TV bodies; left first

rib and 11 heads; right first rib and 1 1 headtj phalanges

of MC.

Associated with: AS 22 'A

Ago rango: 3 - 9 months



ABERDEEN SK 23 INFANT

- j_ej d c b

6 e a

a b e d [ej -

d e 6

Also present: aix TV bodies; two TV archea; three LV arches;

phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 23a - AS 23d

Ago range; 1 - 3 years

2 i D5-6



ABERDEEN SK 24 INFANT

[cj d_ [el

Also present: seven CV bodies) five pairs of CV arches; five

TV bodies; 12 pairs of TV arches) three LV bodies; one LV

arch) left first rib and eight rib heads; ten right rib

headsj phalanges of MC.

Age range: 8 months - 2 years



ABERDEEN SK 25 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Also present: hyoid

Pathology:

1 . Osteophytic lipping and eburnation present on left inferior

facet of TV 5 and corresponding superior facet of TV 6,

indicative of degenerative change.



A B E R D E E N SK 26 YOUNG J U V E N I L E

>̂ ̂ R

c
111 6 e

[7j 6 e
C C

d c

d c

2 1

2 1

1 2

1 2

C
c d

c d

C
e

e

C
6 7

6 I?]
C

Aloo present: hyoid; left first rib and 11 heads) right first

rib and 1 1 heads} phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT,

Associated with! AS 26a - AS 26b

Age range: 8 - 1 2 years

Note:

1 . Left and right MC2'a show evidence of non-fusion at the

proximal end of the shaft.

Pathology:

1. Cribra oroitalia in both orbits.

2. There is gross destruction and degeneration of the inferior

surface of TV 12 to th<* tuperior »urface of 0V 1 with

fusion of the vertebral arches of LV 1 - LV 2 and LV 5 - SV

1 associated with collapsed bodies and pronounced anterior

wodging* The appearances are of healed tuberculosis.

TV12

i 011-12



ABERDEEN SK 27 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

5 4 3 2 1

Also present: hyoid; ossified thyroid; right first rib and ten

heads; phalanges of HC.

Associated withi AS 27a - AS 27(50)

Stature: 161.55 +/- 3.72 cm

Pathology:

1. Schmorl'a nodes on iuperior and inferior surfaces of TV 11

and superior surface of TV



J

ABERDEEN SK 28 CHILD

Alao praeonti left first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

11 heads) phalanges of HC; phalanges of MT.

Age rangei 3 - 5 years

Pathology!

1. THe lower limbs display bowing with irregular epiphyscal

surfaces.

2 i El-2



A B E R D E E N SK 29 I N F A N T

/* oomo

X \ \ [bj [aj [aj b

Associated with: AS 29a - AS 29h

Age rango: 6 months - 1 year

2 i E3-*



A B E R D E E N SK 30



ABERDEEN SK 31 YOUNG ADULT

Also present: phalanges of MT

Associated with: AS 31a - AS 31f



ABERDEEN SK 32 CHILD

e d c b a

- \ e d c b a

Also presentj left first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

11 heads; phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT,

Associated with: AS 32a - AS 32e

Age range: 2 - 5 years

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia in left orbit, right orbit damaged, post

mortem.

2 i E9-10



ABERDEEN SK 33 CHILD

Also present: phalanges of MT

Matched with: AS 89a, loft femur; FEM 5, right fomur.

Associated witht AS 33a - AS 33h

Age range: 4 - 6 years

Pathology:

1. Sub-periosteal new bone development an right femur.

2. An elevated Area ic present in tha middle third of the

right tibia shaft - possibly a low grade inflammatory

lesion.

2 i El



ABERDEEN SK 34 CHILD

Also present: left first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

1 1 heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 34a - AS 34c

Age range: 2 - 5 years

2 i El3-14



ABERDEEN SK 35 CHILD

L

Aleo prQBonti loft first rib and 11 heads) right first rib and

11 headaj phalanges of MC) phalanges of HT.

Associated withi AS 35a - AS 35f

Age rancjoi 4 - 6 years

i Ft-£



ABERDEEN SK 36 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

^ m̂rm

Associated with) AS 36a - AS 36d

Pathology I

1. Pacchionian depreceions along sagittal suture.

2 i F3-4



ABERDEEN SK 37 INFANT

I />^dBfc

©0©©[aj
© -

x

Also present: 47 half vertebral archee from CV - LVj left

first rib and ten headaj right first rib and seven heads;

phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT.

Associated with! AS 37a - AS 37e

Age range: 6 months - 1 year

TV1

TV12



ABERDEEN SK 38 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

A
^

8

C
7

7

6

6

C
5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

\

1

\

1

X
2

X
3

4

4

5

5

A
\ v
6 7
C

3

8

Also present: hyoidjcoccyx) ossified thyroid; left first rib

and 11 headaj right first rib and 11 hsadsj phalanges of

MCj phalanges of MT.

Matched with: AS 104a, mandible.

Stature! 167.55 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathologyi

1. Schmorl's nodes present on the following surfaces inferior

TV 9, superior and infeiior TV 10 - TV 11 and superior TV

12.

2. Right ulna , right radius, right HC 1 and its proximal

phalanx and the proximal phalanx of the left MC 1 show

flevera lipping; the left ulna and lunate articular surface!

surfaces are eburnated.

3. AnkyloBed right tibio-fibular joint.

4. Healed fracturei present on right ri^M 8 - 10 anteriorly

and right rib! 9 - 1 1 posteriorly.

•

TV1

TV12

F7-6



A B E R D E E N SK 39 OLD J U V E N I L E

8 7 6 5 4 c 2 1

7 5 5' 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 [_8j

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: left first rib and seven heads; right first rib

and four heads.

Associated with! AS 39a - AS 39b

Age range: 1 4 - 1 8 years

Note l

1. Possibly a female specimen.

2 t FV-10



ABERDEEN S£ 40 MALE YOUNG ADULT

c
7 6 5 4 3 X X

8 7 6 5 4 3

\ 2 3 X
\ 2 4 5 6

Also present: hyoidj ossified thyroid; two left rib heads;

first right rib and eight heads; phalanges of MC.

Matched with: TV 120, TV 11 .

Associated withi AS 4Qa - AS 40q

Staturei 172.75 +/- 2.99 cm

Notot

I . Palatine torus.

2. Two button osteoraa evident on the left and right parietals.

F 1 1 -



ABERDEEN SK 41 MALE OLD ADULT

A X X 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 X X X

Matched with: CV 2, CV 1; CV 23, CV 2; CV 18, CV 3; CV 25, CV

4; CV 20, CV 5.

Pathology:

1. Healed depressed fracture of left parietal.

2. Degenerative change on CV 4 and CV 5,

3. Pacchionian depressions on ocoipital and frontal bones.



ABERDEEN SK 42 FEMALE SUBADULT

ff

9

©

7

7

C
6

6

5

5

\ X X \
4 3 3 1

\ X

1 2

^ 4

3 4

5

5

6

6

C
7

7

®
<a>

w i t h ) AJ 42a - Afi



ABERDEEN SK 43 MALE SUBADULT

Also proacnti ooiifiod thyroid) loft first rib and 11 haadi)

right first rib and 11 headi) phalanges of MC) phalangai of

MT.

Matched withi CLA 38, right clavicle) A3 36b, loft MT 2.

Note I

1 . Olf lcranon forirr.tn on l a f t h u m « r u « (

Pathology!

1, QpondylolyiiB of LV 5, Sohnorl'• nodti on tht following

auffacoi infurior TV7 - TV9, yupcrior tnd inferior TV 10,

inferior ?V 1 1 , superior tnd inferior TV 13 - LV 1 and
inferior LV 3 » LV 3,

TV1

TV12

03-4



ABERDEEN SK 44 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

8 \

X X
X
X

5

X
4

X

A
3 X

X X
X
X

X
A

X X
X X

X
4

X
5

X X X
X X

Matched with I MD 37, mandibla.



ABERDEEN SK 45 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

X X X X X X X

Matched withi CV 81, CV 1.

Notet

1. Maxillary torus along inter-maxillary euture.

Pathology I

1 . Tha Hurftoo of the parietal! appaari "wrinkiad",

£ i Q7-6



ABERDEEN SK 46 INFANT

[dj [cj b a b [cj [dj (e) (6

Also preeentt 1 1 left rib headaj right first rib and 11 heads;

unidentified MCs and MTa j phalanges of MCj phalantjefl of MT,

Associated withl AS 46a - AS 46?

Age rangei 1 - 1 . 5 years

Pathologyi

1 . Reactive bone around the right external auditory maatui.

. Clrcumioribed levioai on occipital bone*



ABERDEEN SK 47 FEMALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

A
8

8

C
7

X

A
C
6

6

A
X <
X <

1 3

I 3
C

2

2

\

\

1

\

2 X

X 3

C

4

4

A
C C C
5J__7__H

X 6 7 6

Also proeenti three LV bodies) coocygeal vertebrae; left first

rib and nine heads* right firct rib and ten headaj

phalanges of MCj phalangaa of MT.
Associated withi AS 47* - AS 47i

Staturei 158.9S •*•/- 3,55 cm

Notei

1. The right humerui and ulni ar« at letit 13 mm longer thsn

tho loft.
Pathologyi

1. Eburnation of laft and right traptioid, trapaaium and

acaphoid, and 1C and DC of left HC 3, Lipping oC lift
trapcaium, diittl lift MC 1, 1C and DC of loft MC 3.

0 1 1 - 1 £



ABERDEEN SK 48 MALE YOUNG ADULT

'—MM

©
©

c
7 6

7 6

5

5

A
4

4

3

X
2 \

X \

1

\

2 3

X X

A
4 5 X

\ X 6

7

7

8

B' ', j

Matched withi AS 93c, mandibla*

Associated withi AS 48a - AS 48(2

Notest

1 . Inca bone present.

TV12

2 i G13-U
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ABERDEEN SK 49 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

\ \

6 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Matched with: MD 5, mandible.

Associated with: AS 49a - AS 49p

Notes:

1 . Inca bone present ,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 i A3-4



ABERDEEN SK 50 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

Also present: left first rib and nine heads; right firat rib

and 11 heads) phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT. i

Matched with: AS 70(6} , right capitate; TAL 3, right talus.

Associated with: AS 50a - AS 50f

Staturet 164.76 v/~ 3.72 cm

Pathology I

1. Healed fracture of on lower third of the right fibula

shaft.

3 i A5-6



ABERDEEN SK 51 MALE YOUNG ADULT

7 X 5 4 3 2 1

X X 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5

Also present! loft first rib and nine haadaj eight right rib

heads; phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT.

Stature! 165.73 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathology i

1. Circumscribed area of erosion on outer table of occipital,

probably resulting from an adjacent area of soft tissue

inflammation,

2. Degenerative changes of TV 6 - TV 10. Schmorl's nodes on

inferior surface TV 1, superior surface TV 8, superior and

inferior surfaces TV 9 - TV 12.

3 i A7-B



ABERDEEN SK 52 CHILD

Also present: left first rib and 1 1 heads; right first rib and

11 headsj phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 52a

Age range: 5 - 7 Years

Note:

1. The left and riyht scapulae have scale epiphyses on the

medial side of the basa of the spine.

2. The left and right femora have third trochanters.

3 i A9-10



ABERDEEN SK 53 CHILD

Also present; one right rib headj phalanx of MT.

Associated vitht AS 53a - AS 53b

Age range: 4 - 6 Yearu

Pathology:

1. Sub-periocteal new bono on the medial aurfaco of tha distal

half of the right tibia and fibula. Also present on the

upper third, anterior surface, of the left tibia.

3 i A 1 1 - 1 2



ABERDEEN SK 54 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 )( 5 4 3 2 1

(?) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
C

C
1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5 6 7
C

Alflo present: left first rib and seven heads; right firat rib

and ono head) phalanx of MC.

Hatched with! HUM 82, right humerus.

Associated withl AS 54* - AS 54(16)

Staturei 166.98 +/- 3.72 cm

3 i A13-U



ABERDEEN SK 55 ADULT

Aloo present! phalanges of MT; one sefiamoid.

Matched withi ICU 14, loft Intermediate cuneiform; MT 114,

left MT 1) TAL 29, right talus; MT 1 1 5 , left MT 2) PT 39,

PT of left MT 1 , J?

Associated with! A3 55a - AS 55o

TV1

TV12

3 i B1-2



ABERDEEN SK 56 YOUNG ADULT

Also present! phalanges of MCj aeaamoid bones.

Pathology:

1, Sub-periosteal new bona development on right medial

calcaneue, right HT 1, MT 4 and MT 5, distal left tibia,

left medial calcaneua and left HT 1 , MT 3, MT 4 and MT 5.

ff ^

3 i B3-4



ABERDEEN SK 57 INFANT

/>^toza

d_ £_ [bj a

Also present: five CV bodies and five arches, 16 TV and LV

bodiog, 13 TV and LV arches; loft first rib and five huadsj

right first rib and four headaj phalanges of MC.

Matched with: SK 85.

Associated with! AS 57a - AS 57f

Age range; 6 mths - 1 Year

3 I B5-6



ABERDEEN SK 58 MALE OLD ADULT

Also procent: hyoid; ossified thyroidj left first rib and six

heads; five right rib headsj phalanges of MC; phalanges of

MT.

Associated withi AS 58a - AS 58x

Stature: 167.29 +/- 2.99 cm

Note I

1. Supra-scapular foramen present on left scapula.

2. Supra-condylar process on left humerue.

Pathology:

1. Fusion at left aacro-illiac joint, no fusion on right

right, Schmorl's nodes on superior and inferior surface* of

LV a.

3 i B7-Q



ABERDEEN SK 59 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Also present: two left rib heads; six right rib heads;

phalanges of MC.

Matched with: MC 92, left MC 3; MC 93, left MC 4; TV 150, TV

5; TV 149, TV 6.

associated with: AS 59a

Staturgi 167,06 +/- 3,27 cm

Pathology:

1. Cystic lesions on left and right scaphoids.

2. Lipping on distal articular surfaces of left and right

femora.

3 i B9-10



ABERDEEN SK 60 INFANT

ff <*>

Also present: two TV half arches) left first rib and 11 heads.

Age range: Birth - 1 Year

/
TV1

TV12

3 i B11- 012



ABERDEEN SK 61 YOUNG JUVENILE

ff ^

©
0

6

6

e

e
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X ^
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k \
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X
X

X
X

d

d

e

e

6 ©

6 0

Matched with: MD 55, mandible.

Age range: 7 - 1 0 Yeara

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia in both orbits.

3 i B13-1*



ABERDEEN SK 62 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

6 7 X 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 X 7

Also present! two left rib heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated witht AS 62a - AS 62k

Notei

1 , Supra-scapular foramen preaent on laft scapula/ right

acapula damaged.

Pathologyi

1. Lateral wedging of LV 4 and LV 5 bodies with associated

lipping,

2. flpondylolisii in LV 5.

TV1

TV12

3 i C1-2



A B E R D E E N SK 63 ?v*ALE YOUNG ADULT

4 3 2 \ \ X X 4 5 X X X

X X X XX X X 4 X X X

Also present: hyoid; two left rib heads; right first rib and

five heads*

Associated with: AS 63a - A3 63 (24



ABERDEEN SK 64 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 \

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: hyoid; ossified thyroid; left first rib and 11

heads; right first rib and nine headfcj phalanges of MCj

phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 64a - AS 64b

Pathology:

1. Schmorl's nodes on the following surfaces, inferior TV 10,

superior TV 11, ouperior and inferior TV 12, inferior LV 1,

3 t C5-6



A B E R D E E N SK 65 F E M A L E YOUNG ADULT

*
8

7

7

6 5

6 \
C
A

4 X

X 3

2 \

X \
\ X * 4 5

1 2 X \ 5

6

6

7 8

7 0

Matched with: MD 38, mandible; CV 52, CV 1.

TV12

' ^c?
3 t C7-B



A B E R D E E N SK 66 F E M A L E M I D D L E - A G E D ADULT

\ X X X X XX 3 X \

Note:

1 . Torus along naxillary suture.

Pathology!

1. Localized area of superficial destruction of bone around

the external auditory meatus, suggests chronic inflammation

which has affected the underlying bone.

3 t C9-10



A B E R D E E N SK 67 F E M A L E YOUNG A D U L T

6 5 4 3 1

\ 5 6 7



A B E R D E E N SK 68 F E M A L E A D U L T

3 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Pathology:

1 . Frontal bone shows some diploic expansion, suggesting

hyperostoeis frontalis.

3 i C13-14



ABERDEEN SK 69 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 |2J 1

Also present! nyoidf ossified thyroid) ossified xiphoid

cartlagej left first rib and one head; throe right rib

phalangoe of MC.

AsBooiated withi AS 69* - AS 6&g

Notel

1 . inca bone proeenti



ABERDEEN SK 70 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT
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Matched with: AS 27g, mandible.

Associated withi AS 70a - AS 70(59)

TV1

TV12

3 t D3-4



ABERDEEN SK 71 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Also present: two right rib heads ; phalanges of MCj phalanges

of MT»

Matched with: HAM 4, right Hamate* HC 68, right MC 5) AS 77f,

left MT 3; MT 66, right MT 4.

Associated with! AS 71a - AS 71(6)

Stature: 168.76 +/- 2,99 cm

Note:

1. Right scapula show« non-fusion of acromion to the spine.



ABERDEEN SK 72 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Also present: phalanges of MC, phalanges of MT.

Matched with: RAD 59, right radiue.

Stature: 174.35 + /- 2.99 era

Note:

1, Both navicular bones have two extra facets which correspond

to similar facets on the calcaneus and cuboid.

Pathology;

1. Sacral spina bifid* occulta from SV 2 - SV 5, LV 5 inferior

and 3V 1 superior surfaces show depressions and elevations

suggesting a cystic or lobuiated lesion affecting the bone

and intervertebral disc.

3 i D7-S



ABERDEEN SK 73 OLD JUVENILE

6 5 \ 3

Also present: left first rib and two heads; right first rib

and two heads.

Age range: 1 0 - 1 4 Years

TV1

TV12

3 , 09-10



ABERDEEN SK 74 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

6 5 \ \ \ \ \ 4 5 6 7

Associated with: AS 74a - AS 74d

Note:

"1 . Accessory centre of ossification of the sphenoid at the top

of the voraer.

3 i CM 1-



ABERDEEN SK 75 FEMALE ADULT

Noto:

1 . Skull displays platybasia.



ABERDEEN SK 76 MALE YOUNG ADULT
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8
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7
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2 1
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1 2
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3
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X
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8

Also preeanti left first rib and seven heads; one right rib

head.

Matched withl TV 60, TV 6) AS 77h, TV 7; TV 81, TV 9j LV 35,

LV 1 | LV 47, LV 2; LV 33, LV 4.

Staturoi 173,63 +/- 4.05 cm

Pathologyi

1. Spondylolysis of LV 5, Schmorl's nodes on the following

surfaces, superior TV 7, inferior TV 8, superior and

inferior TV 9, inferior TV 10, superior and inferior TV 11

- LV 4.

2* Hetled depressed fracture on the left side of the frontal

bone. No «vid«no» of chronic inflammation or suppuration

associated with the wound,

3, Lesion at hucmral insertion of sh«ft of right peotoralis
major.

TV1

TV12



A B E R D E E N SK 77 F E M A L E M I D D L E - A G E D ADULT
1

\ \ 4 3 2 \ \ X 3 4 5 6 7 X

Associated with: AS 77a - AS 77i

Notes:

1. Minor maxillary torus along inter-maxillary suture.

3 i E3-4



A B E R D E E N SK 78 YOUNG J U V E N I L E

7) 6 e d ^

2) \ X * X X x
X >
X *

^ X d e

* X K X
6 Q,

6 (Z

Matched with: MD 54, mandible.

Associated with: AS 78a - AS 7Qk

Ago range: 6 - 8 Years

3 i E5-6



ABERDEEN SK 79 MALE YOUNG ADULT

C
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Associated w i th : AS 79* - AS 79b

Note:

1. Inca bone present.

Pathology:

1. Reactive bone around the external auditory meatus.

3 i E7-6



ABERDEEN SK 80 MALE SUBADULT

R

3 7 6 5 4 3 X 1 1 X 3 4 5 6 7

Matched wi th : CV 53, CV 1 .

Associated wi th : AS 80a - AS 80b

3 i E9-10



ABERDEEN SK 81

This specimen was matched with SK 4.

3 t El



ABERDEEN SK 82 YOUNG JUVENILE

Also present! left first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

11 headsj phalanges of HC; phalanges of MT.

Age range: 1 0 - 1 3 Years



ABERDEEN SK 83 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT
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*
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Also present! phalanges of MC

Matched withl AS 93b, mandible,

3 1 F1-2



ABERDEEN SK 84 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

R

..••••22

X 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 X 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 6 7

Also present: hyoid; ossified thyroid) left first rib and ten

headaj right first rib and ten heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 84a - AS 64b

Stature: 166.28 + /- 4,05 era

Note:

1. Thirteen thoracic vertebrae present.

Pathologyi

1. Schmorl's nodes on the following surfaces, superior and

inferior LV 1 and superior LV 2. Sacrum ihows minor ipint

bifida ocoulta.

2. Partially healed fractures on loft ribi.

/
TV1

TV12

3 i F3-4



ABERDEEN SK 85

This specimen was matched with SK 57.

3 i F5-4



ABERDEEN SK 86 CHILD

Also present: Left first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

ten heads; phalanges of MT.

Age range: 2 - 5 Years

Pathologyi

1. Metaphyeeal dysplaaia is exhibited in the limb bones.

3 t F7-0



A B E R D E E N SK 87 YOUNG J U V E N I L E

Also present: phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT.

Associated withi AS 87a - AS 87f

Age range: 3 - 14 Years

3 i FV-10



ABERDEEN SK 88 YOUNG JUVENILE

/>^cnzti

6 Q d 2 1

\ 2 \ d e 6 \j] -

1 2 d e 6

Also present: lef t f irst r i b j right f i ra t r ib

Associated wi th : AS 88a

A g e range! 7 - 1 1 Years

3 I F 1 1 - I 2



A B E R D E E N SK 89 YOUNG JUVENILE

© 6 e d \ X \
- - - - - - -

\ X X
c
d e 6 ©

- - - - - - -

Also present: two left rib hcp.ds j one right rib head)

phalanges of MC*

Matched with: TV 13, TV 7 - TV 6; TV 21, TV 3j TV 27, TV 9) TV

32, TV 5 - TV 6j TV 36, TV 4.

Associated with] AS 69a - AS 89c

Age ra.igo; 6 - 1 0 Years

TV12

53?

' l^c?
3 i F13-U



A B E R D E E N SK 90 OLD JUVENILE

Matched with! FEM 4, left femur; CV 14, CV 2) CV 24, CV 5j CV

29, CV 3,

A<se rangoi 10 - 15 yearn

Pathologyi

1 . Minor aribr« grbittli* in both orbit*,



ABERDEEN SK 91 ADULT

Also preeanti phalange* of HT,

Matched with I iMT 30, right MT 2.

Pathologyi

1. Tho right femoral haad !• flattened/ representing an

dvaaouUr nuorotii of uncertain aetiology,

3 i G3-*



ABERDEEN SK 92 ADULT

Alco preeantt 1 1 vertebral bodieif two vertebral archeaj left

first rib.

Aseociatad witht AS 92a - AS 921

Pathologyi

1. Sub-porioitaal new bone development on ion? bonea and

innominate!.

2. Exteniive lipping around tntero-infarior margin of

aurioular surfaoi of the left innominate, poisibiy th«

beginning of fuiion of th§ •aoro-iliac Jointi

TV12



ABERDEEN SK 93 MALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4

Also present! left first rib and aovon hoada; riyht first rib

and nino heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated withi A8 93a - AS 93o

Staturei 169.94 +/- 3.27 era

Pathology I

1 . Non-fuiion of the nsural troh trea of CV 1.

3 i QV-e



ABERDEEN SK 94 MALE YOUNG ADULT

ffip
7 6 5 4 X 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Also present I hyoidj ossified thyroid) left first rib and ten

heads) right first rib and seven heads) phalanges of MCj

phalanges of HT.

Acgooiated with! AS 94a

Notej

1. Oleoranon foramen in both humeri.

Pathologyi

1. Spioulei of bone ars present on ths left tibia in the area

of attatchment of the tlbialia posterior r,uscl«.



ABERDEEN SK 95 YOUNG JUVENILE

L?J G

Matched wicai CR 52, laft temporal) CR 53, right temporal..

Associated withi A3 95a - AS 95d

Age rangot 5 - 9 Years

Pathology!

1. Minor oribra orbitalia in both orbits.

TV1

TV12

Gl|-



ABERDEEN SK 96 MALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 X \

8 7 6 5 4 3 X \ \ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Matched withi MD 10, mandibla.

Aesociatad withi AS 96a - AS 96d

Pathology:

1. Numerous deep Pacchonian depraBgions present

3 i Q13-U
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ABERDEEN SK 97 FEMALE SUBADULT

Also present: phalanges of HCj phalanges of MT,

Hatched with: TIB 72, right tibia; CAL 27, right calcaneus;

TAL 28, right talusf NAV 20, right navicular; MCU 15, right

medial cuneiform) ICU 15, right intermediate cuneiforraj LCD

16, right lateral cuneiform; CUB 17, right cuboid; MT 109,

right MT 1; MT 110, right MT 2.

Associated with: AS 97a

Stature! 158.56 +/- 3.55 cm

TV1

TV12

4 i



A B E R D E E N SE 98

* I A5-6



ABERDEEN SK 99 MALE OLD ADULT

c
© 7 6 5 4 3 2

X 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5

Also presenti hyoidj ossified thyroid; ossified trachea; 11 TV

bodies; 2 LV bodies; left first rib and two heads; right

first rib; phalanges of HC,

Associated withi AS 99a

Stature! 174.46 +/- 3.27 cm

4 i A7-B



A B E R D E E N SK 100 F E M A L E YOUNG ADULT

c
7 6 -2- 4-

X 7 6 5 4 2 1

3 4 5 -fr

2 3 4 5 X X X

Also present: hyoidj left first rib and seven heads; right

first rib and seven heads; phalanges of HC; phalanges of

HT.

Associated withl AS 100a - AS 100g

Pathology I

1. The vertebral bodies of TV 6 - TV 10 display gross

inflammatory destruction. There is fusion of TV 8 - TV 10

with considerable collapse of TV 6 - TV 9. ? tuberculosis.

2. The innorainates and scapulae show generalized porosity.

4 i A9-10



ABERDEEN SK 101 ADULT

Matched with: TAL 36, right talus; CUB 20, right cuboid) MT

84, right MT 2j HT 89, right HT 3; MT 94, right MT 4.

Associated with: AS 101a - AS 101c

Pathology:

1. Right femur has a raised area on the medial condyle - 7

osteochondritis ditsecant.

4 i At 1-12



ABERDEEN SK 102 CHILD

Also present: phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT

Associated with: AS 102a

Age rangei 2 - 4 Years

4 t A13-U



A B E R D E E N SK 103 MALE OLD ADULT

LU
X 3 2

Note I

1 * Inca bone present.

Pftthologyi

1. Pacchionian dapre«»ions on frontal bona.

2. Porotic •urtacae on the articular facets

Eburnation on den§.

4 ! B1-2



ABERDEEN SK 104 MALE M I D D L E - A G E D ADULT

\ 6 5 4 3 * \

8 7 X 5 4 3 X \
A

\ * LU

\ 2 3 4

Also presenti hyoid; ossified thyroid) right first rib and

three heads.

Associated with! AS 104a - AS 104b

Staturei 169.93 +/- 4.05 cm

4 i B3-*



ABERDEEN SK 105 ADULT

ff ^

Match-d withi FEM 77, right famurj HT 60, left MT 4.

Associated with: AS 105a

a

4 i B5-6



A B E R D E E N SK 106 F E M A L E M I D D L E - A G E D ADULT

Also present: left first rib; nine right rib heads; phalanges

of MC.

Matched with: TV 82, TV 1 1 ; HC 91, left HC 2j AS 47a, left MC

3) MC 103, left MC 5. left MC 2.

Associated witht AS 106a - AS 106(10)

Pathology I
«

1, Lipping on the left MC 2. Also on right MC 1 and trapezium

associated with oburnation*

4 t B7-C



A B E R D E E N SK 107 YOUNG JUVENILE

7 6 e d c 2 1

6

\ 2 c d e 6 [ 7 j -

Alao present; phalanx of HT

Hatched with: MD 1, mandible.

Associated with: AS 107a

Age ranget 6 - 1 1 Years

4 i B9-10



ABERDEEN SK 108 INFANT

Also preaent: four CV half arches; seven TV bodies; three TV

half arches; right first rib and two heads; phalanx of MCj

phalanx of MT.

Age range: Birth - 2 Years

TV1

TV12

* i 811- Bt£



A B E R D E E N SK 109 IMMATURE

* i B13-14



ABERDEEN SK 110 ADULT

\ 2 3 4 5 6

Also presen t : r i g h t f i r s t r i b

4 ; C l - 2



ABERDEEN SK 111 MALL ADULT

- - - 5 4 3 2 X

- - - - - - - -

1 2 3 4 5 X X X
- - - - - - - -

Pathology:

1. Healed depressed fracture on left parietal near eagittal

suture. Fracture represented by a hole approximately 2 cm

in diameter with corticated edgee. No evidence of

inflammatory reaction.

2. Pacchionian depressions endocranially.

* i C3-4



A B E R D E E N SK 112 MALE OLD ADULT
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Also present: hyoidj oeeified thyroid; ossified xiphoid

cartilage; left first rib and seven heads; right first rib

and 11 heads; phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT.

Associated withl AS 112a - AS 112f

Staturei 163.91 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathology:

1. Scoliosis to the left between TV 3 - TV 5. Sohmorl's nodes

on the following surfaces, superior TV 1, inferior TV 7,

superior and inferior TV 9, inferior TV 10 - TV 11,

inferior LV 2.

2. Healed fracture on distal third of loft ulna shaft* Healed

fracture of one right rib.

3. Degenerative changes apparent on left and right MT 1'• and

phalanges*

TV1

TV12



ABERDEEN SK 113 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Also present: left first rib and seven headflj right first rib;

phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT,

Stature: 166.25 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathology:

1 , Schmorl'g nodes on the following surfaces, on inferior and

superior LV 3, superior LV 4.



A B E R D E E N SK 114 OLD JUVENILE

/^ ^Hi
V ^*&*m

[ 8 1 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 \ X X 4 5 6 7 |8|

Associated with: AS 114a - AS 114c

Age range: 15 - 18 Years



A B E R D E E N SK 115 YOUNG JUVENILE

Also present: four TV bodiee; one LV body; left first rib and

one head; right first rib.

Associated with: AS 1 1 5a - AS 11 5b

Age range: 7 - 1 4 Years

* J C 1 1 - 1 2



ABERDEEN SK 116 INFANT

Also present: five CV bodies; six CV archesj 11 TV arches;

three LV bodies; left first rib and eight heads; right

first rib and 11 heads; phalanges of HC.

Associated with: AS 116a - AS 116c

Age rangei 6 months after birth - 2 Veara

Pathology:

1. Minor cribra orbitalia in the left orbit.

4 1 C13-U



ABERDEEN SK 117 ADULT

Also presenti one CV body) four TV bodieGj left first rib.



A B E R D E E N SK 118 YOUNG JUVENILE
—̂- • ^ ^~ m i«»-̂ . V —*̂ -̂

Also present: one right rib head; phalanges of MC.

Associated with; AS 11 8a - AS 1 18h

Age range: 1 0 - 1 5 Years

4 i D3-*



A B E R D E E N SK 119 F E M A L E SUBADULT

8J 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: phalanges of HT



ABERDEEN SK 120 ADULT

Also present; phalanges of MT

Pathology:

1. Large exostoaic on left calcaneuc lateral to anterior

talar facet overshadowing cuboid. Similar on right but not

so developed.

t D7-S



ABERDEEN SK 121 CHILD

Matched with: MD 21, mandible.

Age range: 3 - 5 Years



ABERDEEN SK 122 ADULT

R L

Also preeentt hyoid; ossified thyroid; right first rib and ten

heads.

Pathology:

1. Articular facets of CV's show extensive degenerative change

and eburnation on inferior CV 4 and superior CV 5. CV 6 and

CV 7 are fused anteriorly. Reactive bone is apparent on

inferior LV 5 and superior SV 1.

2. Healed oblique fracture on the surgical neck of the right

humerus.

3. Right MC 1, trapezium and trapejoid show degenerative

change with eburnation.

TV12

4 t 011-12



ABERDEEN SK 123 SUBADULT

Also present: five TV bodies; three LV bodies; phalanges of

MC.



ABERDEEN SK 124 ADULT

Associated with: AS 124a



ABERDEEN SK 125 SUBADULT

Also present: phalanges of MC,

Note:

1. Probably female.

Pathology:

1. Schmorl's nodes on the following surfaces, inferior LV

superior and inferior LV 2 - LV 4.

* t E3-4



ABERDEEN SK 126 ADULT



ABERDEEN MATCHED BONES Table

IMMATURE SKULL

MB 19

AS 201: frontal, left and right zygomatic, temporal and

parietal bonea, occipital

MB 36

CR 187: maxilla, frontal, left and right zygoraatic, temporal

and parietal bones, occipital, sphenoid

MB 38

MD 57: mandible

CR 188: maxilla, frontal, left and right zygoroatic, temporal

and parietal bones, occipital, sphenoid

\ 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MB 40

MD 57t mandible

CR 189t maxilla, frontal, l«ft and right aygomatic, temporal

and parietal bona», occipital, iphenoid

\ 6 « d k b t

4 i E7



Table 2Smf (contMB 42

MX 11: maxilla

MD 1 1 : mandible

7 6 5 4 3 2 \

U * M 6 7

MB 45

MX 15: maxilla

MD 51: mandible

MB 46

MX 13t maxilla

MX 21: maxilla

MD 56: mandible

MB 136

MX 22J maxilla, left zygomatic

MB 138

CR 122i frontal

CR 1231 l«ft parietal

Cfi 124( riaht pari«tal



CR 125: occipital

CR 126: basi-occipital

MB 139

AS 20g: frontal

CR 128: left temporal

CR 129: right temporal

AS 20c: left parietal

AS 20d: occipital

CR 131: loft baei-occipital

CR 130: right basi-occipital

CR 127: left sphenoid

CR 132: right sphenoid

MB 140

CR 133: frontal

CR 134: right parietal

MB 141

CR !35t right parietal

CR 136: occipital

MB 142

CR 1381 laft temporal

CB 139i right temporal

CR 137i left and right parietal bon««, occipital

CR 141t left ba»i-occipital

CR 1421 right ba«i-oocipital

AS 35bi bati-occipital

Table 25m£ (cont)
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MB 143 Table 25«f (cont)

OR 143: frontal

CR 144: parietal

MB i 44

CR 145: frontal

CR 146: left parietal

MB 1 45

MX 20: maxilla

CR 149: frontal

CR 147: left zygomatic

CR 148: right zygomatic

MB 1 48

CR 152: frontal, left and right zygomatic, temporal and parietal

bones, occipital, sphenoid

IMMATURE VERTEBRAL COLUMN

MB 63

CV 26 t cervical vertebra 2

CV 28: cervical vertebra 3

CV 22: cervical vertebra 4

CV 27: cervical vertebra 5

CV 13: cervical vertebra 6

MB 64

TV 1 4 i thoracic vertebra 12

AS 20*i lunbar vertebra 1

E10



LV 10: lumbar vertebra 2

MB 65

TV 40; thorac'c vertebra 2

TV 12: thoracic vertebrae 3 - 4

TV 35: thoracic vertebra 5

TV 38: thoracic vertebra 6

TV 39: thoracic vertebra 7

MB 67

LV 9: lumbar vertebra 1

LV 21: lumbar vertebra 2

LV 16; lumbar vertebra 3

LV 7: lumbar vertebra 4

LV 17: lumbar vertebra 5

SV 3: sacral vertebra 1

AS 33e: eacral vertebra 2

SV 1: eacral vertebra 3 .

SV 2: sacral vertebra 4

MB 69

SV 7i sacral vertebra 3

SV 8: sacral vertebra 4

SV 5i sacral verttbra 5

MB 89

A3 34di cervical v«rt«bra 1

AS 34et carvioal v«rt«bra 2

AS 34fi otrvical v«rt«br*« 3 - 7

Table 25af (cont)

4 t EH



MB 110

CV 49: cervical vertebrae 4 - 6

MB 11 2

TV 129: thoracic vertebrae 1 1 - 1 2

LV, 58: lumbar vertebra 1

MB 113

TV 12Q: thoracic vertebrae, 7 5 - 7

r

MB- 11 4 •

CV ,90: cervi.cal vertebra.2

CV. .V2: cervical vertebrae 3 -6

MB 115 •' . .-• :'

CV 96 j cervical -vertebra 2
1 CV 681 cervical- 'Vertebra 3

MB 116

CV 94i'cervical vectebrae, ?4 -5

;."'MB m''
, C V 93t Icervical vertebra 7

TV 1371 thoracic vertebrae 1 - 3

MB, 118,

CV 95: cervical vertebrae, 7 4 - 5

m 119;

av 23:, sacral v«rt«bra 1

8V 24? lacral v«rt«bra 1

AS 101ci tacral vartabra 2

Table 25af (cont

J '. ' r
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MB 120

AS 78e: sacral vertebra 3

SV 19: sacral vertebra 4

3V 15: sacral vertebra 5

Table 25af (cant)

MB 121

CV 70: cervical vertebra 7

TV 162i thoracic vertebra 1

MB 122

CV 69: cervical vertebrae, 7 4 - 5

MB 1 30

SV 31: sacral vertebrae 2 - 3

IMMATURE LEFT HAND

MB 163

MC 161 metacarpal 2

MC 1 7 i metacarpal 3

MC 43t metacarpal 4

IMMATURE LEFT FOOT

MB 111

CUB 12J cuboid

LCU 1 1 t lateral cuneiform



Table 25nf (con

talus

: calcaneue

: navicular

medial cuneiform

intermediate cuneiform

lateral cuneiform

cuboid

metatarsal 1

metatarsal 2

metatarsal 3

metatarsal 4

metatarsal 5

MB 161

TAL 10: talus

CAL 11: calcaneus

NAV 1 1 1 navicular

HCU 4 i medial cuneiform

ICU 4i intermediate cuneiform

LCU 5i lateral cuneiform

CUB 5i cuboid

HT 2 7 t matataraal 1

HT 29s ra«tatar»al 2

HT 29s m«tatar»al 3

HT 311 mtUtaraal 3

HT 331 m«taUr»al 4

HT 3Si mttatarsal 5

PT 81 proximal phMlanK of aatatarail 1

i i El*



-
• . H

PT 9; proximal phalanges

PT 9: two proximal phalanges

DT 1: distal phalanx of raetatarsal 1

MB 1 6 2

AS 27ii talus

NAV 2i n*vicular

LCU 61 lateral cuneiform

MB 167

MT 71; metatarsal 3

MT 72t metatarsi! 4

Table 25*f (cont)

ADULT SKULL

MB 17

CR 180t maxilla, frontal, left zygoraatic, left and right

temporal and parietal bonei, occipital, sphenoid

- - - \ 5 6 7 8

MB 22

AS 50gi maxilla,'frontal, Jtft and right aygomatic, temporal

and parietal bono, occipital, sphenoid

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 t F1



MB 32 Table 25»f (cont)

CR 181: maxilla, raandtblc, left and right zygomatic, temporal

and parietal bones/ occipital, sphenoid

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MB 33

CR 182: frontal, left and right temporal and parietal

bon«B, occipital, sphenoid

MB 34

CR 183: maxilla, left and right zygomatic, temporal,

parietal bonei, occipital, sphenoid

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

A A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Green stain on left parietal.

MB 35

CR 184: m a x i l l a , le f t and right zygomatic , temporal ,

and parietal bonei, occipi tal , iphenoid

A C

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6

4 i F2



MS 37 Table 25mf (cont)

CR 185: maxilla, frontal, right zygomatic, left and right

temporal and parietal bones, occipital, sphenoid

3 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

KB 39

CR 186: maxilla, frontal, left zygomatic, left and right

temporal and parietal bones, occipital, sphenoid

MB 41

MX 5: maxilla

MD 7: mandiblQ

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

MB 43

MX 12: maxilla

MD 39: mandibla

- 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8 7 6 5 4 3 3 1

MB 44

MX 2 3 t maxilla

HD 61 i mandibla

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 - - 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 ..... 6 7 -

4 t F3



MB 146 Table 25mf (corn >

CR 150: left and right parietal bones, occipital

MB 147

CR 151: frontal, left temporal, basi-occipital, sphenoid

MB 172

CR 64: maxilla and left aygomatic

MB 173

CR 34: maxilla and left zygoraatic

MB 174

CR 62: maxilla and right zygomatic

MB 175

CR 65t maxilla and right zygomatic

MB 176

CR 61i maxilla and left aygoraatic

MB 177

CR 108t maxilla and right zygomatic

MB 170

CR 59t maxilla and loft zygomatic

MB 179

CR 60i maxilla and right zygomatic

MB 180

CK 63t maxilla and l»ft tygomatic

4 i F4



ADULT VERTEBRAL COLUMN Table 25a£ (cont)

MB 52

AS 21j: lumbar vertebrae 4 - 5

Fusion on right hand side of centra, degenerative change.

MB 53

LV 12; lumbar vertebra 3

LV 4: lumbar vertebra 4

AS 27p: lumbar vertebra 5

MB 54

TV 6: thoracic vertebra 10

AS 70r: thoracic vertebra 11

TV 5: thoracic vertebra 12

LV 13: lumbar vertebrae 1 - 3

AS 70t: lumbar vertebra 4

MB 55

cv 21i cervical vertebra 6

AS 27ni cervical vertebra 7

TV 44: thoracic vertebra 1

TV 18i thoracic vertebra 2

Degenerative change on the superior aurface of cervical

vertebra 6,

MB 56

CV 4t cervical v»rt«bra 2

AS 46tt cervical v»rt«bra* 3 - 4

4 i F5



MB 57 Table 25»f (cont)

AS 95a: cervical vertebra 5

CV 7: cervical vertebrae 6 - 7

MB 58

TV 16: two upper thoracic vertebrae, 12 -3

Fusion between left and right articular facets of adjacent

vertebrae.

MB 59

LV 1: lumbar vertebra 1

AS 70u: lumbar vertebra 2

LV 14: lumbar vertebra 3

LV 2: lumbar vertebra 4

MB 60

TV 4: three middle thoracic vertebrae, 7 7 - 9

MB 61

LV 22: lumbar vertebra 72

LV 23: lumbar vertebra 73

MB 66

CV 19: c»rvical vertabra 6

AS 27v: ctrvical vertebra 7

AS 70o: thoracic vartabra 1

TV 19t thoracic v«rt«bra 2

AS 27oi thoracic v«rt«bra 3

TV fli thoracic v«rt«bra 4

A3 42bt thoracic v«rt«bra« 5 - 6

TV 1 t thoracic v«rt«bra« 7 - 1 0

F6



TV 46: thoracic vertebra 11 Table 25*f (cont)

TV 47: thoracic vertebra 12

LV 15: lumbar vertebra 1

Degenerative change on cervical vertebra 7 and thoracic

vertebra 1. Aleo on the articular facets of the thoracic

vertebrae. Spondyloflie of the first lumbar vertebra.

MB 68

LV 26: lumbar vertebrae 1 - 5

Spondylosis of the fifth lumbar vertebra.

MB 87

TV 69: thoracic vertebrae 9 - 1 1

TV 63: thoracic vertebra 12

MB 101

AS 151: cervical vertebra 1

AS 15m: cervical vertebra 2

AS 15n: part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 15o: part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS I5p: part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 15qi part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 15r: part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 15si part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 15ti part of cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 15ut part of cervical vartabrae 3 - 7

Incomplete fuaion of tha annular epiphytal, therefora a

subadult ipacicnen (18 - 25 yaars)*

4 i F7



KB 102

AS 64a: cervical vertebrae 1 - 2

MB 103

AS 40h: cervical vertebrae 1 - 7

MB 104

LV 32: lumbar vertebrae 2 - 4

Eburnation present.

MB 105

CV 59: two cervical vertebrae, ?4 - 5

Degenerative change on the vertebral bodies.

MB 106

CV 34: cervical vertebrae 6 - 7

MB 107

CV 85: cervical vertebrae 5 - 7

TV 161t thoracic vertebra 1

KB 108

TV Q4i thoracic vartebrae 1 - 2

MB 109

TV 83I two thoracic vertebrae, 7 5 - 6

MB 123

fiV 23i sacral vert«bra« 1 - 5

MB 124

6V 24t lacral vertebrae 1 - 5

Spin*, bifida occults along entire length of dor«um*

Table 25»f (con

4 i Ffl



MB 125

SV 25: sacral vertebrae 1 - 5

MB 158

TV 2: thoracic vertebra 1

TV 24i thoracic vertebra 2

Degenerative change on rib facets,

MB 1 59

TV 17: thoracic vertebra, 75

TV 3: thoracic vertebra, 76

Degenerative change on rib facets

MB 165

CV 60i cervical vertebra 5

AS 54vi cervical vertebra 6

CR 63: maxilla and left zygomatic

ADULT LEFT HAND

MB 95

AS 54(13)t lunato

AS 54{9)i trapeaiura

AS 54(10): trapazoid

AS 5 4 ( 1 1 ) i capitate

AS 54(12)1 hamato

AS 54(5)1 raetacarpal 1

AS 54(6)1 motacarpal 2

AS 54(7)i mttacarpal 3

Table 25nf (cont)
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AS 54(8): metacarpal 4

AS 54(14): four proximal phalanges

AS 54{15): two intermediate phalanges

MB 96

HC 98: metacarpal 2

HC 99: metacarpal 3

HC 66: metacarpal 4

MB 97

AS 82bi trapezoid

HC 76: raetacarpal 3-

HC 81: metacarpal 4

MB 98

TM 4: trapezium

TD 4: trapazoid

CA 6: capitate

MB 99

HA 6t hamate

HC 631 matacarpal 4

AS 82et metacarpal 5

MB 100

TH 2 t trapezium

HC 58i raetacarpal 1

MB 155

AS 2 7 ( 3 ) 1 oapitat*

AS 2 7 ( 9 ) 1 hamaU

Table 25*f (con

i HO



MB 1 56

AS 271; hamate

MC 34; metacarpal 4

AS 70(3): metacarpal 5

MB 1 57

MC 40: metacarpal 2

MC 41: raetacarpal 3

ADULT RIGHT HAND

25a£ (coot)

MB 50

TM 1: trapezium . ; *

TD 1 : trapezoid /. '.-' . . .

MC 1: metacarpal 1
.• /

MC 2 i raetacarpal 2

MC 3: metacarpal 3 '•

MC 4: metacarpal 4

PC 1: proximal phalanx

Bburnation on trapezoid, raetacarpal 4 and proximal phalanx

MB 90

MC 79i raataoarpal 2

AS 4ai metacarpal 3

MB 91

AS 76ni metacarpal 2

AS 76ot raatacarpal 3

No styloid procii* on mttacarpal 3*



Table 25af (corMB 92

AS 82a: hamate

HC 87: metacarpal 4

MC 65: metacarpal 5

MB 93

HA 5: hamate

AS 64b: metacarpal 5

MB 94

LU 3: lunate

SC 2: scaphoid

TM 3; trape2ium

CA 3: capitate

HA 1: hamate

MC 109: raetacarpal 3

MC 55: metacarpal 4

MC 69: metacarpal 5

MB 154

LU 1 i lunate

6C 11 mcaphoid

ADULT LEFT FOOT

MB 49

CAL 1t calcan«u§

CUB 11 cuboid



MB 70

CAL 29: CcIcaneua

CUB 9: cuboid

Pathology on cuboid.

MB 71

ttJU 8: medial cuneiform

ICU 8: intermediate cuneiform

LCU 8: lateral cuneiform

CUB 8: cuboid

MB 72

MCU 1 1 : medial cuneiform

ICU 1 1 : intermediate cuneiform

LCU 13: lateral cuneiform

CUB 14: cuboid

MB 73

MCU 10: medial cuneiform

ICU 10: intermediate cuneiform

LCU 12t lateral cuneiform

CUB 22t cuboid

AS 8ai metatarsal 2

AS 54et metatartal 3

MB 74

MT 62: raetatanal 4

MT 991 oatatanal 5

MB 75

MT 79t m«tatar«al 2

Table 25af (cent)
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AS 106j: metatarsal 3 Table 25mf (cout)

MT 87: metatarsal 4

MB 76

MT 54: metatarsal 2

MT 70: metatarsal 3

MT 93: metatarsal 4

MB 77

AS 1061: talus, calcaneus, navicular, medial cuneiform,

intermediate cuneiform, lateral cuneiform, cuboid

MB 78

MT 117: metataraal 2

MT 130: metatarsal 3

MB 79

CAL 28: calcaneus

LCD 17: lateral cuneiform

CUB 18: cuboid

MT 1 1 1 i m e t m t a r s a l 2

HT 1 1 2 i meta ta r sa l 3

MT 113: ra«t«tar§al 4

MB 80

AS 76ii calcaneu*, navicular, medial cuneiform, intermediate

cuneiform, lateral cuneiform, cuboid, m«tatar§al 2,

netataroal 3

HT 591 netatartal 4

HT 100: ••tatarsal 5

F14-



MB 81

TAL 27: talus

CAL 26 i calcaneus

NAV 19j navicular

MCU 14i medial cuneiform

ICU 12: intermediate cuneiform

LCU 15i lateral cuneiform

CUB 16: cuboid

MT 104: metatareal 1

MT 105: netatarual 2

MT 106: metataraal 3

MT 107i matataraal 4

MT 10fli metataratl 5

PT 35i proximal phalanx of metatarsal 1

MB 83

CUB 7i cuboid

MT 153 i maUUri/tl 5

MB 151

TAL 7 t t f l lUi

CAL 7i ctlcineuu

NAV 5i navioular

MCU 2( mtdiil ountiform
ICU 2i inttrm»diit« cuniiform

LCU 3i lutaral ountiform
CUB 31 ouboid

MT 14) m«t*tft?Ml 1

MT 1 5 1 c*ttt«rMl 2

Table 25»f (cont)



MT 16: metatarsal 3

MT 17: metatarsal 4

MT 18: metatarsal 5

PT 5: four proximal phalanges

IT 3: two intermediate phalanges

DT 4 : one distal phalanx

SES 2 : two sesamoid bones

MB 1 53

AS 27(6): metatarsals 3 - 4

MB 170

TA1 1 1 : talus

CAL 1 3 : calcanoufl

NAV 12: navicular

MCU 5 : medial cuneiform

ICU 5 : intermediate cuneiform

LCD 7; lateral cuneiform

CUB 6; cuboid

MT 1 37t m«tatarg«l 1

MT 1 45: m«tatar«al 2

MT 1 49: m«tatar§*l 3

MT 151: m«tatar»»l 4

PT 10i proximal phalanx of matataraal 1

ADULT RIGHT FOOT

Table 25«f (cont)

MB 47

Al 4l«i navlcuUr, mwdial cun«iform, Int«rm4tdiat* cuntiform,



Table 25«f (cont)

lateral cuneiform, metetarsale 1 - 5, proximal

phalanges/ intermediate phalanges, distal phalanges,

two eeaamoid bones

AS 21d: cuboid

MB 84

MCU 7: medial cuneiform

MT 73: metatareal 1

MT 58: metatarsal 3

MT 63i metataraal 4

MB 86

MT 83i metatarsal 2

MT 881 metatarsal 3

MT 96: metatarsal 4

MB 1jO

TAL 6i talui

CAL 6t calcanaui

NAV 4i navioultr

CUB 2i cuboid

MB 152

A.S 70(2)1 m«t*Ut:iil 2

Afi 7 0 ( 1 ) i mtUUrial 3

MB 1 6 B

TAL 1 9 1 UlUM

CAL 16l

03



MB 171

TAIL 12: talus

NAv 13: navicular

MCU 6: medial cuneiform

LCD 6: intermediate cunieform

MT 138: metatarsal

Table 25«f (cont)

ADULT LEFT UPPER LIMB

MB 1 49

SCAP 50: scapula

HUM 64: hunerus

Severe pathology with losa of humeral head and destruction of

the glenoid joint . Differential diagnoses include: fracture of

the humeral haad or arthritic destruction due to an infection

»uch ae tuberculosis .
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ABERDEEN Tabla 26tt£

DISARTICULATED DENTITIONS

IMMATURE MAXILLAE

AS 11

KX 2

MX 3

7 6

\ \ \ \ 5 t 1 (B)

\

5 i A3



MX 6 T*bl« 26mf (cont)

3 \ \ \ \ 3 4 $ 6 \

MX 8

MX 14

MX 16

MX 17

d b a

X 6 X 1

5 t A4



MX 16 Table 26*f (cont)

b \

MX 25

6 * \ \ \ \

IMMATURE MANDIBLES

AS 57f

MD 2

X X \ X X

5 1 A5



MD 3 Table 26nf (cont)

(2J

MD 6

7 6 ^ X X X \ \

MD 9

e d c b a b e d s

HD 12

H H

KD 17

5 t A6



HD 19 Table 26mf (cont)

\

MD 22

6 e d \ \ d e 6

MD 23

MD 30

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MD 44

\ o 6

5 t A7



MD 45 Table 2bmL (cont)

MD 46

MD 47

MD 49

d o 6 (7)

X i H U

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

KD 50

a b c e

5 i AB



MD 56 T»bla 26«f (cont)

e d c b a a b e d

HD 59

ADULT MAXILLAE

MX 1

4 5 6 7 8

MX 4

7 6

5 i A9



MX 9 Table 26mf (coat)

MX 10

6 5 4 3 2 1 3 4

ADULT MANDIBLES

AS 10s

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 \

A

AS 36d

7 6 5 4 \ I \ \ l \ 4 S 6 7

5 I A10



AS 7 0 ( 3 7 } Table 2Gaf (cont)

7 X 5 4 \ 2 \ \ 2 3 4 5 X 7

AS 76d

7 H \ \ \ \ \

AS 79a

8 7 6 X \ \ \ \

AS 87£

\ \ 3 4 5 6 7 8

KD 4

6 5 X * * \ \ * 3 4 * * 7 8

5 i A l l



MD 5 Table 26mf (cont)

0 7 X 5 \ 3 2 \ X X \ \ \

HD 8

HD 14

7 6 ^ 4 3 2 1 \ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

HD 16

\ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

C C

5 i A12



MD 18 T*ble 26*f (cont)

X X X 5 4 3 \ \ \ 4

MD 20

7 6 5 4 3 2 \ \ 2 3 4 5 6 7

KD 23

\ 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 I 4 5 6 7

HD 24

6 7 6 5 4 3 \ 1 1 2 5 6 7 8

MD 25

\\ \ \

S i A13



HD 26 Table 26»f (cont)

X X X * 4 3 \ \ 1 2 3 4 5 * X

MD 27

- X \ X \ \ \ \ \

HD 29

X X X X X 3 X X X \ \ 4 \ * X X

HD 31

8 ) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

HD 32

7 6 5 4 ^ 2 1 1 3 3 4 5 6 7
c

5 i A14



KD 33 Table 26»f (cont)

X X * 4 3 2 1 3 4 Jj * X X

MD 36

X X X X X \ \ X

MD 40

8 7 6 5 4 3 ^ \

MD 41

\ O \ ^ 6 7
c c

5 i B1



KD 43 Tibia 26mf (cont)

X

KD 62

6 7

5 i B2



ABERDEEN MINIMUM COUNT 21*1

Top five count of individual bones, combining the 'SK' burials

and the disarticulated material, to give a minimum number of

individuals.

IMMATURE N

Right innominate 39

Right temporal 34

Right proximal femur 31

Left proximal tibia 29

Left proximal femur 28

ADULT N

Left innominate 54

Left distal humerus 53

Left proximal femur 51

Right distal tibia 50

Right scapula 49

TOTAL

93

87

82

79

77

5 i B4



ABERDEEN
AGE DISTRIBUTION

Table

Age distribution of 'SK1 burials

AGE CATEGORY

Foetal

Perinatal

Infant

Child

Young Juvenile

Old Juvenile

Subadult

Young Adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Immature

Adult

N

0

0

10

13

13

6

11

28

18

5

1

15

%

0

0

8

11

11

5

9

23

15

4

1

13

TOTAL 120

5 i B5



Table 28mf <-ont)

Age distribution of adult male and female 'SK1 burials.

AGE CATEGORY

Subadult

Young Adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Adult

MALE FEMALE

N

2

13

13

5

1

%

6

38

38

15

3

N

5

10

5

0

2

%

23

46

23

0

9

TOTAL 34 22
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ABERDEEN IMMATURE CRANIAL METRIC (mm) Table 29mf

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

HIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

FOETAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX. N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX. N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

INFANT

MEAN S.D. MIN.MAX.

17.2

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

5 i B7-Q



ABERDEEN IMMATURE CRANIAL METRIC (mm) Table 29«f (cont)

HAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

MEAfl

FOETAL

S.D. MIN. MAX.

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX.

INFANT

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0

0 - - - -

0

0

0

1 15.7 -

1 16.8 -

3 16.1 3,6 12.5 19.7

2 30.5 2.3 28.9 32.1

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

t B9-10



A B E R D E E N I M M A T U R E C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) Table 29»f (cont)

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

KT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

N

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

CHILD

MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

160.0 -

78.0 -

75.0 -

111.0

46.4 -

129.0 -

84.0

78.2 -

96.8 -

73.8 2.1 72.3 75.3

17.9 3.0 1 5.7 20.0

25.1 -

32.2 -

26,2 -

32.1 -

33.2 -

19.2 0.9 18.5 19.8

33.7 1.6 32.5 34.8

52.5 1 .5 51 .4 53.5

30.6 -

26.3 -

YOUNG JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

2 168.0 2.8 166.0 170.0

0 - - - -

0 - - - -

1 124.0

0 - - - -

2 135.5 2.1 134.0 137.0

0

0 - - - -

0 - - - -

0

4 20.5 4.0 14.6 22.9

0

1 33.2

0

0

0

1 19.8 -

3 40.1 2.0 38.2 42.2

4 54.4 2.8 50.8 57.5

1 35.2 -

1 30.6 -

OLD JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0

0

0

0 - - - -

1 63.4 -

1 124.0 -

1 95.0 _ _ _

o
0

0

1 22.6 -

1 35.8 -

1 36.0

0

0

1 49.2 -

0

1 47.4 -

0

0

o

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

5 i Bl 1 - 12



ABERDEEN IMMATURE C R A N I A L METRIC (mm) Table 29nf (cont)

HAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MP

CHILD

N MEAN S.D. HIN. MAX.

0

2 88.9 4.7 85.5 92.2

2 72.6 2.0 71 .2 74.0

0

0

4 23.2 1.6 21.4 24.8

3 23.1 1.6 21.3 24.4

4 20.5 2.1 17.8 22,8

3 36.2 1.3 34.7 37.2

YOUNG JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0

1 103.0 -

2 84.6 5.7 80.5 88.6

0

0

6 27.1 3.3 22.8 31.7

4 27.5 3.5 22.9 31 .2

5 23.3 1.8 21.4 25.4

2 43.5 0.2 43.3 43.6

OLD JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. HIN. MAX.

0 - - - -

o - - - -
1 101.8 - - -

0

o - - - -
o - - - -
2 30.4 0.8 29.8 31 .0

1 30.8 -

1 38.7 - - -

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA '

BI-MF

5 i B 1 3 - 14



\.:A

fc 1m ABERDEEN IMMATUHE POST-CRANIAL METRIC ( m m )

?, ;
[ ' -; LEFT SIDE

1 ' ; , CLAV L
j

. , j HUM L
if

v •;
|

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

|i j FEM L

| . TIB L

E

.
FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L '

TIB L

FIB L

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FOETAL

MEAN S.D. MIN.MAX.

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. M

5 i C1-3

Tabi« aomf

N

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

0

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

MEAN

50.4

81 .4

72.3

64.5

33.3

45.6

112.0

-

68.5

49.2

87.1

72.2

58.6

35.1

40.6

-

-

INFANT

S.D. MIN. MAX.

- - -

10.7 73.8 89.0

6.6 67.6 77.0

7.8 56.9 70.0

- - -

7.6 40.2 50.9

-

_

_

-

19.4 73.4 100.8

6.8 67.4 77.0

_

_

_

_

_

LEFT

CLAV

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM

ILIUM

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT

CLAV

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM

ILIUM

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

SIDE

L

H

B

SIDE

L

H

B



A B E R D E E N I M M A T U R E P O S T - C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( M B ) Table 30»t" (cont)

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

N

4

'?

6

5

7

5

5

6

4

6

6

3

7

5

5

9

9

4

CHILD

MEAN S.D.

73.6 1 1 .8

135.4 20.2

1 1 C . 9 17.7

102.9 16.1

64.1 10.4

71.1 13.5

1 99.9 10.9

155.7 27.0

16 1 . 5 26.0

75.1 9.6

149.1 21.1

119.6 16.6

107.8 16.0

63.0 7.1

75.5 1 1 . 4

187.1 35.0

155.3 27.8

162.6 21.9

MIN.

65,6

114.6

96. j

87.9

52.0

56.5

143.3

120.9

137.7

65.3

1 27,6

99.9

90.7

56.0

59.1

142.0

120.4

138.0

MAX.

90.0

1 70.8

145.2

130.5

61.0

93.0

239.8

189.0

188.4

90.0

1 76.5

1 44.7

1 3 1 . 3

74.0

90.2

239.8

169.8

161 .9

N

3

3

2

3

3

3

4

4

2

4

4

3

2

3

3

4

4

3

MEAN

98.2

199.5

1 48. :

1 46.2

93.3

103.7

280.7

224.3

217.0

97.6

204,4

160.2

1 56.3

90.3

103.7

279.6

227.0

21 3.0

YOUNG JU

S.D,

11.4

26.1

10.0

17.3

6.5

8.5

39.2

30.9

7.7

7.5

22.9

22.1

17.4

12.0

9.5

38.3

33.1

36.1

VENILE

MIN.

89.5

173.9

141.3

1 30.4

87.0

95.0

231 .4

186.0

21 1 .5

88.3

173.6

139,8

1 44.0

78.0

94.0

230.0

164.1

176.2

MAX.

1 1 1 . 1

226.1

155.5

164.7

103.0

112.0

327.0

26C.5

222.4

106.4

226.7

183.7

168.6

102.0

1 1 3.0

323.0

256. B

250.8

OLD JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

1 110,6

0

0

0

0

0

1 349.0

1 280.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 130.0

0

1 288.7

0

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD I,

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

C3 - *



A B E R D E E N A D U L T C R A N I A L METRIC (mm) Table 31af

G L A - O C C

B A S - N A 3

B A S - A L V

B A S - B R E G

A L V - N A S

MAX B

M I N B

B I - E C

B I - ^ Y G

B I - M A X

B I - D A

LT OH

LT OB

KT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

N

1 6

9

6

10

9

1 5

19

16

->

9

1 5

6

9

9

1 1

8

6

1 1

12

10

10

MEAN

1 7 7 . 6

94. 1

88 .8

1 1 9 . 1

6 8 . 6

1 4 1 . 7

9 3 . 9

9 4 . 0

1 2 4 . 4

8 9 . 1

2 2 . 9

33 .8

3 6 . 7

3 4 . 2

37 .8

4 6 . 7

2 3 . 8

5 0 . 9

5 6 . 4

3 4 . 8

29 .8

F E M A L E S

3 . D .

5 . 5

3 . 7

5 . 9

9 . 1

4 , 5

6 .8

4 , 7

4 . 3

1 .1

3 . 7

2 . 6

1 .6

2 . 0

1 .6

1.7

3 . 3

1 .3

3 .5

3.6

2 . 2

2 . 2

ONLY

M I N .

1 6 6 . 0

87 .0

8 2 . 0

9 5 . 0

61 .3

1 3 4 . 0

8 7 . 0

85 .0

1 2 3 . 6

8 3 . 1

1 8 . 7

30.8

3 4 . 1

31 .5

3 3 . 4

4 3 . 9

2 2 . 1

4 5 . 2

4 9 . 3

31 .f,

2 6 . 9

M A X .

1 8 7 . 0

98 .0

9 7 . 0

1 2 7 . 0

7 5 . 2

1 5 9 . 0

1 0 5 . 0

1 0 0 . 8

1 2 5 . 1

9 4 . 5

2 6 . 4

3 5 . 3

3 9 . 2

3 6 . 6

5 0 . 7

5 3 . 6

2 4 . 9

5 6 . 4

6 0 . 1

38 .7

3 4 . 1

M A L E S O N L Y

N M E A N S . D . M I N . M A X . N

2 4 1 8 0 . 0 6 . 2 1 6 4 . 0 1 9 2 . 0 43

20 9 7 . 3 5 .8 8 7 . 0 1 0 8 . 0 31

1 6 9 1 . 7 4 . 9 8 4 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 4

21 1 2 5 . 8 8.8 1 0 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 33

19 "M .4 3 . 4 6 6 . 4 81 .0 31

25 1 4 4 . 2 5 . 2 1 3 6 . 0 1 5 5 . 0 4 4

2 5 9 8 . 6 4 . 6 9 2 . 0 1 0 9 . 0 46

2 7 9 8 . 4 2 . 8 9 2 . 3 1 0 3 . 0 4 4

1 4 1 3 5 . 0 4 . 0 1 2 9 . 2 1 4 2 . 0 1 7

19 9 4 . 0 3 . 4 3 5 . 7 9 9 . 7 3 0

2 2 2 2 . 2 2 . 4 1 9 . 2 2 7 . 9 45

19 3 3 . 3 2 . 5 f' 0 . 4 3 8 . 4 28

23 39 .1 1 .8 35. B 4 2 . 1 35

20 3 3 . 6 2.4 3 0 . 5 39.6 30

2 3 3 9 . 5 1 . 4 3 7 . 5 4 1 . 7 3 5

17 :?.0 3 .2 4 7 . 2 56.7 28

16 2 4 . 1 2 . 0 2 1 . 1 28 .6 2 7

2 5 5 2 . 3 2 . 3 4 7 . 4 56.0 4 5

2 4 6 1 . 9 3 . 4 55 .0 66 .1 4 4

20 3 4 . 5 2.8 2 7 . 3 38 .2 33

2 0 2 9 . 6 2 . 6 2 4 . 3 3 5 . 4 3 3

ALL

M E A N

1 7 8 . 1

9 5 . 7

9 0 . 4

1 2 3 . 3

6 9 . b

1 4 2 . 1

9 6 . 3

96 .3

1 3 1 . 5

91 .2

2 1 . 9

3 3 . 4

38.1

3 3 . 5

3 8 . 7

5 0 . 4

2 3 . 5

50.1

5 9 . 2

3 4 . 4

2 9 . 4

A V A I L A B L E

' . D .

6 . 6

6 . 2

6 . 0

9 . 3

5 . 9

6 .8

5 . 4

4 . e
1 0 . 3

6 . 2

2 . 8

2 . 8

2 . 5

2 . 6

3 .1

4 .8

2 . 3

^ . 3

4 . 6

2 . 6

2 . 5

ADULTS

M I N .

1 6 0 . 0

7 8 . 0

7 5 . 0

9 5 . 0

4 6 . 4

1 2 4 . 0

8 4 . 0

7 8 . 2

9 6 . 8

7 2 . 3

1 4 . 6

2 5 . 1

3 2 . 2

2 6 . 2

3 2 . 1

3 3 . 2

18 .5

3 2 . 5

4 9 . 3

2 7 . 3

2 4 . 3

M A X .

1 9 2 . 0

1 0 8 . 0

1 0 0 . 0

1 4 0 . 0

81 .0

1 5 9 . 0

1 0 9 . 0

1 0 3 . 0

1 4 2 . 0

9 9 . 7

2 7 . 9

3 8 . 4

4 2 . 1

3 9 . 6

50 .7

5 6 . 7

28 .6

5 6 . 4

6 8 . 1

38 .7

3 5 . 4

G L A - O C C

B A S - N A S

B A S - A L V

B A S - B R E G

A L V - N A S

MAX B

M I N B

B I - E C

B I - Z Y G

B I - M A X

B I - D A

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

N H

N B

PL

PB

FL

FB

5 : C5- 6



A B E R D E E N A D U L T C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) Table 31«f (cont )

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT KS

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

N

4

3

7

5

6

9

6

3

9

MEAN

100.3

1 1 1 . 7

91 .9

51 .4

52.0

31 .4

32.0

31 .1

43.1

FEMALES

S.D.

2.2

5.0

6.5

5.3

5.4

2.3

2.4

2.4

2.0

ONLY

MIN,

97.0

106.5

84.4

47.0

46 .0

27.8

29.9

27.4

40.7

MA::.

102.0

116.5

103.3

60.0

61.0

35.6

36 .6

35.1

45.8

N MEAN

14 104.1

12 11 7 . 0

16 98.0

16 58.0

14 56.6

18 32.3

17 32.4

16 31.7

18 44.4

MALES ONLY

S.D.

5.0

6.8

6.0

5.8

6.3

2.0

2.0

2.6

2.5

ALL AVAILABLE

MIN< MAX' N MEAN S.D.

9f"° 112'° 24 102.3 6.1

105.6 128.9 25 1 1 3 > ? 9>9

86.0 108.3 3g 94>6 9t9

46.0 68.0 35 5 5 > 3 c _ 4

49'° 68-° 28 56.6 6.2

28'9 37*2 56 30.2 3. ̂

29.8 36.6 49 3 Q > 3 3 > 9

20.1 37.0 55 2 8_ ? 5 > 3

39'4 'J8-5 54 42.9 3.8

ADULTS

MIN.

92.0

85.5

71.2

43.0

46.0

15.7

16.8

12.5

28.9

MAX.

114.0

1 26.9

118.4

68.0

68.0

37.2

36.6

37.0

49.4

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

C 7 - 8



A B E R D E E N A D U L T P O S T - C R A N I A L M E T R I C (am) LEFT SIDE Table 32»f

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUB)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BEW

TIB L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF|

TIB ML(SF)

TIB AP(1 /3)

TIB ML(1 /3)

FIB L

N

3

4

4

3

6

3

3

4

6

5

5

5

c

5

2

5

5

4

6

6

5

5

0

MEAN

133.1

302.8

39.2

233.3

227.7

1 1 3 . 7

5C.3

405.3

41 .2

27.6

24.7

32.0

23.7

31 .1

70.8

326.0

229.0

66.7

30.2

22.4

29.6

23.2

-

FEMALES

S.D.

6.9

22.6

2.5

7.1

14.9

7.6

2.5

39.0

1 .9

0.9

1 .7

2.0

0 .3

2.0

0.6

18.7

22.0

2.6

2.6

2.5

1 .6

2.3

-

ONLY

MIN.

125-^

282.0

37.1

227.0

210.0

108.5

47.8

368.0

39.4

26.0

23.5

29.9

22.5

26.3

70.4

310.0

200.0

64.2

26.5

18.9

28.0

19.6

-

MAX.

1 33.4

327.0

41 .9

241 .0

250.0

1 22.5

52.8

457.0

44.1

28.1

27.7

34.9

24.3

33.4

71 .2

349.0

'255.0

70.0

33.0

25.2

31 .9

25.1

-

N

8

16

1 5

1 1

1 1

12

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 3

1 1

1 1

10

1 3

8

9

9

5

9

9

8

8

5

MEAN

147.8

316.5

45.6

262..

240.6

116.7

55.9

453.1

46.6

29. fa

29.3

35.0

27.5

32.9

81 .3

363.6

245.6

76.1

36.1

25.2

35.7

25.4

355.2

MALES

S.D.

4.5

17.2

2.9

10.6

10.6

5.3

2.5

19.3

5.7

1 . 7

2.7

2.1

1 .7

3.3

3.8

14.6

10.8

4.1

1 .1

1 .6

1.5

1 .6

19.9

ONLY

MIN.

1 4 1 . 1

267.0

38.3

243.0

219.0

106.0

52.7

427.0

29.7

26.4

26.3

30.6

25.1

25.0

74.8

346.0

232.0

74.2

34.6

21 .9

33.2

23.8

338.0

MAX.

1 55,2

336.0

50.8

276.0

253.0

126.3

60.5

480.0

50.8

31 .6

36.3

37.4

29.3

36.4

86.3

392.0

268.0

84.2

37.7

28.2

37.2

28.5

385.0

ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

25 143.9 9.0 125.3 163.6

39 314.1 1 9.0 267.0 344.0

38 44.8 3.7 37.1 52.2

28 255.5 16.7 225.0 277.0

35 237.8 14.3 209.0 272.0

15 1 17.7 5.9 108.0 126.0

M 54.7 3.4 47.8 60.5

33 437.7 27.2 368.0 460.0

31 45.5 5.2 29.7 56.4

40 29.2 2.4 25.3 37.6

35 27.5 2.9 23.4 36.3

34 33.4 2.2 29.4 38.2

31 25.7 2.3 22.0 29.8

35 32.0 2.9 25.0 37.4

22 79.1 4.9 70.4 87.2

36 350.6 23.8 302.0 393.0

34 239.3 16.8 197.0 266.0

29 73.0 5.6 58.6 84.2

44 34.0 3.7 22.1 39.1

44 24.0 2.2 18.9 28.2

33 33.7 4.0 22.1 39.0

3 ~} *} A *[ "1 ") 1 Q £ "} Q CJ **•' J. * £ I 7 • O 4* O « ̂

14 3 5 3-> 16-' 332-° 385-°

L'-;FT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN' L

HAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEW L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(S'JB)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM API MAX)

FEM MLfMAX)

FEM BEW

TIB L

TIB N'FL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB ML(NF)

TIB AP(1/3)

TIB ML(1/3)

FIB L

5 : C 9 - 1 0



A B E R D E E N A D U L T P O S T - C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) R I G H T S I D E Table 32«f (cent)

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHO

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUS)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BEW

TID L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB ML(NF)

TIB AP(1/3)

TIB MLd/3)

FIB L

N

4

1

1

5

5

2

2

5

6

4

9

9

10

10

5

2

2

4

4

4

2

2

1

MEAN

138.2

302.4

40.6

245.6

235.0

114.0

50.7

423.8

41 .8

26.9

26.2

32.4

23.7

30.8

72.7

314.5

216.0

67.5

30.0

23.0

29.0

23.7

310.0

FEMALES

S.D.

1 1 .0

20.5

2.0

18.1

16.6

1 1 .0

1 .5

33.3

2.8

0.9

1 .3

1 .8

1 .2

2.3

1 .4

2.1

2.8

2.3

2.1

3.7

1 .9

4.4

-

ONLY MALES ONLY ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

MI N . MAX . N MEAN S.D. MIN . MAX . N MKAN S.D. MI N . MAX .

126.0 151.0 9 143.4 7.2 130.6 155.0 23 141.9 7.8 126.0 155.0

274.0 330.0 14 322.6 10.8 307.0 339.0 34 314.3 19.2 273.0 347.0

37.6 43.7 14 46.6 2.2 42.8 50.1 35 45.1 3.6 37.6 51.5

227.0 268.0 9 262.4 10.1 244.0 276.0 27 254.6 15.8 227.0 279.0

213.0 251. 0 11 239.9 9.3 22 1.0 254.0 28 238.8 13.9 210.0 270.0

106.? 121.7 3 119.7 4.4 112.2 124.2 10 118.6 5.9 106.2 124.2

49.6 51.7 6 55.3 3.1 46.1 58.0 10 54.3 3.4 48.1 58.0

370.0 4 5 1.0 13 445.5 15.7 417.0 472.0 31 440.1 22.1 370.0 482.0

39.3 46,2 12 48.1 1.8 45.7 51.2 28 46.0 4.0 39.3 54.2

25.6 27.8 14 28.8 1.6 26.4 31.4 34 28.5 2.3 25.1 35.7

24.9 28.9 14 29.0 3.0 26.2 35.4 38 27.7 3.1 23.3 35.4

.78.4 34.2 14 34.4 2.5 29.0 39.2 38 33.2 2.7 24.6 39.2

?2.0 25.5 13 27.2 1.8 26.0 32.9 38 25.7 2.7 21.2 34.3

26.6 33.6 14 33.0 3.9 24.2 39.9 <0 31.9 3.2 24.2 39.9

71.3 74.9 10 81. 6 3.3 77.3 87. G 32 78.5 5.6 68.5 88.5

313.0 : 6.0 10 361 .7 14.1 346.0 396.0 35 350.8 23.4 301 .0 399.0

214.0 213.0 10 242.7 13.3 225.0 271.0 35 238.2 16.3 202.0 276.0

65.4 70.7 7 77.1 3.3 73.6 83.3 31 73.4 5.1 59.1 83.3

27.7 32.7 9 35.9 2.0 32.2 39.3 *0 34.1 3.0 26.6 39.3

18.9 27 2 9 25.3 2.4 21.6 28.8 <0 24.5 2.1 18.9 28.8

27.6 30.3 9 35.9 1.9 32.3 38.9 32 34.2 3.1 26.3 38.9

20.6 26.8 9 25.9 2.7 21.3 29.2 32 24.7 2.1 20.6 29.2

2 370.0 24.0 353.0 387.0 13 343.7 28.5 299.0 387.0

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

MUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MtID

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUB)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BEW

TIB L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB ML(NF)

TIB API1/3)

TIB ML(1/3)

FIB L



A B E R D E E N ADULT INDICES Table 33mf

CRANIAL

HEIGHT

FRONTAL

FACIAL

L ORBITAL

R ORBITAL

NASAL

PALATAL

L INNOMINATE

R INNOMINATE

LEFT MERIC

RIGHT MERIC

LEFT FEMUR

RIGHT FEMUR

LEFT CHEHIC

RIGHT CNEMIC

LEFT TIBIA

RIGHT TIBIA

L HUMERAL

R HUMERAL

LEFT CRURAL

RIGHT CRURAL

L INTERMEMfl

R INTERMJCHB

N MEAN

14 80 .0

10 85.0

12 6 7 . 0

2 5 6 . 7

5 9 2 . 4

7 6 6 . 8

6 4 9 . 6

1 0 1 1 1 . 3

3 1 2 6 . 0

2 1 2 4 . 8

5 7 7 . 3

9 8 1 . 3

5 7 6 . 4

1 0 7 7 . 4

6 7 4 . 2

4 7 6 . 6

5 78 .6

2 81 .5

4 7 4 . 9

7 75 .9

3 8 3 . 3

1 8 5 . 4

1 71 .2

0

FEMALES

S.D.

4 . 3

7 .6

3 .0

4 . 9

2 . 7

9 . 5

5 . 1

3 .6

6 . 5

1 5.0

3 . 5

7 . 0

5 . 4

6 .6

6.8

9 .1

7 . 4

9.8

1 .9

1 .1

2.1

-

-

-

ONLY

WIN.

7 3 . 6

66.0

61 .0

5 3 . 2

88 .5

6 8 . 6

4 2 . 7

9 7 . 6

1 1 9 . 1

1 1 4 . 1

7 2 . 1

7 3 . 2

7 2 . 5

68 .9

68 .4

6 8 . 2

6 7 . 6

7 4 . 6

7 2 . 9

7 4 . 7

81 .0

-

-

-

MAX.

8 9 . 8

91 .9

7 0 . 4

60 .1

9 S . 7

9 7 . 7

5 6 . 7

1 2 9 . 9

1 3 2 . 0

1 3 5 . 4

80 .9

90. B

f > . 9

9 3 . 2

87.2

8 9 . 5

87 .8

8 8 . 4

7 6 . 6

7 6 . 8

85 .1

-

-

-

N

24

21

24

14

19

20

16

24

1 1

8

1 1

14

10

13

9

9

8

9

10

9

8

10

6

4

MALES ONLY ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

MEAN S.D. HIN. MAX. N MEAN S .D. MIN. MAX.

80 .3 3 . 3 7 5 . 1 8 5 . 6 3 8 6 0 . 1 3 . o 7 3 . 6 89 .3

67.1 5.8 67 .1 94 .1 31 66 .4 6 .4 66 .0 94 .1

6 8 . 4 2 . 9 6 2 . 4 7 6 . 1 3 6 6 7 . 9 2 . 9 6 1 . 0 7 6 . 1

5 3 . 1 2 . 8 4 8 . 6 5 7 . 7 1 : 5 3 . 6 3 . 2 4 8 . 6 6 0 . 1

6 5 . 1 5 . 4 7 5 . 1 9 3 . 4 2 4 8 6 . 6 5 . 8 7 5 . 1 9 5 . 7

6 5 . 2 5 . 4 7 6 . 2 9 8 . 3 2 7 8 5 . 6 6 . 5 6 6 . 6 9 8 . 8

4 6 . 3 3 . 5 3 8 . 2 5 4 . 2 2 2 4 7 . 2 4 . 1 3 8 . 2 5 6 . 7

118 .1 7 . 2 1 0 3 . 4 1 4 1 . 0 3 7 1 1 6 . 2 8.1 9 7 . 6 1 4 1 . 0

1 1 4 . 4 8 . 9 9 3 . 2 ! 2 5 . 8 1 4 1 1 6 . 9 9 . 6 9 3 . 2 1 3 2 . 0

1 1 7 . 1 1 1 . 4 1 0 2 . 5 1 3 9 . 7 1 0 1 1 8 . 7 1 1 . 7 1 0 2 . 5 1 3 9 . 7

8 4 . 1 9 . 3 7 3 . 5 1 0 3 . 4 3 4 8 2 . 6 8 . 6 6 9 . 5 1 0 3 . 4

8 4 . 8 9 . 8 6 9 . 9 1 0 2 . 0 3 8 8 3 . 7 9 . 5 6 9 , 9 1 0 4 . 4

8 3 . 2 8 . 5 7 0 . 7 1 0 1 . 8 3 1 8 0 . 2 8 . 1 6 6 . 3 1 0 1 . 6

8 1 . 5 9 . 1 6 7 . 2 9 6 . 5 3 8 80 .0 7 . 7 6 7 . 2 9 8 . 5

69.8 4 .7 61 .3 7 6 . 4 44 71 .0 6 . 6 56 .3 93 .2

70.6 6 .1 58. 5 7 7 . 8 40 7 2 . 2 6 . 1 5 8 . 5 8 9 . 5

71 .3 3 . 8 6 6 . 4 7 6 . 8 3 3 7 2 . 1 8 . 1 5 5 . 9 9 3 . 2

7 2 . 2 7 .9 56 .0 8 4 . 8 3 2 7 2 . 6 7 . 1 56.0 8 8 . 4

7 4 . 9 2 .1 7 1 . 3 7 7 . 8 16 7 5 . 2 2 .1 7 1 . 3 78 .6

7 4 . 9 1 .7 71 . 5 7 7 . 4 12 7 5 . 2 1 .6 7 1 . 5 7 7 . 4

79 .6 1 .9 7 7 . 5 8 1 . 9 12 80 .7 2 . 4 7 7 . 5 85 .1

80.9 2 .5 7 6 . 3 85 .6 13 81. 3 2 . 7 78 .3 8 5 . 6

69 .5 2 . 0 6 7 . 3 7 2 . 9 7 6 9 . 8 1 .9 6 7 . 3 7 2 . 9

68.8 0.6 6 6 . 2 6 9 . 5 4 68.8 0 .6 6 8 . 2 69 .5

CRANIAL

HEIGHT

FRONTAL

FACIAL

L ORBITAL

R ORBITAL

NASAL

PALATAL

L INNOMINATE

R INNOMINATE

LEFT MERIC

RIGHT MERIC

LEFT FEMUR

RIGHT FEMUR

LEFT CNEMIC

RIGHT CNEMIC

LEFT TIBIA

RIGHT TIBIA

L HUMERAL

R HUMERAL

LEFT CRURAL

RIGHT CRURAL

L INTERMEMBRAL

R INTERMEMBRAL

5 : C 1 3 - 1 *



ABERDEEN NON-METRIC TRAITS Table

Figures represent percentage values rounded to nearest whole

number.

N in brackets.

TRAIT

METOPIC SUTURE

BREGMA OSSICLE

SAGITTAL OSSICLE

LAMBDOID OSSICLE

CLASS

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

1

IMMATURES

91

9

(11 )

TOO

-

(12)

100

-

-

(11)

82

18

(11)

ADULTS

62

18

(57)

98

2

(51)

96

2

2 ' .

(42)

93

7

(46)

TRAIT

EPIPTERIC OSSICLE

IHMATURES

LEFT RIGHT

100

100

2) (1)



ACC INFRAORBITAL FOR

ZYGOFACIAL FORAMEN

PARIETAL FORAMEN

PTERION SHAPE

MASTOID FORAMEN

MASTOID FOR POSITION ON

HUSCHKE FORA«£N

0

1
2

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

H

X

K

0

1

2

IN

'F

0

1

73

27

-

(11)

13

47

33

7

-

(15)

46

54

-

(13

100

-

-

(2)

50

50

-

(6)

33

67

(3)

71

29

(7)

70

30

-

(10)

21

51

21

7

-

(14)

10

90

-

(10)

100

-

-

(1)
20

80

-

(5)

50

50

(4)

100

-

(7)

Table 34mf

73

27

-

(33)

16

60

20

2

2

(45)

41

57

2

(46)

93

7

-

(28)

28

61

11

(36)

27

73

(26)

90

10

(41)

(cont)

71

23

6

(35)

23

47

28

-

2

(43)

53

47

-

(49)

90

7

3

(31)

34

61

5

(38)

44

56

(25)

98

2

(42)

5 i D2



Table 34mf (cont)
ANT CONDYLAR CANAL

POST CONOVLAR CANAL

MENTAL FORAMEN

95

5

-

(20)

59

41

(17)

94

6

(16)

90

10

-

(19)

62

36

(16)

9-1

6

(17)

76

24

-

(46)

85

15

(39)

100

-

(31 }

11

21

2

(43)

89

1 1

(36)

97

3

(33)

03



PARIETAL OSSICLE

ASTERION OSSICLE

WORMIAN OSSICLE

SUPRAORBITAL FORAMEN

INFRAORBITAL SUTURE

0

1

0

1

0

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

12

14

0

1

0

1

50

50

(2)

100

-

(2)

50

17

17

17

-

-

-

-

17

-

-

-

(6)

89

11

(16)

36

64

(11)

50

50

(2)

100

-

(2)

20

40

20

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(5)

69

31 .

(13)

56

44

(9)

Table 34af

90

10

(38)

98

2

(41 )

48

13

1 1

-

5

5

5

3

-

5

3

-

(37)

68

32

(53)

59

41

(32)

(cont)

91

9

(43)

96

4

(44)

35

25

15

7

-

-

5

3

-

-

-

3

(39)

76

24

(50)

49

51

(37)

5 i D4



ABERDEEN

PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Table 35a£

Suoaary list of pathological or aaoaalous conditions diagnosed in

the SK speciaeni. A f u l l deicr ipt ion of the condition aay be

found oa the SK specimen's Record Sh«at.

FRACTURES: SK 3, 9, 16, 38, 41, 50, 76, 84, 111, 112, 122.

DEGENERATIVE JOINT DIS&ASE:

Vertebral - SK 5, 12, 25, 41, 51, 58, 62, 92, 103, 122.

Other - SK 10, 38, 47, 59, 106, 112, 122.

SCKttQRL'S NODES: SK 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 27, 38, 43, 51, 58, 64, 76,

84, 112, 113, 125,

SPONDYLOLYSIS at fifth lumber vertebra: SK 12, 43, 62, 76.

OSTEOCHQNDRITIS DISSECANSi SK 101.

CRIBRA ORBITALIAi SK 18, 21, 26, 32, 61, 90, 95, 116.

HARRIS LINES (tibia)t SK 4, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 26, 28, 32, 33,

43, 47, 52, 53, 55, 58, 71, 72, 82, 86,

87, 88, 91, 93, 97, 100, 102, 105, 106,

112, 113, 115, 120, 124.

METOPIC SUTURESi SK 27, 38, 45, 47, 61, 67, 80, 94.

"BUNS"i 6K 6, 36, 38, 51, 64, 65, 66, 69, 70, 74, 75, 76, 77,

79, 80, 83, 84, 94, 96, 100, 103.

IWCA EONESt SK 48, 49, 69, 79, 103.

EKAHfiL HVPOPUSIAi SK 6, 27, 38, 39, 40, 42, 48, 51, 54, 65, 69,

70, 74, 80, 83, 84, 93, 94, 99, 104, 114,

119.

•M*

, - • •,

w I ,



Table 35»f (cont)

NON-SPECIFIC INFECTIONS: SK 2t 10, 15, 18, 20, 33, 36, 46, 53,

55, 64, 66, 79, 92, 100.

SPECIFIC INFECTIONS:

Tuberculosis - SK 26, (100, 122).

TUMOURS: SK 40.

SACRAL SPINA BIFIDA: SK 12, 34, 72, 84.



ABERDEEN (HADDEN STREET) SK 1 ADULT

Adult skull fragment only.



A B E R D E E N (MADDEN STREET) SK 2

Skull fragment only



A B E R D E E N ( H A D D E N S T R E E T ) SK 3 IMMATURE

Associated with: AS 3a - AS 3b

5 i Dl 1-12



A B E R D E E N ( M A D D E N S T R E E T ) SK 4 ADULT



ABERDEEN (HADDEN STREET) SK5

Fragments of bone only.



ABERDEEN (HADDEN STREET)
1 • i »

MINIMUM COUNT

Top two counts of individual bonca, combining the 'SK1 burials

and the disarticulated material, to give a minimum number of

individuals.

IMMATURE

Right temporal

Left temporal

ADULT

Right temporal



7.9 ABERDEEN RADIOCARBON DETERMINATIONS

Samples from four skeletons from the excavation at 12 Martin's Lane
were submitted to the Fadiocarbon Dating Laboratory, Glasgow
University. The results were as followsi

GU-16A7 (SK <*3)

GU-1848 (SK 120

GU-1849 (SK 40

GU-1650 (SK

3AO +_ 50
fi" Ci -19.57%*

490 -t- 50
S" Ci -19.51V

390 + 50
6° Ci -19.4%,

515 + 50
S" Ct -19.9%.

NB The above C-H dates are quoted in conventional years bp (before
1950 AD) and are uncallbrated with respect to dendrochronological a
The errors are expressed at the + one sigma level of confidence.

5 i E4



LINLITHGOW SK 1 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6 7 6 5 X

\ X 3 \ - 6 7 X

1 X 3 4 5 6 7

Also prasentt 10 left rib heads) right first rib and 11 heads;

phalanges of MCj phalanges of MT,

Staturel 155,62 +/- 3.72 cm

Note i

1. Left costal facet of TV 12 is missing, the right one is

present.

Pathology I

1. Sub-periostaal new bons development on left and right

calcaneus, left and right MT 5 shafts, right tibia,

superior sagittal sinus and occipital.

2. Left inferior articular facets of TV 1 1 are surrounded by

bone arising from left Buperior articular facet of r.'V 12»

5 i F 1 - 2



LINLITHGOW SI 2 YOUNG ADULT

8) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6 7 6 4 3 2 1

3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: four l e f t r ib heads; f i r s t r igh t r ib and three

heads .

Associated with: AS 2 a - AS 2b

Note:

1. Frontal sinus has a small spherical outgrowth of bone on

the sinus process, probable ivory oeteoma.

Pathology:

1. Pitted bone surface in acetabulum.

5 : F3-*



LINLITHGOW SK 3 INFANT

&&r *\m

6) e d c

X

Also present: CV arches.

Age ranqe: 1 - 3 ye*ars

X V X X X

R

i>

F5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 4 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

Also present: three le f t r ib heads; right f i r s t r ib and f ive

heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated wi th : AS 4a - AS 4k

Stature : 160 .93 +/- 3.55 cm

Note :

1. Olecranon foramen present on right humerua not on tho left.

i F 7 - Q



LINLITHGOW SK 5 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

c
8

©

C
7

7

C
6 \

6 5

4 X X

4 3 2

X
1

\
1

A
X
X

_

X

_ _ —

4 X 6

_ _

7 (e)

Pathology;

1. Cribra orbitalia, layering of bone in orbits.

2. Large abeceas tract originating from left maxillary 2.

5 j F9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 6 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

8

e
X
7

6

6
C

5

5

4 3

4 3

2 1

2 1

1 2

1 2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7 8

7 8

Associated with: AS 6a - AS 6c

Note:

1 . Incisors notched.

Pathology:

1 . Slight cribra orbitaiia right and left.

5 i F 1 1 - 12



LINLITHGOW SK 7 FEMALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

\ X 3 4 5 6 7

7 X 5 X X X \ \ X X 4 5 6 7

Associated wi th : AS 7a - AS 7k

Stature: 153.06 +/- 4 . 4 5 cm



LINLITHGOW SK 8 INFANT

Associated withi AS 6a - AS 8b

Age rangei 1 - 3 years

Pathology I

1. Sub-poriosteal new bone development on diital half of left

fibula.

QI-2



LINLITHGOW SK 9 IMMATURE

A s s o c i a t e d w i t h ; AS 9a - AS 9m

5 : 0 3 - 4



LINLITHGOW SK 10 FEMALE ADULT

X X

Assoc ia t ed w i t h : AS 1 O a - A3 1 Ox



LINLITHGOW Sfc 11 INFANT

b a

6) e d

a b >c d e (6

c d e b

Also present: two CV oodies; fojr TV bodies; two LV bodies;

left first rib and two heads; right first rio and five

heads.

Associated with: AS 11a - AS 1 1 h

Age range: 1 - 3 years



LINLITHGOW SK 12 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 5 4 3 \ 3 4

Also present: left first rib and two heads; right first rib

and seven heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 1 2a - AS 12(3)

Age range: 14 - 1 7 years

Note:

1. Accessory ossicle present on the outer rim of the left and

right acetabula, between the ilium and lochium.

Pathology:

1 . Sacral Epina bifida occulta.

09 -



LINLITHGOW SK 13 INFANT

X -fe-

d \

Associated with: AS 1ja

A g e range: 3 - 1 2 months

GM -1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 14 IMMATURE

^ / tcouc
V ^SOT?

Associated with: AS 14a - AS 1 4g

5 ; G13-1



CONTENTS
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Skeletons 15-61
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LINLITHGOW SK 15 MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Also present: phalanges of HT

Associated with: AS 15a - AS 15w

Note:

1. Possibly a female specimen.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 \ 5 X X

6 i A3-*



LINLITHGOW SK 16 PERINATAL

Also present! left first rib and three headsj one right rib

head.

Associated with: AS 16a - AS 16e

Age range: 8 months intrautorina - 12 months after birth

6 i A5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 17 FEMALE SUBADULT

8 7

8 7

6

6

b

5

4

4

3

3

2 1

2 1

1

\

2 3

X 3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7 8

7 8

Also present: one LV arch; left first rib and three headsj

right first rib and seven heads.

Associated witht AS 17a - AS 17e

Staturci 162.47 +/- 4.45 cm



LINLITHGOW SK 18 INFANT

Also present: four TV bodies; six half TV arches

Ago range: 1 - 2 years

6 j A9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 19 FEMALE \OUNG ADULT

-e- X 3 2 1 \ X 3

Also present: left first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

11 heads; phalanges of MC; phalange of MT,

Associated with; AS 19a - AS 191

Stature: 157.17 +/- 3.55 cm

Pathology:

1. Sacral epina bifida occulta.

2. TV 1 ha» a collapsed body.

4 i A ) 1 -



LINLITHGOW SK 20 CHILD

Aleo present: one right rib head

Associated with: AS 20a - AS 20b

Ago range: 4 - 6 years

6 i A13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 21 PERINATAL

H X X \

Also present! first left rib and 11 heads) eight right rib

headr,.

Associated with: AS 21a

Age rangei 9 months intrauterine - 12 months after birth

6 t 01-2



LINLITHGOW SK 22 YOUNG JUVENILE

t -i -i -\_—T- -3— -J— H—

2 1 1 2 [3J d e 6 (7

Alao present: phalanges of MC; nine left rib heada; right

first rib and eight heade.

Age range: 8 - 1 3 years

Note:

T. Head of right femur flared, no evidence on innominate.

TV1

TV12

6 i B3-*



LINLITHGOW SK 23 INFANT

- -4- -

Also present: loft first rib and one head; ono right rib head.

Associated with: AS 23a

Age range: 8 - 1 6 months after birth

t B5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 24 YOUNG JUVENILE

6 5 \ \ b c 4

Associated with: AS 24a - AS 24b

Age range: 8 - 1 4 years

6 t B7-Q



LINLITHGOW SK 25 INFANT

Associated with: AS 25a

Age rang*-* less than two years

6 i 09-10



LINLITHGOW SK 26 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

X X
8 7

X
6

X
5

4

4

X 2

3 \

A
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1 2

1 2

C
3

3

C
4

4

5

5

C
6

X
7 8

X X

Also present! hyoid; eight left rib heads; right first rib and

nine heads; phalanges of HC.

Matched with: HUM 81, left humerus.

Associated with' AS 26a - AS 26(26)

Stature: 176.40 +/- 4.04 cm

Pathology:

1. Healed depressed fracture of the left parietal; healed

fracture of the right ulna shaft, distal third.

2. The inferior margin of the nasal aperture and the nasal

spine show signs of destruction! there are deposits of bone

on the right humerus around the capitulum.

3. The right inferior articular facet of TV 4 and the superior

rf TV 5 show cmrked degenerative change.

6 t B11- B12



LINLITHGOW SK 27 MALE SUBADULT

Also present: phalanges of MC and of MT»

Associated withi AS 27a - AS 271

Staturei 159 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathology:

1. Lumbarized SV 1 posteriorly with incomplete fusion of the

inferior articular facets; spina bifida occulta in SV 1 j

aaymmetriral Bpondylolysia of LV 5.

2. OsteochondritiB disseoani on the proximal articular facet

of the right MT 1.

6 i B13-I4-



LINLITHGOW SK 28 INFANT

©[6j e d c N, a

@(£)e d c b

b c d e

X X c d e (6)0

Also present: one TV body; four TV half arches; left first rib

and four heads; right first rib and three heads.

Associated with: AS 28a - AS 28x

Age range: 1 -2 years

Note:

1. Porotic palate.

Pathology:

1. Mild cribra orbitalia.

Cl-2



LINLITHGOW Sft. 29 IMMATURE

,1
Note:

1. Cranial fragments only, probably from an infant's skull.

6 t C3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 30 CHILD

Matched with: SK 31

Age range: 2 - 4 years



LINLITHGOW SK 31

Matched with: SK 30

Note:

1. The right parietal belonging to SK 31 matched the left

parietal of SK 30 and was consequently re-numbered SK 30.

6 i C7-S



LINLITHGOW SK 32 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

R

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 ^ 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Also present: loft first rib and 11 heads; right first rib and

11 heads; phalanges of MC and of MT.

Associated with: AS 32a - AS 32y

Stature: 156.06 +/- 3.55 cm

Pathology;

1 . Cribra orbitalia on left and right sides,

2. Periosteal new bone on the external surface of tho skull

vault.

3. Spondylolysis of the left neural arch of CV 1 f Schmorl's

nodes on the inferior surfaces of TV 8 and TV 9.

4. Extensive lipping on the rib heads and rib facets of TV 8j

5. Cranium heavy and diploe thickened.

TV12

6 i C9-10
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LINLITHGOW SK 33 ADULT
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Also present: right first rib and seven headw; phalanges of

HC.

Note:

1 . Inca bone present.

Pathology:

1. Periostea! reaction along outer alveolar margin on left

side of mandible.

2. Degenerative change on the superior body of CV 6 and the

inferior of CV 6.

3. Destruction of dlital articular surface of left HC 1

proximal phalanx - possibly septic arthritis.

4. Atrophy with septic inflammatory change on the intermediate

phalanx of a metacarpal with bony ankylosie of distal

inter-phalangeal joint in a flexed position.

TV1

TV12

6 t C 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 34 PERINATAL

Also present: left first rib and 10 heads; right first rib and

eight headsj phalanges of MC.

Age range: 8 months intrauterine - 2 months after birth

6 i C13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 35 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Ml//
R

Also present: Uyoidj left first rib and 11 heads; right first

rib and 11 heads; two cervical ribs; phalanyes of MC and of

MT.

Matched witht HUM 42, left humerus.

Staturei 165.60 +/- 2.99 cm

Note i

1. Two cervical ribs.

Continued on next frame

/'
TV1

TV12

6 I D1-2



Continued frow previous frame

Pathology:

1. Periosteal new bone on the lowar third of the left tibia

and on the left and right calcanei,

2. Degenerative lesions on the articular facets of CV 3 and CV

4. Schraorl's nodes on the superior surfaces of LV 2 - LV

3.

3. One left double rib fracture and one single right rib

fracture.

4. Osteochondritis diesecaro on the proximal facet for the

calcaneus on the talus.

6 i 03



LINLITHGOW SK 36 SUBADULT

Also preaont: nine left rib head&j right first rib and 1 1

heads; phalanges of MC and of MT.

Associated with: AS 36a - AS 36c

Pathology:

1. Sacral spina bifida occulta.



LINLITHGOW SK 37 FEMALE SUBADULT

c c
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 X 6 5 4 3 2
C A C

A

1

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 8
A A C

Also present: left f i rs t rib and 11 heads; right f i r s t rib and

10 heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated w i t h : AS 37a - AS 371

Stature: 149.39 +/- 3.55 cm

Note i

1 , There is some confusion regarding the number of thoracic

and lumbar vertebrae. The vertebral column appears be in

sequence and there are 12 left ribs. However, the twelfth

thoracic vertebra do«s not possess costal facets although

the orientation of the superior and inferior articulation

facets, are characteristic of TV 12. The positioning of tho

costal facets on TV 11 are wore characteristic of TV 12,

6 t D7-6



LINLITHGOW SK 38 PERINATAL

Also -present: three left rib heads; five right rib heads;

phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 38a

Ago range: 7 months intrauterine - 2 months after birth

6 t 09-10



LINLITHGOW SK 39 MALE SUBADULT

R L

X X 5 4 3 2 1 -4- -3- -3- - -fr- -

\ 2 3 4 X X X X
c

Also present: hyoidj left first rib and nine heade; right

first rib and nine heade; phalanges of MC and MT.

Stature: 172.49 +/- 2.99 cm

Note:

1. Non-fusion between anterior articular surface for talus on

left calcaneus.

2. Non-fuflion of tuberosity of left MT 5.

Pathology 1

1. Six sacral vertebrae* sacral *pina bifida occultaj concave

surfaces on vertebral bodieg*

2. Bilateral depressions on the skull posterior to the coronal

suture*

TV12

i D11-12



LINLITHGOW SK 40 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

R

7 X 5 4 3 2 \

A A

1 2 3 4 5 X X K

\ 2 3 4 X Xc c c

Also present: hyoidj left first rib and 11 heads; right first

rib and 11 heads; coccyx; phalanges of MC and MT; 2

sesamoids.

Stature: 156.20 +/- 3.55 cm

Note:

1. Third trochanter on left femur.

Pathology:

1. Slight Gcoliosis in the lower thoracic region, where the

left vertebral heights are smaller than the right;

extensive lipping LV 3 - LV 5; lesions on the inferior

surface of CV 5, both surfaces of CV 6 and the superior

surface of CV 7j lesions on the inferior and superior

surfaoei of LV 3 and the inferior surface of LV 4*

2. Bilateral lesion* on the lunate surfaces of the left and

right acetabulum, of uncertain origin.

TV12

6 i D13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 41 MALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Also present! left f i rs t rib and nine heads; right f i rs t rib

and nine heada; phalanges of MC and MT.

Associated w i t h i AS 41a

S t a tu r e t 1 7 0 . 6 7 + / - 2 . 9 9 cm

Pathology!

1. Six oacral vertebrae; sacral apina bifida occultaj

Schrnorl' a nodea inferior bodiea of TV 5 and TV 6, superior

and inferior bodiei of TV 7-12 and LV 1-4, and the superior

surface of LV 5) lytio lesion on the superior body of LV 3.

TV1

TV12

t i



LINLITHGOW SK 42 FOETAL

Also present: five left rib heads; nine right rib heads.

Associated with: AS 42a

Age range: 5 - 9 months intrauterine

6 I E3-*



LINLITHGOW SK 43 INFANT

Age range: loss than 2 years

6 i E5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 44 CHILD

Age range: 2 - 5 years



LINLITHGOW SK 45 INFANT

6) e d c fcj k

Age range: 1 - 3 years

Pathology:

i . Cribra orbitalia.



LINLITHGOW SK 46 IMMATURE

6 ! f H-12



LINLITHGOW SK 47 PERINATAL

V ^*xm

Also present: one CV arch

Age range: 9 months intrauterine - 6 monthe after birth



LINLITHGOW SK 48 IMMATURE

range: IOES than 4 years



LINLITHGOW SK 49 SUBADULT

«

6 :



LINLITHGOW SK 50 IMMATURE

\J

1. Frontal sinuses aro not developed, therefore considered to

be an immature specimen.



LINLITHGOW SK 51 INFANT

5
\

Aqe range: less than two years

6 i F7-0



LINLITHGOW SK 52



LINLITHGOW SK 53 ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Also present: three eroded vertebral bodies*

6 I F 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 54 MALE SUBADULT

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

t
Also present: ossified xiphoid cartilage; left f irst rib and

10 heads; right f i r s t rib and 11 heads; phalanges of MC and

of MT.

Sta ture : 166 .90 +/- 2 .99 cm

Note:

1 . Non-fusion of acroraion to left scapula.

Pathology:

1. Six sacral vertebrae; SV 1 partially lumbarized

posteriorly; Schmorl'e nodea on TV 7 inferior, TV 8-12

superior and inferior, LV 1-2 superior ourface, LV 3

superior and inferior, LV 4 superior.

TV1

TV1*

6 I F13-14



LINLITHGOW SK 55 CHILD

Associated with! AS 55ft

Ago range: 2 - 6 years

6 I 01-2



LINLITHGOW SK 56 CHILD

Age rangei 2 - 4 years

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia.

6 l G3-4-



LINLITHGOW SK 57 PERINATAL

3DEXT V [

X

Also present: two LV archcaj one unidentified MC and one MT;

phalanges of MT.

Age range: 8 months intrautcrine - 2 months after birth

6 I 05-6



LINLITHGOW SK 58 FEMALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

7 X X 2 X

7 6 5 4

X X
\ 2
A A

4 5 6 7

Also present: ossified xiphoid cartilage; left fir.it rib and

1 1 hoadsj 10 right rib heads; phalanges of MC and of HT.

Associated withi AS 58a - AS 58w

Staturet 152.65 +/- 3.55 cm

Pathology I
1. Partial spondylolysis on the left side of TV 2.

TV1

TV12

6 I G7-i



LINLITHGOW SK 59 INFANT

Age range: birth - 2 years

6 i GV-10



LINLITHGOW SK 60 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

present: five left rib heads; 1

phalanx of a MC.

Associated with: AS 60a - AS 60f

Staturoi 149.20 +/- 3.72 cm

right rib heads! a

6 i G i l - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 61 ADULT

Associated wi th ; AS 61a.

6 t G13-U
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LINLITHGOW SK 62 CHILD

e d c b a

e d c b a

a b c d e

a b o d e

Also present: left first rib and nine heads) right first rib

and eight heads; phalanges of HC and of MT.

Age range: 3 - 5 years

Note:

1. Surface of palate appears porotic.

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia.

7 i A3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 63 CHILD

6 e d c b X,

[£J G d X b a

Also present: a phalanx of a MC.

Age range: 3 - 5 years

7 i A5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 64 YOUNG JUVENILE

7 6 e d c

c b a

a b o d e ©

a b c d a 16 ] (?.

Also present: hyoidj left first rib and 10 haadsj right first

rib and 11 headsj coccyxj phalanges of MC and of MT.

Age range: 5 - 7 years

7 i A7-S



LINLITHGOW SK 65 MALE YOUNG ADULT

X
8

A
7 6 5 4

7 6 5 4
A

3 2 \

3 2 1

A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A
C

8

8

Also present: ossified xiphoid cartilagej left first rib and

seven headsj right firat rib and eight heads; phalanges of

MC and of MTj 1 sesamoid.

Hatched with: CR 55, left zygomatic; CR 54, right zygomatic)

LUN 1, left lunatej TQ 1, left triquetralj MC 1, left MC 1 j

MC 2, right MC 2.

Associated with: AS 65a

Staturai 171.97 +/- 2,99 cm

Pathology:

1, Periosteal new bone on the left clavicle and on the left

and right tibiae.

2* Sacral spina bifida occultaj Schmorl's nodes inferior

surfaces TV 6 and TV 7,

IIP

7 i A9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 66 MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

7
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Alao present: two neural arches; left first rib and 10 heads;

nine right rib heads; phalanges of HC and of MT; 3

sesamoids.

Associated with! AS 66a - AS 66(9)

Note:

1. Possibly a female specimen.

Pathology:

1. Osteomyelitis on the distal half of the left fibula.

2. Hole on thw right aide of the mandible, possibly

odontogenic cyst or fibrous dytplasia,

3. Left innoainate displays pitted lesion of uncertain origin

on medial margin of acetabulum.

7 i At i-12



LINLITHGOW SK 67 CHILD

Associated with: AS 67a - AS 67c

Notel

1. Age range: 2 - 6 years

2. Lesion on lambdoid suture,

Pacchionian depression.
Pathology:

1. Minor cribra orbitalia.

possible perforation of

7 j A13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 68 FEMALE ADULT

Aaaociatad withi AS 68a

Nota:

1. Root of the right maxillary 4 and 5 extande into the

maxillary sinus.

7 i B1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 69 YOUNG JUVENILE

Also present: right first rib and nine heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 69a - AS 69g

Age range; 8 - 1 1 years

Note:

1. Although the degree of skeletal development is that of an 8

11 year old, the basi-occipital synchrondrosis has fused

completely. This usually occurs between 1 8 - 2 5 years.

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia on left and right orbits.

2. The Dorsum Sellae has an unusual appearance with new bone

deposits.

3. Lesions at the proximal end of the right humerus, possibly

post mortea.

7 i B3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 70 MALE YOUNG ADULT

8

8

A
C
7

7

A
X 5 4 3 2 1

6 5 4 3 2 1

A
A C

1 2 3 4 5 6 X 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Also present! left first rib and 11 heads) right first rib and

11 heads) phalanges of HC and of MT.

Associated withi AS 70a - AS 70m

Staturei 167.55 +/- 2.99 CTI

• 'athology:

1. Slight cribra orbitalia on right and left sides,

2. Six lumbar vertebrae present, LV 6 partially sacraliaod

lesions on the inferior body of CV 4 and the superior body

of CV 5 7 early tuberculosis.

t B5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 71 YOUNG JUVENILE

Also present: five left rib heads and nine right rib heads.

Associated with! AS 71a - AS 71k

Ago range: 6 - 9 years

Note]

1, Third trochantar present on both femora.

7 i B7-S



UNLITHGOW SK 72 YOUNG ADULT

Also present: left first rib and 1 1 heads; right first rib and

1 1 heads; phalanx of a MC. -

Matched with: MC 10, right MC 3

Pathology!

1. Sacralization of LV 5 with partial fusion on the right side

and complete fusion on left} sacrum has a 90 degree angle

at level of SV 3.

2* There appears to havo been a fracture of the superior zone

of the left acetabulum and of the ischium anterior to the

*-uberosity. The dsgree of displacement is not gross but may

have been associated with the fracture dislocation at the

hip joint. The relatively satisfactory alignment may

indicate that therapeutic reduction of the dislocation was

successful.

ff

7 i 09-10



LINLITHGOW SK 73 INFANT

-6- - - -4- -

-4- -

Also present: five vertebral bodies; four left rib heads and

three right rib heads; phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 73a - AS 73d

Age range: 8 - 1 6 months after birth

7 i B11- B12



LINLITHGOW SK 74 PERINATAL

- -d- -

Also present: left first rib and nine headej right first rib

and fivo heads; phalanges of HT.

Associated with: AS 74a - AS 74e

Age range: 7 months intrauterine - 3 months after birth

7 i BI3-U



LINLITHGOW SK 75 YOUNG ADULT

R

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

\ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also preeonti left f i r s t rib and 11 heade j right f i r s t rib and

nino h e a d f l j coccyxj phalanges of MC and of M T j 1 sesamoid.

Associated w i t h i AS 75a - AS 75j

Sta ture l 1 6 2 . 2 5 + / - 3 .55 cm

Notot

1. ExoBtoBis on the left f ibula j u s t distal to the head.

41mm

7 t C1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 76 MALE ADULT

8 7
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A

Also present: ossified thyroid; left first rib and eix heads*

nine right rib headsj phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT.

Matched withi ULN 33, right ulna

Associated with: AS 76a - AS 76(2)

Stature: 166.90 +/- 2.99 era

Note:

1. Small maxillary torus by left 8.

2. Small foramina, ? vascular, on left and right dicta!

tibiae.

Pathology:

1. Schmorl'e nodes superior TV 6, superior TV 10, superior and

inferior TV 1 1 , superior TV 12. Gross degeneration of

superior and inferior facets TV 6 - TV 1 1 , possibly of
*

traumatic origin.

2. Cystic lesion on proximal phalanx of left MT 1.

3. Degenerative change on auricular surfaces of the left and

r i h t sacrum and

7 i C3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 77 SUBADULT

7 6 5 4 X X X \ X \ 4 5 6 7

N o t e :

1 . Possibly a female specimen.



LINLITHGOW SK 78 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

V ^%xm

8 7 6 \ \ \ X \ \ X \ \ 5 6 7

7 i C7-S



LINLITHGOW SK 79 FEMALE SUBADULT

7 i C9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 80 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1
A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 X 6 7 X
A

Matched w i th : MD 51 (mand ib le )

Note:

1. Maxillary torus on left and right, by the 7's and 8's.

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia on right and left sidts.

7 i C 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 81 PERINATAL

Also present: left first rib and nine heads; left first rib

and six heads.

Ago range: 8 months intrauterine - 12 months after birth

7 i C13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 82 CHILD

X 00 e d c b X d e (V \

\ b c d e

Aleo prcoenti left first rib and 11 haadsj 10 right rib heads;

phalanges of MT.

Associated withi AS 82a

Age ranget 3 - 5 yeara



LINLITHGOW SK83 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT
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Also present: hyoid; left first rib and nine heads; right

first rib and 11 heade; phalanges of MC; phalanges of HT.

Stature: 177.43 +/- 2.99 era

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia present.

2. Lumbarization of SV 1 i Schmorl's nodes on inferior TV 1,

inferior TV 10 superior and inferior TV 1 1 , TV 12 and LV 3.

3. Healed fracture of left fibula shaft upper third.

4. Abscess from right raandibular 6 into mental foramen.

5. Lipping on left patella, not right.

7 i D3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 84 MALE YOUNG ADULT

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 \

8 7 6 5 4 3 X X

\ 2 3 4 5

\ X X 4 5 6 7 8
C

Also present: ossified thyroid; two right rib heads; phalanges

of M C j phalanges of HT.

Associated wi th : AS 84a

S ta tu r e : 1 6 4 . 0 0 + / - 2 . 9 9 cm

Pathology:

1. Schmor l ' s nodes on superior and infer ior TV 9, LV 1 - 5, 3V

1 .

2. Ostoophytic development on lef t talus, calcaneus, cuboid

and navicular around articular facets.

3. Exostosis around lef t f ibula head.

4. Small and pitted leoion on proximal lef t tibia;

osteochondritis diieectni .

7 i D5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 85 OLD JUVENILE

Also present: first right rib and 10 heads

Associated with: AS 85a - AS 85r

Age range: 12 - 14 years

Note:

1 . Lesion on left humerua

attachments.

poaeibly enlarged

7 j D7-8



LINLITHGOW SK 86 YOUNG JUVENILE

- (\) 6 X ^ \ 2 1

- ® 6 @l l J l3 j 2 \

\ 2

\ 2

c
\ d e 6 (Y) -

3 4 (?) 6 (?) -

Also present: left first rib and one head; five right rib

heads; phalanx of MT,

Associated with: AS 86a - AS 66d

Age range: 8 - 1 2 years

Pathology:

1. Sacrum has only 4 vertebrae.

2. Left and right innominates, femora, tibiae and fibulae are

distorted. Shafts are flattened medio-laterally and bowed

in antero-posterior direction. The right side appears to

be more severely affected than the left.

/
TV1

TV12

L

7 i 09-10



LINLITHGOW SK 87 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Matched wi th : SK 89

Age range: 12 - 15 years

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia present.

7 i D11-12



LINLITHGOW SK 88 IMMATURE

Note:

1. The frontal sinueoe have not developed, therefore this

specimen is considered to be immature.



LINLITHGOW SK 89

Matched with) SK 67

Note:

1. This specimen, consisting of tho faco and sphenoid bones,

matched the right parietal of SK 67 and was consequently

re-numbered EK 87,



LINLITHGOW SK 90 CHILD

7H6) e d c b a

e d c b X

a b ^ d e

a b c d e (6)(7

Also present: seven TV bodies; eight left rib heads; right

first rib and eight heads.

Associated with: AS 90a

Age range: 3 - 6 years

Note:

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia present.

2. Lesion on right inferior articular facet of CV 2.

7 i £3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 91 INFANT

6 } e d c b a

.6) e d c b a

a b c d e (6)17

a b e d e (6

Also present: coccygeal vertebrae; left first rib and 10

headsj right firat rib and 10 heads; phalanges of MCj

phalanges of MT.

Age range: 1 - 3 years

Note;

1 . Anterior arch of CV 1 has formed from two ossification

centres.

2. The manubriura has formed from two ossification centres.

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia present.

2. Sub-periosteal new bone development on ckull and mandible.

TV1

TV12

L

a

7 i E5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 92 YOUNG JUVENILE

7)6 e d c X

(7) 6 e d c b X

Also present: two right rib heads

Associated with: AS 92a - AS 92n

Age range: 6 - 8 years

X

c d e 6

d e 6 ©

7 i E7-8



LINLITHGOW SK 93 YOUNG ADULT

y* ^TOn
I ^s*m

Also present: one right rib head

Matched with: AS 69f, right innominate

Associated with: AS 93a - AS 93i

Pathology:

1 . Sacral spina bifida occulta.

2. Lumbarization of SV 1 ,

7 i E9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 94 ADULT

8 7

X X

A
6

X

C
5

5

4

4

3

3

2 1

2 1

C
1 2

1 2

©
3

C
4

4

C

5

X
X

X X
X 8

Also present: four vertebral arches I three left rib heads;

right first rib and one head; phalanx of MC.

NOTE:

1. Probably a male specimen.

2. Maxillary torus on left and right adjacent to 8.

3. Enlarged fossa on the right radial tuberosity.

Pathology:

1. There is destruction and inflammatory pitting in the

mid-line posteriorly extending along the neural arch,

particularly on the inferior surface of the right side of

CV 2. This may be an infective lesion, possibly

tuberculosis of the neural arch.

7 i f11-



LINLITHGOW SK 95 YOUNG JUVENILE

Age range: 7 - 1 3 Yoars

7 i E13-U



IINLITHGOW SK 96 IMMATURE

7 i F1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 97 OLD JUVENILE

Age range: 12 - 18 years



LINLITHGOW SK 98 OLD ADULT

X X X X X
X X 4 3 2 1

X X X X X
1 2 3 4 5 X X X

Also present: six TV bodiosj six TV arches; three LV arches;

left first rib and five heads; right first rib and 11

heads; phalanges of HCj phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 98a - AS 981

Note:

1. Possibly a male specimen.

Continued on next frame

TV1

TV12

7 i F5-6



Continued from previous frame

Pathology:

1. Sub-periosteal new bone development on distal ends of both

fibulae.

2. Schraorl1e nodeo superior and inferior surface of TV 11 and

TV 12 Severe degeneration of body of CV 1, lower TV's and

LV's appear to have collapsed,

3. Healed fractures of proximal third of right fibula, no

effect on tibia,

4. Lipping at distal articular surfaces of right humerue and

radius with eburnation and exostosis, left similar but not

so severe. Also lipping on lunate at radius facet and on

one proximal phalanx.

5. Ostaochondritis dissecang on left triquetral, pisiform

facet, and proximal articular facet of MC 2.

7 i F7



LINLITHGOW SK 99 YOUNG JUVENILE

7 6 5 4

L§J 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: seven vertebral bodies; seven vertebral archesj

five left rib heads; five right rib heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 99a

Age range: 8 - 1 4 years

Pathology:

1. Sub-pGriosteal new bone development on skull, limba and

calcanei.

TV1

TV12

7 t F9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 100 OLD JUVENILE

&ffr \ I /'^Rzc

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Ago range: 15 - 18 years

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 t F l1-12



LINLJTHGOW SK 101 INFANT

\ \ \ \

X

Also present: 11 left rib heads and oighc right rib heads;

phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 101a

Age range: 3 - 9 months after birth

7 I F13-1*



LINLITHGOW SK 102 CHILD

X Q d c b \ X \ c d Q LiJ X

A g e r ange i 4 - 7 yean

Pathology!

1. Cr ib ra orb i ta l ia i

TV1

TV12

ff <J>



LINLITHGOW SK 103 INFANT

-tr -e- -«- -e- b -ft-



LINLITHGOW SK 104 FOETAL

Also present: six left rib heads; five right rib headsj

phalanges of MC,

Associated with: A3 104a

Age range: 6 - 8 months intrauterine



LINLITHGOW SK 105 INFANT

3&ZP \ I 1 / Wna

e d \ b a

A g e range: 3 - 9 months a f t e r birth

b c d Q

7 i G7-B



LINLITHGOW SK 106 MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

present: hyoid, right first rib and 11 headsj phalanges

of HC and of MT.

Matched withi HAM 7, right hamate.

Pathology I

1 , Lipping and degeneration on bodies of the CV 4 - CV 7,



LINLITHGOW SK 107 INFANT

H X© X X

Also present: loft first ribs and nine heads; right firet rib

and eight heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 107a

Age range: 3 - 9 months after birth

7 I 0 1 1 - 12
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LINLITHGOW SK 108 ADULT

Alto present: one left rib head and 3 right riba; phalanges of

HC and of HT; 3 sesamoids.

Hatched witht MC 60, right MC 1

Associated withi AS 108a - AS 108j

Notat

1. Possibly a aale sp«cim«n*

2. Probably an old adult*

Continued on n*xt fram»

A3-4



Continued from previous frara*

Pathology: '

1. Sub p*rio»teal new bone on the left a.,d right fibulae,

maximal on the right, and on the right tibia.

4. Six lacral vertebra*! Schaorl'a nodai on tha inferior

•urface of TV 12 and the superior »urfaca of LV 5.

3. Fused tacroiliac joint on the right aide and lipping around

the acatabulum.

4. Eburnation on the right acapula, the left icaphoid,

trapezium and trapezoid, and on right MT'a aesanoids and

proximal phalanges. Groas lipping on the right diatal

femur, left patella, left tibia and articular facet* of TV

12 - LV 5.

AS



LINLITHGOW SK 109 FOETAL

\ \
Also present: eight left and eight right rib heads.

Age range: 6 months intrauterine - birth

Note:

1. This is a particularly small individual. On size alone its

age would bo estimated at less than six months

intrauterine. However, the development of the sphenoid,

temporal bonee and second cervical vertebra suggest

otherwise.

TV1

TV12

t A7-B



LINLITHGOW SK 110 PERINATAL

^f n̂mc

a] fb:

Also preeont: eight TV arches; 13 vertebral bodies; 10 left

and 3 right rib heads.

Age range: 6 months intrauterint) - 2 months after birth

6 i AV-tO



LINLITHGOW SK 111 OLD JUVENILE

1 T*^!™

[6j 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Associated with: AS 111 a - AS 111d

A g e range: 1 2 - 1 8 years

1 2 4 5

S i A 1 1 -



LINLITHGOW SK 112 MALE ADULT

/'^OUQ

Also present: phalanges of HT

Stature: 175.74 t/- 2.99 cm

NoUl

1. Non-fusion of tuberosity to proximal end of left MT 5,
Pathology:
1. Healed fracture of the left MT 5.
2. The lower two third* of the right tibia and fibula are

diffusely enlarged. There is soae inflamoatory pitting
around the oblique transverse striation of the tibia. At
the surface change is not great, this Bay result froa an
osttitic process, possibly treponeaal.

3* Lipping along the crural margin of the left innuainate.

• t A13-U



LINHTHGOW SK 113 INFANT

anitfr \

6 a d c b a a b c d e 6

Also present; six left and seven right rib heads; phalanges of

HC.

Age rangei 3 - 9 months after birth

0 i B1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 114 INFANT

X© \

Also present: three right and three left rib heads

Age range: birth - 5 months

ft i B3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 115 MIDDLE-AGED ADUL*

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4

Also present: hyoid; ossified thyroid; left first rib and 10

heads; right first rib and 10 heads; phalanges of MC and of

MT.

Associated with: AS 1 1 5 a - AS 1 1 5 ]

Note:

1 . There IB a maxi llary torus adjacent to tho left 8.

2. The pelvis and cranial criteria used to assign sex were

ambiguous in this individual, therefore, a sex was not

assigned.

3. Anomalous bony build up around the facets of the left

calcaneus, navicular, talus and cuboid.

Continued on next frame

0 ;



Continued from previous frame

Pathology:

1. Six sacral vertebrae; degenerative lesions superior body CV

4.

2. Healed fracture of the proximal third of the left ulna

ahaft. The fracture is raalaligned with a large callus.

to;

*

a i B7



LINLITHGOW SK 116 CHILD

/ ^aa

- © e d

d \ X X

Age range: 3 - 5 years

6 t B9-IO



LINLITHGOW SK 117 MALE YOUNG ADULT

8 ) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 X X 5 4 X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A l s o p re sen t ; r i g h t f i r s t r i b and 11 h e a d s ; pha langes o f MC.

Associa ted w i t h : A S 1 1 7 a

Note :

1 . Slight maxillary torus along the inter-maxillary suture.

Pathology:

1. Schmorl's nodes on the inferior bodies of TV 8 - TV 10.

2. Lesion on glenoid fossa of the right scapula of unknown

oriq in.

6 ; B 1 1 - B12



LINLITHGOW SK 118

Note:

1. Thia specimen was on the plan but not lifted during the

excavation.

B13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 119

&&r\

Not«:

1 . Thl» ip«cim«n wa» on th* plan but p.ot liftad during th

•xcavation.

t C1-*



LINLITHGOW SK 120 YOUNG JUVENILE

X \ \ X
X X X -

Also present: one vertebral arch; one right rib head

Age range: 4 - 8 years



LINLITHGOW SK 121 ADULT

Also preient: left firat rib and 11 h*ada; right first rib and

one h«ad; phalanges of MC and of MT.

A«iociat«d with: A3 121a - AS 121y

Note:

1 . Potiibly a ftnal* cp«cim«n.

6 i Cft-6



LINLITHGOW SK 122 FOETAL

Also present: seven vertebral bodies; left first rib and four

heads; right first rib and three heads.

Associated with: AS 122a

Age range: 7 - 9 months intrauterine



LINLITHGOW SK 123 PERINATAL

Also present: CV arches; 13 vertebral bodies; two sacral

bodies; eight left and eight right ribs; phalanges of MC

and MT.

Age range: 7 months intrauterine - 2 months after birth

0 ; C<?-»0



LINLITHGOW SK 124 OLD JUVENILE

Also present: hyoid

Associated with: AS 124a

*D range: 15 - 18 years



LINLITHGOW SK 125 PERINATAL

/" aama

Also present: hyoidj left first rib and seven heads; right

first rib and seven heads,

Ago range: 7 months intrauterine - 2 months after birth

i C13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 126 FOETAL

-b- -a-

a t,

Also present] left first rib and seven headsj right first rib

and seven heads; phalanges of MCf phalanges of MT,

Age range: 5 - 9 months intrauterino

0 I D1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 127 CHILD

/ ^ctnn

Age range: 4 - 7 years



LINLITHGOW SK 128

Note:

1. This specimen was on the plan but not excavated.



LINLITHGOW SK 129 OLD JUVENILE

Also present: phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 129a - AS 129c

Age range: 14 - 17 ye»r»

Pathology:

1. Sub-p«riosteal new bon« development on l«ft and right

femora, tibiae and tibulae.

i D7-*



LINLITHGOW Si 130 INFANT

.6 He) d c b a

t£j b a

a b c d (el(6

\ b l e i d ©(6

A 1 sn pr<'sr>nt: two cv arches; seven vertebral bodies; four TV

arches; onr left rib head; right first rib and one head.

Associated w i ^ h : AS 1 30a

Aqo r .inqe: 1 - 2 years

P, 11 h O I O r) y ;

1. Sub-[>or loate.i 1 now bone development on right tibia.



LINLITHGOW SK 131 YOUNG ADULT

4 5 6 77 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 77 6 5 4 3 2 1

1. Poss iDly a ma le specimen



LINLITHGOW SK 132 INFANT

©00
[aj b_ 00 X -

X X X © © ©

Also present: one vertebral body; four arches; two left rib

heads.

Associated with: AS 132a

Age range: 6 - 1 2 months after birth

Pathologyi

i . Sub-periosteal new bone development in both orbits.

t D13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 133 CHILD

7
C

6 c d c b 1

\TJ 6 e d c X a

1 2 c d e 6 \

a X c ^ e 6 Q?,

Also present: two TV archecj phalanges of MT.

Age range: 4 - 6 years



LINLITHGOW SK 134 YOUNG ADULT

Also present: one TV body; one TV arch; one LV arch; phalanges

of MCj phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 134a - AS 134e

Note:

1. Possibly a female specimen.

Pathology:

1 , Lesions at proximal end of left and right HT 1 and proximal

phalanx of left HT 1, probably osteochondritis diasecans.

6 i E3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 135 CHILD

Age range: 5 - 7 years



LINLITHGOW SK 136 INFANT

a b (c)H©(6

Also present: left first rib and eight heads; right first rib

and six heads) two unidentified MC.

Age range: 1 - 2 years

Associated with: AS 136a - AS 1 36b



LINLITHGOW SK 137 CHILD

Also present: four loft rib heads; 10 right rib heads; one

unidentified HT.

Age range: 2 - 4 years

Associated with* AS 137a - AS 137j



LINLITHGOW SK 138 FEMALE SUBADULT

R

3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A:so present: left first rib and eight heads; 1 1 right rib

heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 138a - AS 136d

Stature: 147.35 -*•/- 4.45 cm

N o t o :

i , There is a discrepancy between the appearance of the

vertebral column and the remainder of the skeleton. The

vertebral column shows degenerative change associated with

1ipping and wedging of LV 4 - LV 5.

Pa tho logy:

1. Cribra orbitalia present,

2. Wedging of LV 4 - 5.



LINLITHGOW SK 139 YOUNG JUVENILE

Also present: one vertebral arch

AC;G range: 6 - 1 0 years



LINLITHGOW SK 140 INFANT

©©©©©

Also present: 12 vertebral archosj right first rib and two

heads.

Age range: 3 - 9 months after birth



LINLITHGOW SK 141 INFANT

^/ T33l

X

Age range: 3 - 9 months after birth

0 l F3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 142 PERINATAL

wS^'\ i ^flffl

X X X X
V X

X V \ H X
X X X

Also present: one TV body; three TV arches.

Associated with: AS 142a

Age range: 7 months intrauterine - 2 months after birth

F5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 143 SUBADULT

\ X X X \ \ X X \ 5 6 7 X

' vo t e :

1. No development of frontal sinuses, therefore considered to

be Immature.

8 i F7-fl



LINLITHGOW SK 144 MALE ADULT



LINLITHGOW SK 145 CHILD

7 (61 e d c

e d \ X b c d e 6

Also present: four left rib heads; five right rib heads;

phalanx of MC.

Associated with: AS 145a - AS 145b

Age range: 3 - 5 years

0 i Fl1-|£



LINLITHGOW SK 146 SUBADULT

X 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1
C C

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

Also present: three left rib heads; right first rib and six

heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: A3 146a

Note:

1. Possibly a female specimen.

8 i F13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 147 CHILD

ff ^

e d X b a X V c d e

7 U5J e d c X

Also present! one right rib head; phalanges of MC.

Associated with! AS 147a - AS 1 47b

Ago range 1 3 - 5 yoars



LINLITHGOW SK 148 OLD JUVENILE

•6- \ 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 \ 3 2 1

\ 2

1 2 3 4 5 6

Also present! four loft rib heads} right first rib and fiv?

heads; phalanges of MC.

Aqe range: 1 4 - 1 6 years

Pathologyi

1 , Lesions on laft and right distal humeral apipayees,

probably ostooohondritis

TV1

TV12



LINLITHGOW SK 149 CHILD

\

Also proBcnti eight laft rib haadej aeven right rib h«*di.

Asaociatttd withi AS 149* - AS 149«

Age ranqet 3 - 7 years

Pathology!

1. Sub-porioiteal new bon« dov«lopmant along alveolar margin

of the mandible.



LINLITHGOW SK 150 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

-

8

- X
7 6

C
5

5
C

4

4

3

X

2 \

X \

1

X

2 3

X \

4

4
C

5

5
A

X

6
A

X -
7 8

C

Also present: three loft rib heads; six right rib heads;

pha lanqes of KC; phalanges of MT; 4 sesamoids of HT.

Associated with: A 5 150a

St.ituro: 1 56. 1 1 +/ - 3.72 cm

I'd t ho 1 oqy I

1 . Sub-pnr ios tea 1 new bone dove loprrient on left and right rib§,

7 tuberculosia.

2. Healed greenatick fracture of right tibia.

3. Cystic lesions on right navicular, proximal phalanx of

right MT 1 and distal left fibuln.

4. Pitted lesions of uncertain origin on the medial margin of

the left acetabulura.

O7 -S



LINLITHGOW SK 151 FEMALE SUBADULT

iBj 5 4 3 2 \

6 5 4 3 2 1

\ 2 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 6 7

A l s o p r o s u n t : : f i v e TV a r c h e s ; f o u r TV oodles ; one l e f t r i b

l u ' . u J ; OIK- r i g h t r i b h e a d ; p h a l a n g e s o f MT.

A s s o c i a t e d w i t h : AS 1 5 1 a - AS 1 5 1 b

S t a t u r e ; 1 5 5 . 8 5 + / - 3 . 5 5 c m



LINLITHGOW SK 152 YOUNG JUVENILE

7) [6j o d c [2j 2 c d e [6j (

Also present! one left rib head; two right rib heads;

pha j .nges of MT.

Associated witht AS 152a - A3 152b

Ago range; 5 - 8 years

0 i 011-12



LINLITHGOW SK 153 CHILD

Age range: 1 - 3 yeare

fl I Qt3-U
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LINLITHGOW SK 154 INFANT

- X H *s X

Also present: two TV bodies; one TV arch

Age range: 1 - 2 years

X 6

9 j A3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 155 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

X X 6 X
A
3 2 \ 3 4 5 X X

\ 2 3 4 X X X X
C

8 X X X ^ 3 2 \
C

Also present! four left rib heads) phalanges of MC.

Stature! 149 .93 + /- 3.72 cm

9 i A5-4



LINLITHGOW SK 156 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

X 4 3 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: une left riD head; five right rib head; a

phalanx of HC*

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia in both orbits*

2. Sub perioBteal new bone on the left and right fibulae and

tibiae.

A7-8



LINLITHGOW SK 157 CHILD

^ \
\ b c d

Aleo present: right first rib and one head; phalanges of MC

and of MT.

Age rango: 3 - 5 years

9 i A9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 158 OLD ADULT

X 5 4 X X \

X X
X X X X 5 X X

Also present: hyoid; ossified thyroid; two right rib heads;

phalanges of HC and of MT; 2 sesamoids.

Associated with: AS 158a - AS 158e

Pathology:

1. Periosteal reaction on the right tibia.

2. TV 6-8 are fused anteriorly; degenerative change on all the

CV bodies.

3. Fusion of the proximal and intermediate phalanges of the

left HT2; lipping on the left acetabulum; lipping on both

patellae.

4* Depressed fracture on the aid sagittal suture of the skull,

no internal involvement, dislocated head of the right

humerus with involvt^nant of the right scapula and clavicle;

fractured right fibula.

5. Flattening of the acreunion of the left scapula*

TV1

TV12

9 r A 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 159 OLD ADULT

A A

X X 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ^

Also p resen t : one l o f t r i b head; one t i g h t r ib head; p h a l a n g e s

of HC and of MT.

Associated with: AS 159a - AS 1 59}

Note:

1. Parturition piti on right pubic body.

Pathology:

1. Cnbra orbitalia in both orbits.

2. Lumbariiation of SV 1; Schmorl'e nodei on the superior and

inferior bodies of TV 9 and TV 11.

3. Laiior.g on the right igchium.

ff

9 : A 1 3 - 1 4



LINLITHGOW SK 160 OLD JUVENILE

\ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Associated wi th : AS 160a - AS 160c

Age range: 9 - 1 5 years

9 i B1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 161 IMMATURE

^f Tumn

Note:

1. Thia specimen is very fragmentary.

9 t 03-4



LINLITHGOW SK 162 YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 X 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5

Al3o present: phalanges of MC

Pathology:

1. Fracture of the left MC 1 with a bony spur.

9 i B5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 163 OLD JUVENILE

Also present: three CV bodies; three TV bodies) six left rib

heads; four right rib heads; phalanges of HC,

Associated with! AS 163a - AS 163b

Age range: 1 4 - 1 7 years

9 i 07-8



LINLITHGOW SK 164 FEMALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

6 5 4 X X

7 6 5 4 3 \

X X 3 4 5 X

1 X 3 4 5 6 7

Also present; six left rib heads; nine right rib heads;

phalanges of MC.

Matched with: HUH 50, right humeruej FEM 52, right femur.

Pathology:

1. Degenerative changes of the bodies and articular facets of

the cervical vertebrae.

2. Thickened diploe, possibly Paget's disease,

3. Pitted lesions on the humeral heads, of uncertain origin.

V i BV-IO



UNLITHGOW SK 165 OLD ADULT

X X \ 4 3 X \ \ X © 4 * X \

Note:

1. Cranial sutures fused ectocranially.

9 t BH- B\2



LINLITHGOW SK 166 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X

Also present: left f i rs t rib and f ive heads; seven right rib

heads; phalanges of MC.

Stature: 162.97 +/ - 4 .45 cm

9 i BI 3-14



LINLITHGOW SK 167 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

6 X X 5 4 3 2 1

\ 2 3 4 5 *

1 2 3 5 X ?
A C

Associated with: AS 167a

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia.

2. Periostitis on the maxilla and orbits.

9 ; C1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 168 CHILD

Aiso prestnt: nine TV bodies; four TV archesj two LV arches;

four left rib heads; 3ix right rib heads; phalanges of MC.

Age range: 2 - 4 years

9 j C3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 169 YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 \

Note:

1 . Maxillary torus at base of right 8.



LINLITHGOW SK 170 ADULT

- X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X

Note:

1. Possibly a female specimen.

Pathology:

i . Severe degeneration on the facets

vartobrae.

of the cervical

9 i C7-S



LINLITHGOW SK 171 YOUNG JUVENILE

7) 6 e d c X b \ d e 6 (7

T) 6 e d c b X

A]so present: left first rib and six heads; one right rib

head.

Age range: 5 - 9 yearc

TV1

TV12

9 i C9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 172 IMMATURE

Associated withi AS 172a - AS 1721

V t C 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 173 ADULT

Pathology:

1. Sub-perioeteal new bone development on the dicta! third of

the left tibia corresponding to the fracture on the

adjacent fibula.

2. Healed, malaligned fracture on distal half of left fibula.

9 J C13-U



LINLITHGOW SK 174 YOUNG JUVENILE

© 7
[8J 7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2 1

2 1

1 2

1 2

3

3

4

4

5

5

C
6

6

7 0

7 0

Also present! loft first rib and nine heads? three right

rib hoadsj phalanges of MC and of MT.

Age rangei 1 0 - 1 1 years

Pathologyi

1. Left and right femora show lesions on the distal epiphyses,

possibly otteoohondritii diinctn* .

2. Bony spur on the medial edge of the left orbit,

3. Occipital showi disturbance eotooranially.

9 i 01-2



LINLITHGOW SK 175 MALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Ull/iUfr
uR

tjfc

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 X 2 1
A

1 2 3 4 5 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Also present: left first rib and eight heads; right first rib

and 11 heads; phalanges of MC and of MT.

Associated with: AS 175a

Stature: 169.83 +/- 2.99 CB

Notai

1. Maxillary torus at baaa of left and right 7 and 8.

Pathology:

1. Sacrum haa six sacral vertebrae; SV 1 lumbariaed.

2. Right wrist and distal end of radius show degenerative
change.

3. Sternal end of th« clavicle and the sternal articular facet
appear porotic.

4* Lesion on th* left and right humeri below the bicipital
groove*

9 i 03-4



LINLITHGOW SK 176 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 X 3 2 \

7 6 3 2 1

\ 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6

Also present: six TV arches; left first rib and three heads;

nine right rib heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 176a

Stature: 160.00 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathology!

1. LV 5 shows spondylolysis with associated degeneration of

inferior surface of LV 5 and superior surface of SV 1 .

9 t 05-6



LINLITHGOW SK 177 OLD JUVENILE

&&>

8

©

7

7
C

6

6
C

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

Also present: three left rib heads; right first rib and seven

heads.

Associated with: AS 177a

Age rangel 1 6 - 1 8 years

Pathology:

1. Cribra orbitalia present.

2. Sacral spina bifida occulta.

3. Sub-periosteal now bone development on supra-orbital

ridges, right humerus, scapula and clavicles.

9 i 07-e



LINLITHGOW SK 178 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C

Associated with: AS 1 78a - AS 178b

Age range: 12 - 18 years

9 i D9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 179 INFANT

[aj[bj©@©©

©©©©My

Also present! one vertebral body; five vertebral arches

Age range: 6 months - 1 year



LINLITHGOW SK 180 INFANT

e d b X

Also precent: one vertebral body) two TV archeef one LV archj

left first rib and one head; right first rib; phalanges of

MC.

Associated with: A3 180a

Age range: 1 - 2 years

Pathology:

1. Sub-periOBteal new bone development on gkull inside

temporal bone.

9 i 013-14



LINLITHGOW SK 181 FEMALE OLD ADULT

3

6

7

7
A

6 5

X 5

4 3 X

4 X X

A
1

\

A
\

\

2

X

3

X

A
C
4

4

A
5

5

X
6

7

X
(E
X

Also present! hyoid; left first rib and eight headsj' eight

right rib heads) phalanges of MC.

Associated with! AS 181a - AS 131(1)

Staturei 153.39 +/- 3,72 cm

Notet

1. Parturition pits on both the left and the right pubic

bodies,

2. TV 1-3 show • congenital defect.

Continued on next frame

TV1

TV12

J El-2



Continued from previous frame

Pathology:

1. CV 3 and CV 4 are fused posteriorly and anteriorly; 13

thoracic and six lumbar vertebrae present; Schmorl's nodes

on inferior surface of TV 6 - TV 10.

2. Loft femur htad and acetabulum are disturbed, ? congenital

dislocation.

3. Eburnation on the right scaphoid, trapezium and distal

radius.

4. Lipping at distal end of PC for MC 1.



LINLITHGOW SK 182 MALE OLD ADULT

8

X
X X
X X

5

5

c
A
4

4

C
A
3

3

C
A
2

2

1

\

1

1

2

2

C
3

3

A
4

4

A
5

5

X
V

X 8

X 8

Also present! six left rib heads; right first rib and eight

heade; phalanges of HC.

Associated with: AS 182a

Staturoi 173.00 +/- 2.99 cm

Pathology:

1. Schraorl's nodes on superior CV 2, superior and inferior CV

3, TV 5 and TV 6 , superior TV 1, inferior TV 8 and

superior and inferior TV 9; and LV 4 - 5; CV 4-5 bodies

show degeneration.

2. Healed fracture on distal third of left HC 5.

3. Eburnation of one left lower rib head and distal end of

left ulna and radius.

V . E5-4



LINLITHGOW SK 183 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

•U/ Ufe
*'0»!>•»>

8

©

7

7
C
A

C
6 \ 4

6 5 4
C

3

3

X
X

1

\
\
\

X 3 4

X 3 4

A
5 X 7

5 6 7
C
A

8

©

Also present: seven left rib headcj right first rib and nine

heads; phalanges of HC; phalanges of MX.

Associated with: AS 183a - AS 183n

Stature: 161.12 +/- 4,45 cm

Pathology:

1. Sub-periosteal new bone development on right half of

mandible.

2. Luinbarizcd SV 1, six sacral vertebrae.

3. Healed fracture on one rib with associated periostitis.

4. Left maxillary 6 shows abscess with encroachment into

maxillary sinus.

5. Pathological reaction on distal left humerus.

9 i E7-S



LINLITHGOW SK 184 SUBADULT

la] 7
a ?

6

6
C
A

5 4 c b 1

5 4 3 2 1
C

A
C

1 b c 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 [ej
7 8

Also present: left first rib and 10 heads; right first rib and

nine heads; phalanges of HC; phalanges of MT.

Pathology:

1. Extensive sub-periosteal new bone development on all limbs,

feet and hands,

2. Schmorl's nodes in superior TV 12 and inferior LV 1 j CV'e

show laminar ost«ophytes.

TV12

9 : E9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 185 FEMALE OLD ADULT

ff <k

x x x x x x x x
X \ 6 5 4 3 2 X

X X X X -
3 4 5 X X

Also present: hyoid; eight left rib heads; right first rib and

10 heads; phalanges of MC; phalanges of HT.

Stature: 153.02 +/- 3.72 cm

Note:

1. Two parturition pits on right pubic body. The left side i»

damaged.

Pathology:

1. Slight cribra orbitalia.

2. Schmorl's nodes on superior IV 6 - TV 8, superior and

inferior TV 11 - LV 2, inferior LV 3 - LV 4. Severa

degeneration of vertebrae especially lower cervical

vertebrae and TV 3 - TV 5.

3. Lesion on proximal articular surface of left ulna, ? cyst

or osteochondritis

TV12

9 i EM-12



LINLITHGOW SK 186 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 5 4 3 2 \

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

\ X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present! 10 left rib heads; seven right rib heads.

Associated withl AS 186a - AS 186b

Age range: 1 2 - 1 8 years

I El 3-1*



LINLITHGOW SK 187 INFANT

inn^ \

(E)GD c
^•r V — LJkJ X A
-S-.fr. - - - -

X X [cj H «- (̂ )^***^

^~ "" ^ ^^T" ^^^" ^T^~

Also present: left firfil rib

Associated with: AS 187a - AS 187h

Age range: 1 - 2 years

9 i F1-2



LINLITHGOW SK 188 MALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 c 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Also present: hyoid; left firat rib and 11 heads; right first

rib and nine headaj phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT.

Associated with: AS 188a

Stature; 169.00 +/- 2.99 cm

Note:

1. Maxillary torus present adjacent to left and right 8,

2. Right maxillary c present next to the permanent 3.

Pathology!

1. Sub-periosteal new bone development on right half of

mandible.

2. Schmorl's node* on superior and inferior surfaces of TV 5 -

LV 3.

3. Osteochondritio diiitcaos at proximal ends of both MT 1's

and proximal phalanx of right MT 1.

9 j F3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 189 OLD JUVENILE

© 7

© 7

C
6 5 4 3 2 1

6 5 4 3 2 1
C
A

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
C

C
6

6

7 0

7 (?)

Also present: seven left rib haads; seven right rib heads

Associated with: AS 189a - AS 189d

Age range: 1 2 - 1 8 years

9 i F5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 190 CHILD

7 ) ( 6 ) e d c b a X b c d x ©(?

Also present: eight vertebral arches

Age range: 3 - 5 years

9 i F7-0



LINLITHGOW SK 191 MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Also present: throe vertebral arches; one left rib head.

Matched with: HUM 28, left humeruc

Associated with: AS 191a - AS 191o

Pathology:

1. Extensive degeneration on superior surface of CV 7.

9 t F9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 192 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6 5 4 3 2 1 \ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: seven vertebral archea.

Associated wi th : AS 192a - AS 192t

Stature: 164 .05 + / - 3.66 cm

Pathology:

1 . Sub-periostea! new bone development on endocranial surface

of right sphenoid.

9 i F11-



LINLITHGOW SK 193 YOUNG JUVENILE

7) 6 e X ®[2j \ \ 2 (7) X e 6 (

Also present: one CV arch

Age range: 6 - 10 years

9 i FI3-U



LINLITHGOW SK 194 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: two right rib haad f i ) phalanges of MT.

A g e range! 1 2 - 1 6 ycari

Pathology!

1 , Sacrum shows apina bifida oooulta at SV 1 .

9 i Q1-3



LINLITHGOW SK 195 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6 5 4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 X

Also present: two vertebral bodies; one left rib head; right

first rib and one head; phalanges of MC; phalanges of MT.

Associated with: A3 195i - AS 195b

Age range: 1 5 - 1 8 years

Not*:

1. Accessory centre of otsification in the acotabulum of the

left and right innominate, between the ilium and iichium.

TV1

TV12

9 : 03-4



LINLITHGOW SK 196 INFANT

Also present; one vertebral body; ten vertebral arches; two

right rib heads.

Age range: loss than 2 years



LINLITHGOW SK 197 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 \

7 6 5 4 3 2 \

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

Also present: eight vertebral arches) three right rib headc.

Associated withi AS 197a

Stature: 161.72 +/- 3.72 cm

Pathologyi

1 . Sub-perioataal new bone development on left calcaneus.

9 i 07-8



LINLITHGOW SK 198 CHILD

e d c b a

6) e d c b a

a b o d e

a b c d o (6

Also present: seven CV arches; nine TV and LV bodies; three

left rib heads.

Associated with: AS 198a - A3 198k

Age range: 2 - 4 years

Pathology:

1. Sub-periosteal new bone development on distal end of the

left tibia.

TV1

TV12

G9-10



LINLITHGOW SK 199 MALE YOUNG ADULT

c

X 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
C

X
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X

9 i G 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 200 CHILD

Associated with: AS 200a - AS 200b

Age range: 2 - 6 years

0 t 013-U
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LINLITHGOW SK 201 OLD JUVENILE

7 6 o d c b a

7 6 to d c b a

Age range: 12 - 18 Years

a b c d e 6 7

a b c d e 6 7

f i
R

tjfc

TV12

a
8

10 i A3-4



LINLITHGOW SK 202 YOUNG JUVENILE

Ago range: 6 - 8 years

0 i A5-6



LINLITHGOW SK 203 ADULT

Associated with: AS 203a - AS 203(26)

Note;

1 . Possibly a female specimen.

10 t A7-S



LINLITHGOW SK 204 MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

8 7

8 7

C

6

C
-5-

5

4

4

A
3 2 1

3 * 4-

1

4-

2

•2-

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7 8

7 8

Also present: 3 right rib heads; phalanges of HC,

Associated with: AS 204a

10 : A9-10



UNLITHGOW SK 205 CHILD

7) (_6J e d c b a a b c d e

e d c b a

Also presont: 13 vertebral arches

Age range: 3 - 5 years

a b c d e [6_| (?

10 t A 1 1 - 1 2



LINLITHGOW SK 206 CHILD

I / WtlQ

\ d c \ \ a b

Also present: 2 left rib heads; 1 r ight rib head! phalanges of

MC.

Age range: 4 - 8 years

10 i A13-14



LINLITHGOW SK 207 PERINATAL

T) e X c b X X

Also present: two vertebral bodiesj eight left rib heads)

right first rib and 11 headfl.

Aflflociatad with! AS 207a - A3 207d

Age ranget 7 months intrauterina - 2 months after birth

tO t BI-2



LINLITHGOW MATCHED BONES T.WO 37*

IMMATURE SKULL

MB 1

AS 10a: frontal, left and right temporals, sphenoid, occipital

MB 2

AS 15b: frontal

AS 15c: left sphenoid

KB 12

AS 203c: left parietal, occipital

KB 13

AS 198f: left and right temporal bones, sphenoid

KB 14

AS 56ci maxilla

AS 58bi mandible

AS 58oi right zygomatic

AS 58ei right frontal

AS 58di left temper*!

AS 58gi left temporal

AS 58ht right teaporal

AS 58jt l«ft occipital condyle

AS 5S*i right occipital condyle

AS 58kt b«»i-occipit«l

AS 58fi l«£t and tight «ph«noid

10 i B3



AS ';,8b: cranial fragments

-(6)e d c b -

Tabl* 37mf (cont)

7/6)6 d c b a

e - -

a b c d t» (617

MB 16

AS 108a: maxilla, frontal, left and right parietal and

temporal bones, occipital, sphenoid

06 0 d ̂  b - \ 6

MB 23

CR 11 : left temporal

CR 3i left sphenoid

MB 30

CR 94: left and right parietal bones, occipital

KB 31

CR 156t frontal

CR 155i left parietal

MB 32

MX 11i maxilla

Cfi 15St left zygomatic

. d c d e -

10 i B4



MB 33

AS 210J: frontal and left parietal

Table 37nf (cont)

MB 35

CR 342: left and right parietal bonea, occipital

IMMATURE VERTEBRAL COLUMN

MB 6

AS 181x: cervical vertebrae 4 - 6

MB 7

AS 181y: lumbar vertebrae 1 - 2

MB 18

AS 121ra: thoracic vertebrae 1 0 - 1 2

AS 121nt lumbar vertebrae 1 - 2

MB 50

LV 31: lumbar vertebra 3

AS 121oi lumbar vertebra 4

AS 121p: lumbar vertebra 5

SV 13i laoral vertebrae 1 - 4

MB 51

SV 2i •acral vertebrae 4 - 5

0 j B5



IMMATURE LEFT HAND Ta±>lo 37mf (cont)

MB 17

AS 121c: metacarpal 4

AS 12ld: metacarpal 5

IMMATURE RIGHT HAND

MB 37

MC 70: metacarpal 3

MC 71: metacarpal 4

IMMATURE RIGHT FOOT

MB 8

AS 181li metatarsa! 4

AS 181ni metatarsal 5

ADULT SKULL

MB 4

AS 98dt loft parietal and occipital

Not*i pathological

MB 10

AS 303at frontal, l*ft and right parietal and temporal bon«a,

occipital, »ph«noid

10 i B6



MB 11 Tfible 37»f (cont)

AS 203bi maxilla, frontal, left and right temporal bones,

occipital

MB 25

CR 31: maxilla and left zygomatic

MB 26

CR 32: maxilla and right zygomatic

MB 34

CR 298: left and right parietal bones

MB 58

AS 210a: left parietal and occipital

MB 59

CR 276: maxilla and left zygomatic

ADULT VERTEBRAL COLUMN

MB 3

AS 26q: lumbar vertebrae 1 - 2

KB 5

AS 172hi thoracic vertebrae 9 - 1 1

Note: TV 10 is pathological

MB 9

AS 183ft I thoracic vertebra* 8 - 1 0

Notet pathological

10 i B7



MB 19

CV 1: cervical vertebra 1

CV 2: cervical vertebra 2

CV 3: cervical vertebrae 3

Table 37»f (cont)

- 7

MB 20

TV 1: thoracic vertebrae 1 - 3

MB 21

TV 6: thoracic vertebrae 10 - 12

LV 1: lumbar vertebra 1

ME 52

SV 1 1 : sacral vertebrae i - 4

MB 53

CV 13: cervical vertebra 7

A3 64b: thoracic vertebra 1

MB 54

AS 1 72g : sacral vertebrae 1 - 4

MB 55

SV 8: aacral vertebra* 1 - 4

MB 56

SV 4: aacral vertebrae 1 - 3

KB 57

SV 3i sacral vert«bra« 1 - 2

10 : 66



ADULT LEFT HAND Table 37mf (cont)

MB 15

AS 76e: metacarpal 2

AS 76f: metacarpal 3

MB 41

SC 2i scaphoid

CA 6: capitate

HA 5: hamate

MB 42

TM 2: trapezium

MC 67; metacarpal 1

ADULT RIGHT HAND

MB 39

TZ 2: right trapezoid

MC 681 metacarpal 1

HC 61i metacarpal 2

MB 40

SC 4t scaphoid

LU 3i lunate

TH 3t traptaium

CA 21 c«plt«t«

HA 1 t hao*t«

HC Ut matacarpal 1

10 j 09



MC 13: cnetacarpal 2

HC 17i metacarpal 3

MC 18: wetacarpal 4

MC 73: metacarpal 5

T*bl« 37mf (cont)

ADULT LEFT FOOT

MB 22

TAL 1: left talus

CALC 1: left calcaneua

MB 24

MT 4: raotatarsal 3

MT 1: metatareal 4

HT 4: raetatareal 5

MB 28

NAV 2: navicular

MCU 2: medial cuneiform

ICU 2: intermediate cuneiform

LCU 3t lateral cuneiform

CUB 4t cuboid

HT 271 cetataraal 1

KB 47

HT 36: ootatarsal 4

HT 94t a«tatar«al 5

KB 48

AS 10mt octatartal 4

10 t BIO



HT 134: metatarsal 5

MB 49

HT 33: raetatareal 5

MT 23: metatarsal 4

MT 22: raetatareal 3

HT 75: metatareal 2

Table 37»f (cont)

ADULT RIGHT FOOT

HB 27

MT 24: metatareal 4

HT 25: metatarsal 5

MB 29

NAV 3: navicular

HCU 1: medial cuneiform

ICU 1: intermadiate cuneiform

LCU 4: lateral cuneiform

CUB 3: cuboid

HT 26: metatarsi! 1

MB 36

TAL 20t talu«

CALC 15t calc*neu»

NAV 1 1 1 n*vioular

HB 38

TAL 7i talus

CALC 6l CAlc«n«us

10 i B 1 1



MB 43

HT 124: metataroal 4

HT 43; metatareal 5

MB 44

HT 97: raQtatarsal 3

MT 123: metatarsal 4

MB 45

MT 80: metatareal 4

HT 133: metatareal 5

MB 46

MT 28: metatarsal 4

MT 31: oetataraal 5

Table 37mf (cont)

10 i 012



L I N L I T H G O W Table 38»f

DISARTICULATED DENTITIONS
IMMATURE MAXILLAE

AS lOb

e d c b a

AS 10e

AS 26r

£> X

X K c d o

10 : B13



AS 27g Table 38mf (cont)

AS 66f

AS 66t

AS 137f

7) e H c b \

f—^

\ b c d e (6

AS 150*

-4- -*- -3-

10 i BU
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MX 3

MX 6

Table 38mf (cont)

7) 6 « a ^ V

MX 9

HX 12

HX 13

* 4 *

-2- -a- -4- •*- -«- -

3,
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Table 38mf (coni )

7 6 5 4 3 2 1



Table 38«f (cont)

7) 6 e d c b k

IMMATURE MANDIBLES



Table 3amf com
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V V
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Table 3Smf com



Table 38»f (cont)

4 b c d

MD 4

o d c b a a If c d a If

MD 7

a b i d e

MD 8

MD 11

e d
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Table 36mf (con
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Table 38mf (cont)



Table 38«f ( < • • > m
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MD 39 T*ble 38m£ (cont)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

C

A

MD 40

MD 42

MD 43

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

C .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

e d c

6 5 \ X -
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Table 38mf (con



MD 61 Table 3gm£ (cont)

MD 62

MD 63

4

MD 66

d e (6J

MD 68

\ V i,
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ADULT MAXILLAE Table 3ftof (cont)

MX 2

MX 5

4 5 6

MX 8

*

6 5 4 3 \ \

MX 22

\
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Table 38mf (cont)

ADULT MANDIBLES



Table 38m£ (ccmt)

7 ^ 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 )f

1 2 3 4

^ 5 6 7 8

0 X K X < X X \ V X 3 4

\ 2 3 \ 5 X -



MD 9 Table 38m£ (cont)

MD 18

MD 27

3 7 6 5 4 3 2 3 4 5 6

MD 33

\ * \

10 : D7



MD 35 Table 3iml (cont)

\ \ 3 4 \ 6 1 6

A A C

MD 36

7 6 5 4 3 2 X X 2 3 4 5 6 7 G

MD 41

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MD 42

7 6 5 4 3 ^ \ 2 3 4 \ Jf 7

10 t DS



MD 45 Table 38ml (cont)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

a i \ s \ \ 2 \
A

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

\ ! ( 3 \ $ 6 7 l (

A

MD 57

\ * \

MD 59

^ \

MD 64

10 : D9



LINLITHGOW MINIMUM COUNT Tabie

Top five count of individual bonee, combining the 'SK' burials

and the disarticulated material, to give a minimum number of

individuals.

IMMATURE

Right temporal

Left orbit

N

144

95

Right proximal femur 90

Left proximal tibia 89

Left occip. condyle 87

ADULT

Left temporal

Left scapula

Right zygomatic

Right scapula

Cervical vert. 2

N

83

75

74

71

69

TOTAL

227

170

164

160

156

10 : DIO



LINLJTHGOW
AGE DISTRIBUTION

Tabla 40a£

Age distribution of £K burials

AGE CATEGORY

Foetal

Perinatal

Infant

Child

Young Juvenile

Old Juvenile

Subadult

Young Adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Immature

Adult

N

5

13

30

27

14

20

14

34

13

7

10

14

%

2

6

15

13

7

10

7

17

6

3

5

7

TOTAL 201

tO i 011



Table 40mf (cont)

Age distribution of adult cults and female 'SK' burials.

AGf; CATEGORY

Subadult

Young adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Adult

MAiE FEMALE

N

3

7

4

1

3

%

17

39

22

6

17

N

5

19

3

2

2

%

16

61

10

7

7

TOTAL 18 31

10 i D12



LINLITHGOW I M M A T U R E C R A N I A L METRIC (••) Table 41»f

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN 3

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

rt
FB

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MEAN

FOETAL

S.D. MIN MA; N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX.

\
INFANT

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0 - - - -

0

0

0 - -

0

fl

1 79.0

1 74.0

0 - - - -

0 - - - -

1 16.0

0

1 29.1

0

1 28.9

0

0 - - - -

1 31.5

2 49.8 4.8 46.4 53.2

0

0

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

KAX B

MIN B

DI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

HB

PL

PR

FL

FB

10 : Dl3~)*



L I N L I T H G O W I M M A T U R E C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) Table 4lmf (cont)

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

MEAN

FOETAL

3.D. M1N MAX.

PERINATAL

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0

0

0 - - - -

0

0

1 12.6

1 12.9

0

0

N

4

5

5

4

4

6

c

6

9

MEAN

60.6

79.6

66 .7

22.8

22.5

19.5

19.6

19.7

32.3

INFANT

S.D.

6.1

10.2

8.6

4.6

4.1

4.3

3.1

3.1

2.4

MIN.

52.0

62.5

52.0

18.0

19.0

12.4

16.0

14.4

29.2

MAX.

66.0

90.1

73.4

28.0

27.0

24.1

24.0

23.6

35.2

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

10 : E1-2



L I N L I T H G O W I M M A T U R E C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) Table 41»f (cont)

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BPEG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BJ-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

CHILD

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0

0

0

0

1 52.2

0

1 9 1 . 0 -

2 84.2 1.8 82.9 85.5

0 - - - -

0 - - - -

4 20.5 2.3 18.4 23.2

1 33.3

3 33.3 2.9 31.2 36.6

1 33.3

4 32.4 2.4 29.7 35.5

1 36,3

1 20.6

1 36.3

2 50.9 2.4 49.2 52.6

0 - - - -

0

N

2

0

0

0

1

2

'"v

•~>

0

1
1
2

2

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

YOUNG JUVENILE

MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

164.5 6.4 160.0 169.0

-

-

-

52.2

1 30.5 7.8 125.0 136.0

91.0 11.3 83.0 99.0

90.2 13.6 80.5 99.6

-

72.8

18.0

35.4 5.3 31.6 39.1

35.9 4.4 32.8 39.0

33.3

33.4

- - _ _

19.4

56.6

52.2

37.7

32.6

OLD JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

2 177.0 0.0 T, 7.0 177.0

1 103.0

0

1 123.0

0

4 143.5 10.1 133.0 1 56.0

5 96.2 4.1 91.0 100.0

1 97.2

0

2 86.9 2.7 85.0 88.6

0

0

2 34.4 3.0 32.3 36.5

0

1 35.7

0

1 23.0

3 48.0 1.4 46.6 49.4

5 59.2 5.1 52.2 65.4

3 38.9 1.5 37.7 40.6

3 29.7 1.3 28.7 31. 1

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

E3-4



LINLITHGOW I M M A T U R E C R A N I A L METRIC (am) Table 41»f (cont)

N

MAND L 4

BI-COND 3

BI-GON 5

LT COND H 5

RT COND ii 6

LT RB 7

RT RB 8

INF-GNA ^

BI-MF 7

MEAN

76.5

93.9

76.6

31 .6

29.2

24.2

23.7

20.1

37.4

CHILD

S.D. MIN.

6.5 72.0

4.8 89.0

4.7 72.8

8.1 20.0

6.4 18.0

2.1 22.2

2,0 20.2

3.7 13.2

3.2 31 .5

MAX.

86.0

98.6

83.5

40.0

38.0

26.3

26.4

24.3

41 .9

YOUNG JUVENILE

N MEAN

5 84.6

5 99.2

5 83.4

6 37.2

4 38.0

8 26.4

7 26.6

5 23.5

6 40.2

S.D.

10.7

7. 1

6.9

5.5

5.5

2.5

2.2

3.5

1 .2

MIN.

72.0

93.0

74.9

32.0

32.0

22.6

23.0

21 .3

38.8

MAX.

97.0

1 1 1 . 3

94.0

44.0

45.0

29.5

29. 1

29.6

42.0

N MEAN

3 94.0

2 107.2

7 69.4

7 39.0

5 40.0

9 28.6

6 27.0

7 23. 3

9 42.6

OLD JUVEN

S.D.

7.6

4.5

5. 1

7.3

9.3

2.3

2.8

2.0

1 .7

ILE

MIN.

36.0

104.0

62.9

23.0

25.0

25.4

24. 1

25.3

40.6

MAX.

101.0 WAND L

110.3 BI-COND

96.4 BI-GON

44 _ 0 LT COND H

47i0 RT COND H

32.3 LT RB

31 ^ 5 RT RB

32.0 INF-GNA

45.1 BI-MF

E5-6



L I N L I T H G O W I M M A T U R E P O S T - C K A N I A L M E T R I C ( r a m ) Table 42»f

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

HAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

HAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

FOETAL

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

1 27.6

3 46.0 6.5 38.7 51.2

1 44. 9

1 39. I

1 16.2

1 17.8

2 49.9 1;>.8 40.1 59.6

3 ^5.6 9.7 34.6 53.0

1 52.0

3 33.3 5.4 27.2 37.3

3 47.9 9.0 38.1 55.8

0

1 39.1

2 20.3 5.0 16.6 23.6

2 22.2 5.7 18.2 26.2

2 50.0 13.7 40.3 59.7

3 45.5 10. i 33.9 52.8

0

N

5

5

6

4

5

6

7

r_>

3

3

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

1

MEAN

42.8

65.2

57.9

50.9

30.3

31 .5

75.2

66 .0

^6.6

43.6

63.7

o0.6

52.1

30.3

31 .5

72.8

63.5

55.4

PERINATAL

S.D.

4.0

3.1

4.6

2. 1

2 ,0

1 .6

5.0

5.5

4.4

5.6

4.2

6.4

3.0

2.0

1 .6

4.7

6.5

MIN.

33.6

eo. e
52.0

47 .9

26 . 0

29.0

67.8

57.3

55.5

37,6

57.7

53.8

48.0

28.0

29.0

67.5

59.3

MAX.

48.9

be.1'-'
63.3

52.6

33.0

33.4

79.5

71 .0

63.7

48.8

6 ti . -1

66.6

55.1

33.0

33.4

78.8

71.0

N

2

2

3

2

3

4

4

4

3

3

6

3

2

3

4

6

4

1

INFANT

MEAN S.D.

5 8 . S 17.6

96.6 33.7

78.9 19.4

74.1 23.3

45.6 16.3

54.9 19.0

1 31 .6 44.7

105.3 33.9

89.5 31 .8

56.1 12.3

9?.0 1 9.2

67.3 1.5

74.3 22.8

45.8 16.8

53.5 16.9

118.8 42.1

100.5 29.3

125.9

MIN.

46.3

• 2. e
6b . 1

57.6

36.2

37.6

84.6

74.5

70.3

49.0

74.0

66.0

58.2

35.4

38.2

65. 1

73.9

MAX.

71.2

120.4

101 .2

90.6

64.4

71 .8

184.6

1 39.0

126.2

70. 3

121 .3

68.9

90.4

65.2

70.9

183.0

1 28.9

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

HAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

E 7 - Q



LINLITHGOW I M M A T U R E P O S T - C R A N I A L METRIC (mm) Table 42mf ( c u n t )

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

CHILD

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

0

1 139.0

0

1 104.0

I 79.5

1 85.9

2 181.9 14.4 171.7 192.0

1 137.3

0

0

1 1 39.0

0

2 105.0 2.8 103.0 107.0

2 75.0 5.7 71 .0 79.0

3 74.3 3.9 71.0 73.6

3 221 .6 26.5 196.0 248.9

2 174.4 40.2 146.0 202.8

0 - - - -

YOUNG JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

2 1 1 5 . 5 2.1 114.0 117.0

3 215.3 45.5 163.0 246.0

0

1 1 1 9 J

2 110.6 17.0 98.5 122.6

1 32.8

4 275.0 56.5 217.0 332.0

2 221.5 71.4 171.0 272.0

0

1 113.0

5 212.2 39.6 163.0 248.0

2 160.0 39.6 1 32.0 168.0

3 154.7 31.2 119.0 177.0

2 91.5 19.1 78.0 105.0

2 92.0 22.6 76.0 108.0

5 307.0 52.9 217.0 352.0

2 223.0 70.7 170.0 270.0

0

OLD JUVENILE

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

1 132.4

4 250.9 24.3 220.0 276.5

0 - - - -

2 194.0 1.3 193.0 194.9

1 114.2

2 125.9 1.7 124.7 127.1

8 346.4 53.2 221 .0 378.0

5 288.6 21.4 256.8 312.0

0

0 - - - -

3 252.4 30.0 219.0 277.2

0

1 193.8

2 1 1 1 . 2 0.9 110.5 1 1 1 . 8

1 126.5

4 328.3 72.8 220.0 377.0

4 287.6 22.1 258.5 312.0

1 290.0 - - -

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L



L I N L I T H G O W ADULT C R A N I A L M E T R I C (mm) Table 43»f

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BRE :

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

B I - Z Y G

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

N

17

7

1

7

3

1 7

19

12

1

2

12

4

1 1

2

10

4

4

9

9

7

7

MEAN

1 7 7 . 4

1 10.0

8 7 . 0

1 3 0 . 9

7 2 . 3

1 4 0 . 6

9 5 . 7

9 4 . 9

1 2 2 . 5

9 3 . 0

2 2 . 1

3 5 . 9

36.3

3 5 . 9

3 6 , 6

52 .0

21 .6

5 2 . 1

5 9 . 1

3 4 . 9

31 .3

FEMALES

S.D.

4 . 3

1 6 . 2

-

1 1 . 5

0 . 3

3 . 9

3 . 6

3 . 8

-

2. 1

3 . 7

1 .7

2 .1

.?.3

2 . 1

1 .0

3 . 7

3 .8

3. 1

2 . 3

2 .8

ONLY

M1N.

1 7 2 . 0

9 5 . 0

-

1 1 7 . 0

/ 2 . 0

1 3 5 . 0

9 0 . 0

8 8 . 4

-

91 .5

1 1 . 7

3 4 . 2

3 2 . 3

3 3 . 9

3 3 . 1

51 .2

1 6 . 7

4 7 . 5

53 .9

31 .6

2 7 . 6

M A X .

1 6 6 . 0

1 31 .0

-

1 4 6 . 0

7 2 . 5

1 4 8 . 0

1 0 3 . 0

1 0 2 . 0

-

9 4 . 5

2 6 . 7

3 ^ . 5

39 .2

3 7 . 8

3 9 . 8

S 3 . 5

2 5 . 5

59 .2

6 4 . 5

3 7 . 9

3 5 . 4

N

10

6

4

6

4

12

1 2

7

3

5

7

4

8

4

7

4

5

7

10

7

7

MEAN

1 8 7 . 3

1U.5

1 1 5 . 0

1 4 1 .7

7 6 . 2

1 4 5 . 6

1 0 0 . 2

1 0 J .6

1 1 6 . 0

9 6 . 7

2 3 . 2

3 5 . 4

3 8 . 4

3 6 . 0

3 9 . 6

5 4 . 5

2 4 . 6

5 4 . 9

61 .2

4 0 . 0

31 .1

MALES

S.D.

ti.1

21 .9

2 6 . 4

6 . 7

4 .6

6 . 0

5 . 0

5 . 3

1 4.7

6 . 5

3 .2

4 . 0

4 . 5

4 . 5

5 . 0

4 . 2

0 .6

2 . 3

4 . 3

8 .5

2 .1

ONLY

MIN.

1 7 7 . 0

9 5 . 0

'j B . C

1 3 2 . 0

7 2 . 7

1 3 4 . 0

9 3 . 0

9 2 . 5

1 0 7 . 0

a s. y
1 6 . 6

3 2 . 2

2 9 . 3

31 .2

2 9 . 6

51 .3

2 3 . 6

5 2 . 2

5 2 . 5

3 3 . 4

2 7 . 7

ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

MAX . N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX .

201 .0 40 130 .7 8 .0 1 6 0 . 0 2 0 1 . 0

1 4 3 . 0 1 7 1 0 6 . 5 1 6 . 6 9 5 . 0 1 4 3 . 0

M4.0 5 1 0 9 . 4 2 6 . 0 8 7 . 0 1 4 4 . 0

1 5 0 . 0 1 6 1 3 4 . 1 1 0 . 4 1 V 7 . 0 1 5 0 . 0

8 3 . 0 9 6 9 . 6 7 0 . 4 5 2 . 2 3 3 . 0

1 5 7 . 0 47 1 4 3 . 2 V . 1 1 2 5 . 0 1 5 8 . 0

1 0 8 . 0 5 - 1 T 7 . 3 6 . 0 7 9 . 0 1 1 4 . 0

1 0 8 . 8 3 C 9 5 . 2 7 . 4 7 4 . 0 1 0 8 . 8

1 3 3 . 0 6 1 1 3 . 9 1 1 . 3 1 0 4 . 4 1 3 3 . 0

1 0 5 . 5 1 2 9 3 . 0 8 . 7 7 2 . 8 1 0 5 . 5

2 5 . 9 27 2 1 . 7 3 . 3 T..7 2 6 . 7

4 1 . 1 1 2 3 6 . 0 3 . 5 J 1 . 6 , 4 2 . 6

4 3 . 2 3 0 3 6 . 7 3 . 7 2 9 . 1 4 3 . 2

4 1 . 7 1 0 3 6 . 0 3 . 9 3 1 . 2 4 3 . 1

4 4 . d 2 7 3 6 . 6 4 . 2 2 8 . 9 4 4 , 8

6 0 . 6 1 0 5 0 , 4 6 . 7 3 6 . 3 60 .6

7 5 . 5 1 3 2 2 . 9 2 . 7 1 6 . 7 2 5 . 5

5 9 . 5 28 51 .6 6.0 3 1 . 5 61 .0

6 7 . 0 36 59 . cj 5 .2 4 6 . 4 6 7 . 0

5d .6 23 3 7 . 6 5.3 31 .6 5 8 . 6

3 3 . 7 25 31 . 7 2 .7 2 7 . 7 39 .0

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

B I - Z Y G

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT 03

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

10 : £ 1 1 - 1 2



L I N L I T H G O W A D U L T C R A N I A L M E T R I C Table 43«f (cont)

HAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

FEMALES ONLY

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX. N

14 100.3 4.7 94.0 109.0 7

10 125.9 22.1 110.9 177.1 6

20 92.8 5.2 83.4 101.6 1 1

13 44.2 10.3 24.0 55.0 12

20 46.5 9.4 26.0 59.0 7

19 28.8 2.9 21.1 32.5 1 *

18 29.2 3.5 22.2 34.9 H

16 29.5 3.8 22.1 36.0 12

24 43.3 2.9 37.8 50.0 13

MEAN

104.2

121.5

103.6

49.9

48.7

31 .2

32.3

32.5

44.4

MALES

S.D.

7.2

4.9

5.2

14.4

17.2

2.8

3.7

3.8

2.5

ONLY

MIN.

95.0

115.9

95.2

25.0

24.0

27.2

27.3

27.8

40.6

MAX.

115.0

128.9

1 10.8

70.0

75.0

37.5

40.5

38.9

49.9

N

53

42

72

66

65

98

79

76

103

ALL

MEAN

93.5

1 1 0 , 1

91 .5

43,5

43,8

28 .1

27.9

27.2

41 .9

AVAILABLE

S.D.

14.7

19.7

1 2.2

1 2.9

1 3 . 1

4 .4

4.9

5.9

4.5

ADULTS

MIN.

52.0

62.5

52.0

18.0

18.0

12.4

12.9

13.2

29.2

MAX.

115.0

177.1

114.6

70.0

75.0

37.5

40.5

38.9

50.0

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND II

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

0 : £ 1 3 - 1 4



L I N L I T H G O W A D U L T P O S T - C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) LEFT SIDE Table 44mf

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUB)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML 'MAX)

FEM BEW

TIB L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB ML(NF)

TIB AP(1/3)

TIB ML(1 /3)

FIB L

N

r

1 2

1 1

7

1 1

2

4-

1 3

16

18

1 7

1 7

1 5

1 5

8

10

10

6

1 5

15

10

10

4

MEAN

1 32.8

292.7

39.9

234.3

218.2

122.0

50.5

407.5

41 .8

26.7

25.3

32.7

24.0

32.2

71 .4

332.5

225.5

66.9

30,4

21 .6

27.7

20.5

327.3

FEMALES

S.D.

5.9

12.1

1 .2

6.4

12.0

3.0

1 .4

16.5

2.3

2.9

2.4

2.9

1 .5

3.0

2.4

14.3

6.9

2.9

2.0

1 .6

2.8

2.1

13.9

ONLY

MIN.

126.0

270.0

37.1

225.0

194.0

119.9

49.5

380.0

37.5

22.5

22.2

27.6

22.6

27.0

68.1

308.0

218.0

63.6

27.4

19,6

23,9

17.5

306.0

MAX.

1 38.0

309.0

41 .5

241 .0

234.0

124.1

51 .5

436.0

47.3

32.6

31 .8

37.3

28.2

36.7

76.1

356.0

237.0

70.6

33.9

25.6

32.3

24.5

341 .0

N MEAN

9 147.8

10 325.0

10 47.3

8 2 6 1 . 6

11 240.6

5 108.1

55.3

10 455.4

12 48.9

12 30.6

1 1 28.1

1 1 34.5

12 27.7

12 33.5

10 80.9

13 358.5

n 238.0

1 1 76.0

14 35.6

14 25.4

13 32.2

13 23.1

8 355.8

MALES ONLY ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

S.O. MIN. MAX. N M^N s > D i MINi MAX-

5-3 141.0 156.0 18 139. 2 14.0 93.6 156.0

1 1 - 1 313.0 350.0 34 309.1 20.4 270.0 366.0

2.8 44.1 52.7 36 44<0 ^3 3 7 > 1 52<7

1 2 • 5 236.0 274.0 25 244.0 26.9 151 . 0 281.0

9 • 3 222.0 254.0 33 230.0 16.4 194.0 270.0

1 2 . 1 38.3 118.6 7 1 1 2 > 1 12.0 88.3 124.1

7.7 47.6 68.2 7 53<9 6>7 47t6 58t2

24.7 402.0 497.0 40 433.8 32.7 360.0 507.0

3- 1 43.5 53.9 49 45<6 4>3 37>5 53>9

2.8 25.6 34.4 5< 28.6 3 4 22>5 36<2

3.5 22.2 33.6 49 2 7 >i 3 > 5 22>2 36>5

3.4 30.0 40.9 50 33>6 3>7 21.6 40t9

3- 4 22.0 32-6 48 26.0 3.3 20.6 34.9

3-2 29.0 40.9 50 39.2 33.5 27.0 256.0

4.7 72.3 87.2 29 76>9 5<9 6fi<1 87t6

'5.5 337.0 383.0 34 347.4 18.8 308.0 383.0

11.0 224.0 257.0 33 228.7 23.7 112.0 257.0

3.4 71.1 83.3 20 72.9 5 > 1 63>6 83.3

3.6 28.9 41 .2 52 32.< 4.3 21 .9 41 .2

3-0 22.3 31.7 52 23(9 3(S 19(4 33t2

4.0 27.3 39.3 33 30.1 4.1 23.9 39.3

1 -8 1 9 - 3 25.5 33 21 t8 2.2 17.5 25.5

13.2 340.0 376.0 12 346.3 19.0 308.0 376.0

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMFH-ACET

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM APfSUB)

FEM ML(SUE)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BEW

TIB L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB AP{NF)

TIB ML(NF)

TIB AP(1/3)

TIB ML(1/3)

FIB L

0 : F 1 - 2



L I N L I T H G O W A D U L T P O S T - C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) R I G H T S I D E Table 44mf (cont)

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP( SUB)

FEM ML (SUB)

FEM A P ( M A X )

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM DEW

TIB L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB A P ( N F )

TIB ML(NF)

T IB A P ( 1 / 3 )

TIB ML(1/3)

FIB L

N MEAN

8 1 3 2 . 4

1 3 2 9 8 . 0

12 4 ' .6

10 2 3 8 . 6

11 217.0

0

0

15 4 1 1 . 9

16 4 1 . 9

19 2 6 . 3

17 2 5 . 6

17 32 .5

16 2 3 . 8

16 3 2 . 0

8 7 2 . 5

10 3 3 4 . 1

10 2 2 8 . 3

7 61 .9

13 31 .3

15 2 3 . 2

10 2 8 . 3

10 21 .9

5 3 3 0 . 2

FEMALES

S.D .

8 . 1

1 6 . 1

2 . 8

7 . 2

12 .5

-

-

17 .8

2 . 0

2 . 0

2 .8

2 . 6

1 .9

2 . 4

2 . 5

1 3 . 5

10.9

16 .5

1 .6

3 . 7

3 . 8

4 ,0

9 .8

ONLY

MIN.

1 2 1 . 0

2 6 2 . 0

3 7 . 4

2 2 5 . 0

192.0

-

-

3 8 3 . 0

3 7 . 5

2 2 . 9

2 2 . 6

2 8 . 7

21 .2

2 8 . 2

6 9 . 6

3 1 0 . 0

2 0 5 . 0

2 4 . 8

2 8 . 5

1 8 . 6

2 3 . 8

1 7.5

3 1 8 . 0

MAX.

1 4 5 . 0

3 1 8 . C

4 7 . 0

2 4 7 . 0

235 .0

-

-

4 3 6 . 0

4 4 . 7

2 9 . 5

3 4 . 4

36.9

2 7 . 6

3 5 . 8

7 6 . 7

351 .0

2 4 2 . 0

71 .1

3 3 . 8

31 .9

3 3 . 8

31 .3

3 4 3 , 0

N MEAN

10 1 4 7 , 5

1 0 3 3 1 . 9

10 4 7 . 7

6 2 7 1 . 5

11 2 4 1 . 5

3 9 3 . 2

3 5 5 . 8

1 3 4 5 2 . 1

1 3 4 8 . 5

1 4 3 0 . 7

1 4 2 8 . 9

14 3 4 . 5

12 2 7 . 0

12 3 3 . 5

12 6 2 . 1

1 3 3 5 9 . 8

1 3 241 .2

9 7 6 . 5

1 4 3 6 . 0

1 4 2 5 . 9

1 3 3 1 . 8

13 2 3 . 5

9 3 5 2 . 6

MALES

S.D .

6 . 6

1 6 . 1

3 . 6

11 .2

12 .7

1 6 . 9

2. 3

21 .9

3 . 5

2 . 8

3 . 7

3 . 6

3 . 6

3 . 0

3 . 7

1 7 . 3

1 3 . 2

3 . 8

3 . 7

2 . 7

4 . 0

2.1

1 3 , 7

ONLY

MIN.

1 4 0 . 0

3 1 6 . 0

4 3 . 1

2 5 6 . 0

2 1 4 . 0

8 2 . 6

5 3 . 9

4 0 0 . 0

4 2 . 5

25 . 1

2 3 . 0

2 8 . 7

21 .0

2 8 . 9

7 5 . 7

3 3 7 . 0

2 2 3 . 0

71 .1

2 7 . 5

2 2 . 3

2 6 . 8

19.7

3 3 4 . 0

MAX.

1 6 1 . 0

3 7 2 . 0

5 3 . 3

2 9 4 . 0

2 5 8 . 0

1 1 2 . 6

58 . 3

4 9 2 . 0

5 4 . 9

36. 1

3 7 . 3

4 0 . 6

3 5 . 2

4 0 . 1

88. 3

391 .0

271 .t

8 2 . 3

41 .6

3 2 . 3

3 8 . 4

27 .2

381 .0

ALL

N MEAN

2 3 1 3 7 . 7

3 9 3 1 0 . 9

3 3 4 3 . 6

2 5 2 5 4 . 7

2 8 2 3 2 . 4

4 9 6 . 6

4 5 3 . 2

4 2 4 3 2 . 5

4 5 4 5 . 4

55 2 8 . 6

50 27. I

50 3 3 . 7

4 5 2 5 . 5

4 5 3 2 . 7

2 6 7 7 . 8

3 7 3 4 6 . 1

3 6 2 3 0 . 5

22 7 0 . 8

50 3 3 . 1

52 2 4 . 5

36 2 9 . 5

36 2 2 . 3

18 3 4 6 . 1

AVAILABLE

S.D.

1 6 . 4

21 ,5

4 . 4

1 8 , 1

1 8 . 6

1 5 . 3

5 . 6

2 7 . 9

4 . 3

3 . 1

3 . 5

3 . 1

3 . 2

2 . 7

5 . 5

2 0 . 0

2 4 . 3

1 1 . 4

3 . 6

3 . 2

3 . 7

2 .9

1 7 . 2

ADULTS

MIN. MAX.

7 5 . 9 1 6 1 . 0

2 6 2 . 0 3 7 2 . 0

3 4 . 0 5 3 . 3

2 2 5 . 0 2 9 4 . 0

1 9 2 . 0 2 7 8 . 0

8 2 . 6 1 1 2 . 6

4 5 . 2 5 8 . 3

3 8 3 . 0 4 9 4 . 0

3 7 . 5 5 4 . 9

2 2 . 9 3 6 . 1

2 0 . 3 3 7 . 3

2 7 . 5 4 0 . 6

1 8 . 8 3 5 . 2

2 8 . 2 4 0 . 1

6 9 . 6 8 8 . 3

3 0 9 . 0 391 .0

1 1 6 . 0 271 .0

2 4 . 6 8 2 . 3

2 6 . 1 41 .6

1 8 . 6 3 2 . 3

2 3 . 8 3 8 . 4

17.5 3 1 . 3

3 1 0 . 0 3 8 1 . 0

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUB)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BEW

TID L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB ML(NF)

TID AP(1/3)

TIB ML(1/3)

FIB L

0 : F3-4



LINLITHGOW ADULT INDICES Table 45»f

CRANIAL

HEIGHT

FRONTAL

FACIAL

L ORBITAL

R ORBITAL

NASAL

PALATAL

L INNOMINATE

R INNOMINATE

LEFT MERIC

RIGHT MERIC

LEFT FEMUR

RIGHT FEMUR

LEFT CNEMIC

RIGHT CNEMIC

LEFT TIBIA

RIGHT TIBIA

L HUMFRAL

R HUMERAL

LEFT CRURAL

RIGHT CRURAL

L INTERHEHB

R INTERHEHB

N MEAN

13 8 0 , 0

7 9 2 . 6

1 3 6 8 . 0

1 5 8 . 8

4 9 4 . 7

2 9 3 . 1

3 4 4 . 5

9 1 1 3 . 9

2 1 4 1 . 6

0

1 ~> 7 7 . 7

17 7 9 . 4

15 7 4 . 7

16 7 4 . 8

15 7 1 . 3

13 7 0 . 3

1 0 7 4 . 4

9 7 7 . 2

7 7 3 . 4

9 7 2 . 5

6 80 .1

9 80 .6

3 6 9 . 5

4 70.0

FEMALES

S . D .

2 . 5

8.1

3 . 8

-

7 . 7

9 . 7

3 . 0

1 0 . 0

0 .8

-

8 .1

1 2 . 0

5 . 4

6 . 8

5 . 9

6 .8

7 . 3

18.1

2 .9

2 . 3

2 . 3

1 .4

1 .1

0 .9

ONLY

MIN.

7 6 . 3

8 4 . 2

61 .5

-

8 7 . 2

6 6 . 3

41 .8

1 0 3 . 2

1 4 1 . 0

-

6 5 . 2

6 7 . 2

6 7 . 3

62. 7

5 8 . 7

5 5 . 5

61 .3

5 9 . 5

66 .1

6 9 . 6

7 6 . 4

7 7 . 8

6 8 . 5

69 .1

MAX.

8 5 . 5

1 0 5 . 1

7 3 . 3

-

1 0 4 . 5

1 0 0 . 0

4 7 . 7

1 2 9 . 0

1 4 2 . 2

-

9 0 . 6

1 1 6 . 6

8 6 . 7

87 .8

81 .0

7 9 . 3

8 8 . 3

1 2 3 . 2

7 7 . 3

76 .8

8 3 . 1

8 2 . 4

7 0 . 7

7 0 . 9

N MEAN

9 7 7 . 9

9 7 . 3

11 6 6 . 8

1 6 2 . 4

4 3 6 . 6

4 8 6 . 5

4 4 5 . 1

b 1 1 3 . 6

5 9 9 . 7

3 6 7 . 7

11 6 2 . 0

14 8 4 . 0

12 8 2 . 9

12 80 .8

14 7 1 . 9

1 4 7 2 . 4

1 3 7 2 . 7

13 7 4 . 5

10 7 3 . 9

8 7 5 . 1

10 7 9 . 5

1 3 7 9 . 6

8 6 8 . 4

7 6 9 . 3

MALES

S.D.

4 . 2

5 . 7

4 . 7

-

1 0 . 3

1 2.6

4 . 1

7. 1

3 9 . 9

3 5 . 8

1 0 . 0

9 . 5

1 1 . 2

9 . 5

8 . 5

6 . 4

9 . 5

8 . 3

2 . 8

2 . 3

2 . 3

2 .6

1 .6

1 .5

ONLY

MIN.

7 0 . 6

8 9 . 0

6 3 . 1

-

7 4 . 5

6 9 . 9

3 9 . 3

1 0 7 . 0

2 9 . 4

4 4 . 6

6 7 . 0

6 9 . 7

6 7 . 0

6 6 . 5

5 6 . 8

61 .2

5 7 . 5

61 .2

7 0 . 7

7 2 . 9

7 5 . 9

7 6 . 5

6 5 . 7

6 6 . 5

MAX.

6 3 . 1

1 0 4 . 2

7 8 . 3

-

9 8 . 8

9 8 . 6

4 9 . 0

1 2 2 . 7

1 2 4 . 2

1 0 8 . 9

9 8 . 8

9 6 . 1

1 0 6 . 2

9 9 . 4

8 6 . 8

8 6 . 2

8 7 . 9

8 7 . 2

7 9 . 4

7 9 . 6

8 3 . 8

8 4 . 8

7 0 . 9

7 0 . 7

ALL

N MEAN

29 7 9 . 4

13 9 4 . 4

33 6 8 . 0

2 6 0 . 6

9 91 .7

8 8 9 . 9

3 4 6 . 6

2 1 1 1 5 . 6

7 1 1 1 . 7

4 8 4 . 8

4 9 6 0 . 3

50 80 .8

43 7 8 . 8

4 5 7 7 . 9

5 1 7 5 . 4

48 7 3 . 2

3 2 7 2 . 5

3 4 7 5 . 8

2 2 7 3 . 9

19 7 3 . 8

2 4 7 9 . 7

30 80 .1

14 68 .9

13 6 9 . 7

AVAILABLE

S.D.

3 . 5

7 . 3

4 . 4

2 . 6

9 . 4

1 1 .8

6 . 3

8 . 6

3 8 . 4

4 5 . 0

9 . 0

1 0 . 0

8 . 8

8 . 3

1 6.9

9 . 4

8 . 1

1 1 . 3

1 r
i. . _l

2 . 5

2 . 1

2 .1

1 .4

1 .3

ADULTS

MIN.

7 0 . 6

8 4 . 1

56 . 3

5 8 . 8

7 4 . 5

6 9 . 6

3 9 . 3

1 0 3 . 2

2 9 . 5

4 4 . 6

6 5 . 2

6 6 . 3

6 6 . 6

6 2 . 0

5 6 . 8

55 .5

5 7 . 5

5 9 . 5

G G . 1

6 9 . 6

7 5 . 9

7 6 . 5

6 5 . 7

6 6 . 5

MAX.

83 .6

1 0 5 . 1

7 6 . 3

6 2 . 4

1 0 4 . 4

1 06 . 1

6 0 . 4

1 2 9 . 0

1 4 2 . 2

1 3 6 . 0

1 0 0 . 9

1 1 6 . 6

1 0 6 . 2

9 9 . 4

151 .6

1 2 3 . 3

8 8 . 3

1 2 3 . 2

/ y . 4

7 9 . 6

8 3 . 6

6 4 . 6

7 0 . 9

7 0 . 9

CRANIAL

HEIGHT

FRONTAL

FACIAL

L ORBITAL

R ORBITAL

NASAL

PALATAL

L INNOMINATE

R INNOMINATE

LEFT MERIC

RIGHT MERIC

LEF7 FEMUR

RIGHT FEMUR

LEFT CNEMIC

RIGHT CNEMIC

LEFT TIBIA

RIGHT TIBIA

L HUMERAL

R HUMERAL

LEFT CRURAL

RIGHT CRURAL

L INTERHEHB

R INTERHEMB

F5-6



LINLITHGOW

NON-METRIC TRAITS

Tablo 46»£

Figures represent percentage values rounded to nearest whole

number.

N in brackets.

TRAIT

METOPIC SUTURE

BREGMA OSSICLE

SAGITTAL OSSICLE

LAMBDOID OSSICLE

CLASS

0

1

0

1

0

1
2

3

0

1

IHMATURES

13

87

O)

100

-

(16)

81

19

-

-

(16)

88

12

(25)

ADULTS

79

21

(72)

98

2

(51)

83

9

5

3

(35)

62

18

(50)

10 t F7



TRAIT

EPIPTERIC OSSICLE

PARIETAL OSSICLE

WORMIAN OSSICLE

SUPRAORBITAL FORA>tEN

IHHATUKES

CLASS

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

11

12

13

0

1

2

LEFT

100

-

-

(1 )

75

25

-

(4)

14

29

-

14

-

14

29

-

-

-

-

(7)

77

21

2

(43)

RIGHT

100

-

-

(3)

80

20

-

(5)

17

17

-

17

-

-

17

17

-

17

-

(6)

79

21

-

(42)

Tablo 46of (cont)

ADULTS

LEFT

65

35

-

(20)

83

10

7

(29)

44

12

24

4

12

-

-

-

4

-

-

(25)

73

27

-

(55)

RIGHT

74

16

10

(19)

87

13

-

(30)

40

12

16

4

8

4

8

-

4

-

4

(25)

76

19

5

(62)

10 i FQ



Table 46mf (cent)

INFRAORBITAL SUTURE

ACC INFRAORBITAL FOR

ZYGOFACIAL FORAMEN

PARIETAL FORAMEN

PTERION SHAPE

MASTOID FORAMEN

MASTOID FOR POSITION

0

1

0

1
2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

H

X

K

0

1

2

3

N

20

80

(20)

63

17

-

(23)

18

26

41

13

3

-

-

(39)

76

24

(25)

100

-

-

(3)

54

42

4

-

(24)

19

10

90

(20)

96

-

4

(22)

21

34

29

11

3

3

-

(36)

64

36

(25)

00

-

20

(5)

74

26

-

-

(19)

5

61

39

(18)

89

11

-

(18)

23

34

32

8

-

2

2

(53)

61

39

(51)

90

5

5

(20)

39

57

2

2

(61)

4

74

26

(19)

65

29

6

(17)

18

4

23

12

5

-

-

(59)

45

51

(49)

95

-

5

(21)

33

60

5

2

(63)

7

10 i F9



•*\

MASTOID FOR POSITION

HUSCHKE FORAMEN

ANT CONDYLAR CAWAL

POST CONDYLAR CANAL

MENTAL FORAMEN

•N

F

0

1

2

1

2

0

1

2

1

2

3

19

81

(21 )

74

26

-

(43)

94

6

(12)

38

61

-

(65)

96

3

1

(80)

5

95

(19)

74

26

2

(47)

90

10

(77)

28

70

2

(67)

98

1

1

(82)

Table 46uf

4

96

(54)

94

2

2

(56)

88

12

(56)

56

44

-

(39)

99

2

-

(68)

(cont)

7

93

(56)

95

5

-

(65)

85

15

(60)

41

56

3

(34)

99

1

-

(74)

10 i F10



LINLITHGOW

PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Tablo 47«f

S u m m a r y list of pathological or anomalous conditions diagnosed in

the SK epf.ciaens. A fu l l description of the condition aay bo

found on the SIC apeciaen's Record Sheet.

FRACTURES: SK 26, 35, 72, 83, 98, 112, 115, 150, 158, 162,

173, 182, 183.

DEGENERATIVE JOTNT DISEASE:

Vertebral - St 1, 26, 32, 33, 35, 40, 76, 98, 106, 108,

115, 138, 158, 164, 170, 176, 182, 184,

185, 191.

O t h e r - SK 26, 41, 76, 83, 84, 98, 108, 115, 150,

158, 164, 175, 181.

SCRHQRL'S N O D B S i Sfc 32, 35, 41, 53, 65, 76, 83, 84, 98, 108,

117, 159, 181, 182, 184, 185, 188.

SPONDYLOLYSIS at f i f t h lumbar ver tebral Sfc 27, 176.

OST&OCHONDR1TIS DISSECAWSt Sit 27 , 35, 84, 98, 134, 148, 174,

185, 188.

CKIBRA O R B I T A L I A i SK 5, 6, 28, 32, 45, 55, 62, 67, 69, 70,

80, 83, 87, 90, 91, 102, 138, 156, 159,

167, 177, 185.

HARRIS LINKS (t ibl«)i SIC 4, 8, 19, 20, 27, 32, 35, 36, 39, 41,

54, 62, 64, 69, 70, 75, 82, 83, 84,

35, 86, 91, 93, 98, 106, 112, 115,

121, 127, 131, 134, 146, 14ft, 151,

159, 174, 182, 184, 186, 188, 189,

192, 194, 195.
"" . .'v1' "/.' ,

v. . 1 0 i F11
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Table 47«f (cont)
METOPIC SUTURES: SK 4, 58, 68, 77, 78, 79, 60, 95, 100, 111,

115, 139, 143, 155, 159, 165, 169, 174,

184, 186, 203.

"BUNS": SK 33, 36, 70, 158, 185.

INCA BCtES: SK 133.

ro; SPECIFIC INFECTIONS: SK 1, 8, 26, 35, 62, 65, 66, 91, 98,
99, 108, 112, 129, 130, 132, 149,

150, 156, 158, 167, 173, 177,

180, 183, 184, 188, 189, 192,

197, 198.

SPECIFIC INFECTION:

Tuberculosis - (SK 70, 94, 150).

TU-IXRS: SK 2, 199.

SACRAL SPINA BIFIDA: SK 12, 19, 27, 36, 39, 41, 65, 93, 177,

194.

10 i F I 2



PERTH SK 1 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Also preienti ono left rib haad j phalanges of MC.

AsBociatod withi AS 1a - AS 1j

Pathology I

I. Degonorative change on anterior surface of LV 4 body,

TV1

TV12

ff \)*Mw^

o
10 i 01-2



PERTH SK 2 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

Associated wlthi AS 2a - AS 2g

Pathology!

1. Sacralization of LV 5.

10 I G3-*



PERTH SK 3 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

7 X 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
1 2 3 * 5 X 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Also present: two lef t rib heads; phalanges of M C j phalanges

of MT.

Associated witht AS 3a - AS 31

Pathologyi

1 , Severe lipping on CV 6 - CV 7,

TV1

TV12

U5-6



PERTH SK 4 ADULT

Also praaanti phalanges of MT

Associated withi AS 4a - AS 4c

Pathology 1

1. The shaft of tho left tibia is diffusely enlarged, possibly

an osteitio reaction.



PERTH SK 5 FEMALE ADULT

D \
D 7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

X

1

\
\
\

2 3

X X

4

4

5

5

6 7 (8

6 7 (8

Also present: two CV bodice; two TV bodiesj six TV archaaj two

left rib heads; one right rib head; phalanges of HC.

Associated -witht AS 5a

0 i -Vr-10



PERTH SK 6 ADULT

•ftI
Aliio present: phalanges of MT

Associated withi AS 6a - AS 6b

Pathology:

1. Right MT 2, MT 3 and MT 4 show lipping around the proximal

articular aurfaoe.

10 G1 1-13



PERTH SK 7 YOUNG ADULT

Also present: loft first rib and two headsj right first rib

and five heads.

Associated with! AS 7a - AS 7b

10 I Q13-U
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PERTH SK 8 MALE SUBADULT

Also present: left first rib and seven heads, right first rib

and nine heads.

Associated with: AS 8a - AS 8(1)

Stature: 169.69 +/- 2.99 cms

Pathology:

1* Partial lumbarization of 8V 1, Schmorl's nodes on TV's and

LV'§, icoliosifl antociated with u*dging of vertebral bodies

apparent between TV 2 - TV 10.

2. Healed fracture on diatal third of right ulna, and on

nidahaft of right tibia.

11 i A3-*



PERTH SK 9 OLD ADULT

Associated with; AS 9a - AS 9 ( 7 5 )

II ) A5-6



PERTH SK 10 FEMALE ADULT

Aleo preaenti left first rib

Pathology:

1. Schmorl'a nodes on inferior and superior surfaces of CV 6

and CV 7.

1 I i A7-S



PERTH SK 11 FEMALE MIDDLE-AGED ADULT

Associated with: AS 11 a - AS 11(47)

11 j A9-10



PERTH SK 12 ADULT

Associated with: AS 12a - AS 12f

Pathology:

1. Healed fracture of right tibia at distal end

Note:

1. Poaiibly a male specimen.

A 1 1 -



PERTH SK 13 MALE YOUNG ADULT

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 ^ \ \ \ \

1 2 3 4 5

\ X S 4 5 6 7 8

Also present: phalanx of MC

Pathology:

1. Sub-perioflteal new bone development on distal end of left

f ibula .

2. Reactive bone present on floor of right maxillary sinus.

11 1 AI3 -U



PERTH SK 14

NOTE

1. No specimen.

i B1-2



PERTH SK 15 MALE YOUNG ADULT

[8] 7 6 5 4 X X \

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Associated with: AS 15a - AS 15w

\ X 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

11 J B3-4



PERTH SK 16 YOUNG ADULT

^

V 6 5 \ X \

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

\ X X X X

X X 8

Also present: hyoid body; left first rib and eight heads)

right first rib and eight heads* phalanges of HC.

NOTE

1. PoiBibly a female specimen.

Pathology!

1. Schmorl't nodes on TV 3 - TV 1, TV 9 - LV 2, also ?

traumatic oeteophytio development on CV 5 and CV 6.

2. Leiion on capitulura of right huraerui,

4* Reactive bone evident on sternal body at articulation with

(milting) manubrium.

11 i B5-6



PERTH SK 17 MALE YOUNG ADULT

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Alfio present: hyoid

Associated witln AS 17a - A3 17i

Pathology:

1. Reactive bone around the left and right external auditory

rneatus.

2. Protuberance on lateral a»pact of shaft of left fewur.

1 I i B7-6



PERTH SK 18 ADULT

Associated with: AS 18a - AS 1 8 ( 2 4 )

11 i B9-10



PERTH SK 19 ADULT

Associated with: AS 19a - AS 19g

NOTE

Possibly a female specimen.

1 1 J BU- B12



PERTH SK 20 MALE ADULT

Associated with: AS 20a - AS 20d

11 i B13-1*



PERTH SK 21 MALE YOUNG ADULT

Also present: first left rib and nine heads; first riahf lib

and nine heads; phalanges of MC.

Associated with: AS 21a - AS 21e

Pathology:

1. Lumbarlzation of SV 1, posteriorly.

2. Left MC 4 and MC 5 much smaller than other MC's, ? atrophy.



PERTH SK 22 FEMALE YOUNG ADULT

Also present: two LV bodies

Associated witht AS 22a - AS 22n

H i C3-4



PERTH SK 23



P E R T H SK 24

1 1 t C7-Q



PERTH MATCHED BONES Table 48mf

IMMATURE SKULL

MB 1

AS 3g: right temporal

AS 3h: right sphenoid

IMMATURE VERTEBRAL COLUMN

MB 13

AS 8c: middle thoracic vertebra

AS 3r: middle thoracic vertebra

MB 24

AS 18(14): lumbar vertebrae 2 - 5

AS 18(15)t sacral v«rt«brae 1 - 2

ADULT SKULL

MB 5

AS 9u: maxilla and left lygonatic

KB 10

AS 8dt frontal

AS 9pi right p«ri«tal

Femal* »p«ci»«n

11 i C9



MB 11 Table, 4Mf (cont)

AS 3k: left and right parietal bones, occipital

Possibly a female specimen.

HB 12

AS 7a: frontal and right parie'al

Posaibly a female specimen.

KB 18

AS 11c: maxilla and left zygomatic

KB 21

AS 9x: frontal

AS 17a: left and right parietal and te»poral bon«», occipital

Possibly a female specimen.

KB 25

CH 1: frontal, left and right parietal and temporal bone»,

occipital

Possibly a feaale specimen.

*a 33
CH 6: frontal, left and right pari«tal bones, occipital

1 1 ; CIO



ADUL>' VERTEBRAL COLUMN Table 48mf (coat)

MB 2

AS 9a: cervical vertebrae 1 - 5

MB 3

AS 9b: cervical vertebra 1 - sacral vertebra 1

MB 4

AS 9(2); cervical vertebrae 6 - 7

MB 7

AS 9(4): lumbar vertebra 5

AS 9(5): sacral vertebra 1

MB 1 4

AS 11(15)i cervical vertebra 1

AS 11(16): cervical vertebra 2

AS 11(17): cervical vertebrae 3 - 7

AS 11(18): thoracic vertebrae 1 - 6

Degenerative change on cervical vertebrae 5 and 6,

MB 15

AS 11(19): cervical vertebra* 4 - 7

AS 11(20): thoracic vert«bra« 1 - 1 2

AS 11(21)t lumbar v«rt«br«« 1 - 5

AS 11(22): **cral v*rt*bra« 1 - 5

KB 22

AS 18ai thoracic v«rt«br*« 5 - 1 2

AS 18bi lumbar v«rt«br«9 1 - 5

i en



Table 48*f (centADULT LEFT HAND

KB 3

AS 9 ( 1 4 ) : raetacarpal 2

AS 9 ( 1 5 ) : metacarpal 3

MB 29

HC 3: Bdtacarpal 2

HC 4: metacarpal 3

HC 2: ffitttacarpal 4

ADULT RIGHT HAND

MB 9

AS 9 ( 1 8 ) : m«tacarpal 4

AS 9 ( 1 9 ) 1 matacarpal 5

KB 16

AS 11(23): aetacarpal 2

AS 11(24): metacarpal 3

MB 30

SC 1i scaphoid

LU 1t

TM 1 t tr*p«iiu»

CA 1 t c*pit«t«

HA 1t bamat*
TQ 1 t triquttral

MC 1t



HC 7: matacarpal 5 T*bl« 4ami (coot)

ADULT LEFT FOOT

MB 19

AS 15c: talus

AS 15b: calcancus

AS 15k: cuboid

A3 15f: metatarsal 1

AS 15g: metatarsal 2

AS 15h: mtttataraal 3

AS 15i: netatarsal 4

AS 15j: metiitaraal 5

AS 15n: proximal phalanges, n-2

MB 23

AS 18h: talus

AS 1Si: calcanaus

MB 26

TAL 1 t talus

CALC 1 t calcmneus

NAV 1: navicular

HCU 11 Mdial ounaifora

LCU 1 t lateral Cuneiform

CUB 1j cuboid

HT 11 Mtatarial 1

HT 3t natatarsal 2

MT 41 Mt*t*r*al 3

1 » i C13



Table 4&mf (comHT 5; oetatarsal 4

MB 27

TAL 2: talus

CALC 2: calcaneus

NAV 2: navicular

HCU 2: medial cuneiform

ICU 2: intermediate cuneiform

LCU 2: lateral cuneiform

HT 9: netatarsal 1

HT 10: metatareal 3

HT 1 1 i raetatarsal 4

MT 12; metatarsal 5

ADULT RIGHT FOOT

HB 17

AS 11(36): motatarval

A3 11 (37)t metatareal 3

AS 11(38): maUtarMl 4

HB 20

AS 15«i talus

AS 15dt calcantua

MB 28

HT 6t aatataraal 2

HT 7 1 Mtatartal 3

MT 6t Mtatanal 4

LL...



MB 32

MT 17: matatarsal 2

MT 18: metataraal 3

Table 4g*f (cent)

ADULT PELVIS

MB 6

AS 9(3): sacral vertebrae 1

AS 9{49)i left innominate

AS 9(55)1 right innominate

Possibly a female specimen.

- 5

U t Dl



PERTH

DISARTICULATED DENTITIONS
IMMATURE MAXILLAE

IMMATURE MANDIBLES

( T j \ 6 j . d



AS 11a Tabl* 49mf (cont)

\ 6 e \ -

ADULT MAXILLAE

AS 9t

\ X \& 4 5 6

ADULT HAUDIBLES

AS 3j

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

U t D3
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Table 49*f (cont)

8 7 6 5 4 3 l \ \ 2 3 \ 5 6 7 8

\ X 3 4 5 6 X



PERTH MINIMUM COUNT Table 50mf

Top five count of individual bones, combining the 'SK' burials

and tha disarticulated material, to give a minimum number of

individuals.

IMMATURE N

Right proximal femur 2

Right temporal 2

Right distal humerus 2

Right distal ulna 2

Right scaphoid 1

ADULT N TOTAL

Left proximal femur 22 24

Left proximal femur 21 23

Right proxirr.al femur 20 22

Rignt scapula 18 20

Left scapula 17 18

11 i D6



PERTH
AGE DISTRIBUTION

51mf

Age distribution of 'SK1 burials.

AGE CATEGORY

Foetal

Perinatal

Infant

Child

Young Juvenile

Old Juvenile

Subadult

Young Adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Immature

Adult

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
10

1
1

0

8

%

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

46

5

5

0

38

TOTAL 21

11 i D7



Table 51m£ (con

Age distribution of adult male and fomale 'SK1 burials.

AGE CATEGORY

Subadult

Young Adult

Middle-aged Adult

Old Adult

Adult

MALE FE>iALE

N

1

5

0

0

1

%

14

71

0

0

14

N

0

3

1

0

2

*

0

50

17

0

33

TOTAL

U



1

PERTH IMMATURE CRANIAL METRIC (mm)

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-7,YG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

FOETAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX. N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX.

11 : DS-10

MEAN

INFANT

S.D. MIN

Tibia 52mf

MAX.

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BrtS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB



PERTH IMMATURE C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) Table 52af (cont)

MAWD L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA"

BI-HF

FOETAL

MEAN S.D. MIN.MAX.

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX. N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MEAN

INFANT

S.D. HIN. MAX.

HAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

n Dii-12



PERTH IMMATURE CRANIAL METRIC (mm) Table 52»f (cont)

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CHILD

HEAtt S.D. MIN.MAX

YOUNG JUVENILE

MEAN S.D. HIN.MAX.

OLD JUVENILE

MEAN S.D. MIN.MAX.

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-HAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

U t D13-14



PERTH IMMATURE CRANIAL METRIC (mm) T»bl« 52»f (cont)

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CHILD

MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

YOUNG JUVENILE

MEAN S.D. HIN. MAX.

OLD JUVENILE

MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

U t Bi-2



PERTH IMMATURE P O S T - C R A N I A L METRIC (mm) Table 53*f

LEFT SIDE

: CLAV L
•i

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

i
RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUH L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM Bi
;FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MEAN

FOETAL

S.D. MIN. MAX.

PERINATAL

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX MEAN

INFANT

S.D. MIN. MAX. LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

11 i E3-4



P E R T H I M M A T U R E POST-CRANIAL METRIC (mm) Table 53mf (cont)

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM H

ILIUM B

FEH L

TIB L

FIB L

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CHILD

MEAN S.D. MIN.WAX

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

YOUNG JUVENILE

HEAN S.D. MIN MAX N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

OLD JUVENILE

HEAN S.D. H:•J. MAX.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM

ILIUM

FEH L

TIB L

FIB L

RIGHT

CLAV L

HUM L

ULN L

RAD L

ILIUM

ILIUM

FEM L

TIB L

FIB L

H

B

SIDE

H

B

U i E5-6



PERTH ADULT CRANIAL METRIC ( m m ) Tabi. 5<«f

GLA-OCC
'•

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BREG

ALV-NAS

MAX B

M I N B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

3 BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

FEMALES ONLY

N MEAN S.D. M I N * MAX.

1 170 .0 -

1 97.0 -

0

0

1 71.0 -

1 130.0 -

4 96.5 2.1 94 .0 99.0

2 97.3 1.6 96.2 98.4

0

0

3 23.7 3.9 19.8 27.5

0

1 36.5 -

o
2 38*5 3.0 36.4 40.6

1 50.8 .-

0

0

0

1 33*1 . . .

1 26.0 -

MALES ONLY

N MEAN S.D. M I N . MAX.

2 186.0 8.5 180.0 192.0

2 101.5 7.8 96.0 107.0

0

2 130.5 0.7 130.0 131 .0

0

2 145.5 0.7 145.0 146.0

1 102.0 -

1 97.8 -

1 135.5 -

1 88.8 -

1 19*8 -

1 32.1 -

1 41.1 -

1 31.0 -

1 39.9 -

1 51.9 -

0

1 66*1 -

0

2 35*7 3*5 33.2 38.2

2 30*3 1.2 29*4 31.1

ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

N MEAN S.D. M I N . MAX.

3 180.7 11 .0 170.0 192.0

3 100.0 6.1 96.0 107.0

0

3 129.7 1 .5 128.0 131 .0

1 71.0 -

5 138.8 6.9 130.0 146.0

6 97.3 2.8 94.0 102.0

5 97.0 1.1 95.8 98.4

1 135.5 -

1 88.8 -

5 23.2 3.4 19.8 27.5

1 32.1 -

3 37.8 2.9 35.7 41.1

1 31.0 -

4 38.3 2.3 36.1 40.6

2 51.4 0.8 50*8 51.9

0

1 66.1 -

0

4 35*0 2.4 33.1 38.2

4 28*9 2.1 26.0 31.1

GLA-OCC

BAS-NAS

BAS-ALV

BAS-BR^G

ALV-NAS

MAX B

MIN B

BI-EC

BI-ZYG

BI-MAX

BI-DA

LT OH

LT OB

RT OH

RT OB

NH

NB

PL

PB

FL

FB

11 ; E7-6



P E R T H ADULT C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( m m ) Table 54nf (cont)

HAND L

BI-COND

BI-GON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF

FEMALES ONLY

N MEAN S.D. WIN. MAX.

0

1 73.7

1 93.7

2 47.5 0.7 47.0 48.0

0

2 28.6 0.0 28.6 28.6

3 30.8 1.9 29.4 32.9

1 29.4

1 42.8

N

1

0

1

2

1

2

3

3

2

MALES ONLY

MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

102.0

-

97.1

65.0 1 1 . 3 57.0 73.0

54.0

34.2 2.3 32.6 35.8

33.0 1 . 1 32.2 34.3

33.3 1.5 32.3 35.0

44.2 4.8 40.8 47.6

N

5

5

6

9

5

10

1 3

8

9

ALL

MEAN

99.6

105.1

98.7

53.1

50.0

30.1

30.0

31 .3

44.5

AVAILABLE

S.D.

8.0

19.0

5.1

10. G

5.3

3.6

2.7

4.3

3.6

ADULTS

MIN.

87.0

73.7

93.7

44.0

44.0

25.2

25.3

24.0

40.8

MAX.

107.0

1 1 9.9

107.9

73.0

56.0

35.3

34.3

38.0

52.0

MAND L

BI-COND

BI-CON

LT COND H

RT COND H

LT RB

RT RB

INF-GNA

BI-MF
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PERTH ADULT P O S T - C R A N I A L M E T R I C ( D I M ) LEFT SIDE Table 55*f

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

A GET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUB)

FE.H ML (SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BCW

TIB L

TIB NPL

TIB MHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB ML<NF»

TIB AP<1/3)

TIB MLO/3)

FIB L

N

0

0

0

u
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
0

FEMALES ONLY

MEAN S.D. MIN MAX.

22.4

N

1

0

0

1

1

c
0

2

1

2

1

1

0

0

1

2

1

1

3

3

2

2

0

MALES ONLY

MEAN S .D. M I N . MAX.

1 4 6 . 9

- - - -

-

2 5 6 . 0

2 3 9 . 0

- - -

_

461 .5 0 .7 461 .0 4 6 2 . 0

4 6 . 0 -

3 1 . 6 0 . 6 31 .0 3 2 . 2

29.9 -

36.8

_

..

78 .2

359.0 0.0 359.0 3^.0

2 4 6 . 0

7 2 . 4

35.0 3.2 31 ,8 38.1

2S.1 1 .6 23 .3 26.3

34 .1 2.8 32.1 36.0

25.6 2 .5 23.6 2 7 . 4

_

ALL A V A I L A B L E ADULTS

N

2

1

1

1

2

0

0

2

3

12

10

9

0

0

1

2

1

1

9

10

2

2

0

MEAN

1 38.

326.

4 2 .

2 5 6 .

2 2 7 .

-

-

461 .

4 7 .

28.

2 7 .

?1 .

-

-

76 .

359,

2 4 6 .

7 2 .

34.

23,

3 4 ,

25.

-

S.D. M I N .

3 1 2 . 2 1 2 9 . 7

1J — —

0

0

0 1 7 . 0 2 1 5 . 0

-

-

5 0.7 461 .0

4 5.0 4 2 . 2

7 2.8 2 5 . 0

1 3.6 2 2 . 5

9 3.2 2 5 . 4

•

-

2 -

0 0.0 359.0

0

4

0 3.6 29 .1

9 2.7 20 .9

1 2.8 3 2 . 1

6 2.5 23.6

-

MAX.

1 4 6 . 9

-

-

-

2 3 9 . 0

-

-

4 6 2 . 0

5 2 . 1

3 3 . 0

35 .0

36.8

-

-

-

3S9.0

-

-

38.1

28.6

36.0

2 7 . 4

-

LEFT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

RAD L

S Y M P H - A C E T L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

FEM MAP

F E M A P ( S U B )

F E M M L ( S U B )

F E M A P ( M A X )

F E M M L ( M A X )

FEM BEW

TI3 L

TIB NFL

TIB MHD

T I B A P ( N F )

TIB K L ( N M

T I B A P M / 3 )

T I B M L ( 1 / 3 )

TIB L
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PERTH ADULT P O S T - C R A N I A L METRIC (mm) R I G H T SIDE (cont)

: RIGHT SIDE

! CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN L

HAD L

: SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MHD

£ FEM MAP

F E M A P < S U B )

FEM M L ( S U B )

FEM A P ( M A X )

FEM M L ( K A X )

TEM BEW

TIB L

[ TIB NFL

TIB MHD

| TIB A P ( N F )

| TIB ML(HF)

[ TIB A P O / 3 )

I TIB K U 1 / 3 )

j

FEMALES ONLY

N MEAN S . D . M I N . MAX.

0

0

0

0 - - - -

0

0

0

0

1 2 3 . 6

1 21 .3

1 3 3 . 5

0

0

0

0

0

o
0

0 - - - -

0

o
o

MALES ONLY

N MEAN S .D. M I N . M A X .

0

1 3 3 7 . 0

1 4 9 . 9

1 2 7 3 . 0

1 2 5 0 . 0

0

0

1 4 6 3 . 0

1 4 6 . 0

3 30.1 3.6 2 6 . 2 3 3 . 2

1 29 .1

1 3 1 . 6 -

0

0

1 78.9

0

0

1 73 .0

3 3 4 . 3 3.8 3 0 . 7 38.2

3 2 4 . 9 1 .7 23 .3 26 .6

0

0

o

ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

N MEAN S . D . M I N . M A X .

2 1 4 0 . 2 1 5 . 1 1 2 9 . 5 1 50 .8

1 3 3 7 . 0

1 4 9 . 9 -

2 2 5 8 . 5 2 0 . 5 2 4 4 . 0 2 7 3 . 0

4 2 3 0 . 5 1 6 , 1 2 1 2 . 0 2 5 0 . 0

0

0

2 4 6 3 . 0 0 .0 4 6 3 . 0 4 6 3 . 0

4 4 8 . 9 2.6 4 5 . 3 51 .1

14 2 9 . 2 3 .1 2 3 . 6 33.9

9 2 7 . 8 4.2 21 .3 3 4 . 4

8 33 .1 3.7 2 8 . 2 38.9

0

0

2 8 2 . 9 5.6 7 6 . 9 66.8

0

0

1 73.0

9 3 3 . 4 3.6 27 .8 38.2

9 25.1 2.3 2 1 . 2 2 8 . 2

0

0

o

| 11 : E13-14
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RIGHT SIDE

CLAV L

HUM L

HUM MHD

ULN I

RAD L

SYMPH-ACET L

ACET B

FEM L

FEM MUD

FEM MAP

FEM AP(SUB)

FEM ML(SUB)

FEM AP(MAX)

FEM ML(MAX)

FEM BEW

TIB L

TIB NFL

TIB HHD

TIB AP(NF)

TIB HL(NF)

TIB AP(1/3)

TIB ML(1/3)

FIB L



PERTH ADULT INDICES
Table 56»f

CRANIAL

HEIGHT

FRONTAL

FACIAL

L ORBITAL

R ORBITAL

NASAL

PALATAL

L INNOMINATE

R INNOMINATE

LEFT MEKIC

RIGHT MERIC

LEFT FEMUR

RIGHT FEMUR

LEFT CNEMIC

RIGHT CNEMIC?

LEFT TIBIA

RIGHT TIBIA

L HUMERAL

R HUMERAL

LEFT CRURAL

RIGHT CRURAL

L INTERMEHB

R INTEKMEKB

N

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FEMALES ONLY

MEAN S.D. MIN

76.5

73.8

63.6

MAX.

MALES ONLY

N MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

2 78.3 4.0 75.5 81 .1

2 89.7 9.2 89.0 90.3

1 69.9

0 - -

1 78.1

1 77.7

0

0

0

0 - - - -

1 81 .3

1 92.1

0 - - - -

0

3 72.0 2.6 69.0 73.7

3 72.7 3.1 69.6 75.9

2 75.1 1.4 74.1 76.1

0

0

1 74.2

1 77.7

0

0

o

N

3

3

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

9

8

0

0

9

9

2

0

0

1
1
0

0

0

ALL AVAILABLE ADULTS

MEAN S.D. MIN. MAX.

77.7 3.0 75.5 81.1

91 .6 3.4 89.0 95.5

71 .9 2.8 69.9 73.8

_

78.1

77.7

-

-

-

_

86. 1 8.2 72.4 1 02.6

85. 3 9.1 63.6 92.1

-

-

70.9 6.4 55.1 76.1

75.5 4.7 69.6 84.2

75.1 1.4 74.1 76.1

-

- - - -

74.2

77.7

-

-

-

CRANIAL

HEIGHT

FRONTAL

FACIAL

L ORBITAL

R ORBITAL

NASAL

PALATAL

L INNOMINATE

R INNOMINATE

LEFT MERIC

RIGHT MERIC

LEFT FEMUR

RIGHT FEMUR

LEFT CNEMIC

RIGHT CNEMIC

LEFT TIBIA

RIGHT TIBIA

L HUMERAL

X HUMERAL

LEFT CRURAL

RIGHT CRURAL

L INTERMEMB

R INTERMEHB

1 1 PI-2



PERTH NON-METRIC TRAITS Table 57af

Figures represent percentage values rounded to nearest whole

number.

N in brackets.

TRAIT CLASS IMMATURES ADULTS

HETOPIC SUTURE 0 - 92

1 - 8

(0) (12)

BREGHA OSSICLE 0 - 100

(0) (9)

SAGITTAL OSSICLE 0 - 100

(0) (8)

LAMBDOID OSSICLE 0 100

(0) (10)

IMMATURES ADULTS

*i
T
t
{
"

^M__^__

TRAIT CLASS LEFT RIGHT LEFT

EPIPTBflIC OSSICLE 0 - - 100

(0) (0) (3)

PARIETAL OSSICLE 0 86

1 14

(0) (0) (7)

ASTERION OSSICLE 0 - - 100

(0) (0) (6)

WORHIAtf OSSICLX 0 83

1 17

(0) (0) (6)

U t F3
i :

RIGHT

100

(4)

100

-

(6)

100

(5)

83

17

(6)

^̂ •̂•̂ M



SUPRAORBITAL FORAMEN

INFRAORBITAL SUTURE

ACC INFRAORBITAL FOR 0

ZYGOFACIAL FORAMEN

PARIETAL FORAMEN

PTERION SHAPE

MASTOID FORAMEN

MASTOID FOR POSITION ON

HUSCtfKE FORAMEN

0

1

0

1
0

0

1
2

3

0

1

2

H

X

0

1

'N

'P

0

Table 57mf

70

30

(0) (0) (10)

33

67

100

(0) (0) (2)

25

50

25

_

(0) (0) (4)

67

25

- - 8

(0) (0) (12)

50

50

(0) (0) (2)

- - 50

50

(0) (0) (10)

- 13

87

((0) (0) (8)

100

(0) (0) (10)

(cont)

64

36

(11 )

50

50

100

(2)

-

67

-

33

(3)

73

27

-

(11)

-

100

(1 )

63

37

(8)

-

100

(3)

100

(15)

U i F*



ANT CONDYLAR CANAL

POST CONDYLAR CANAL

MENTAL FORAMEN

0) ( 0 )

(0

(0

( 0 )

( 0 )

Table 57mf (cont)

78 57

22 43

( 9 ) ( 7 )

83 100

17

( 6 )

100

( 7 )

( 5 )

100

( 8 )

H t F5



PERTH

PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Table 58af

Summary list of pathological or anomalous conditions diagnosed in

the SK specimens. A full description of the condition may be

found on the SK specimen's Record Sheet.

FRACTURES: SK 4, 8, 12, 17.

DEGQiERATIVE JOINT DISEASE:

Vertebral - SK 1, 3, 8, 16.

Other - SK 6, 16.

SOMORL'S NODES: SK 8, 16.

MEIDPIC StmjRES; SK 3.

"BUNS": SK 7.

tWI-SPEOFIC INFECTIONS: SK 4, 13, 16, 17.

11 i F6



8.2 ABERDEEN POTTERY J C MURRAY

12 MARTIN'S LAHE

The amount of pottery recovered from the site is small (c 14 kg) and
co^es from all 5 identified phases of activity. The sherd size and the
abraded and fragmentary nature of the material in all phases makes it
of little use in comparative studies of medieval and post-medieval
ceramic from other sites within the town* The sequence would appear to
date from the 13th century in Period 1 to the 19th century in Period 5,
with large amounts of residual material evident from Period £c onwards.

Period 1 i c late 13th century (111 86mf, 1 - ̂ )

A very small amount of pottery from this pre-friary construction
period is dated to the 13th century by the presence of 2 pieces of
highly decorated Scarborough ware Jugs (111 86raf, ]_ - 2). The group
also contains a quantity of very abradtd »htrd« of red and grey wares,
possibly of local origin*

Period 2i c 13th - 15th century (111 86mf, £ ~ 7J

Although local warea prtdcrcinato in thit amall group, aoat
Scarborough-type ware ii preterit. Tho presence of 1 body sherd of a
Siegburg pedestal drinking vaaael and a few aherds of later local
fabric nay extend the date range of tht group to tht tarly 15th
century,

Ptriod 2fti c 13th - Uth century (?) (Ill 86raf, 8-10)

A •mall and oxtrifimly frigmtntid group of mattriil consisting in th»
main of locil wirt»i Th« only ira^ortid wart ii t handful of abradtd
•htrdi gf ^arborouih-typt win, ,

il i 01



1.2 ABERDKKB POTTERY (cont)

Period 2c: c 13th - 16th century ''111 6cnif, _TJ_ - 22}

This period produced the largest amount of ceramic recovered from the

site and, as might be expected from a burial area, is a mixed,
fragmented and much abraded group.

The date range is large, extending over 4 centuries. Local wares

predominate, with Scarborough-type ware making up the largest group of
imported material. The date range is extended to the 16th century by
the presence of 1 sherd3 of Langer^wehe stoneware.

A small amount of continental imports are present, consisting of a
few sherds of Aardenburg-type ware, some Dutch red wares and 1 sherd of
Blue-grey ware. The group also contains 1 sherd of Rouen ware and 1

sherd of London-type Rcuen copy.

Period 3i medieval/post-raedieval (111 66mf, £3_>

This small amount of pottery associated with the demolition of Building

1 Is mixed, fragmentary and covers a wide date range. The only imports
are 2 sherds of possible Low Countries grey ware and 3 small sherds of
5 Scottish White Gritty ware.

Period 3ai 16th - 16th century ail S6ffif, 2̂  - 2M

A small group of mainly residual material with u few sherds of Sitgburg
and Paeren *toneware«. Local wares are mainly represented by the later
Qlaied Red Carthtnworcs (111 86«f, W as described by Evans (1996,
265). Anong the imported rtaldual ware la a tiny Fragment cf a York
Whit* wara Seal Jug. Th« occurrence of these is axtretaely rare ar:d
only 1 othir frajjwnt haa baan noted froir Abtrdetn, at ^5-75

11



8.2 ABEPDBEM POTTERY (coot)

Gallowgate (Evans, forthcoming) (cf le Patourel 1984, 92).

Period 4: c 15th - 17th century (Not illustrated or catalogued)

The group is made up largely of residual material with 1 sherd of c
15th-century Langerwehe stoneware and some sherds -of local late
post-medieval Glazed Red Earthenwares.

Period 4ai c 17th - 18th century (111 86mf, 26)

The group comprises mainly locally produced late post-medieval Glared
Hed Earthenwares. Among the residual material ie 1 sherd of pre-1500
Langcrwehe,

Period 5

Modern clearance with residual medieval and post-medieval material,
including a rare example of a Qlazod Red Earthenware lid,

FABRICS

For the purpoie of this report the classification of medieval local
wares of Kenworthy from earlier sites excavated in the city haa been
retained (Murray 1982, 117-21), Eluwhtre the cocoon nam« of
identifitd warei 1* preftrrtd.

CATALOGUE (111 66fflf}

12 MARTIN'S LANE

U I 03



6.2 ABKRDDOI POTTKRY (cont)

Period 1

1. Decora trd jug spout in the foiTE of a beast 's hoad.

Scarborough-type ware. Buff-roc! wi th orange to green external

glaze ( c f Hurray '982, ill 95, no 7 ^ 2 ) . Trench 5, Layer 3 4 4 .

2. 9 sherds with applied animal design, possibly from a Knight jug,
depicting a hunting scene . Scar bo rough- type ware . Buff sandy
fabric with lustrous green glaze. Trench 5, L^ayer 3^4/283.

3. Cooking pot. 3 Scottisn White Gritty ware. Off-white quartz

fabric. Heavily sooted externally with 1 spot of glaze on the rim,
Trench 13, Layer 270.

A. Possible ccoklng pot. S Scottish W h i t e Gritty ware, buff and grey

fabric. Trencn r) , Layer 283.

Period 2

5. Jug rim. Local ware. Fabric 5. Reddish surfaces, grey oore.

Trench A A , Layer 332 .

6. Jug rim. Local ware. Fabric 5. Keddlsh brown. Trench 4 , Layer

186.

7. Jug rim. Scarborough-type ware. Of f -whi te sandy fabric wi th

external green glaze. Very abraded. Trench 4 , Laytr 186.

Period 2a

8. Jug rim *nd handle. Local ware. Fabric 6. Reddish buff, partial
external olive-green glaze. Trench 3, Layer 122.

9. Jut rim. Local ware. Fabric 2, Coarse, reddish-brown. Trench 3,

1 1 i 04
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8.2 ABKPDEEM POTTKkY (coot)

Layer 111.

10. Jar with everted rim. Local ware. Fabric 7. External glaze.
Trench 1( Layer 28.

Period 2c
11. Jug rim and handle. Local ware. Fabric 6. Reddish buff with

splashes of olive-green glaze* Trench 5, Layer 252.

12. Jug rin. Local ware. Fabric 6, Coarae reddish buff fabric.
Trench 5, Layer £56.

13. Jug rim. Local ware. Fabric 6. Reddish buff fabric, external
partial green-brown glaze. Trench 5, Layer 252,

14. Jug rim. Local ware. Fabric 7. Hard gritty fabric. Brick-red
surfBce with grey core. All over white slip. Abraded, Trench 5»
Layer 220.

15. Jug rim. Local ware, Fabric 5. Slightly micaceous, buff fabric.
Trench 5, Layer 209.

16. Flanged bowl. Local ware. Fabric 7. Red oicaceous sandy fabric,
blacktned externally below rim, Trtnch 4, Layer 213,

17. Bowl. Local ware. Fabric 7. Reddish micaceous aandy fabric,
Spots of red-brown glaze, Trtnch 5, Layer 209.

16, Slightly •quartd rin, S Scottish White Gritty war§* Trtnch 4,
Layer 201.

n i OB



8.2 ABERDBBM POTTKHT (cont)

19. Storage jar ( ? ) . S Scoltlih Whi te G r i t t y ware . Irenen A , Layer

212.

20. Square col lared ria. S Sco t t i sh Wni te Gr i t ty ware. Grey fabric

External sooting. Trench 5, Layer 209.

2 1 . Ladle. Rhpnlsn. Hard, wh i t e fabric w i t n metal l ic ;_;nern,

blue-grey. Trench M , Layer 21 M .

22. Jar rim. Low countries ( ? ) . Grey sandy fabric. Trench S, Layer

Period 3

23. Jug rim. Local ware. Fabrii

Layer 201 ,

leddish brown fabr ic . Trench 4 ,

Period 3a

2H. Cup or mug. Lj>.al ware. P-st-raedieval Glszed Fed Earthenware.

Buff-red fine cicaceous fabric (cf Evans 1986, 2Sb for di3cus5i>'jr
of GRE). Trencn 3, Layer 81.

25. Jug rim and handle. Local ware. Fabric 7. Buff-grey fabric.
Possibly late Eedieval/post-medieval form. Trench 3, Layer 106.

Period -t
26. Portion of lid. Local ware. Glazed Red Earthenware. Very fine,

slightly buff-grey micaceous fabr ic, w i th spots of rnd-brown glaze

Tr«nch 3, Layer 1 .

n ; oe



8.2 ARKfiDKKH POTTERY (coot)

19-25 HADDEN STREET

This garden soil yielded a small acount (1.5kg) of mixed, fragmentary
and very abraded pottery representing a minimum of 18 vessels.

A rajige of fabrics were identified with local fabrics predominant.

Imports are represented by a handful of sherds of Scarborough-type
ware, 1 Jug handle of Low Countries Red ware and a small amount of 3
Scottish White Gritty ware.

The assemblage would appear to date to c 13th-14th centuries.

CATALOGUE (111 86mf)

27. Local ware. Fabric 5. Beaker rim. Reddish brown quarts gritted
pottery. Partial brown exterior glaze. A very distinctive local
thin-walled vessel (cf Murray 1982, ill 81, nos 276-81). Trench A,
Layer 13.

28. Local ware. Fabric 7. Micaceous buff fabric. Very abraied.
Splash of brown glaze below rim. Trench A, Layer 19.

29. S Scottish White Gritty ware. Jar rim. Buff-whit* coarse gritted
fabric. Trench A, Layer 18,

30. Scarborough ware. Jug rim. Buff sandy fabric, External thick
green glaze below rim. Trench A, Layer 18,

31 . Scarborough ware. Ear and eye of applied dtcorative hone or other
animal frota a Knight jug, Buff-red fabric. Abraded but traces of
luatroui grtin glaze survives (cf Farmer 1979). Trench A, Layer
18,

11 i 07
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8.3 LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC POTTERY T COWIE

NEOLITHIC (Not illustrated)
32. Body sherd, with possible carination (uncertain owing to modern

damage). Compact fabric with burnished surfaces. Orange/brown
internal surface, dark grey core, reddish brown external surfaces.
32 x 26 x 12.5mat 10.86 gms. Context 5000 (unstratified).

33. Body sherd. Very worn. Fabric similar to 32, surface rubbed but
probably originally burnished. 23 x 23 x 1lmaa( 5.24 gm. Context
5024, Period 4 or later.

34. Sliver of very abraded pottery, missing internal surface. Fabric
similar to 32. Burnished external surface. 28 x 15 x -mm; 1.94
gm. Context 5125, probably Period 3.

35. Fragment and crumb of very abraded pottery. Missing 1 surface.
Fabric similar to 32. Greyish brown. 2 x 14 x -MB; 2.29 gn.
Context 6238, Period 1.

36. Body sherd. Fresh breaks. Compact fabric with burnished internal
surface, exterior abraded. Dark grey Internal surface, grey core,
reddioh brown internal surface. 35 x 25x 8mmj 5.85gm. Context
6238, Period 1.

37. Body sherd. Fabric and colour sittiltr to 36, 35 x 20 x IQcomi
7.32cm. Context 6252, Period 1.

38. Fragment with 1 surface Biasing, Fabric similar to 32. Reddish
brown, 14 x 14 x -MJ 1.29gffl» Conttxt B215f Period 1,

39. Body shtrd. 2 frigMnti and . crumb, Fabric and colour iimilar to
32, 25 X 20 x 8(5wnj 7.64gm, Context 8217, Period 1,

U i 00



8.3 LIliLTniGOH PRKHISTQiUC POTTEUY (cout)

BEAKER ( N o t i l lus t ra ted)

. Sherd from basal angle. Hard compact fabr ic , slightly grittier

than the above. Orange brown surfaces, dark grey core, badly

abraded. 23 (he igh t ) x 21 x up to 1Gmnj 6.76gm. Context 7093,

Phase 3. Period 2.

41. Fragment. Compact , slightly sandier fabric than above. Traces r

1 or possibly 2 shallow horizontal grooves but very worn. 19 x

15 x Smfflf 1.47g3. Context 8213, Period 1.



8.4 LINLITHGOW ROMAN POTTERY WJL INDSAY

1 sherd undecoratcd Saaian ware. Context 6651, pre-Phase 8. Not
illustrated.
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8.5 LINLITHGOW MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL
POTTERY W J LINDSAY

Approximately 26.5kg of pottery were recovered during tho excavationa
at Lirilithgow but more than 14kgs were found in insecure or late
contexts. The fragmented and often abraded nature of the material has
dictated that little more than fabric analysis has been possible. The
assenblage dates from the 13th to tho 18th century.

The lack of pottery-rich deposits such as pit groups and the
fragmented nature of the Linlithgow assenblage has not allowed as
complete a picture of pre-friary and friary vessel types arid forms to
be gained as would have been desired. However, the material has added
somewhat to our knowledge of native and imported wares in use in
medieval Central Scotland.

Fabrics
For this report the comnon identified non-local ware is used and
described where appropriate. A local fabrics 1 - k have been
identified, arid described below.

Fabric 1, Local. Mudstone/limestone gritted ware. Possibly froa

soat-clays from coal measures up the Forth valley.

Fabric 2. Posibly local* Hard brown, red to grey sandy ware.

Fabric 3. Local. Soft, white to black chalky voided quartz and
•ucUtonc/limestone gritted fabric.

Fabric 4. Local, Hard, smooth oraĵ o to grey fabric. Thick-walled
green glared ware.
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8.5 LIELITUGOW MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL POTTERY (cont)

Period 2, Phases 1 - 5i 13th-1Ath century (111 87mf, _43 - _46_)

The pre-friary, Period 2, pottery of the 13th and 1Ath centuries is
typified by thin-walled well-made vessels in A probably Scottish
fabrics. Vessels represented appear to be cooking pots and Jug3, the
latter and some of the foroer possessing light green and yellow glazes

externally.

The Pnase 1 grouping consists of small quantities of S Scottish
White Gritty ware, a similar but mudstone/limestone gritted ware (F1 )
which may have been taade from sea-clays obtained from coal measures up
the Forth valley arid a hard red to grey sandy ware (F?) which is also
likely to be a relatively local product (A3, 44). Little can be
said of the vessel type and form except that a few S Scottish White
Gritty ware sherds appear to b« froa straight sided cooking pots.

The saae fabrics are present in Phase 2 and 3 features with the
addition of Fabric 3, which is also likely to been made locally.
Yellow to light green glaze is similar to that on shards of Fabric 1.
Finds from subsequent phases suggest a mid 13th-century date for Phase
2 and 3 contexts, which are associated with the construction and early
use of the pre-friary chapel.

Phase A and 5 features contain fragments of Fabrics 1 - 3 (eg A5,
A6) but 2 sherds of green-glazed Saintonge and significantly 10 sherds
of a Scarborough-type ware were recovered from earlier Phase A
contexts. These deposits would therefore appear to be of later
13th-century date which would appear to be corroborated by 2 coin
find* froa overlying Phase A horiaons. Thtse appear to have t>een loot
by c 1375 (see 9.5.7). No dating evidence other than 3 small sherds
of probably redeposited Scarborough-type ware was found in Phas* 5
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8.5 LIHUTBGOW HEDIEVAL AMD POST-MEDIEVAL POTTKAY (coat)

deposits although the phase must have ended with the construction of
the friary church early in the 15th century.

Period 3, Phases 6 - 14i 15th-16th century (111 87mf, 47_ - jx3)

Although quantities of pottery in Fabrics 1 to 3 were recovered from
Period 3 deposits of the 15th and 16th centuries, much but probably
not all (eg 49, 52) are likely to be residual. However, by far the
roost dominant ware during the friary period is Fabric 4. Various
thick-walled green-glazed vessel forms in this fabric possessing none
of the qualities of the Period 2 wares have been identified (eg jV7,
48, 50, 51 ). This partially reduced green-glazed ware uust have been
made locally and is typical of Scottish products of the later medieval
and post-medieval periods. These well-known and distinctive wares
have been discussed by Haggarty (1980, 61-4). The absence of pica in
the Linlithgow fabric has proved to be the only easy means of
differentiating between Fabric 4 and many other similar Scottish wares.

Parts of bowls (50, 51), wide-necked handled globular vessels
(47), Jugs (48), tubular spouto froo Jugs and a fragment of aoney-bcx
of pirlie-piggie type in Fabric 4 were recovered froa Period 3
contexts.

Imports present in Period 3 deposits include a few residual sherds
of Saintonge and Scarborough-type wares. More interestingly several
fragments of green-glazed fine white ware which is believed to be a
Surrey product were recovered. As this is an unusual find in Scotland
the presence of the ware is probably be>t explained by there having
b*en so«* contact between the Linlithgow friary and the founding house
at Ayleaford, Kent, Other Period 3 imports are represented by a few
fragments of 16th-ctntury Beaxwai* Scraffito wart and fragments of
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8.5 LJMLITHGOW MEDIEVAL AIO) POST-MEDIEVAL POTTKKY (cant)

brown salt-glazed German stonewares.

Period 4: late 16th-early 17th century (111 87mf, ^A_ - 56_)

fvost of the Peric"1 4 pottery was recovered from late occupational
deposits in friar> cuildings, mainly in the E and S Ranges, or fron the
primary decay and destruction levels dating to the late 16th and early
17th centuries.

Fabric A continues tu be the dominant pottery type although
quantities of Fabrics 1 - 3 and a few sherds of Scarborough-type,
Surrey, Beauvais Scraffito and Siegburg wares are also present in the
grouping. Vessels in Fabric 4 include Jugs (eg 5S 55), the latter
possessing a frilled base (see Haggarty 1980, 63 and fig 54 for
discussion of this type of vessel). Fart of a dripping-pan (56) is
also present in the Period A material. External decoration in the
form of incised leaves and wavy designs appears to be nuch more coanon
in this period than in Period 3.

The 8 tiny sherds of Surrey ware, which were recovered from a
primary Period 4 silt deposit in the presbytery, are yellow glazed
internally and externally, and appear to b» frxwj a single vessel,
probably a small bowl,

Post-Period k\ early 17th-18th century (111 87nf, 57_)

As Bight be expected the 1 A.350kg of post-Period A pottery is largely
made up of redeposited material. The ** local fabrics, 1 - *», are well
represented and part of a Jug lid (57) extends the range of tho
vessels made in Fabric **, A small stanped sherd froo a dish or plate
In another orange fabric IB an unusual find although quantities of
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8.5 LIMLITBGOW MKDIUVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL POTTKAY (cent)

s imi la r material have been found at S t i r l ing Castle (Haggarty 1930,
4 1 , f ig 10, nos 2 5 - 9 ) . A few pieces of Scarborough-type and
Beauvais Sc ra f f i to wares were also present as is a single

sl ip-decorated fragrant of probable Low Countries origin. Stonewares
inc lude a few sherds of Siegburg po t te ry , 2 of which have been

green-glazed. A glased oherd of this re la t ively uncoooon f i n d in
Scotland was found at West High Street, Linli thpow in 1977 (Haggarty,

pers COM) and other examples have been found in Aberdeen ( J C
Murray , pcrs c o m m ) . Occasional sherds of Raeren/Langerwehe-type,

Wcoterwald arid other salt-glazed material of Bellaraine type have also
been ident i f ied . A single sherd of Spanish lustre ware and 12
fragments of a Delft-type ware are also present in the post-Period 4
pottery grouping.

CATALOGUE

Period 2

43. Jug ria. Local ware. Fabric 2. Brown/red with giey core.
Context 5150, Phase 1, Period 2.

44. Jug rira arid handle. Local ware. Fabric 2, Pink/red w i t h grey
core. Context 6660, Phase 1, Period 2.

45. Cooking pot rim. Local ware. Fabric 3. W h i t e with grey core.
Pale green glaze on external surface of shoulder, Rio waok*
blackened. Context 7090, Phase 4, Period 2.

46. Jug riffl and handle. Local ware, Fabric 1 , Cream whi te . Context
7090, Phase 4, Period 2,
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8.5 LIULZTUGOW MEDIEVAL AMD POST-MEDIEVAL POTTERY (coot)

Period 3

47. Part of a wide-necked globular vessel, rim and handle. Local ware.
Fabric 4. Orange with grey core. Pale green glaze infernally and
externally. Context 6130, Phase 10, Period 3.

48. Jug rim and handle. Local ware. Fabric 4. Orange with grey core,
Pale green glaze externally. Context 6656, Phase 12, Period 3.

49. Jug rim and handle. Local ware. Fabric 3. White. Traces of
pale green glaze externally. Context 6656t Phase 12, Period 3.

50. Rim of ? bowl. Local ware. Fabric 4. Orange with grey core.
Traces of green glaze internally. Context 6091, Phase 10-12,
Period 3.

51. Bowl rira. Local ware. Fabric 4. Orange externally and grey
internally. Green glaze on internal surface. Context 6363, Phase
12-14, Period 3.

52. Cooking pot rim. Local ware. Fabric 3. White. Spot of yellow
glaze on rim. Context 6634, Phase 12-14, Period 3.

53. Rira and body sherds of a small vessel possibly an albarello.
Beauvais sgraffito. Fine white fabric. Scratched seni-circular
decoration through red/brown slip. Internal and external glaze
renders white areas of the vessel yellow and slipped areas brown
(cf Hurdt et al 1986, fig 50, no 158t Platt and Coleman Soith
1975, 2t fig 90, 1073), ConUxt 6612, Period 3.

Period 4
54. Jufi rim. Local ware. Fabric 4. Grey. Green elaze externally,
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8.5 LIULITHGOW MEDIEVAL AMD POST-HEDIEVAL POTTKBY (coot)

Context 6050, Period 4 .

55. Frilled Jug base. Local ware. F brie 4. Orange. Green g l~7 :

external ly . Context 8016, Period A.

56. Part of d r ipp ing pan wi th handle . Local ware. Fabric 4. Orange
wi th grey core. Green glaze in ternal ly and externally. Context
6638, Period k.

Post-period 4
57. Part of a Jug lid. Local ware. Fabric <*. Orange in terna l ly and

grey external ly . Green glaze on external surface. Context 6605,
post Period A .
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8.6 PERTH POTTERY N L MACASKILL

The sherds of oiedieval pottery recovered from the site are, with a feu
exceptions, typical of the range of pottery recovered from sites of
similar date within the burgh of Perth. These have been fully
described elsewhere (Scott and Blanc hard 1983| toAskill 1987).

Imported wares worthy of note include a fragment of Valencian
lustre ware froa a Period 4 context, one of an increasing assemblage
from Perth, and an excellent example of Phase 1 Scarborough ware dated
to the 12th century by Farmer (pers comm), froo a Period A context
which also yielded a fragment of stoneware, probably Raercn, dating to
the 16th century or later.

The only unusual vessel type in the local fabric is the small dish (111
85). Vessels of this type have not been found elsewhere in Perth,
which suggests the possibility that they may havo served a specific
ecclesiastical function in the friary. Examples have been illustrated
and are described in the catalogue.

CATALOGUE (111 880 f)

Period 2
58. Dish rin. Local ware. Buffish red tandy fabric, green internal

glaze. Context 122, Period 2.

59* Jug ri" af^d handle. Unidentified possibly local. Grey core
buff-red surfaces. Quartz gritttd fabric. Spots of external green
glaze. Context 121, Period 2.

Period 3
60, Jug ri» and handle. Local wart. Buff, nicaceoua fabric. Spots of

•xtcrnal gr«en glaze. Context 128, Vtriod 3.
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8.6 ?tftTH POTTKfiY (cont)

61. Jug rim and handle. Local ware, as above. Context 129, Period 3.

62. Jug. Local ware, bu f f to grey sl ightly micaceous fabr ic , external

green glaze. Bodysherd wi th applied wheel-type decorative pa t te rn .
Context 142, Period 3.

Period 4

63. Jug rim. Local ware. Buff slightly Bicaceous fabric with some
large red inclusions. Green glaze on top of rim and on internal
body. Context 142, Period 4.

64. Jug rim. Local ware. Buff micaceous fabric, external green patchy
glaze. Context 77, Period 4.

65. Jug rim. Local ware, as above. Context 172, Period 4.

66. Bowl rim. Local ware. Buff surfaces on grey core, green glazed
internally and externally. Context 67, Period 4.

67. Jus rim. Raeren stoneware. Context 30, Period 4.
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Table 60mf. Aberdeen, 12 Martin's Lane. Catalogue of layers producing
pottery and small finds.

Layer Trench Period Description

1
5
8

23
60

80
81

91
92

97
108

109

11 1

122

125
134

151

157

161
162

163

167
169

All
1
1
1
1

3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
4
A

£1

4
A

^
4

5
3a
3a
2a
2a

2a
3a

2a
2a

2a
3a
2a

2a
2a

2a
2a

5
3

2c

5
5

2c
4

175

Modern (111 1?)
Feature AA (111 19)
Brown sandy soil N of feature AA (111 19)
Dark grey clay N of wall AB
Gravelly earth between stones of wall AB
and its foundation AJ
Upper portion of wall BA (111 19)
Sandy mortar in SW area of trench,
partially overlying cobblea BB
Soft sandy gravel inside Building 3

Mortar area ?bedding for floor within
Building 3
Black charcoal patch within Building 3
Yellow clay adjacent to wall BA
Dark clayey material in SW area of trench,
S of Building 3
Stones adjacent to wall BA
Mixed thick grey clay within Building 3,
overlying natural
Soft earth W of wall BA
Feature BJ (111 1?)
Feature CB cf 162
Soft grey earth within Building 1,
overlying mortar surface 153
Burial soil within Building 1
Feature CB cf 151
Lowest Icyer within feature CB, Overlain
by 151, 162
Fill of feature CH
Soft garden earth ttelow cobbles CE
Soft earthy sorter S of CF
Packed earth near t, end of CO
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Table

Layer

177
183
186

169
192
197
201

205

207
208

209
212

213

214
218
220
222

223

227

236
241
242
244

251
252
254

6Qmf (cant)

Trench

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4
4

5
4

4

4
4

5
4

/,

4

4

5
5
5
4

5
5

Peril

2?
2c

2
2

2
2c

2c

3

2c

2c
2c
2c
2c

2a
2c
2c
2c

2c
2c

2c
2c
2c
2c
2c
2c

2/'.

256

Description

N edge of feature CR
Fill of feature CK (111 9, 14)
Mixed grey clayey soil underlying layer 169
Mixed clay around CR
Mixed grey clayey soil below CF
Burial soil within Building 1 (111 16)
Burial soil within Building 1
Mix*d soil, clay arid nortar within Building
1
Burial soil within Building 1
Yellow clay and stones inmcdiatcly N of CA

Dark brown homogeneous burial soil
Hard packed pink clay within Building 1
Burial soil within Building 1
Soft sand adjacent to CA within Building 1
General nixed burial layer
Patch of mortar material within layer 209
Feature DM. Soil associated with SK 51
(111 14)
Feature CY
Mixed gravelly earth with flecks of pink
clay
Soil associated with SK 84
Soil associated with SK 76, SK 82
Soil associated with SK 71
Soil associated with SK 86
Soil associated with SK 93 (111 14)
Soil from above feature DA
Clay and charcoal derived frc« feature DT
and disturbed upward* into burial layers
Soil aa^oclated with SK 99 (111 14 )
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Table 60m£ (cont)

Layer Trench Period Description

257

270
273
278
283
287
289

290

4

5
4A
4A

4A

1

2c
2c
1
4
4

293

295
297
300
305
307

308

309
311

314
316
318
321

325
326
328
330
332

4A
4A
4A

4A
4A
4A

5
4A
4A

4A

5
4A
4A
5
5
4A
5
4A

5
5
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
2

Layer above natural within Building 1. cf

285 in Trench 5 (111 18)
Fill of feature DO, mixed grey clayey soil
Soil associated with SK 125 (111 14)
Lower fill of feature DJ (111 14)
Area surrounding feature DS
Soft earth over feature EC
Broun soil and mortar balow demolition
rubble (111 17)
Demolition material associated with
Building 2 (111 17)
[•tartar and earth over Building 2
Clayey earth over Building 2
Mortar layer over feature EC
Pink clay within Building 2 (111 16)
Thick clay W of DX (111 16)
Yellowish oortar fill of feature EC (111
16)
Mixed mortar rubble outside Building 1
Clayey soil fill of feature EC (111 16)
Cowpoct yellow and pink clay within
Building 2
Brown organic material fill of feature EC
Soft blark earth outside Building 1
Gritty clay within Building 2 (111 17)
Brown/grey fill of featur* EC
Feature EE (111 17)
Brown clayey soil t>elow feature EE
Soft cl»y«y soil W of featur* EC
Upper f i l l of feature EH
Dark cltyey material b«twe«n p.t EK and
f*atur* EM
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Table 60m£ (cont)

Layer Trench Period Description

333
334

336
338
340
341

347

4A
5
4A

5
5
5
5
4A

2 Brown and pink clay within Building 2
3 Feature EJ. Overlay 340 till 16)
3 Clay lower fill of feature EK
2 Feature EL
3 Feature EJ. Overlain by 334 (111 16)
3 Grey clayey soil below feature EJ
1 Upper levels of pit DH
2 Feature EH
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Table 61nf. Aberdeen, Hadden Street. Catalogue of layers producing
pottery.

Layer

13
18
19

Phase Description

Slightly stor.ey garden soil
Slightly otoney garden soil containing SrC 3
Slightly stoney garden soil with higher sand
content than 18
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Table 6Zof. Linlithgow. Catalogue of contexts producing pottery and snail
finds.

Context Period Phase Description

2

5000
5024

5025
5032
50?4

5035
5044

5052

5053

5100

5125
5150
5164

6000
6002

6003

6C05
6021
6024

6026

6029

6047

6050

6053

6054
6058
6C66

6071

-
-

4 or later
4
4

4

3 or 4

3
4
4

2

73
2
2
-
-

post 4
post 4
4
k

4
k

4
4

4

4

4

4

4

Unstratified
Unstratified
Sandy loam NE of chancel

Mortar decey horizon in chancel
Silt in chancel. Early 15th century
Deposit in chancel
Graveyard soil Vassociated with SK 7

10 Construction of nave of friary church
Chancel deposit.. Early 15th century
Rubble deposit in chancel. Early 15th
century
E of prc-friary chapel
Graveyard soil

1 N-S gulley fill (111 27)
Grave of SK 131

Unstratified
Modern

Loan in claustral area
E wail, E range (111 36)

Robbing trench, Interface between natural
Doorway between Rooms 1 and 2, E range (111
36)
Trampied clay layer in E range
Fill of cut 6028, dug to extract oil! txaa in
Poem 1 (111 36)
Silty loam in claustral area
Mortar rubble over E range
Layer of broken slates in Room 2, E range
E range, Rocra 2
Uppermost stone rubble E range, Room 3
E range, Rooa 2
Layer of fraynented rubble in Room 3, E range
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Table 62m£ (cont)

Context Period Phase Description

60T2
6074

6077
6081
6036

60S8

6039

6091
6093
6122
6130
6132

6137
6151
6154

6157
6188

6217

6229

6238

6252
6263

6309
6602
6603
6604

-

?3

4

3
3
?3

4

3
3
4

3
3

74

3
73
73
2

2

-

1

1

3
3

post 4
post 4
post 4

Unstratified
Interface between Periods 3 and 4 in Rooa 3,
E range
Stone rubble in E range, Re-cm 4

10-14 E range, Room 2 (111 36)
10-14 E range, Room 3 (111 36)

Interface between Periods 3 and 4 in Rood 3,

E range
Fill of robber trench 6021, associated with
wall 6004 in E range

12-14 Hollow in claustral area
10 Constructional spread in Rocm 2, E range

Slate and toortar rubble, Rocm 4, E range
10 Drain fill, along E side, E range
10 Fill of foundation cut 6013 for wall 6005, E

range
Loam in claustral area

10-14 E range, Rooffi 4
E range occupation in Rccm 4
E range occupation in Rooo 4
SLb E range, ROOD 2
Interface between natural and 6217,
cultivated soil
Interface between natural and undated learn
horizon 6210 under E range, ROOD 3
Cobbles in E area (111 26)
Cobbles in E area (111 26)

12-14 Mortar spread over cloister (111 40}
Clauatral grave of SK 181
Above U range (111 40)
Loam over claustral area
Loan over claustral area
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Table 62*f (coat)

Context Period Phase Description

6605
6606
6612

6615
6617
6620

6627
6634
6638

6651
6656
6660
6661
6673
7004

7005
7008
7012

7015
7017
7024

7029
7032
7044
7054
7056
7066
7078

7079
70S2
7090
7093

post 4

post 4

3

4 or later
post 4
post 4
3
3
4

-
3

2

2

73
4

4

4

4

post 4

3

4

4

2
3
2
3
3

post 4

-
post 4

2
2

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

12-14

-

pre 6
12
1

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
6
-
-
4

6
4

-

2
-

-
-
4
3

Above W range
Clay loam in claustral area
Deposit in claustral area

Clayey silt layer in claustral area
Clayey silt in claustral area
Clayey silt in claustral area
Claustral ;>ilt

Claustral deposit
Rubble over claustral area
Grave of SK 192, claustral area
Clayey silt and sand in claustral area
N-S gulley fill (III ;Y)
Silt in claustr^l area
Clay and sand associated with W range
Destruction horizon in pre-friary chapel
Rubble layer in nave. Probably 14th century
Clay layer above nave
Rubble within nave
Silty clay and inclusions N of nave
Fill of altar base in nave
Robbing cut in nave, pre-15th century
Slate layer within nave
Clay and sand layer within prc-friary chapel
Mixed rubble E of nave
Clay soil froa within pre-friary chapel
Floor of Building 2
Grave of SK 124
Soil W of church

Modern above Buildings 1 and 2
Fill of drain 7026, W of nave
Sandy clay layer in pre-friary chapel
Sandy clay in pro-friary chapel
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Table 62af (coat)

Context Period Phase Description

7097

7099

7137
7175

7184

7187
7190

7197

7199
7228
7507
8003
8010
8016
8022
8038
8046
8068

8073
8167
8213

8215
8217

8219

-
2 3

3/74
3 8

2 4

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

1

4 or later
A
4
4
1

post 4
4

pro 11
4

post 4
1
1
1

1

Modern soil above Building 2
Cut and fill of grave associated with SK 152
in nave

Clay silt above Building 2
Foundation trench associated with
construction of N wall of Building 2, W of
Building 1
Within Building 1 (111 29)
Fill of post-pit, W end Building 1 (111 29)
Floor of Building 1
Occupation layer within Building 1
Silty clay, charcoal flecked, W of church
Robbing feature in area of latrine
Destruction material associated with S range
Rubble over S range
Kortar rubble over 3 range
Stoney horizon in area of S range (111 26)
Post friary loaa to 5 of S range
Destruction rubble over S range
Pit under S range. Medieval
Rubble in 3 range
Clayey loao above S range
Post pit, inner fill of charcoal
Outer fill of post pit
Post pit
Fill of post-pit 8212 (111 24)
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Table 63mf* Perth, Catalogue of contexts producing pottery and small
finds.

Context Period Description

11
19
24

26
30
31

41

52

55
63
67

77
84

103
104
108

109
115
121

122
124

125
128

4

-

-

-

4
3
3

4

1

-

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4
2
2
2

1

3

Subsoil
Demolition tcortar and rubble over E wall, Building 1
Clay spread directly overlying demolition rubble of E
wall, Building 1

Demolition material overlying graves within Building 1

Grey brown silty soil below subsoil
Mortar and rubble, eachine trench
Ur.stratified
Machine trench 5
Widespread silt over Building 1
Widespread silt ovtr Building 1

Green-grey silty clay with rubble, mortar flecks end
disturbed timbers

Fill of trench 51, robber trench of wall 113 (111 48)
Fill of disturbed grave 57, within Euildir_£ 1
Modern
Fill of feature heavily disturbed, containing human
bones, cut through demolition rubble over Building 1
Soil associated with SK 7
Fill of grave of SK 4 dug into demolition rubble over
Building 1 (111 45)
Demolition material over buildings
Demolition material
Backfill of robb«r trench of E wall of Building 3
Fill of robber trench of E wall of Building 1
Pit cut Into top of backfilled ditch 141
Silt layer within Building 2
Brown clay loan and sandstones within Building 2
Light brown silty clay on S Bide of tr«nch 106, robber
trench of S wall of Building 2
Hix«d brown silt in linear E-W slot 192 (111 45)
Top fill of ditch 141, associattd with Building 2 (111
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Table 6Smf (cont)

Context Period Dfscription

129

136
142

150

155

164

168

172

183

189

224

46, 47)
3 Upper fill of ditch 141, associated with Building 2

(111 46, 47)
3 Rubble a^d soil over E wall of Building 2, wall 135
3 Blue-grey silty clay, with high wood content, fill of

ditch 141, associated with Building 2 (111 46, 47)

4 Fill of trench 149, robbe, trench of wall 113 (111 48)
2 Fill of linear slot 154, cutting top of clay dunp in

Building 3 (111 46)
1 Fill of grave of SK 1 1 , which was plank lined and

associated with Building 1 (111 45)

2 Black silty clay occupation debris over floor surface
147, within Building 3 and under yellow clay 146

4 Overlying laid stones 173, E of robber trench 107, E

wall of Building 3
4 Robber trench at SE corner of Building 1 (111 48)

4 Fill of robber trench 188, the S wall of Building 3
(111 46)

2 Grey brown clay silt under floor surface 147 and over

occupation layer 225 within Building 3
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9.2 THE SMALL FINDS

INTRODUCTION TO SITE REPORTS AMD CATALOGUES J A STONES

In this microfiche section the finds frora all three sites are
catalogued and described, in the order Aberdeen, Linlithgow, Perth.
Tne small group of prehistoric finds frora Linlithgow is described and
catalogued at the beginning of the Linlithgow section. The medieval
finds frora each site are examined according to the material of which
they are [manufactured.

For general discussion of the finds, see Chapter 9.1 in the main
text of the volume. Here in microfiche, points specific to
individual sites or finds ore considered in greater detail. Although
in broad terras consistency has been provided across all three site
small find reports, no attempt has been made to pretend that all are
written in the same style. In general reports have been kept as
close as possible to the authors' originals, but sufficient editing
has been done to ensure an absence of conflict between them. In the

catalogues, context or layer numbers, and period numbers are
indicated. Descriptions of ell contexts and layers containing small
finds are included in Tables 60mf, 6!mf, 62mf and 63mf. In the
Aberdeen catalogue, small find numbers arc those given to many of the
objects on sitci in the Perth catalogue, accession numbers reflect
the layout of the site archive.

The majority of the finds illustrations from the three sites are
reproduced in the main text of the volume. But a small group of
finds from each site (stone, lead, iron and bone from Aberdeeni lead,
copper alloy and iron from Linlithgowi stone, lead, copper alloy and
iron from Perth) are illustrated in microfiche. The location of an
illustration is indicated in the catalogue at the beginning of each
class of objects or at the entry for an individual object,
Illustrations which are in microfiche ar» indicated by mf aftor the
number.
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107ml, Aberdeen. Stone, lead, iron and bone objects,
Scale 1 -2

A4 »Ut>
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9.3 ABERDEEN SMALL FINDS

CONTENTS

9.3.1 Glass objects
9.3.2 Stone objects
9.3.3 Ceramic objects (floor tiles and roof furniture)
9.3.A Lead objects
9-3.5 Copper alloy objects
9.3.6 Iron objects
9-3.7 Bone objects
9.3.3 Coins and coin weight

0 . 3 . 1 GLASS OBJECTS J A STQilES, R ODD*

WINDOW GLASS (111 93)

A number of fragments of window glass were recovered from in arid
around buildings thought to be part of the Carmelite friary. The
fragments were recovered almost exclusively froa Building 1 , which
may have been the church. 15 pieces were excavated froa layers
associated with another stone building, Building 3, in Trenches 1 and
3, some 250 S of the possible church* 2 concentrations of glass
fragments (Trench 4, layers 153/157 and Trench 5, layer 316) may
possibly have been found in the position where they fell when the
windows were destroyed. But the remainder of the pieces associated
with Building 1 were in scattered soils which had been seriously
disturbed by burials. It will be seen from the more detailed
discussion below that from fabric and style the glass seems to fall
into 2 dating periods - late 13th - 14th century, and 16th century.
The earlier group clearly can be associated with the main period of
the friery's existence, while the latter must be the result of
repairs carried out towards the end of the house's lifetime.

The window glass falls into 3 tain type«i

a) Originally a clear, colourless glass, although it is now decayed
to a black, opaque laminating material. Host of this gla*a i»
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9.3.1 ABKftDEEW SHALL FINDS (cont) GLASS

undccorated, but the group includes 10 pieces showing traces of
reddish-brown paint. The decoration includes stiff-leaf arid
fruiting-leaf foliage, and 1 piece is cross-hatched. These

notifs would seem to fit into a late 13th - 14th century context.
Although few of the designs can be closely paralleled elsewhere,
a general comparison can be made with glass of that date in
Lincoln Cathedral (Read and Baker 1960, 64, pi 19).

b) There arc 2 possible fragments of coloured glass. 1 snail piece
is flashed ruby (red), that is colourless glass with a thin layer
of ruby on 1 side. Another fragment is aquamarine and is
severely laminated, but is probably also window glass, and would
fit, along with the ruby piece, into the same late 13th -
century context as the painted pieces.

c) The third group comprises glass fragments larger, more
substantial and less corroded than the other pieces, in a pale
green colour. These are probably 16th century in date. A group
of thc33 pieces was found in association with a number of lead
chines, the channelled strips which held the glass in place in the
window.

The overall impressi.cn givon by this window glass is that of an
assemblage left over by deliberate destruction of windows, presumably
at or after the Reformation. Clearly nothing like whole windows are
represented, and we have the pieces which fell when the glazing was
removed, mainly for the sake of the lead camea, although the glass
itself may perhaps have been taken away to be used as cullet. The
fact that only 3 lead canws, and those twisted, were found, would
tend to support the theory that here, as at so many other
ecclesiastical altea, th« major portion of the lead was removed for
molting down and re-use,

The catalogue which follows includes only the painttd and coloured
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9.3.1 ABEftDfiKH SMALL PIHBS (cont) GLASS

glass fragments. Most of the painted pieces are also illustrated.

1 . Thickness c 2.75ma. Painted curvilinear design with fruiting
3-berry foliago. Late 13th - 14th century. Trench 4, Layer
175, Period 5, (Small Find 151).

2. Thickness c 2.50mm. Remains of 2 grozed edges. Painted
curvilinear design. Late 13th - 14th century. Trench 5, Layer
205, Period 2c, (Snail Find 168).

3. Thickness c 2.75ma. Part of 1 edge grozed? Painted curvilinear
design with stiff-leaf foliage. Late 13th - 14th century.
Trench 3, Layer 92, Period 2c, (Scall Find 180).

A. Thickness c 2.75™. Painted design of very stylized foliage
with design in reserved area. Late 13th - 14th century. Trench
A, Layer 197, Period 2c, [Small Find 180).

5. Thickness c 1.75mm. Curved surface as result of warping. 1
grozed edge. Painted linear design, possibly part of foliago
pattern. Trench 4, Layer 157, Period 3, (Snail Find 156).

6. Thickness c 2.75mm. 2 grozed edges. Painted strip with part of
figure-of-eight design in stlcLcwork. Part of a border. Late
13th - 14th century. Trench 5, Layer 333, Porlod 2, (Small Find
142).

7. Thickness c 3mm. 1 groxed edge. Painted linear decoration with
stickwork detail. Part of a border. Late 13th - 14th century.
Compare a fragment from St Peter's Street, Northampton
(Oakley and Hunter 1979. 296, fig 130( no 2), Trench 4, Layer
207, Period 2c, (Small Find 199).

c 27 x Thickn*M c 4i Painted linear decoration with
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9.3.1 ABEkDElOl SMALL FlkDS (cont) GLASS

stickwork detail. Similar to ]_. Part of a border. Late 13th -
14th century. Trench 4, Layer 169, Period 4, (Saiall Find 166).
Not illustrated.

9. Thickness c 2.75ram. Painted linear decoration with
cross-hatching. Possibly part of an architectural canopy.
Probably late 13th - 14th century. Trench 4, Layer 197, Period
2c, (Small Find 174).

10. Thickness c S.SOcrjn. Shapeless patch of paint In middle of
fragment. Late 13th - 14th century. Trench 4, Layer 207, Period
2c, (Small Find 166). Not illustrated.

i l . c 10 x 17om. Thickness c 2.25™. 1 grozed edge. Tiny strips
of paint along 2 edges. Trench 4( Layer 157, Period 3, (Small
Find 162). Not illustrated.

'<?.. c 20 x 15 mm. Thickness c 2.50am. 1 grozed edge. A deep ruby
red is visible when held up to tho light, but close examination
shows that it is flashed or coloured on 1 side only. Late 13th
14th century. Trench 4, Layer 157, Period 3, (Small Find 157).
Not illustrated*

13. c 16 x 6nua, Thickness c 1mm* Tiny fragment so badly laminated
that only a thin sliver remains, but it is coloured a deep
aquamarine. Late 13th - 14th century. Trench 5, Layer 338,
Period 2, (Small Find 142). Not illustrated.

VESSEL GLASS (111 102)
Only a few small pieces could definitely be identified as vessel
glass, although sone otnara were so fragmentary that it was
impossible to say what was their original fora. 2 small delicate
fragments decorated around the rim with cream enamel are in the
Venetian tradition, possibly imported from the Netherlands in the
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9.3.1/2 ARKBDKEM SHALL PIHDS (coat) GLA£S/STOHB

17th century.

1A. Thickness c 0.5Dm. Fragment of rim of vessel in
yellowish-white translucent glass with 9 parallel lines of cream
enaine. decoration. With such a small piece it la difficult to
judge what sort of vessel it is from, or to estimate its
original diaiteter, but it may be frca a small standing dish or
tazza. Some fragments of glass from Castle Loch, Mochrum,
Wigtownshire (Radford 19^9, 53) have a similar enamel decoration
at the rim. The 17th-century date suggested for these would
probably apply also to this Aberdeen fragment and to 15
below. Facon de Venise, perhaps imported from tho Netherlands.
Trench 4A, Layer 295, Period 5, Snail Find 128.

15. Thickness c 0.25™. Tiny and badly laminated fragment with
remains of 2 parallel strips of enamelling at 1 end. Very
sinilar to 14, possibly from the same vessel, although the ?
pieces were found in different trenches. Facon de Vcnlsc,
perhaps an import from the Netherlands in the 17th century.
Trench 3, Layer 80, Period 3a, (Small Find 201).

16. Thickness 1 .SOrnm (body) - 2cun (thickest part of rim}. Rimsherd
(30 x 20mm) and 1 bodysherd (25 x 15mm) of glass vessel in
green, much laminated fabric. Possibly dish or platter. 17th
century? Trench 4A, Layer 295, Period 5, (Small Find 202). Not
illustrated.

9-3.2 STOHE OBJECTS J A STORES
With a contribution by G Stell. Geological identification by Q H
Collins, N H Trewin

ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS (Hot illustrated) 0 STELL
17. Chamfered rybat, with traces of diagonal tooling. 15th-17th

century. Trench 4, Layor 151» Period 5.
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9.3.2 ABBBPKEM SMALL FINDS (coot) STOMK

16. Chamfered rybat. I5th-I7th century. Trench 4, Layer 151,
Period 5.

19. Quoin re-used as door rybat with slot/socket for small wooden
draw bar. 15th - 17th century. Trench 5, Layer 338, period 2.

20. Fragment of reserved ovolo or quarter-round moulding. 15th -
17th century. Trench 5, Layer 330, Period 2.

21. Fragment of asyrr-cctrical ogival moulding with broad flat fillet.
TFrora multiple moulding of door or window surround. Trench 4,
Layer 151, Period 5.

ROOF SLATES (111 92)

Stone roof slates wero recovered from 8 layers in Trenches 2, A t 4A
and 5. They were all in layers associated in sone way with Building
1 and it seems a reasonable assumption that this building at least
had a slated roof. 5 of the slates had latterly been used as a cover
(feature CY) for a pit (DJ) within Building ; o,id belonging to Period

2c.

The surviving fragments show that several different sixes of
slate were in use. This is a standard practice in slating to allow
different sixes of slates to be graded over the surface of the roof.

Those slates were hung directly over the rafters and supported
either by wooden or iron pegs. That at least sooe of the Aberdeen
Blates were secured by iron nails is clear from the 4 examples
(22-24, 33) which have traces of iron staining around the fastening
holes. Each course of slates was scaled to the underlying course by
means of a strip of mortar, to provide a waterproof roof. Several of
the Aberdeen stales bear remnants of this mortar. In the Angus area
froa which these slates derive, the use of such stone was certainly
current until the 16th ajid 19th centuries, and can still be seen on
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9.3.2 ARKBDRKM SMALL FINDS (coat) STOME

several buildings of that date arid earlier, for example Claypott3

Castle near Dundee and an outbuilding at Braebead Cottage, Finavon
Castle (Geoffrey Stell, pers coma). Presumably c. quarry or quarries
in the Forfar area were well known sources of roofing material in the
medieval period, and for relatively prcstigicus buildings such as a
church the expense of shipping ^ load of slates up the coast to
Aberdeen would have been acceptable. It is interesting that the sane
slates were in use at the Carmelite friaries at Linlithgow and Perth
and notable that the same rock has been identified in use for a
sharpening wheel at another site in Aberdeen (Murray 1982, 184, ill
105, no 34 }.

2 lithologies are included, and are described at 22 and 23 below.
Both could have come from the Lower Old Fed Sandstone of the Forfar
area. Both lithologies could have ccnue froo different beds in the
same quarry, the second perhaps to provide thinner, smaller slates.
Only sizes of ccnplote slates are indicated,

22. Pinkish brown micaceous sandstone, biotite and feldspar rich.
Flaggy laaination enables it to be easily split for roof slates.
305 x 120 x 20cm. Trench 4, Layer 223, Feature CY, Period 2c.

23. Fragment. Micaceous dark grey calcareous siltstone with parallel
lamination and some small trace-fossils (burrows). Biotite
abundant. Tranch 4, Layer 208, Period 3. Not illustrated.

24. As _22. 220 x 160 x 13nm. Trench 4, Layer 223, Feature CY,
Period 2c.

25. As 22. 210 x 190 x 13on. Trench
Period 2c» Wot illustrated.

Layer £23, Feature CY,

26, Fragment. As 22. 1. onch 4, Layer 223, Feature CY, Period 2c
Mot illustrated.
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9.3.2 ARKUDKkH SHALL FIUDS (cont) STOME

27. Fragment. As _22. Trench 4, Layer 223, Feature C¥, Period 2c.
Not illustrated.

28. A3 _22. 254 x 155 x 15nun. Trench <*, Layer 213, Period 2c. Not
illustrated.

29. As 22. Size 255 x 180 x 2Ctora. Trench 4, Layer 263, Period 2c.
Not illustrated.

30. Fragment. As _22. Trench 2, Layer 71, Period 5? Not illustrated.

31. Fragment. As _22_. Trench AA, Layer 295, Period 5. Not
illustrated.

32. Fragjaent. As 22. Trench

illustrated.
Layer 273, Period 2c. Not

33. Fragment. As _2_3. Trench
illustrated.

Layer 162, Period 5. Not

34. Fragment. As _23_. Trench 4A, Layer 293, Period 5. Not
illustrated.

35. Fragment. As _23_. Trench 5, Layer 303, Period 3. Not
illustrated,

SPINDLE WHORL (111 107mf)
36. Low grade oetaoorphic rock, ? phylllte. Probably of local

origin. Diameter 27mo. Trench 4, Layer 227, Period 2c, (Snail
Find 81).

WEIGHT (111 107mf}
37. Net or looa weight? Half only r«»wlning. Bedded limestone with

open cavitlM l«ft by the solution of &h*ll fragment*, probably
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9.3.2/3 ABamtKM SHALL FIHDS (coat) STOME/CERAHK

deliberately shaped before being carefully pierced. Could have

been a chance find as a fragment in local glacial drift derived
from the floor of the North Sea. A possible onshore origin would
be from the Feraian rocks of Co Durham. Diaxeter 84cm. Trench 5,

Layer 205, Period 2c, (Small Find 155).

WHETSTONE (Not illustrated)
38. Fractured pebble of greywacke (slightly metamorphosed muddy

sandstone), probably froa local Dalradian rocks. Polish and
scratches nay indicate use as a whetstone. Surviving length 82ran.

Trench 5, Layer 241, Period 2c, (Snail Find 42).

9-3.3 CEHAHIC OBJECTS D W HALL

FLOOR TILES (Not illustrated)

All Aberdeen floor tiles were residual in the contexts froa
which they were recovered and no tiles were found in situ. 2

different types of tile are represented, 1 glared yellow and
the other glazed green. The green-gloats tiles are made in an
orange brown fabric that has been very badly wedged causing
white layering to be visible in the clay body. The yellow
tiles are in a purple brown fabric and have the renains of sooe
sort of raised decoration on their glazed aurfaces. Not enough
of the complete tile remains to definitely identify this
decoration but it gives the impression of possibly being a
heraldic shield. The yellow tllea give the impression of having
only b*en fired once In the kiln when glaxed. This single
firing would account for the reduction of the fabric
particularly below the ratwd decoration.

The poorly made quality of th* tiles *ay suggest that they wer*
locally Manufactured possibly on the site. A hearth (feature
DT, 111 8) located in Trench 5 of the excavation aay represent
the r*anant« of a til* kiln. S*v«ral of th« til*
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9.3.3 ABKflPKKM SMALL FIHDS (coat) CEkAHIC

have stacking scars that indicate how the tiles were stacked in
the kiln for firing. They seem to have been stacked upright
and built up in layers on top of each other.

Dating of these floor tiles is very difficult although the
two-colour ceramic mosaic pattern of yellow and green is known
in the 13th century. This pattern was used to give the same
effect as a black and white ciarble floor (Eames 1968, 4).

This same pattern was still in use in the 15th-16th centuries

as observed in the tile floor of the Trinitarian friary church
in Dunbar (Wordsworth 1933, 465). As all the Aberdeen tiles
were residual in context, no absolute dating from associated
finds is possible. The presence of apparently raised
decoration on the tiles glazed in yellow is interesting and
would have produced an unusual floor surface.

2 fragments froa same tile? 1 ) 55 x 105nw 2) 87 x
Thickness 26om. Hard fabric, purple/brown in colour. Top
surface glazed yellow with raised platform glazed light to dark
green. Fabric below raised platform reduced grey in colour. 1
fragment has 2 surviving slightly bevelled edges with splashes
of green and yellow glaze and traces of white slip. Second
fragment has 3 surviving edges with brown glaze and traces of
mortar. Both fragments have mortar trace* on th* base. Trench
5, Layer 308, Period 3.

40. 1 fragment. 103 x 93nn. Thickness 24no. Hard fabric,
orange/brown in colour. Top surface glazed green, 3 surviving
bevelled edges with splashes of green/bram glaze on white slip?
1 edge baa remains of stacking nark frc* Us firing In th* kiln.
Bottoo 1» aajided. Trench 5, Layer 334, Period 3.

41. 1 fraipwnt. 110 x 43fM* Thlckne** 25a«* B*'d fabric, red/brown
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9.3.3 ABKADEEM SHALL FIRDS (cont) CKkAKIC

In colour with white striations. Top surface glazed dark
green/brown. Remains of slightly raised platform on top surface.
Fabric below raised platform is reduced grey. 1 surviving
bevelled edgt. with traces of white slip. Other 2 edges badly
abraded. Bottom has slight traces of sanding. Trench 5, Layer
308, Period 3.

42. 1 fragment. 75 x 60run. Thickness 3Gmm. Hard fabric, orange/red
in colour. Top surface glazed dark green/brown. 2 surviving
edges, 1 slightly bevelled with white slip on surface. Second
edge badly preserved with splashes of green/brown glaze. Bottom
surface is sanded. Glazed surface contains a cylindrical hole c
9mm deep with maybe the remains if a keying mark. Trench 5,
Layer 303, Period 3.

43. 1 fragment. 102 x '35mcD. Thickness 23n*a. Hard fragment,
purple/brown in colour. Top surface glazed yellow with raised
ridges. Stacking scar runs across top surface and bites into top
of both raised ridges. Fabric below raised edges is reduced
grey. 3 surviving bevelled edges. Longest surviving edge is
slightly warped and is glaxed brown. 1 of other edges has
traces of brown glaze on a white slip and a stacking scar.
Third surviving edge has traces of brown glaze on a white slip
and a stacking scar. Trench 4A, Layer 293, Period 5*

44. l fragment. 73 x 6800. Thickness 26on. Hard fabric, red/brown
in colour. Top surface glaze^ green with traces of a stacking
scar. 2 surviving bevelled edges. Bottoa surface sanded.
Trench 5, Layer 340, Period 3.

45- 1 fragment. 109 x 70on. Thickness 26an. Hard fabric,
red/'bi'own in colour. Top surface is glazed dark green/brown
with the reaains of stacking scar adjacent to a crack in the
upper surface. 3 surviving bevelled edges. 1 has traces of
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9.3.3 AAKRDECM SMALL FINDS (cont) CERAMIC

stacking scars and a slight run off from the glaze on the top

surface. The other / edges nave alight trace of glaze. Base
sanded and has traces of green/brown glaze. Trench S, Layer
3''<0, Period 3.

1 fragment. 75 x 66om. Thickness 1'3mj. Hard fnoric, red/brown

in colour. Top surface has trices of yellow glaze on a white

slip. 2 sur/iving abraded upright edges. Bottom surface

plain, ung laced ana unbonded. Trench c,, Layer ?05, Period 3.

1 fragment. ^7 x AHKIB. Thickness 2 turn. Hard fabric,

purple/brown in colour. Top surface glazed ye^ow on white slip

with fragment of raised green glazed decora t ion? ? survl vlng

edges with sploshes of green/brown glaz^- and white slip. Base

sanded. Trench ^ , Layer' 169, Period 2.

1 fragment. 87 x 7 'Mm. Thickness 2^ran. Hard fabric, red/ brown

in colour with white striations. Top surface glazed green. 2

surviving edges plain and ung lazed. Bottom sanded with traces of
green glaze. Trench 5 , Layer 3?% Period A.

1 virtually complete tile. 130 x 9'̂ tncc. Thickness 37mn. Hard
fabric, purpic/brovn in Lolour. 3 surviving upright edges. Both

top and bottom surfaces arid all edges covered in white mortar.
Trench ''A, Layer 287, Period k.

1 fragment. 95 x fjk\m. Thickness 25ne. Hard fabric, -ed/ Drown
in colour. Top surface glazed yellow green with plant impression
In glaze. 2 surviving e<lges with traces of white slip and
splashes of yellow/green glaze or, 1 edge. Bottora surface sanded.
Trench * , Lay or 197, Period 2c .

1 fragment. 101 * 80oo. Thickneas 2l«m. Hard fabric,
ortngo/red in colour. Top surface glared yellow/green on white
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9.3.3 ABERDEEN SMALL PJMDS (cont) CERAMIC

slip. 2 surviving bevelled edges both slipped white. Base
slightly sanded arid white slipped. Tronch 4, Layer 174, Period

52. 2 fragments. 1) Thickness 23cL*n. Hard fabric, orange/brown in
colour. Top surface on 1 fragment glazed green. 2 surviving
edges on glazed fragnent and sanded bottom. Other fragment
unglazed with traces of white slip. Trench 4A, Layer 290,
Period 4.

53. 1 fragment. 36 x 28m. Thickness 16mra. Hard fabric,
orange/brown in colour. Top surface glazed green. Bottom
surface slightly sanded and no surviving edges. Trench A, Layer
161, Period 2c.

54. 1 fragment. 46 x 19nro. Thickness 26mm. Hard fabric, red/brown
in colour with slightly reduced grey core. Top surface gla?,ed
yollow/brown. 1 surviving edge with white slipped surface.
Trench 4, Layer 161, Period 2c.

55- 1 fragnent. Hard fabric, orange/rod in colour. 1 speck of
yellow glaze on top surface, Fragment very abraded. Trench 4A,
Layer 289 ( Period 4,

ROOF FURNITURE (Not illustrated) D W HALL
A fairly large group of roof tile fragments were found in the demolition
levels at the Aberdeen friary, aj well as a small nmotor of possible
chimney pot and flue fragments,

PEG TILE (Not illustrated)
56. 1 fragment. 85 x 71nun. Thickness 10ora. Hard fabric, orange/red

in colour. Bottom surface heavily gritted, 1 gurviving straight
edge. Trench 4, Layer 192, Period 2,
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9.3.3 ABERDEEN SMALL PIUOS (coat) CERAMIC

57. 1 fragment. 27 x 27nm. Thickness lOrno. Hard fabric, light
orango/red in colour. Trench 5» Layer 338, Period 2.

58. 1 fragment. 98 x 65nn. Thickness 15mm. Hard fabric, red/brown
in colour. 1 surface heavily gritted. 1 surviving edge.
Trench 4A, Layer 347, Period 2.

59. 1 fragment. 31 x 33am. Thickness 10m]. Hard fabric, light red
in colour with grey core. Trench 4, Layer 201, Period 2c.

2 fragments. Larger piece 57 x 56mm. Thickness 1 1mn. 1)
fragment hard orange/red fabric with grey core, 2) fragment
hard light orange/red fabric with dark grey core. 1 piece li
heavily sanded face. Trench 5» Layer 209, Period 2c.

61. 1 fragment. 50 x 45mm. Thickness 17na. Hard fabric, light
orange/red with dark grey core. 2 surviving fingered edges.
Trench 5, Layer 209, Period 2c.

18 fragments. Largest piece 76 x 42mo. Thickness 11ma. 17
fragments in hard light brown fabric. 1 fragment purple/red
hard fabric. All fragments have 1 sanded face. 4 pieces have
surviving edges. One fragment has surviving lug, 26 x 10mm.
Trench 4A, Layer 305, Period 3,

63. 4 fragments. Largest piec« 65 x 45an. Thickness 14mm. Hard
fabric, orange/red in colour. 1 piece haa on« haavily
surface. Tr*nch 44, Layer 307, Period 3.

64. 2 fragments. 55 x 38o». Thickness 10oo. Hard fabric, light
brown in colour* 1 surface Mjided, Trench 5, Layer 30B, Ptriod
3.

65. 1 fragment. 46 x 35mo. Thickneas 11nm* tUrd fabric, red/brown
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9.3.3 SMALL /I MBS (cant) CEUAHIC

in colour. 1 surface sandod. Trench 4A, Layer 311, Period 3.

66. 1 fragment. 60 x 47ma. Thickness 12mn. 1 surviving edge and 1
heavily sanded face. Trench 4A, Layer 318, Period 3.

67- 1 fragment. 48 x 30mm. Thickness 5nM. Hard fabric, red/brown
in colour. 1 surface sanded. Trench ^*A, Layer 321, Period 3.

13 fragments. Largest fragment 90 x 521111. Thickness 5mm. Hard
fabric, orange/red in colour. Top surfaces retain traces of
heavily gritted surface. 1 fragment has remains of rectangular
peg hole 6cra wide. A fragments have remiants of 2 straight
edges. Trench 5, Layer 326, Period 3.

69. 6 fragments. Large3t fragment 72 x 84mm. Thickness 13mm. Hard
fabric, orange/brown in colour. Top surface heavily sanded. 4
fragments have surviving edges. Trench 5, Layer 326, Period 3.

70. 33 fragments. Largest fragment 80 x 110mm. Thickness 12mm.
Hard fabric, orange/red in colour. Top surface heavily s.inded.
5 fragments have surviving edges. Trench 5( Layer 326, Period 3.

71. 27 fragments. Largest fragment 80 x 57mc, Thickness 12nm. Hard
fabric, light brown in colour. 1 surface heavily gritted. 7
pieces with surviving edges. Trench 5, Layer 326, Period 3.

72. 39 fragments. Largest fragment 70 x 82ma, Thickness 10oa* Hard
fabric, light brown in colour. 1 surface heavily gritted. 3
fragments with turvlving edges. Trench 5, Layer 326, Period 3.

73. 1 fragment. 56 x 35ne. Thickness 12m* Hard fabric, light
brown with grey core, 2 surviving edges. Slightly curved.
Trench 4A» Layer 323, Period 3,
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9.3.3 *Bppnpgu SMALL FlkDS (cont) CfiUAMIC

74. 5 fragments. Largest fragment 90 x 87&Q. Thickness lOruo, Hard
fabric, red/brown in colour. 1 surface heavily gritted. 1
fragment has 1 surviving straight edge. Trench 5, Layer 334,
Period 3.

75. 10 fragments. Largest fragment 88 x 88ma. Thickness 13tna. Hard
fabric, orange/red in colour. Top surfact-s retain traces of
heavy gritting. 2 fragments have remains of straight edges.
Trench 5, Layer 334, Period 3.

76. 16 fragments. Largest fragment 50 x 64mm. Thickness 13ran. Hard
fabric, light brown in colour. Top surface heavily sanded. No
surviving edges. Trench 5, Layer 334, Period 3,

77. 25 fragments. Largest fragment 65 x 62 mm. Thickness 14mm.
Hard fabric, orango/red in colour. Top surface heavily sanded.
5 fragments have surviving edges. Trench 5» Layer 334, Period 3.

78. 3 fragments. Largest fragment 70 x 55mm. Thickness 12ma. Hard
fabric, orange/red in colour, Top surface heavily sanded. 2
fragments have surviving edges. Trench 5, Layer 334, Period 3.

79. 3 fragments. Largest fragment 80 x 58mm. Thickness 12mn. Hard
fabric, rod/brown in colour. 1 fragment naa 1 surviving edgo
and heavily gritted surface, Trench 4A, Layer 336, Period 3.

80. 18 fragments. Largest fragment 79 x 101 nun. Thickness Hmo.
Hard fabric, orange/rod in colour. Bottom surface heavily
gritted. Largest fragment has 1 surviving peghole 7ma wide. 5
fragments have remains of straight edges. Trench 5, Layer 340,
Ptriod 3.

81. 29 fragments. Largest fragment 53 x 60mn. Thickness 10m* Hard
fabric, light brown in colour( 1 surface h*avily gritted, 3
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9.3.3 ARKBDKKM SHALL FINDS (cont) CEkAMIC

pieces with surviving edges. Trench 5, Layer 340, Period 3.

62. 1 fragment. 98 x 65nim. Thickness 15cun. Hard fabric, red/brown
in colour. 1 surface heavily gritted. 1 surviving edge. Trench
4A, Layer 347, Period 3.

83. 7 fragments. Thickness 12mm. 73 x 58nm. Hard fabric, red/brown
in colour. 1 surface heavily sanded. 2 fragments have surviving
edges. Trench 4, Layer 169* Period 4.

34. 1 fragment. 128 x 1Q6m. Thickness 13ma. Hard fabric,
red/brown in colour. Top surface has traces of a white slip. 2
surviving straight edges. Trench 4, Layer 177, Period 4.

85. 1 fragment* Light red/brown hard fabric. 2 surviving straight
edges. Upper surface heavily sanded. Trench 4, Layer 183,
Period 4.

86. 3 fragments. 39 x 51ma. Thickness 10nm. Hard fabric,
orange/red In colour. Trench 4, Layer 183, Period 4.

RIDQE TILES (Not illustrated)
87- 3 fragments. Largest fragment 53 x 45mm. Thickness 2ud*a. Hard

fabric, red/brown in colour, 2 pieces have 1 heavily sanded
face. Trench 4A, Layer 333, Period 2.

88. 13 fragments. Largest piece 62 x 50am. Thickness 15wa* Hard
fabric, rod/brown in colour. 1 surface heavily sanded. Trench
4A» Layer 328, Period 3.

89* 29 fragments. Largest fragment 70 x 57mo. Thickness 11mo, Hard
fabric, light brown in colour. Top surfaces heavily sanded.
Trench 5, Layer 340, Period 3*
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9.3.3 ABKJtDKBM SMJLLL FINDS (cont) CERAMIC

90. 2 fragaents. Largest fragment 62 x 73am. Thickness 15tac.
Hard fabric, red/brown In colour with grey core. 1 fragoent is

carved and naa slight traces of snoke blackening on its external
surface. Trencn 4A, Layer- 287, Period M,

91. 3 J'ragnents. Largest fragment 126 x 56na. Thickness 15ran. Hard
fabric, orange/ red in colour. Largest fragment has slightly
curved profile. Top surface sanded. Bottom surface haj traces

of smoothing on the clay. Trench 4A, Layer 29% Period 5.

CHIMNEY PGT3 (Not Illustrated)

92. 1 fragment. 80 x 76mn. Thickness 16mm. Hard fabric, orange/red

in colour. Slightly curved, 1 surviving straight edge. External
surface smoke blackened . Possibly a chimney pot fragment .
Trench 3, Layer 109, Period 2a.

93. 2 fragments. Larger fragment 65 x ^5mm. Thickness i2nw. Both

pieces wheel thrown. 1 fragment has a smoothed edge. Traces of

o»oke blackening on external surface. Possibly a chimney pot
fragment. Trench kt Layer 177, Period k,

5 fragments. Largest fragment 130 x 50oo. Thickness 12am.
Hard fabric, red/brown with grey core. All fragments are wheel
turned. External surfaces have traces of sjooke blackening. 2

fragments have pieces of square, smoothed edge surviving,
Poaalbly from a chlaney pot or flue. Trench 4A, Layer 290,
Period k.

TILES (Kot illustrated)

95. 1 fra^»rnt. 75 x 35««. Thickneos 10a«. Very hard fabric
red/brown in colour. 1 surviving curving edge. Hortar traces
on both aid«a. Trench 5, Layor 256, Period 2c .

96. 17 frafi»entfl. Largoit 29«o. Thickneas 10n. 2
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9.3.3/4 ARRRDKKM SMALL FIMDS (cont) CERAMIC/LEAD

fragments in l ight brown fabr ic . 15 pieceo in orange brown
fabric. 1 piece has heavily sanded surface. Trench 5, Layer
341 , Period 3.

LEAD OBJECTS J A STORES

WINDOW CAfTCS ( N o t i l lustrated)
97. Length c 57cta. Trench 5, Layer 316, Period 3, Saall Find 158.

98. [,-shaped fragment. Badly corroded. Length c 37mm. Trench
4, Layer 197, Period 2c.

PIPING (111 107raf}
99- Section of lead piping. Length 695on. Made fro* single folded

sheet of lead, w i t h additional binding at Joint . Four 1.5nn deep

notches on fold, 230nm from binding. Trench 5» Feature EH, Layer

331, Period 2 (Small Find 196) .

MISCELLANEOUS ( N o t i l lustrated)
100. Rectangle. Curve cut out of 1 corner. 2 roughly circular

indentations in the corners of opposite short side, c 35 x

25mffl. Trench 5, Layer 340, Period 3, (Small Find 190) .

101. Sub-rectangular piece. Laminated and of very poor quality.

Trench 5, Layer 209, Period 2c, (Small Find 179) .

102. Waste pieco. Trench 3, Layer 125, Period 2a, (Small Find 192) .

103. Waste piece. Trench 5, Layer 254, Period 1, (Small Find 112) .

104. Waste piece. Trench 5, Layer 252, Period 2, (Small Find 84).

105. Waste piece. Tr«nch 5, Uyer 242, Period 2c, (Small Find 45 ) .

106. Curved and pointed atrip. Length 42aa» Trunch 5, Layer 205,
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9.3.4/5 ABERDEEN SHALL PIUDS (cont) LEAD/COPPER ALLOY

Period 3, (Small Find 195).

107. Waste piece. Trench 4, Layer 161, Period 2c.

108. Waste piece. Trench 4, Layer 157, Period 3.

Q.3.5 COPPER ALLOY OBJECTS J A ST041E3
BOOK FITTINGS (111 96)

109. Embossed flower shape with 6 petals. Central hole probably for
rivet. Diameter 17mm. Compare a group of objects froo
Coventry (Woodfeld and Goodall 1931, fig 6, nos 80-3), Trench
3, Layer 134, Period 2a, (Small Find 189).

110. Domed head with backing disc connected by iron pin (with silver
tip?). Diameter Horn. Intermediate disc of ?leather. Diameter
of backing disc 6mm. Trench 4, Layer 227, Period 2c, (Sxall
Find 72).

1 1 1 . Book or belt fitting? Diajiond-shaped plate with small circular
hole at either end and a larger one slightly below centre.
Length 22.50mo. Trench 4, Layer 273, Period 2c, (Small Find
115).

112. Book, bolt or casket fitting? Rectangular chaafered plate with
2 rivet holes, counter-sunk at back. Length 15an. Trench 5,
Layer 209, Period 2c, (Small Find 49),

LACE-ENDS (Not illustrated)
A group of objects found In association with the burials are very
similar to lace-ends found elsewhere, notably at St Peter'3 Street,
Northaapton (Oakley and Websttr 1979, 262-3, fig 113, nos 254, etc)
and at Hadlelgh Castle, Esstx {Drewett 1975, 144-5, fig 29). Th«re
were 2 distinct types of Jccc-en.l present at both Aberdeen and
Llnlith£ow site*. Type 1 Is cylindrical with both end* Uw taaa
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9 .3 .5 *ngpnggu SMALL FINDS (cont) COPPEft ALLOY

diameter, w i t h the edges abut t ing or folded over. Type 2 is slightly
narrower than type 1, tapering towards 1 end. Type 2a is similar to

type 2 wi th a single pair of opposed holes near the wider end, which
would once have contained re inforc ing rivets, 'friz typ*.- only
defini te ly occurs at Llnlithgow.

Type 1

113. Fragment. Length Qaat. Trench 4, Layer 201, Period 2c, (Small
Find lib).

14. Part only. Badly corroded. Length c 17™. Trench 4, Layer
222, Period 2c, (Small Find 19a).

115. Part only. Length 17mm. Found beside lumbar vertebrae of SX
51. Trench 4, Layer 222, Period 2c, (Small Find 18).

116. Both ends missing. Contains recnains of leather lace? Length
16.5nm. Trench 2, Layer 222, Period 2c, (Small Find 12a).

Type 2
117. Part only. Length 13«a. Trench 4, Layer 227, Period 2c, (Small

Find 62).

118. Both cnd3 missing. Remains of leather lace? protruding by 4nm,
Length 15am. Trench 4, Layer 222, Period 2c, (Small find 19b).

119. 2 fragments. Very badly corroded, Reaains of leather lace?
Total length c 14oe. Found above right ribs of SK 46. Trench
5, Layer 209, Period 2c, (Small Find 14).

120. Both ends mining. Remains of leatner lace? protruding by 4am,
Length 20«a. Trench 4, Layer 201, Period 2c, (Small Fidd 16).
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9.3.5 SMALL FINDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

PINS (111 100)

121. Head formed by twisting wire twice round shaft. Length 37.5ma.
Trench 4, Layer 163, Period 5, (Small Find 152).

122- Similar to 121 . Head oissing. Length 30.-™. Trench 4, Layer
161, Period 2c, (Small Find 163). Hot illustrated.

123. Badly corroded. Head made by twisting wire, c 1J tiaes round
shaft. Length 30ra. Trench 4A» Layer 297, Period 3, (Small Find
130). Not illustrated.

124. Head forned by twisting wire 1j times round shaft and then
founding and smoothing it off. Length 31mra. Trench 4A, Layer
1, Period 5, (Small Find 12). Not illustrated.

125. Similar to 122. Length 26n*a. Trench 4A, Layer 293, Period 5,
(Small Find 126). Hot illustrated.

126. Similar to 122. Length 28.50mm. Trench 4A, Layer 1, Period 5,
(Small Find 124). Hot illustrated.

127. Covered with thick layer of corrosion. Point missing. Head
roughly spherical. Length 34Bm. Trench 4A, Layer 314, Period
5, (Small Find 133). Mot illustrated.

128. Shaft. Length 28.50on. Found next to left tibia of SK81.
Trench 5, Layer 201, Period 2c, (Small Find 30). Hot
illustrated.

129. Fragment of shaft* Length 15*50nn. Trench 4, Layer 201,
Period 2c, (Small Find 11«), Wot illustrated.

130. Pin or needle. Top part Biasing. Hade from a rolled sheet of
Mtal. Ungth 24.50«a. Found beside SK 86, Trench 5, Layer 244,
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9.3.5 ABERDEKU SHAH. FIMDS (cont) COPPKA ALLOY

Period 2c, (Snail Find 5 1 ) . Not illustrated.

131 . Fragment of pin or needle? As above. Both ends missing.

Length 14cm. Trench 5, Layer 209b, Period 2c,(Snail Find 1 7 ) .
Not illustrated.

FITTINGS (111 100)

132. Rectangular in shape with a notch cut slightly to 1 side of
the middle on each long side. Small point on 1 short side.
Other end has been thickened by the addition of a thicker
rectangle. 2 rivets. Fibrous substance between rivet heads and
body. Length 13nra. Diaxcter of rivet heads 4mo. Trench 4, Layer
212, Period 2c, (Small Find 173).

133. As 132. Trench 4, Layer 227, Period 2c, (Small Find 36). Not
illustrated.

BRACELET (111 50, TOO)

13'+. Oval loop with gap of 2mm between 2 ends which have been cut

straight across. Incised zig-zag decoration, worn away in
places. Oval in section. Diameter 71cnD (max). Diameter 60m
(nin). Diameter of section 6mm (max). Found on left wrist of SX
84. Trench 4, Layer 236, Period 2c, (Small Find 48).

RING (Not illustrated)
135- Fragment of ring? Triangular in section. Length c 24n». Width

2.50mo. Trench 5, Layer 209, Period 2c, (Small Find 10).

VESSELS (Not illustrated)
136. Fragment. Finished edge along 1 aide bent over slightly to fora

rin. 29 x 21au. Thickness c 0.50mm. Trench 4, Layer 183,
Period 4, (Small Find 172).

137. Rim* 63 x 16«o. Trtnch 4, Layer 169. Period 4, (Small Find
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9.3.5 ABERDEEN SMALL FINDS (cent) COPPEfi ALLOY

167).

DIVIDERS (Hot illustrated)
138. Crudely manufactured with heavy transverse striations. Anas

flat but bevelled from tho shoulders to form almost oval
section. 2 decorative notches at the shoulders have been
crudely filed leaving horizontal striations. Pivot is of iron.
Length 83cm. Trench 4A, Layer 287, Period 4, (Snail Find 123).

SPRING (Hot illustrated)
139- Twisted wire coiled to fora spring with 1 end bent to form

loop. Length 50mo. Trench 3, Layer 122, Period 2a, (Small Find

181).

NEEDLE (Not illustrated)
140. Broken at eye. Hade froa drawn wire. Length 33Tim. Diameter

1.5mm. Trench 4A, Layer 300, Period 3, (Small Find 131).

DISCS (Not illustrated)
141. Diameter 13am. Trench 1, Layer 8, Period 3a, (Small Find 188).

142. Diameter 13on. Tranch 3, Layer 122, Period 2a, (Small Find 167),

MISCELLANEOUS (Not Illustrated)
143. Length of wire. Square in section. Slightly flattened at 1

end. Length 67mm approx. Trench 4, Layer 169, Period 4, (Small
Find 169).

144. Piece of sheet. Possibly remains of coffin fitment, c 65 x
50o«. 2 pierred slita each 8 x 2an. Found txsido S* 18. Trench
4, Layer 167, Period 2cf (Small Find 15).

145. 4 sheet fragaents. Very badly corroded. Trench 3, Layer 91,
Period 2a, (S*all Find 9),
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9 . 3 . * ABKRDKXM SHALL FIH)S (coot) IRON

9 - 3 . 6 IKfl OBJECTS

BUCKLE! Ill 1<T'»n

Hb. Buckle or c o f f i n handle? Length c

% Layer ?09, Period 2c, (Small Hnd 28) .

J A STOHE5

W i d t h c 70««. Trench

STAPLE (Hot i l l u s t r a t e d )
1 4 7 . Rounded top. Length Tm appro*. Trench 4 , Layer 221 t Period

?c, (Small F ind 1 9 7 ) . Not i l l u s t r a t ed .

S W I V E L HCCK ( N o t I l l u s t r a t e d )
146. Length 46aa approv . Trench * , Layer ?57, Period 1, (Small F ind

MISCELLANEOUS (Hot I l l u s t r a t e d )
149. Curved sheet. Rectangular w i t h curve cut out of l corner. Wood

iapreaaions cwi i n n e r surface, c 40 x 2rt*». Trench 3, Layer 9 V ,
Period 2a, (Small Find I S A ) .

150. J-3h«ped object . C i r c u l a r copper alloy head and 2 copper a l loy

r ivets . Wood iBfressjons suggest that it could be • handle
for»ed fro« a f l a t iron p la te w i t h wooden sides rivetted In
position. Rectangular in section at top and cirxuiar at t ip .

The extreme t i p la aissin^. Length c 90w. Trench A , Layer

29C, P*-Jcxi 2c, (Stall Find 1 2 9 ) .

15K C y l i n d r i c a l object. Outer casing over narrower tube? Remains
of copper a l l oy band round centre and iron band round top of
caae. ungtn 45«o, Trervch kt Layer 222t Period 2c t (Small Find

1 2 b ) .

. Spatulate object. Point
209, Ptriod 2x, {Small Find 1 3 ) .

Length 70m». Tr«nch 5, Layer
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9.3.C/7/6 ABBJtDKEH SHALL PIHD8 (coat) IROW/BOME/COIHS

COfTIN HAILS (Hot illustrated)
irfell over 100 c o f f i n nai ls were recovered du r ing the e x c a v a t i o n , sone
direct ly associated w i t h ind iv idua l skeletons, others in general

burial contexts . Many were so corroded that It was impossible to
discern their original fora, but Boat seened to confora to 2 sizes of
the sace basic shape, square-shanked w i t h small heads 5-6m in

diameter, v a r y i n g froei 35-r>0«a in length , al though soot; also hod a
larger head aDout I0-20«a dlaoeter.

9 . 3 . 7 BORE OBJECTS J A STORES

Species i d e n t i f i c a t i o n by R R a l p h

PEGS (111 1 C 7 « f )
153. Carved froa shet, •etatarsal. Length 53JCB. Trench < * A , Layer

309, Period 3, (Stall F ind 1 8 5 ) .

1 5 A . S imi lar to _1^3_. Length Y^m. Trench 1 , Layer c> , Period 3a,
(Stall F ind I 6 r > ) .

MISCELLANEOUS (Not, i l l u s t r a t e d )
155. Part of whistle? Length

2c, (Smflll Find 186) .
Trench 5, Layer 209, Period

156. Curved point . Upper part Missing. Length

Layer 251, Period 2c , ( SIM 11 Find 7 6 ) .
Trench

9.3.3 COIK3 CO1M UEIQHT D BATISOi. • HOLHKS

COIMS (Mot illustrated) D BATE30*
157. Cut h*lfp«nny froa allver 1004 cross penny, Henry III claaa 3b

(^^ft-SO). Mint London, Booeyer uncertain. Fair aaount of
wear - postibly ioat as lat* u 1230, but aor« likely
1250»/60». Trench 1 , Layer 60, Period 2a, (Saall FinJ 1&2).
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158. Cut halfpenny f'roa silver short cross penny, Henry III, class 7
(1217/18-42). Mint London, moneyer uncertain. Some wear -
lost possibly as late as 1250, but no later. Trench 4, Layer
201, Period 2c, (Snail Find 47).

159. Cut halfpenny from silver short cross penny, John, class 5bii
(1205-10). Hint London, monoyer ?? William T. Fairly worn,
but possibly lost as later as 1250. Trench 4, Layer 22?t Period
2c, (Small Find 41}.

COIN WEIGHT (111 106) N HOLMES
160. Square chamfered block, reverse flat, with relief iraage on

obverse of 3-towered castle slightly off-centre. Upper parts
are bevelled unevenly. Standard of workmanship appears fairly
poor. 12 x 12 x 4mm. Mass 4.45g (68.67 grains). Trench 4,
Layer 278, Period £c, (Snail Find 116).

The size and general appearance of this object suggest that it
was probably a coin weight, used for determining whether bullion
coins, particularly of gold, were of tho correct masa. No coin
weights bearing a castle design on a square flan are described or
illustrated in the standard works published to date, however, and
Scotland has not been regarded as one of the countries in which such
items were produced, Dieudonne (1925) does not include any Scottish
weights, The chapter on "Oreat Britain1 includes only pre-Union
English weights and post-Union British types. Houben (1982) does
not include Scotland in his list of production areas, and it seems
likely that few examples are known. Although Sheppard and Hueham
(1923, 215-7) include a liflt of 21 items under the heading 'Wetfihto
Used in Scotland1, very few of these can have baon related to
specifically Scottish coinage, Any comments on the Aberdeen piece
must therefore be buiod on its general similarity to known coin
weights from other countries and on the probable significance of the
castle dtJiin*
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Square coin weights were being made on the continent at least AS
early as the 15th century, and in 1632 this form was specifically
forbidden in England. Until as late as 1750 the obverse of weights
usually bore the main features of the design of the related coins,
and a few countries incorporated a characteristic national mark in
the obverse design, eg the Irish harp and the Prussian eagle. All
square English coin weights bore on the reverse the jrowncd value,
expressed in shillings and pence and in Roman numerals, of the
related coins. Plain reverses ore sometimes found on the earliest
weights, dating from before 1500, but even these often had accessory
ir.arks on the reverse. The latter were snail punch-marks, which
indicated that the mass of the weight had been checked and approved
by an appropriate official.

Bevelling at the angles of sides and bottom was a common feature
of European coin weights, as this assisted the user in extracting
weights with a needle or piece of wire from compartments in a wooden
box. The obverse design, indicating the type of coin to which tlv
weight referred, was normally on the larger, upper face, so that the
correct weight could be found easily when required. The Aberdeen
piece is unusual in having its only design, the castle, on the
smaller, bevelled face. No British weights illustrated by Dleudonne
exhibit this feature, but it do«s appear on a number of foreign
ones, notably French.

Assuming that the throe-towered castle design does, in fact,
provide a clue as to the type of coin for which th* weight was made,
there is no Scottish gold or silver isoue to which it could relate
directly. Professor Philip Qrieraon (pera cooun) has suggested that
the most probable counterpart is to be found amongst the gold coinage
of Spain. The castle design was coooon on these isauos, and would
have been readily identified by uaera of gold coinage In the 14th and
15th centuries. If the weight was indeed designed for use with a
Spanish iasu*, Qrier&on (19SS) has luggested, on the grounds of mass
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and of wide circulation, that an appropriate issue may have been the
castellano d'oro issued by Henry IV of Castile and Lcon for use in
the Low Countries. The average niass of these coins seeos to be
marginally higher than that of the coin weight, but the latter may
have lost seme of its original ciasa through corrosion. It is also
very possible that the coin weight is not an official issue. The
absence of any reverse mark suggests this, as does the appearance of
the castle design on the 'wrong1 face. The workmanship is generally
poor, with the bevelling assymetrlcal. Unofficial weights, often
made to replace lost specimens, are frequently found to be
inaccurate.

Although there is clearly a strong argument for associating this
coin weight with Spanish coinage, on the grounds of the use of the
castle design, it is unfortunately the case that no other square
weights bearing this design are included in the standard published
works, nor are any examples known to Professor Grierson or the
writer. Mateu y Llopis (1934) illustrates 2 weights for the late
15th-century castellano d'oro, both bearing the castle design, but
both are circular (pi III, 18 and 19). The possibility cannot
totally be eliminated, therefore, that the weight originated in
Scotland, as first postulated by the writer (Holmes 1988). Whereas
Spanish weights have been renesrched and published, and those
bearing a device as comoonly used on Spanish coinage as the castle
night therefore be expected to have been Identified, virtually
nothing is known about weights relating to Scottish coinage issues,
and there appear to be very few extant specimens.

Scotland had an extensive gold coinage in terms of the number and
variety of issues, and It would therefore seen unusual if appropriate
coin weights were not also manufactured, Grierson (pen COM) has
argued that relatively few Scottish gold coins may have circulated
abroad, since issuts would havr bc«n siiMill In cooptriaon with those
of othar countries, and that the international demand for relevant
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weights might therefore also have been small, but there is some
evidence that such items did exist. Cochran-Patrick (1876) records
a note by Sir Janes Hope, of 20th July 1647, in which he describes
rinding 'in a little box in the Wairden's chlst1 [of the Scottish
mint] ...'several sorts of grains' (ie standard weights for
different masses in grains). None of these were described as having
a castle mark, however. Hope recorded that some were marked with an
A (possibly the initial of a member of the Acheson family, several
of whom were Dint officials), sô e with a crowned C (presumably for
Charles I), some with a 'libbert' arid a B (ascribed by Hope to
Nicholas Briot, Charles J's mint-master), some with points
(indicating the caas in grains), and some with points and a crown.

In the same note Sir James Hope mentioned that the Edinburgh Dean
of Guild's 1lb weight was narked with a 3-towered castle and the
letters IP and a BR monogram, and this is just one example of the
use of this symbol on items made in, or otherwise relating to,
Edinburgh. The device belongs to the Edinburgh coat of arms, and it
has been utilised since 1485 as a gold and silver hallmark of the
Edinburgh assay office. A stamp or this design was applied to the
bases of bowls of clay pipes made in Edinburgh in the 17th century.
Some of these early clay pipes bore no other marks, and it is clear
that the 3-towered castle ataap was by then recognised as a symbol
of Edinburgh manufacture.

Tho presence of this device on a coin weight of the 16th or 17th
century would be quite acceptable, since Scottish coinage was minted
almost exclusively in Edinburgh during that period, and the symbol
of the Scottish Bint could easily have becooe synonymous with that
of its location. Whether the mint controlled the manufacture of
coin weights, as Its counterpart in England did, is impossible to
say at present, but it would be logical if this was the case, since
the mint controlled the c«3 of th* coin*
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If the weight did relate to an issue of Scottish coinage, the
rr,ost likely denomination would be the gold 'hat piece1 of James
VI's 6th coinage (1591-3), which had a theoretical mass of 69.8
grains. The coin weight, at 68.87 grains, is narginally lighter, but
again this could b? due to corrosion or to an error by aji unofficial
manufacturer.



9.4 LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC SMALL FINDS
CONTENTS

9.4.1 Lithic objects (flint and chert)
9.4.2 Jet objects
9.4.3 Bronze object

1

9 . 4 . 1 LITHIC OBJECTS (Not illustrated) D LEHAiJE
M A T E R I A L

All but 2 of the lithic finds were recovered froa cedieval or later
archaeological deposits. The only exceptions were a flint flake and
a chert flake which were found in Period 1 deposits 7223 and 8022
respectively.

The assemblage comprises 47 pieces, 36 of which are flint,with 7
pieces of chert also represented. Both the quartz and amber chips
recovered may be natural. The assemblage is dominated by flint and
the general condition cf the pieces Is characteristic of nodules
which were collected as weathered pebbles, possibly from alluvial
gravels or river beds. The general size of the flakes are small and
the quality only reasonable, which is possibly indicative of the
lack of a good source of raw material,

INDUSTRY
The assenblage was firstly divided into a number of broad categories
and these are presented below in Table 64nf*

Table 64mf. Main categories of assemblage

Type Incidence

Cores
Core rejuvenation flake
Chips

Flakes

Total 100.0
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9.4.1 LIULITHGOW PUEHISTOJUC SMALL FIIJDS (cont) LITHIC

TECHNOLOGY

The presence of cores and core rejuvenation flakes which reflects
primary flaking activities indicates that sorae core knapping lock
place on the site. However the lack of primary flakes from the site
indicates that core knapping also tock place elsewhere. Both of
these cores were single platforaed which is indicative of a simple
core preparation technique.

Table 65mf. Analysis of flakes by striking platform and bulb of
percussion.

Striking platforn

Sojooth

Facetted

Bulb of percussion

Small
Prominent
Diffuse
Prominent
Soall

Incidence
No
3
3
1
1

1

33.3
33.3
1 1 . 1
1 1 . 1
11.1

Total 9 100.0

The techniques employed for the production of flakes is reflected in
the striking platform and bulb of percussion. All the striking
platforms were smooth except for 2 facetted exenplea. Where visible
the majority of bulbs were small, although a number of prominent and
1 diffuse exaaple were also noted. This indicates the use of direct
percussion, possibly hard haaoer (proeinent bulb) with SOBW indirect
percussion with soft hammers (eoall axid diffuse bulbe)*
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9.4 .1 LJULITHGOW PREHISTORIC SHALL FIHDS (coat) LITH1C

Table 66mf. Analysis of flakes by ( a ) type and (b) condition of

edges.
a. Flake type Incidence b. State of edge Incidence

No % No %
Secondary 1 1 30.0 Retouched 14 37.8

Tertiary 26 70.0 Edge damage 15 40.6
Debitage 8 21.6

Total 37 100.0 Total 37 100.0

Having produced flakes, secondary knapping processes are utilised
either to change the shape of the flake or to provide the desired
type of edge. In this assemblage the tcajority of pieces are altered
with light retouch, both regular and irregular which in all cases is
rather1 crude. The reoaining pieces display steep retouch, with 1
example of invasive retouch. A number of pieces were utilised
without any secondary knapping.

Table 67nf. Morphological and edge damage types

a. Morphological Types Incidence b. Edge Damage
No

Retouched flakes 1

Various scrapers 6
Petit-tranchet derivative 1

Total 100.0

Serrated A 4
" B 3

Edge damage A 4
Edge damage B 1
Gun flints 3

Total 15

EDGE DAMAGE
The utilisation of these edges is clearly visible, but without
experimental and nicrowear analysis It is difficult to Identify all
such traces and to attribute then to specific functions. The edge
damage seen in this aiioablage occurs in ttit majority of cases (12)
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9.4.1 LIHLITHGOW PREHISTORIC SHALL PIMDS (cont) LITHIC

along both lateral edges with 1 piece damaged along 1 side and 1
piece damaged along 1 side and the distal end. Included In this
group are the 3 examples of unstratifled gun flints whose edges are
damaged due to their use in flint-lock of muskets.

MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES

The morphological pieces retrieved on this site do not represent
consistently recurring types. There are 6 exaoples of 'retouched
flakes', a very loose term, used to indicate a piece which has been
retouched alor.g 1 or both lateral edges and which can be seen as a
very general implement type. There are 2 examples which are on what
appear to be natural flakes and which have been further damaged by
later activity. There are 6 different scraper forms represented,
ranging through concave, end, side, double ended arid 1 example of a
concave and end scraper. The only facet in common that these
scrapers have is that they are all fairly cruc!o and in most cases on
poor quality flakes. The only icplemcnt that can be morphologically
duplicated upon other sites is the broken example of a
petit-tranchet derivative arrowhead. The petlt-tranchct or
transverse arrowhead is a sycrcctrical arrowhead made en a blade
segment; the more advanced derivative form is art elongated
asymmetrical implement on a flake. In terms of chronology, the true
pelit-tranchet arrowhead is found in the later mesolitnic industries
In Britain but the associations of the derivative fortos ore with
grooved ware and other late neolithic ceramics (Saith 197S 120).

DISCUSSION

Most of the retouched pieces froa Linlithgou cannot be culturally or
chronologically paralleled, since the majority of them are fairly
undiagnoatic. 1 exception Is the fragment of petit-tranchet
derivative arrowhead which Is usually taken to be indicative of a
late neolithic/early bronze age date (Clark 193?, 50). However also
present at the site are 3 gun flints which are of medieval or later
date and th*r*fora it is not possible to chronologically place this
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9.4.1/2 LINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC SHALL PIMDS (cont) LITHIC/JET

assemblage, since it incorporates pieces from what appear to be

different tines.

The 2 flints froa Poriod 1 contexts and the fragment of
petit-tranchet derivative arrowhead are catalogued hero. A full
catalogue is in archive.

161. Flake of brown flint. 17 x 14 x 3nm* Context 7223, Period 1.

162. Flake of green chert. 13 x 9 x 4mm. Context 8022, Period 1.

163. Flake of light grey flint. Unfinished/broken petit-tranchet
derivative. 28 x 19 x 5™. Context 6047, Period 4.

JET OBJECTS I A 0 SHEPHERD

BEAD (tot illustrated)
164. Part of oblate bead. Diameter c 22mm. Diameter of perforation

2rrju. The bead has a very narrow perforation and a dull patch
on its outer surface (2mm in radius from the top of the
perforation) which suggest that the bead broke shortly after
t,he drilling process. That is to say, the dull patch probably
represents the impression of the socket of the drill bit]
against this suggestion must be set the high polish of the
piece which might indicate that the break occurred at some
later point in the aanufacturing process, perhaps during the
final polishing (in which case the 'patch' would represent the
means of holding the bead). The extreme narrowness of the
perforation combined with the oblate shape of the bead are
difficult to parallel. Beads of the late neolithic and early
bronze age generally have wider perforations (<tg that fro* a
late context at the Ceirnholy chambered tomb,
Kirkcudbrightshire] Piggott and Powell 1949, 123, fig 9).
However, narrow perforations per se are not a bar to an early
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9.4.2 LIULITUGOW PkSUISTOftlC SMALL FIHDS (cont) JBT

bronze-age date, given the skill evident in drilling spacer

plates (Shepherd 1979* 48) or such beads as that from
Durrington G 14, Wiltshire (Annablo arid Sinpson 1964, 51 i no
274). On balance, a bronze-ago date for thl» piece is likely.
Unstratificd.

ARMLET (111 89)

165. Armlet fragment. External diaraeter c 80cm. Approximately
one-quarter of crudely shaped Jet armlet of unusual thickness
and height. The fat, Icntoid section (12 x 22mm in thickness) •
is unusual. All surfaces exhibit the marks of a cutting
implement, although seme evidence of polish of the inner facaa
probably indicates that it had been worn in an unfinished
state. The heavy pitting on the exterior surface indicates
attempts to remove spall, the atony intrusions found in poorer
quality jet. Surh armlets are a not infrequent component of
later prehistoric British assemblages; a relatively close
parallel is the fragment found in the fill of a long cist at
Parkburn sand pit, Losawade, Midlothian (Henahall 1956, 261,
264-5, fig 5) which is similar to several of the annlet
fragments found in the lowest levels in the hiilfort of
Traprain Law, East Lothian (Cree and Curie Kj22, 228-31, fig
26). A rather better finished fragment witii a triangular
cross-section was found at the iron-age homestead at K*lr Hill,
Gergunnock, Stirlingshire (Maclaren 1(J59, 82, fig 3). Context
6021, Period 4.

DISC (Not ilustratud)
166. Disc fragment. Width c 28nn. Thickness 3mm. The 3 angular

facets which fora two-thirds of the peritwter of this disc
the fractured surface th»t represents the other third indicate
that this Is a waster from the manufacture of a jet armlet or
other circular ornament.. That is to «ay this i» the central
core which w*s broktn out to fora the aperture, A similar disc
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9.4.2/3 IiINLITHGOW PREHISTORIC SMAU, PIfci&S (cont) JET/BROM1E

was fo.md at the bronze-age jet working site at Swine Sty,
Baalow, Derbyshire (Machln 1971, 13, flfl 5). Context 6229.

MISCELLANEOUS (Not illustrated)
167. Triatigular fragment of jet. c 16 x 6ao. This is not a bead

fragmentj lt raay possibly represent general debris from bead
tranufacture or other Jet-working. Context 6217, Period 2.

Taken as a group, these fragments, with the possible
excepticn of 164, suggest that £ basic jet ornament industry
was carried out in the vicinity during the later prehistoric
period. The proximity of Linlithgow to the West Lothian shales
(Shepnerd 1970, fig 1) and the relatively unsophisticated itetcs
represented in the collection probably reflect an industry of
only local significance. Nevertheless, such evidence, which
r;ay be compared with that found at the bronze-age settlement
site of Swine Sty in Derbyshire, is a significant addition to
cur knowledge of tae prehistory of central Scotland.

OBJECT I A G SUKPHKRD

RIKC (Wot Illustrated)
168. Fragment of oval-sectioned ring. Diameter A6ouri[ thickness

It nn> derive frĉ r. such late bronze-ago ornaments as the triple
rings found in the Aberdeenshire hoard of Glen Tanar (Pearce
1971, 60, fig 2} or the double cr single rings froa the Braes
of Qight hoard, also froo Aberdeenshire (Proc Soc Antiq Scot,
5yt (1924-5), 156). In either event, a date in the 9th or 8th
centurias be would b* appropriate (Cowie and Reid 1986, 87).
Context 6188, Period 2,
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9.5 LINLITHGOW MEDIEVAL AND POST-MEDIEVAL
SMALL FINDS
CONTENTS
9.5.1 Glass objects
9.5.2 Stone objects
9.5.3 Silver objects
9.5.̂  Lead objects
9.5.5 Copper alloy objects
9.5.6 Ircn objects
9-5.7 Coins and jetton
9.5.8 Wall plaster, pigment containers ar.d pigaents

CUSS OBJECTS W J LIKDSAY

WINDOW GLASS (lil 93)

^93 pieces of medieval window glass were recovered during the
excavations at Linlithgow. 102 piecc-3 appear to be ortrge cr green
tinged 'white1 glass but only 7 coloured fragments in, green, blue
and flashed ruby have been identified. Because of the decayed nature
of n;uch of the material it is impossible to be certain but
approximately 33 appear to be decorated with red, broun or mauve
painted designs.

There are indications that some of the glass had been
manufactured using the cylinder or muff process, but no evidence
that the crown method had been employed.

Only 20 fragments of window glass were recovered froa the area of
the nave and 15 of these came froo: Period 4 destruction levels.
Several of the pieces appear to be of 'white' gloss although 1
fragment is emerald green in colour. 2 opaque pieces (169, 170)
possess distinctive but unusual designs. Prior to conservation the
internal surfaces of these a/id several other pieces were covered by
a brush«d coating of white line wash except at the edges where the
surfaces had been protected by leading* Clearly the waah had been
deliberately applied to windows rather than having derived from the
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9.5.1 LIMLITEGOW MED/POST-MED SMALL PIKDS (cant) GLASS

rich deposits in which many of the glass fragments were
found. The coating is likely to have been applied when the chapel
was converted into the friary church in Period 3, Phase 6, either
because some of the original chapel windows were found to be in
unsuitable parts of the redesigned building or because the subject
matter depicted was not considered appropriate for the nave of the
friary church. Should this hypothesis be correct then 169 ard 170
are 2 of the earliest fragments in the assemblage being of pre
15th-century date which would explain why the decorative motifs are
so different in style from those on fragments from the chancel. The
stylised foliage design of 170 suggests that it is of 14th-century
rather than of 13th-century date.

Most of the window glass fragments (304) were recovered frcm the
chancel area and the bulk of these came from Period 4 primary
destruction levels within the presbytery. The large total is
surprising considering that cuch cf the area had previously been
excavated in c 1900 and 1953. The only coloured pieces, 2 blues and
an emerald green, were found in unstratified archaeological horizons
although red, yellow, green and blue examples along with many opaque
pieces were recovered from destruction levels between the altar and
the E wall of the chancel during the 1953 excavation (D Hunter, pers
cocm). 30 of the 1983 total show scute evidence of painted
decoration. 171 - 174 appear to depict parts of a diamond-shaped
motif, which has been reconstructed (111 93). Part of this
particular design was present on a small end fragment, similar in
size to 174, froo Glasgow Cathedral (Ford I987c) while a similar
design was present at Perth (321).

The glass finds indicate that goae windows within the presbytery
and choir are likol;/ to have been glazed mainly with clear glass
although painted borders or panels in a geomatrical style would have
added interest. Coloured glass was probably used sparingly in the
overall dtalgns of windows. However, it la likely that the main E
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9.5.1 LIWLITHGOH HED/POST-MKD SMALL FIHDS (cont) GLASS

window was cuch more colourful, judging by the glass found below it
in 1953. Windows with geometric borders are fairly coonxn during
the 15th and 16th centuries arid, should the Linllthgow ones not have
been substantially reglazed as is suspected by the general lack of
glass finds in pre Period k contexts, it would appear that the
designs en 172-180 are of early 15th-century date (see Chapter 5.2,
Period 3, Phase 6),

12 pieces of glass including 1 dark green fragment were found
associated with Building 2.

64 pieces were found within the E range, the najority In Period 4
primary destruction levels within the chapter house and the parlcur
(Rooms 3 and M. They included 1 blue piece and 1 painted piece.
Enough grozcd pieces survived to indicate that diamond shaped
quarries had been much used in the windows of Rooms 3 and A, In
view of the lack of decorated pieces these windows must have been
quite plain. For stratlgraphical reasons the windows are likely to
have been glazed in the third quarter of the 15th century.

None of the 63 fragments of gloss from early Period 4 levels in
the S range are coloured or painted, so it is likely that the
windows of the refectory (Room 6) and Room 5 were as plain as those
in the E range.

A few undecorated pieces were found in Period 4 or later levels
associated with the possible W range.

As might be expected, richly coloured and decorative window glass
appears to have been reserved almost entirely for the ojost inportant
building in the friary, the church, net only because of religlou*
feeling but also owing to the high costs which would have b«en
involved in glazing other ranges to a similar standard.
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9.5.1 LIHLITHGOW HKD/POST-KED SMALL FIUDS (cont) GLASS

Only painted pieces of glass are included in this catalogue.

169. Opaque glass. Thickness c 3-3.5Cmm. 1 grozed edge. Red
painted design under lime wash. Pre 15th century. Context
7024. Period A.

170. Opaque glass. Thickness 3.75cm. 2 grozed edges. Red brown
stylised foliage motif under lime wash. Probably 14th century.
Context 7005, Period 4.

T|'l. Orange tinged white glass. Thickness c 2cm. A grozed edges but
1 respects wrong face. Mauve/red painted geometric motif on 1
face and traces on reverse almost in the form of a signature.
Early 15th century. Context 5052, Period 4.

172. Orange tinged white glass. Thickness c 1.50-2.50mm. 1 grozed
edge. Red/mauve painted geocoetric cotif. Early 15th century.
Context 5053, Period A.

173. Opaque glass. Thickness c 2.50nin. 2 grozed edges. Red
painted geometric motif. Early 15th century. Context 5032,
Period 4.

174. Opaque glass. Thickness c 2crQ. 2 grozed edges. Red/pink
geometric painted notif. Early 15th century. Context 5032,
Period 4,

175. Green tinged white glass* Thickness c 1.50mm. 1 grozed edge.
Part of a red/brown painted geometric motif. Context 5032,
Period 4.

176. Green tinged white glass. Thickness c 1.50am. 2 grozed edges.
Part of a r*d/brown painted geometric motif. Ccntext 5032,
Period 4,
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9.5.1/2 LIHLITHGOW HKD/POST-MED SHALL FIMDS (cont) GLASS/STOKE

177. Green tinged whi t e glass. Thickness c 1-50-2.50nim. 2 grozed

edges. Part of a red/brcwn painted geometric m o t i f . Context
5032, Period k.

178. Opaque glass. Thickness c 2nm. Part of a red/brown painted

geometric cotif . Context 5025, Period 4.

1 7 9 - Opaque glass. Thickness c 1.50nm. 1 grozed edge. Part of a

red pa in ted mo t i f . Context 5034, Period 4. Not illustrated.

180. Opaque glass. Thickness c 1.60mm. 2 grozed edges. Part of a

red painted design. Context 5032, Period 4.

9 .5 .2 STONE OBJECTS

W i t h a contr ibut ion by W J Lintisay
G STELL

ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS (111 90)

The architectural fragments recovered from this site are uniformly
of local oedium-grained carboniferous sandstone and are broadly
ascribablo to the period between c 1450 and 1600 on stylistic
grounds. They are generally of a plain, unsophisticated character
bearing simple (50 or 85mD) chamfers or edge-roll-moulded arrises,
and collectively represent minor portions of door rybato,
window-surrounds (usually with glazing-grooves), capitals, bases and
shafts. A few fragments betoken grander traceried (182) and
mullioned (183) windows, usually with hollow chamfers, and multiple
roll-moulded capitals of cornices (184). The only piece worthy of
special mention is part of the base of an 8-slded stone basin (181!.
A wore detailed catalogue is in archive.

BASIN
181. Part of base of 8-slded basin. Height 150o»* Width across

opposing facets 300tnm, Context 6077, Period 4.
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9.5.2/3 LIHLITHGOW MED/POST-MED SMALL FIHDS (cont) £TOHE/SILVER

W I N D O W T R A C E B Y

182. Context 6132, Period 3, Phase 10.

W I N D O W M U L U O N

183. Context 8073, Period A.

?CORBELLED CAPITAL

184. Context 6058, Period 4.

ROOF SLATES W J LINDSAY

A nuir.ber of roof slates were recovered from dectolition contexts on
the Linlithgow site. These have been matched with saaples from Perth
and Aberdeen and appear to be of the sane stone, with a possible
source in the Aberleitno area of Angus. Details are in archive.

Q.5.3 SILVER OBJECTS U J LIHDSAY

BOOK FITTING (111 96)
185. 5 lobed object with central aperture. Representation of a

flower head? Width c 11am. Diameter of central aperture c
3.55m. 2 integral c 3ma long spikes on the back to attach it
to leather and/or wood. Similar objects have been considered
to be belt fittings with the central aperture used to take the
pin of the buckle (eg Oakley and Webster 1979, 253, fig 109, no
38). As there is no evidence of wear from a pin on the side of
the hole, it was almost certainly a decorative book cover
fitting similar to one found at the Dominican friary site,
Guildford (Poulton and Woods 1984, fig 45, no 31). Context
6673, probably Period 3.

BROOCH PIN (111 99)
186. Length 35mo. Almost round head built up with additional band of

silver. This appears to have been done prior to addition of the
terminal loop which would have attached the pin to a brooch.
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9.5.3/4 LINLITHGOW HfiD/POST-MKD SMALL FIHDS (cont) SILVER/LEAD

Poor quality of work suggests the object nay have been nuch
repaired. Context 7197, Period 2, Phase 3.

9.-,.4 LEAD OBJECTS V J LINDSAY

^0 pieces of lead were recovered and 33 of these arc short lengths
of cast window carries or related material* 2 types of case have been
identified. The coroconest (type 1), with 26 examples mostly froo
Period 4 or later horizons, has a simple H-shapcd profile, eg 187,
while the other (type 2), which was present in Period 3 contexts as
well as earlier ones, is generally Giore substantial and has
distinctive heavier retaining flanges, eg 186. Assuming that it is
residual tc Period 3 contexts it would seem likely that type 2 was
used prior to the 15th century to lead windows of tho pre-friary
chapel. The locations of finds indicate that type 1 appears to have
been extensively uaed in the chancel of the friary church as well as
the E and S ranges during the 15th and 16th centuries. It is
strongly suspected that some pieces possessing only a single flange,
eg 189, which have been included in the second category, are waste
from the casting of can.es rather than parts of window leading. The
only other lead object which might be associated with fenestration
is 190 which may have been formed by pouring trolten lead into a
smell rebate in a stone window surround to secure the end of either
an iron stanchion or saddle-bar. These wore used to support glass
in larger windows.

WINDOW CA.ME3 (111 9M
Type 1
187. Surviving length c 24mm. Context 5035, Period 3 or possibly 4.
Type 2
188. Surviving length c 64mm, Context 6656, Period 3, Phase 12.

169. Surviving length 34oa* Port of cane or casting waste. Context
6606, post Period k. Not illustrated.
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9.5.4/5 LIHLITHGOW MED/POST-HED SMALL FIKDS (cont) LEAD/COPPER
ALLOY

SADDLE BAR OR STANCHION SUPPORT (111 9M

190. 55 x 33 x 16cm. Tcp surface bears hammer marks and imprints of
a chisel-like tool. The object seems to have been cast by
pouring liquid lead into a roughly chamfered rebate arcund a
squared and centrally situated smooth object such as a bar. The
hamacr and ?chisel marks appear to have resulted from attempts
to make the lead fixing more secure rather than from its
extraction. Such an object could have been used to secure a
supporting iron stanchion or saddle-bar in front of a window.
Context 6606, post Period 4.

1

CAST PLUG (111 108mf)

191. Length c 32rrjn, Shank circular in section, tapering gently froa
a slightly rounded head. The only possible evidence of the
object having been used are a few almost horizontal shallow
grooves c 10tr.n from the tapered end. Although similar but
shorter objects were used to repair pottery vessels in the
medieval period it is unlikely that this one served such a
purpose. An incomplete object of this general form is present
in a Northampton assemblage (Oakley and Spencer 1979* 265 and
fig 115, no 9). Context 6617, post Period 4.

9.5.5 COPPER ALLOTf OBJECTS U J UHDSA*

With contributions by J Cherry, A R Gocdall

BOOK FITTINGS (111 96)

A large number of the book fit t ings, possible book fittings and other
qua l i t y copper alloj objects were recovered from the NW corner of the
excavation either wi th in Period 2, pr«-friary Building 1 or above it,
It would therefore seen possible that this building and the chapel
were us«d by the Carmelites prior to the construction of the friary
coaplex in Period 3,
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9.5.5 LINLITHGOH MED/POST-HED SHALL PIHDS (cont) COPPKtt ALLOY

192. Book cover clasp, c 42 x 22nan. Surviving piece of leather tie
is held in place ny 3 copper ailoy rivets fixed to the
triangular backing plate. Context 5000, unatratified.

193. Book ccver catch, with retaining bar and rivet holes. Badly
bent but originally neasured c 55 x 2Cwn (max). Splayed
fishtail design is augmented by engraved lines. Very similar
in style and decoration to 192. Could be regarded as its
counterpart. Context 8167, post Period 4.

192 and 193 are cotnmon forms of book clasps and catches in
Scotland with similar examples having been found at Culbin
Sands, the drain at Crossraguel Abbey and at Elcho Nunnery (D
Caldwell pers ccxrn). Some survive on early Scottish books
(Mitchcll 1955, pis 1-5). One of these Is a volume of Duns
Scotus1 Supc^sent-entlarim, now in Aberdeen University Library
(Special Collections), but attributed by an inscription to the
Aberdeen Carcelites, and dated 1507 (111 97).

194. Part of book cover boss with 6 lobes and small central hole.
Width c 14mm, The book from which It is derived is likely to
have possessed wooden boards covered with leather as traces of
these materials wore found associated with the boss. Context
7137, Period 2, Phase 3. Not illustrated.

195. Book cover boss. Diameter 9mm (max). Sheet copper ailoy.
Slightly distorted, semi-spherical with small hole at top.
Traces of leather indicate that the book to which the boss had
been attached had been bound with this tutorial* Context 7079,
modern. Not illustrated.

196. Fragmented bcoK cover boss. Ssici-spherical with small central
hole. Diameter 13mo (max). Context 7187, Period 2, Phase 3.
Hot illustrated.
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9.5.5 UHLITBGOtt MED/POST-HED SMALL FIWDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

197- Book cover boss. Fragments of leather, traces of copper,
?rivcto and splinters cf wood in association. Context 7184,
Period 2, Phase 4. Not illustrated.

193. Book cover boss. Context 7197, Period 2, Phase 3. Not
illustrated.

Objects 196, 197 and 198 all came froo Building l, 198 fros a
floor level within the building. 195 was found in a later
context in the same small area. It seems possible that all
could have derived frca the same Period 2, Phase 3 book.

POSSIBLE BCOK, CASKET OR OTHZR FITTINGS (111 96, 10&af}

199. Book cover or casket mount? Fragments of paper thin response
plaque. Sufficient survives to stew that it possesses a foliate
design and that at, least part of the object is straight sided.
Associated with the plaque wore traces of,gliding and particles
of flat glass. The presence of the latter material indicates
that an area of the object aay have bean enamelled. Adhering
fine splinters of wood suggest that it is likely to have been
mounted on a book cover or casket. Context 5GOO, uristratified.
Not illustrated.

200. Book or casket fitting? Small flat plate with 2 rivet holes, c
34 x 15mm. Found in association with traces of wood. Context
7197, Period 2, Phase 3 (111 1G3mf).

201. Book fitting or strap-end plate. Fragmented small flat plate
with off-central hole, c 10 x Guo. At least 3 copper rivets
eeem to be associated. ConUxt 7187, Period 2, Phase 3. Not
illustrated.

202. Decorative book cover fitting? Almost square flat headed stud.
Length c 5cm* Width c Bra* Minute traces of a white coating,
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9.5.5 LIMLJTHGOW MED/POST-MKD SMALL PIMDS (cont) CQPPEk ALLOY

possibly cnacel, are present on surface of head. Context 6154,
probably Period 3. Not illustrated.

203. Tie fastening of book or belt/strap stiffener? Rectangular
chamfered plate. Length c I4nm. Top curved across width.

Parts of 2 rivets in holes survive, (see Oakley 1979, 253 and
fig 103, no 37). Context 7187, Period 2, Phaso 3. Not
illustrated.

204. Plate. Length c 13nn. 2 rivets. Similar to 203 and 205.

but thinner and curved in section. Context 7167, Period 2t
Phase 3 till 96).

205- Rectangular plate with curved section and 2 rivet holes. Length

c 15cm. Similar to 203 and 204. Context 6661, Period 2 (111
96).

206. 3 tiny rivets. Length c 3run, heads Anm wide. Equally spaced in

a fragment of leather c 16ma long. ?Part of a decorative book
cover or strap. Context 6157, probably Period 3. Not
illustrated.

207. Book fitting or belt end? 5 holes and parts of iron riveta in
2 of these. Plate c 22 x 20«a. Random scratched lines on
reverse may indicate re-use, perhaps as a belt end (see Poulton
and Woods 1984, 79 and figs 42-3). Context 7156, Period 3 (111
96).

208. Book fitting, part of strap-end or buckle plate? 18 x Una
(max)* 3 holes, 2 containing copper alloy rivets. Context
7079, modern (111 108»f),

209. As 20B, but folded. Context 6604, post Period 4, Not
illustrated.
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9 .5 .5 LIHLITBGOW MKD/POST-MED SMALL PIkDS (coat) COPPEfi ALLOY

CASKET FITTINGS

B I N D I N G STRIP (111 93} A R GOODALL

210 . Decorative binding strip, cast and wi th gilding on upper

surfaco. Length c 65nm. W i d t h c 9om. Casting has resulted in

the back being sl ightly ho l lowed , giving a U-shaped sect ion. At
1 end is a perforated terminal wi th a small projecting knopi the

perforat ion would probably have held a dome-headed rivet. The
other end is f la t tened but appears to be complete and has no

means of a t tachment . The binding would probably have come froo
a casket or other small i tem of furni ture , or perhaps from a

tcckbinding. Its form is s imi la r to a hinge-like object froa
Scuthoe Manor, Caitbs (C lay ton 1948, 5, pi I II , 7 ) which was
associated w i t h 13th and 14th-century pottery. Context 6137,

probably Period 4.

H A N D L E (111 98)

2 1 1 . Part of small decorated handle, probably froa casket, associated
strap fitting and traces of leather. Length of handle c 16mm.
Length of strap-end c 17mm. Terminal of handle is in the form

of animal head. Strap-end consists of single strip of coppe '
alloy bent into elongated U-shape round the handle. 2 rivete
would have secured the leather thong sandwiched between the
fitting. Reminiscent of 203, 204 and 205 which would have been
used to stiffen a strap of the type associated with the fitting,
Context 7003, Period 4.

TACK (Not illustrated)
212. Slightly dome-headed small tack, possibly froo wooden bcx or

casket. Length c 7mo, Width of head up tc c 600. Context
6602, post Period 4.

LACE-ENDS (111 100)

Laceo were ofttn uwd to fasten clothing during the medieval period
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9.5.5 LIHLITHGOW KED/POST-MED SMALL FIHDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

(Goodall I H 1975, 144-5) and lace-ends are relatively cocnnjon finds
on medieval sites. 135 copper alloy lace ends were found during the
Linlithgcw excavation. 40 are comparatively complete, 69 have
traces of leather inside them. Most were obtained from Period 3
deposits of the 15th and 16th centuries, with only 7 of earlier
medieval date being recovered.

The objects were found over much of the excavated area but were
present in some numbers in certain specific locations. 42 were
recovered from the E range with 39 of these from Rooms 3 and 4,
This seeas to give support for these rooms having administrative and
domestic functions as chapter house and parlour. Similarly 17 were
found within Building 2, which is believed to have served a secular
function. However the third major concentration of lace-ends lay in
the claustral area, where 28 were found but only 14 were recovered
from grave fills and graveyard soils.

Most of tho lace ends are c 18mm long although SOCLG are up to c
31mm. Maximum widths vary between c 1.5mm and 3.5mm. 2 main types
have been identified. Type 1 is cylindrical and the folded edges
cither abut or aro folded in. They are open at the top and bottom.
Type 2 are slightly narrower than type 1 and taper towards 1 end. A
variation on type 2 only occurring at Linlithgow has single pairs of
opposed holes near the wider end which would have once contained
reinforcing rivets. These are called type 2a.

At Linlithgow 46 of type 1, 53 of type 2 and 3 of type 2a were
present. No concentrations of particular forms during specific
phases were found so it is assumed that the 2 main types were in ute
concurrently during the 15th and 16th centuries.

Type 1
213. Length c 23tno. Dlaxeter c 2sa.

10, Wot illustrated.
Context 6093, Period 3, Phase
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9 .5 .5 LIMLITHGOW HKD/POST-MfiD SHALL FINDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

2 1 4 . Length c 1Sxm. Dictator c 2c^a. Context 6047. Period 4.

Type 2

215. Length c 33wi. Diameter up to 2.5mm. Context 6634, Period 3»
Phase 12 - 14.

Type 2a
216. Length 31^. Diameter up to 2.5mm. Tapered, conical, with a

pair of opposed rivet holes near the wider end. Context 6074,
probably Period 3.

PINS (lil 100)
46 copper alloy pins wcro found during the excavation, The
assemblage is largely of 15th and 16th-century data, as only 1 was
recovered from a Period 2 horizon, compared with 34 from Period 3 or
probable Period 3 contexts. Pins were recovered fron all parts of
the site, but it is significant that only 3 were found in grave fills
or graveyard soils while 6 were obtained from Building 2, 10 fron
Rocn 4 (the parlour) and 19 froa the claustral area*

The pins had boon raado from wiro c 1-1,50mm in diameter snd
ranged in length from c 21-53mm. 6 wore coated with a dull silvery
grey metallic oubstsnce as if they had been tinn&d but none had
fibres of any nature adhering to them, 30 hoado survived and 28 of
these had been formed by winding wire round the shafts of the pins a
few times (eg _21_7 and 21B). Thlo is - common type (Oakley and
Webster 1979( 260-1), SOIT.B heads had been umcothed to form almost
round hetds and even the apparently round head of 219 may have been
Hade th!0 way,

21V, Length c 22mm, Diameter 1rwr, Wire wound head. Context 6263,
Period 3, Phase 12 - 14,

218* Lenflth c 42mm. Diameter 1,50icm* Wire wound hind, Contm

01



9.5.5 LIWLITHGOW MED/POST MED SMALL PIMDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

6627, Period 3. Not illustrated.

219. Length c ASmm. Diameter 1nra. Apparently round head but
possibly wire wound and smoothed. Context 7137, probably Period
3, althou • issibly Period 4.

TWISTED WIRE RINjS (111 100)

27 copper slloy twisted wire rings were recovered during the
excavation at Linlithgow. The objects had been made by forming 7 -
11.50nm diameter circular loops from lengths of 1-1 .50mra diameter
wire and twisting the ends together. Host of the projecting
terminals appear to have been trimmed and sone fl ttened. In spite
of the fragile nature of the objects, few of the Linlithgow examples
were distorted in any way as if their function had afforded them
protection. They isay merely be by-products created during the
manufacture of some other type of object. However, they are rcore
usually considered to be associated with the fastening or laoing of
clothing (Woodfield and Ooodall 1981, 98). Examples have been found
at Guildford (Poulton and Woods 1984, 77), Northampton (Oakley and
Webster 1979, 260) and Southampton (Platt and Coleman Smith 1975, 2,
no£ 1817-20 and 1871 ).

There were small adhering fragments of leather on 13 and tiny
splinters of wood on 2 examples. One example (222) appeared to have
been stitched on to leather. A small staple on tho reverse of the
leather may have provided additional strength to the fastening. All
the rings were found in contexts of 15th century and Inter date *nd
most wore recovered from graveyard soils N and E of the church, A
number were associated with SK 3, 7, 36, 37( 86 and 99. These
particular eHaraplea may have been attached to a leather shroud as
eyelets with thongs or small wooden pegs or toggles. The support
provided by wooden objects of this kind would explain why so many of
ths twitted wirs rings wars recovered in such good condition,
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9 .5 .5 LIWLITHGOW HED/POST-MED SMALL FIHDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

220. Diameter c 10.50mm. Hade from c 1.50oa wiro. Context 5125,

probably Period 3.

221. Diameter c 8mm. Made from 1mm wire . Context 5035, probably

Period 3. Not illustrated.

222. R ing and staple with adhering leather. Diameter of ring c 8rara,

tode f rcm c 1nm dianeter wire. Length of staple c SEE. Context

5125, probably Period 3.

BUCKLES (111 99)
223. Decorated buckle plate with 6 rivet holes, c 35 x 25mm (max).

Below a stamped zigzeg line arc 6 punched letters most of which
appear tc be Ms. It is possible that the zigzag motif was
built up using 1 punch. The fishtail-like terainal has been
engraved with 6 lines. Context 7507, Period 4 or later,

224. D-shapcd strap end buckle with 7 projecting tango, c 16 x 13mn
(max). Context 2, unstratified.

225. c 21 x 15na (oax). Context 7190, Period 2, Phase 3.

226. c 58 x 21m. Context 6000, unstratified,

227. c 44 x 34cffi, Context 5000, unstratified, Not illustrated,

STRAP-EKD (111 99) A R GOODALL
228. Plate from strtp end, Length BOnun. Width 6mm (max), It has a

line of traced decoration and hao notches cut out of It at the
upper and lower ends giving an ornamentally shaped terminal, On
the back arc areas of solder showing that it would have been
attached to another similar plate, and these would have been
fixed to the end of a narrow atrap by rivetting through the
rivet hole it th« upper end of the plate, Comparable
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9.5.5 LINLITHGOW HKD/POST-HED SHALL FIHDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

strap-ends have been found at Goltho (Goodall I H 1975, 91, fig
43, no M probably dating from the 14th century, and Wharram
Percy (Goodall A R 1979, 1 1 1 , fig 55, nos 13, 14) in contexts
of 15th and 16th-20th century date. These examples are,
however, rivetted at the lower end and 2 of then have a small
additional plate at the terminal to give extra moulding.
Context 6603, post Period 4.

FITTING (111 10Smf)
229. 20 x 12am (max). Traces of linear decoration between the 2

holes. Ccntext 6074, Period 4.

PENDANT (111 105) J CHERRY

230. Cast 6 pointed star shaped object with each part of the star
ending in a fleur-de-lis. Max diameter 33jm. No obvious sign
of fixing at the back and it is therefore likely to be a
pendant. 2 points of star broken off. Loop for suspension
would have been on 1 of the broken points. Possible function
as horse pendant swinging from breast band or as fitting for
ecclesiastical object. Context 6617, post Period 4.

RINGS (111 100, 108mf)
231. Made from wire, u-ehaped in section. Diameter 7'5mn, Context

60S8, probably Period 3. Not illustrated.

232. Finger ring, Diameter c 19mn. Indistinct inscription and
probably decoration on outer face of ring- Context 7066, Period
2, Phase 3 (111 100).

233, Part of a email cast and apparently rlng-ahaped object,
Diameter c 11mm. Decorative terminal. Function unknown. A
similarly shaped but larger (50mni) object has been described ao
poesibly part of a horae harness (Armstrong 1977( 67, fig 28,
no 107) Context 5164, period 2 (111 106nf),



9.5.5 LINLITHGOW MBD/POST-MED SMALL FIliDS (cont) COPPER ALLOY

BEAD (Not illustrated)
234. Oval sectioned. Diameter c 3.50rnra; aperture c 2ma. Context

7137, probably Period 3 but possibly Period 4.

VESSELS (111 101 )

Pieces of copper alloy cast or sheet vessels arc relatively uncommon
finds fron Scottish medieval sites probably because of cost and the
ready availability of cheap pottery and wooden vessels. The ease
with which copper could be recycled may also partially explain why
so few examples have survived. In addition to vessels 235 and 236 ,
and tr.e rivets 237 and xJ38, which may have been used in repair of
vessels, some scrap pieces of sheet copper found during the
excavation (see archive) are likely to have derived from redundant
vessels .

235. Rim fragment of cast or possibly spun vessel. Diaactor
Both internal and external surfaces striated horizontally.
Context 8068, prc-Phasc 11 but cedioval.

236. Rim fragments of patched sheet copper vessel, probably a bowl.
Flat headed rivets of paper-clip type (eg 237J have been
inserted from the inside of vessel to secure the patch. Crudely
pierced holes near rim suggest that vessel had been used
latterly as a hanging vessel. Context 7073, poet Period

RTVETS (111 1C8rnf)
237. Folded flat headed rival, of paper clip variety used in the

repair of vessel 236. Length c 6mm. Head c 9 x 6mn. Context
7137, probably Period 3 although possibly Period 4, Not
illustrated,

238. As 237 but leas complete, Context 6615, Period 4 or later, Not



9.5.5/6 LINLITHGOW KKD/POST-MED SHALL FIMDS (cant) COPPKfi ALLOY/
IROli

239. Flat headed rivet or plug made from folded sheet copper alloy.
Length c 28nm. Irregular shaped head c 13 x SDM. Context 6605.
post Period 4.

THIMBLE (Not illustrated)
240. Height c 22ffiHj. Width c 1?iun (max). Domed top plain but side

decorated with a c 11cini band of dinples, 2 lines, a line of
dimples and 2 lines near the base. Context 6603, post Period 4.

FERRULE (111 108mf)

241. c 33 x 10ma (raax). Narrow end slightly bifurcated and 3 tangs
project from other end. Siailar to one found at the Dominican
friary site, Guildford (Poulton and Woods 1984, 77). Context
6309, Period 3.

•3.5.6 IRON OBJECTS W J LIHDSAY
With contributions by I H Goodall, J Hlggltt.

A large number of Iron objects wore recovered during the Linlithgow
excavations, but nost were too oxidised to be considered worthy of
cleaning and conservation. The nails are briefly discussed below,
as arc 13 objects worthy of cention, including a group of knives and
blades, 2 of which preserve the remains of decorated handles (247 of
wood and 246 perhaps of silver).

CANDLEHOLDER (Not illustrated)

242. Part of upper portion of candleholder. Similar to upper part
of a candlestick from Les Logee (London Museum 19^0, pi XXXIX).
Context 60Q5» post Period A.

KEY (111 98)
243. Large door key. Length c 190niffi. Similar In nost respects to

Type VIIB (London Museum 1940, H1-2, fig 42, pi XXXI)
possessing a solid octagonal stern which narrows c AOnun froa the



9.5.6 LIWLITHGOW HED/POST-MED SMALL FIHDS (coot) IRON

end to form a projecting ooint. It has a normal kidney-shaped
bow but differs frcm the general Type VIIB form in that the
wards have squared external rebates close to the stem. These
possible design refinements may indicate that the key is of
16th rather than 15th-century date. Context 8046, Period 4.

BUCKLES (111 99)
244. Part of a ytrap-end buckle c 60 x 34m.ii. Traces of

decoration in the form of 3 notches on lower right-hand edge.
Fragnent (35 x 17.50:r.oi) of buckle plate also survives, with
single rivet hole. Context 7032, Period 2, Phase 4.

245. Very corroded buckle and associated plate which terminates in a
'nook, c 23 x 20run, Context 6010, Period 4.

246. c 27 x Context 6074, Period 4.

KNIVES (111 30, 104) I H GOODALL, J HIGGITT
247. Scale-tang knife with decorated wooden handle and broken blade.

Length of handle 75mm| length of blade 95mm and is carved with a
representation of two creatures, one fragmentary, Context 7199,
Period 2.

Wooden handle of knife 247*
Wood species identification J A Petty
With ouch an object no sectioning was possible, so comments can only
be based upon examination under a binocular microscope. Tho material
of the handle appears to be a tiraber of high density with a uniform
cellular structure, This suggests either a high density, slow grown
softwood (eg yew - Taxus baccata) , or certain hardwoods which
possess snail vassals and rays (eg lime - Tilia app)* Such
hardwoods would be diffuse porous, that ia would not exhibit
pronounced annual variation of structure,
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9 .5 .6 LIHLITHGOH MED/POST-KED SMAI*L FIHDS (cont) IROH

There appear also to be some traces of wood fragments at tached to

the blade. This wood is of d i f fe ren t appearance to that of the
handle. It could be a lower density hardwood.

Decorated handle J Higgltt
Lightly incised decoration survives on the upper part of 1 face of
the wooden handle. The work was executed with a sharp point by a
practised hand. In spite of the small scale the line is even and
controlled. (The hooded creature is only about 13m high).

The bevelled edge carries a simple zigzag line, a cocmon and
rudimentary form of ornament t. at cannot be dated. The flat face is
divided into at least 2 panels. The upper panel is defined at the
top by an arched line echoing the shape of the curved end of the
handle and at the bottom by 2 straight lines forming a band which
separates this panel from the one below. A pair of bent lines seem
to grip the left end of this band. Perhaps this band is intended as
an imitation of a metal clasp. Only the upper part of the lower
panel remains. 2 vertical lines down the loft edge are perhaps also
framing devices. The right side of this panel and both vertical
edges of the upper panel have broken away.

The creature in the upper panel is more or less intact. It is
neither a natural animal nor apparently one taken from nyth or from
the bestiary (White 1954). It is instead one of the farrlful hybrids
(sometimes known as 'nondescripts') that appear frequently in Gothic
sculpture and in the margins of Gothic manuscripts (cf Sandier 1991).
The upper part is a hooded human head in profile. The hood conceals
the Junction between the human head arid the animal body but there
seem to he no arms. The lower part is probably to be read as the
hindquarters of a tailed beast with 2 rather thick and sinewy legu,
It is not clear whether the lega end in hoofs or paws but their
shaggy backs are probably meant to be leonine (cf Randall 1966, fig
319, 320), The tail i§ iong but its end ia lost,

oe



9.5.6 L1MLITHGOW KfiD/POST-HED SMALL FIMDS (cont) IRON

This beast Is wearing a hcod that comes down over its neck arid
shoulders. The hoed tray also have the beginnings of a liripipe, a
long thin extension, at the back, although the end of this feature
too has been destroyed. If this was a liripipe, the figure was
probably thought of as male. This sort of separate hood is
represented froa the 12th century onwards arid the liripipe, if that
is what it was, is characteristic of the 14th century (Boucher 1937,
198, pi 330, 356, 361, 370, 370a, 371; Scott 1986, 16, 141, 142, pi
8, 9, 13, 20).

Hybrids of this sort appear frequently in the margins of
manuscripts during the second half of the 13th and the first half of
the 14th centuries. They were particularly coaoron in England but
also occurred in Flanders and N France. There are u nunber of
examples of armless hybrids with hooded human heads and the hind
quarters of an animal in English manuscripts of this period (Morgan

1988, ill 291, 293, 295-7, 313; Sandier 1986, ill 116). Similar
beasts appeared in other media, for example in stone sculpture end
woodwork (Alexander and Binski 1937, nc 515; Remnant and Marks 1980,
101, pi 94, 95).

Given the scale and the medium it is difficult to c cement in
detail on the style of this creature. There is some suggestion of
the third dimension both in the delicate hatching on the hsunches
above the legs and in the way that the lower edge of the hood
projects at the front and seema to continue around the other side of
the creature (cf Sandier 1981, fig 8, 13; Sandier 1986, ill 97). The
looser, more three-dimensional treatment of tho hood might possibly
suggest the first half of the 14th rather than the 13th century.

Tho surviving lines of the fragmentary deiign in the lower panel
probably formed part of an animal head. Its nose would be in the
upper righthand corner and its ears on tho left, It is net posaiblo
to identify thii creaturt, The long ears and long snout might belong
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9.5.6 LIMLITHGOH MKD/POST-HED SHALL FIHDS (cont) IRON

to a fox, although perhaps the oars are not straight enough for that,

or to a dragon (cf t-torgan 1983, ill 42, 72j Randall 1966, fig 596-7;
Varty 1967).

The knife was presumably a secular object and was probably made
for a secular owner, as were many of the Gothic manuscripts with

marginal decoration. It is often very hard to be sure whether

decoration of this sort in manuscripts was meaningful or sitrply

ornamental (Randall 1966, 15-19). Too little remains of the

decoration of the handle to be sure whether any secular or religious
symbolism was intended, although elaborate iconography is perhaps

unlikely on an object of this sort.

The decoration of the Knife handle is not closely datable.

Comparisons between the hooded hybiId and creatures in the nargins of

English manuscripts would support a dating some time in the second

half of the 13th century or in the fi- t half of the 14th. 1 or 2

features make the 14th century marginally more likelyt such a date
range is entirely in keeping with the Period 2 context in whicu the
object was found. The style, a3 far as it can be judged, is not
sufficiently distinctive to indicate where the decoration was
carried out. Although no Scottish manuscripts with this sort of
decoration now seem to survive, there is no reason why the knife
handle should not have besn raade In Scotland. It is, however, a
highly portable typo of object and could equally easily have been
brought in from England or even Flandere or the N of France,

248. Scale-tang knife, Surviving length 102wn. Width 11mm (max).
Tang has ri'fet hole at each end to support pair of
copper/zinc alloy plates, one of which survives in incomplete
state, Its surface has raiaed pattern of guilloche framed by
cabled band, This type of handle is unusual for a scale-tang
knife, and ie indicative of & high quality. Scale-tang knives
usually had a series of rivets holding organic scales which, if
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9.5.6 LIMLITHGOW MED/POST-MED SMALL PIMDS (cont) IROH

they were decorated, were generally either carved or inset with
patterns of pins. The few parallels include one with decorated
silver-gilt side plates from the medieval village of Thuxton,
Norfolk (excavated by L A S Butler), and a plain copper alloy

side plate fron Wharram Percy (Goodall A R 1979, 112, no 87).
Context 6047, Period 4.

249. Blade from a folding knife or razor of post-medieval date, c
90 x iQraa (max). Projecting nib which enabled it ot be swivelled
open or closed is broken, as is blade tip. Context 6603,
post-Period 4.

250. Whittle-tang knife with broken blade and tang. Surviving
length 86̂ ,-n. Widch 14r^n (max). Context 6634, Period 3,
Phase 12-14.

251. Scale-tang knife with broken blade and tang, retaining 2
copper/zinc alloy shoulder plates soldered in pltco. Surviving
length c 88ma. Width 15no (max). Context 6151, Period 3 or 4.

HANDLE (111 1033jf)

252. Angled handle, ? from cooking vessel. Splayed ends apparently
almost circular in section. Length c 108mm. Context 5000,
unstratified,

HORSESHOE (Not illustrated)
Several horseshoe fragments were found during the Llnlitngow
excavation (see archive). 2^3, from a Period 2, Phase 3 context, is
the earliest,

253. Part of wavy edged horseshoe with nails of fiddle-key type*
Context 7099, Period 2, Phaae 3,
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NAILS (Not illustrated)

Because oost nails were recovered from archaeological contexts that
provided no indication of the original uses of the objects, only a
representative sair.ple of the more complete ones was cleaned. Most

proved to have square or rectangular shanks arid rounded heads. 1
group worthy of comoent was recovered from the Period 3, Phase 10

joist slots in Boon 3, the chapter house. These proved to be
typical of those scattered over the site generally, possessing
rounded heads and square or rectangular c lAOmra long shanks. Soce

examples, present in feature 7048 and believed to be period 2 coffin

nails, have flat and almost circular heads with short, c AOnm,
square sectioned shanks. However, longer nails with rounded heads
and rectangular sectioned shanks were found in the same feature.

Unfortunately, no complete ones were recovered, the longest being in
excess of 62am. The presence of the two nail types perhaps provides
soce substantiation for the hypothesis that many of the nails in
this Phase 5 feature are likely to have been disturbed fron 1 or
more underlying burials.
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9 .5 .7 LIMiaTHGOW MED/POST-HED SHALL PIMDS (cont) COIiiS

9.5.7 COIHS AMD JETTON (Not illustrated) H HOLHES
A total of 40 coins arid 1 jetton were submitted for identification,
the full list being as follows. (B = Burns 1887, N - North 1960, 3

= Stewart 1967).

FINDS FROM PRE-FRIARY CONTEXTS

Scottish

254. ALEXANDER III silver penny, 2nd coinage, type E (1280-6+).
Probably Edinburgh mint ( 4 x 5 - pointed mullets in reverse
angles, with point to right of mullet in second quarter, and
points above right and below left of rcullet in fourth quarter):
cf B 166, S p21. Moderate wear. Context 5100, Period 2.

255. DAVID II silver halfpenny of 1st coinage, 1st issue (71329-33):
cf B 248, S p195. Very slight wear, bent. Context 6661, Period
2.

English
256. EDWARD II silver penny of Durhao, class XIa (1307-11). Cross

moline initial mark on obverse, and broken fleur at loft side of
crowni cf N 10dQ. Very worn. Context 7032, Period 2, Phase 4,

257. EDWARD III sliver penny-of London, 4th coinage, pre-treaty
period, oerles C (13517-2). Annulet between pellets in all 4
angles of cross on reverset N 1149. Generally slight wear, but
poorly struck on one side. Context 7054, Period 2, Phase 4,

fINDS ASSOCIATED WITH CQWSTRUCTION AKD OCCUPATION OF FRIARY DURING
PERIODS ? AKD 4
KnglUh
25B, EDWARD I, silver penny of London, class Xc (1302-10)* N 1040.

Vary worn, Context 6091» Period 3, Phai« 12-H*
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9.5.7 LIHLITUGOW MKD/POST-KED SMALL PIMDS (cont) COIUS

Scottish

259. ROBERT II silver groat of Edinburgh {1371-90}. Fairly well
worn, with some surface corrosion. Context 7175. Period 3,
Phase 8.

260. JAMES I billon penny of Edinburgh, group B, C or D (1424-51).
Very worn, especially reverse. Context 6263, Period 3, Phase
12-14.

261. Probably JAMES I or II, fragnents of a billon penny. Probably
of the period 1424-60 on the basis of the size of the coin arid
the silver colour of the naetal in section. Extremely worn.
Context 7137, Period 3.

262. Probably JAMES II, contemporary plated forgery of a billon
penny. Probably in ioitation of an issue of the 'crown groat
coinage' (1451-60). Very much debased metal beneath a silvery
wash. Extremely worn. Context 6634, Period 3, Phase 12-14.

263. JAMES III billon penny: class Cii (1475-c1482). Reverse and
probably obverse die as Qlcnluce hoard 51 (Stewart 1959).
Slightly bent and very worn. Context 6151, Period 3, probably
Phase 10-14.

264. JAMES III billon pennyi class Ciii (or possibly C'i) (1475-c
1482). Unevenly struck, with nioderatc wear, but chipped and/or
corroded at edge. Context 6086, Period 3, Phase 10-14.

265. JAMES III copper 'blacU farthing1, first issue (1465-6)> S 113.
Surfaces much corroded, but reverse appears to be relatively
unworn* Context 6093, Period 3, Phase 10.

266. As 265. Saall, squarish flan, little wear, but corroded at
edge, Context 5044, Period 3, Phase 10,
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9.5.7 LIMLITHGOW KED/POST-MED SMALL FIHDS (cont) COIHS

267. As 263. Square, unusually thick, flan, only slight wear.
Context 6054, Period 4.

268. JAMES III copper 'black farthing1 of the type usually referred
to as 'ecclesiastical issue, type I 1. Possibly c 1480-2, or
soraewhat earlien S 100. Badly struck as usual, but apparently

little wear. Context 6088, Period 3, Phase 10-14.

269. JAMES IV billon penny, 2nd issue, type III (probably c 1500-10):
S 133. Very worn, chipped and slightly bent. Context 6066,
Period 4.

270. JAMES IV billon penny, 2nd issue, type IV (probably c 1500-10)i
S 134. Moderate wear, but edge much damaged (or struck on very
small flan). Context 6081, Period 3, Phase 10-14.

271. JAMES IV billon penny, 2nd issue, type II, III or IV, but
probably IV (probably c 1500-10). Obverse surface corroded,
moderate wear on reverse. Context 6074, Period 3 or 4.

FINDS FROM DECAY AND DESTRUCTION LAYERS ASSOCIATED WITH FRIARY CHURCH

272. JAMES III or IV, contemporary forgery of a billon penny of
uncertain type. Apparently unclothed bust on obverse, reverse

no3tly illegible, but the legend appears to be nonsensical, and
there are points between the pellets in all 4 angles of th*
cross. Fairly worn. S*e discussion below* Context 6053,
Period 4.

273. JAMES IV billon penny, 2nd issue, type III (c 1500-10)i S 133.
Extremely worn, bent and corroded. Context 7029, Period 4,

274. MARY billon plack (1557)i 3 157. Weakly struck in places, and
with »o4«rat« wear. Context 7012, Period 4,
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9.5.7 LIlUaTHGOW HKD/POST-MED SMALL FIH0S (coot) coins

FINDS FROM 3 RANGE AND HEAF.B*

275. FRANCIS and MARY billon lion/hardhead (1559). type 2 (dolphins
looking left). No countermark, misshapen flan, with slight

wear. Context 8003, Period 4.

276. Probably CHARLES It apparently a copper turner, second issue
(1632)t S 237. Very thin and highly corroded. Context 8033,
post neriod 4.

FINDS FROM CONTEXTS POST-DATING DESTRUCTION OF FRIARY

English
277. EDWARD III silver half-groat of London, 4th coinage, pre-treaty

series G (1356-61)i obverse hab cross type 3 and legend
cottraencing EDVARDVS (sic)i N 1204, but stop on obverse appears
to be a pellet rather than an annulet. Fairly well worn, edge
ouch clipped. Context 6602, post Period 4.

Scottish
278. JAKES I billon halfpenny, group C (1424-37): S 88, cf B 479A

and 480 but no die-links. Moderate wear, slightly bent, reverse
struck off centre. Context 6606, post Period 4,

279. JAKES III, contemporary forgery of a copper 'black farthing't
obverse bears crowned IR t as on the second issue, but reverse

bears a large saltire flanked by smaller ones, as on the first
issue. Very crude workmanship, with snail saltires misshapen.
coin mis-struck (especially reverse) on an under-sized,
squarish flan. Apparently little wear. Context 6000,
unatratified.

2SO. JAMES IV billon penny, second Issue, type IV (probably c
1500-10)t S 134. Slight to moderate wear, with all-over silvery
appearance. Context 6003, post Period 4,
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9.5.7 LIHLITHGOW KKD/POST-HKD SMALL FINDS (cant) COIMS

281. JAMES VI copper twopence, post-Union first issue (16!4)t 5 216
Very worn and corroded. Context 7015, post Period 4.

282. JAMES VI or CHARLES I copper twopence/turner (1623 or 1629
issue)i S 217 or 235. Very worn, surfaces corroded. Context
6606, post Period 4.

283. CHARLES I copper turner, first issue (1629)t S 235. Extremely
worn. Context 6000, unstratif ied.

. CHARLES I copper turner, second issue (1632): S 237. Moderate
wear. Context 5000, unstratif ied.

285. CHARLES I or II copper turner (1642-50 or 1663) i S 239 or 243.
Extremely worn, surfaces corroded. Context 5000, unstratified.

286. As 285. Very corroded, degree of wear uncertain. Context
7078, post Period 4.

28V. CHARLES II copper turner (1663): S 239 (now attributed to
Charles II, not Charles It Murray and St^wart 1978). Very
worn. Context 5000, unstratified.

283* As 287. Moderate wear, very corroded. Context
unstratified*

5000,

289. As 287. Probably well worn, very corroded. Context 6003,
post Period 4.

290. As 287. Extremely worn, bent and corroded. Context 6002,
wxUrn,
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9.5.7 MKD/POST-MED SHALL FIHDS (cont) coins

French
29U Provincial double tournois of Bouillon and Sedan 11640).

Issued by Duke Godfrey Maurice (1636-40): Higgins 1892, 14-15,
Extremely worn, uith surface corrosion. Context 6620, post
Period 4.

Jetton
292. Nuremberg Jetton of the 16th century

obversei a conventional single-masted vessel at sea, with a
flag and streamer fore and afti above the yard is a
Giaround is the legend VOLGUE : LA t GALLEE i DE i
FRANCE. Barnard 1917, 210, pi XXIX, no 8.

reverse: a field of France-ancient within a granulated *nncr
circle: legend reads - crown (?) GARDES : VOVS i DF i
MESLMPTES. of Barnard 1917, 120, pi VI, no 58.

Context 6003, post Period 4.

FIND FHCM CLEANING AFTEH MACHINE CLEARANCE TO E OF E RANGE

293. EDWARD I silver penny of Durban, class Illg (1280-1):N 1022
with early forn of S and cocuna contraction marks:M formed of two
upright strokes converging towards the bottom. Generally
moderate wear, with sons letters flattened. Context 6072,
unstratified.

FIND FROM MODErtH DRAIN TO W OF CHURCH

294. EDWARD I silver penny of London, class IXb (1300-2h N 1037.
Fairly \jell worn. Context 7082, post Period 4.

ARCHAFDLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COIN FINDS
The discovery of a comparatively large number of coins in the course
of the friary excavations, and the fact that a good percentage of
them aro froo stratified contexts, have allowed the numismatic
evidence to bo used to a greater than usual extent as an aid to
dating the occupation of th* site.
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9.5.7 LIliLITHGOW KKD/POST-MED SMALL FIMDS (cont) coins

The largest concentration of stratified coins relates to the life
of the friary, but a few of the earlier finds may also be of
significance. The pennies of Edward II and III (256 and ?^"\ found
in pre-friary contexts within the chapel had probably t~.- •• r '_ •-,' i ,

about 1375. The Edward II penny is very worn, but the R :,; r : : . 1
much less so. Unfortunately '"he 2 early Scottish coir,i: f ?5 - '-
255) are from less securely stratified contexts outsia* ^::'-: •. i nv .
but their presence on the site should not. be ignored. Tl. •• .'-.i-/', >
III penny is of a type which nay have been issued until as late as c
1296, and these coins must have continued to circulate throughout
the reigns of John Baliol and Robert Bruce, neither of whose coins
are cocaon, and probably well into the reign of David II, but the
condition of the Linlithgow coin is such that, barring unusual
circumstances, it had probably been lost by c 1320. The halfpenny
of David II can scarcely have circulated for core than a year or so,
and had almost certainly been lost by 1335.

14 stratified coins were associated with the construction or
occupation of the friary buildings, and all but 2 of thea are minor
denominations of the reigns of the first 4 Jameses. The exceptions
are the redeposited penny of Edward I (558) and the groat of Robert
II (259), and the latter is important in that it was found in the
foundation trench of the N wall of Building 2 at the W end of the
church. The coin shows a fair aaount of wear, and there is some
surface corrosion, which adds to the difficulty of estirnating an
approximate date of loss. Assuming that the groat had circulated
continuously froffl the time it was issued until its loss, it would
seem reasonable to date the latter event to the period between c
1385 (if the coin was minted early in Robert II's roign) and c 1420
(if It was a late issue), but even this infornation is of Halted
value, as the coin may have been redeposited in the backfill of the
foundation trench.
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9.5.7 LIMLITBGOW KED/POST-KED SMALL PIHDS (coot) COIMS

One of the Jaiues III 'black farthings' (£56) was found in a
soil deposit possilly associated with the construction of the E range
of the friary, and if this attribution is correct, the inference
rujst be that this phase of construction occurred no earlier than
1465. On the basis of the absence of wear on the lesa corroced
reverse of the coin, it nay be suggested that it had fallen out of
circulation by c 1475-80, but the unpopularity of these coins at the
time must lead to caution about the length of their circulation and
the date and c&ethod of loss of Bf.ny examples.

The reoaining 1 1 coins in this group all appear to relate to the
period of occupation of the friary, and they are of interest not
only as dating evidence but also for the insight they give into the
sort of coinage which must have been in regular use in the friary.
All are billon or copper denominations - the 'snail change1 of the
period - dating from the period U24-cT:10. Of the 3 earliest
coins, a penny of Jaoes I ana a counterfeit penny of James II type
(260 and 262) caae froo the area of the cloister, and a fragmentary
penny of Jaoes I or II (261 ) cane froa Building 2, W of the church.

Coins of James III and IV cajne from the church itself and froa the E
range. This is unlikely to be of any significance, however. The 3
earliest pennies all showed evidence of considerable wear, and they
may well have been in circulation at the some time as the later
15th-century coins. The question of the period of circulation of
15th-century billon is sooewhat complicated, with many minor
varieties and a number of devaluations later in the century, but it
is likely that all the billon coins of Jaaes I, II and III froo
friary contexts (260 - 264) had been lost by c 1500. The
distinctive 'crown and lys' reverse design of the Jaxoes IV second
Issue pennies {c 1500-10) is probably an indication that earlier
issues were to be distinguished easily and withdrawn froo
circulation. The»e Jaaes IV pennies probably circulated throu&h the
reign of Jajaes V, who issued no pennies, and into that of Mary, whose
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9.5.7 LIMLITBGOW MKD/POST-KKD SMALL PIHOS (cont) COIMS

pennies are all rare. Of the 3 examples in the 'friary period1

group, 269 is very worn and 270 and 271 are moderately worn,
indicating that all had circulated for some tioe prior to loss.

The 3 copper 'black farthings' (266 - 2681 were all issued
between 1465 and 1482. These coins were always unpopular and
distrusted, and they are unlikely to have circulated for very long,
although a few examples have turned up in hoards buried as late as
1500+. The 3 'friary period' specimens are all relatively unworn
and were probably lost or discarded within a feu years of striking.

The fact that the numiscnatlc evidence for a century and a half of
occupation at Linlithgow friary la entirely in the form of the n>ost
debased and lowest value denominations issued during this period is
worthy of sooe comment. The situation is perhaps less surprising
than might at first appear, as silver coins of the 15th and early
16th centuries are rare among isolated finds from any sites, secular
or religious. Most discoveries of such coins are in the fora of
hoards. More noteworthy is the absence of billon placUs, which were
first issued under James III around 1470, and bawbees, which
appeared in the last coinage of James V and in the reign of Mary.
Theso 2 denominations occur frequently as site finds on excavations,
and their absence frora a site which has yielded so many lower value
base netal coins is perhaps an indication that only the smallest
financial transactions were customary within the friary confines.
There is certainly no evidence for the existence of any form of
'treasury*. If such had existed, Its contents would undoubtedly
have been kept for the most part in the form of good silver coinage,
which could be relied upon to maintain its bullion value in times of
Inflation ajid coinage debasement.

Of the coins associated with the destruction of the friary and
the post-Reformat ion use of the site, a number are clearly survivals
froa earlier periods {272, 277-280, 293, 29M. The Edward III
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9.5.7 LIHLITHGOW HKD/POST-MED SMALL PIHDS (cant) COIMS

half-groat is an example of a type of coin which circulated for an
Inordinately long time in Scotland, probably because of the scarcity
of Scottish coins of tha sai&e denc.:inatlon. This coin is very worn
and much clipped at the edge, and it may well have been lost in the
second or third quarter of the 15th century. 2 similar coins formed
part of the Leith hoard, which was deposited between 1470 and 1475
(Holoes 1933).

The coins of the later 16th and 17th centuries are all of conxion
types which occur frequently as finds on sites of all types in
Scotland. The 2 coins of Mary - a plack of 1557 and a lion of 1559
- both lack the heart arid star countermark which was applied to
coins passed as genuine in 1573, and both are relatively unworn.
Both are therefore likely to have been lost before 1573. The copper
turners of James VI and Charles I and II are mostly very worn. It
is not certain how long these coins circulated, but they raay still
have been in use well into the 18th century, despite the official
ending of a separate Scottish coinage after the Union of 1707. The
French double tournois is a provincial issue of a denomination core

found in Scotland in the fora of issues of the French
kings. Theso coins are of similar size and appearance to Scottish
twopences of the same period, and they were clcorly allowed to
circulate AS such. (It Is of course from the French name tournois
that the Scottish term 'turner' for these copper twopences was
derived). The absence from this site of coins dating from later
than the reign of Charles II may be a result of the removal of
topsoil by oachine before the excavation coooenced.

NUMISMATIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINDS
Apart froa the evidence which the coin finds may provide for the
history of the occupation of the site, there ar^ a nuober of points
which art worth noting froa a numismatic view point. Hot the least
of these is the fact that another excavated site in Scotland has
yielded a group of 15th-century base &et*l coins, Theso Ueu*c,
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9.5.7 LIHLITHGOW KED/POST-MED SMALL FIHDS (cont) CQlliS

in particular the billon of James I and II and the 'blacl: money* of the
reign of James III, have traditionally t>een regarded as rarities,
but it is now becoming clear that they are likely to be found fairly
frequently when sites of the relevant period are excavated,
regardless of the nature of the occupation of the site. Copper
farthings were found in midden deposits used for shoreline
reclamation at Bernard Street, Leith, in 1930 (Holmes 1985), and
more copper farthings and a billon penny of James I or II were found
in excavations within St Giles' Cathedral, Edinburgh, in 1931
(Holmes forthcoming}. Linlithgow friary has now yielded 3 billon
pennies and a halfpenny of the reigns of James I and II and k 'black
farthings'.

Of particular note among the late medieval minor denomination
coins are the 3 contemporary forgeries. The earliest of these (262)
appears to be an imitation of a penny of James II's second coinage,
second issue (the 'crown groat' coinage of 1451-60), although it may
Just possibly be based on an issue of James I. It has a cuch
debased core beneath a bright silver surface wash. A socewhat later
counterfeit penny (272) is of uncertain derivation. The apparently
unclothed bust of the king on the obverse and the points between the
pellets in the angles of the reverse cross would suggest that the
coin was intended to loitate an early issue of James III, of class
Aa2 or Ab2 (Holaes 1983, 87-8), but these features are also similar
to those of a penny found in the Olcnluce hoard (number 109)» which
was described as 'coarse work, perhaps contemporary forgery James
IV (Stcwart 1959, 381). If this attribution for Glenluce 109 is
correct, then it must have been an imitation of a James IV penny of
the 1489 issue - first series, type 2, without annulets. These
coins bore aji unclothed bust, but Uisy are not known with points
between the pellets on the reverse. Jaocs III class A pennies with
points en the reverse were apparently unrecorded until th* discovery
of the Leith hoard in 1980, however, and it now seems more likely
that both Glenluce 109 an4 Unlithgou 272 are l»itation* of
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9.5.7 LIHLITBGOW MKD/POST-MKD SMALL FIM0S (cant) COINS

these issues and belong in the period c 1465-71*

Perhaps the most surprising of all the 3 counterfeit coins fron
Linlithgow is the forgery of a copper 'black farthing' (279) • It
sceras astonishing that a counterfeiter should have considered it
worthwhile to expend ooney and effort, not to oention running the
risk of severe punishment if apprehended, in order to produce copies
of coins which were of so low a value and so generally distrusted.
The only factor in favour of such an enterprise raay have been that
the official issues were so badly produced that it would have been
easy to introduce crudely made copies into circulation, but this
particular counterfeiter proceeded to lay himself open to immediate
suspicion by producing a 'mule1, with the obverse of the second
issue anc* the revei'se of the first.

2 other coins are worthy of individual mention on account of
their rarity. The silver halfpenny of David Il's *»-rliest issue
(253) is not only an extrcoely rare item today, but it is in
remarkably unworn condition, although sonewhat bent. The billon
halfpenny of James I's class C (276) is also rare. Unfortunately
neither of these coins lias die-links uith other published specimens.

The Nuremberg Jetton (292) combines the obverse and reverse
designs of 2 distinct types published by Barnard (1917). The
obverse design was probably used initially for jettons made for
export to France, but they spread widely and are coononly found in
Britain. They were evidently produced In large numbers during the
16th century and possibly later, with the antique lettering being
retained as a con vent lor.. Th<* reverse appears on a Jetton which has
been attributed to the Dauphine wid dated co H83-15<*7, with the
crown initial nark appearing on the earlier examples* Reman (189M
considered the Jetton to be of Parisian manufacture, but Feuardent
(1904-7) considered It to be Gcnun. The juxtaposition of this type
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9.5.7/8 LIHLITHGOW MKD/POST-MED SMALL FIMDS (cont) COIMS/PIGKKMTS

with a Nuremberg obverse suggests that the latter conclusion is probably
correct.

9.5.3 WALL PLASTER, PIGHEHT CONTAINERS AMD PIGMEMTS W J LIMDSAY

With a contribution by H Howard

Large quantities of painted faced lime mortar from internal wall
surfaces were recovered during the Linlithgow excavations. Although
in general only single coats of white paint are present on pieces
believed to be of friary date, several layers of white, off white
ard cream paint are visible on fragments believed to have been
associated with the Period 2 chapel. Joyce H Townsend, formerly
Conservation Scientist with Glasgow Museums and Art Galleries, has
identified white paint on 2 examples as being pure lime. 1 piece
appears to have been overpaintcd or sized with a protoinaceous
medium perhaps in preparation for further painting.

Only A examples of coloured overpainting have been definitely
identified. All were recovered from the area of the pre-friary
chapolt one froa a Period 3, Phase 6 context and the others from
Period A decay and destruction horizons. It is therefore possible
that they may have been associated with the pre-friary chapol rather
than the friary church. All possess traces of red ochre, while 1
exaaple (295) has also an area of yellow ochre. T.ie painted areas
are very patchy, but on 296 can be seon part of what may bo a
aaaonry pattern.

2 oyster shtlls and 1 scallop shell have traces of coloured
pigments on their internal surfaces* while 3 anerdo fi> joining) of
pottery veisela bear vestiges of a red pigment identified oo
vermilion. All ware recovered from Period A rubble deposits as If
they had been disturbed during destruction of tho friary. As th«se
deposits lay within the area of th* E range this would appear to be
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9.5.8 LJMLITUGOW MED/POST-MKD SMALL FIHDS (coat) PIGMUTTS

the most likely storage location. These objects may be compared
with the oyster shell used as an artist's palette found during
restoration work at Boyston parish church, Wiltshire in 1956-62
(Alexander and Binski 1937, 391, no

In addition to the pigment containers froji Linlithgow, 5 samples
of pigment were recovered from Period 4 and later horizons. These
have been identified as red ochre (307, 308) and indigo or woad
(306) . It raust be stressed that the L-.ilithgow pigments could have
been used for a number of purposes and mr.y not be related
specifically t-o wall painting. Vermilion, for ^xajnple, tends to
darken in contact with sunlight and would not therefore be entirely
suitable for wall painting (Thompson 1936, 107-8).

PAINTED PLASTER (Not illustrated)
295. 40 x 33mm. Red and yellow ochre over thin lioewash .layer,

Context 7003, Period 4.

296. 31 x 30cun. Red ochre over thin limcwash layer. Traces of
masonry pattern. Context 7004, Period 3, Phase 6.

297. 51 x 42wn. Traces of red ochre over thin lloewash layer.
Context 7004, Period 4,

293, 2 fragments. 42 x 41mmi32 x 16mm. Faint traces of red ochre
over thin liciewash layer. Context 7005, Period 4,

PIGMENT CONTAINERS (see frontispiece)
Shells
299. Oyster shell containing deposit of verollion. Context

, Period 4,

300* Oyster shell with thin line (brush stroke?) of red load.
Context 6074, Period 4,
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9.5.8 LIIILITHGOW MHD/POST-KKD SHALL FIHDS (coot) PIGMKHTS

301. Scallop shell conta in ing layered deposits. 1, Vermi l ion mixed

w i t h whi te lead. 2. synthet ic copper green. Context 6122,
Period A.

Pottery
302. Potsherd (26 x 25ma) with traces of vermilion. Context 6026,

Period A.

303. 2 Joining potsherds (52 x 21mm) with traces of vermilion.
Pigment covers only part of interior surface of sherds, ?

indicating use of sherds rather than vessel as container for

pigrcent. Lontext 6029, Period M,

PIGMENTS (see frontispiece)

304. Small sample containing particles of azurite. Context 6074,
Period 4.

305. Small sample containing particles of azurite (natural azurite ?
mixed with a little of synthetic equivalent). Context 6099»

period 4.

306. Lump of indigo/woad mixed with sand. 30 x 30 x 11 DO* Context
5000, unstratified.

307. Lunp of red ochre 52 x 23 x '9ma. Context 5000, unstratified.

308* Luffip of red ochre, 35 x 20 x 17mm. Context 5000, unstratified,

EXAMINATION OF LINLITHGOW PIGMENTS H HOUARD
Examination was undertaken of 10 pigment, sanples from painted
plaster, srn»ll palettes and small pigment deposits excavated at
Liniitrigow. The range of pigoenta established includet vermilion,
red lead, azurite, indigo, red and yellow ochre. The vermilion
appear* to be of quite hifih quality and contains large particles of
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9 .5 .8 LIHLITflGQtt MED/POST-MED SMALL FIMDS (cont) PIGMENTS

the mineral pigment. All the pigments are consistent with the
per.od of the excavated material.

METHODOLOGY

The pignents were mounted as dispersion samples in D.P.X. cvountant and
examined in transmitted light at 200x magnification. Chemical spot
tests were carried out as appropriate.
1. Addition of a saturated solution of dihydroxy-3-cyclobutenc dione.

The presence of copper is indicated by the formation of yellow
crystals on the pigment particles.

2. Addition of 3M hydrochloric acid. The presence of red lead is
Indicated by the formation of a white precipitate of lead
chloride.

3. Addition of concentrated hydrochloric acid followed by a drop of
potassium ferrocyanide. The presence of the Fe3+ ion is
indicated by the formation of a blue precipitate.

Results of the visual examination and of all tests are given in Table

68m f.
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Table 68mf. Pigments. Examination of dispersion samples
VISUAL EXAMINATION - PIGMENT IN TRANSMITTED LIGHT 200X

Colour

Plane
polarised
light

Dark cherry
red/black

Deep red/
brown

Dark cherry
red/black

Pale green

Largo particles
deep blue,
small, pale blut

Large particles
deep blue,
•mall, pale blue

Dark blue/
black

Crossed
polars

Intense cherr^
red

Opaque deep
red/brown

Intense
cherry red

Pale soapy
green

Intense blue

Intense blue

Dark-mid
blue

u
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0
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o
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0to
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X

X

X

X

X

u
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0
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H
X

X

X

X
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0
en
C
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£
01-1
•H
CQ

X

Q
H

*

X

X

X

Structure

Granular

Granular

Granular

Granular

Granular

Agglomerates
of granular
structure

Crystalline-
conchoidal
fracture

Crystalline-
conchoidal
fracture

Agglomerates
of granular
structure

CHEMICAL

SPOT TESTS

Positive test for
Fe ion

Positive test for
Fe+ + + ion

3M HCL - pigment
unaffected

3M HCL - pigment
dissolved and then
formed white PPT

3M HCL - pigment
unaffected

Positive test for
copper

Positive test for
copper

Positive test for
copper

Negative tests
for copper

PIGMENT

Red and yellow
ochre

Red ochre

Vermilion

Red lead

Vermilion

Synthetic
copper blue

Azurito

Aaurite

Indigo/woad

COMMENTS

Plaster fragment, pigment
applied over thin lime-
wash layer

Plaster fragment, pigment
applied over thin lime-
wash ayer

Oyster shell palette with
traces of vermilion

Oyster shell palette
with traces of red lead

Oyster shell palette. Lower
pigment layer consists of
vermilion mixed with white
lead. A thick white/yellow-
ish layer separates this
frojn the trace of green

H
2
§

oo
•4

U

m
cr>
Cs]

MD
cn

en
en
(N

O
o
CO

O

rH
o
m

found above

Natural copper
carbonate

Natural aaurite possibly
mixed with a little
synthetic equivalent

Blue pigment mixed with
sand to form a large solic
lump

o
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om

o
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381

403
416 421

11109ml Perth. Stono, ceramic, load, copper alloy and iron objects.
Scato 1-2 except 421 (1-1)
Ut A* pag« »lz«)
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9.6 PERTH SMALL FINDS

CONTENTS

9.6.1 Glass objects
9.6.2 Stone objects
9.6.3 Ceramic objects (floor tiles arid rcof furniture)
9.6.'i l^ead objects
9.6.5 Copper alloy objects
9.6.6 Iron objects

9.6.7 Bone objects
9.6.8 Coin

9.6.1 GLAS^ OBJECTS D FORD

WINDOW CLASS (111 93)
104 separate fragments uf ccdieval glass were recovered. They are
all flat window glass, .'•'ost of the fragments are very badly
corroded. The surfaces have been altered by weathering, producing in
cany cases a brown opaque patina, and in others a mottled trown and
white patina. The weathering crust has penetrated the whole of many
of the pieces, but in a number of instances the ct-ntral core of the
glass still renains in its original state. Where visible this
appears to be plain, clear glass with a green tint. The green tint
is caused by the glass becoming contaminated with iron impurities
durirg nanufacture. 317 3s e piece of glass which is possibly atcber
in colour. However, the excessive weathering cf this fragment makes
definite Identification impossible.

Window glass was made of potash or forest glass from about the
11th to the 16th centuries. This is foraed frc* mixing silica with
flux from the ashes cf organic material cuch as wood or bracken,
This reduced the melting point of the silica. Potash glass Js
particularly prone to weathering as can b* &«en in this coll&ction*
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9.6.1 PERTH SMAi*L FIUDS (cont) GLASS

There were 2 net.hods of manufacturing medieval window glass, the
crown prccess and the cylinder or muff process. For detailed
descriptions of these method3 see Frank 1982; Ford forthcoming.
There has yet been only 1 fragment of glass fron Perth uhich could
definitely be identified as. having been manufactured using the crown
process (Ford forthcoming a). There arc no examples amongst this
group that can be ascribed to this method. However, a number of
pieces can te regarded as having been trade using the cylinder
method, riiass manufactured using the cylinder method can be
recognised by striations Jn the glass as in 31A and 375. The edges
of cylinder glass can be firc-rounde '.. 3^9 and 378 both have cut
and fire rounded edges. Another characteristic cf the cylinder
method of manufacture is that the process involves quite a lot of
manipulaticn of the glass which can cause uneven surfaces like that
seen on 3A3. Further pieces of glass manufactured using the
cylinder trethod have been identified frco BlccUfriars, Perth (Ford
forthcoming a).

On the whole, the fragments are froo a variety of shaped pieces of
glass, with cnly 321( being complete. The shapes were fontcd by
sccring the- sheet with a hot iron and cracking the surface ' ,'
applying water. The scored lines seen on 311 may be from markirg cut
a shape which was then abandoned. If the edges were rough they were
then pared down using a 'grozing' iron or pincers. M^ny of the
fragments have edges where the marks of these pincers or 'grozing*
irons may be seen. The panels of glass would have been held together
by H-sectioned lead cames, three examples of which were also found on
the site (VM_, 412, 4131.

The glass falls into 2 main categories! those pieces with painted
deccraticn and those pieces which ar* plain and uridecorated.
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9.6.1 PERTH SHALL FINDS (cont) GLASS

Because of the badly weathered state of the collection, many pieces,
which now appear to have no painted decoration, may once have had
scxr.e. Despite this, it is possible to identify sorae pieces whi^n
were prcbably never decorated. These fcnr a small group of
fragments, probably from plain borders (320, 360, 382i. Tnese
pieces are all parts of rectangular shaped panes. 360 is still in
reasonable condition and, although it is now translucent, it is
still possible to see its original colour.

The remaining glass, except for 321, is decorated with designs
consisting of linear, curvilinear and ring and dot decoration. Soo:e
also have areas of cross-hatching. This decoration has been painted
on to the inner surface of the glass, and in all cases the paint is
now coloured reddish brown. All these designs arc comoonly used in
•grisaille1, a type of decoration formed by painting natural foliate
designs with stems, leaves and trefoils on to plain glass.
Sometimes this decoration is set in a plain border or in borders
with decoration such as ring and dot, like on 310, and geometric
designs. Although the majority of the fragments are very small, it
is still possible to discern some of the overall pattern. The
patterns are made up of stylized foliate designs ccnslsting of
stems, stalks, leaves and trefoils which would have formed an
overall pattern of intertwined foliage tr.d flora, surrounded by
areas of cross-hatching.

•Grisaille* wta a popular form of decoration in the 13th and Uth
centuries. The earlier examples favoured stylized decoration such
as trefoils and cross-hatching. As the style progressed
cross-hatchir^g becwte less popular and the stylized decoration was
replaced by decoration which was fore natural In appearance. The
collection froc Pirth Carualite friary contains pieces mainly from
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the earlier tradition. However, 3 fragments have a core natural
leaf decoration f326, 327, 358 ) . On 326 the leaf is combined with
an area of cross-hatching. It is possible that these fragments mark
a transitional phase from stylized to more natural decoration. The
general composition of the decoration as a whole suggests that the
glass is of a late 13th - 14th century date. Further fragments
decorated with 'grisaille' have been recovered frcw both the
Carcelite friaries at Aberdeen and Lirilithgow.

321 is alciost complete but of rather an irregular shape. It has
been decorated with a gecnetric design consisting of a central cross
surrounded by a nuaber of borders with pawn-like and seci-circular
extensions.

Similar pieces with geometric design have been recovered from
excavations at Llnlithgcw ( 171-174) . They have been dated to the
early 15th century (see Chapter 9-5.1). Another sinilar design
be seen on the border of a rectangular panel of Austrian origin
dated from the late 14th century (Burrell Collection, Catalogue no
206). Another design in the bonder of the same window has teen
p&ralleled by a piece found at excavations at Canal Street II, Perth
ar.d a panel originally from Glasgow Cathedral dated to the
14th/eaMy 15th century (Ford 1987, 152 no 161). 321 could date
froa the late 14th - 15th centuries.

There are 5 fragment* of glass which are much thinner than tht
•ajority of the group, Tr.ey range In thickness from 1 - 1.4mo.
They are very Tine plain fragments which have not corroded in th*
SMA wa> ts the bulk of tl* collection and are probably of 14th -
16th ctntury date.
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The friary Is thought to have been founded in about 1262, shortly

after the Car&clitc friars first came to Scotlar.d in 1260. The
friary at Perth was their first foundation in Scotland, although the
exact site of the original foundaticn can not definitely be
attributed to the site at Tullilu^ The first firm evidence of the
Cerccelites at Tullilum does not occur until 1365. However, there
tray have been a chapel on this site since the late 12th century (see

Chapter 6.1). During the excavation, parts of 3 structures were
uncovered. Although only small sections of each building were
unearthed, it is thought that all 3 relate to the friary, and
tentative functions have been ascribed to each. Building 1 may be
the friary church or part of the chapter house. Building 2 may be

the sacristy or rercdorter, and Building 3, part of the E range (see
Chapter 6.2). During the life-tine cf the friary we know that a
certain amount of repair and building work took place. However,
there is only 1 firm reference to any glass work being repaired cr
installed. This was in 1513 when glass work on the greater window
in the hall is recorded as having cost £1 17s 8d (Chapter 6.1, Dunk
Rent, 227-8). It is unfortunate that this is the earliest reference
and that rn. jocucentary evidence relates to the large amount of
glass work which oust have taken place in tho 13th arid 14th

centuries, the date of the bulk of the material found on the site.

It Is not known exactly when the friary was destroyed. It is
thought to have escaped igtediate destruction during the Reformation
by the timely intervention of Lord Ruthven. When Its final
destruction took place !• not kno*n (se« Chapter 6*1)*

A large ouount of the stratified glasa, 67 fragments in all, was
recovered frca 3 contexts all associated with Building 1, the
possible church. 10 fragments CAB* frocn conttxt 3, a layer of
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9.6.1 PEUTH SHALL PIfttDS (coat) GLASS

demolition rubble, over the E wall. 29 fragments came froin context
30, and 28 fron: context 31, both contexts telng wide spreads of
material over the structure. However, the ciajority of the glass in
both contexts is known to have teen collected from close to the E
wall. 1 of the fragnents of lead window case was also recovered
froo this structure frcB a robber trench cutting context 30.

It would seed plausible, therefore, that the glass found in these
contexts certe froa a window in this wall khlch could possibly have
been the great E window of the church. From the gloss fragments we
can say that it was decorated in 'grisaille', probably with plain
and geometric borders.

Of the remaining stratified glass, 2 oiore fragnrents came froo
contexts associated with Building 1. 372 was found in the fill of a
disturbed grave, and 373 in the fill of a much later grave dug into
the demolition rubble over the structure. 23 fragments were
recovered froa contexts associated with Building 2 (376 - 380) *
These fragments are in a very corroded state and only one, 376, has
any painted decoration. All these fragments were found in the top
fills of ditch H1 iMediately to the E of Building 2. 2 fragments,
375 and 382 were associated with Building 3, the E range. 375 is of
the later type of glass, of possible 14th - 16th century date find
was found in the backfill of the robber trench of the E wall. 382
came froa occupation debris over floor surface Kr within the
structure, whera it was associated with a Scarborough Polychrome
dating froa thu early 13th c«ntury,

Although the collection of glaas recovered is quit* wall, it is
stlli poflflible to say something concerning its relation to the
friary. It U probable that the majority of tht gl»3S ca» froa the
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9.6.1 PERTH SHALL FTMDS (cont) GLASS

E window of the church, arid that the window was decorated with
'grisaille1 with plain and geometric borders. Tho glass was
probably installed in the late 13th or early 14th centuries, with
the possibility of sose additicnal work having been dene in the late
14th or 15th centuries with the addition of geocetric border panels
such as 321.

309' Thickness 2.70mu. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
linear sten-like decoration. 2 grozed edges, lir/stratified,
Uccessicn N11A).

310. Thickness 2.90niffl. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
ring and dct decoration surrounded by cross-hatching.
Unstratified, (Accession HI1B).

311. Thickness 3.9Cncn. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Laminated surfaces exposing core which is plain with a green
tint. 2 scored lin, : on upper surface, 1 grozed ecige,
Unstratified, (Accession H25I). Not illustrated.

312. Thickness 2.30«n. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Fainted
curvilinear decoration. Possibly part of trefoil. 1 grozed
edge. Unstratified, (Accession H271). Not illustrated.

313. Thickness 2.40ow. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Laminated surfaces exposing core which is plain with a green
tint. Context 2, (Accession N075). Wot illustrated.

314. Thickness 1.40M. Corrcded fragment. Pale green, clear.
Striations visible. Iridescent. 1 grozed edge, CcwiUxt 2,
(Acctwioo E267). Hot lllustraUd.
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9.6.1 PERTH SMALL FIHDS (cont) GLASS

315- Thickness 2.65mu. 3 co-Joining, very corroded fragments, now
opaque. Ccntext 3, Period 3, (Accession N007A/N270B) . Not
illustrated.

316. Thickness 2.70mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. 1
grosed edge. Lead staining along 2 edges. Context 3, Period 3,
(Accession N007B). Not illustrated.

317. Thickness 2.50nm. Very corroded fragment of possible setter
glass. 1 grozed edge. Context 3, Perioo 3, (Accession N007C).
Not illustrated.

318. Thickness 3.20mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
with curvilinear foliate style decoration. 3 grozed edges.
Context 3, Period 3, (Accession tJ007D),

319. Thickness 2.9Crr.m. Very corroded fragment, now opaque, surfaces
laminating. Context 3, Period 3, (Accession N007E), Hot
illustrated.

320. Thickness A. 70mm. Fragment from a plain border? Very
corrcded, now opaque. Lead staining along j grozed edges.
Context 3, Period 3, (Accession K007F). Not illustrated,

321. Thickness 3.20am. 2 co-joining very corroded fragments now
opaque. Complete pane with 2 chipped corners. Painted
geometrical decoration. The centre ia a cross, surrounded by a
lozenge-ohaped panal with, on each «ide, an internal pawn-like
exteneicn, This Is surrounded by 2 further lozenge -shaped
panel borders, the outer one having on each §ide an external
sani-circuler extension, Trace* of lead atajning on the 4
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grozed edges. Content 3, Period 3, (Accession NG07G).

322. Thickness 3.10mm. A co-joining fragments, now opaque. Painted

linear and curvilinear ctea-liko decoration with beginning of
trefoil or leaf. Lead staining on 2 grozed edges. Context 3,
Period 3, (Accession N012A). Not illustrated.

323. Thickness 3.50no. Very corroded fragment, now cpaque. Core
plain with a green tint. 1 grozed edge. Context 3, Period 3,

(Accession N012B). Not illustrated.

324. Thickness 2.20mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
curvilinear and cross-hatched decoration, possibly part of a
trefoil. 2 grozed edges. Context 3, Period 3, (Accession
N270A). [Jot illustrated.

325. Thickness 3.90mtn, 3 co-joining very corroded fragments, now

opaque. Central core plain with a green tint. Painted foliate
design possibly part of a trefoil. Context 24, unstratified,
(Accession H014). Not illustrated.

326. Thickness 3.10mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted

curvilinear leaf-like decoration and cross-hatching. 1 grozed
edge. Context 30, Period <t( (Accession N024A).

327. Thickness 4*6Cb»« Very corroded fre&trent, now opaque. Painted
curvilinear leaf-like decoration. Context 30, Period A,
(Accession NQ24B).

328. Thickness 4an, Very corroded fragment, now opaque, L*rinated
surfaces «xposin£ cor« wbich Is plain with a green tint.
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9.6.1 PEflTH SMALL PIMDS (cent) GLASS

Painted linear stem-like decoration. One grozed edge. Context
30, Period 4, (Accession N024C). Not illustrated.

329. Thickness 4.20mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Core of
glass plain with a green tint. Curvilinear and cross-hatched
decoration, possibly part of a trefoil. Context 30, Period 4
(Accession N024D). Not illustrated.

330. Thickness 2.70mir. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. 1
grozed edge. Context 30, Period 4, (Accession N024E). Not
illustrated.

331. Thickness 3.3G[nm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
curvilinear decoration. Context 30, Period 4, (Accession
N024F). Not illustrated.

332. Thickness 4*30nxn. Very corroded fragncnt, now opaquo. Context
30, Period 4, (Accession W024G). Not illustrated.

333. Thickness 2*80mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Fragmentary painted linear decoration. Context 30, Period 4,
(Accession N024W). Wot illustrated.

334. Thickness 3,20n*n. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
.-"pigmentary painted curvilinear decoraticn* Context 30, Period
4, (Accession K024I). Not illustrated.

335. Tniekreio 3.5C&B. 2 fragments. Very corroded, now opaque.
Context 30, Period 4, (Accession W024J, K), Not illustrated.

336. Thicitn*M 3.4C*«. V«ry corroded fratfcoent, now opeque. 1

fi
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grozed edge. Context 30, Period A, (Accession N024L). Not
illustrated.

337. Thickness 3.10nm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. 1
grozcd edge. Context 30, Period 4, (Accession N024M). Not
illustrated.

338. Thickness 2.90ma. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Fragmentary painted curvilinear decoration. 1 grozed edge.
Context 30, Period 4, (Accession N024N). Not illustrated.

339- 6 laminated fragments, very corroded, now opaque. Context 30,
Period 4, (Accession N0240-T). Not illustrated.

340. Thickness Ama, Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Fragmentary
painted decoration. Lead staining on 1 grozed edgo. Context
30, Period 4, (Accession N065). Not illustrated.

341 . Thickness 6.60cm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Badly
laminated exposing core which la piain with a green tint.
Painted linear stalk-like decoration and cross-hatching,
Context 30, Period A, (Accession NQ66)*

. Thickness 1mo. Badly laminated fragment. Plain clear glass,
heavily bubblgd. Context 30, Period A, (Accession N076), Not
illustrated.

343. Thicknasa 4»n. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Cora plain
with a green tint. Painted linear, curvllir.etr and
crosi-hatched dtcoration showing foliate design of stalk and
part of trefoil, 1 grozed edge. Slightly warped. Context 30,
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PericKJ k, (Accession H 1 1 7 A ) .

344. Thickness 3.1 Oca?. Very corroded fragment, new opaque. Painted
curv i l inear stalk-like decoration and cross-hatching. Context

30, Period A , (Accession N 1 1 7 B ) .

345. 3 very corroded and badly laminated fragments, now opaque.
Context 30, Period 4, (Accession N 1 1 7 C - E ) , Not illustrated.

346. Thickness 5.10mro. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Laminated surface exposing core which is plain wi th a green
t i n t . Painted cu rv i l inea r decoration and fragmentary
cross-hatching. Prcbably stalk and part of t refoil . 2 grozed
edges. Lead staining on all edges. Context 30, Period 4,

(Accession N 2 4 6 ) .

347. Thickness 2.50mm. 2 co-Joining fragments. Very corroded now
opaque. Core plain with a green tint. Painted trefoil
decoration. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession N 0 2 1 ) .

348. Thickness 2 .£Crnn, Very corroded fragment, new opaque. Painted
curvilinear decoration. 1 grozed edge. Context 31, Period 3,
(Accession N C 2 2 A ) . tot illustrated.

349. Thickness 3.35nra. Very corroded fragment, now onaquo. 1 grozed
edge. 1 cut and fire-rounded edge. Context 31, Period 3,
(Acctaaion N022B) , Hot iUmtrated,

350. Thickness 2.9Cncu. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
linear stalk-like decoration, 1 grozed edge. Context 31,
Period 3, (Accession N022C) . Not illustrated.
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331. Thickness 3.10.T.TI. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Fragmentary painted decoration. Context 31, Period 3,
(Accession N022D). Not illustrated.

352. Thickness 3.35mm. Very corroded fragment, r.~,w opaque.
Laminated surfaces exposing core which is plain with a green
tint. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession N022E). Not
illustrated.

353. Thickness 3.40ma. 2 fragments. Very corroded, now opaque.
Each has 1 grozed edge. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession
N022F, G). Not illustrated.

35^. Thickness 3.AOmra. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
linear stem-like decoration. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession
N026A). Not illustrated.

355. Thickness 3nun. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Lead
staining along 2 grozed edges. Context 31, Period 3,
(Accession N026B), Not illustrated.

356. Thickness 3.3Cc<n. Very corroded fragment, new opaque. Painted
linear stem-like decoration, 2 grozed edges. Context 31,
Period 3, (Accession N26C). Not illustrated,

357. Thickness 3.20mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Context
31, Period 3, (Accession N026D). Not illustrated.

358. Thickness 3,30mn. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Laminated painted curvilinear leaf-like decoration, 1 grozed
edgo. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession N026E), Hot illustrated.
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359. Thickness 3.20nirt. 2 co-joining fragments. Very corroded, now
opaque. 1 grozed edge. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession
N026F). Not illustrated.

360. Thickness 3.9Can. Almost complete pane, 2 co-Joining fragments
of a plain border. Corroded, now translucent. Plain with a
green tint. I^ad staining en 4 grozed edges. Context 31,
Period 3, (Accession N027A}. Not illustrated.

361. Thickness 3.80mffl. Very corrc-ded fragment, now opaque. 2 grozed
edges. Context 31, Period 3, {Accession N027B). Not
illustrated.

362. Thickness 3.60min. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Core
plain with e green tint. Painted trefoil decoration. Lead
staining on 1 grozcd edge. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession
N031A), Not illustrated.

363. Thickness 3.40mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
trefoil decoration* Context 31, Period 3, (Accession N031B).

364, Thickness 3,40mm. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Fragmentary painted linear decoration, possibly a stem,
staining on 2 edges, 1 grozed. Context 31, Period 3,
(Accession N031C). Not illustrated.

Lead

365. Thickness 2.9000. Very corroded fragment, now opaquw. Core
plain with a green tint. Fragmentary, painted linear
decoration. Probably a stea, 1 grozed edge. Context 31,
Fericd 3f (Accession N031D). Net illustrated.
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366. Thickness 3.60am. Very corroded fragment, now opaque.
Laminated surfaces exposing core which is plain with a green
tint. Painted linear decoration. Context 31, Period 3,
(Accession N031E). Not illustrated.

367. Thickness 2.60Ein. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
linear decoration. 1 grozed edge. Context 31, Period 3,
(Accession N031F). Not illustrated.

368. Thickness 3.40Q3. 3 very corroded fragments, now opaque. 1
fragment has 2 grozed edges. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession
N031G-I). Not illustrated.

369. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Laminated. 1 grozed edge.
Context 31, Period 3, (Accession N031J). Not illustrated.

370. Thickness 2.60mro. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. 1
grozed edge. Context 31, Period 3, (Accession N031K). Not
illustrated.

371* Thickness 1.20moi, Plain clear fragment, pale green tint
Heavily bubbled. Iridescent. 1 grozed edge* Context 31,
Period 3 (Accession N031L). Not illustrated.

372. Thickness 1.4Go». Plain clear fragment, pale green tint.
Heavily bubbled. Iridescent, 1 grozed edge. Context 55,

1 (Accession N032). Wot illustrated.

373. Thickness 3.60tan, Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Lead
staining on 2 ed^es. Context 84, Period 4, (Accession H182A
Mot illustrated,
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374. 4 very corroded laminated fragments, now opaque. Context 84,

Period A, (Accession N182B-E). Not illustrated.

375. Thickness 1.10mm. Plain fine glass with a green tint.
Striations visible. Context 103, Period '., (Accession N139).
Not illustrated.

376. Thickness S.IOrca. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. 1
grozed edge. Context 128, Period 3, (Accession N162). Not
illustrated.

377. 5 very corroded laminated fragments, now opaque. Context 129,
Period 3, lAccessicr N196). Not illustratod.

378. Thickness 3.40oiffl. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Painted
linear stem-like decoration. 2 grozed edges, 1 cut and rounded
edge. 3 edges have traces of lead r.taining. Context 129,
Period 3, (Accession N197). Not illustrated.

379. Thickness 2.5Ctan. Very corroded fragment, now opaque. Context
129t Period 3, (Accessicr N193). Not illustrated,

3BC. 15 fragments. 13 very corroded and laainated, now opaque. 2
fragments of core plain with a green tint. Context 129, Period
3, (Accession H199). Not illustrated.

381. 3 very corroded laminated fragments. Context 136, Period 3.
(Accession W183), Hot illustrated.

382. Thickness ''.20am. Fragment of plain torder? Very corroded,
now opaque. 3 grozed ed^es. Context 168, Period 2, (Accession
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N126). Not illustrated.

GLASS/STONE

VESSEL GLASS (111 102)

383. Thickness 0.50rjB. Fragment of very thin-walled vessel.
Possibly frcra a wine glass or beaker. Clear, colourless
slightly bubbled glass. Part of a curved trail remains.
Trench 5, Context 31, no period assigned (Accession N02i>!

BEAD (Not. illustrated)
38^. Length 9fM. Badly corroded. Amter opaque glass. Oval shaped.

Kow broken in half. Context 52, Period kt (Accession N077).

9.6.2 STONE OBJECTS B FORD

With a contribution by G Stell.

Geological identifications (roof slates) G H Collins; (38_2-W.J M

Taylor.

Among the dressed stones recovered from this site is the decorated

base of a ridge finial (365). Unfortunately it was found during a
watching brief but nay have derived from the E end of the roof of
Building 1. Of the other dressed stones from the site cnly a
chamfered rybat (387) and a fragment of window mullion (388) are
worthy of special mention.

Two roughly fashioned discs, 389 and 39Q» were recovered. 389
frcm the backfill of trench 107, the E wall of Building 3 and 390
froa; the fill of trench 149 fron a post-friary wall. They could
have been put to a number of uses, such es ccunters, lids, and
gaJBing pieces. They are both of tandstone frc* the Lower Devonian
(Lower Old Bed Sandstone) and are almost certainly of local origin*
It is possible that they wsra fa*Mon«d out of discarded roof slates*
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391 is of unknown function. It is made from sandstone from the
Lower Devonian (Lower Old Red Sandstorm) and is almost certainly of
local origin. Like the counters 339, 390 it may have been wade from
discarded slate. A similar item from Leicester (Kcllor and Pearce
<981, 67, fig 19, no 26) has been identified as a trial piece for
testing trethods of piercing slate.

392. a possible mortar fragment, was found in the fill of robber
trench 188, the S wall of Building 3. Its surfaces are very abraded
and flaky. It Is made from a limestone probably imported from the 3
or NE of England. A number of other cedieval mortars of limestone
have been found during excavations at Exeter (Allan 1934).

393. a possible bowl fragment, is decorated with a trefoil cotif
at its corner. It was recovered from a clay spread directly
overlying the demolition rubble of the E wal i Ji' Euilding 1.

3J9A_, a whetstone, is perforated at one end for suspension,
possibly for attachment to a belt* Other perforated whetstones
have been found on Perth sites at Kirk Close and 1-5 High Street
(Ford 1937b, 147, ill 80, nos 140, 141, 144). 394 shows signs of
wear on all 4 faces, probably resulting froo the .sharpening of knifo
blades. The shallow grooves also present are possibly for the
sharpening of the points of needles or knives. The whetstone is
fashioned from a fine grained quartzite, another exauple, of
quartzite has been recovered froa King Edward Street, Perth which is
probably of Scottish origin (Ford forthccoing b). 394 was recovered
froo a ditch to Uie E of Building 2, possibly filled with kitchen
midden tutorial. It was associated with pottery of 14th-15th
century date.
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ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS (111 45, 91) G STELL

385. Decorated base of ridge finial. c 45mm square at base, height c
37om. Large block of red sandstone. Top centre of stone
contains a 115irm square socket with a 25nim wide rim. Faces are
carved with blind gabled canopies crowned with tri-lobed
fleur-de-lis ornament. Canopies on 2 opposite faces are
decorated with cinquefoil cusping. Face 2 has trefoil cusping
wrought with a more pronounced internal chamfer. Face 1 has
plain rebated face designed to accommodate the ridge of a roof
with a 50° pitch. The gabled canopies are of a similar pitch.

The structural ccntext for this stone is suggested by the
nature and direction of faces 1 and 2 and is sho(*n in 111 45.
It is possible that it could have serveu as a gablet of a
buttress backed by a minor ridged roof, but, given its size,
its uniqueness and its relatively elaborate character among the
other finds en this site, it is cuch more likely to have
occupied a position at the E end of the main roof. It probably
accommodated a cross finial or similar device, and may have
surmounted a carved niche. Late 13th or 14th century.
Unstratified. Found during watching brief E of Building 1.

386. Hood oould. 39 x 23*n. Width across opposing faces 27nun.
Local sandstone. Cavetto-coulded hood and 1 corresponding
(re-worked) face are slightly curved. Other faces show
evidence of tooling. Rear of stone is chacfered at 1 angle,
and a later rebate HA* been formed probably to receive a wooden
window or door fraae* There is a small oortar-filled slot of
uncertain purpose at th* head of stone. Late Medieval,
possibly 15th century* Cont*xt 41, Period 3, Not illustrated.
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387. Chamfered rybat. Length 64itm, Context 115, Period A, Not
illustrated.

388. Fragment of window mull Ion. 35 x 25mn).
3. Not illustrated.

Context 136, Period

RCOF SLATES

A number of fragments of roofing 3lates wero recovered froo context
8, denvolition [material overlying the graves in Building 1, and 155,
the fill of a linear slot cutting the top of a clay dump in Building

3. They are all medium grained micaceous sandstone from the Lower

Devonian (Lower Old Red Sandstone). They are very similar to slates

found at Kirk Close and Canal Street II, Perth. The slates froo all
3 sites have been matched to specimens from a disused quarry at

Aberlemno (Ford 1987 b, 149). The slates from Aberdeen and
Linlithgow are likely to DC froa a sinilar source.

The number of roofing stones is very small. There is a general
dearth of demolition rubble associated with tne structures. This
may be due to the later levelling of the site and landscaping which

took place in 1740 (see Chapter 6.1). However, despite the small
number of slates recovered, the friary building may still have been
roofed or partially roofed in stone.

COUNTERS OR LIDS (111 109»f)

389. Width 46WQ (max); thickness 7nc. Flat disc cut into a roughly
hexagonal shape. Broken at 1 edge. Medium grained micaceous
sandstone. Content 108, Period 4, (Accession J207).

390. Diameter 101ma (m*x}j thickness 10.600. Flat di*c, broken
•crow 1 »i<i«. Fine-grained micaceous sandaUw.*, Context 150,
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9 . 6 . 2 PEATH SMALL PIHDS (cont)

Period 4, (Accession J092) .

£TOM£

WORKED STONE (111 109mf)

391. Length 126wD (max). Width 1 20mm (max). Max Thickness
(rcax). Flat, shaped stone with 3 cut notches in 1 edge. Fine
grained oicaceous sandstone. Trench 6, Context 1 1 , no period

assigned, (Accession J26Q). '

MORTAR? (Not illustrated)
392. Thickness 34BB (max). Abraded fragment possibly froa the wall

of a cortar. Thickness narrows towards the bottom of the

fragment. The inner surface has been smoothed although no
traces of any tooling marks remain. Creaa gritty liiccstonc.
Context 189, Period 4, (Accession P217).

BOWL? (Ill 103)
393. Length 73mn. Width 51mo. Thickness 28nm (max). Part of bowl

with trefoil decoraticn at corner. Fine grained Qjetamorphic
rock. Context 6, Period A, (Acce33ion J076).

WHETSTONE (111 104}

394. Length 91.50«n. Width 13.50nm* Thickness 12.90fim (max).

Coaplete. Tapero towards 1 end. Pierced for suspension at tho
other end {diameter of hole 6jtn), Hole cut fro* both sides.
Stone shows signs of wear on all 4 faces, but particularly on
the wider faces. There ar* a nu«b*r of snail shallow grooves
on all 4 faces. Very fine grained quartzite. Context 129,
Period 3, (icccaaion J163) ,
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9 .6 .3 PERTH SHALL FINDS (cont) C££AHIC

9 . 0 . 3 CERAMIC OBJECTS D V HAJL

FLOOR TILES (Not illustrated)
395. 3 fragments, tfost complete piece 30nn thick and 107 x 67™.

Hard fabric, orange/red in colour. Largest fragment has traces
of green glaze on Its surviving edge. Context 104, Period 4,

396. Fragment. Thickness not available. Hard fabric, orange/red. 1
surviving bevelled edge. Context 129, Period 3, (Accession
P3A5).

POOF FURNITURE

The inajor concentration of tiles at the Perth friary were recovered
from the backfill layers of ditch 141. The proximity of this feature-
to the E end of Building 2 may suggest that the tile fragments came
frcra this building. Artefactual evidence from the demolition levels
across the 3 buildings suggest that the roofs were covered with
larger stone roof tiles, but the presence of these ceramic tile
fragments may suggest a mix of roof coverings on some of the
buildings. Excavations at Perth High Street (PH3E unpublished) and
Mill Street, Perth iHoldsworth forthcoming) have suggested that the
buildings In the medieval burgh were roofed with thatch with tiled
ridges and borders. The evidence from the Canwiite friary may
suggest that some of tha friary buildings had tiled ridges, mixed
stone and tile roofs,

It is possible that the ceramic tiles pay link with Bishop George
Brown's rebuilding of parti of the friary In the 16th century (aee
Chapter 6,1),
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9.6.3 PERTH SMALL FIHDS (cant) CERAMIC

PEG TILES (Hot Illustrated)
397. 1 fragment. Thickness I4rom. Hard fabric, orange/brown with

grey core. Top surface glazed green. Context 124, Period 2,
(Accession P116).

398. 1 fragment, 105 x 76om, thickness 8na. Hard fabric, orange
with grey core. Eoth surfaces glazed green. Context 128,
Period 3, (Accession P039).

399. 2 fragments. Thickness 12mm. Hard fabric, orange/red with grey
core. 1 glazed green on upper surface, second piece glazed
orange/yellow on upper surface. Context 128, Period 3.

400. 1 fragment. 146 x 92mo, thickness 15mm. Hard fabric,
orange/brown with grey core. Top surface glazed green. Bottoa
surface shows signs of smoothing. Context 129, Period 3,
(Accession P222).

401. 4 fragments. Thickness 12cm. Hard fabric, orange/red. 3
fragments have green glaze on upper surfaces. Context 129,
Period 3.

402. 1 fragment. Thicknesa 10M* Hard fabric, light brown. Top
surface has tracer of brown glaz*. 1 surviving edge. Context
129, Period 3, (Accession P167).

403. 2 fragments, 15 and 12ma thick. Hard fabric, orange/red with
grey core* Top surfaces glazed green on 1 piece and brown on
othsr. Context 142, Period 3, (Accession P104).

4C4. 2 fragment** 12 and 14«B thick, 1 fragment hard orange/red
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9 . 6 . 3 PfiftTH SHALL FIHDS (cont) CERAMIC

fabric with grey core. Top surface glazed grefn. 1 surviving
edge. Second fragment in hard prey fabric. Top surface glazed
yellow/green with brown decoration. Bottom surface glazed
green. Context 3, Period 4, {Accession P175).

405. 1 fragment. 5A x 51nun. Thickness 15mm. Hard fabric,
orange/brown. Top surface glazed amber/green with signs of
wiping on clay. 2 surviving edges, 1 glazed acber over linear
scored line 5tnm wide. Context 30, Period 4, (Accession P064).

406. 2 fragments. Thickness 12 and 15mni. Hard fabric, orange/red
with grey core. Top surfaces glazed green. 1 piece has 1
surviving edge glazed green. Context 30, Period 4, (Accession
P231).

407. 1 fragment. Thickness not available. Hard grey fabric. Top
surface glazed green. Context 30, Period 4, (Accession P185).

RIDGE TILE (111 109mf)
406. 1 fragment. 80 x 62mm. Thickness 12mm. Hard grey fabric.

surface glazed green/brown over 2 raised decorative strips.
Opposing surface glazed yellow/green. Context 128, Period 3,

PKO),

409. 1 fragment. 75 x 76oa, Thickness 12nB. Hard grey fabric,
Upper surface glazed green. Under surface haa umoothed channel
that mty be a 'keying' position for iti location on th* roof
ridge. Context 128, Period 3. Wot Ulu«trtUd,

PAN TILE (Hot illustrated)
410. 1 fragment. Thickness 12jHB, Hard orange/red fabric, 1
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9.6.3/4 PERTH SMALL FIHDS (cont) CJ£kAHIC/LEAD

surviving lug. Context 30, Period 4.

9.6.4 LEAD OBJECTS B FORD
6 objects of lead were recovered from the Perth site. These Included
3 fragments of window caoes (411 , 412, 413). They all have the
typically H-shaped cross-section. They were probably cast in a
two-part mould. 411 was recovered from the fill of a robber trench
cutting layer 30. A large quantity of window glass was also
recovered froa layer 30. The glass is thought to have been from the
E window of Building 1. 412 was recovered from the upper fill of
ditch 141, where it was also associated with fragments of window
glass, 413, which would have surrounded a complete pane of glass,
was found in the fill of a possible room division in Building 3, and
was associated with occupation debris.

414. a small disc with an incised cross on one surface, was
recovered frcm demolition material over the buildings.

415. a fragment of lead sheeting, was recovered from a demolition
layer overlying the graves in Building 1. 416, a spoon, is very
badly chipped. It was recovered froa an context which was not
assigned to a period.

W I N D O W GAMES (111 94)

411. Length 78.50an. W i d t h Bern (max) .
distorted. Context 109* Period 4
iUuotrated*

Thickness 4.70sjj, Bent and
(Accession E161). tot

412, Length 45.50na. Width 3cw. Thickness 2.50mm. Bent and
distorted. Context 129, Period 3, (Accession £200). Hot
illustrated,
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9.6.4/5 PERTH SMALL PIHDS (cont) LEAD/COPPER ALLOY

413. Length ACrnra (max). Width 4.40[M. Thickness 3ma. Triangular
shaped, slightly distorted. Context 155, Period 2, (Accession

E159).

DISC (Not illustrated)
4U. Diaiceter 29n̂  (max). Thickness 1 .?0mo. Flat disc with incised

cross on 1 surface. Reverse plain. Context 103, Period 3,
(Accession E069).

SHEET (Not Illustrated)
415. Length lA.lOmu. Thickness 3.60trjD. Triangular shaped fragment

of cut sheet. Context 8, Period 4, (Accession E033).

SPOCN (111 109mf)
416. Overall length 64.50̂  length of bowl 22.50cun. Crudely

fashioned, handle bent. Bowl chipped and broKen around edges.
Trtmch 7, Context 19. no period assigned, (Accession E020).

9 .6 .5 COPPER ALLOY OBJECTS
W i t h a contribution by J Cherry

B FOflD

6 copper alloy objects ware recovered froa the site, including a
seal matrix (AT/), froo a robber trench at the Juncticn of the E and
S walls of Building 1. The remaining 5 objects were 2 pins (M9 and
420), sheet fragments (421, 422), and a pair of tweezers (418).

The pins and sheet fragment (422! were recovered froa contexts
which could not be assigned to a period. The pin (420), has a wire
wound head, a type cocnon throughout the wdievul and post-oedieval
periods. There are pinch «*rks below th* head formed when the head
was fitauped into position. 418 and 421, w*f* recovered fro«
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9.6.5 PEHTH SMALL PIkDS (cont) COPPEk ALLOY

contexts In the earliest phase of the site, dated to the late 13th
century. 421 , possibly part of a rivet, was found in the fill of
disturbed grave and 418, overlying the foundation cut of wall 134,

is a pair of tweezers with wide flat terminals. The loop on

the arms was possibly to hold the terminals together by sliding it
down the handles, thus clamping the Jaw shut or was possibly for
attaching them to a loop perhaps fon suspension from a belt.
Another pair of tweezers with wide flat terminals has been recovers
from the excavations at MeaJ. Vennel, Perth, while a number have bee-.
found elsewhere, for example Northampton (Oakley and Webster 1979,
256). An example from Swan Lane, London, has been interpreted as a
clip to hold sheets of parchment in place, perhaps in a scriptorium
(Alexander and Binski 1987, 384, ill 426).

SEAL MATRIX {111 95, Table 64mf) J CHERRY
417. Length 40.40n*n. Width 25.50cm. Pointed oval in shape. The

front is stamped around the edge with the legend S' PRIORISi
FRATRUMtCARMELtDEPERT. The central scene shows a friar
kneeling to left under a pointed arch above which is the Virgin
feeding the child. On either side of the arch is a framework,
possibly representing a screen, on which there stands to left n
candle, to right a fleur-de-lis. The back is plain with a loof
handle at the top. Context 183, Period 4, (Accession E151).

The importance of the seal matrix is two-fold. Firstly it
appears to be the only seal aatrix of the Carmelites surviving
frcw toedieval Scotland. Secondly it providas evidence not only
for the prior's seal of the Perth ha .e but the matrix itself
may well date Troa tha early years of the foundation, possibly
to th* late 13th century.
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9.6.5 PERTH SMALL FIMDS (cont) COPPEk ALLOY

Both the identification and the date of the seal depend on
the inscription. The epigraphic characteristics of the
inscription, the rounded C arid E, the serifs at the top of the
bar in the A, and the slightly raised lower part of the L, all
point to a date in the second half of the 13th century o" the
early years of the 14th century.

The only reference to a seal of the Perth house is in 1488
although I have not been able to examine the original (Edwards
1910, 75: see also Laing Chrs, nos 92, 119i ER, x, 393). The
richer and larger Carrcelite communities had 2 seals - the seal
of the community and the seal of the prior. It is possible
that smaller houses nay have had only 1 seal. For 3 English
houues, Appleby, London and Oxford, both seals are recorded

(for Appleby an inpression of the community seal is in the
collection of the Society of Antiquaries of London, and the
prior'3 seal in Birch 16-81, no 2560; for London the Cocvnunity
seal is Birch 1881 no 3571, the prior's seal no 3*7 ?» for
Oxford, the Comnunity seal is r.o 3812 the prior's seal nos
3814, 3815). Perth is the only Scottish Caraelite house to
have had both seals, the st*al referred to above and the taatrix
of the prior's seal now discovered.

Here of the other seal iupressions recorded for the
Carmelites in Scotland are specifically indicated by their
inscription tc be that of the prior of the house. A list of
those impressions to which I have found reference appears in
Table 64or as a basis for further research*

There are however 5 English Carmelite houses where trie
prior's seal survives either in matrix or ictpres*ion. They are
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9.6.5 PKRTH SMALL FINDS (cont) CQPPKM ALLOY

Appleby, Chester (Birch 1681, no 2923j Pedrick 1902, 51, pi
34), London, Marlborough (2i the earlier is Tonncchy 1952, no
846, the later Birch 1681, no 3618), and Oxford (2). All have
the Virgin and Child and some have additional local features
such as St Paul on the London prior's seal, or an ox on the
Oxford prior's seal. One of the Maryborough seals has a mcunt
with a tree on each side of the Virgin arid Child, and Chester
has the Virgin flanked by candlesticks. All except Chester
show a friar kneeling in prayer. There appears to be no
satisfactory dating for any of the seals except for epigraphlc
evidence and the attachment of the second Oxfcrd prior's seal
to a charter of 1416.

No other Carmelite matrices are known to me from Scotland
although matrices of other orders of friars do survive. The
matrix of the Dominicans of Perth is in the National Museum of
Antiquities (Laing 1666, no 11?4). No matrices of the seal of
the ccrnr-unlty have survived in England but of the 7 seals of
the priors known froo English houses, 4 matrices ar% known, the
2 for Marlborough, 1 for Oxford, and 1 for Chester. The matrix
of 1 of the Oxford prior's seals (Birch 1831, no 3814) is in
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (R14). The Chester catrlx la now
lostt the only reference to it Is on the back of the
impressions In the Society of Antiquaries collection. This
says 'taken by Thomas Townshend of the city of Chester frcm a
seal found 39 years since when digging the foundations of a
building. March 1801*. Both the Marlborough matrices are post
1316 and it is therefore clear that the Perth find is a
considerable addition to our knowledge of Carmelite tatrices.

Wo rwwarch appear* to have been carried out on the
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9.6 .5 PfifiTU SHALL FIHDS (cont) COPPEH ALLOY

development of the iconography of Carmelite seals in England
and Scotland. One of the great difficulties is the lack of
evidence for the close dating of the seals. The 2 seals of the
priors of Maryborough rr.ust be later than 1316 when the house
was founded. The second prior's seal of Oxford raust date frora

before 1416. The seal of the community at Hitchln must be later
than 1340 on account of the royal arms used I for the seal of
the house of Hitchin see the impressions in the Society of
Antiquaries collection). In contrast to the simple iconography
of the prior's seal, the seals of the communities often display
a tr.ore elaborate iconography, for instance the seal of the
Oxford Carmelites shows the friars kneeling before Henry III.
The depiction of the arms of the king is a feature that often
occurs on the seal of the community but not on that of the
prior.

The discovery of the seal of the prior of the Carmelites in
Perth is a valuable addition not only to the evidence for
CEroelite seals in Scotland but also for the consideration of
the role of the prior's seal AS opposed to tr.o community seal

the Carcelites.

TWEEZERS/ PARCHMENT CLIP? (Ill 96)
418. Length 4I.4QMD. Very corroded. How in 2 fragments. Hade frc*

a single piece of folded shfiet cut tc shape. Wide flat
terminals. Small copper alloy loop wrapped around handle.
Context 125, Period 1, (Accession E160),
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Table 69mf. Seal Impressions of Caricelite houses in Scotland
1. The brothers Carmelite in Scotland. Laing 1666, no 1184. A

round seal with a well executed design of St Andrew on the cross,
crowr.ed with the nimbus. At each side is a branch of foliagei a
crescent and mullet above, and in the lower part a friar kneeling
at prayer, within a niche. Used by Robert, provincial general of
the order in Scotland in 1492.

2. Aberdeen, Prior. Laing 1866, no 1109- A singular design
representing the Resurrection. Beneath a Gothic canopy, a figure
of th3 Saviour with a cruciform nimbus, a cross in his left hand,
his right hand pointing upwards, stepping out of a tonb. Used by
the prior and convent in 1411, though the inscription does not
make it absolutely clear that this is the prior's seal.

3. Aberdeen. Chapter. Laing, 1866, no 1108. A double nichei in
the dexter a full length figure of the Virgin holding the Infant
Jesus in her arms. In the sinister, a bishop robed and oitred.
In the centre above, is the Saviour on the cross, and in the base
of the seal a friar praying. Used in 1437.

4. Aberdeen. House. Laing 1866, no 1110. A round seal. A
geometrical figure of intersecting triangles, or rather a mullet
of 5 points or-ertiy in outline, and the letters M. A. R.I. A. in the
external spaces.

5. Banff. Laing 1866, no 1116. Salutation of the Virgin, and below
is a friar praying.

6. Perth. Edwards 1909-10, 75i see also Laing Chrs, nos 92, 119i
ER, x, 393.

7. Queensferry. Laing 1866, no 1175. A figure of the Virgin with the
infant Jesus in her arms, standing on a crescent, surrounded by an
aureole. Used In

8. Unlithfiotf. Laing Chra, no 490. Seal attached, Virgin and Child
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(on loft ana) . Legend 'COMMUNE SIGILLUM MONASTERII [DE LIH]
L I T H C U 1 .

9 .6 .5 PERTH SMALL PlliUS (cont)

9. L in l i thgow. La_irg Chrs, nos 621, 715. Seal, larger than 8 ( a b o v e ) ,

Vi rg in wi th Chi ld on r ight ana. Legend 'S. COtttUNE M O N A S T E R I J
D E . . . E L 1 .

422, Sheet. Length 76.5C», Wid th 9.5Cten. Thickness 1.60oun.
Fragmtnts of a cut stttet* Curved and tent. ConUxt 2t

PINS (Not i l lus t ra ted)

4 1 9 . Length 64.50;ta. Diameter of shank A.60mm. W i d t h of head
11.70mm. Thickness of head Aram. Circular perforated head w i th

2 moulded decorative bands below. Circular cross-sectioned

shank terminat ing in a blunt end. Tinned. Context 2, subsoil,

(Accession E 1 0 9 ) •

420. Length 33.1 Oca. Diaioeter of shank 1.30mn. W i d t h of head
2.90mm ( m a x ) , Depth of head 2,60mm. Tightly wound wire head of

2 complete turns . Pinch mark below head. Circular

cross-sectioned shanU. Tip missing. Context 63, modern,
(Accession E23).

MISCELLANEOUS (111 1 0 9 m f )

421. Sheet fragment. Length 32tan. Rolled to forta a tub«, * apered
at 1 end , opens out at the other, which is broken. Cc4it«xt 55,
Period 1, (Accession E015).



9,6.5/6 PERTH SHAI*L FIMDS (coot) COPPKtt AIXOY/IHOH

subsoil, (Accession £225). Not illustrated.

9.6.6 IRON OBJECTS

W i t h a contribution by A Walsh

B FORD

A23 is a pricket candlestick. The pricket spike on to which the
candle would have been impaled is now broken. It is decorated with
2 side scrolls. It has an angled stem which is similar to that on a
candlestick recovered from excavations at Hill Street, Perth, from a
context of 13th-14th century date (Ford forthcoming c, no 214), and
one from London of c 14th-century date (Henig 1974, fig 38, no 71).
423 was recovered from a layer underneath floor surface 147 within
Building 3.

424. is a saall key, possibly from a box. It has asymmetrical
wards so, therefore, could only have been used from 1 side of a
lock. It was recovered from the backfill of robber trench 107, the
E wall of Building 3.

425. a D-shoped buckle, is of a type found throughout the
medieval period. It was found overlying laid stones 173, E of
robber trench 107, the E wall of Building 3. Similar D-shaped
buckles in copper alloy have been found in Perth and an elongated
D-shaped iron buckle was recovered froa a 14th/15th century context
at Hethven Street, Perth (Ford 1987 a, 131, ill 65, no 66).

A number of woodworking tools were found during the excavation.
426, a spoon bit, is an example of a coocon type of auger bit used
to bore holes in wood. A siallar incoapletc example waj found at
excavations at Kirk Close, Perth (Ford 19S7 a, 134, ill 67, no 95)
and many examples have been found on medieval sites such as Sandal
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9 .6 .6 PEATH SHALL FlftfflS (cont) I ROW

Castle (Good^ll I H 1983, 240, fig 4, nos 35-40). 4_26 was recovered
fron a disturbed context. 427 , a reamer, is a tool used for

enlarging a previously bored hole. The tang was probably inserted
into a wooden cross handle. 11 was recovered from subsoil. Another
smaller reamer was found at excavations at Hill Street, Perth from a

context of 15th - c 18th century date (Ford forthcoming c, no 209).

Other reamers similar to 427 though generally with thicker blades,
have been found on a number of sites, 1 from Hangleton, W Sussex is
of 13th - 14th century date (Hurst and Hurst 1964, 137, fig 13, no

1 1 ) and 1 froa Northampton Is dated 1410-20 to c 1500 (Goodall I H
1979, 273, fig 119, no 62). 428, a file probably used for the
smoothing and shaping of wood, has a whittle tang for insertion into

a bone or woe-den handle. Files are uncommon finds from medieval
contexts. 423 was recovered fron the backfill of robber trench 107,

the E wall of Building 3. 426, 427 and 428 are an interesting group
of objects, although It is unfortunate that on the whole they were
recovered from unstratified or disturbed contexts. We know from the

documentary evidence that a certain amount of repair and maintenance
work was carried out at the Carmelite friary in the early 16th
century. A oajor refurbishment of the Bishop of Dunkeld's residence

in Perth was begun in 1507 with sooe work t>eing carried out on the
friary buildings at the saae time. In 1509 sore work was carried
out at the friary, and this continued on through 1512 when records
snow that nasons, slaters, carpenters and sawyers were all being
employed. The last reference to building work is in 1515, although
it is possible that it may have continued after this date. However,
there la no documentary evidence to support this (see Chapter 6.1).
It nay be that the group of woodworking tools belongs to this period
of intense activity at the friary.

429 Is an unidentified atrip with chisel-cut end. It was



9.6.6 P£ATH SMALL FINDS (coot) I ROW

recovered from the fill the grave of S'< 11 which was a plank lined
grave within Building 1, and could be part of a tool or coffin

fitting.

430, a socketed point, was recovered from probable demolition

material. It could possibly be a chape from the end of a wooden
stick.

431 is a fragmentary U-shaped staple, a type convnon throughout
the medieval period. Many more complete examples of this type have
been recovered froo Perth (Ford 19S7a, 133, nos 110-3; Ford
forthcoaing c).

The swivel hook 432 was found in subsoil. It is very similar to
one found on earlier excavations in Perth at Canal Street II, from a
context dated to the early 14th century (Ford 1937a, 134, ill 68, no
99). Swivel hooks were often attached to the ends of chains to give
more freedom of movement to objects such as cauldrons. Swivel hooks
were also used on horse fittings as with a group froa Urquhart
Castle (Samson 1982, 466, nos 3-6). A very similar swivel hook to
432, still attached to its ring, was found at Goltho, Lines dated
fro» the late saxon to the late 14th century (Goodall I H 1975, 87,
fig 41, no 108). Another was found at Somerby, Lines, dating froo
the Kid 15th to the old 16th century (Hynard 1969, 81, fig 11).

433 was recovered froa subsoil. It is possibly port of an iron
ve*s*l such aa a bucket.

2 knives w«re recovered, 434 froo dooolitlon material overlying
the graves in Building 1, and 435 froa linear slot 192 at the H end
of cobbled surface 182, beneath Building 3, a possible cobbled
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9.6.6 PEATQ SMALL FINDS (cont) IRON

courtyard associated with Building 1 . 435 is a small fragment of a
handle from a scale tang knife. Traces of wood are still adhering
secured in place by copper alloy rivets. 43A is a fragment of a
knife with a bolster between the scale tang and blade. This is a
technique introduced into knife construction in the 16th century.
It has a rivet hole in the scale tang for the attachment of a wooden
or bone handle. An interesting group of knives with bolsters
between tang and blade were found at excavations at Sandal Castle,
and 434 has a similar simple bolster to 1 in this collection
(Goodall I H 1983, 242, no 77).

436 is a horseshoe of a later medieval type, known to have been
introduced before the middle of the 14th century (Clark 1986), but
still in existence in the 17th century. It is characterised by
tapering square or rectangular nail holes which would have used
nail3 like 437. The inner arch of 436 is slightly pointed, which is
also Q characteristic of these later types of horseshoe (Clark
1986), It has an arrangement of 3/3 nail holes. The width of the
shoe is quite narrow and is comparable to that of a horseshoe from
Seacourt, Berkshire (Biddle 1961-2). 438 is a horseshoe nail uoed
with horseshoes of an earlier type, examples of which have been
found in Perth (Ford forthcoming c). 436 and 438 were recovered
from the backfill of robber trench 107, the E wall of Building 3.
437 is from a context which could not be assigned to a period,

439 IB an iron bar which was recovered fron demolition tutorial.

4AO ia an unidentified strip which could be part of a tool. It
was recovered from the fill of a cut feature which had buon heavily
disturbed,
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9.6.6 PEttTH SMALL FIMDS (cont) IRON

CANDLESTICK (111 98)

423. Length 70.4Gmn. 2 co-Joining fragments of a pricket candlestick
with 2 side scrolls. The pricket spike is broken. Angled stem,
now bent. Context 224, Period 2, (Accession £189).

KEY (111 93)
. Length 45.6Cma. Width of bit 13ruD. Ring bow now broken.
Solid coulded stem with projecting tip, end missing. The bit
is cut by 2 horizontal wards. Context 106, Period A,
(Accession E125).

BUCKLE (Noc. illustrated)

425. Length 29.50am. Width 22.80ara. D-shaped. Circular
cross-sectioned pin bar. Rectangular cross-sectioned franw?.
The iron pin is made from a tapering strip curve around the
buckle. It has clipped from the pin bar around the frame.
Context 172, Period 4, (Accession E1H).

SPOON BIT (111 104)

426. Length 137na. Wid th of blade 9m*. Very corroded spoon-shaped
blade. Rectangular cross-sectioned shank. Lanceolate

terminal* ConUxt 122, Period 2, (Accession EOB2).

REAMER (111 109af)
427. Length 145ao. Width of shank HUM (max). Thickness 10cn

(foax)* Tapering shank with rectangular cross section.
broken. Context 2, subsoil, (Accession E 1 1 1 J *

PILE (111 109«f)
428, Length 92aa. Width of blade 10.50aa. Thickness of blade 5an,

Whittle tang file. Blade has rectangular crosa section, broken
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9.6.6 PKBTfl SMALL PIMDS (cont) I ROW

at end. Parallel cut teeth on all 4 faces. Context 108,
Period 4, (Accession E124).

STRIP (111 104)

429. Strip with chisel-cut end. Length 65.30mm. Width 12mm (max).
Thickness 4.50mm (max). Rectangular cross section. Tapers

towards 1 end. Context 164, Period 1, (Accession E25"1).

SOCKETED POINT (111 109mf)

430. Length 53.5Qnsn. Diameter 14nTD (max). Made from a rolled

sheet, tapers to 1 end. Context 30, Period A, (Accession E254},

STAPLE (Not illustrated)
431. Length 59nnn. U-shaped staple. The straight arms have a diamond

cross section. 1 area missing. Unstratified, (Accession E249).

SWIVEL HOOK (111 109mf)

432. Length 73mn, Width of loop 3̂ mffl. Oval pointed head. Square

cross-sectioned shank. Tip-has been flattened and wrapped
around the shank below the bead to for* a loop. Context 2,
subsoil, (Accession £108).

VESSEL (Not illustrated)
433. Length 94on* Thickness 1mo. 2 corroded iron sheet fragments.

Slightly curved. Joined by aJi overlapping Joint, Context 2,
subsoil, (Accession E051K

KNIVES (111 104)
434. Length 39«*. V«ry corroded fragment of a scale tang knife.

Bolster between tang and blade, forged in 1 piece with tang and
blade. Both tang and bla4« are broken. Rivet holt in scale
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9.6.6 PEHTH SMALL FIHDS (cent) IflOM

tang. Context 8, Period 4, f Accession E058).

435. Length 29nn. Width 13.7Ctom. Thickness 8wn (max). Fragment of
a handle from a scale tang knife. Wooden handle fragments
still attached by 2 copper alloy rivets. Context 125, Period
1, (Accession E157). Not illustrated.

HORSESHOE (111 1 09af )

436. Width lOOcom. Inner profile has pointed arch. 6 rectangular
tapering nail holes. Context 103, Period 4, (Accession E209).

HORSESHOE NAILS {Not illustrated)
437. Fragmentary. Flat topped expanded head. Trench 5, Context 26,

nc period assigned. (Accession

438. Fiddle-headed nail with flat top. Width of head, no wider than
shank. Context 103, Period 4, (Accession E128),

MISCELLANEOUS (Not illustrated)
439. Bar. Length 170wa. Width 18on. Thickness 14mm, Very

corroded iron bar tapering to 1 end. Context 104, Period 4,
(Accession E203).

440. Strip. Length 7 600. Wid th 15mm. Thickness 8.5Q«D.
Rectangular cross-section. Tapers to a bent point at 1 end.
ConUxt 67, Period 4, Ucc«3*ion

NAIL3 A WALSH
A total of 2&0 nails were recovered frco the excavation, of theie
12 were unstratified and 103 coae froa contexts which could not be
assigned to a period. The majority of the nails wore badly corroded
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9.6.6 PKMTH SMALL FIKDG (coat) IRON

and have not had any conservation treatment. However, some
classification has been attempted using visual examination and
X-ray. The classification follows that used by Ford arid Walsh

(1987, 139).

_A Circular, oval, square or rectangular flat head, with square or
rectangular cross-sectioned shank.

B Circular, oval, square or rectangular domed head, with square or

rectangular cross-sectioned shank.

C_ Circular, oval, square or rectangular flat head, with circular
cross-sectioned shank,

I) Circular, oval, square or rectangular domed head, with circular
cross-sectioned shank.

E_ Flat L-shaped head with square or rectangular cross-sectioned
shank.

F_ Flat T-shaped head with square or rectangular cross-sectioned
shank.

G_ Flat figure-of-eight shaped head with square or rectangular

cross-sectioned shank.

n_ Square or rectangular flat head formed by flaring rectangular or
square cross-sectioned ahank.

_! Faceted head, with square or rectangular croaa-aeciioned shank.

J Horietho* nail* (t«e above, 437 and fr38).
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Table 7Qmf. Dis t r ibut ion of recognised nail types by period.

Period
0 1

3

1 2

1 5

2

17
1

1

2

10

31

3 4 No period Unstratified
23 58 37 6

5
1 1 0 2 0

1 5
1 1

11 23 35 6
36 92 103 12

Tota
144

1

5
32
2

6

2

88
280

Period 1
2 nails caice frora burials, 1 frcci grave 231 (SK 21), outwith the
building, the other froa grave 237 (SK 6), an internal burial.
Neither grave contained a coffin. 1 nail was found in context 7,
the mortar through which all the burials were cut. None of the 3
coffins present used naila in their construction so it is unlikely
that these nails are associated with the skeletons. It is possible
that they were dropped during construction of the building although
the fact that 5 were broken and the only complete example has wood
remains attached suggests prior use.

2 nail shanks were recovered fron 125, fill of a possible
boundary to the cobbled surface 182 (see Chapter 6.2).

Period 2
16 nails were recovered from grave 190 (SK 16) of which 9 have wood
remains attached. On 8 examples the grain of the wood is at right
angles to the shank. On 1 ex inple the angle is oblique. 3
identifiable types are present; type A (11 nails), type B (1 nail)
and type H (1 nail). The latter has no wood remains attached. It
is most likely that these nails are the retains of a nail built
coffin, 1 nail (type H) was found in grave 158 (SK 9).
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9.6.6 PKRTH SMALL FIMDS (cont) IROli

6 nails, 2 complete, came from layers within Building 2. 7 came
from internal layers of Building 3, 3 from one post-hole, 1 nail
was found externally, under the robber trench 106.

Period 3
A nails were recovered from the drmolition debris of Building 1, the
friary church. These were type A (2 nails), 1 shank (rs), and type
I (1 nail). Such a small quantity of nails found supports the
hypotheses that the roof was removed some time before the collapse
or demolition of tho walls.

32 nails came from layers making up the backfill of ditch 141.
It is unlikely that they represent the remains of a coffin for SK
13. They are probably part of the general debris cleared up to
backfill the ditch. 3 of these nails were complete (44, 56 and 62m«
long), ana 1 had wood remains attached with the grain running at an
oblique angle to the shank.

Period 4

20 coffin nails came from grave 87 (SK 5). All except 3 had wood
remains attached to the shank, 14 with the grain running at right
angles to the shank and 3 with the grain running in the same
direction as the shank. All the nails were positioned in a rough
rectangle around the skeleton suggesting that they were all used in
the construction, ie none appear to have been used for attaching
handles or other fittings. There were 19 type A nails and 1 shank
(rs). Just 1 nail was complete on examination (length 6800) but
they were all of a similar size in h*ad and shank widths.

1 nail caae froa each of 3 graves - 92, 98 (both empty) and 12
which contained SK 3. Thew graves cut layer 8 which yielded 17
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9.6.6/7/8 PERTH SHALL FIHDS (cant) IROM/BOHE/COIW

nails, GO it is l ikely that the nails from the graves are residual

,
i

The rest of the nails from this period come frora the various
small pits, the backfill or robber trench and the fills of other
miscellaneous snail features.

The nails from Trenches A, 5, 6 and 7, the subsoil and the

unstratified layers have not been discussed, although a full

catalogue is in archive.

9.6.7 BONE OBJECTS (Hot illustrated) B FORD
441 . Offcut. Length 47.7Cton. Width 16mm. Cut rectangular fragment

of large mammal long bone. All 4 sides have been roughly

filed. Context 2, subsoil, (Accession K202).

9.6.8 COIH (Not illustrated) B FORD

. Unidentified. Extremely worn. Trench 1, unstratificd,

(Accession E101).
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10.2 LINLITHGOW. THE OWL PELLETS R RALPH

Two owl pellets were recovered froc context 5025, a Period 4 decay
horizon within the area of the chancel of the friary church at
Linlithgow.

These specimens are full of the remains of small raamcials, limb
bones, vertebrae, skull fragments and teeth. The remains can bo
Identified with certainty from the teeth patterns. There are two
small mammals represented, the field vole Microtus aegrcstris, and the
coinnon shrew Sorex araneus. The field vole has flattened grinding
teeth with a characteristic pattern of whorlst the common shrew has
mucn sharper teeth with many cusps that are often tinted a reddish
colour. Pellets aro produced by all predatory birds, owls and birds
of prey like kestrels. The two pellets here contain no identifiable
remains of other small mammals or insects. The dominant prey item in
them is the volo. There have been many studies on pellets and the
composition of these two specimens suggests that they come from tawny
owls. These owls prey primarily on voles but take shrews as well in
the ratio of about six voles to one shrew. This ratio is roughly
represented in these two pellets. In one specimen there is a
preponderance of young shrew remains, this is clear from the unworn
state of the teeth, suggesting that the pellet was produced in the
summer.
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10.3 PERTH. THE ANIMAL REMAINS C SMITH

CONTENTS

1 . Methods arid measurement
2. Numbers of bones identified

3. Species present

4 . Rela t ive frequencies of species

5. Ages of animals at death
6. Butchery

7. Bone gnawing
3. Pathology and abnormal bones
9. Carcass analysis
10. Size of aniuals

1 . METHODS AND MEASUREMENT
The animal bones were Identified by direct comparison with modern
dofloshed specimens.

Ribs, unidentified butchers' chips and vertebrae other than the
first two cervical vertebrae were merely examined for evidence of
butchery but were not included in the total number of bones
identified. Unidentified vertebrae are referred to in the text as
being either 'cf cattle1 or *cf sheep1. Thirty nine loose teeth were
assigned to species but were not included in the total numbers of
bont-5 identified. Because of the difficulties in distinguishing
between sheep and goat3, bones of these species were classified as
sheep, goat or sheep/goat. Bird bones were identified only as to the
bone and not as to species. Fish bones wore not included in the
total number of bones identified. The scheme of measurement follows
that of von dan Driesch (1976),

2. NUMBERS OF BONES IDENTIFIED
A total number of 415 bone» of namoals and birds wero identified froo
Periods 1 to A of the site of Perth Carmelite friary. In addition 517
bones were identified froa context* which could not be assigned to a
period.
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10.3 PfikTH. THE ANIMAL UEHAIHS (cont)

3. SPECIES PRESET

Bones of cattle, sheep, goat, sheep/goat, pig, horse, dog, cat, roe
deer, small mammal and bird were recovered from Periods 1 to A.
Oyster shells occurred in Periods 3 and A. Bones of red deer,
dog/fox, rabbit and fish were found only In contexts which were not
assigned to a period.

4. RELATIVE FREQUENCIES OF SPECIES

The nunbers of bones Identified from each species for each period is
given in Table 71nf*

The minimum number of animals present, based on a bone which was
common to each period for each species, is given in Table 72mf«
Table 73mf gives the percentages of bones of food-forming species
from Whitefriars arid other sites excavated in Perth. This data
indicates that, despite the small sample size, and the fact that
Whitcfriaro was a religious rather than a secular site, the order of
reliance on the domestic species does not diverge greatly fron that
of other medieval sites In Perth.

Cattlo and sheep/goat were the oost heavily utilised species.
However, the number of pig bones is very low, compared with the other
sJ tes in Perth.

Several alternative explanations may be offered to account for
this low uptake of pig ccati one that pork was indeed eaten but in
the form of bacon or cured salt pork, which would leave no trace in
the archaeological record if the meat had been cured elsewhere. A
second explanation may be that the occupants of the site may have
preferred other wats to pork on the grounds that the pig is an
'unclean' animal, Glutton-Brock (1981, 77) haa said that no other
animal haa been subject to so many religious taboos aa has the pig,
Thirdly, the goil condition* cay not have been conducive to the
preservation of pig bones. Decomposition is *ccei«rat«d by fat
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10.3 PERTH. TH£ ANIMAL REMAINS (coat)

(Noe-Nygaard 1977, 234 ) and since the pig generally bears more fat
than cattle or sheep it might be expected that pig bones would
decompose more readily than those of other domestic

A single bone of roe deer was found in Period 3, while red deer
was only present in a context where no period was assigned. This low
utilisation of game animals is in accordance with other sites within
the burgh of Perth (see Table 73nf ) . It would appear that the friars
had little access to the luxury of venison as did the more common
occupants of the burgh. The absence of fish bones from Periods 1-4
seerns surprising in view of the religious nature of the site. Some
religious precepts decreed an abstinence from meat during Lent and on
ember days, as well as on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday In every week
(Pullar 1972, 96). However in the case of the Carmelites at least,
it seems that by the 15th century, if not befora, there had been
considerable mitigation of these regulations (Eaudrillart 1949, 1034).

In addition since soil sieving did not take place it is possible
that fish bones were present at the site but went unnoticed due to
their small size. The scarcity of small rnaaaal bones may have
occurred for the same reason.
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10.3 PERTH. THE ANIMAL REMAINS (cont)

:able 71mf Numbers of bones identified froa each species, by period

Period

1 2

12 20

1 2

1

3 11

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 16

3
128
2

1

71
-
5
1
-

2V

-

-

-

1

4

4

66

5

-

<*8
1
3
-
-
3
-
2

-

-

3

No period
258

219
7

4
-
1

-
2
3

12
-

11

Total (
226
10
2

133
2

9
1
-
5
-
2
-
1

24

Total 17 52 215 131 517

The presence of fieh and oyster is indicated by a *)

Table 72nf Minimua numbers of animals present in eac

Based on 1
Cattle
Sheep/goat
PiS
Horse
Roe deer
Dog
Cat
Small mamal
Bird

L.
L.
R.
R.
L.
L.
L,

L/R
R.

^̂ ^̂ Ĥ

femur 1
tibia
mandible
mctacarpal
metatar*al
femur
tibia
. radius
coracoid
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2
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1
1
1
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10.3 PERTH. THE AMIMAL REMAJMS (cont)

Table 73mf Presence of bones of food-forming
Perth ( 1 2 t h to 16th century levels o n l y ) .

from nine sites in

High St

3t Ann's Lane

Canal St I
Canal St II
Methven St
Kirk Close

Mill St
Kinnoull 3t

Carmelite friary 1-4 59.0

lattlu

63.5

57.6

58.2

67.7

61.5

76.1

62.8

63.1

59.0

Sheep/

Goat

22.2

32.8

32.1

27.1

17.3

18.7

27.9

29.3

37.3

Goat Pig

4.9 8.3

« 8.9

0.1 5.8

» 3. A

* 1 .2

« 4.8

2.7 3.5

• 7.6

0.5 0.5

Horse

1 .0

0.4

3.6

1.8

-

0.1

2.7

-

2.3

Dee

0.1

0.2

-

-

-

0.1

0.4

-

0.3

(* sheep arid goat are expressed as one figure because of the difficulties
in distinguishing between the two species).

5. AGE OF ANIMALS AT DEATH

a. Cattle and sheep/goat
Because of the small sample size, evidence of the ages of animalc at
death was meagre. However, bones and mandibles of cattle and
sheep/goat which yielded the appropriate evidence of tooth eruption
and wear and/or epiphyscal fusion were grouped into the following
categories!

AGE
Foetal/neonatal
Juvenile
Juvenile/iranature
Immature/adult
Adult

The approximate modern equivalents as regards cattle would be
F=newborn, Jxless than 18 months, I=c 18 montha-4 years A=4 year« and
over. Tables 74mf and 75fflf give the distribution of cattle and

bon«» in each of th* categories.



10.3 PERTH. THE AMIMAL RKHAIMS (cont)

Table 74nf Numbers and percentages of cattle bones classified as to age
category arid period.

AGE CATEGORY

J/I

I/A

A

Table 75mf Number
age category and

AGE CATEGORY

F

J

J/I

I/A

A

1

No.

-
2

3

s and
period

1
No.
1

-
-
1
1

Period
2

% No . %

5 55.
40.0 2 22.

60.0 2 22.

percentages of

•

Period
2

% No . %
33.3

_

2 40.

33.3 1 20.

33.3 2 40.

3
No.

6 15
2 12

2 11

4

% No. %

39-5 4 16.0
31.6 14 56.0
28.9 7 28.0

sheep/goat bones classified

3
No.
-
1

0 8
0 10

0 13

4
% No. %

- -
3.1
25.0 4 15-4

31.3 13 50.0
40,6 9 34.6

Overall
No. %
24 31.2
30 39.0
23 29.9

as to

Overall
No. %

1 1.5
1 1 .5

14 21.2

25 37.9
25 37.9

Apparently a substantial number of both cattle and sheep/goats
survived into adulthood. Among the cattle, no foetal/neonatal
animals were recorded, while only one sheep/goat bone was found in
this category. However, differential preservation may have played a
part in obliterating evidence of the more fragile young bones and
mandibles, thus biassing tho evidence in favour of the denser bones
of older animals. High numbers of loose teeth are usually indicative
of poor overall bone preservation, however in the case of
Whiteiriars, the total number of loose teeth recovered (thirty nine
teeth) was not high. Of these, only two were deciduous io from young
animals. However, Maltby (1982, 82) has warned that small deciduous
teeth, incisors and heavily worn teeth taay tend to be missed during
the excavation. Therefore, the interpretation of the available
evidence must be treated with caution* In addition, in order to uke
comparisons between period* it auflt be asauajed that conditions of
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10.3 PERTH. THE ANIMAL RtttAlMS (cont)

preservation and recovery in all four periods were similar. Bearing

these assumptions in mind, comparisons between Periods 1 to A,
although based on small sample numbers, apparently show that more

young animals died in Period 2 than in Period 3. The trend towards
older cattle and sheep/goats appeared to continue in Period A, ie the
post-friary period.

b. Other animals
Pig - There was no evidence available as to the ago of the pigs.

Horse - All of the bones came froa adult animals.
Dog - One radius from an immature animal was found in Period 4,
Context 184.

Cat - One tibia with an unfuscd proximal eplphysis (context 8, Period
4) showed that a kitten had died.
Roe deer - There was no evidence as to the age of the roe deer.

6. BUTCHERY
Bones bearing evidence of butchery were plentiful. Some of these are
described below under the headings primary, secondary and tertiary
butchery, as defined by Araitage (1976).

Priccary butchery
i. Removal of head. The occipital region of a cattle skull (Context
108, Period 4) was sliced across the condyles, showing how the head
had been removed from the neck, by chopping between the head and the
first vertebra of the neck (atlas). Several cattle axis vertebrae
(second neck vertebrae) froo Period 3 (Contexts 128 and 129) had
suffered oblique or transverse blows, showing that the h«ad had been
removed by chopping between the atlas and the axis.

it. Splitting of the carcass. Ten cf cattle and three cf sheep
vertebrae were split in the sagittal plane, indicating that the
carcasses froa which they cane had been divided into equal halves or
•ides, while two cf cattle and five cf an*«p vertebrae had their
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10.3 PERTH. THE AMIKAL RfiHAIUS (cent)

lateral edges chopped off, indicating that the carcasses had not been
divided into sides. In the case of the sagittally split vertebrae,
the animals had probably been suspended in order to aid butchery,
while in the case of the laterally chopped vertebrae, the carcasses
had probably been divided on a table or floor (Armitagc 1982, 98).

iii. Removal of lircbs. This process was indicated by the presence of
chopped femur heads (Context 48, Period 2 and Context 142, Period 3),
probably severed when the hind limb was removed from the innominate
(pelvis). In rfrOdern butchery practice, the femur would be recoved
cleanly from the joint with the innominate by cutting the ligament
by which tho two bones are attached together {Gerrard 1977, 285).

Secondary butchery
i. Disjointing ie production of joints of iteat.
Five cattle innorainates showed evidence of chopping arid hacking which
had probably occurred during disjointing. One example (Context 108,
Period 4) had been chopped twice (once at tho acetabulum and once at
the ilium) whiic the remainder had been chopped only once (Context
175, Period T.j Context 129, Period 3; Context 142, Period 3; and
Context 52, Period 4). A cattle radius (Context 130, Period 1) had
been chopped across the shaft, the joint produced perhaps being
siailar to the modern shin of boef.

Tertiary butchery
1. Cutting of flesh froa the bone. Knife cuts, probably the result of
cutting flesh from the bones, were observed on nin^, bones of cattle,
sheep/goat and pig. Those bones roost frequently affected were the
distal buTieri and proximal metapodials, although the cuts on the low
meat yielding neLapodials nay have arisen during skinning.

ii. Harrow splitting. Many of th* long bones of cattle and sheep/goat
wcro split In the sagittal plane, probably due to deliberately
cracking the bones open to extract tho marrow.
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10.3 PERTH. THE ANIMAL REMAINS (cont)

BUTCHERY OF HORSE AND DOG

There was evidence of horses having been butchered in Periods 3 and
4. A horse scaphoid (wrist bone, Context 142, Period 3} had been
deliberately sliced, while a horse distal humerus (Context 8, Period
M showed evidence of knife cuts on the shaft. Whether the horse
meat was consumed by humans or prepared as food for dogs is not
known, although there is evidence that the early Christian church
frowned on the practice of eating horseflesh as a 'practice fitting
only for thieves' (McCormick 1931, 315). Butchered horse bones have
also been found in roedieval contexts at Perth, Kirk Close; Perth,
Mill Street; Inverness, Castle Street; and Inverkeithing, 5/7
Townhall Street. In the case of dog, two bones, a distal tibia'and

tibia shaft (Context 8, Period M exhibited knife cuts. These marks
could have arisen during skinning of the carcass, there being
documentary evidence of dog skins having been exported froa Scotland
to England during the 17th century (Hodgson 1980, 651 but there
remains the possibility that dogs may have beon eaten in medieval
Perth. Dog bones displaying similar knife cuts have been found at
Perth, Canal Street I and Perth, HJgh Street. During the titles of
econonic hardship or dearth, the incentive to eat dog taeat may have
been great (ibid).

7. BONE GNAWING
There was evidence of bones having been gnawed by carnivores such as
dogs, and by rodents such as rats. Details are given in Table 76mf.

Table 76mf Bones gnawed by dogs or rodents.
NUMBER AND PERIOD SPECIES

Context 129 Period 3 Cattle
Context 129 Period 3 Cattle
Context 30 Period A Cattle
Context 2 No Period Sheep/goat
Context 2 No Period cf cattle
SK 2 Period k Cattle

BONE
Femur
Femur
Uncifora
Scapula
Shaft
R innominate

GNAWED BY
Dog
Dog
Rodent
Rodent
Dog

Dog
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10.3 PERTH. THE AMIMAL REMAIHK (cont)

8. PATHOLOGY AND ABNORMAL BONES

a. Abnormal cattle phalanges (toe bones)
Six cattle first phalanges from Period 3 and Context 2 (no period]
showed evidence of non-pathological depressions in both proxinal and
distal articulatory surfaces similar to those described by Baker arid
Brothwell (1930, 109-12). Type 1 depressions (oval marks mainly
orientated in an aritoroposterior direction), Type 2 depressions
(narrow slits of variable length between the articular- facets), arid
ore Type 3 depression (narrow slits of variable length running across
the articular facets in an oblique direction) were represented.
Similar defects havo also been noted in cattle phalanges from Perth
High Street and Perth Kinnoull Street (Snith forthcoming). One
phalanx from Whitofri'ars (Context 2) displayed, In addition to
several non-pathological depressions, an extended proximal peripheral
facet and slight eburnation (polishing) of tbe proximal surface,
possibly indicative of osteoarthrltis. A further cattle first
phalanx (Context 8, Period A) showed a s+tiall patch of eburnation on
its distal surface. One cattle third phalanx (Context 2) exhibited a
Type 1 depression,

b. Other pathological apecliwna
A cattle octacarpal (Context 142, Period 3) or cannon bono, was seen
to have a small accessory metacarpal V, which is normally a separate
bone, completely fused on, perhaps Indicating that the individual
from which it came was of advanced age. A sheep distal humcrus
(Contcxt 104, Period 5) displayed a small lesion on th« trochlea. A
cattle lateral cuneiforn (tareal) (Context 2) showed a small Type 1
lesion on the posterior surface.

9. CARCASS ANALYSIS
Table 77mf gives the anatcwical distribution of the various elements
of cattle and »h*ip/£oat as would be expected If the whole animal was
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10.3 PERTH. TUE ANIMAL REMAIHS (cont)

retrieved, arid the actual numbers and percentages of bones found in
Periods 1 to 3.

Recovery of the smaller elements such as carpals arid sesaooids
was very poor, despite the relatively high retrieval rate of
metapooials, with which they would have been associated. Recovery of
bones of small mammals and fish was similarly poor. However, the
numbers of high meat yielding bones such as the humerus and femur
(cattle total=35) compared with the low meat yielding metapodials
(cattle total=21) gives a ratio which is greater than that obtained
Tor a complete skeleton. This, together with tho relative scarcity
of skull fragments and horn cores, suggests that the refuse was
domestic rattier than coauaercial/industrial in origin.

10. SIZE OF ANIMALS

The dimensions of the bones of cattle, sheep/goat and horse fell
within the size ranges of those already published for medieval
Scottish burghs (Hodgson 1933).

A dog roetatarsal III (Context 142, Period 3) had a greater distal
breadth (13cm) than any previously encountered from medieval
Scotland.
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Table 77rnf Expected and actual nmnbers and percentages of cattle and
sheep/goat froa Periods 1 to 3.

EXPECTED ACTUAL

1

Horn core
Skull
Freraaxilla
4 naxilla

Mandible
Atlas

Axis

Scapula

riumerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpals

] Innominate
Femur

Tibia
Patella

Os rr.allcolare
Astragalus
Calcancura
Naviculo-

cuboid
j Lateral
11 cuneiform
i
J Hetapodial
31 1st phalanx
J ?nd phalanx
j 3rd phalanx
] Sesauoid

Cattle
No.
2

1

4

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

10

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

4

8
8
8
18

%
2
1
4

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

10

2
2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

4

8
8
8

19

.2

.1

.3

.2

.1

.1

.2

.2

.2

.2

.8

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

.3

.6

.6

.6

.3

No.
-
4

2

7
-
3
12
20

14

2
-
14

15
1 1

2
1

5
9
1

1

21
6
6
4

-

%

-

2
1

4

-

1

7
12
8
1

-
8

9
6
1

0
3

5
0

0

13

3
3
2
_

.5

.2

.4

.9

.5

.5

.8

.2

.8

.4

.9

.2

.6

.1

.6

.6

.6

.1
,8
.8

.5

Sheep/goat
No.

1

-
1

7
-
_

7
15
8
1

-

5
7

21
-
-
1

3
_

-

11
3
-
-
-

%
1

-
1

7
-
_

7
16
8
1

-

5
7
23
-
-
1

3
_

-

12
3
-
-
_

.1

.1

.7

.7

.5

.8

.1

.5

.7

.1

.1

.3

.1

.3

Total 160 100.0 91 100.1
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